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THIS book is dedicated:
In memory of Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, who contributed so
much to man's progress in the art of healing, \v110 not only gave
to me the broadest, most marvelous opportunity in life, but also
by his works and his teachings brought health, happines.s, and
sunshine into multiplied thousands of lives.
In memory of J\tfargaret Corbin Hildreth, my first wife, who
stood so closely by me through every effort and hardship necessary
for me to become an osteopathic physician. To her I am indebted
in a large measure for the great privilege of serving humanity
through osteopathy.
To my daughter, Ina M. Van Vleck, who has been from the time
her precious life came into our home one of the dearest daughters
God ever gave to man. She has been alI that a daughter could
be and has added joy that can only come through the responsibilities of parenthood.
To Dr. Albert E. Van Vleck, the husband of my daughter, who
has filled in a most unusual way the place left vacant in my heart
and life by the death in infancy of my only son.
To my granddaughter, Margaret Hildreth (Peggy) Van Vleck,
one of the rarest, sweetest girls that ever blessed a grandfather.
To my second wife, Hazel Waggoner Hildreth, who came to
me with a love and a devotion that surpasses all understanding.
She has brought comfort, joy, and happiness beyond expression
in words and has been an inspiration for all that is good and best
in life.
To my only sister, Della Hildreth Notestine, whose life has been
so closely interwoven with mine and fills a very unusual place in
my heart.
To her daughter, my niece, Dr. Flora Notestine, who has always
been desirous of doing those things that she feels contribute most
to my comfort and my happiness.
To all osteopathic physicians, osteopathic students, and persons
everywhere who want to know more of Dr. Still's life and the
system of healing he gave to the world.

FOREWORD
l'r would not be possible, I think, to find anyone better qualified
to write of reminiscences and experiences in osteopathy and of
associations with the "Old Doctor " than the author of this book,
Dr. Arthur Grant Hildreth. Closely identified ·with osteopathy
since the establishment of the first osteopathic college in Kirksville,
1\10., in 1892, and a member of the first class to be enrolled for the
study of osteopathy in that institution, he has watched the growth
and development of our great profession from its humble beginnings
to its present important place in the world of modern therapeutics.
Dr. Hildreth was \ye11 acquainted with Dr. Andrew T'aylor Still,
the discoverer of osteopathy, for a number of years antedating the
establishment of an osteopathic college. In that early day he was
more or less familiar \vith the theories and, practices of Dr. Still.
On taking up the study of osteopathy it became apparent that
here was a sympathetic and understanding student and one th~t
followed closely in the footsteps of that great pioneer thinker and
physician. Of the many thousands of students who have been
attracted to osteopathy, I know of no man who more surely understood and appreciate~l the fundamental principles enunciated by
our great leader than did Dr. Hildreth. ]\IIore than forty years
have rolled by, forty-six in fact, since the first college of osteopathy
was established, and all during those eventful years Dr. Hi1clre~h
has continued to be, in season and out of season, an eloquent and
loyal advocate of the great truths espoused by Dr. Still. Today,
wherever osteopathy is known, the opportunity to hear Dr.
Hildreth talk on the subject of osteopathic principles and practice
is an immediate signal for closest attention and profound regard.
If ever the mantle of one man fell upon the shoulders of another,
then surely the mantle of Andrew T. Still fell upon Arthur G.
Hildreth.
Dr. Hildreth was born on June la, 1803, on a farm near Kirksville, ido., and grew to manhood in that vicinity. Following his
graduation, he was associated with the college more or less continuously for the next ten years as staff physician. instructor and
v
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for a time as dean of the faculty. He has twice served as a member of the lVIissouri legislature, having been elected in 1900 to the
House of Representatives and reelected in 1902, and in 1024 he
,vas elected as State Senator and reelected in 1928, serving a
second tenn.
For many years Dr. Hildreth was on call by various legislative
committees of the different states to give advice and to assist in
the establishment of osteopathic legislation. His outstanding
ability as a speaker, his intimate knowledge of osteopathy, and
his keen appreciation of the legislative needs for the development
and protection of osteopathic interests, fitted Dr. Hildreth to
sen'c the profession of osteopathy as fe'" other men have had
opportunity or ability to do.
After his long association with the college and in legislative
work, he finally located in the city of St. Louis, where he practiced
for eleven years, up to the spring of 19]4 when, in association
with Drs. C. E. Still and H. M. Still, he helped· to founel the StillHildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium at ~Iacon, ~Io., and took oyer
the active management of that splendid institution for the treatment and care of the mentally ill. He has seen that institution
become internationally famous.
The osteopathic profession has been proud to recognize and
pleased to honor this stalwart champion. In 1899 at Indianapolis
he was elected President of the American Osteopathic Association,
and again in 1910 at San Francisco. He is the only individual
ever to have been twice elected President of the National Association.
Dr. Hildreth has never missed an annual convention of the
A. O. A. in all the years since its beginning except one. Not only
does he have a remarkable record for attendance at A. O. A. conventions, but he has been most active jn attending state and
regional conventions over the entire country, making valuable
contributions on many and various programs. His kindly manner,
his readiness to share his knowledge and ability with others, his
keen and alert appreciation of the needs and trends of our growing
profession have peculiarly marked Dr. Hildreth as an outstanding
figure in osteopathic history. He has set an example of unselfish
service that will be an inspiration to his colleagues as long as
memory lasts.

\Ve arc indeed fortunate in the fact that Dr. Hildreth makes this
still further contnbution to the profession which he loves so dearly
and vl'hich he has served both long and well. His thousands of
friends in osteopathy, I am sure, will join me in extending sincere
appreciation for this evidence of his abiding interest in a great
cause.
ARTHUR
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D.O.

PREFACE
THE purpose of this book is to chronicle the events in my life
which arc closely interwoven with the work of a great benefactor
of mankind, Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, the founder of osteopathy.
It is hoped that the story will prove interesting not only to the
men and women ,vho have consecrated their lives to aid humanity
through following Dr. Still's teachings, but to the public as well,
especially those \,,110 would like to know more of the intimate
things that contributed so much to Dr. Still's \vork.
lvIy father and mother became acquainted with Dr. Still early
in 187;"5. It was my privilege to come in contact with him \yhen I
was twelve years of age. I-Ie was a frequent visitor in our home.
I knc\v of the struggles he was having in presenting his discovery
to the world. I was a student in the first class when he began
teaching osteopathy. Later I was associated with him as a member of the staff of physicians who helped him with his large practice, also as an instructor in osteopathic technic for a number of
years in the original American School of Osteopathy. During
all that time I enjoyed a close intimate friendship with Dr. Still,
and I observed his work and all the details of the growth and
development of osteopathy.
It is my hope to chronicle the incidents, and to record same of
the results connected with Dr. Still's work ill a manner that will
bring to the reader, whether he is a physician or layman, a concept
of Dr. Still's philosophy, his remarkable reasonillg power, the high
type of his character, and the almost unheard of ability he possessed, which enabled hill to fight the great battle for osteopathy
and win. It is also my hope that I may so interweave in the pages
of this book the fundamental principles of osteopathy that every
osteopathic physician and every student of osteopathy who honors
me by reading these pages, may have not only greater confidence
in the practice of their chosen profession, but also may glimpse at
least a portion of the vision of the great man who gave osteopathy
to the world. Better still, by a closer and better understanding
of the man, his teaching and his example, may the osteopathic
physician be inspired with a determination to carryon as he did,
IX
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I shall try to tell of some of the experiences of the Old Doctor
\-vith this in mind: to emphasize the fact that Dr. Still'ssllccess
and the success of the osteopathic profession have come about
through results obtained by the application of the fundamental
principles which he gave to the world. I shall chronicle some of
the spectacular cures accomplished at tHe beginning of his career
_which laid the foundation fOT the superstructure upon which the
great osteopathic profession is built, and for the establishment of
an osteopathic sanatorium for the treatment of insanity. In this
field alone there is a range of usefulness that is absolutely limitless
in opportuni ty for service to mankind.
\Vithin this book there are various chapters on my own experiences in the treatment of many types of disease, both chronic and
acute; also there are reports of cases by a number of widely known
osteopathic physicians whose entire success in life has come through
pra-cticing the kind of osteopathy which Dr. Still taught. There
are, in addition, chapters on many experiences of the 1vriter in
securing early legislation for the osteopathic profession.
This book is composed of two parts: The first part is written
by myself. The second part is made up of several chapters contributed by 1videly known osteopathic physicians, successful men
who haye been in practice over thirty-five years, each having
known Dr. Still personally, each owing his success to his ability to
apply treatment based upon the fundamental principle discovered
by Dr. Still. The object in inviting these distinguished osteopathic
physicians to contribute to this book was to secure additional
information about the personality and ability of the founder of
osteopathy.
It should be remembered that the succesS of the osteopathic
profession today is the result of the application of treatment based
upon the principle of the removal of physical structural defects
which Dr. Still claimed were the basic causes of most disease of
the human body. The prime object in this undertaking is to
give a fuller realization of the vast scope of osteopathy and a more
intimate understanding of the man who contributed so much to
the progTess of the healing art.
Dr. Still has been termed a dreamer. He was. He dreamed a
great dream and through working out the fulfillment of his dream
he, already a philosopher, became a discoverer, an educator, and
one of the world's greatest benefactors.
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"An iustitutian is a lengthened shadow oj one

maH."

-EMERSON

THE LENGTHENING SHADOW OF DR.
ANDREW TAYLOR STILL
CHAPTER I
EARLIEST RECOLLECTIONS OF DR. STILL

DR. ANDREW TAYLOR STILL
(lS2S-HJl7)

]'Vly father and mother were among the very first to learn of
Dr. Andre1,v ~raylor Still's discovery, osteopathy. He visited in
our home and found my father and mother ready to accept the
principle of his natural method of healing. Even before Civil
War times my mother was an advocate of the water cure system.
She rode horseback across the Chariton hills in those early days
to treat persons suffering 'ivith various acute diseases, such as
typhoid fever, scarlet fever, and even smallpox. Her methods
included the use of hot baths, hot packs, hot ears of corn, and hot
water bottles. The object, apparently, ",vas to produce elimination
of toxins by sweating the patient profusely. 'This treatment,
'Yhile a radical departure from the" old school" system of treating
disease at that time, was very effective. Naturally her success
in the treatment and care of the sick ,vithout drugs made her and
my father ready to believe in Dr. Still's methods.
My father and mother lived on a little farm four and one-half
tuiles southwest of Kirksville at the edge of the prairie and timber
country. East of them was prairie; west, north and south 'ivere
hills and valleys covered with native timber, and in this timberland
in little cabins here and there people were living, trying to eke out
an existence by grmving little patches of vegetables in the summer
time and by cutting and hauling wood for making and selling
railroad ties in the winter time. Among these people vms a woman,
1\1rs. Bush, who lived about a mile and one-half from my father's
home. She was ill and my mother was very much concerned
about ber. One of my first contacts with Dr. Still and his work
,vas 'ivhen mother took me to Kirksville to consult him about
treatment for Mrs. Bush.
Dr. Still walked into the office soon after our arrival. After
exchanging greetings, mother told him what she had come for, and
described as best as she could an enlargement on the patient's
neck. Dr. Still listeued attentively and finally said to her,

1
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"I judge from your description that she has a goiter, an enlargement of the thyroid gland."
Mother said, "What can you do for her, Dr. Still?"
His reply was, "I can take it away."
My mother then told him that they were poor people and had
very little money.
Dr. Still said, "Vlell, her husband can haul me a load of ,vooel,
can't he?"
Boy though I was, I distinctly remember this incident. Arrangements having been made, IVIrs. Bush went to SEC Dr. Still,
and after a few treatments, the swelling in her neck decreased
gradually and finally disappeared. She lived for a good many
years in our neighborhood and ,vas never troubled with goiter
again.
On one of Dr. Still's visits to our home, he and I \vandered off
down a little ravine west of our house. I expect ,ve followed
that ravine, ,,,hieh grew larger all the time, for some two or three
miles. One of my pastimes as a boy was to wander up and dmvn
this ravine, climb hills, and pick wild 'flowers and wild strawberries
in season. On this particular occasion I enjoyed visiting with
Dr. Still. As we progressed down the ravine, 'we kept finding
different kinds of colored rocks and pebbles. This was when Dr.
Still became more than just another human being to me. He
would pick up first one little pebble and then another; he 'would
describe the strata they represented and the different kinds of
fonnations that 'vere the result of naturallmv. He was not only
a student of natural law in the human body, but also a student
of nature in many of its phases of perfection and sublime beauty.
His talk to me that morning was an education in itself. Young
though I was, I was much impressed 'with what he had to say.
His descriptions and analyses of different formations were very
interesting.
Looking back over the years of my life, it seems to me that my
talk with Dr. Still that morning is one of the real worth-while
things that came into my life as a boy; in other words, it is a bright
spot in memory's storehouse, an incident that links the mind of
that f,rreat man with a boy's earnest ambition to know more and
more of things ,vorth-\vhile. Perhaps I had reached the threshold
of young manhood and 'was eager for more and greater knowledge.
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At a later time, when on a visit to our home, Dr. Still vms told
of a neighbor woman who had been bedridden for sixteen years.
He became ver:y much interested in the recital of her condition
and went with mother to see this patient. The family had heen
quite skeptical and could not believe that benefit could be secured
without some kind of medicine. Dr. Still examined the woman
and then told mother what to do to help her get well. Judging
from \vhat she told me in after years, it was a case of uterine
misplacement. 'Whether mother was obliged to use a pessary on
this patient for a,vhile, or whether by replacing this organ a number of times, the muscular tissue became strong enough to retain
the uterus in its nonnal position, I do not remember. At any
rate the woman was soon able to do her housework and she lived a
number of years after the examination made by Dr. Still and the
treatment given by my mother under Dr. Still's direction. She
was never bedfast again. The incidents herein described occurred
between the years 1875 and 1880.
Again I see Dr. Still as he appeared in OUT country schoolhouse
to talk upon the subject of his discovery. T'hat must have been
in the early eighties. In those days Dr. Still's teachings were
beginning to attract a little more attention; however, his audiences
were very small. At one of the meetings in the little old Troy
Mills schoolhouse, about three and one-half miles south of IGrksville, there were fifteen to twenty persons in attendance, ,vith
only three women present-my mother, a neighbor woman who
was a friend of mother's and interested in Dr. Still's theory, and
the daughter of the woman Dr. Still helped mother to cure.
In those days Dr. Still was beginning to travel a little, and wherever he could secure an audience of half a dozen people or more, he
would speak to them and explain his confidence in nature's laws
and nature's power to do her mvn work if but given a chance unhampered by physical interferences.
During the period I have described, Dr. Still was a frequent
visitor in our home. He would sit out on our porch or under the
trees in the yard with his chair tilted back. Often he would have
a Gray's" Anatomy" with him from \vhich he would read to me,
ancI then philosophize on what he read and what he believed. He
dreamed a great dream; he created in his own mind an ideal, and
by degrees through greater knowledge of natural law and indom-
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itable will pmver he was seeking a way that his dream might come
true. Many people have called Dr. Still a dreamer as other great
men have been called before him. His studies led him to believe
that the time '''auld come when mankind 'would learn how to
keep the body normal by the application of a method much more
natural than that by dosing \"lth drugs.
In the early eighties, soon after I was married, my wife and I
,,,ere visiting her people in the east part of Kirksville. One
Sunday morning I walked three or four blocks to where Dr.
Still was then living, which was his first residence in Kirksville.
After f,TTceting me and talking with TIle for a fe'" minutes, he led
me around behind the house. This \vas a little five room structure hvo ramus dO'wnstairs and two half story rooms above, and
it h~d a one story L built on in the rear. At the rear of the main
part of the house at the side of the L was a goods box about three
or four feet square, the top of 'which ,vas open and set against the
side of the house. He turned this box around and from the inside
pulled out a large gunny sack more than half full of human bones.
He began to pick out first one and then another and place them
together, telling me that that was the position they occupied in
the living human body; he also told me of what effect a displacement of one of those bones would have on the nerves, or of the
disturbance it ",muld create in the circulation in the tissue adjoining
these articular surfaces. He talked at length concerning his new
theory of disease, ,vhich he told me at that time he had decided to
call osteopathy. The term meant nothing to Iile and besides it
was a hard name to remember, but it was the fIrst time that I
heard Dr. Still's Bat11e for his discovery. 'Ve visited for probably
an hour and one-half. That was my first real insight into the
depth and breadth of the clream which Dr. Still had had and his
life's work he had mapped out.
That intervle,v was a most outstanding incident in my life and
a real factor in my :final decision to study osteopathy. Dr. Still's
interpretation of natural law, as exemplifIed in the human body,
thourrh not fully understood by me in all its details, was a marvelous rOevelation. '~Tith these fundamental ideas he built the great
profession which today has become vmrld wide in its influence on
the progress of the healing art.
Reviewing memories of that period and my contacts with Dr.
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Still, it seems to me that that interview must have been the very
beginning of his great purpose. He was laying the foundation,
perhaps unconsciously, for the mighty work he had before him.
Unmindful even of surroundings and poverty, he had his eyes
'fixed upon a goal; he had mapped out for himself a superhuman
task and step by step he was laying the foundation that eventually
led to his great success in life.
Following this period came a time, when through results obtained by Dr. Still in treating a loved one in our own family, I
realized to the full the intrinsic value and ,vorth of this treatment.
My father became ill in May, 1885. My wife and I learned of
father's illness at noon on May 7, when he came to our home for
dinner. lVlother was away at that time attending some sick
person down on the Chariton River. When my wife called us to
runner, father said, "Margaret, everything looks so good."
He sat down at the table, undertook to eat and could not get a
morsel of food to pass into his stomach. Whether he and my
mother had kept father's illness from us, we never learned. From
that day on this trouble in swallowing gradually grew ,vorse. His
condition was caused by some irritation at the lower end of the
esophagus, where it opened into the stomach, resulting in spasmodic closure of the passageway. These attacks ,,,auld come on
periodically; he vwuld be bothered for three or four days and then
the muscular tissue of the esophagus would relax and he could eat
quite comfortably for a time but each succeeding attack grew
worse.
Of course ,ve ,vere alarmed about him and ,vere busy from the
start trying to find help for him. We had him examined by a
number of physicians and they all diagnosed the condition as a
stricture of the stomach end of the esophagus. The only thing
"old school" men could do was to force an opening by the passage
of a bougie, but ,,'e found that this did not give him much relief.
Dr. Still was traveling quite extensively at this time. He would
go from one town to another stopping wherever he found someone
who needed his ministrations. After several attempts, we finally
succeeded in finding Dr. Still at home. It was in the fall of 1885
\vhen he first examined father. He carefully sought out the rigid
areas in father's neck and between his shoulders and relaxed the
muscles. Dr. Still was the only physician who rendered a service
J

J
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that in any way relieved the deplorable condition in which father
was drifting day by day.
During father's entire illness from l\ilay 7, 1885, 'when my wife
and I first learned of his condition, until May 7, 1886, the date of
his death, it was one heroic fight each step of the way in attempting
to relieve his suffering and stem the progress of the disease. Dr.
Still came to us many times during that year and I shall never
forget his last visit, during the remaining few days in April or the
first few in May, before father passed on. Just at dusk of a cloudy
and gloomy day, one of severe suffering for father, we heard footsteps on the porch at the front of our home. 'fhe door opened
and in walked Dr. Still ,,~th the remark, "I felt you people might
need me, so here I am. "
Dr. Still had 1valked four and one-half miles from Kirksville out
to our hOlTIc, following the railroad to 'within a mile of our residence and then "mlking across the fields in some of the deepest
mud that could be found in northern Missouri. It had been a
wet backward spring, the roads were impassable, but he came to
us across those muddy fields as a friend, as well as a physician,
because he felt we needed him. This incident gives to the reader
an insight into the real kindly spirit of the man 'we knew, of the
kind of a friend Dr. Still was in the time of need. He contributed
all there was in him, not only in trying to help father through his
great trial, but also in a kindly wonderful way, soothing the hearts
of those of us 'who had to stand by and watch the passing of a
loved onc.
Shortly after father's death I took my wife to Dr. Still for treatment of an eye condition that had been pronounced incurable by
a number of the outstanding" old-school" physicians of that time.
Since she ,vas eight years old my wife had been troubled more or
less with granulated eyelids. They had been treated by the aiel
system, which at that time consisted of the use of blue stone, and
other remedies to grind off the granules. This gave but temporary
relief. The condition had become chronic, her eyes gradually
growing worse until something definite had to be done for them
or my ,vife would become blind. The localtnedical men of the
"old school" said that there was only one hope of saving her eyes
and that was to take her to a noted specialist in St. Louis, and have
her eyes operated upon. This 'was advised because fungoid
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growths had started, as a result of irritation from the granules,
which grew from above downward over the outer covering of the
eyeball. 'They 1yere so large that when the eyes were closed one
could see distinct lumps half as large as a good-sized pea pushing
out the eyelids. It was to cut these off that the "old school"
men advised my wife to see the specialist. \Ve were very poor
folks, barely making a living on a small farm, and it was a financial
impossibility for my wife to go to St. Louis.
It was then we decided to consult Dr. Still. For weeks there
had been times when she could scarcely see at all. The growths
had extended dO\vnward until they practically obliterated one
pupil and the other one was involved to such an extent that she
could not recognize me six feet away. She suffered untold agony.
For days and 1veeks she would wear an old-fashioned sunbonnet
pulled down over her face in order to keep the light out of her
eyes.
I 'wish I could paint a word picture so clear that it would be
indelibly stamped on :your minds and hearts what osteopathic
manipulative treatment can do for diseases of the eye. Our
experience with Dr. Still in the treatment of my 1vife's eyes 'Htd
the events v·,hich follmved during the next two years gave r~ a
vmnderfully clear conception of the foundation upon whIch
osteopathy vms built. Looking back on that first intervie1v,
there can be no doubt but that that incident was the beginning of
greater opportunities in my life, for at this time the real worth of
Dr. Still's discovery was imprinted upon my mind in a way never
to be forgotten.
We found Dr. Still in a little second floor office just south of the
southwest corner of the square in Kirksville. He had hovo roomsone was an operating room and office, and the other a reception
room. As we walked into the reception room through the office,
he vms treating a man's eyes. 'That man had a condition called
pterygium, 'which is a grmvth from the inner canthus of the eye
extending outward toward the center of the pupil. It sometimes
comes from the outer canthus as well as the inner. That man had
a very large, inflamed grmvth. \Ve 1vatclled Dr. Still as he worked.
He separated the lid, put vaseline on his finger and ,vas treating
the growth by pressing upon it. The patient was a dissipated
fellow, who had been drinking heavily for a good many years. I
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knew him quite welI. Even with this hanilicap Dr. StilI helped
him in an incredible way.
After he finished treating this man, Dr. StilI asked what he
could do for us. I told him we had come to have my volife's eyes
examined. We told him that we '''anted a frank opinion as to
whether he thought there was any help for them.
Dr. Still examined her eyes thoroughly, then examined her
neck and her spine, in fact the whole length of it. When he had
completed the examination he said to me, "Her neck is dislocated."
In those days and for many years afterwards all variations from a
Donnal position of the spinal column, whether due to contracted
muscles pulling the vertebrae out of line to either one side or the
other, or ,,,hether a real bony dislocation was present, \vere called
dislocated vertebrae hy Dr. Still. He said by way of explanation
to us who ,vere unfamiliar with medical terminology at that time,
"This neck is dislocated, there is too mucll blood going into her
head and face and it is seeking new avenues to deposit its strength,
hence, the production of inflammation in the eyes and lids and the
development of growths. "
Then I asked him what he could do for her eyes. His reply was,
"r an cure her; she wiII be able to see as clear as an angel. "
ioung and ignorant as rv.ras about treatment of any kind for a
condition like that, I said to him, "But, Dr. Still, how are you
going to take these growths off unless you put something in there
to eat them off, or cut them off by operation?"
Then I received my first lesson in osteopathic fundamentals.
I glimpsed for the first time the opportunity in this field for unlimited usefulness. Calling me by my first name, he replied,
l< Arthur, the same law of nature \vhich has been obstructed, permitting these growths to fonn, when re-established, wiII absorb
them."
Tbe one outstaniling prayer of my heart at this time is that all
osteopathic physicians who honor me by reailing this book will
weigh that reply in full and follow the fundamental principle-that
basic declaration-as he, who proclaimed it, and gave osteopathy
to the world, foIIawed it conscientiously during his whole life.
He said to me further, "I will take my hands and I will correct
that neck and I will let that blood out of her head and face."
Could you have looked into my wife's face as I did, you would
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have discenled the impeded circulation, the distended veins, the
discolored tissue, and realized the truth of \"hat he said. Treatment would be applied to correct faulty structure in the neck.
The congested blood in her head would be released and after a time,
when that part of the work was completed, he would lift those eyelids and dip his finger in vaseline and crease his fingernail across
what he called the little feeders (arteries) that could be seen trickling from above downward over the sclerotic coat of the eyeballs
into the growths. There were three of those arteries, on each
eye--one central and two lateral. The central \vas the larger and
easily discernible by the naked eye. He said, "I will use that
treatment perhaps once a week until there will come a disconnection, a little place in those arteries where the blood fails to pass.
I will also take my finger with plenty of vaseline on it and lift
those lids and crush those granules by a squeezing process between
my finger and thumb." 'fhe vaseline was used to prevent the
sharpness of the fingernail from irritating the eye and adding to
the inflammation.
He began treatment immeiliate1y. He treated tbe lids, both
upper and lower, several times before he used his fingernail on the
little arteries that fed the growth.
I wish every osteopathic physician could have witnessed Dr.
Still's treatment of the neck. It consisted of skillful manipulations very similar to the technic used by every osteopathic physician at this time. He paid particular attention to the joints of
the upper four cervical vertebrae.
When I asked Dr. Still how long it would take for him to cure
my wife, he said, "Oh, I don't know, maybe two months, maybe
six months, and it might take two years, but I can cure her. "
In those days Dr. Still was traveling considerably, going to
such places as Hannibal, Nevada, Independence, and other Ivlissouri towns. He made friends easily and accomplished remarkable
results. During the time he was treating my wife he was away a
great deal. We made many trips to Kirksville and ilid not find
him at home. Wben he was at home, he would treat her once a
week, not oftener. Perhaps you can imagine, but you will never
know, with what anxiety my wife and I watched the progress of
his treatment. It ilid not take him long to allay the inflammation,
but it was some time before he \vas able to use his fingernail in
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cutting those little arteries that fed the fungoid growths. After
telling us ,,,hat he v{Quld do the day he exatnined my wife, he also
told us that when those little feeders ,,,ere severed, the eyes would
begin to suppurate, that pus ,,,auld pour forth from them and it
would become difficult to keep tbe eyes properly cleansed. Could
you have watched that process as we did, could you know as I
knmv the results in that case, I am very sure that every osteopathic physician ,,,"auld have great confidence in his own profession
and in the fundamental principle as taught by Dr. Still. Little
by little improvement ,vas noted. After the disconnection cattle
in those feeders, there came a time ,vhen we could look right
through to the sclerotic coat which was just as white as any other
portion of the covering of the eyeball. "When the blood ceased to
pass through those little arteries, suppuration began.
It was a wonderful opportunity and experience to vmtch those
growths become pale and then thinner and thinner until they disappeared entirely. My wife lived to be fifty-two years old; she
never had a recurrence and never had to use glasses to read.
This is an astounding story, I am well aware, but it is a true
story written by one who knmvs just ·what occurred during the
treatment that resulted in saving his wife from blindness. When
one takes into consideration all that Dr. Still said and all tbat he
did, it is hard to conceive of that type of treatment accomplishing
the astounding results that were produced in my ,vHe's case. It
was all so simple, all so practical, that it cannot help but appeal to
the reason of anyone who analyzes the ",-hole story.
After reading this, can you question this old-time osteopathic
physician's radical attitude relative to the ability of osteopathic
physicians to accomplish results if they wiII only rely upon the
fundamental principle as taught by Dr. StiIl and exemplified in his
treatment of this case alone?
There is another story I should like to teIl whieh demonstrated
the ability of one who has trained himself to look at the body
structure in seeking cause for illness. Dr. Still happened to visit
our home one morning after my niece bad met '\-vith an accident.
She had faIlen out of a cherry tree and struck tbe ground with a
hard jolt in a sitting position. She did not hurt herself apparently,
but the follD'\ving morning she was so dizzy she could not stand on
her feet. She had to be carried from a chair to tbe bed. In addi-
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tion to the symptom of dizziness, she suffered severe constipation;
she could get no action of her bowels at all. Dr. Still appeared
on the scene and was asked to examine her. He said that she had
a fifth lumbar lesion and in addition the coccyx was bent in and
was interfering with the nerves that controlled the sphincter
muscles of the bowel outlet. He gave the girl one treatment,
corrected, as he said, the fifth lumbar; then, using his finger internally, straightened the coccyx, correcting the injury at that
point. A short time after the treatment she was able to get up
and walk, and in a day or two there were no symptoms to indicate
that she had had trouble of any kind; the dizziness had entirely
disappeared, and bowel action became normal.
These cases, as recorded above, are experiences in my mvn
family and the stories are told just as they occurred in order that
the reader may gain a more intimate knmvledge of Dr. Still, the
man whom my family and I were privileged to know in the beginning years of his great life '\-vork.
I am indebted to the late IVIr. George l\1ahan, a pioneer citizen
of Hannibal, Mo., who ,vas living there at the time Dr. Still first
began visiting that city, for a report on the follmving experience
in the early years of Dr. Still's struggle to present his discovery to
the public. He was attracting so much attention in Hannibal
by the many cures he accomplished that" old school" physicians
became jealous and decided that he should be prosecuted for
treating people without a license. IvIr. IVIahan was the prosecuting
attorney of :rVlarion County, in 1,,,hich Hannibal is located. IVIr.
IvIahan ,vas, for a great many years, one of the most outstanding
and highly respected citizens of northern J'VIissouri. It was a
privilege to number him among my friends and to chronicle herein
a report made upon my request. His letter is quoted as follows:
DEAR DOCTOR HILDRETH:

It has been so long since. the trial of Dr. Still, many things havc slippcd
my memory. But I do remember the following details:
Dr. Still first located as an osteopath in Hannibal-it must have been in
the early 80's-and he soon had quite a following. He \vas generally called
a "bonesetter," but it was soon discovered that he was very talented. Although
somewhat singular in gene.ral demeanor, he was a thoughtful, careful, and
prudent man and was well versed in anatomy, probably better than any other
doctor in the city. As time passed, his practice increased and he became well
known among all classes of people. He accomplished many remarkable
cures and hence made inroads on the practice of other doctors.
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One of the old-line physicians filed an information against him for practicing without a license. I happened to be prosecuting attorney. The public
generally was not in favor of such a proceeding, as they thought Dr. Still was
doing good and should be let alone, so the case was continued from time to
time by agreement. Finally the day of trial arrived. It was cold and misty.
The complaining doctor came, draped in a heavy, fur-collared overcoat, while
Dr. Still and his wife wore shawls. The jury had assembled. Dr. Still came
to me and said frankly, "I do not have the money to hire a lawyer, and, as this
is a fight between doctors, why not let us try the case?" This proposition
appeared to me fair, and I agreed to it. The trial proceeded, both the doctors
being surprisingly active and intelligent in taking care of themselves. Dr.
Still explained that he had graduated from a southern school, had lost his
diploma during the Civil \Var; that the school had been burned down and he
could not obtain a duplicate, and hence ,vas not able to obtain a license. "But,"
he told the jury, "I do not have half as many patients in the cemetery as the
doctor who is complaining against me, and hence I think my life and practice
here is a general benefi t to the people."
The jury took this view of the matter and acquitted Dr. Still. After that
he had no further trouble in the practice of osteopathy. It is probable that
this trial may have caused Hannibal to lose the great school and sanitarium
that were aftenvards established at Kirksville.
\Vith best wishes,
Your friend,
(Signed) GEORGE A. MAHAN.

CHAPTER II
DR. STILL'S FAME GROWS
DURING the year 1886 Dr. Still moved from the little residence
on the east side of Kirksville to the ,vest side on 'Vest Jefferson
street. He purchased one-fourth of the block on which the Nurses'
Home of the Laughlin Hospital nmv stands, together with a one
and one-half story house on the northeast corner. This house
,vas more comfortable and roomier than the place in which he
formerly lived. The residence fronted the cast and there were
shade trees on the lawn south of the house. It was in this residence
that recognition of the work Dr. Still was doing increased rapidly.
As the years rolled by his fame grew by leaps and bounds.
He treated people out on the lawn, often backed up against a
tree. Holding the patients firmly against a tree, he manipulated
their shoulders and arms and put pressure on different parts of
their bodies in a way that corrected whatever defects he found.
He also treated patients while they lvere seated on la\vn benches,
or on chairs on the front or side porches of the house, and within
the house where he had one or two treatment tables.
After becoming established in his new home on the west side of
ICirksville, Dr. Still continued traveling and visiting many towns
scattered mostly over northern and western IvIissouri. On these
trips he cured difficult cases, many of them pronounced incurable
by other physicians. It was not long before patients began coming to Kirksville in great numbers for treatment because of the
results Dr. Still had achieved in those scattered communities.
It was in this home and on the grounds around the home largely
that he gave the treatment to my wife's eyes; it was here we made
our vi.sits from the country, frequently finding him away from
home. But lve continued to come because we soon realized that
he was helping her. It vms while living here that Dr. Still was
called to the home of the outstanding presbyterian minister of
that community, Dr. J. B. Nlitchell, a man who \vas well known
in Kirksville as well as in other parts of IVIissouri. He was a man
of splendid character, and at that time had the largest church in
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the town of Kirksville. ~rhe 1vIitchells had a daughter who was a
cripple, she being unable to walk because of a condition of her
spine.
Dr. Mitchell's wife talked with him one day ahout calling in
Dr. Still. At that time there were a great many unkind remarks
made about Dr. Still and there ,vas much criticism of his methods
of treatment. Many claimed he was closely related to Satan,
and they were superstitious because of the seemingly spectacular
results he obtained, Ullheard of through other methods. Because
of the radical attitude he took relative to discarding drugs in their
entirety, he was called a crank. I have been told that women who
saw him coming dO\vn the same side of the street as themselves
would cross to the opposite side to avoid meeting and talking ,,,ith
him. Nevertheless, through all this furor and criticism he marched
steadily on his humble way, administering to the people who came
to him, rich and poor alike, treating them wherever he found them,
alleviating pain and disability. The patients 'who received relief
were somewhat astounded, but they were very loyal to Dr. Still,
giving him the credit he deserved for accomplishing results not
obtained by other physicians.
So within Dr. Mitchell's home the mother wanted to call Dr.
Still hecause of the results she had heard he had secured with
other patients. The old Dr. Mitchell would not hear of such a
thing; he even intimated that he thought Dr. Still vms possessed
of the devil and he would not want to call him to treat his daughter.
Soon after this discussion Dr. 1\1itchell \vas called mvay from
home for a few days and Mrs. Mitchell took it upon herself to
ask Dr. Still to come and see their daughter. This he did after
nightfall, Mrs. Mitchell not wanting him to he seen coming and
going from their home by their neighbors in the daytime. I presume her thought was that if Dr. Still did not help the daughter,
she would not be obliged to tell her husband, besides neighbors
might consider it disgraceful to have Dr. Still go into Dr. r.1itchell's
home and treat their daughter.
Dr. Still found the girl lying in bed suffering with pain and unable
to ·walk. He treated her and relieved her in the first treatment.
He went back the next day and treated her again. After the
second treatment she was able to walk dO\vnstairs and upstairs
again unassisted.

By the time the father returned home she was so much better
that Mother Mitchell decided to lay the whole matter before him.
He was sitting in the living room when Mrs. Mitchell told him of
what Dr. Still had done and she called for her daughter to come
dmvnstairs. The daughter complied, walking down the stairs
and into the rOOID, and stood in front of her father. He looked at
her in astonishment, and 1\ 1rs. Mitchell repeated that it was Dr.
Still's treatment that had accomplished the cure. The daughter
verified the fact that she was comfortable.
Dr. JVIitchell wore a long heavy beard. He sat there for a
little while and looked at his daughter and wife, stroking that
beard; finally, he said J "The Lord has mysterious \vays his wonders to perform. "
Of course he was overjoyed. From that day on during his lifetime Dr. Still had no better friends, nor more loyal friends, than
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Mitcllell-stannch, splendid supporters of Dr.
Still's new system of treatment.
Ahout this time Dr. Still called to see a farmer by the name of
Dye who lived five or six miles northeast of Kirksville. This
man had been chopping dO\vn trees, and, by some mischance, one
of them fell across his shoulders and neck. The neck was dislocated, at least that was the diagnosis "old school" physicians
gave. The patient \vas paralyzed; he was carried to his home and
a prominent physician and surgeon of KirkSville was called. Other
outstanding physicians, not only of Kirksville but also of cities
some distance fl\Vay, \,'ere called in consultation. 'The patient
laid there scarcely ahle to move. The doctors said that if they
undertook to change the position of the vertebrae in the neck
they would kill the patient. Finally Dr. Still was called. Afte:
seeing the patient, he went back to Kirksville and sent for his
b:other, Dr. Edward Still, who then lived in .1\lacon , to go with
111m to see this patient. Dr. Still afterward told me he wanted
"Uncle Ed, n as he called his brother, to go along in order that
when he corrected the misplaced vertebra, if it should kill the
patient he would have medical authority by him to substantiate
the fact that he was only trying to correct a condition he found
there, which, if left uncorrected, would result fatally. Dr. Stili
set the neck. The man made a complete recovery.
~uch results, as above described, could not help but spread Dr.
Stlll's fame which grew rapidly thereafter.
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Another incident occurred about that time of which I learned
only in recent years. My brother-in-law, Grant Corbin, told me
the story. This case was one of the most remarkable and illustrates the supreme ability of nature to aid the body when unhampered by physical interferences. IV1y brother-in-law, who was
then clerking in a dry goods store in Kirksville, had an attack of
dysentery. He became very weak and emaciated, no medicine
seemed to check the activity of his bowels. He grC\V \yeaker and
weaker until he was hardly able to stand on his feet. He had
reached the conclusion that he was going to die.
About this time he \vas compelled to go on' an errand to the old
V\Tabash Depot that stood north of Jefferson street, the street 011
\vhich Dr. Still lived. This was the pathway bet1veen Dr. Still's
home and the public square, the business portion of Kirksville.
As he was staggering do\vn the station platform, he met Dr. Still
who said, "Grant, what in the world is the matter with you?"
Grant told him, and Dr. Still replied, "Come over here and sit
all this truck."
It was one of those long station trucks with big
wheels in the center and small ones at each end. Grant sat down
on this truck and Dr. Still reached around him, placing his hands
at the level of the tenth and eleventh thoracic vertebrae. He
pressed gently there until the tissues relaxed, then gave the back
a little hvist and said, "Now, Grant, if that bothers you any more,
come down and I \'\'illfinish the job."
I think my brother-in-law said he saw him once after tbat. He
met him on the side\valk between Dr. Still's home and the depot.
This tilne Dr. Still had him sit up on a board fence that ran along
the sidewalk and gave him another treatment similar to the one
administered all the depot platform. This completed the cure.
lVly brother-in-law was never troubled again with dysentery.
Results obtained in such cases as those chronicled above attracted wide attention. People were beginning to COIIDnent
favorably on Dr. Still's work. The public could not help but
acknowlec1!Te his ability to relieve human suffering. Soon patients
were c01ni~g to Dr. Still in large numbers until finally the time
came when he had to train his sons to assist him in caring for the
sick that were pouring into Kirksville. Charlie and Harry Still
were instructed in osteopathy and went into practice with their
father.
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I should like to pause here long enough to relate a story which
Harry Still told to me, illustrating the fun-loving character of his
father. In those early days Dr. Still had made many friends in
different parts of the county. One day he was called to Shibley's
Point, about t\velve miles northwest of Kirksville. His son, Harry,
was to drive his father out there. They had a horse and buggy in
those days. Harry knew that the call was an urgent one and was
anxious, seemingly more so than his father, to get there as quickly
as possible and he \vas applying the whip strongly to the horse.
Finally his father said to him, "Harry, quit pounding that horse."
Harry replied, "Father, those people are anxious and worried
and need your senrices quickly."
Then Dr. Still said, "Son, do you know that many a life has
been saved by a doctor being late?"
Another time, when preparing to make a trip to some of these
towns away from home, Dr. Still said to "Mother StilI, " as we
who knew her well called 'her, "I do hate to leave you and make
this trip. While I love to meet people, get out and travel and all
that, yet I regret to leave my home and take all the brains with
me. "
So, you see, while working energetically with his hands, and his
life and heart full of responsibilities, there was a deep-seated vein
of humor running through all his life's undertaking.
The facilities for caring for the increased patronage in his new
home soon became inadequate and Dr. Still was obliged to purchase the northwest corner of the block. This property contained
a cottage of some five or six rooms, and stood where the west portion of the Laughlin Hospitalllow stands. He set aside one room
for patients waiting for treatment and the others were utilized
as treatment rooms. It 'vas not long before Dr. Still was forced
to make another purchase, this time across the street and north of
the second cottage. There ,vas a small residence on this third
piece of property which was also utilized as reception rooms and
treatment rooms for Dr. Still's increasing practice. By this time
his fame vms reaching farther and farther and patients "vere becoming more and more numerous. His practice in his home and
in those cottages grew so fast he began to realize the necessity for
training other people to carryon the work he was dOing. He
knew he was rendering a needed service because many of the pa(3)
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tients he relieved had been pronounced incurable previously under
other systems of practice. He wanted to give to the world in a
bigger and better way the benefits of his discovery.
I should like to chronicle here a sto1)' told by a very good friend
of mine, John S. Simler, because it fits into the incidents related
above that occurred during the period of Dr. Still's 1,vork in his
ne,'" location on the ,vest side of Kirksville. J\!Ir. Simler's father,
1. C. Simler, was a very early friend of Dr. Still, having been treated
by him in the early days \"hen he was beginning his struggles to
establish a lJEW system of healing. '"fbe elder Simler had a condition of his eyes ·which bad reached the stage \,;,here he was unable
to read. Growths extended from the inner canthi of the eyes
outward until they almost covered the pupils. He 1,yent to Dr.
Still for examination and treatment. In this case, as with that
of my \vife's eyes, he treated the vertebral joints in the ned"., and
relaxed the muscles of the neck, thereby releasing the congestion
of blood in the head. Then, with his fingernail well lubricated
with vaseline, he separated the eyelids and put his finger directly
on the growth close dmvn to the nose. He applied pressure there
and manipulated the fingernail on the little arteries that fed the
growth. .After several treatments of this type, ~'Ir. Simler's vision
began to improve markedly. Eventually he was able to read
again. The younger Simler did not recall whether the grmvths
over his father's eyes 1,vere entirely absorbed, but so much of his
vision was restored that he could see to read newspaper type during the rest of his life.
Tbe Simler families \vere among my parents' closest friends.
They were near neighbors during Civil "Var times when my mother
treated typhoid fever, and even a fev.' cases of smallpox, with tbe
use of wet hot sheets, hot packs, and by sweating the patients,
curing tbem without the usc of drugs. John Simler and his family
have been intimate friends of mine throughout our lives. We
still visit each other frequently, and to John Simler I am indebted
also for the following report:
John and his wife took their first haby to see Dr. Still. This
little fellow, \vhen about eighteen months of age, was troubled
with a skin condition on each cheek. The" old-school" physicians
called it eczema. He had a small spot on one of his little shoulders
similar to the skin lesions on his cheeks. From the description
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given of the baby's condition, the skin on his cheeks 1,"'i'Ould break
out and then scabs or crusts would form over quite an area. It
would peel off finally and there would be an exudation of serum
from the cheeks, then other scabs would form.
?drs. Simler's father, O. B. Milligan, came by one day and said,
"Something has got to be done for this baby. I am going to see
Dr. Still."
~1r. l\lilHgan was one of Dr. Still's early friends and a strong
supporter of his discovery. The child had been treated by "oldschool" physicians for some eight months or more for this condition
without any benefit. l'Ir. l\!IilHgan 1,vent to see Dr. Still, who told
him to have the baby's parents bring the child to him. 'l'his the
father and mother did.
In describing Dr. Still's treatment of their child, the Simlers
said he took him in his arms, played with him, rolled him around
on the table and finally took hold of his little neck and manipulated it without hurting the baby at all. The baby laughed and
cooed. Finally the Old Doctor said, "I bave treated him, that
is all I 1,vant to do, but come in here and I ",ill show you what I
ilid.
He took them into a room \vhere he had a good-sized chart of
human anatomy and pointed to a ~pot in the upper portion of the
neck, to one side of the spinous process at the base of the skull.
He said that the little fellow had been hurt at birth during delivery, resulting in irritation to the nerves that controlled circulation
to the face. By treating his neck he simply freed the nerves to
the head, at the same time opening up the avenues for return
flow of blood. Nature would do the rest.
He told them the baby should get well from that one treatment,
and it did. NIr. and Mrs. Simler told me that before they reached
horne they thought they could see a difference in the circulation
to the baby's cheek. They described it by saying that the cheeks
did not look so congested, they were pin1i:, a more normal color
than previously. They did not have to return to Dr. Still. When
Mr. Simler asked what the bill was, Dr. Still said, "Oh, your earning through this cold and getting your noses pinched is pay
enough." It was in January.
NIr. Simler is a very conscientious man and one 1,vho pays his
bills promptly. He told Dr. Still he would ratber pay him. Dr.
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Still said to let it go. A few weeks later, when in Kirksville, 1\1.r.
Simler met the" Old Doctor" down by the Wabash depot. He
reached into his pocket and handed him a five dollar gold piece.
Dr. Still accepted it with thanks and said that showed he was an
honest man. A five dollar gold piece at that time meant morc to
Dr. Still than one hundred dollars meant a few years later. This
demonstrates again the kinc11y spirit of the mau, Dr. Still, and his
desire to belp his friends.
To Dr. Charlie Still I am indebted for reports on a fe"v remarkable cases that attracted wiele attention. As stated in another
chapter, Dr. Still for a number of years before opening thcfirst
school of osteopathy, made trips here and there, healing the sick.
He traveled to Rich Hill, Nevada, Independence, as ,yell as to
Hannibal, Palmyra and other lVIissouri towns, finally entering
Kansas City 'where he did some very remarkable work and received considerable publicity.
Dr. Still sent Dr. Charlie to Kansas City, Kansas, upon request
of some prominent men connected 'Yith the live-stock trade in
that city, men who had received some splendid results through
Dr. Still's treatment and ,vere anxious to have him COlile or send
a representative to their own tmyn in order that some of their
friends might receive treatment at home.
One of the very first patients that came to Dr. Charlie was the
daughter of a very wealthy business man of Kansas City, Mo.
At that time Kansas City, Kans.) was really a part of Kansas City)
1\110., more so than nm\'. This young girl came to Dr. Charlie,
her case having been diagnosed previously by one of the most
eminent surgeons of that city as a tuberculous condition of the
hip. She ,vas a student in high school, seventeen years of age,
and had been quite athletic. She had been champion high kicker
for some little time 'when a fie\V girl entered school who was able
to outkick her by reaching a higher mark on the blackboard.
'this was a chall~nge to her and she, ambitious to retain her record
and standing in high kicking, undertook to \yin back her laurels.
Standing close to the wall) she raised her foot some four inches
above the mark made by her competing friend. She \vas standing
so close to the wall with her body so straight and her limbs in
such a peculiar position that at the height of the kick she strained
her muscles to the extent that it was difficult for her to 10lver her

limb without falling. She took a bad tumble and when she was
finally able to get on her feet, she found that she could not walk
on the limb with which she had performed her kicking stunt.
Even though she had retained the championship, she could not
walk. A carriage was ordered and she was taken home immediately. A distinguished surgeon was summoned who came and pron:ounced the condition a tuberculous hip joint!
Think of it! The girl had only been injured a short time, a
question of three or four hours, when this distinguished man) at
that time an officer in the l\1issouri State l\1edical Association,
and an authority in the medical \yorId, pronounced this condition
a tuberculous hip. lVIost every intelligent person knows that
tuberculosis of the hip usually is a gradual development, it does
not come on over night. The patient had been under treatment
of this surgeon some five or six weeks \vhen Dr. Charlie arrived in
Kansas City) Kansas, with headquarters at the Ryus Hotel.
The father of this patient, hearing of the remarkable results
obtained by Dr. A. T. Still, decided to take his daughter to Dr.
Charlie, his son, because he was not satisfied with the treatment of
the attending surgeon. Dr. Charlie found the patient \vith her
hips, thighs, and limbs bound with adhesive tape, from the ankle
to the hip. She was 'wearing an extension brace and walking on
crutches. The surgeon who had charge of the case had ordered
extension on the limb in order to stretch the muscles and relieve
tension at the hip. The object was to keep the hip as free from
motion as possible and to check the inflammatory process. ·When
Dr. Charlie saw the case, heard the history and learned of the
diagnosis, he was afraid to assume complete responsibility because
of the prominence of the attending physician and'the family. He
decided he needed assistance and sent a message to Kirksville)
asking his father to come to Kansas City at once. Dr. Still came)
and, after taking off the braces and adhesive tape) examined the
girl. He diagnosed the condition a dislocated hip joint.
Dr. Charlie) in explaining his father's treatment of the girl)
said that the patient was treated \vhile she stood up) that he) Dr.
Charlie, helped to hold her erect on the good limb, while Dr. Still
on his knees by the side of the patient, manipulated the dislocated
limb into proper position. His method at that time for treating
such conditions ,vas to use one hand to guide the hip joint, while
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the other hand moved the leg. He flexed the leg on the thigh
and the thigh on the abdomen and with his chin placed 011 the
patient's knee rotated it outward or ilHvard as the case required.
In this way he secured the movement that dropped the heac1 of
the thigh bone into the socket of the hip. Dr. Still reduced this
dislocation in one treatment. "!ben he arose from his knees, l1 C
said to the ,voman, "Young lady, you can walle"
She replied, "Oh, no, Dr. Still, I cannot '\valle!"
He said to her, "Try it, it will not hurt you to try it." 'f'o the
girl's surprise, and to her father's unbounded joy she \yulked
across the room and back without pain. 'I'he patient made a
complete recovery in spite of the adverse opinion of the prominent
physician 'who had stated she had a tuberculous hil?·
I call attention to the absurdity of such a diagnosis. Hmv could
there have developed a tuberculous inflammation of the joint so
soon after the injury? 'This girl in her strained position, and,
dropping to the floor, had tvdsted her hip. This was a very remarkable case and attracted ,vide attention not only in the large
communities of Kansas City, Kansas, and Kansas City, 110.,
but also in the surrounding smaller towns.
Dr. Charlie told me that a Kansas City ue,vspaper, one which
had been recel1tly established and its reporters on the alert for
unusual news, gave that case an extended ",:riteup, ·which, of
course, intluenced many people to consult the Stills, both father
and son. To my knmvledge this was the first newspaper publicity ever accorded osteopathy.
After the distinguished surgeon, ,vho had made the diagnosis of
tuberculous hip, read the account in the paper, he sent the father
of this'- girl a large bill for services rendered. The father refused
to pay it. Finally suit for collection of the bill was started. It
,vas reported that the father of the girl ,,,aited three or four months
in order to find out if the cure ,vas going to be permanent and then
brought suit for damages against the doctor for improper diagnosis and malpractice. The one suit offset the other and both
were finally dropped.
Another interesting incident which Dr. Charlie related to me
,vas the case of a young man who had injured his knee. This
boy carne from a family in Kirksville who ,,,ere great friends of
Dr. Still. At a time when Dr. Still was out of town, this young
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man who was ,vorldng with an adz in a cooper shop, through some
misstroke, dropped his tool and it struck his knee, resulting in a
deep cut. A nearby doctor was called and examined the boy.
He said that the accident had resulted in the escape of joint fluid
from the knee. Very soon after, the limb became inflamed, blood
poisoning set in and three of the local doctors were called in consultation. They decided that the limb would have to be amputated. 'fhe mother of the boy would not consent to having the
amputation perfonned until Dr. Still returned home. Two of
the physicians insisted that the limb should come off hnmediately
and not later than the next day, or the boy's life ,,,auld be lost.
'I'he third man of the three, Dr. F. A. Gore, one of the finest men
I have ever known and one who was a personal friend of Dr.
Still, said to the other eloctors, in the presence of the mother, that
he was in favor of waiting, that Dr. Still had secured some very
marvelous results in the past and he himself ,,,auld like Dr. Still
to see this case before the operation was performed.
The Old Doctor unexpectedly returned to town that evening,
and, even before hearing of the case, while out in the east end of
Kirksville where the boy's people lived, he called upon them and
was surprised to learn of the son's condition. The mother describing this visit to Dr. Charlie, said that he \vent into the r~om,
looked at the boy, and examined his knee for a few minutes. Then
he sat down in a chair by the side of the bed, put his feet up on
another chair, and pulled his hat dO\vn over his e,'es. He sat
there so long in contemplation that the family bec;me alarmed,
and they were afraid he was not going to do anything. Evidently
having satisfied himself as to procedure, he arose and went to
work. He manipulated the thigh and the pelvic bone on that
side, gently rotating the thigh, and stretching the limb a little,
thus causing relaxation of the contracted and inflamed tissues
around the knee. Thell he ,vent away. By morning the swelling
had materially decreased and by afternoon, when the doctors who
had advised amputation came, they found there was absolutely
no necessity for an operation.
The above cases were spectacular. Such results were fast making Dr. Still famous and attracting more and more people to Kirksv~l1e for treatment by the "Lightning Bonesetter," as many called
lum at that time. That was the name the reporter gave him in
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the Kansas City papers after he had secured such splendid results
in the so-called tuberculous joint case, and many times during
that early period he 'was so designated.
I am also indebted to Dr. Charlie for another case or two. Before
the first school of osteopathy had started, people were pouring into
Kirksville in great numbers. One afternoon Dr. Charlie and his
father ,"ere walking toward town from their home. About half
way to the Wabash railroad station they sat down on the edge of
the sidewalk to await the arrival of the one train daily from the
SQuth. They did not "mnt to go very far mvay from the O'fficcs
because patients frequently came on that train to be examined and
treated. The train steamed into the station and a few minutes
afterwards a very stylishly dressed woman ,,,itll a boy about twelve
years of age came walking toward them from the depot. Dr.
Charlie and his father were still sitting on the edge of the sidewalk.
The woman stopped and asked if they could direct her to Dr.
Still, that she wanted her boy to be examined by him. Dr. Still
arose and in his good old-fashioned way said, "I am Dr. Still."
She haughtily replied, "I want to see the man 'Nho has become
so renO\vned in curing disease. He is the Dr. Still I am looking
for. "
Then Dr. Still said, "I am the man you are evidently looking
for. " He told her to have the boy lie dD'wn on the sidewalk and
he ",'QuId see what was the matter with him.
Very indignant the woman said, "I am 1\11r5. Lord of St. Louis...
"I don't care if you are the wife of the President of the United
States," was Dr. Still's reply, "if you want that boy examined and
treated by me, have him lie down on the walle"
She reluctantly told her hoy to lie down, and Dr. Still proceeded
'with the examination. He found severe lesions at the base of the
s1..1111 and in the neck, '''hich he then and there corrected. He
learned from the mother that the boy 'was suffering from petit mal
epilepsy. Dr. Charlie told me that the hoy and mother remained
in Kirks\@e about a montll and that tllis small patient made a
permanent recovery.
A negro had been employed by Dr. Still to lay a brick walk
along the side of Iris house from the front to the back door. Evidently the man was not laying the bricks as Dr. Still tllOught
they should be laid, so he said to him, calling him by name,
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"Greenwood, bring me the brick and let me lay them." He
dropped to his knees and began showing the negro how the work
should be done. As he was working, there appeared around the
corner of the house two \vell-dressed women, who came up to
him. One of them said, "We are looking for Dr. Still."
Remaining on his knees, his trousers covered with the dirt, he
replied to the women, "I am Dr. Still."
They told him they were looking for the jamous Dr. Still about
whom everyone was talking.
He said, arising to his feet, holding a brick in one hand and a
trO\vel in the other, "I am the only Dr. Still here. If it is clothes
you are looking for, :WIother has them hanging in the closet in
the house. "
That was the Dr. Still I knew and the Dr. Still the citizens of
Kirksville knew. Clothes did not mean much to him and fame
was a second consideration. The first and only consideration,
as he saw it, was to render a senrice to his fellow men by freeing
them from pain and disability.
He continued his work in his own way throughout all the years
of his life. \Vhile some thought his ways peculiar, yet he proved
they \vere effective. He achieved results and built a profession
which has grown far beyond that of his fondest dreams.
It is interesting, to relate that one of those women, who caught
Dr. Stil1la)ring brick, later enrolled as a student in the first class
organized hy lrim to study osteopathy.
Another incident told to me by Mrs. George Laughlin, daughter
of Dr. A. T. Still, was of a man who came on crutclles to see the
Old Doctor and asked for an examination. This was shortly
after Dr. Still located on the west side of Kirksville. He had this
fellow sit down in a chair out on the lawn tmder the trees. Kneeling down beside him, he began to examine his hip. With one hand
on the foot, he lifted up the limb, flexed the knee, and rotated the
hip, while he felt Witll his other hand where the head of the thigh
bone joined the pelvis. Mter working a minute or hvo, he stopped
abnlptly, and set the foot down. Looking up into the man's
face, he said, "vVho paid you to came over here to see me?"
The fellow was so embarrassed he broke down and cried. He
said that he had been hired by some medical men down town to
come over and see if Dr. Still would treat him, and if Dr. Still
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did, they 'would expose him because there was nothing '\'Tong
with the fellow's hip,
This is an example of the length to 1vhich allopathic physicians
went to try to curb the fast gruwing practice and fame of Dr.
Still. They themselves could not understand the "mIle and they
hoped to catch hinI by this crude hoax. Dr. Still 1,vas too finc a
student of anatomy, too thoroughly equipped by experience and
knovdedge of the human structure not to be able to recognize
instantly the difference between a normal joint and an abnormal
or diseased one.
r have said many times to various members of the osteopathic
profession that Dr. Still's method of explaining to his patients
what he found and "vhat he ,vas attempting to do in treating them
laid the foundation for their confidence in him and kept them coming to him until a cure in most instances had been effected.
His practice grew so rapidly between ]885 and ]892 that it became mHvieldy. It was a problem hmv best to take care of the
people that \vere flocking to him. He did not find time enough to
treat all adequately. Jvlany of those \\'ho came had been pronounced hopeless by other physicians. Some of them were hopeless. But he was able to cure enough of these so-called hopeless
cases to keep adding to his reputation and his fame which
extended into ever-\videning circles.
One morning in the spring of 1892 I ,",ven t to Kirksville to take
the train for La Plata where I had a little business to transact. I
had hardl y taken my seat in the coach when Dr. Still came walking
in and sat down beside me. We exchanged greetings and passed·
the time of day. He turned to me and said, "Arthur, I am looking
for one hundred young men \vho do not drink whiskey, che\v
tobacco or swear. I want to teach them osteopathy. n
I knew very well what he meant and that he \vas feeling me out
in an attempt to learn whether I would be interested in studying
\vith him. l'vfy reply vms to the effect that the type of young man
he was looking for was rather scarce and then said, "Dr. Still}
there is only one reason why I would not say to you right now
that I would study osteopathy."
He asked what that reason was, and I replied} "Because I am
afraid I could never learn to diagnose diseases as you do. n
J\1any people thought that he had clairvoyant or supernatural
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powers to be able to diagnose and treat conditions as he did.
I felt that it woi.1ld be impossible for him to teach others.
His reply \vas, "I can teach you all I know.!l He had always
been very truthful with me.
\Ve soon reaclIed La Plata. I stepped off the train and he \vent
on. 1'hat evening, when I arrived home, I told my wife of my
conversation with Dr. Still. By that time her eyes had made a
complete recovery. "\Ve knew what he had done for us and knew
of many other cures he had accomplished, seemingly as miraculous as the cure of my wife's eyes. "\Ve discussed for some time
tbe possibility of my studying osteopathy.
The reasons in fa\Tor of studying osteopathy were threefold:
First, I was eager to have a profession \vherein I could have more
opportunities to contact people and to grow in intellect and
experience. Second, through osteopathy I could contribute
something, if only in a small way, to the good of my fellmvmen.
'The third reason was a financial one. While we mvned that little
country home and farm, I could not see a future there. I felt
that I could not earn enough money to guarantee comfort in our
old age. \Ve could make a living and that was about all.
1\1y wife and I discussed this matter thoroughly and finally
decided we would try it for hvo years. "\Ve decided not to sell
the farm, so that if} at the end of the two years of study, I was not
able to learn the things that Dr. Still knew, we would still have a
place to earn a living. However} I felt that if I could learn to
secure results like Dr. Still, there would be a place for me in the
healing \vorld and opportunities of development I so longed to
have.
r consulted with some of my closest friends, especially with
my \vife's father who lived on a farm two miles mvay from our
home in the country. He \vould not advise me one vmy or the
other, but he told me years afterward that my wife and I had
hardly left his home when he went to see George Bell, one of my
best friends and tried to get him to advise against my attempt
to study osteopathy. He still thought it was more or less a very
doubtful method of treatment, to say the least. I think, however,
he changed his attitude somewhat after seeing the results obtained
in the treatment of my wife's eyes and in other remarkable cases.
One morning early in Jvlay, I walked into Kirksville carrying
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a bucket of eggs. The mud was so deep it was impossible to
drive a team. I called on Dr. Still and gave him one hundred
dollars in cash as part payment on my tuition and ten dollars for a
textbook, "Gray's Anatomy. II
'When I was duly enrolled, Dr. Still said to me, II Arthur, if
you are coming to me because of the dollars you think you can
make out of it, don't come. But if you are wanting a place in
life ,,,here you can render a real service, then I ,vant you and I
need YOU t and you need not be alarmed about making a living,
because the services you 'will be able to render '\vi11 take care of
your financial needs in a bountiful way."
After doing my little trading in town, I walked back to the
farm carrying my new textbook tmder my arm. As it happened,
that morning, May 10, 1892, Dr. Still had just received from Jefferson City, the State Capital, a charter to teach osteopathy,
which made certain the establishment of a school. 'Then Dr.
Still began in earnest his preparations for opening a class the
following fall.
In this chapter it has been my desire to give in detail some of
the incidents in the life of Dr. Still from the time he came into my
life. I have but one purpose in mind and that is to help those
'who read this book to secure a more intimate knowledge of the
character and spirit of the man who gave osteopathy to the world.
He was quiet, unassuming, full of wit and humor, but the most
determined in his efforts-the most thoroughly persistent man
under difficulties of any it has ever been my privilege to know.
His high purpose in life was to serve those people who needed him
most in the best possible way.

CHAPTER III
DR. STILL BEGINS TO TEACH OSTEOPATHY
WITH the granting of the charter to teach osteopathy, there
was an immediate increase in the duties of Dr. Still as he planned
for the first school. The home of the Old Doctor, the cottage
to the south, and the cottage on the north side of the street became
veritable beehives of activity. That locality will undoubtedly
go dmvn in history as the sacred spot where osteopathy secured
its first real start.
As the practice grew and the fame of Dr. Still spread, Dr. Charlie
Still was prevailed upon to go to another state. He located in
Red \Ving, J\1inn., and took ,vith him a young friend, Dr. Charles
Hartupee, who, under Dr. Charlie's training, became his first
assistant and aftenvards one of the leading osteopathic physicians
in that part of the country.
As soon as the charter to establish a school of osteopathy ,vas
issued to Dr. Still, he, with his advisers, began to lay plans for
the organization of the first class to study osteopathy in the fall.
During the preceding summer, Dr. William Smith, a graduate
in medicine of the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, who "ms
traveling in this country for a ,vholesale medical supply house,
visited Kirksville. Having heard of the Old Doctor and his
miraculous cures, he decided to investigate. He told me he went
over to call on the Old Doctor and to have a good time quizzing
him. But 10 and behold, like the prophets of old, he eame to
ridicule and to make light of Dr. Still but came away to praise
him. From that visit on Dr. \Villiam Smith became quite a
factor in the growth and early development of osteopathy. Later
it was arranged for him to join Dr. Still the coming fall as the
first teacher in anatomy in the first college of osteopathy.
Dr. Still arranged to build a little frame structure, fourteen
feet wiele and twenty-eight fect long, in which to hold his first
class of instruction in osteopathy. The fact that tbis building
was so small proves that Dr. Still had no conception of what his
needs were going to be. This building was erected in front of
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the last cottage he bought on the north side of Jcfferson street.
It was here in this little building, 011 October 3, 1892, tbat the first
class for studying osteopathy 1,vas organized. It ,vas my privilege
to be a member of that class. ]'VIy ,,,ife and I had decided that
,ve ,,,auld undertake this move and determine through actual
experience \vhether I could learn to do the same kind of things
Dr. Still was doing and to secure the same results. Our farm was
well stocked with cattle, hogs, horses and some machinery. \Ve
sold all of these things and by the 'first of October we ,vere living
in Kirksville.
On the morning of October 3, 1892, at ten o'clock, Dr. A. 1'".
Still and Dr. Vlilliam Smith began teaching the handful of men
and women who \vere assembled there to study osteopathy. They
began to teach the system of treatment for human disease that \vas
destined to become one of the most successful ever discovered.
There can be no question of the fact that Dr. Still had little conception of what effect his discovery would have upon the practice
of medicine. His teaching \vas absolutely new and revolutionary
and at complete variance :with the teaching in medical institutions of all time. It did not seem possible that his discovery
would be as far reaching in its effects as it turned out to be.
Dr. Still spoke to the class that morning in his own inimitable
way, and gave us an even better insight into his dream of a new
science of healing. He emphasized, especially, his confidence in
natural law as he understood it and the power of that law when
unhampered by physical disturbances or interferences. Vole were
led to understand his limitless confidence in that law and his
belief that the human body had the power and the ability to manufacture all necessary substances for its own maintenance and repair. That was a memorable occasion for those of us who had
cut adrift from all other ties in life and were there for the purpose
of following the teachings of Dr. Andrew Taylor Still. Dr. William
Smith emphasized the fact that he had come there in the beginning
to ridicule and to make light of Dr. Still's teachings, but that after
listening to Dr. Still's reasoning, he could not help feeling that his
theory was sound and based upon eternal truth. He gave us our
first lesson in anatomy and proved to us the necessity of understanding the nervous system and its control over the body. He
was one of the ablest and best teachers it has ever been my privi-
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lege to know. His method of demonstrating his teachings carried
a conviction of truth in what he ,vas saying and enabled us to
learn readily. He gave to us students a knowledge of the origin
of nerves and their functioIl, the 10catioIl of arteries and veins,
the relationship of muscles, bones, and joints to the skeleton as
clearly and as impressionably as if he \vere dissecting these structures on a cadaver.
At that time, of course, it was impossible to secure dissecting
material. The school was new, unrecognized, unheard of, except
in a small way, and certainly vdthout any standing in the medical
world. Hence, Dr. Still and those enlisted with him were very
fortunate in having Dr. William Smith, with his tr<lining and his
high dCf,JTec of intelligence, teach anatomy and physiology. He
was a very fine instnlctor and rendered a service to the school at
that time, and for a number of years after, that was invaluable
in laying a foundation for the establishment of osteopathy. His
method of teaching was of such an impressionable type that one
who listened to bim could virtually look into the human body
with his mind's eye and see all its numerous functions. Although
we were handicapped so far as dissecting material was concerned,
we were truly fortunate in having a teacher, in those first clays,
who was so capable of presenting all subjects in a practical, understandable way.
This original class numbered seventeen before the winter was
over. The students came from various cities and towns. One
young man came from California, one young woman from Sedalia,
]\10., three students from Kansas City, one from Independence,
]\10., tv;;ro from Keokuk, IO\va, another from Davenport, one from
Quincy, Ill., one from 'Texas, and one from Kansas. There lvere
two homeopathic physicians (father and son) and Dr. Still's
own family, consisting of Harry, Miss Blanche Still (now Mrs.
George 1"1. Laughlin) and a younger son, Fred Still, and myself.
The class was composed of men and women of indepe~dent
thought, people following their own intuitions. The ages of the
members of this class ranged from eighteen to sixty-five years.
Thus started the first class in osteopathy.
During that first winter Dr. Still's practice increased considerably. Those of us ,vho had been receiving instruction for a
few months were beginning to help him. We would bold the
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patients in position while Dr. Still and his assistants 'worked upon
them, explaining to us as he treated why he gave this movement
in one place, and a different movement in another. He ,,,QuId
tell us what it would mean to the nerves that came from that
particular region if muscles 'were tied up, or a bonE was out of line.
H is my belief that Dr. Still's mcthod of explaining to the patient he was treating just ,,,hat be ,vas trying to do and what the
effect would be, ,vas one of the great factors in his ability to keep
people under his treatment until the right kind of results 'were
obtained, or until he had corrected the condition which he found.
He had, in his office, an anatomical chart, but soon after the school
started he was able to secure a skeleton. This first skeleton 'was
called "J\1ike." Dr. Still would take a patient, or the patient's
relatives, to the skeleton and point out the location 'wherein the
nerves \vere involved that produced pain, or disturbed functions
of the body and illustrated how, when nature was doing her work
in her own beautiful way, such a condition could not exist. He
would explain that his treatment took away the cause of the condition and thus helped nature do her \vork.
There can be no question but that he sold osteopathy to his
patients. It ,vas a rare privilege to 'work with him during those
busy days and hear him, in his own practical, simple, old-fashioned
\vay, explain to the students gathered around him, as \vell as to
the patients, what he was doing and why results were achieved.
Dr. Still came into the classroom frequently and lectured to us.
I have never known a man who had as much confidence in natural
law as he had. He was a student of nature and had unlimited
confidence in her power to heal the body when sick provided the
body was structurally normal. His teachings started lengtby
discussions among so-called regular physicians, who considered
him an "old quack.
They even attempted to prevent him from
teaching osteopathy or practicing his system because it was not
recognized by law.
During the winter of 1893, only four montbs after the first
class was organized, there was a bill introduced in the House of
Representatives of the State of Missouri that had for its purpose
the curbing or preventing of Dr. Still from treating people without
the use of drugs. The bill \\'as introduced by a physician member
of the House. \vl1cn the bill was introduced, Han. John E.
It
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Swanger, representing Sullivan County, who afterwards 'i-vas
elected Secretary of State, and later appointed by the late Governor Hadley as Bank Commissioner, fought the measure on the
floor of the House. Following a brilliant speech against it, the
bill "as defeated. Of course, Dr. Still was grateful to Mr. Swanger. He became one of the most staunch friends of the osteopathic
profession. He was always a consistent, conscientious, earnest
supporter of osteopathy from the day he defended it on the floor
of the House of the ~'1issouri Legislature until the end of his life.
In the late spring of 1893, recognition of Dr. Still's work appeared in one of the large St. Louis dailies. The old Republic
sent a man, JYlr. Dodge, to Kirksville to investigate and to report
what he found regarding Dr. Still and his system of healing the
sick. This representative spent a month or six weeks watching
his work. Finally there appeared in The Republic over two columns on osteopathy and Dr. Still, its founder.
It contained a fairly good sketch-a good enough likeness so
that anyone who kne,v Dr.· Still would recognize him readily.
The article gave Dr. Still and his system credit for securing some
very vmnderIul results, although it ridiculed the idea of curing
disease without drugs. The writer acknowledged the fact that
he was not able to' explain how Dr. Still secured his results, but
reported that without doubt there was something back of his work
that was worth-while and should be encouraged. The article
,vas more or less sensational, it was as fair to a system as new as
osteopathy as one could expect.
rVlany difficult cases came to Dr. Still's attention during tbat
first winter and spring following the opening of the sclwol. Two
ca~es especially were so remarkable that they attractedaHention
faralld ,vide.
One of these cases,aymman by t.he name of 1\1rs. Cornelius J
whose husband was employed by the Terminal Railroad Company
of St. Louis J arrived in Kirksville in the afternoon J on the four
o'clock Wabash train. She hobbled off the train with the aid of
crutches and took the old J original bus over to the office of Dr.
Still. I remember her arrival. She was taken into the little
cottage on the south side of. the street and examined by Dr. Still
in person. In reciting her history she stated that some eighteen
months before she had caught her foot under a pipe and had fallen.
(4)

CrlUrtes,y of the State Historical Society of Missouri.
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\\Then she got up, she noticed that her limb felt peculiar, and it \vas
hard for her to walle. It was only a short time until the limb began
to pain her to such an extent that she could barely walk v;rith
crutches. She consulted a number of prominent physicians in
St. Louis, who pronounced her condition "rheumatism." She
\vas treated at first by one, and then by a number of other specialists \vithout any results whatever. She gradually gre,,, worse
instead of better. Having heard of Dr. Still and his success with
cripples, she came to Kirksville.
He laid her on one of the old-fashioned treatment tables and
examined her hip. He told her it was dislocated. He manipulated the thigh bone, turning it in several directions and then told
her to get up and bear some ,veight on her leg. He told her she
could "mlk on it a little, but that she should use crutches for a few
days and not to put too much weight on the weakened limb. "'\\Tithin
ten days from the time of her arrival in Kirksville she sent the
crutches home. I recall walking down the street with her ,,,hen
she was on her way to the express office to send them back to St.
Louis. She stayed another two weeks in Kirksville and made a
complete recovery. It happened that when JvIrs. Cornelius went
to take the train back to St. Louis she contacted the same conductor who had brought her to Kirksville. The change in her
condition so astounded him he was unable to express himself.
The news of this incident increased the reputation of Dr. Still,
and soon there was a larger number of patients coming from St.
Louis.
The second remarkable case ,vhich came to the attention of the
Old Doctor early in the spring of 1895 was that of O. H. L. Wernicke of Roller Top Desk fame. His home was in JvIinneapolis,
,,,here he ov.rned a manufacturing plant. He had another plant
in Grand Rapids, J\'1ich. He was a large, square-shouldered man,
and wonderfully built. He came to Kirksville from Hot Springs,
Ark., where he had been for two or three months under treatment
for sciatica. I do not remember how long be had been ailing before
arriving in Kirksville, but I believe he had suffered for some time.
Dr. Still examined him and found a twisted innominate (hip bone)
which disturbed the sciatic nerve and produced what had been
called H sciatic rheumatism." After a month's treatment, this
patient was sent home entirely relieved.
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Upon Mr. Wernicke's return to his home city, he told al1 of his
business acquaintances and friends about Dr. Still. Osteopathy
began to grow in the minds of the business men of Minneapolis.
n!Jr. Wernicke's sister, Clara, later studied osteopathy and is at
present one of our prominent osteopathic women physicians with
a vronderfuI practice in Cincinnati, Ohio. His niece also took up
the study of osteopathy.
These were but two of the interesting though outstanding cases
treated by Dr. Still in that first year fol1owing the opening of the
school, when the foundation was being laid for the superstructure
now known as the osteopathic school of practice. Satisfactory
results were obtained in the simplest way, so simple that it was
hard to understand how seemingly insignificant manipulations of
a leg, arm, or vertebra could relieve the nerves to the extent that
pain was eradicated and normal function restored.
That first fall and \vinter was a period of vast importance in
laying the foundation for all that has followed iu the building of
the osteopathic profession. It was a period of historic events.
It was a period when Dr. Still, quiet, unassuming, earnest of
purpose, resourceful, demonstrated the type of man he was ,vhile
treating patients and ,vhile instructing his students. He never
wavered in his confidence of the power of the law with which he
was dealing, he was always ready with a kind word and a kind
deed to assist some suffering individual, thus carrying on the great
work he had undertaken. It was good to be there then. It was
inexpressively fine to be thrmvn in close contact with a man who
was doing so much for humanity, who was ahvays ready to serve
not only with his hands, but also with his purse, if necessary, the
unfortunate. His ,vas a kind-hearted, noble, and outstanding
character.
He never faltered in his steady march ahead during those
beginning years of osteopathy. His dream to hiIn was always
the same supreme goal. He gave his life's best efforts to make
that dream come true. The one great ambition of his life was to
reach the goal he had set in order that humanity might be blessed
through his life's service.
IV1y first fall and winter in Kirksville I spent partly in the classroom learning anatomy and physiology under Dr. Smith and
listening to Dr. Still's lectures, and partly in the treatment rooms
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1vhile Dr. Still and his assistants examined patients and gave
treatments. At that time a great many of the patients were
treated wbile sitting up on high stools with high \vooden backs.
It was a privilege to 'watch Dr. Still examine those patients and
treat them. It was not long before he ,vas having us help him.
So our \vinter's work there was a combination of study and rare
experience through association with Dr. Still.
In groups, \ve listened to him explain what he found and what it
meant in the way of producing the condition of \vhich the patient
complained. I would like to impress on the minds of the osteopathic physicians \vho read this book the necessity of realizing the
fact that the results Dr. Still obtained in his work in that beginning
period were secured by manipulative treatment only. Not an
iota of drug was ever gIven, and yet he ,vas securing results unheard of in any form of treatment for diseases of the human body.
If this fact could be comprehended to the full, it scems that ostcopathic physicians "muld have greater confidence in the work w"hich
he started and 'would render a service comparable to the service
which Dr. Still gave. If the student of today could realize the
wealth of pmver in his own hands, there would be no desire on his
part to dabble with drugs.
In the latter part of April, ]893, the first osteopathic banquet
was held in the old Pool Hotel, now called the Stephenson. The
guests at that banquet were Dr. Still and his family, Judge Andrew
Ellison who was Dr. Still's lawyer, and his wife, and the students
of that first class, vdtll their families. The total present at that
gathering numbered between forty aod fifty people. Dr. Still
,vas certainly the center of attraction on that occasion. It was a
memorable affair, especially to each individual who attended, and
marked the beginning with just a handful of people present, of
,vhat later grew to be lavish events. The writer has attended
osteopathic banquets in recent years throughout the length and
breadth of this land, at which the guests numbered from a thousand to fifteen hundred or more and held in some of the world's
largest hotels.
In the late spring or early summer of 1893 Dr. Still sent me with
his brother, H Uncle Ed," to two or three different towns to see
\"hat we might accomplish in the ,vay of a practice, such as he had
done for years in various places in IVlissouri. "Dr. Ed" was an
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"old school" physician who had Iived and practiced as he pleased
wherever he chose to locate. Hence Dr. Still thought that with
"Dr. Ed," I, and some of those other students ,vho were practicing,
"muld secure experience that ''ole could not obtain at home. Consequently he first sent "Dr. Ed" \vith Dr. Herman Still and his
wife and myself to Ellsberry, 1\'10. The experience in Ellsberry
was very interesting. \Ve were only there for one month, but
we treated a large number of patients. The town was small
and as soon as we arrived, everyone in town knew that the osteopathic physicians had come, and they flocked by the dozens to
our hotel in that little country tmvn. Dr. Herman Still had been
married recently and was there with us really for an outing as
well as experience. I, with" Dr. Ed" supervising, did most of
the treating. As a result of our work in that town there were
three or four students matriculated during the next few years at
Kirksville in Dr. Still's school of osteopathy. Here in J\!Iacon,
after more than hventy years, a patient came to me personally
because of results we had secured during our mouth's stay at
EUsberry, Mo., early that snmmer of 1893.
Think of it! I had only been in school tben about nine mooths,
and was not a graduate of osteopathy. Dr. Still had given me,
together ,dth other members of that first class, a certificate that
simply stated we had attended lectures in a school of osteopathy
for nine months. It was not a diploma, simply a document certifying my attendance at his school. 1'he results achieved there
at Ellsberry were secured by students, not graduates of osteopathy.
The facts were that in a few months we had gained, through the
teaching of Dr. Still and his associates, a practical knowledge of
how to manipulate in a practical way based upon our instruction
in anatomy and technic taught that first winter. Our results
there were far beyond our expectations both in the cure of patients
and in financial remuneration.
During the summer months our class scattered. After our
experience at Ellsberry, Dr. Still sent me with" Uncle Ed" to
Louisiana, ]\i10., to see what we could do there. "Uncle Ed"
stood by me, helped examine the patients, and guided me somewhat in my work. \\TIlile there, a woman was brought to us who
,vas paralyzed from the waist down. We treated her during our
stay, which was about thirty days, then she followed us to Kirks-
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ville. That ,vas one of the most peculiar cases that I have ever
taken care of. There were osteopathic lesions in the p~tient's
spine between the fifth and sixth, and sixth and seventh thoracic
vertebrae. If 'we secured exactly the Tight turn in treating these
lesions through rotation or extension of the spine, she could get up
and walk. If we would go to her room to treat her when she was
able to walk and we would make the wrong manipulatioll, dmvn
she would go and would he just as helpless to move a foot or limb
as if the limb did not belong to her body. I cannot recall whether
or not there was a sensory paralysis as well as a motor paralysis.
There was no disturbance of nutrition; the limbs were well developed. This continued for some time. One day I started
dmvTI to her room to see how she ,vas getting along and met
Dr. Still on the way. I asked him if he would go with me to see
her and told him I believed J\1r5. Green's condition could be
entirely cured if 'we secured the right movement and made a
permanent correction. He \vent with me. I told him I was
afraid to treat her as vigorously as I thought necessary in order
to do the "mrk, and I ,,,anted his guidance. vVhile she \vas sitting
on a chair, I made up my mind I was going to correct the lesions.
'When ,"ve went to her room that day we learned that she had had
a relapse and ,"vas unable to walle I reached around her body
and placed my fingers on each side of the spine at the location of
the sixth and seventh thoracic vertebrae, where we had found
the specific cause of her condition, and \"ith a rotary movement,
combined with extension, I felt the muscular tissue under my
fingers relax and also felt a slight movement in the vertebrae
themselves. It was not an extensive movement, but enough
to know something had taken plaCE, and to my surprise and Dr.
Still's she got right up and could walk. From that time On she
had no more trouble in walking.
Vle kept in touch with this patient for years afterwards and
there \vas no recurrence of the paralysis. This case was one of
the most remarkable experiences of my entire osteopathic career.
It may look to some like a miracle, but it was not, it was simply a
correction of a physical interference with the motor nerves that
controlled movement of her lower limbs.

CHAPTER IV
THE SCHOOL MAKES A HEALTHY GROWTH
'VHEN fall came again, there were forty to fifty persons who
wished to study osteopathy. It was fast becoming evident to
Dr. Still that it was necessary to have better and more commodious
facilities to care for the increased student body. Vlith that thought
in mind, the little school room that was erected in the Summer of
1892 was moved across the street and placed behveen the little
cottage and the Old Doctor's home. Here the school's second
class "ms organized.
Among those new students \vho matriculated in this second
class early in October ,""ere a number of prominent Kirksville
business men. There was a former postmaster, Ed Pickler, \"ho,
after graduation, made an enviable reputation in the practice of
osteopathy in Minneapolis. He and some friends started a small
college in J\1inneapolis knmVll as the Northern Institute of Osteopathy, from which school a number of men and women graduated
and became pioneers in the osteopathic field of practice.
Dr. Aubrey J\loore, a hale-fellow-well-met and a close friend of
Dr. Ed Pickler, was a member of that class. He graduated and
located in Los Angeles. Later he joined some people who started
the old Pacific College of Osteopathy which was finally absorbed
by the present College of Osteopathic Physicians and Surgeons
of Los Angeles. The old original Pacific school graduated some
very outstanding members of our profession.
George Tull, a man in his late forties, photographer by trade,
graduated and located in Indianapolis and practiced there for
a great many years, until he died about two years ago.
Henry E. Patterson, a prominent real estate man in Kirksville,
and his wife, were both students in that second class. J\Ir. Patterson, because of his knowledge of business methods, ,vas soon
made secretary of the school. He proved to be a very able assistant to Dr. StilI and his sons in that rapidly growing institution.
His wife also became one of the best known osteopathic physicians
in the profession. 1vIrs. Patterson, soon after graduation in the
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spring of 1895, became a member of the staff of physicians. They
were both with the school for several years and were very active
in its affairs. They were numbered among the most intimate
friends and loyal supporters of Dr. Still.
After leaving Kirksville and the school, the Drs. Patterson
located first in Florida and then later moved to \Vashington, D. C.
Unfortunately Dr. Henry Patterson was injured in an attempt to
raise a heavy window in his office. Complications from this
injury resulted in his death. His wife carried on for many years
in actiyc practice in Washington, D. C., and became widely known.
She treated many illustrious people in diplomatic circles, some
of them from foreign countries. Her good 'work and that of her
hnsband before he died paved the way for the osteopathic physicians who later located in Washington and helped to spread the
reputation of Dr. Still's discovery to foreign lands. There were a
Dumber of other members of that second class \vho made enviable
records. The persons named \yere among those I remember best.
There 'vas a lVIrs. Ella Hunt of JYlinneapolis. She became interested in osteopathy through results obtained by Dr. Harry Still
in her home city. 1\1:rs. Hunt graduated in 1895 and located in
St. Louis. She was the first ,yoman osteopathic physician to
practice there and made a splendid reputation.
There was added to the facnlty in the second year a Mrs. Nettie
Hubbard Bolles whose father had come to Kirksville for treatment in the summer and early fall before Dr. Still organized his
first class ill 1892. She studied with Dr. Still in that first class
and, being a very brilliant woman, soon was able to assist Dr.
William Smith in the teaching of anatomy. With the increase
in the nnmber of students, Dr. Still alone was unable to teach all
of the subjects necessary for a good foundation for our pradice.
Hence, Tdrs. Bolles ,vas employed as assistant instructor in that
second class.
It was here in that little schoolhouse after it was moved, during
the second winter of our study of osteopathy, that Dr. Still gave a
lecture which to me was one of the most worth-while and impressive
ever heard. He was talking to the students upon the subject of
eczema, explaining the osteopathic treatment for it. He claimed
that the functional nerve control of the circulation to the skin
was located in the lower part of the brain. In order that this
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nerve center in the brain may function normally, the upper vertebrae in the neck must be in correct position. He V-laS trying to
explain to us the power of the law with which we were dealing and
henv wonderful nature \vas in curing disease if given the proper
help, but somehow he could not put across his ideas to his mvn
satisfaction. He stopped in the middle of his talk and said, "vVait
a minute, I will be back. "
He walked out of the door and up to his own home and in a fe'i"
minutes returned \vith a stuffed fowl, of web-footed variety, and
placed it npon his desk in front of him. I wish I had the ability
to describe the heauty and the perfection of that bird. Some
taxidermist had done a wonderful piece of work in mounting this
fowl and it stood before us in all the glory of its sublime beauty.
It had a dark bronze colored back and a strip of the same col~r
running up back of the neck to the head, also a white band about
three-fourths of the 'ivay around its neck. The breast was not
white but a very light color, perhaps a light tan, and scattered
throughout the breast and lower portion of the body were round
spots of dark bronze; those spots were almost perfect in shape and
color.
As Dr. Still placed this bird on his desk, he said, "Here, look at
this fowl and get this fact into your heads, if you can, that this
perfection, the beauty of this fowl, is maintained by the natural
law of supply and demand within its body. So long as the nerves
and the circulation within that fowl perform their natural function
and needed materials can reach their intended destination in a
normal way, the beauty will continue. In other words, every
grain of wheat; every kernel of corn, or any other variety of food
taken into the fowl's craw, carries with it the building materials
to keep up, and carryon, the beautiful perfection you see before
you, provided there is no physical interference. It is the same
magnificent law \vorldng within the human body with which you
are to deal. 'There cannot be eczema if the body is normal. "
He gave some rare lessons during the year's work, wonderful
lessons, all of them in that same simple homely fashion, but most
impressionable. To me it is regrettable that there cannot be
some way provided wherein the members of our profession might
come in contact with the actual teachings of Dr. StiU, that there
isn't some way they might glimpse his vision and make it a part
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of their ambition to carry on in the same simple way the system
of healing he gave to mankind.
One can scarcely realize the remarkable cures he and his associates obtained in those beginning years. They secured result's
through the application of their hands, guided by their knowledge
of the natural1aw with ,vhich they WErc working and the fundamental principle of osteopathy. They were laying the foundation
for the osteopathic profession of today.
It is difficult for a lay person or beginning student to realiZE,
after osteopathic treatment has been given, just how the good
effects have been brought about. Not so with Dr. Still. He
never faltered, never swerved, always hued to the line, always had
confidence in the power of the law 'with lvhich he was dealing to
do its Q'i.vn work in its mvn way when given normal nerve control
of the function involved.
It vms truly a privilege to be associated with him in that formative period of laying the foundation for our great profession, and
to visualize with him the ,vork that could be accomplished in
such a simple ,vay. Better yet, it was wonderful to know that
one ,vas able to relieve suffering and disability like Dr. Still was
doing by following his teachings.
The fall of 1893 and the winter of 189·1 were busy periods in Dr.
Still's life and in the lives of those associated with him either as
his assistants or as students in his classes. It was soon evident
that more commodious quarters were necessary to handle the
greatly increased clientele. Hence, he commenced the conslnlCtion of what is now the central portion of the old original pennanent American School of Osteopathy building. This ,vas completed a year later and dedicated January 10, 1895. The new
modem brick structure proved a valuable asset in caring for his
fast increasing practice and the ever-growing student body. It
was created as a lvlemorial Hall, named for the young SOn \vho
entered the first class of osteopathy but who died from pulmonary
tuberculosis before he finished his course.
At the opening of the second class in the fall of 1893, a man by
the name of Strothers who had been a member of the first class the
fall and winter before and who had been practicing a little
at Davenport, Imva, during the summer of 1893, returned to
Kirksville for further study. There Came with him a man who
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said his name vt'as Palmer. This person, probably in his fifties,
,\vas a large, heR\'Y set man with a dark bro,vn beard. He came
to Kirksville, it was said, to take treatment from Dr. Still. Dr.
Still's daughter, Blanche, now 1\1rs. George M. Laughlin, told
me that this man Palmer was not only treated by her father, but
also sat at the family table upon the invitation of the Old Doctor.
She told me· that as many as eighteen places would be laid at Dr.
Still's table at that time, and some of the most prominent people,
who were being treated by Dr. StilI, ,,",ould eat with him.
Palmer took treatments from Dr. Still for a few ,veeks. He
also talked with Dr. Still's students, and was treated by many of
them. ,Vhen we next heard of him, he had "discovered" a
method of treating disease by the hands, which he called chiropractic.
Ivly first experience with the method taught by Palmer at
Davenport was a demonstration given by Dr. C. E. Achorn, then
of Boston, at our American Osteopathic Association convention
in 1900 at Chattanooga, Tenn. Dr. Achorn bad come to Kirksville
in an early day and studied osteopathy. He later graduated
from the Northern Institute at Minneapolis. He also visited
Davenport and witnessed a type of adjustive treatment there
which was called chiropractic. Dr. Achorn showed that the
Palmer method was along the line practiced by Dr. Still for a
number of years before opening his school in 1892 at Kirksville,
only it ,vas a very crude and very poor imitation of the kind of
manipulative therapy Dr. Still practiced.
T'here has been much discussion as to whom the credit should
be given for the discovery and use of adjustment in the cure of
disease. 'There is no question in the minds of those osteopathic
physicians ,vho \-.,.'ere associated ,vith Dr. Still and knew the history
of the growth and development of osteopathy where the credit
belongs.
Dr. Still was using manipulative methods for the alleviation
of pain and suffering years before the man from Davenport was
ever heard of. Hence, to Dr. Still, alone, belongs the credit for
the discovery of adjustment of physical defects as a basis for the
cure of disease.
Another incident occurred while Dr. Still was treating people
in his home, 011 the la,vTI under the trees, in the little cottage on
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the north side of the street where the old original permanent college buildings now stand. One day I found him sitting down on
the side of the little porch on the east side of the cottage west of
his house, treating a man's foot. The man was sitting in a chair.
The Olel Doctor ,vas si tting on the steps of the porch with the
man's foot on his knee. This man had come from IVIemphis,
Scotland County, "NIo. He ,vas a miller by trade and a prominent
business man in his home town. He had been on crutches for
several months. The pain in his foot had gradually become worse,
until he ,vas unable to bear his weight on it. He beard of Dr.
Still and came to Kirksville to see what might be accomplished.
Dr. Still, sitting there on the porch, working mvay \vith that
crippled foot, left a lasting impression on my mind. After the
treatment, he said to this patient, "Stand up and walle"
He replied that it would be impossible to place his weight on
the foot.
Dr. Still said, "You don't know what you can do now. I have
fixed t11at foot. I have adjusted one of those small bones in your
foot." He told the patient he had felt the bone slip into plaee.
He had adjusted the foot to normalcy.
'The old gentleman arose and timidly stepped out. 1'0 his
surprise he found that Dr. Still had told the truth and that he
could bear his weight on that foot and could walle It was only
a few days later when he left for home; this time he \vas walking
without his crutches and without pain.
This case reminded me of a similar experience one day in the
spring before I had matriculated in the first class of osteopathy.
It occurred all one of my trips to see Dr. Still in making arrangements to study with him. I found him sitting on the front
porch steps of that residence where he performed so many remarkable cures. This time he ,vas getting ready to treat a little country
fellow, who, because of some foot trouble, had been brought to
Dr. Still by his mother. This boy, like tlle old gentleman, vIas
sitting in a chair and Dr. Still was seated on the upper step of
the porch. There must have been a dozen or more pea pIe clustered around him, watching tbe performance. The mother of
this boy evidently wanted him to make as good an appearance
as possible. For that reason she had put on his little feet and
limbs a pair of her own white stockings, and he evidently wore a
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pair of his mother's shoes. Dr. Still, with the boy's foot in his
lap, unlaced first one shoe and then the other and slipped them
oiT. Then he slipped the stoekings oiT. It would be impossible
to describe to you the condition of those feet. Thev did not
look as if they had been washed for months and dirt had accumulated bet",'een the toes and on the feet until they were terrible to
look at. After carefully removing the outer ~covering of dirt,
the Old Doctor looked up at the boy and said, "Son, I believe if
I were you, sometime this summer I would wash those feet."
The crowd roared ,,,ith laughter.
Dr. Still at one time told me that for years he carried the tarsal
and metatarsal bones, and the phalangeal bones of the feet, as
well as those of the hands and wrists in his pocket. He knew
each of those bones by their feel one from the other and could
tell with what other bones of the hand or foot each bone articulated. He eould tell also whether the bone he had in his hand
belonged to the left or right hand or foot. This was one of his
methods for teaching himself so that when he ,vas called upon to
treat a human foot, he ,vas thoroughly familiar with the bones.
Thus he was able to knmv ,vhen each bone was in normal position.
I am reminded again of the Old Doctor and some of his methods
during those beginning years when he was trying to impress upon
the minds of students, and all others who were interested in
osteopathy, the fundamental principle upon which his therapy
was based. He repeated again and again the necessity of studying
until one became well acquainted with the structure of the body
both in health and disease.
In the treatment of diseases of the pelvis, for instance, Dr.
Still not only would seek out and correct the mechanical conditions
in the low back that interfered with the nenTes to that region, but
also he would gently lift tbe organs of the abdomen out of the
pelvis in order to relieve the congestion and improve tlle circulation. Adequate drainage was the big thing he wished to emphasize
in the treatment of pelvic diseases. Sometimes he would press
one hand against the region of the low back for the purpose of
affecting the lesser splanchnic or posterior lumbar nerves and
with the other lift the pelvic viscera upward. This is a treatment
that has proved, in my experience, to be well worth-while. If he
could not secure the ciTed he wanted by that method, then he
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would place the patient in the knee-chest position, and, reaching
around the patient's body, place both of his hands on the abdomen
above the puhis and gradually manipulate the abdominal organs
up as much as he could. In my opinion, this is one of the most
helpful treatments that can he applied to the human body and
should be a part of the technic of every osteopathic physician.
In this chapter I have tried to picture the Old Doctor in his
second year of school activity. In his teaching methods he
concentrated his thought and energy upon some one locality in
the body, or the functioning of a certain set of nenrcs. Thus he
thoroughly grounded his students in fundamental anatomy as it
applied to osteopathy. They could not help but grasp his meaning
with constant emphasis on the anatomy and physiology of the
set of llenres under discussion.
His philosophy of life was remarkable. This together with his
knmvledge of natural law were, in my judgment, the basic factors
in his ability to stem the tide of human criticism and rank bitter
antagonism to his theories.
Dr. Still's success, his ability to overcome all obstacles, and the
growth, development, and standing of osteopathy today, are due
to the marvelous results he secured early in the practice of
osteopathy. He taught that disease in the human body is simply
and purely discord in the divine law of creation, and health is
harmony, a harmony that is brought about through keeping the
body tissues in tune, if you will, with divine law, in tune with the
power that created it, in tune with the infinite.
Dr. Still always took pleasure in Jeferring to the osteopathic
physician as a mechanic of the human body. Some of our people
did not like this term. They seemed to think it was not a
creditable name, at least not dignified. To me it is the finest in
the world! For we are mechanics, pure and simple, of God-made
mechanical laws as found and exemplified in the human body.
Another comparison comes to mind and that is that we are
experts in the care of a beautiful instrument, one from "\vhich the
most delightful effects may be derived. \Ve are simply keeping
in tune the instrument tlmt creates the most marvelous harmonies
in the world and that is keeping in tune the human body. The
violinist tunes tbe four strings of his instrument at proper pitches
to produce harmonious effects. The pianist must have every
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string of his instrument in proper tone relationships with every
other string. The instruments in a symphony orchestra are
carefully tuned in order that harmonious and beautiful music
may be played-music so marvelous that the souls of men are
touched and inspired with a love sublime for all the best things in
life.
So, too, the osteopathic physician must keep in tune the
mechanical law that gives to the individual human being the most
sublime hannony in life-health, happiness, and success.

(5)

EARLY PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IN PRACTICE

CHAPTER V
EARLY PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IN PRACTICE
THIS chapter is prayerfully written ·with the hope that I may be
able to cover a period in my own life by relating some experiences
which left a lasting impression upon me.
IvIy purpose in compiling these reminiscences is to give to the
osteopathic profession something to think about. It is my hope
also that those who read this chapter may be able to comprehend
more fully the real intrinsic value of the fundamental principle
of osteopathy, the basis of osteopathic treatment for clisease, as
Dr. Still taught it and gave it to the world. Perhaps not only
physicians and students of osteopathy will enjoy these reminiscences and case reports, but also lay readers may become interested.
\'lith these thoughts in mind, it seemed to me that to report the
case histories, as nearly complete in detail as possible of some
patients ,,,,hom I treated with my own hands during those beginning
years frolll the time the school was organized until I severed my
connection 'with the college, might be ,vorth-,vhile.
It has been said that "Memory is the bridge that spans the
gulf which Bes between the past and the present." Those years
were full of incidents and experiences that have grmvn richer and
more beautiful in my storehouse of memories as time passes.
Dating from the morning of the organization of that first class
in October, 1892, and extending through the ten years of my association "rith Dr. Still and his sons, each day brought experiences of
real intrinsic worth. If the writer could but paint a word picture
of the absorbing incidents during that time, a lasting imprint
would be made upon the minds of his readers and they would have
unbounded coniidence in Dr. Still and his teaching.
Early in the spring or summer of 1894, Dr. Still said to me one
morning, "I promised Dr. Noe, an homeopathic physician downtown, that I would examine a boy for him. But it is imperative
that I go to lvIacon today, so ,,,,ill you make the examination for
me? See what you can find and advise whatever you think is
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best." Dr. Noe had told Dr. Still previously that he had done
all he could for this patient, and unless osteopathy eould help
him, the patient would die.
This case V!'aS one of my first real responsibiBties. I walked
into Dr. Noe's office and met the patient, a boy about sixteen
vears old, who was accompanied by his father, an old neighbor
~f mine whom I knew when I lived 011 the farm down near Troy
1\1:ills. I was intimately acquainted with both father and son.
Could you have looked at that boy, you would have been terribly
shocked because of his emaciated condition. He was almost a
skeleton! Even his teeth protruded. He was so emaciated the
skin on his cheeks and face V!'aS drawn tightly over the bones.
The father told me that his son had not been able to eat solid food
for ten days or two weeks.
It has never been my duty to examine a more emaciated individual thau that boy. We laid him upon the table. Dr. Noe
happened to be in the office at the time, and I conunenced my
examination. There was no question in my mind, after the first
glance at the boy, but that he was starving to death and his trouble
could probably be found in the nerves that governed the action of
his stomach and intestines.
I examined the entire length of the spine, especially from the
third to the seventh dorsal vertebrae. 'There were lateral twists
between the fourth and fifth, and between the fifth and sixth
dorsals. There were not only lateral twists in the vertebrae, but
also there Vi'US a bulging of the fourth, fifth and sixth ribs on the
right side. In other words, the contraction of the intercostal
muscles between the ribs had pulled the ribs together and thrown
them out of line. It 'vas my opinion that these structural faults
were caused by some clirect injury the boy had received. Without
exaggeration his body was so nearly a skeleton, it seemed like the
spinous processes of the vertebrae and the ribs must protrude
through the skin.
I said to Dr. Noe, who ,vas sitting at his desk vvTiting, "Have
you ever examined this boy's spine?"
His reply was, "Only pathologically."
Dr. Noe had told Dr. StiU, when he asked him to eome
and examine the boy, that unless something could be done the
boy was going to die and he had no medicine that was effective.
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I listened to his heart and found it to be normal. In my opinion
there \vas a specific lesion in the spine that \vas causing the trouble.
Dr. Noe got up and came over and put his hands on the point
in the spine where I designated, and he said that anyone could
readily recognize the fact that it was not nonnal.
I said to the boy's father, "Charlie, (as I had always familiarly
called him-his name ,vas Charlie Englehart) Eddy has been
hurt, either kicked by a borse, fallen out of a tree, haymow, or
something that has injured his spine at that point."
The father replied, "Oh, no, Eddy has not been hurt." He
could think of no injury he had ever had.
I said to him, "No matter whether you can remember it or not,
he has had an injury of some kind that has produced a disturbance
to the great splanchnic nerves which together with the pneumogastric nerves control the digestive functions. Here I wish to pause
a minute to say that many of Dr. Still's friends in the beginning
thought that the Old Doctor had supernatural powers of diagnosis
or that he could read in some mysterious way the causes of disease.
Suffice it to say that in this instance when the father returned
with the boy for treatment the next day, his face 1vas beaming.
He seemed to think that I, too, was gifted with Dr. Still's powers
for he said to me, "Doctor, do you know Eddy was hurt? An
old mare kicked him in the side and he had a pain from that time
on. And it vms not a great while after that when his stomach
began to hurt him and he was unable to digest his food."
After examining and treating Eddy that day and telling the
father what I had done, he turned to me and said, "Can you cure
him?"
I did not answer him before the boy, but took him to one side
and said, "I do not know \vhether we can cure Eddy or not. You
have waited until you think he is going to die and then brought,
him to us. :My opinion is that if we can correct the cause of his
condition or help the nerves at that point do their duty, it will at
least give him his only chance for recovery.
I do not remember how long it took to cure that boy, probably
hvo or three months. My treatment consisted of pressure with
tny hands flat on each side of the spinous processes, ranging from
the third to about the seventh vertebrae, for the purpose of relaxing
the tightened musculature. At the place where the specific lesions
II
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were found in the joints between the fourth and fifth and between
the fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrae, corrective treatment was
applied. After this I felt the tissues relax. Those contracted,
starved muscles, began to take on new life, the boy's appetite
improved and he gained weight steadily. This treatment was
given almost daily until the cure was completed.
I am not sure whether Dr. SHll ever examined him, though I
do know I counseled with him. In those clays Dr. Still was always
right there 'with his kindly, fatherly interest in his students and
their problems with patients. \Vhat a privilege it was to watch
him, in his unassuming 1vay, and with what simple methods he
treated his patients. By example he taught 11S how to treat ours.
or at least suggested to us where the lesions could be found. Oh,
what a faculty he had for selling osteopathy to those \vho carne to
him for treatment! He would examine a patient, locate what he
felt to be the cause of the condition and then explain to the patient
what nen'e or nerves were disturbed. He would tell them how,
by relieving that disturbanCE, the conclition he found, or the pain
the patient was suffering, would be alleviated.
One time he was treating an old German patient \vho had a
pain that extended down one limb to the end of his toe. Dr. Still
had him lie dO\\rn on his left side 011 the table. He then examined
him and found a lesion or joint clisturbance of the fifth lumbar
vertebra. He therefore commenced his work by treating the
lower portion of the spine. The old German protested and said,
"'Vhy Doctor, it is not my back that is paining me, it is my limb
and my toe. "
The Old Doctor smiled in his genial, splendid way and said to
the patient, "If your foot stepped on a eat's tail, you would hear
the noise at the other end of the cat, vwuldn't you?" This retort
amused the old Gennan very much and explained in a ",my to the
patient the cause of a condition which may often be found at the
other end of the nenTe from where the pain is felt. In due time
after adequate treatment, the old German lost the pain in his
limb and toe, and he went away to spread the gospel of osteopathy.
The next patient that comes to my mind was a woman of perhaps
sixty years of age who had a severe case of eczema. Dr. Still
had examined her, and he called me into his treatment room to
see her. He showed me what he had found and told me tbat he
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wanted me to treat her; she 'was to be my patient. The skin
eruption covered her entire body, including her face. It was the
most horrible thing to look at I have ever encountered, so much so
I even dreaded to touch her, fearing I might become infected
\vith the same condition. Lesions were found in the region of the
first, second and third cervical vertebrae but the worst ones were
in the region of the fourth, fifth, and sixth dorsal vertebrae. Dr.
Still told me that eczema could exist only if the vasomotor nerve
center in the medulla or luwer portion of the brain was disturbed.
He said that to affect that center reflexly one had to correct the
lesions in the dorsal vertebrae, not forgetting, of course, those in
the upper cervical. In my awlnvard, beginning way I treated
that ,voman and to my astonishment she began to get better.
In a short time the scales and eruptions began to peel off, leaving
the skin underneath as clear and beautiful as that of a baby's.
This case was a very convincing lesson to me. It showed the
power of nature to reestablish bealthy skin tissue when all interferences to nonlla1 nerve and blood supply were removed. There,
with my own hands and nothing else, except my confidence in
Dr. Still's fundamental principle) I 'was enabled to achieve this
astounding result. You can understand something of the joy
that came to my heart 1,vhen I found I could bring about such
results as in the two cases just described. It was early, positive
proof that Dr. Still had confirmed what he said to me that day on
the train, "Arthur, I can teach you all I know."
After these two experiences I had reached the time ,vhen I
knew there was no question but that I could learn what Dr. Still
knew. A year later I received a telegram from my mother who
was living with my sister and her family in \Vinside, Neb., in
,vhich she asked me to come at once, that my sister was dangerously
ill. When I arrived in Winside and walked into their little home,
I was horrified to find that my sister ,vas suffering apparently
from the same condition that had caused my father's death. For
three or four days she had been unable to swallow a morsel of
food. Even 1,vater failed to pass into her stomach. I have
already described to you my father's death by stricture of the
lower end of the esophagus. Notwithstanding the relief that
Dr. Still gave him, we had to staud by and watch father literally
starve to death.
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You can comprehend how I felt when I found the same condition
apparently in my sister. My first thought was, "Do I have to
stand by and watch her starve to death, too?" I wondered if
the condition could be hereditary. Then followed the thought:
where do the nerves come from that govern the muscular function
of the esophagus? There I 'was, back to the fundamental principle
upon which Dr. Still founded the science of osteopathy. Young
as I was in experience, and new as I was in the practice of osteopathy, I knew that the great splanchnic nerves together with the
tenth cranial, or pneumogastric nerve, 'were the regulators of
muscular action of the lower end of the esophagus. lv!y first
treatment ,vas to relax the muscular tissue around the fourth,
fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrae, pressing gently with my hands
until the tissue relaxed and the tension there, which was extreme,
began to lessen. Then I examined the neck and gently treated it
in order to give the p eurnogastric nerves freedom of action, with
the result that in less than half an hour she could swallow a little
soup. It 'was a joy supreme to think that I could relieve my own
sister of a condition that, upon first thought, seemed hopeless.
Soon after, she returned with me to Kirksville for a continuation
of osteopathic treatment. Dr. Still examined her and coincided
v·lith my diagnosis, also with the findings I claimed ,vere the cause
of her condition. She gradually recovered. I do not remember
how many months it took. Today, after nearly forty years, she
is living 1,vith me in my home. She is nmv in her eighty-seventh
year, a well woman so far as any recurrence of that old trouble,
which I thought, and had good reason to believe, in the beginning,
might have been hereditary and might have led to her early death.
During my many years of practice it has been my privilege to
contact five similar cases. The first, my sister's, as I have
recorded, v.,ras cured. The second was a woman from Illinois
who came to us in Kirksville for treatment and ,vas benefited very
much. We kept in touch with her for a llumber of years, and,
while not a complete cure was obtained in that instance, because
of lack of time given us, she did make good substantial gain and
could get along comfortably. 'The third patie,nt was a man who
carne to Kirksville and was examined but did not remaip for
treatment.
Then, while practicing in 51. Louis, a number of years later,
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there came to me a man, between sixty and seventy years of age,
,,,ith the same condition. He had a similar lesion to my sister's
and he recovered under osteopathic treatment.
Another man was brought to me for examination by one of our
lady doctors in St. Louis. This man was only about thirty-five
years of age. He lived near lVlontgornery City, ]\iIa. I helped
this doctor examine the patient, and after examination, I told her
of my success \"ith similar conditions such as my sister's by trying
to correct the cause which lay between the shoulders and upper
cervical vertebrae. The doctor reported to mc, a few months later,
that the patient had made a good recovery.
Can you, my friends, who know me well, or can you, the beginners in the practice of osteopathy, blame me for being a radical
ten-fingered osteopathic physician? The fact that I, with my
own hands, "ms able to assist nature by correcting structural
causes and thereby reestablish normal function, ,vas proof enough
for me at least, that osteopathy was aU-po·werfu1.
'"\Thile in Winside, examining and treating my sister, I saw a
man by the name of Dan Cavanaugh, who was in a serious condition. He had been a livery stable man. He had sold out his
business for the purpose of going to Hot Springs, Ark., to take the
baths and treatments. This patient was nearly six feet tall,
very much stooped and emaciated. On examination I found he
had an abscess in the groin on the right side and another one down
lower in the muscular tissue on the inside of the right limb just
above the knee. These abscesses, accorcling to the local doctors,
had come from an infection of the right psoas muscle in the lowback region. There was a third abscess which was open and draining pus from the left lmver portion of the abdomen. I examined
his spine. 'Why? Because my first thought as always, since
beginning the practice of osteopathy, is when I see a diseased
condition, where do the nerves come from that govern the area
involved? This man thought he had a tuberculous condition.
Some of the doctors had told him he had pulmonary tuberculosis.
On examination of his spine I found lesions in the region of the
tenth, eleven th, and twelfth dorsal vertebrae, a condition of the
spine which I knew clisturbed the nerves at the point that control
the circulation to the area where the abscesses existed. Upon
examination of his lungs, no signs of tuberculosis could be detected.
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In those days, understand, ,ve examined the lungs with the ear,
not with a stethoscope, and listened to the heart's action ",,"ith the
ear laid on the chest. I could detect nothing that would indicate
a disturbancc either of the lungs or the heart.
The patient asked me if I could cure him. I knew him quite
,vell and I said, "Oh, Dan, I don't know. ]\IIy opinion is that
here is your troublc, putting my finger on the spot in the lower
part of the dorsal region. I said, "There is only one way 'we could
know and that is by going to Kirksville and trying treatment."
\Vhile he was there on the bed I gave him one of our old-fashioned
pioneer kind of osteopathic treatments and when I had him in a
certain position with knees flexed and my fingers on the tenth,
eleventh and hvelfth spinal vertebrae, wherein I had located the
cause of his condition, I felt the tissue relax. The vertebral joints
were released from their tightened positions and I secured some
motion in them. ~rhere was no setting of a dislocation. The
vertebrae were not dislocated, but either through contraction of
the tissue around there, or a strain of some kind, the nerves at
that point 'vere functionally disturbed. I treated him very
thoroughly and carne home. In five or six weeks after my return
to Kirksville, Mr. Cavanaugh came for treatment. He did not
look like the same fellow. He told me he had gained twenty
pounds in ,veight after that one treatment and the glorious part
of it ,vas, one of those abscesses bad healed entirely and the others
were much improved. He remained in Kirksville several ,veeks
for treatment. 'Ibis is another case in which old-fashioned tenfingered osteopathy administered by a man, young in the
profession, was able to remove the cause that resulted in health
being restored to a seemingly hopelessly sick patient. He lived
for a good many years aftenvards without a return of his old
trouble.
It is not my object to weary thc reader ,vith case histories, yet
it seems to me that in no other ,yay can I emphasize the results
obtained with various conditioDs that seemed so hopeless, in many
instances the patients had been given up to die by doctors of the
"old school." Hence, I hope you will bear with me and let me
continue, hoping that I may help you to realize more fully the
power within the human body to heal itself ,vhen the nerves that
are structurally disturbed arc released to do their work in tbeir
lJ
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mvn beautiful way. ]yIay you realize that there is a better 'way
to cure disease than by dosing 'with drugs and poisons.
'''-T]lile treating a patient in one of the rOOIDS assigned to me there
in the old American School of Osteopathy building, I noticed a
man in a w'heel chair being brought by an attendant into the
adjoining room. When I ,vas finished with my patient, I went in.
'The man introduced himself as JYlr. Kennedy fro111 Fort 1vIadisoll,
Imva. On asking him ,vhat he wanted, he replied, "I want you
to examine me. "
I said, "Have you not been under treatment here before?"
Hc told me he had been taking treatment from Dr. Harry Still.
I said to him, "vVhy come to me from Dr. Harry "vhen he can
do all for you that I can? "
His reply was, "I 'want to try you."
I asked him if Dr. Harry kne,v he was coming to me and he
said, "Yes, he advised me to come to you."
I looked up Dr. Harry and told him of the incident and he told
me to go ahead and treat him, that it \vas a difficult case, but that
the patient wanted me. On returning to my rOOTII, the attendant
and I laid the patient upon the treatment table for examination.
I noticed at once a condition of dropsy. The abdomen \vas swollen
,vith water to such an extent that the viscera were crow-decI higb
into the thorax. It was difficult for the patient to breathe even
when propped up to almost a sitting position with pillows. Not
only was the abdomen distended, but the limbs and feet also were
enlarged. His feet were so large it was almost impossible for him
to secure shoes big enough to fit and he bad to wear overshoes
instead. I could indent the surface of his body by pressure at
almost any point, especially over the abdomen and limbs. I
listened to his heart_. which, as might be expected, was laboring
hard. Then I turned him on his side and examined his spine.
'fhere ,vere several lesions in the mid-dorsal region where the
nerves were undoubtedly disturbed that supply the heart and in
the lower dorsal region wbich govern the function of the kidneys
and all organs of elimination.
The man ,vas not cowardly. He was ready to face death if
necessary. I said to him, "Do you want me to tell you just what
I think?"
He replied, "I do. "
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w~Vell," I went on, "if I were in your condition I think I had
rather be at home with my family and my friends than anywhere
on earth."
He looked at me very straight and said, "Doctor, you think I
am going to die?"
" Yes, " I replied, "I think your chances for passing on are much
greater than for recovery, in fact I question our ability to help
you. "
He said, "Dr. Hildreth, I knovv that unless you help me I am
going to die. I want you to treat me."
"All right, if that is the way you feel about it, I aln ready to
go the limit with you. I am ready to do everything in my
p01ver. "
I wish that the students in our osteopathic colleges today and
the osteopathic pbysicians who have recently graduated could
have stood by and witnessed the treatment given to this man and
the f,rradual recovery that he made. To see one so near death
and yet become well again when the power of nature was released
should make these young physicians realize why some of us oldtimers are so solidly and enthusiastically loyal to genuine tellfingered osteopathy-the variety that was taught in the beginning
and brought about sueb resnlts as I havc described. In those
early days we used nothing but our hands and our knowledge of
the natural law with which \ve ,vere dealing. The glory of it
all to me is the fact that the resnlts achieved then, and from that
time on dO\\'TI to the present, have proved that the flmdamental
principle of osteopathy when utilized can and will do, today, all
it did in those beginning periods, if practiced now as it Was in the
beginning.
J\!Iy one prayer is that God in his infinite wisdom will guide the
destinies of our profession so as to bring close to the heart of every
individual who practices osteopathy the realization that Dr.
Still gave to the world a complete system of healing, one which
has proved itself and one which may be relied upon in the most
difficult cases. I am not going to ,veary you with a recital of the
technic used in this case. It \vas directed to those regions in the
spine that controlled heart and kidney fnnction. Suffice it to
say the dropsical condition was overcome and the patient lived
a good many years after.
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Another incident in that early period is vivid in my memory.
I was called to Unionville, Ivlo., to examine Judge Ben Thompson,
a prominent farmer, a graduate of Yale, and a former county
judge. He was a gentleman of the highest type. He had been
injured when thro-wn from a two-\vheeled cart, landing on the back
of his head and shoulders. The accident was described to me as
follows: He was going to drive downtown and hitched up a
little mare to a hvo-wheeled cart. At the entrance of his barnyard
there were a couple of bars across the driveway instead of a gate.
After driving out of the yard, he put up the bars again and got in
the cart. He had not driven but two or three blocks when his
horse became scared and whirling around galloped back toward
the barnyard. Instead of waiting for the bars to be lowered, he
jumped over them but the cart crashed against them. The judge
,,,as thrown out and struck on the back of his head and shoulders.
From that hour on he became violently insane.
Presiding Judge Ellison of our circuit court district was instrumental in my going to see this patient. On my arrival late one
afternoon, the seventy-first day follO\ving Judge 'Thompson's
injury, I learned that on the day previous a consultation had been
held by seven prominent physicians and surgeons-one from Chicago, one from Centenrille, 100'O'a, and the others from the vicinity
of Unionville. I also learned that after the examination these
physicians had advised the family that Judge Thompson had only
one chance out of a hundred to live. They \"anted to operate
upon the skull to See if they could locate a blood clot, or Some
pressure on the brain. I knew the case ,,,as a grave one and it
was necessary that I be as careful as possible in my diagnosis.
Judge Thompson was a man ''1'110 stood high in the community.
NIany of the citizens were anxious about him and hvo or three
local business men walked out to the Thompson residence with me
after supper (as we called the evening meal in those days) to see
the old Judge. Kno,,~ng he had been examined the day before
and that a tentative diagnosis of a blood clot on the brain had been
given, I was very guarded in what I had to say and very careful
about my exanlination. On entering the room I found the old
Judge lying on his back in bed, with a cold compress around his
head. A son and a daughter were in the room with him, and one
of them was trying to keep the Judge covered, as he was rolling
and tossing from one side to the other.
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I began my examination. The pulse 'was nearly normal. On
the chart ,,,hich the family had been keeping during those seventyone days, there was no temperature recorded at any time. I could
see no reason for disturbing the patient by keeping an ice compress
all his head and asked to have it removed. Lesions ,"ere found
high up in the spine. There was a particularly bad lesion of the
joint connecting the third and fourth dorsal vertebrae. I felt
that that was the center ,vhere the greatest disturbance lay.
There was no dislocation of any vertebrae in the neck. After
the examination, I treated the Judge thorougWy. When I left
I told them I ,,,ould be back in the morning. I did not think he
needed the compress on his head, and requested his attendants
to leave it off.
An unusual condition existed in the Thompson household with
regard to my being called in on the case. The Judge's wife and
one son ·were very much opposed to consulting an osteopathic
physician and I did not meet either of them on my first visit to
the house. The son and daughter who were present when I
examined the father that first evening '"ere detennilled to have an
osteopathic examination because of Judge Ellison's recommendation.
I walked back downtO\vn with the business men who had accompanied me. Mter a good night's rest I made a second visit to
Judge Thompson's home. Unlike the evening before I found Mrs.
Thompson, the Judge's wife, sitting in the room with the son ·who
\vanted me to examine the Juc1ge, taking care of the father. Mrs.
Thompson was dressed in solid black silk of that old-fashioned
type, so stiff and rustling, it would almost stand alone. Her
treatment of me was very cool, in fact I could almost feel the frigid
condition of the atmosphere when I walked into the rOOID. It was
an experience one could never forget. I found the Judge had
rested that night a little better than nsual. I told the son and the
mother that I would have to return to Kirksville that afternoon,
that there was no possible way we could treat Judge Thompson
unless they brought him over to Kirksville. Also I told them he
might die on the road, though there was no more danger of his
dying on the trip to Kirksville than there was while lying there in
his mVIl bed. As to results there was no vmy for us to know what
could he accomplished other than by trial. I felt, however, that
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there was more than one chance in a hundred to save his life
through osteopathic treatment.
The next afternoon the old Judge landed in Kirksville with the
son and the daughter who 1,vere anxious for him to try osteopathic
treatment. I do not recollect whether Dr. Still ever sa1,V him.
I rather believe he did, for the old Judge was my patient, and I
treated him during his stay in Kirksville. After he had been there
about three or four weeks, he was up and able to vmll\:. dmvntmvn
and back. On one of these trips, early one morning, he met]udge
Ellison driving in his carriage down the street. Judge Ellison
stopped to exchange courtesies \';cith the ] udge. \Vhile able to
walk and get about town, he 1,vas still somewhat confused, and when
Judge Ellison, in his courteous way, began talking to Judge
Thompson, somehow the old Judge, still mentally unbalanced,
did not understand 1,vhat was going on and threatened to pull
Judge Ellison out of the buggy and give him a thrashing there
on the street.
After three or four more \veeks, the old ] udge conceived the
idea that his children at home were undertaking to rob him of his
property and ev('rytlling was going wrong. He felt he should go
home and see about things. Dr. Still 1,vas consulted, and we
decided he should be pel mitted to go home.
\¥hen Judge Thompson returned to Kirksville, after a few days,
for further treatment, the proud little mother, his wife, came with
him and was able to care for him and control him without other
assistance. He had made wonderful improvement during his
brief stay at home. He vms in Kirksville, all told, not exceeding
hvo months. His eventual recovery made a lasting impression
not only upon the patient and his family, but also upon other
people with ",110m the family was well acquainted, resuIting in
many of them coming to Kirksville for osteopathic treatment.
The morning ] udge and:lvIrs. Thompson left for home I was
sitting out on my front lawn, about seven o'clock:, reading the
morning paper. I saw them coming up the street to-ward my
residence. They walked up to me and the old Judge shook my
hand, saying that they were leaving for home and h8d come expressly to say goodbye, to thank me again and tell me how much
they appreciated 1,vhat we had done for him. The wife turned
to tell me goodhye and extended both hands which she placed in
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both of mine, but could not utter a word. Blinding tears were
running down her face. I can see them yet as they turned and
walked away-he, a \vell man, and the little wife overwhelmed with
gratitude.
The successful treatment of this mental patient \vas one of the
influencing factors which gave the wTiter the courage to undertake
the work he is now doing at Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium
in lvIacon, lvIo.
1\yo or three years later I had a telephone call from Judge
Thompson who wanted to know if I could come over to Unionville
right away and see John, his son. He was the one who was so
antagonistic to my going to exaluine the old Judge in the beginning.
I said to the Judge over the phone, "\Vhat is the matter with
]ohn?"
He replied, "He has acute appendicitis and the doctors want to
operate, but I will not let them operate until you come to see him.
'Vill you come at once?"
11y reply was, "I will be there as soon as I can." I arrived at
Unionville about three o'clock that afternoon. John lived seven
miles out in the country on a farm. I was driven there by horse
and buggy, arriving late in the afternoon. I fonnd John lying
flat on his back in bed with pillows under his knees and between
them to keep his limbs from straightening down and thus adding
to his pain. He had a temperature of 103 degrees Fahrenheit.
On putting my hands on his abdomen, I found the muscles very
tight and tense. I laid them there gently, but did not manipulate,
just held them there flat and easy, until the tissue began to relax.
Then I said, "]ohn, turn over on your side."
He said, ":lvIan alive, I cannot turn over, it will kill me. "
I said, ".All right, we will wait mvhile and see what can be done."
Then I be7an treating him again by reaching across his body and
around to the back on the opposite side, relaxing the muscles
along the spine, especially from the eighth and ninth dorsal down.
I \yorked first on one side and then on the other and then said,
"Now John, let's try to turn over, I think I can help you." I
removed the pillows, took hold of his knees and gradually helped
him turn on his side. I \vorked with him quite a bit until the
muscular tissue softened along the spine and the abdomen relaxed
and softened to quite an extent.
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About that time his allopathic physician came from Unionville.
I said to him, "Doctor, I am not here to interfere 1,,,,ith your practice, I cannot stay and take care of this man. I am here because
Judge Thompson and his family requested me to corne to see

John."
He replied, "That is all right, I have every confidence that you
know 'what you are doing." He treated me kindly and courteously. He bad brought 1,,,ith him a physician friend from south
l\1isSQuri and before the doctur left he said to this friend, "Examine
John and see ,,,hat you think." He passed his hands over the
abdomen a time ort"lvo, but did not touch his back. Then he
remarked, "Typical case, a typical case of appendicitis." Then
the doctors left.
In about another hour I treated John again. By that time I
could roll him from one side to the other-he 1vas already getting
better. I thoroughly treated the muscles up and do"\vn the spine
until I felt them soften and relax to the point where I knew they
'were sufficiently normalized that I could safely return to town.
I have often heard osteopathic physicians remark that the
patient should not he treated when an acute inflammation is
present. I shall never forget what Dr. Still had to say about a
case of inflammation of the bowels. He advised treating, but
said one cannot manipulate or treat vigorously such a condition
because it is like spanking a child when crying to make it stop
crying. The area there is already inflamed and one secures results
only by applying what he called" inhibition," or a quieting treatment by laying hands flat on the tissue and relieving the tension
there, in other words one should use a soothing method to the
abdominal surface thereby affecting the nerve endings and through
them reflexly affecting the muscles.
I spent the night in Unionville and returned the next morning
to find him very much improved and the temperature lowered
abou t three degrees. I treated him again and told the family
that it would be impossible for me to remain longer, but that
downtown there was a woman who was a good osteopathic physician, Dr. F.oster. She could continue the treatments. I suggested
that they have her treat him once 8 day for two or three days, at
the end of which time he should be much improved. He, wbo had
been so bitterly opposed to my corning to see his father was very
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grateful. There isn't a doubt but that John would have been
operated upon for acute appendicitis had it not been for osteopathic treatment.
.
A few vears later the old Judge came to me at St. LOUIS to have
his eyes ~xamined. Vlhile he was there I asked him one day about
John. I was anxious to knO\v if he recovered permanently. He
said, "Sure, never had any more trouble. And, do you know, that
is a funny thing to me. Dr. Hildreth, those doctors up there all
said that you might relieve him temporarily but the trouble would
return; but it did not return."
I kept in touch with John for hventy years or more. He never
had another attaek of appendicitis.
It would be easy to fill a large volume with just such incidents
as those that have been chronicled herein. Throughout all the
years of my association with Dr. Still, while osteopathy ,vas growing and developing, it has been my supreme desire to find the way
wherein I might serve to the greatest advantage those who are
not only practicing this great profession, but also those 1vlm might
need osteopathic services. 1\l1y heart's great longing, through
my connection in tIns profession, has been to give to suffering
humanity that which would guarantee the most relief.
Dr. Still's great dream resulted in the discovery of a system of
healing late in the nineteenth century which has left to bumanity
a rare heritage, assuring the continued lengthening of the shadow
of a great man.
During the entire time of my association with Dr. Still in Kirksville, in the schoolroom, in the clinics, on the streets, and in our
own home ,vhere he came frequently (ofttimes coming early in
the morning before we ate breakfast and sitting down to our table
and eating with us) eveIJTl,vhere, he was just the same man. The
growth and development of his system in no sense disturbed the
superb mental balance of the man and never in any way seemed
to oaive him a more exalted opinion either of what he had accomplished, or of himself. He vms an influence for good at all times.
His mind was centered constantly upon the high purpose of his
life's work and how best to accomplish it. He had no exalted
ego, no thought that he was doing other than following in the
simplest, plainest, most common sense way the 'York that had
been given him to do. So siluple was his method in carrying out
(0)
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his purpose, that it was hard to realize all of the greatness of the
man who had accomplished so much for humanity.
All of these case histories have been briefly outlined and the
results of treatment chronicled to the best of my ability. I desired to tell the exact truth of the alleviation of suffering which
was accomplished ,,,itlt my own hands with simple old-fashioned
technic used in the beginning of osteopathy. I wish I had a
knowledge of words to give to my readers, especially osteopathic
physicians, the specific technic as employed by Dr. Still. It is a
shame that he did not put in writing some of the important manipulative methods which made him famous.

CHAPTER VI
MORE INTERESTING CASES
VIRGIL Hook l a man ,,,jth ,.vhom I attended our state normal
school at Kirksville in the late seventies1 and with whom I became
very well acquainted, walked into one of my treatment rooms in
the old American School of Osteopathy building one day in Angust,
1895 1 and said, "Arthur, I 'want you to examine me. H He was a
\vell-built man, six feet tall, square shouldered, and well-proportioned.
I asked him, "Virgil, what is the matter with you?
He said, "The doctors claim I have pulmonary tuberculosis and
advise me to wind up my business because I will not live very
long. H
I placed my ear against his chest and listened carefuIIy. No
rales or other abnonnal sounds were audible at any spot in his
lungs. On percussion of his chest I found some dullness in the
area between the fourth and fifth ribs on the left side. On examination of the bony framework of the thorax1 I found a very sensitive
point at the junction of the fourth and fifth ribs with the spinal
column on the left side. While be was lying on tbe table, I treated
him.
Then I said, "Virgil, if you will stay around here for a month
or si'x weeks we will know more about your condition. Myopinion is that you do not have a tuberculous condition of the lungs.
But he replied, "I cannot stay here nOW 1 I must go home and
attend to my business." He was filling some county office in
his locality in Oklahoma.
"How can I help you, n I said, "unless I can get my hands on
you and treat you?"
Nevertheless, he 1vent home, and 1 surprisingly, in a short time,
he was so much improved that he was able to take care of his
business and did not have to sell it. 'f'he following February,
in 1890 1 he returned to Kirksville for a month1s treatment. He
improved rapidly and gained twenty to thirty pounds in weight.
He was wildly enthusiastic about osteopathy. What did he do
11
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but return to Oklahoma, wind up his affairs, and land in Kirksville in May, 1896, to study osteopathy. After graduation he
located in Wilkes-Barre, Fa. He practiced a great many years
and became one of the most prominent osteopathic physicians.
He started a small college of osteopathy and conducted it for a
number of years. Just lately he passed to the great beyond.
'The results obtained in that one case brought six or eight Hooks,
brothers and sisters, to Kirksville to study osteopathy. At the
present writing descendants and relatives of the Hook family
are still studying osteopathy.
Some time during the fall of 1894, '''hile shopping dovmtmvo in
Kirksville I met a friend Horace Sheeks by name, who was the
son of a f~rmer· sheriff of 'Adair Couoty. The family was widely
kno\Vll.
Horace had had typhoid fever during the past summer
and had come near dying. However, he pulled through and was
slowly recuperating when I met him in a store. He was hobbling
along with the aid of a cane. He was unable to stand straight,
being drawn over to the right side. He said to me, "Dr. Snyder
of Millard is going with me tonight to Hot Springs, Ark. I am
going down there to see what those baths and packs will do for
me. "
I said to him, "All right, Horace, go on, keep on trying experiments, and when you reach the time when you have given up and
think you are going to die, come over and we will cure you. "
He replied, "Osteopathy is all right for some things, but it
could not cure me."
That was the attitude taken by a great many people in the early
days, and '''le find even now intelligent people who think osteopathy
is ocrood for some things but not good for others.
Some six weeks
.
later I was notified at the offiee of the Amenean School of Osteopathy building that there were some folks waiting to see me. I
was informed it was the elderly Sheeks, former Sheriff, and his
son, Horace. It made me mad to think that he had undoubtedly
done exaetly what I had told him to do when I saw him in town
before he went to Hot Springs-Horace was coming to see us
when he thought he vms going to die.
I fouud the patient very much emaciated and drawn still farther
over to the right side. He told me that he had been suffering
for weeks with dysentery, that no matter what he put in his mouth
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it passed right on through him '\vithout any indication that the
cligestive tract had handled the food at aJl.
On exa:mination I found a distinct lesion in the region of the
ninth and tenth dorsal vertebrae. The spine in that area was
convex on the left and concave on the right. The tissue of the
entire lumbar region was very tense, and the muscles of the abdomen were rigid. I said to him, "Horace, what did you do? You
have injured yourself sometime here," pointing to the lower back.
He replied, "Oh no, I have had no injury."
I do not know ,vhat you have done, but by strain or other
injury the nenTes in the low-back region have been disturbed.
After giving him a thorough examination, Horace said, "Author,"
for that was the way he pronounced my first natue, "can you
cure Ine?"
Nly reply was, "Old man, you have put it off a long time; you
have done exactly what I expected you would dO-yOll have
\vaited until you think you are going to die, t1len you come here
and ask me if I can cure you?" I told him I did not know what
osteopathy ,could do for him, but if it was his desire, we would do
the best we eould.
"All right, Author," he said, "treat me." This I did, every
day for some time. The essential part of his treatment ,vas
directed toward releasing those nerves affected at the tenth and
eleventh dorsal vertebrae. There vms little inflammation and
no fever in the case, consequently I could give a pretty thorough
corrective treatment. In addition to the manipulation, I applied
steady pressure, usually at the end of the treatment, over the
sacrum and lower vertebrae of the back while the patient laid on
his side. This intended to "inhibit" the abnormal activity of
the bowel. Dr. Still taught us also to stop flux, dysentery, and
almost all bowel involvements by correcting the floating ribs on
the left side. His reasoning was that the lesser splanchnic nerves
controlled the function of the descending colon on that side.
It had been my privilege previously to watch Dr. Still cure a
man who had been troubled for two years or more '''lith chronic
dysentery. He had been in hospitals all over the country, including one in Chicago, with no improvement in his condition. 'Vatching Dr. Still treat tbat patient was one of my first lessons in bmvel
disturbances, hence, in the Sheeks case I ,"vas following Dr. Still's
<I
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teaching to apply inhibition and treat the left floating ribs, as
well as correcting the spinal lesions as I found them.
When this patient came into the room for his second treatment,
he said, "Author, I did hurt my back! I now remember I strained
my side at that point one day when unloading a carload of potatoes.
As I lifted a heavy sack full of potatoes, pain shot through my
right side where you put your hand when you examined me."
In that region may be found nerves which reflexly control intestinal
function. Disturbed bony structure had irritated these nerves
to such an extent that the bowel function was upset and dysentery
resulted. Here, again, I had positive proof tbat Dr. Still knew
what he ,vas talking about when he said to me that day on the
train that he could teach me all he knew.
Another explanation of the symptoms produced in connection
with that case is interesting though a little technical. Typhoid
fever centralizes its reflex effects in the very area ,vhere those
nerves which ,vere disturbed are found. The reflex irritation of
the posterior nerves produces a contraction of spinal muscular
tissue which offers a reasonable explanation for the bent-over position of the patient.
In spite of his apparently hopelessly chronic condition, Horace
recovered in a reasonable length of time.
Experience with this difficult case added to my confidence in
osteopathic therapy and it should prove to every osteopathic
physician, as well as laymen, the great therapeutic value of Dr.
Still's discovery. If I, with only my hands, could secure a result
like that in those very early days of osteopathy, what should our
osteopathic physicians with their wonderful diagnostic advantages,
increased knowledge of disease, and improved treatment methods
today be able to accomplish if they only had the same confidence
in Dr. Still's fundamental principle.
In the fall of 1895 Dr. Still sent me to Sioux City for a few
months to take care of a number of patients who had previously
been in Kirksville for treatment. They ,yere business men and
women who were not able to return to Kirksville for their treatment. Some of them wanted their friends to have osteopathic
treatment. vVhiIe in Sioux City I received a letter from Horace
Sheeks who asked if he could study osteopathy with me. Think
of it! I wrote him immediately and told him the place to obtain
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osteopathy was in the school at Kirksville and for him to enter
and learn it as he should in the right way. But he did not accept
my advice. The next I heard of him, he was located in Atchison,
Kans., practicing osteopathy. He probably had secured some
individual osteopathic physician to teach him something of osteopathic manipulation. Strange to say, he made quite a reputation
for himself and practiced what he called osteopathy in that town
until he died. He made many friends and when the state of
Kansas recognized osteopathy by lmv, his friends helped him, I
believe I am correct in saying, to secure a license to practice osteopathy even though he did not have a diploma. At least he was
able to practice ,vithout interference from the authorities.
I met him one time in Kirksville after he had been practicing
for a\vhiIe in Kansas and I said to him, "Horace, if I had known
you were so 'onery' that you would undertake to fake the system
that saved your life and go out and offer to treat people without
proper knmvledge, I would gladly have let you die when you came
nearly dead to me that time. That is what you deserved." He
laughed about it, but to me it was no laughing matter.
One day, I think it was in the spring following the first winter
class, Dr. Still's hostler, a man who had taken care of his horse,
carriage, and stable, ,vas missing. The next we heard of him he
was over in Indiana claiming to practice osteopathy. The Old
Doctor said, "I never thought that anything I might do or give
to the world would be used to rob people of their money, or lead
up to their trying to do something they knew nothing about."
To him it was a source of grief to think that this ignorant man, and
he "ms ignorant, would undertake to practice osteopathy. There
was only one consolation, he said, and that is tbat only tlle genuine things in life are counterfeited, that even this man's counterfeiting proved the worth of his discovery. There ,"ere many others
who tried hard to fake osteopathy in those early days. Dr. Still
was truly a great man, a philosopher, and not always understood.
One Saturday evening a very distinguished looking gentleman
and his wife arrived at the infirmary. There being nobody left
at the school building but myself, they were sent to me. They
came into my treatment room and the man introduced himself
as Dr. J. T. M. Johnston, a baptist minister. His parish at that
time was the First Baptist Church at Jefferson City, Mo. He was
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a tall} fine looking man} a man of prominence in church work and
\videly known all over the state. He was quite wealthy and had
been spoiled some\vhat by having his own way. The minute he
came into the room I observed that he had some kind of an inflammatory condition of the eye.
After introducing himself, he told me that he had come to us
for examination and treatment of his eyes. He felt that he knew
a great deal about his own condition. He had inquired for Dr.
Still, but Dr. StilI was not around. My recolIection is that he
was referred by the late Governor I.. on V. Stephens, who had been
a patient at Kirksville. Governor Stephens knew of Dr. Johnston's
long suffering and suggested that the latter go to Kirksville.
Dr. Johnston said that he had been going to specialists in St.
touis \vithout much benefit. He told me his eyes pained him
terribly. I observed that tl,e eyes were bloodshot and tl,e lids
and tissue around the eyes were inflamed. After talking to me a
little \vhile and giving me the history of his case he said, II Can you
cure me?"
I replied, "I don't know whether 'we can cure you or not and
we can only know by trial."
He said, "How long will it take?"
My reply was, "It might take a month, and it might take two
or three months, but it \vill be necessary to give us a fair trial."
"JYIan alive, I am a busy man, I cannot stay here , I must go
back home to my work. "
He had been acting in such an independent manner, I became
a little independent myself and replied, "AlI right, they are your
eyes, you can talre them back as they are if that be your desire."
He looked at me, tben, and smiled, and said, "You may examine
me." I found that the muscles of the spine from the first to the
third cervical vertebrae were very tense and the surface tissue
very sensitive to touch; there 'vas also a joint lesion between the
first and second dorsal, in whic1l location Dr. Still taught us to
look for various eye troubles, especially \vhen the eyeball itself
was involved.
After examination, I said to Dr. Johnston that I believed we
could help his eyes. He said, "Do you mean to tell me that you
can cure my eyes \vithout putting medicine into them, or something of that kind to relieve the pain? Do you know that I have,
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in my little grip, a dozen different kinds of medicine? Wbat shall
I do if those eyes begin to pain me in the night?"
:My reply was, "Get out of bed, come over to my house and I
will treat you."
He replied, "And you think you can relieve my eyes in that
way and you do not 'want me to use any of that medicine?"
i then explained to him that if I did not believe I could belp
him I wonld tell him so, and added that I did not want him to
use one drop of that medicine; if I was going to take care of him,
I \-vanted to treat him my way. He agreed. Part of the treatment consisted of placing my fingers one on each side of the spinous
processes of the upper three cervical vertebrae and then pressing
gently until I felt the tissues beneath my fingers relax. Then I
would carefully rotate (no popping of the bones in my treatment
then or since) anrl extend the neck until the tissues felt normal.
The treatment of the first and second dorsal was similar, only
greater force was applied in order to get complete freedom of the
nerves at that point.
\\Then he was preparing to leave the room, I told him to come
over to my home on Sunday afternoon, and I would treat him
there. At the appointed time he and his wife walked in. I did
not even ask him how he felt. He had aroused my antagonism
to such an extent I wanted to be as independent as he \vas. I
knew, however, that his eyes were better because the inflammation
had already subsiiIed to qnite a degree. This may seem almost
unbelievable, but when one has \vitnessed other remarkable effects
secured by osteopathic treatment, he is not surprised. I treated
him that afternoon and told him to come to the office the next
morning. In those days we were very busy. \Ve only had the
original part of the present old school building in \vhich to take
care of patients, and during treatment hours the treatment rooms,
up and dmvn that ball, were always full. The great big \vaiting
room on the west side was crowded, too. Early that 1'vlonday
morning I was called to the desk in front, and as I walked toward
tbe \vindow in the secretary's office, I heard a voice say, "Oh, Dr.
Hildreth," and it was Dr. Johnston fighting his way through the
crowd. In a loud voice he said} "Dr. I-Iildretb} I have confidence
in your treatment and in you now." On looking at him I could
see that his eyes ,,,ere much clearer.
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I told Dr. Johnston that I was glad he had confidence in me, and
added, "however, that was not necessary for the cure of your
eyes." Dr. Still examined Dr. Jobnston soon after he arrived.
He verified my findings and told me to continue my treatment.
He was interested in this case because of the prominence of the
patient, and was happy over the results. Dr. Johnston and I
became good friends. His eyes improved rapidly. He 'was 'with
us about a month or six ,veeks. All the pain left and the inflammation was eradicated. Not a drop of medicine was used, just good
old-fashioned ten-fingered osteopathy.
Dr. Johnston was planning to make a trip to Europe the following summer. He wanted me to go abroad witb him as his
private physician and treat him ,vhile on that trip. He made
me a handsome offer, but I \vas just beginning the practice of
osteopathy and felt that I could not spare the time. However,
I was pleased ,,,ith the thought that he '''anted me.
The cases described in this chapter are perhaps spectacular in
the eyes of those unaccustomed to osteopathic results. But my
desire has been to report a diversity of conditions ,vith \vhich I
was fortunate enough to obtain good results, so that the physician,
or student, or lay person, who reads this book may know something
of \yhat \vas accomplished in the beginning with hands that were
comparatively inexperienced in years. Each patient whose case
is chronicled here was made well by the power of Nature exercising
the law of the human body, which, in substance, is that \vhen
nerves are undisturbed in their function and the blood supply is
unobstructed, health will be the result. The most frequent cause
of blood and nerve disturbance is a mecl1anical defect of the nature
of the osteopathic lesion. Correcting physical defects gives Nature
the opportunity to do her own work in her own magnificent way.
There was a ",vinter or two in Kirksville when quite a number of
children were brought to us who were left with the after effects
of cerebral meningitis. Vole secured very remarkable results with
these children in most instances. :rvlany of them would have been
left cripples for life if they had not had osteopathic treatment.
But we could have obtained even greater results if they had been
reached and treated early in the disease. I have often \vondered
ho\v many of tl1e crippled children now being treated at Warm
Springs, Georgia, would have bad to go there, had they been treated by osteopathy in the beginning stages of tbe disease. Judging
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by our experience at Kirksville, there is no question but that
great. numbers of them could have been cured and their crippled
conditions avoided if they could have been reached in time.
r distinctly remember the case of one little girl, probably eight
years old, the daughter of a man I had known for years. She was
brought into my office one morning in the arms of ber father. Her
limbs were lifeless so far as motion and sensation were concerned.
She was paralyzed in both legs and partially in both arms. She
had been in that condition for a week or ten days. She had gone
to bed seemingly in the best of health and awakened in the morninoOn examination of that little
o '\vithout the use of her limbs.
patient I found specific lesions in the region between the fourth
and eighth dorsal vertebrae. I applied my treatment to correct
these defects and gave general treatment to improve circulation.
'The father was faithful in bringing her to me for treatment and
in a reasonable time her limbs began to respond.
There ,vere a number of children brought to us about that time
and I believe I am correct in stating that all who came were cured
except one. This unsuccessful case had been of longer standing
than the rest and the parents allowed us only a short time with the
patient. '\Ve do not know whether her condition was curable or not.
It seems to me that if the results secured in cases of cerebrospinal meningitis in that early day were known more widely today,
children \yould be given the benefit of osteopathy, not only to
prevent crippling, but also to build up their resistance to such
diseases. Here is another field where osteopathy could render a
service little dreamed of by many well-meaning people who think
that their only recourse for sucb conditions is through the usc of
serums, vaccines, etc.
Another very interesting childhood case was the son of one of
our students. This boy, about ten years of age, was suffering
'with diabetes. His father brought him to me after he had been
in scbool a short time and said that the outlook for his son, judging by what others had said, \vas not at all good. He was very
anxious, and when I took the case, so was 1. The boy's abdomen
was distended and he was passing quantities of urine; if I remember correctly as much as a gallon and sometimes a gallon and a half
during one night. He was emaciated and very sallow. I undertook the case with much misgivings. He had a rigid spine from
about the eighth dorsal vertebrae down and specific lesions at the
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ninth, tenth and eleventh dorsal. :rvIy treatment consisted of
manipulations of the soft tissues together vvith rotary movements and some extension of the spine. I would stretch the spinal
column and the tissues on each side of it with my hands, extending the treatment from the base of the brain down to the sacrum,
loosening the muscles and correcting ·whatever little deviations
I found. But specific corrective work was given at the ninth,
tenth and eleventh dorsal vertebrae. To my surprise and the
father's joy, the son soon began to respond and eventually made a
very satisfactory recovery. The father of this boy is at this time
a prominent osteopathic physician in one of our Ohio cities.
Dr. Still said many times that if the osteopathic physician was
a master of his art and thoroughly qualified in his system of treatment, there were many thousands of people ,vhom he could save
by intelligent use of his fingers, save them from years of invalidism,
operations, and even death.
There is so much that could be said relative to his example, his
far-reaching vision and confidence in the power of the law with
which he ,vas dealing; osteopathic physicians should know all
of these things, not alone for their individual sake and success in
life, but also for the sake of the sufferers who come to them, that
they might be enabled to render a service worthy of the man who
gave osteopathy to tile world, a service superior in every way to
any system ever discovered.
It was my privilege recently to hear a talk in Omaha by Dr. C.
B. AtZCll, a former president of our American Osteopathic Association, and a pioneer in osteopathic practice. His subject was
"Selling Osteopathy to the Osteopaths." That is the crying
need of our profession at this time, "selling osteopathy to the
osteopaths." We are living in a day and age of an enlightened
public and as a rule those people ,vho want an osteopathic treatment and osteopathic service are posted. \\Then they go into tbe
office of an osteopathic physician they are hungering for an "A.
T. Still treatment" and not for physics, hot air machines, or anything else but tile genuine article. As a rule they vmnt a manipulative type of treatment and are disappointed if they do not get it.
To me it is almost a crime that all osteopathic physicians could
not have had the opportunity of standing by the Old Doctor in
those early years and of watching his technic.

CHAPTER VII
FIRST EXPERIENCE IN LEGISLATION
IN January, 1895, Dr. Still and his sons selected me to go to
the State Capitol at Jefferson City, to see what I could do towards
securing recognition by la,,, for the new profession. It ,vas necessary that the graduates of the American School of Osteopathy
have the right to practice their profession as law-abiding citizens
in the state of the birth of osteopathy. Messrs. F. M. Harrington
and Henry F. 1vliUan, two of the leading lawyers in Kirksville
at that time, were sent with me. It was my first visit to our
State Capitol, in fact to any state capitol, and I knew absolutely
nothing about the procedure necessary for securing the passage
of a bill recognizing our profession. lVlr. Harrington and TvIr.
:IYIil1an instructed me, as best they could, spent two or, three days
there introducing me to the leaders in the two bodies of the le!riso
lature, and then left me to fight the battle.
At that time the only osteopathic physicians practicing in 1vIissouri were at Kirksville-Dr. Still 'and his associates; hence we
had a new proposal to make to the legislature about a new kind
of healing ab~olutely unheard of except in a very few scattered
communities in the state where Dr. Still, on various trips, had
demonstrated his ability to reestablish health in sick bodies. It
was necessary, first of all, to educate the members of the legislature as to what osteopathy was and what the osteopathic profession wanted and needed in the way of legislation. That was
my task. Inexperienced as I was, and fe~ling very green and
unprepared for the undertaking, I, nevertheless, went to "mrk
with every confidence in our success.
From the beginning, I made it a practice to offer to treat every
member of the legislature who was not well. Soon after our
arrival in Jefferson City, :rVIr. Harrington iu"troduced me to the
late State Auditor, Colonel Seibert. He informed me that he had
been suffering with" rheumatic gout." He was using crutches.
He said that he had heard of osteopathy and wanted to try our
treatment. I treated him later that day and many times after
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that. In hvo or three weeks he had discarded his crutches, and
was able to be about the city in comparative comfort. He certainly took every opportunity from that time on to tell his friends
who and what had benefited him in such a wonderful ·way. He was
so much interested in our needs that he took it upon himself to
take members of the House and Senate home with him to dinner
in the evening and there would tell them how much osteopathy
had done for him, how much relief it had given him, and that
he believed there should be a bill presented and a law enacted to
recognize osteopathy and to give the people in the state an opportunity to have osteopathic treatment. His assistance was one
of the main factors in securing passage of our first bill in ]\IIissouri.
Colonel 'Seibert, who was for many years associated with the
NIissouri Pacific Railway Company, lived until just a fe,v months
ago. He was always a staunch friend of the osteopathic profession.
]\Ily task was interesting because my heart ,vas in my work.
I had every confidence in our own system and did not hesitate to
tell others. Vlhat the members of the legislature needed most
were the facts, so far as ,ve could give them, relative to v..Imt
osteopathy was accomplishing. After becoming better acquainted,
I treated the members of the legislature for sore throats and colds,
for nose bleed, sciatica, and constipation, in fact for all types of
ailments, acute as well as chronic. It is surprising how many
real friends 'vere made for the osteopathic profession in that way.
Considering the fact that only a littIe over two years ago I began
the study of osteopathy, I was securing results, by manipulative
treatment only, which brought friendly support for that first bill.
There was a group of about ten House members from south
IVfissouri who were kind enough to listen to me but nonetheless
skepticaIIy. Wilile they did not say much, I kne\v that they were
not going to vote for this measure unless they had more convincing information than I had been able to give them. In thinking
over the people who had been benefited at Kirksville, I remembered
a farmer from northwest }dissouri ,vhose wife had been treated
--successful1y by Dr. Still and who was quite enthusiastic over the
new treatment. I wrote Dr. Still and asked him to have this
man come to Jefferson City for two or three days, if possible, and
help me 'with this work. In bringing this man to Jefferson City
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I especially had in mind the representatives from south IvIissouri
whom I had been unable to interest in our cause. \\Then he
arrived, I took him to meet one of the members of that group'.
To my surprise and his this representative happened to be a man
,vho had worked for this friend of ours on the latter's farm and,
of course, tIley ,vere delighted to see each other. As a result of
this little meeting, everyone of those members wbo bad been
skeptical gained information from this mutual friend and helped
in every way possible to pass our bill.
So often one hears people say, "Oh, politics are corrupt and the
members of the legislature are just as corrupt because they resort
to very unscrupulous procedures. 1I Let me answer those people
by saying that after spending two terms in the House and later
t,vo terms in the Senate as a member of both of these bodies from
my district in J\tfissouri, I want to here record that during this
long period, beginning in 1895 and ending (so far as close contact
"vith the work was concerned) in June, 1931, there was aI-ways a
great number of the members, a large majority in eacl1 body who
wanted to do the right thing if they only knew what tbat was; in
other words, they welcomed information based upon facts in order
that they might vote intelligently for the best interests of the
communities which they represented. It was a fine experience
and ,vhile one occasionally contacted individuals who ,vere expecting something, yet the majority of the members were ahvays ready
to do the just thing. It is a pleasure to chronicIe my experiences
here because of the prevalence of the idea that there is so nlUch
cornlption in legislative procedure and ,among the members of
the legislative bodies.
The osteopathic bill was introduced in the Missouri House of
Representatives by Perry D. Grubb of Gibbs, Adair County.
He was very valuable to the successful passage of our bill.
Inasmuch as I knew that the physicians of the "old school"
luoked upon us unkindly, I did not think it was wise to try to
discuss the proposition with them. NIy work was simply ,vith
the lay members of tbe hovo legislative bodies. As a result, our
bill was passed, in the House, by a good majority, and, in the
Sellaf'e, by every vote except the votes of three al10pathic physicians. This is not mentioned because of animosity toward that
profession, but I wish to can attention to the fact that in our first
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battle for recognition, the only political opposition came from the
allopathic profession. This was true not only in the Senate, but
also in the House. Quite a number in the House \"ho voted against
OUf bill were not physicians but were not as well informed as they
should have been. It is true that during my entire legislative
experience, from the beginning battles to the present day, the only
organized opposition to the growth of the osteopathic professio~
has corne from that onE source. However, I believe that the
allopathic members thought they ,\vere taking a stand tl1at was
just to the public welfare and the health of the people in the state
of NIissouri.
Feeling that I was not the man to meet the Governor and lay
the matter before him for his signature to the bills passed by the
Senate and House, I returned to Kirksville and left that matter
to A. N. Seaber, our Senator from Kirksville. He was a fine man
and bad done much to accomplish the passage of our bill. We
were confident the Governor \vould sign it.
Only a few days after my return to Kirksville, Senator Seaber
wired Dr. Still to the effect that, in spite of all he could do,
Governor Stone had vetoed the osteopathic bill. Perhaps you
can imagine my disappointment, and I might say heartache, because it was a big undertaking to get that bill through both houses,
and our graduates needed such a law.
My first tbought was of Dr. Still and how badly he would feel.
I wanted to find him and console him. He was not at his home
nor at the infirmary; finally I was told he had been seen goin~
dnwntown. Ivly home was between the osteopathic school and
the business district of Kirksville, so I planted myself in our front
window and waited for Dr. Still to appear. After a while I saw
him coming. It was in early spring and the 'weather \vas a little
cold. I slipped on a light overcoat, put on my hat, and ran out
to meet him. Before I reached him, fifty feet or more away, I
could see he was smiling and the nearer he came to me the broader
his smile. His first \vards were, "Arthur, you need not worry
over that veto-that was a poor bill. Next time we will get a
better one. "
This incident is related for the purpose of helping the reader to
understand that 110 matter what the adversities were, Dr. Still
always met them lvitb the same indomitable will power and un-
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conquerable spirit. I asked him to come into the house and chat
awhile, but he declined. Instead, he walked around back of our
little home and to the side of tIle woodhouse. The wind was
cold and raw from the northwest, so \ve stood on the side which
broke the force of the \vind and likewise lessened aUf exposure to
the cold. We bad quite a visit there. In talking over the situation that aftenloon, he \vas trying to console me and there I was
worrying about him, wishing I could lighten his burden. He told
me tbat I need have no fear as to the future of osteopathy. It
had been given to mankind for a high purpose and he knew it
would be carried on and eventually become one of the most important methods, if not the leading system, in the cure of disease.
Through all the later difficulties, with all his stupendous responsibilities, fighting against those who attempted to stop the progress
of our profession, he manifested the same attitude he had with
me when he said: "That was a poor law. Next time we \vill get
a better one. "

(7)
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CHAPTER VIII
WELL-KNOWN PERSONS AtvIONG THOSE FLOCKING TO
KIRKSVILLE
Du«um the spring and summer of 1895, Dr. Still continued to
attract attention with his work, securing even more spectacular
results and creating a broader and bettcr foundation for the future
of osteopathy.
While familiar with the following case, I am indehted to Dr.
Charlie Still for the report in detail:
This caSe was remarkable because the patient had been suffering
for months and \vas virtually cured in Qnc treatment. At least
the first treatment did so much for him, he felt that a miracle had
been performed. This treatment went a long way towards correcting the condition, though, of course, he was kept under observation for two or three weeks longer. The patient was using
crutches ·when he came to Kirksville. His home was in Council
Bluffs, Iowa, but he had gone to Chicago to consult an internationally knmvn surgeon. The eminent authority had pronounced the condition tuberculous synovitis of the knee, and
had recommended immediate amputation of the limb, or the
disease might spread and prove fatal. With that thonght in
mind, the patient returned to Connci1 Blnffs to get his husiness
into shape before undergoing the operation. Enroute to Chicago
for the amputation of his limb, a conductor on the Burlington
train, seeing him on crutches said to him, "vVhy don't you get
off the train at Ottumwa and go on to Kirksville and consult Dr.
Still, 'the bonesetter' dmvn there, who has been securing some
remarkable results? I.have brought people to Ottum\va from
different parts of this state and country who were on their way to
Kirksville to see Dr. Still. l\1any of them were seemingly worse
than you are, and after a reasonable time have returned home
well. \Vhy don't you try him? I will let you off at Ottum'wa, and
if you find tilat D;. Still cannot do anything for you, I will accept
yonr ticket for the balance of the journey. I feel that yon might
be greatly benefited at Kirksville." This gentleman accepted
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the advice of the conductor, took a train for Kirksville and arrived
there at 10:00 o'clock in the morning.
There was a train, at that time, that ran from Ottumwa through
Kirks\~lIe to Moberly. The patient alighted from the train at
Kirksville and hobbled on his crutches into a bus that was stand~
ing there for the purpose of transferring patients to the infirmary
and to the hotels. On arriving at the infirmary, as the old part
of the original school building was called at that time, he asked to
see Dr. Still. He was directed into one of the treatment rooms
which happened to he one of Dr. Charlie Still's rooms. At tllat
time Dr. Charlie was a very young, boyish looldng fellow to be
called a physician. As he entered the treatment room he said to
the patient, "\\That can I do for you?"
Very curtly the patient replied that he came there to see Dr.
Still.
Dr. Charlie said, "I am the son of Dr. Still and I assist him in
this work. "
"Well," the patient replied, "I came here to see Dr. Still, and
110t one of his hired men. "
Dr. Charlie sent for the Old Doctor and told his father that this
man did not want to see one of Dr. Still's lllred men. Unperturbed, Dr. Still asked tl,e patient what his trouh1e was.
fIr have a tuberculous knee, " he replied, 'f and I was on my way
to Chicago to have my leg ampntated hy Dr. Blank, the noted
surgeon.
Dr. Still said to him, "Lie down on the table. " He fonnd tl,e
limb in a brace, the purpose of \vhich apparently, was to keep the
weight off the inflamed knee. After removing the brace, he began
his examination.
He said to Dr. Charlie, "Hold this man on the table while I
e.xamine him," which Dr. Charlie did. In making the examination, Dr. Still, seemingly, ignored the knee while he palpated the
hip. He diagnosed the condition a partial dislocation of the hip
joint. He asked Dr. Charlie to hold the patient firmly. The
Old Doctor held the hip with one hand, while the other grasped
the patient's foot and used it to flex the limb and rotate the hip
into the correct position. He used his chin on the knee, pulling
externally "hile the limb flexed, then he straigbtened it down and
corrected the dislocation. After this treatment, he said to his
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patient, "Stand up!"
floor! ,.

Then, i<Now, stamp your heel on the

The patient replied, "Why, Dr. Still, my surgeon forbade my
bearing weight on that limb."
"I am your doctor now do as I tell you."
The patient obeyed and stamped his heel a time or two. 'Then
Dr. Still said, "Now you can ,,,aTh: across the floor." By this
time the patient was excited, and while remonstrating, he '\valked
across the room and back two or three times; he found that the
one simple treatment whieb Dr. Still had given him had relieved
him of all pain. He was overjoyed.
'fhe patient had rooms at the old Still Hotel which was then
'quite a large huilding in comparison with others in that small
dty. It was erected by Dr. Harry Still, son of the Old Doctor.
Before going to his hotel, the patient had the bus driver take him
directly to the station from which he sent a wire to his wife and
family at Council Bluffs: "I am cured, sound and well." Upon
receipt of this telegram a friend of the family ,,,as sent immediately
to Kirksville because his family and friends felt that he had lost
his mind. 'The friend arrived the next day and after seeing the
patient and talking to him, he wired the family that a miracle
had been performed. They 'were so excited over the matter, the
,,,hole family, including the patient's mother and father, set out
for Kirksville. Not only the family from Council Bluffs came, but
also the patient's mother-in-law and father-in-Ia'w who lived in
New York City.
The mother-in-law had spent a great deal of money and time
trying to get well from a condition that had been pronounced
incurable. She was very wealthy and had gone to Carlsbad,
Germany, for several months, and had patronized the most noted
physicians, but without securing relief. They arrived in Kirks\~lle in due time and joined the family of the patieut. Such a
jubilation and rejoicing, you never saw. This mother-in-law,
after learning of the patient's recovery, immediately placed herself
under Dr. Still's care and made a remarkable recovery. These
cures resulted in attracting the attention of some of the most
prominent people in the country to osteopathy.
A little incident which happened in connection with this case
might prove interesting. A young man, whose wife was in KirksJ
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ville at that time for treatment, happened to be at the station
when the above described patient alighted 'with difficulty and
climbed into the old bus. He had noticed the cripple and vmndered if Dr. Still could cure him. Later in the afternoon, upon
returning to his botel ",-hich happened to be the Still Hotel, he
learned that his wife had changed their room, having moved into
a larger room next door. In the room they had vacated, they
heard someone walking. Then his wife remembered that she had
left some little article in the old room and asked her husband to
step in and get it. '\Vhen he knocked and the door opened, to his
surprise there stood the man he had "mtched get off the train with
his crutches and get into the bus and start for Dr. Still's office.
This young man said to the stranger, "\Vby, are you not the mall
I sa\v a short time ago alight on crutches from the train?"
"I alTI. "
"\Vhat has become of your crutches?"
He replied that the Old Doctor, over there, hac! set his hip and
he had taken his crutches mvay frOlTI him. He added that he was
walking very comfortably without them and vms extremely happy
over the results.
In later years this young man became a close friend of mine.
He and I ~erved together in the Ivlissouri State Senate for hvo
terms of two sessions each. He "ms representing St. Louis County
anel I was representing the Ninth Senatorial District of Missouri,
\vhich was composed of Adair, IvIacon, and Shelby counties. It
was during one of our numerous talks together that he told me oJ
this experience iu the old Still Hotel.
,\Vith the completion of the first permanent brick structure
which as yoU remember, was dedicated on January 10, 1895, the
increa~e patients as well as students became quite marked.
There were a few graduates of the first class ,vho were employed
on the staff of physicians. Dr. Alice Patterson, Dr. Ella Hunt,
ancI Dr. Joseph Sullivan, ,vlto had matriculated with the second
class, assisted Dr. Still in his practice. Anyone \\'ho had any
connection with the school was kept very busy.
Tllere were a number of prominent patients wbo came to Dr.
Still about that time. One of the most noted vms the t\\'o- or
three-year-old son of the late United States Seuator J. B. Foraker,
'whose home was in Cincinnati. His wife, ,vith their infant son,
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accompanied by a trained nurse to belp her with the boy, arrived
in Kirksville.
His condition was very difficult to treat. It had been
pronounced hopeless by some of the noted specialists in the United
States. It was DOt many \yceks, however, before a definite change
for the better ,vas noted. 510\v1y this boy gained strength, but
it was months before he was pronounced cured.
11r5. Foraker lived in Kirksville most of the time for three
years and became very active in the women's affairs in that town.
She, it vms, 'who made the statement that if Dr. Still, \yhile he
lived, had accomplished nothing more than the results he was
securing through osteopathic treatment in diseases of women,
that his name should last throughout all time. 1vlTs. Foraker, and
her husband as ,,,ell, were always ready to say good things about
Dr. Still and osteopathy. Vlith their help and influence a great
many people were brought to KirksvilJe for treatment by Dr.
Still.
Late in the summer of 1896, ]\/frs. Foraker puchased a residence
in Kirksville. She purchased the home which my wife and I
had owned for about six months Ulltil ,ve left Kirksville for the
purpose, as 'we supposed, of permanently joining Harry Still in
Chicago. It is a house that stands 011 Osteopathy Avenue, fronts
Pierce Street on the east and joins Dr. Still's residence in which
he lived until his death, and for years owned and occupied by J\Irs.
Blanche Still Laughlin and ber husband, Dr. George Laughlin.
During tbe Forakers' stay in Kirksville, Col. A. L. Conger,
chairman of the National Republican Committee, was stricken
with apoplexy. He was in Boston at tbe time. Knowing Senator
Foraker and his ,vife and of the results secured in the treatment of
thcir little SOl1, Mrs. Conger at once callcd Dr. Still on the telephone. Shc asked if he conld help her husband. He told hcr
he would have to see the patient first. Colonel Conger and his
wife reached Kirksv:i11e in a private car and he was at once placed
under treatment. The Colonel ,vas not cured entirely, but materially and wondcrfully hclped, so much so that he became quite
active again. The stroke affected the whole right side of his
body. He improved until hc could walk fairly comfortably with
the use of a cane. He and :lYIrs. Conger, like the Forakers, became
very active in cbampioning Dr. Still's discovery, osteopathy.
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During the rest of Colonel Conger's lifetime he added his influence
witb that of the Forakers and many other distinguished people
in bringing patients to Dr. Still for osteopathic treatment. Colonel
Conger lived for a number of years. \\Then he passed a\vay :MIs.
Conger, his wife, continued to be very active in aiding the cause
of osteopathy. She even decided to become an osteopathic physician, and after graduation practiced her profession for a number
of years in Aluon, Ohio, their original home, not in an energetic
way, but in a v,my that helped a good many people back to health.
She was a very fine \voman and contributed in a marvelous way
to the grmvth and development of osteopathy.
It was during this same period, the early part of the year 1895,
that Kirksville awakened to the fact that through the work of
their one-time lowly citizen their little city was fast becoming
world-famous. Its reputation as the home of osteopathy was
placing Kirksville on the map, so to speak. One man, with his
hands, was administering a treatment based upon the theory that
disease is caused by structural alterations in the body machine,
and through correction of such defects waS curing many deplorable conditions that had been pronounced hopeless in many instances by men of high standing and splendid reputation. Dr.
Still was attracting the attention of the public not only to himself
but also to the city in which he lived. Thus his shadow was beginning to lengthen even as early as 1895. He was laying a foundation for an influence that would reach on and on until it would
touch all civilization-an influence for good, an influence which
was destined to result in many sick persons being brought back to
healtb, happiness, and usefulness. How little Dr. Still dreamed,
in those early days, of all that was to come through his discovery.
It ,vas an impossibility to even guess the results that would be
accomplished by manual treatment applied according to the basic
physical causeS of disease. It was wonderful to watch the progress of that first institution. 'Through it all, day by day, with
the work growing and expanding, ,vith people flocking as patients
and students to Kirksville, Dr. Still was the same man, unassuming, quiet, persistent, with marvelous courage. He was wholly
absorbed by the work that was given him to do. But he was
just the same man as I remembered him when I was a boy on the
farm. There was no question but that his great dream was grad-.
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ually coming true. Although 11C was a very busy mau, through
all those years, he yet had time enough to put his hands on the
people who came to him and asked him to rid them of disease,
time enough to listen to hard luck stories of unfortunate human
beings, and always ready with his purse to alleviate suffering and
help unfortunate humankind.
During that same spring and summer of 1895 there were a
number of people who came to Kirksville for treatment from Sioux
City, Iowa. Among them were some very prominent business
men of that locality. They urged Dr. Still to send a representative to their city in order that they might have treatment at home
to 'finisb the work that he had so ably begun. Complying with
their request, Dr. Still sent me to Sioux City" to try my wings,"
as he termed it, and to see what I could do when on my own. JYly
going to Sioux City was only three years after matriculation in
that first class and a little over a year after receiving my diploma
as a graduate physician. I opened an uffice in the Toy Block on
September I, 1S95.
Vlithin a few days I was notified by Dr. Conniff, the President
of the State Board of Health, who lived in Sioux City, that I was
practicing without a license and would have to stop. I consulted
a lawyer, a man by the name of Linn and made arrangements for
him to defend me if the Board of Health should press a charge
against me. Mr. Linn looked forward enthusiastically to the
prospect of a legal fight hetween doctors. He had had some
experience in handling medical suits and he was anxious to get
at it. Dr. Conniff notified me that he was going to interfere with
my practice. I sent 'word back to him that my office was in the
Toy Block and that I was living at the JYlondamon Hotel where
he could find me any time, day or night. If he wanted to start
anything of that kind, I would welcome the opportunity to defend
myself aud give the people of Sioux City a better knowledge of
what osteopathy could do. Nothing further was heard from him.
A Dr. lvlelvi.ll, homeopathic physician, sent word that he would
be glad to consult with me about any difficult case that might
come my way and that I could count on him and his influence
should I need help if the State Board undertook to interfere with
my work. He said that he also had been a fellow-suiTerer from
medical persecution.
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My experience in Sioux City \vas not only my first undertaking
in private practice, but also one of the most interesting of my
entire career. I \vas there four months and treated behveen 100
and 150 patients. During this time I \vas able to increase my
skill and became even more firmly convinced that manipulative
treatment of stnlctural defects as taught to me by Dr. Still was
the l110st natural way to treat disease. It was imperative that
I do this because I had no knowledge of drugs. I had nothing in
the world to Use but my hands, my knowledge of osteopathy as
taught by Dr. Still and my confidence in the system and the man
\VllO had discovered that system.
Throughout my entire life's work in this profession, there have
come to me rare experiences, valuable beyond description. When
I say valuable I am not thinking of the financial success 50 lTIuch
as the professional success and the joy of helping people to get
well.
I believe I am safe in stating that I was the first osteopathic
physician to start practice in the state of Iowa.
On my return to Kirksville I carried with me, after paying all
expenses of the trip which were heavy because my wife and I
and our daughter had lived in the best hotel in that beautiful
city, $150.00 more than we received for the little farm on which
I had grown to manhood and labored so hard for twenty-five years
or more. Thus our venture \vas also a success from the financial
standpoint.
After returning home from Sioux City my wife and I, wbo "vere
then living on Jefferson street between the school and the downtmvn district of Kirksville, purchased a residence on Osteopathy
Avenue. But \ve only l~ved there six months when 'ive moved to
Chicago, as later recorded, and sold the property to 1V1rs. Foraker.
In the spring of 1896 there was again an insistent demand for
osteopathic services in Sioux City and Dr. Still was compelled to
send me there a second time. I went for one day only and examined seventeen patients. A Dumber of these patients followed
me to K:irksville for treatment.
I shall never forget the last patient examined. After having a
very busy day, behveen nine and ten o'clock at nigbt, a rap sounded on the door of my room in the old Garreston Hotel. I opened
the door and there stood a distinguished looking gentleman who
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introduced himself as Sentor Blank from Beresford, South Dakota.
He wanted to know if I would examine his 'wife that evcning. It
'was late and I ,;vas tired, so I told him that if she was not in pain
I would make the examination early the next morning as I was
leaving for home at nine o'clock. I called at their rooms early
and found the wife propped up on pillows in bed. Her abdomen
and limbs 'vere terribly swollen. The abdominal cavity vms so
full of ,;vater it ,vas impossible for her to breathe when lying dmvll.
At that time I had had no experience with that particular type of
condition. After I had examined her, the Senator and I stepped
out into the hall. There, he gave me a morc detailed history of
the case. He said he 'wanted my frank opinion. I told him that
if she 'were my wife, I 'would rather have her at home among
friends where she could be cared for in the best 'i'my possible.
He said, "You Olean by that you think she will die?"
"Yes, Senator, my judgment is that she will die and the end is
not far off."
He looked at me a minute and then said, "I know she is going
to die unless you people can help her, for I have tried everything
else and I now want to try osteopathy."
I said if he felt that way about it, to bring her to Kirksville.
She might die on the way, but she was no more liable to die on the
road there than in her O'iVU bed in the hotel. He brought her to
Kirksville, arriving there within the next day or two.
Dr. Still examined this patient and assigned her to Ine, nohvithstanding her seemingly hopeless condition. 'Then I began my
battle to save this human life and it was a royal battIe. The
treatment was applied to the region from the fourth to the sixth
dorsal vertebrae, also corrections were made of the ninth, tenth
and eleventh dorsal because the great splanchnic nerves are associated with the spinal cord in that region, which control the functions of digestion, and elimination through bm.vels and kidneys.
This woman responded to treatment from the very start, and
while it was necessary to treat her at first in the boarding house,
in less than four weeks she was able to lvalk to the infirmarv for
her treatments. That was one of the most remarkable cas~s in
my earlier practice. \Vithin three months' time she was discharged
as cured.
Following this incident, there came to Kirksville from that
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little city of Beresford, South Dakota, on one train and at one
time, eleven patients. Three or four 'were related to the Senator
and his wife, and knowing of my success in the treatment of their
relative, they wanted me to treat them. Among those eleven
patients one man in particular stands out in my mind because of
a remarkable cure achieved by treatment. He 'ivas built as solidly
as an ox and had great broad shoulders. He was five feet tall and
looked the picture of health. He reported that for fonr years he
had not been able to retain food at breakfast time, that is, after
eating breakfast he would become nauseated and invariably vomit
within an bour.
On examining him I found a sensitive point at the head of thefifth rib on the left side and it was the only sensitive spot I could
find in his entire body. Of course, I examined here first because
J knew that trouble at that point might produce that kind of a
sy-mptom by functionally disturbing the nenTe control and circulation to the stomach. 'Treatment was given to this patient according to Dr. Still's instructions, as I remembered them, in similar
conditions. I requested him to lie down on my treatment table
on his right side and I placed a pillow under his head. Taking
my position in back of him, I raised my knee to the table and placed
it on the angle of the fifth rib. With my left hand holding the
sternal or front end of the rib, my right hand lifted his left ann up
as high as I could above his head. Vlith that manipulation the
mnscular action of the chest lifted the lesioned rib. I held his
arm high above his head and put my knee as a fulcrum on the
fifth rib until the tissues around the rib relaxed. Then, with
strong pressure of my knee on the angle of the rib and my left
hand holding the sternal end of the rib, I stretched the chest as
tight as I could, and then gradually rotated his ann backward
and downward. As the arm dropped down, the rib was adjusted.
This patient never lost another breakfast after two treatments
although he ,vas under observation for several weeks. Dr. C. E.
Hulett, one of the early graduates at Kirksville who was working
011 the staff for a short time, took the case over when I ,,;;as called
out of town. I gave Dr. Hulett a history of it and warned him
not to treat the fifth rib. I snggested a light treatment over that
area but not to manipulate too hard. I was simply following
Dr. Still's axiom, "Find it, fix it, and let it alone." Dr. Still's
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reasoning ,vas that if treatment ,vas given too soon after the correction of a lesion, the tissue was apt to be traumatized and the
disturbance '''''QuId be worse than before treatment. 'There is
no question in my mind but that our osteopathic physicians, including myself, very often, in our zeal to cure the patient quickly,
will treat too often.
In the fall of 1896 Dr. Harry Still, who was then practicing in
Chicago, came to Kirksville and ,vanted me to join him in his
practice. He discussed the matter ,,,jth his father and the school
management. It ,vas decided that it would be all right for me to
join Dr. Harry providing I \vould agree to come back in January,
,,,hen the JVlissouri legislature met again because they '''anted me
to attempt the passage of another bill.
Let me digress enough to say that Dr. Harry Still had been
practicing in Chicago for hvo years. He was living in Evanston
and had his offices in downtm·vn Chicago. He also had with him,
at the time I joined him, Dr. Charles Hazzard. Part of the time
that Dr. Harry was practicing in Chicago, he was assisted also
by Dr. C. P. 1vIcConnell. In leaving Kirksville for Chicago on
November 23, 1896, I supposed I ,vas severing my connection
",,rith the school, so far as continuous ,vork on the staff and faculty
was concerned. Dr. Harry had business which required his
attention else"where for a short time, and I took up the practice
with Dr. Hazzard until Dr. Harry returned.
It was during that time that :IvIr. Wernicke, \vhose Cllre of
sciatica was reported in an earlier chapter, wanted me to go and
examine his brother-in-law who vms living on a farm near Appleton,
Wis. This patient was a large-boned, tall, broad-shouldered man,
but anemic almost beyond belief. He had been a giant in strength
and did not think anything could possibly ,yeaken him sufficiently
to interfere with his work. His farm had been cleared of timber,
much of the work being done by himself. He had discovered stone
on his farm which he quarried and sold for building purposes.
"While doing this heavy work, he had strained and overfatigued the
muscles of his body. 'The nerves that control nutrition had been
disturbed because I found specific lesions between the fourth and
fifth, fifth and sixth, and sixth and seventh dorsal vertebrae. He
'was badly emaciated but there in the spine, in my opinion, ,vas
the physical cause of his trouble. I could not stay in Appleton
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so advised him to come to Chicago. When he arrived Dr. Harry
was out of the city, but I will never forget what Dr. Harry said
when he returned anci saw him. "Dr. Hildreth, what did you
bring that man dmvn here for? He is liable to die on our hands.
We will both be locked up." At that time there was no law covering the practice of osteopathy in Illinois and the medical law
was very strict. We had no legal right l for tbat matter, to practice in the state of Illinois.
I said to Dr. Harry, "I hrought that man down here to he
treated, I intend to be responsible for him."
I began treating him to remove the lesions which I had already
found. Mter three months of treatment he was able to return
home a well man.

SECOND ATTEMPT IN MISSOURI

CHAPTER IX
SECOND ATTEMPT TO LEGALIZE OSTEOPATHY IN
MISSOURI
'i'Hll first of Jannary, 1897, rolled around quickly, at which
time I came back to Kirksville and from there went to Jefferson
City where the battle for recognition of osteopathy was again
resumed. The first bill to recognize osteopathy was that one
introduced in the Ivlissouri legislature in January, 1895. After
passing both bodies, it failed to receive the signature of the Governor. IvIissouri was not to receive the distinction of passing the
first osteopathic law. It remained for Dr. George J. Helmer of
IvIontpelier, VL, to secure the passage of a bill that became the
first osteopathic law in any state. He had met with considerable
antagonism from the" old school" physicians in I\'Iontpelier, but
he was so very successful in his practice and had made so many
friends, he was able to secure their services and influence. He
introduced a bill similar to the one that had been vetoed in lvIissouri in 1895. The Vermont legislature ,,,as in session during the
fall of 1896 and there Dr. I-Iehner fought the first osteopathic
legislative battle outside of Missouri. He v;,ras successful! and
late in November, 1890! the Governor signed the bill to recognize
the right of an osteopathic physician in tbat state to practice his
profession by registering his diploma with the county clerk of
the county in which he wished to practice. Thus Vermont honored our profession by putting on its statute books the first law
in recognition of the practice of osteopathy. Here in Vermont,
as everywhere else, the only opposition to the passage of that law
came from the allopathic school of medicine.
During the fall of 1896 there came to Kirk5'ille a Mrs. Helen
de Lendrecie of Fargo, North Dakota. She came there for treatment by Dr. Still, for a condition pronounced by other physicians
cancer of the breast. The grO\ovth in the mammary gland had
reached nearly the size of an ordinary hen's egg. Tbe lump was
very bard. The doctors to whom she had gone in Fargo advised
an operation for removal of the breast! but she did not want to
undergo the operation until she first had tried Dr. Still's treatment.
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I have often pondered what Dr. Still said to :NIrs. de Lendrecie!
that the growth was due to the fact that the fourth and the fifth
ribs 'were lying too close together. The intercostal nen"c that
supplied the muscular tissue in the region was irritated and caused
contraction which in turn affected the mammary vein and artery!
such interference resulted in congestion and inflammation and
brought about the formation of this lump. By correction of the
condition of the fourtll and fifth ribs, the disturbance of the intercostal nerve would be relieved and aU other structures in the region
would return to normal. What Dr. Still had predicted, came to
pass; the growth entirely disappeared after severa] months' treatment.
This patient was so very enthusiastic over Dr. StilI's discovery
and the results in her own case that she decided to have a bill
introduced for the recognition of osteopathy in the North Dakota
legislature in order that an osteopathic physician might be given
the right to practice in her home town. This bill was siurred in
February, 1897! and North Dakota became the second ;tate in
the union to recognize osteopathy. Later she and her brother
studied osteopathy. Her brother practiced for several years in
North Carolina and died in that state.
During the time that the legislative work was going on in North
Dakota! I was in Jefferson City sponsoring a bill before the Missouri legislature. Dr. Henry Patterson! who was then the secretary of the school at Kirksville, was sent with me on the first
trip and made two or three trips later to assist me in my work.
'This time, unlike two years before! I had, through the experiences
of meeting people, gained greater courage and felt more confidence
in demanding recognition because of the progress made by our
profession during the tvvo years since our first attempt in the.
lvIissouri legislature. ~rhis time I had made up my mind to
familiarize every physician member of the legislature 'with our
needs for a bill. It seemed to me my duty was to present our
measure to the doctors as well as to the lay members of the legislature. Among the physicians in that House was Dr. Alonzo
Tubbs, the representative from Osage County, who had also been
a member of the House during our struggle for recognition two
years before. At that time, 1895! he with other doctors on the
floor of the House, vigorously fought even the intimation that
we should be recognized.
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As soon as I arrived in Jefferson City I made it a point to see
Dr. Tubbs. 1 had never met him, but I had the opportuuity,
while there in 1895, to observe him. I felt that 'while he was
radically against us, he was the type of man who ,vanted to vote
as he believed right. So, the first opportunity 1 had 1 contacted
him. Walking up to his desk when he was not busy aud the
House was not in session, I asked if I might introduce myself.
He replied, "You may."
I told him I was the osteopathic physician who presented our
measure there hvo years before and said to him, "Dr. Tubbs, I
was here long enough during the last session to observe your
attitnde on this floor and believe that you voted to the best of
your kumvledge. I have great respect for a man who fights the
battle for what he believes to be just and right. . 1 have no quarrel
,",ritll anyone simply because he disagrees with me personally.
You voted against our bill in 1895 but we want to introduce another in this session and I was in hopes we might talk this matter
over and come to some understanding."
"Yes," be said, "1 did vote against that bill and if you introduce
another one like it I shall vote against that. Your bill waS a
vicious measure, but if you will introduce a decent bill I will vote
for it, because I believe your profession should have the same
right to kill people as we do. "
From that time on Dr. Tubbs and I were on common ground.
My reply was, "Dr. 1'ubbs, what was wrong with that bill and
what kind of a suggestion have you to make for a better one?"
Then he told me that he thought if that bill had become a law,
it would have prevented a surgeon or physician of any other school
or system from setting a bone. He thought it gave osteopathic
physicians the exclusive right to practice bloodless surgery and
would prevent the average physician from setting a broken arm.
I said, "Dr. Tubbs, I will get our bill in shape and bring it to
you for your suggestions and amendment." I also told him we
had no desire then, nor at any time, to interfere in any \vay with
the rights and privileges of the graduates of the "old school,"
or any other school or system. He told me he would be glad to
advise me and help us pass a bill if we would make it a correct
bill.
When our proposed bill (which was virtually the same bill we
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had introduced before) was completed, I took it to him and-asked
for his suggestions. He proposed that we amend it to say that
nothing in this bill shall be so construed as to interfere with the
practice of any licensed physician or any system. I thanked
him and told him his amendment would become a part of our
measure, because it did not affect our bill in any ,yay and it satisfied
him, although it did not satisfy some of the other physicians on
the floor. Dr. Tubbs became a personal friend of luille and ,vas
just as anxious to fight for this measUl e and talk for the bill as
he ,vas to fight and talk against the bill two years before.
Years afterwards, Dr. Tubbs was elected as a member of a
constitutional convention for the state of lvlissouri. He ,vrote
me a personal letter and said he was very sure the subject of
medical practice vwuld come before that body and he wanted me
to know that he was our friend and that he would be glad to consult ,vith me should the necessity arise. Dr. Alonzo Tubbs was
from then on a staunch friend of the osteopathic profession and
he ,vas one of the exceptions in the group of "old school" doctors
w110 aided us in securing recognition.
'I'he conduct of my campaign that :.rear was similar to the one
1\"0 years earlier. I made it a point to lueet every member on
the floor of the House and Senate and lay before each, as frankly
as possible, the facts relative to our practice and why we needed
a law. I pointed out the fact that we could not practice our pro·
fession according to the interpretation of the then existing medical
la'i'.' and simply made a clear statement of facts about the Kirksville college and its educational facilities. We felt that ,~e were
deserving of consideration by the legislative bodies in the home
state of the osteopathic profession. We also felt that the public
who wished to consult osteopathic physicians should have some
way of knowing when a man or a woman was qualified to practice
osteopathy. tvIy method of procedure so far as treating those
who needed fie, was the same as two years before, and, I am very
sure, gained many friends. State Auditor Seibert continued to be
a staunch friend of osteopathy and an untiring ,yorker for our bill.
'rhe late Judge Edward Higbee, a very able lawyer representing
Schuyler County, just north of Adair County, the home of osteopathy, introduced our measure in 1897 and was a great help in
the successful passage of, the bill. Judge Higbee became one of
(8)
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the most noted lawyers in the State of lvIissouri, and later was
appointed a member of the Supreme Court Commission. He was
always a loyal supporter of the osteopathic profession. His son,
Judge 'Valter A. Higbee, is today Circuit Judge of the district
adjoining Kirksville, and a teacher of jurisprudence on the staff
of the Kirksville College of Osteopathy and Surgery. He has
delivered many speeches at osteopathic gatherings and has addressed the American Osteopathic Association hvice. He is a
talented, fluent speaker, and, like his father, a loyal supporter of
osteopathy.
IvIallY of our osteopathic physicians have come to believe that
there is only one way to secure the right kind of laws to legalize
osteopathy and that is to pattern after the laws that regulate the
"old school" of medicine. 1 11y conviction is that this is absolutely
the v./rong attitude and a mistake from start to finish. We are
an independent system of healing. The results of those beginning
years in the cure of patients have proved beyond any question of
doubt that we have a superior service to render. If we could
appear before legislative bodies and by simply presenting the facts
of osteopathy secure legislation such as we did in the early days,
there should be no question of doubt in any man or woman's
mind but that our own system is all sufficient and that we secure
the greatest results by practicing the kind of osteopathy taught
by Dr. Still.
. Vole passed our bill by a large majority in both bodies. There
were only five votes against it in the Hou!:ie and three against it
in the Senate. Those three votes were cast by allopathic physicians, the same three who voted against our measure t\VO years
before.
Lon V. Stephens had been inaugurated governor of tIle great
state of Missouri early in January, 1897. J\!ll'. Stephens and his
wife had both taken osteopathic treatment from Dr. Still at Kirksville and they were patients of mine during my stay in Jefferson
City. Hence, he 'was friendly to us and attached his signature
to the first bill that became a la,," recognizing osteopathy in the
state of 1VIissouri. He signed that bill at eleven o'clock on Friday
morning, 1tIarch 4·, \vhen the cannons were booming in recognition
of a ne'v President, \Villiam J\!lcKinley, who was at that very
moment being inaugurated in Vlashington, D. C.
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The fourth day of March, to me, is an epochal day. The first
bill was signed. It was my mother's birthday, and strange to
say, it was also on the fourth of J\!Iarch in 1914 that the first patient
was admitted to the Still-Hildreth Osteopathie Sanatorium at
J\!lacoI1, 1-10. 'I'his was the first sanatorium in which nervous and
mental diseases were treated osteopathically, hence, like the
school at Kirksville, became a pioneer in this field of endeavor.
Dr. Patterson vms \"ith me in Jefferson City at the time and
went with me to the Governor's lvlansion where we witnessed his
signature to our bill. We left for Kirksville soon after this historical even t and when we arrived were royally received by the
students and citizens of the town. It was a wonderful homecoming, the entire population of Kirksville turned out to celebrate;
The securing of this law in J\!Iissouri set a precedent which helped
greatly in getting similar bills passed in other states.
I returned to Chicago to resume practice with Dr. Harry Still.
Dr. Al Boyles, of BloOlnington, Ill., one of the first osteopathic
physicians to locate in that state, who vvas a brother-in-law of
Dr. H. E. Patterson, came to Chicago with his attorney and told
Dr. I-larry and myself that there had been a medical bill introduced
in the I-louse of Representatives at Springfield, which, if allowed
to pass, "muld prohibit tbe practice of osteopathy in that state.
He insisted that Dr. I-larry and I take up the matter and that I
be sent to Springfield to oppose the bill. It was dedded tbat
I should go. Dr. Harry had treated the wife of a very prominent
lawyer of Elgin, Ill., who accompanied me to Springfield on our
first trip in the early part of 1vlarch, 1897. He was \vell acquainted
with the leaders in the I-louse and in the Senate and introduced
me to those he thought would aid in defeating any legislation
detrimen tal to our profession. We had learned before going to
Springfield that this medical bill was to be heard before a certain
committee in the House. It was the Public Health Committee.
As it happened there were not as many physicians in the legislature in Illinois as there \vere in J\!Iissouri, and there were only one
or two, if any, on the Public Health Committee, \vhich was a
large one. I explained to the chairman of the committee that
my mission was not to oppose any needed, worth-while medical
legislation, and that we never had opposed in any instance legislation that was constructive or would bring a higher type of medical
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practice. OUf 'whole aim was to secure laws that \'t'Ould allow us
to practice our profession unhampered, and to protect the public
who wished to patronize our system. In my conversation with
the chairman of this committee, I told him I v.ras there to investigate this bill and its chances of passing, and if it \vas evident the
bill would be defeated in the committee \vithaut my saying a word
about the matter I would not want to be heard, but if at the hearing it seemed probable the bill would be reported favorably, then
we would like the privilege of being heard upon the measure. He
told me that this privilege would be granted and invited me to
;attend the committee hearing or be present in the room vt'11cn the
matter \Vas brought up. It was evident frmTI the start of the
hearing that there vms no chance of that bill passing and becoming
law.
"the public is not aware of the fact that medical legislation \vas
being met even then with disfavor by the majority of legIslators
because they felt that thc kind of legisl. tion the medical people
aU demanded was more to protect their profession than it was
to protect the people. They were trying to monopolize the healing
art and to allow nothing else to appear on the scene that was not
according to the doctrines of tbeir own system. At that committee
hearing there were four physicians who undertook to present the
bill. One man was the spokesman and it \vas evident very soon
that they had few if an V friends. 'fhe committee, after hearing
the repr~sentatives of m~dicine, killed the measure in the presence
of the advocates of the measure before adjournment. 'That took
away all necessity of my being heard at that time. Our lawyer
·who was with me then said, "Nmv, Doctor, you passed a bill in
11issouri, my opinion is you can pass a similar bill here, and this
is a mi(Thty
auod time to introduce it." \Ve talked it over and
1:>
_
1:>
•
were able, through our lawyer's influence, to have a representatIve
in the House and another in the Senate introduce our measure.
That was the middlc of March, 1897. Introducing that bill
necessitated my attending the session of the legislature at SpringThe Illinois
field, intennittently, during the rest of the ternl.
legislature, unlike JVlissouri, has no constitutional time limit as
to the length of the sessions. It was liable to continue as late as
11ay, sOlnetimes June, until all the work of the session was completed. This gave us sufficient time to handle our bill, but it
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would necessitate my being out of our Chicago office much of the
time until June 1. I returned to Chicago and told Dr. Harry
Still what I had done. \Ve discussed the matter and decided we
would give two days a week to legislation in Springfield. I would
leave Chicago about eleven at night, the sleeper being s\\'itched
off in Springfield the next morning. Then I would take a sleeper
in Springfield at nine o'clock in the evening and be back in Chicago
the following morning. This made it very convenient, for in
that \vay I could go to Springfield Tuesday night, have all day
\Vednesday and Thursday there, and be back in Chicago on Friday morning for Friday and Saturday. I followed that schedule
throughout the rest of that session. Dr. I-larry Still and I paid
out of our own pockets all the expenses for the work that was
done that year in the Illinois legislature.
As in ~1issouri, I made it a point to make the acquaintance as
soon as possible of every man on the floor of the House and the
Senate. Through that lUnd of work we were enabled to pass a
bill about the same as the one in Missouri. Judge Alschuler, now
a member of the Federal Court in Chicago, was the leader of tile
Democrats on the floor of the I-louse at that time and L. Y. Sherman, who later became U. S. Senator from Illinois, was the leader
of the Republicans on the floor of the House. Both of them were
staunch friends of osteopathy, fought for us and enabled us to
pass the bill eluring that session. Governor 'I'anner, like Governor
Stone of IVlissouri, vetoed our bill. Thus ended the legislative
experience in Illinois for 1897.
Dr. Harry had been treating the Postmaster of Grand Rapids,
ivlich., the late Han. Jolm F. Carrol1. He walked into our office
one day and said, II Look here, I cannot afford to come over here
once a week as I have been coming and keep it up indefinitely.
I need osteopathic treatment. I am going to Lansing and pass
a law so I can have an osteopathic physician of my own in Grand
Rapids." He \,;anted to know if we would help him, or if I would
come over and help hhn conduct that fight. I told him it would
be impossible to go there and stay as I had been doing in :rvIissouri,
and as I was doing in Illinois, but I would be glad to appear before
the Health Committees.
On his next trip or shortly afterwards, he notified us he had
been to I~ansing and had had a bill recognizing osteopathy intro-
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duced in the state of NIichigan. The bill 'was similar to the one
that had been passed in lVIissouri and the other states. "\Ve learned
[rotu him that when he arrived in Lansing, he found that the statute of limitations, which is regulated by the constitution of the
state of J\!Jichigan, bad expired. In other v;wrds, the time for the introduction of any bills had passed, but he also found that Senator
Charles W. Moore of Detroit had introduced a skeleton bill by
title only, to regulate the practice of osteopathy. Senator Moore
had introduced this bill because he had read an article by Opic
Read published in a recent issue of Munsey's ]IJagazhze regarding
a remarkable cure accomplished by Dr. Still at Kirksville. This
was the case of Senator ]. B. Foraker's son. Senator l\!Ioore vms
so impressed b:y this article that he felt there might be a necessity
to consider such a matter; hence his introduction of that bill by
title only. To me that seemed to be providential. It certainly
demonstrated the fact that there were outstanding influential
men in this country who were becoming vitally interested in a
system outside of the "old school." It proved to your writer
that the same divine law that selected Dr. Still as the instrument
through which to give osteopathy to the world was still guiding
the osteopathic profession, or better still that God through his
infinite wisdom \vas guiding the destiny of this new system of
healing. JHr. Carroll made arrangements for a joint hearing of
the Health Committee of the Senate and House members for a
certain date and asked me to be there at that time.
Going to Lansing from Chicago, we passed through Grand Rapids. :Mr. Carroll boarded my train and we went on together to
I..ansing, the State Capital. A hearing had been set for eleven
o'clock in the forenoon. There were eight members of the House
Health Committee and three of the Senate Health Committee in
joint hearing. The chairman of the Senate Committee is always
chairman of the joint committee in all legislative bodies. Senator
Preston (\\'ho, like Senator Ivloore, was from Detroit) was the
chairman of the joint committee. Health committees in that
state were the smallest I have ever contacted anywhere. There
was only one physician in the committee and he ,vas a homeopath.
Senator Preston called the committee to order and only remained
a short time until he excused himself and left the chairmanship
with the ranking member of his committee. \Ve never had a
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better hearing anywhere or greater interest than was manifested
right there. Even the doctor, who was a member of the House
Committee, proved to be one of the strongest supporters of our
measure and one of our best friends. In fact, every man who
heard me that morning voted to recommend our bill. l\!Ir. Carroll
and I were not satisfied with the treatment received from the
chairman of the committee. He clearly gave us to understand
by his actions that he did not have much confidence in our work
nor time to listen to what we had to say. When the committee
adjourned it was luncheon time, and 1VIr. Carroll and I ,valked
over to the hotel. On our way there ~1r. Carroll remarked he
nearly always took a stimulant before eating a meal. I told him
I would go vd.th him. A saloon was between the capitol building
and the hotel. He drank a toddy and I drank a lemonade. 1'his
was the only time during my entire ICf,rislative experience that I
stepped inside of a saloon, or drank with any friend or acquaintance who was helping us in any legislative fight. This is chronicled here at this time to strengthen the statement made elsewhere
in this book, that it is not a question of being "one of the boys"
or carousing in saloons or spending money in questionable ways
in order to secure the passage of legislation. Alllegislativc bodies,
as stated elsewhere, have a good majority ,vho v,rant to vote for
the best interests of all the people.
On our return to the capitol building after lunch, while passing
through the Senate chamber, we encountered Senator Preston.
~IIr. Carroll was recognized as an influential outstanding Democrat of that state, and was a citizen of high standing. He walked
up to Senator Preston and said, "Look here, Senator, we are not
satisfied with your treatment of us and our measure this morning.
We are satisfied with the treatment accorded us by the entire
committee but you did not take the time to hear ""vhat we had to
say and we would like to have a hearing by you and your committee. "
Senator Preston said, "l\Tr. Carroll, only yesterday we passed
in this body a stringent medical practice act, which had for its
purpose the stamping out of aU unrecognized systems or methods
of treatment. To turn around today and recommend this measure
of yuurs, with this body lmowing nothing about osteopathy nor
what it can dOl would look to me like child's play. At least it
would he very inconsistent. "
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Mr. Carroll said, "All right, it may look that way to you, but
Senator Preston, I am a citizen of this state. I want this treatment
and I 'want it at home and I appeal to you to give us a hearing.
V\Te are not asking you to support our bill but learn more about
what we have before you condemn it. "
Senator Preston replied, "IvIr. Carroll, my committee meets
tonight at seven o'clock on some other matters. It will only
take 115 a little while, and if you and Dr. Hildreth will be here in
the Senate chamber at that time and wait, I will send for you."
We thanked him and left.
From there Mr. Carroll took me to call upon Governor Pingree.
with 'whom he was ,vell acquainted. He was a very fine appearing
mau, affable and kindly, and he greeteclus very cordially. \\Then
J\lfr. Carroll told him of our mission, that ,ve were there to present
the matter to the Health Committee and had already met them,
he became very much interested. Feeling perhaps ,ve were
staying too long, we got up to leave his office three different times.
Each time he said, "Sit down, Doctor, I want to know more of
this new system of yours. I ,vant to be informed, so if the matter
comes to me I can act intelligently. 'Ve spent over an hour with
the Governor and I was never treated finer by a Governor in my
life. \Ve spent the remainder of the afternoon meeting people
and getting better acquainted with members of the Senate and
the House.
We kept our appointment with Senator Preston in the Senate
chamber at seyen o'clock that evening. J\1y train for Chicago
left at nine o'clock, hence our time with Senator Preston's committee was short. Soon after our arrival we were sent for. As
,\'e ,valked into t11e Health Committee room, Senator Preston
turned to me and said, 'Dr. Hildreth, I am going after you with
a sharp stick. "
I replied, "All right, Senator, we are here to furnish all information possible. I shall be very happy to inform you about any
phase of our work. "
His first question was, "Dr. HildretlJ, what would you do with
a case of peritoni tis?"
:rvIy reply was, "Senator Preston, what is peritonitis?
He said, "Oh h- - -, I don't know. n
I explained and described peritonitis in detail. I said to him,
Il
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"Senator Preston, which sounds more reasonable? "'INe can put
our hands on the spine of the patient and affect the nerves which
control circulation to a given area. It is circulation alone upon
which a reduction of fever is dependent. By manipulation, or
changing the position of the patient, we can change the action
of the nerves that control the circulation in the inflamed area.
In this way we also bring fresh blood to the area to replace that
which has deteriorated. Is not this more reasonable than putting
in a spoonful of water two or three drops of medicine that would
be taken into the system through the mouth, which medicine
would spread around all over the system and locate the spot of
inflammation? "
He replied that the manipulation theory sounded logical and
reasonable.
I talked as fast as I could and answered questions very carefully.
Senator Preston was so interested he kept us until train thne.
\Vhen we were leaving the committee room, he said to me, "Dr.
Hildreth, I am not going to tell you and our friend 1\IIr. Carroll
what I will do. n
Here l\1Ir. Carroll spoke up and said, "Senator Preston, at least
place this bill on the calendar. Whet1ler you recommend it
favorably or notl give it a chance to be heard. I need this treatment, I have been benefited by it l I am a citizen of this state and
I want this bill to pass and become a law that I may have the
kind of treatment which I want in my home tmvn. "
Senator Preston replied) "I like you both. You are good fe110\,vs and I will see ,vhat I can do." We left. The outcome was
that Senator Preston's committee had our bill placed on the
Senate calendar for consideration. I do not remember whether
it was a favorable report, or 1vhet1ler it was just placed on the
calendar as a measure for the considcration of the Senate without
recommendation. lvIr. Carroll, who sat by and heard the argument in the Senate ",hen the bill reached that body for final consideration, reported that Senator Preston stood on t1le floor of
the Senate and made a most able speech for the passage of our
bill. The bill passed both the Senate and the House and became
a law. It was signed by the Governor in May, 1897. Thus
I\1ichigall became the fourth state in the union to recognize osteopathv.
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:Mr. Carroll influenced a Dr. Sam Landes, who was an early
graduate of the school at Kirksville, to locate in Grand Rapids.
He practiced there a great many years, ,vas a pioneer in osteopathy
in IVIichigan, and as I remember he was the first osteopathic
physician to locate there. He was very successful, practicing the
simple unadulterated A. T. Still kind of osteopathy. He has now
passed on. For years he spent his \vinters in Florida and his
summers in Northern J'YIichigan. Dr. Landes was onc of the oldtime, "dyed in the wool" osteopathic physicians. He secured his
rEsults through manipulation of the body and the correction of
physical defects, as he found them, wi tIl his hands. He made an
enviable reputation and laid the foundation, in the great state of
IVlichigan, for other osteopathic physicians to carryon our great
profession.

CHAPTER X
LEGISLATIVE BATTLE IN IOWA
FOLLOWING the legislative activities during the winter of 1897,
students poured into Kirksville in great numbers, and the work
became so heavy that early in the spring Dr. Still wrote to his
son, Dr. Harry, with whom I ,vas associatE'd in practice, and asked
us to return to Kirksville. Dr. Charlie Still had already returned
from Red \Ving, 1\11inn., and had become an important factor in
the developmen t of the school. When Dr. Harry Still returned
to Chicago from a trip to Kirksville, his first words were,
., Are you willing to return to Kirksville and enter into the
management of the school and carryon with whatever duties
may be necessary, both in connection ',vith the school and the
practice of osteopathy? "
It should he remembered that I entered the first class of the
first school of osteopathy in October, 1892. A little less than five
years later, the founder of osteopathy and his sons were inviting
me to return to Kirksville, at a salary that at that time was considered large. From the first day of my association ,vith Dr. Still
until the time I severed my connection ,vitb the home school in
1903, it was never a question of ,vhat I could earn, as much as it
was a desire to serve where I seemed to be most needed. I never
refused to return to Dr. Still when he thought he needed me.
On the twenty-third day of May, 1897, Dr. Harry Still and I
arrived in Kirksville aUfl again took up our work with the school.
I-Ie had been in practice in Chicago for six months, during which
time my wife, daughter, and I had lived ,yith Dr. Harry in his
comfortable home in Evanston, Chicago's most beautiful suburb.
Notwithstanding the axiom that no house is large enough for hyo
families, it ,vas a real privilege to live with Dr. Harry and his
good wife during that winter, one of those rare experiences that
leaves an imprint in memory's storehouse. 1\IIrs. Harry StilI,
motber of Drs, Fred M. and Richard H. Still, was a woman of
rare ability and high character. We were one harmonious family,
and I have never spent a more pleasant and enjoyable winter, nor
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had a finer experience. She was devoted to her husband and her
home. She was always pleasant and congenial. Later she became one of those who contributed tnuch in a quiet way to the age
in which she lived. 'Vhen we left Chicago, Dr. Harry sold our
practice to the late Dr. Joseph H. Sullivan, ·who carried on for a
great many years in a most able way.
The passage of the osteopathic bill in ]\tIissouri, and the rapid
increase of students which fol1mvecl, made it necessary to consider
adding to the original school building (completed in 1895). The
north and south wings of that building as it umy stands were
completed in 1898.
When January (1898) rolled around, the Iowa legislature convened. By then there ,,,ere a llU1uber of students from Imva in
Kirksville, all clamoring for recognition of osteopathy ill their
home state. In those days, Iowa held its biennial sessions on the
even-numbered instead of the odd-numbered years, as in most
states. Again I was drafted for legislative work. Dr. StilI sent
me to Des Moines to investigate the possibilities of having a bill
recognizing osteopathy passed in that state. J\1:y report was
favorable, and it was decided that I was to conduct a legislative
campaign for the passage of such a bill. From the early part of
January until the end of 1Ylarch I spent Wednesday and Thursday
of each week in Des 1Yloines. I would leave Kirksville Vlednesday
at 3 :00 a. ID., arrive in Des J\!Joines at 9 :00 a. m., leave on Thursday at 7 :00 p. m., and arrive back in Kirksville a little after
Inidnight. Thus I filled two tasks during the winter, carrying on
our legislative work in Des lvloines and harrelling my practice in
Kirksville. At that time there were less than a half dozen osteopathic physicians in Iowa. The late Dr. J. H. Baughman of
Burlington ,vas one of the pioneers, and was rendering good service
by aiding me in securing recognition of the osteopathic profession
in that state.
On my first trip, I called upon Senator B. F. Carroll, the only
man in the Iowa legislature whom I knew personally. Senator
Carroll had married one of Adair County's best lrnown and loveliest '''omen, whon1 he had met while they were students in the
old State Normal School at Kirk5'ille. She was a native of the
county in which Kirksville is located, and although she and the
Senator had been married before Dr.· Still was very well known.
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they both were able friends of osteopathy. They both graduated
from the Normal School with high honors, ,vent to Iowa to locate,
and at the time of ·which I write Senator Carroll represented the
Bloomfield district in the State Senate. He received me with
every courtesy, and went so far as to take me to call on Governor
Shaw, ,vho aftenvarcls became Secretary of the Treasury of the
United States during the lvlcKinley adm~nistration.
By that time I had gained a good bit of courage and was not
even afraid of governors. Each year added to the strength of my
ability to meet and interview people in all walks of life. Upon
my introduction to Governor Shaw by Senator Carroll, I told him
why I was in Iowa and explained that it ,vas necessary to ask his
legislature to recognize osteopathy. He had heard of osteopathy,
but wanted to know more about it. I explained, as clearly as I
could, something of our work and the necessity of having a law,
both for graduates who Inight want to locate in that state, and for
citizens of Iowa who might wish the services of an osteopathic
physician and could not afford to go to Kirksvi11e.
Governor Shaw was interested. I gave him a copy of the bill
we wished to have introduced, and I said,
"Governor, we have no desire to have that measure introduced
and take up the time of the legislative bodies if you feel in advance
that you cannot conscientiously sign it. I am not asking you to
make a promise, but if, in your judgment, this is unwise legislation
at this time, please tell us so."
The Governor was holding our bill in his hand. It was very
similar to the J\!Iissouri, J\Jichigan, and other osteopathic practice
bills which had been passed thus far. He looked at it for a minute,
then handed it back to 111('.
"Go on and see ·what you can do with it, " he said, "those people
up there [meaning the members of the Senate and the House} are
responsible for the laws of the state of Iowa. "
His statement made me very happy, for I knew then he was
leaving the matter wholly up to tbe two legislative bodies.
Senator Carroll introduced me to different members of the
Senate, among others the chairman of the Health Committee,
who was an "old school" physician. IO\va, unlike TvIichigan, had a
Health Committee that 'was very large, \-vith eleven members in
the Senate and nineteen in the House. The three allopathic
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physicians in the Senate were members of the Health Committee.
The chairman of the Committee was very kind to mc, and since
in each state the constitutional provisions for the introduction of
bills differ, gave me all the necessary infonnation as to procedure
in introducing a measure. As I say, I was treated courteously,
hut I could feel keenly that he considered us too insignificant in
number and reputation to become troublesome.
After I had met the chairman of the Health Committee! Senator
Carroll took me to Dr. Gorrell of NC'ivton, al1otbe~ physician member of the Senate. \Vhile we were visiting, the third physician
member came up and I ,vas introduced to him. During our
conversation, Dr. Gorrell said, "Doctor, I have heard of your
profession. I anI not in a position to tell you what I am going to
do about your bill, whether or not I will support it, but I Imow of a
person you people cured at Kirksville whom members of my profession could not benefit, and I am inclined to believe that if vou
could secure such results consistently with your treatment, ;'ou
should be recognized. 'The people of Iowa should have the privilege of being treated at home rather than having to go to KirksviDe. "
"Do you remember the name of the patient who was treated at
Kirksville, Senator?" I asked. He told me and described her
condition. I remembered her very well because she had been
my patient, so I ,vent further into detail, and described the treatIIlent I used.
This one case made a powerful friend for osteopathy. Dr.
Gorrell not only became our friend, but also explained to others
why he took the position he did. He went into the Committee
room when our bill was brought up and spoke for the measure.
It "ms largely through his influence that the bill was favorably
recommended to the Senate.
After becoming acquainted with the rules of the Committee,
it seemed wise to take our measure directly to the Health Committees in both bodies. I believed vI'e could secure a majority,
even though each committee chairman was an allopathic physician. In other states we were obliged to have our bills referred
to the Judiciary or some committee like that because our system
was not well kno-wn and the physicians of the older school of practice were antagonistic. The Judiciary Committee in the usual
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legislative body is a powerful committee and when it recommends
a bill for passage, the recommendation carries great weight.
In the Iowa legislature, unlike those of some of the other states,
bills were not killed in the committee, nor was the chairman
permitted to hold bills indefinitely, hence, whenever a measure
was voted upon in eitller committee of the House or the Senate,
the bill was reported immediately and placed upon the calendar
for final action. As soon as our bill was reported favorably to
the Senate, I hurried over to the House and had it introduced.
There we were fortunate in being able to get prompt action. If
we had not, the time would have been too short to secure its passage at that session. There were fifty members in tile Senate and
one hundred in the House, and the battle in both branches was a
close one. The pressure brought by home physicians ·was so
strong that when the roll was called in the House, ".re had pledged
to us only fifty-eight members. Fifty-one were required to pass
the measure.
The only time during my legislative experiences that we resorted
to having the question asked in order to prevent continued debate
and thus to get quick action was in the ImNa House of Representatives. It was a necessity, inthat instance, because a member
of the House had died and a committee of eight had been appointed
by the Speaker to attend the funeral. The morning the bill came
up in the House was the morning of the funeral, and unless we
could get action before the delegation left, there was no question
but that the bill would be defeated, because six members of that
delegation would vote for our measure. Our representative from
Chariton county, ,vlto handled the bill, told me what the situation
was, and said he had arranged ·with a friend of his to move the
previous question. This is not at all advisable, as a rule, and is
not considered courteous to the opponents of any measure. \Ve
regretted to resort to it, but in the extremity of our situation there
,vas no other course to pursue. The minute the bill was called
up, which was just a little past 9:00 o'clock that morning, one of
the physicians on the floor of the House gained recognition and
made a lengthy speech against the bill. Our friend, ,vIm introduced the bill and handled the measure so successfully for us, sent
a note to the Speaker of the House, asking to be recognized next,
and foUmving him, the gentleman who had agreed to move the
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previous question. \¥hile the physician's speech was lengthy,
our representative talked only for about ten minutes, and then
the Speaker recognized the man who moved the previous question.
The vote was called for.
The following conversation shows hO\v dose the vote was and
the pressure that was brought to bear upon the members from
different areas of the state by their medical friends. Two men
who were on the floor came to me and said,
"\Ve want to vote for your bill, Doctor, and \ve will, if necessary
in order to pass it. While the roll is being called, ,ve will stand
down at the desk and wait until we know you have enough votes
to pass it before Vi'E vote. 'l'heu 1 if you do not need us, we ·will
vote 'no'."
It is impossible to picture the tenseness of that situation, or
the loyalty of our friends, or the regrets of many members who
voted against our bill. One man, especially, who had become
very friendly and wanted to support our measure, explained to
me he could not do so because of the pressure brought upon him
by the" old school" medical men of his constituency. He was
preven ted fr0111 making a speech against the bill only by the question being called for. That closed all further discussion.
After the bill became law this friend "note me one of the finest
letters I have ever received, a letter I have on file nmy. He wrote
that he had felt the bill ,vas just and that we deserved what ,ve
were asking for but that pressure at home was so strong he had
felt it necessary to speak and vote against the bill. He ,vas,
however, happy over the outcome and congratulated me.
'The bill was hastened to the Senate. It had to go back to the
Health C0111mittee in that body. There again quick action was
taken because the majority of the committee demanded it. Notwithstanding that the same bill had been acted on by the Health
Committee in the Senate and \vas then on the calendar, when a
bill goes from either body to the other it must go back to the
Health Committee and be reported out again. This matter was
handled there with dispatch and there \vas no question but that
our good friend Dr. Gorrell had a very large part in its being
placed on the calendar again so quickly. One might be surprised
to kno\v how accurately votes can be estimated for and against
a measure. '.Ve barely had votes enough to pass our hill in the
Senate.

I
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Orr that memoral Ie morning, just three days before the session
adjourned, I walked into the Senate Chamber. (The courtesy
of the Chamber had been granted to me by the Sergeant-at-Arms.)
The chairman of the Appropriations Committee came to me and
said,
"Dr. Hildreth, I am going to call up our appropriation bills
this morning." (Appropriation bills always have the right of
way in all legislative bodies and are subject to call of the chairman
any time after they have been passed upon by the committee.)
He continued, "So, you had better see Senator JVIitchell who
introduced your bill in the Senate and have him call up your bill
the first thing this morning because \vhen we get started on the
appropriation bills, we will probably have no more time for passage
of other bills. "
Think of it! iNe were asking for a law for a new profession.
In presenting our measure we had won friends who listened to us
because they believed our cause was just and wanted to support
us. And this man, the chairman of the most important committee,
one of the prominent men in the Senate, wanted us to have that
bill passed and came to me and told me to have our Senator call
up the bill before it was too late. In the Senate, as in the House,
we had only a very fe,,, votes to spare that morning-only three
over the necessary number to pass it, if all who were for us were
present. There is seldom a full vote in any legislative bodysome will be absent from the chamber on account of sickness or
being out of town. One of my friends was away, which, according
to my tabulation, left us only two more than necessary. There,
as in the House, one man walked down to the clerk's desk, stood
there until the voles ,vere counted, and when he knew we had
twenty-seven votes cast in favor of our bill (one more than ,vas
required for a majority) he voted, "no." In that instance there
was one unexpected vote cast for our measure.
An incident which occurred that morning in the Senate seems
worth recording. When I arrived, Dr. Gorrell (\'I,'ho was a man
past seventy years of age) came to me and said he had a severe
pain in one of his limbs. The old gentleman was alarmed, and he
asked me if I could relieve him. I told him nothing \vould make
me happier than to relieve him, and arranged to treat him in his
room as soon as the Senate adjourned for luncheon. After adjournment we went directly to his room.
(0)
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It was difficult for him to relax. He held his muscles tense and
stiffened his limbs, but finally by encouragement and careful
manipulation, I helped him to relax sufficiently to give me an
opportunity to correct the condition \vhich produced his pain.
The sacroiliac joint was in lesion and the resulting inflamtuation
and swelling in and around the joint was disturbing the sciatic
nerve, causing pain along the entire course of the nerve, even into
the foot. Mter the treatment, I said to him, "Get up and ,valk,
Dr. Gorrell."
I shall never forget that scene. He walked rapidly across the
room several times, then he turne'd to me.
"Wlmt clid you do to me?" He repeated his questiou a second
and third time, and told me every particle of the pain was removed.
From there I went to my hotel, the old Savery, and as I walked
into the lobby, met Governor Sha\v coming out of the dining room.
After greetings had been exchanged, I told him he was the next
milestone in the progress of our measure. He said,
"Has your bill passed the I-louse?"
"Yes," I replied, "and the Senate too. I do not want to intrude or ask for an uneth'cal procedure, Governor Shaw, but if
there isoppositioll to your signature on our bill, we ,vould like
to be heard. "
He said, "You may be hearel, but it is not necessary, for I sball
sign your bill."
That is the only time a Governor told me what he would do
before the bill reached his office for his signature. Maybe you
can realize the joy in my heart. Then I said to him, "Governor
Shaw, we are making history for our profession and if it is not
asking too much, I should like to witness your signature."
"You may," he replied.
I thanked him and ,vent on to the dining room where I had my
lunch, then hastened back to the Capitol building in order to follow the bill from the Senate back to the Enrolling Committee
in the House. "Then I reached the Senate, the members gathered
about me and wanted to know what I had done to Senator Gorrell.
They accused me of hypnotizing the old doctor. He was parading
about tbe Senate telling the members that I had perfonned a
miracle in relieving him entirely of. the pain be had been suffering. I told the Senators that if I had had any tricks to perfonn, I
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surely would have sprung them before our bill was voted upon,
not after.
Our bill, being a House bill, had to be returned to that body for
enrollment. It is very necessary, in securing legislation, that
whoever handled the measure should watch in detail every move
made by everyone concerned in helping the measure become a
law. Sometimes a measure is lost between the Senate and the
House or between the House and the Senate, hence I was there to
see to it that our bill was sent back to the House and that it reached
the committee necessary for final enrolhnent before going to the
Governor. I looked up the chairman of the Enrollment Committee, who was the representative from l\1uscatine county and
told him the Governor had promised me the privilege of witnessing
his signature to our measure, and if he did not object I should
like to go with him to the Governor's office. He told me the bill
'would be ready for the signature of the Governor the follmving
morning at nine o'clock, and that I Inight go with him. He
added,
"By the way, Doctor, I want to tell you that the pressure from
the physicians in Muscatine was so strong I was going to be forced
to fight the bill on the floor if I bad had au opportunity, but I am
very happy over its passage because I believe you are asking for
justice and I want to congratulate you upon your success. I
believe your profession desenres recognition and I congratulate
you and am glad for you and your co-workers.
So, you see, we made friends of those whom we expected would
fight us. In spite of strong opposition, and with so few in the
state who were practicing osteopathy, we were successful in passing
an osteopathic bill in Iowa. I firmly believe that we could secure
legislation today by handling it in the same old-fashioned way, by
placing some person in charge who would go there and stay on the
f,'Tound. He should meet every member of both bodies and lay
before each one the facts of the situation and appeal to him from
the standpoint of justice to the people of the great state in which
the la"w was being requested-justice because it gives them a
chance to employ osteopathic physicians who are of recognized
ability and are able to render a service the people need. In all
tilE legislative battles I fougbt, and there ,'\'ere many in that
early day, my plea was always recognition for the sake of the
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people, not our· profession-recognition in order that those who
wished to take our treatment could know they ·were taking it
from an educated, qualified osteopatluc physician. That should
be the attitude today and at all times. The opposition of the
"old school," even in those early days, ,;vas just as strong as it
could possibly be today. Perhaps the allopathic physicians were
not quite as well organized or as well entrenched behind monopolistic laws then as now, but the opposition was certainly very
bitter. The pitiable part was, and is nov..', that the opposition
was based largely, almost wholly, upon prejudice and ignorance of
the system it was opposing. Think of it! In those days there
,vas only here and there an osteopathic physician in any of the
states where, from 1895 to 1903 I fought legislative battles. Consequently, very few friends were made through contact with
osteopathy or results achieved through osteopathic treatment in
the home town of the members of the representatiye body.
It ,vas at the conclusion of the Iowa experience that my activities
ceased so far as my spencling time personally with the legislative
bodies. Having gone into practice for myself, it was impossible
for me to be so much away from my office for extended periods.
The morning after our bill was passed in the Iowa Senate I
met the chairman of the Enrolling Committee who took our bill,
V-lith several others, into the Governor's office and handed them
to his secretary, who gave the chairman a receipt for them. The
Governor had not yet arrived. I sat and waited. In a fe\v minutes the GovenlOr came in with one of the leading men of the state.
He shook hands "'lith me and said he would see me in a few minutes.
He and his friend, as they walked into his private office, were
having a discussion over some legislation regarding control of
state institutions, and this man with the Governor was oueof
the men who V.'aS handling that legislation. They had been in
the Governor's private office just a few minutes when in filed fiv~
doctors, the delegation composed of the chairmen of the Health
Committees of the Senate and the House and three other al1opathic members of the House.
Incidentally the evening of the day our bill had passed the
House, the chairman of the Health Committee in the Senate, with
one of the leading surgeons of Des :lvloines and the superintendent
of the insane hospital at Cherokee, looked me up in the hall in
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the Capitol and requested a conference with me. I told them I
was at their service. The chairman of the Health Committee
was spokesman and said,
"Dr. Hildreth, we ,vant to talk to you a little about your
measure. We have counted noses and believe we have you defeated in the Senate, but if you will amend your bill we will be
glad to withdraw all opposition and help it to become a law.'~
I asked them how they would like to have the bill amended.
I do not recall just what they claimed was wrong with our measure,
but it was of very little consequence one \vay or the other, and I
knew if I undertook to amend the bill at that time, ,vith only
three or four days of the session ahead of us, it would be imposs:ble
to pass it in the Senate and get it back over to the House for the
I-louse concurrence before the session adjourned. They said that
the bill was a poor bill, and if it passed it would not be what the
profession needed, and that they felt it should be amended.
I replied, "Gentlemen, I am well aware that ours is a poor
bill. But I am also aware that a poor measure can be more easily
amended than a new one created. I appreciate your coming to
me and offering your services, but I cannot accept them. Like
yourselves, I have counted noses. You may be able to defeat us
in the Senate, that is your privilege, but if it is within my power
and that of our friends, that bill as presented to the Senate is
going to pass withou t the crossing of a "t" or the dotting of an
"i". If.. in your judgment, you believe you should try to defeat
it, and if you can, it is all right with me. Good day, gentlemen."
\\Then the delegation of doctors carne into the Governor's o'ffice,
I shook hands with them, because it was my custom never to let
a difference in opinion make me less friendly, be he doctor or
layman. Just after greeting the doctors, the secretarv of the
Governor motioned for me to enter the Governor's offi~e. As I
lvalked up to the desk Governor Shaw was just finishing his signature to the osteopathic bill.
"Governor Shaw," I said, "it is 110t for me to complain of a
deed well done, and I am deeply grateful to you for your signature,
but there is a delegation of gentlemen in the other room who, I
am surer wanted very much to confer with you before you attached
your signature to that measure. "
"That would have made no difference," he replied, "I would
have signed the bill an}'\'vay."
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Again I thanked him and said, II You are making history for
my profession. I have in my pocket a gold fountain pen. If you
will allow mc, I "muld like to present this pen to you in exchange
for the pen with which you signed our bill." He willingly accepted
it. I left his office a very happy man.
'rhe day my wife, daughter, and I reached KirksvilIe from Des
IVloines there was much excitement among the students. There
,vere then about twenty from Iowa, and they led a parade of some
four or five hundred students. When the train stopped at Kilksville, six or eight great husky students picked me up as I stepped
from the train, hoisted me to their shoulders and carried me
through a dense crowd to a carriage from which the horses had
been unhitched. A long rope attached to the carriage had been
stretched up the street and the Iowa students picked it up and
hauled the carriage to the school steps. A girl student, from
Iowa, perched on a high seat in front, drove the human horses
with ribbons of red and black, the school colors. That was a
great day in Kirksville and they celebrated in a big way the recognition by la,,, of the new system of healing in the state of Iowa.
I append a recent letter fronl my good friend, former Senator
Carroll, the man who introduced me to GovenlOr Shaw and to
prominent members of the Senate and House, and who did so
much in securing the passage of the first bill recognizing osteopathy
in the state of Iowa.
DEAR DOCTOR HILDRETH:

Your recent short visit with me at my office in Des }\doines recalls to ttly
mind some incidents of many years ago in connection with early osteopathy,
and the founding by Dr. A. T. Still of his osteopathic institution at Kirksville,
Ivlissouri, 'which, to me, were quite interesting.
I knew Dr. Still so long ago, nearly flfty-five years now, that I feel that I
was almost" in at the birth" of the osteopathic infant. I was a student at
the State Normal School at Kirksville during the years 1882-1884 and One
evening, as I was returning from school to my boarding place, I saw Dr. Still
sitting on the edge of the sidewalk on Normal Street, between the Cumberland
Presbyterian and the !\Iethodist Episcopal Churches, and an aged Negro was
standing in front of him, I stopped to see what ';vas going on. 'I'he Doctor
was manipulating the bones in the man's wrist. The wrist apparently bad
been entirely stitT but the hand could then be moved a little. The doctor
said Some of the carpal bones ,yere dislocated but that with another treatment
or two he could entirely relieve the trouble.
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'fhat was my first lesson in osteopathy, and it was at the very beginning
of the development of the science.
In the early '90's before Dr. Still had permanently located his institution
at Kirksville, he was having trouble with parties in Missouri who claimed that
the laws of the state did not permit the practice of osteopathy there. He
decided to locate elsewhere, and took up with the people of Bloomfield, Iowa,
the matter of locating his institution at that place which, at that time, was
my home.
All that he asked of us, as I now remember, was that we furnish him a
suitable plat of ground on which to locate his buildings. That we agreed to
do and tentatively obtained an option on a beautiful tract of ten acres or more
of land.
The doctor came up to Bloomfield and met with our people in a public
meeting at the opera hOllse. He was greeted by a large crowd of people who
were aIL'i:ious to help the movement along. Everything passed off nicely
and there seemed to be no doubt as to a successful outcome until one of our
citizens, who at that time chanced to be a member of the Pharmacy Commission of the State, announced that he did not think the practice of osteopathy
was permissible under the laws of the State and that he would do all that he
could to prevent the establishment of an osteopathic institution in our city.
Dr. Still thereupon stated that if he had to have a fight anywhere, it might as
well be in Missouri as in Iowa and that he would abandon the idea of locating
at Bloomfield.
Thus our little city lost its opportunity to become a place of importance
because it was so unfortunate as to have in its midst a narrow-minded druggist
''lho, at the time, occupied an official position.
You will doubtless recall that in 1898 wIlen you procured the enactment
of a law by the Iowa Legislature authorizing and regulating the practice of
osteopathy hundreds of protests against the enactment of the law were sent
to the members of the General Assembly by the M. D.'s of the state. The
protests were uniform in kind, having been printed and sent out to the doctors
for signature. I was then a member of the Senate and received a large number
of protests from Appanoose County, one of the counties of my district, but
received none from my home county. After the legislature had adjoumed
and I had returned to Bloomfield, I was in the office of Dr. J. 'V. Young, my
family physician and one of the leading men of his profession. I asked him
why I had received no protests from Davis County. He said, "I am the president of the Davis County Medical Association. The blanks were sent to me
for distribution but I never distributed them. They are sticking in that
pigeon hole in my desk. If I can't compete ''lith osteopathy maybe it is I
who should quit practicing." Many other physicians were not so liberal and
broad-minded in their views as was Dr. Young.
Some of us who supported your bill were told that it meant the end of our
political careers, but it, in reality, seemed to be only the beginning for some
of us. As for myself, I later served the state ten years as Auditor of State
and as Governor.
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These are only a few of the things that I could relate but even they may
be lacking in interest to other people.
I have watched 'with interest the remarkable growth of osteopathy and
the splendid success which has attended your work in the profession. I con~
gratulate you on the establishment of such a wonderful institution as your
sanatorium at TvIacon.
It has been a great pleasure to me to have known you and to have watched
your successful career for so man)' years, and I take pride in the fact that I
did what I could to assist you in getting your osteopathic bill through our
legislature.
\Vith personal regards, I remain
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) B. F. CARROLl•.

CHAPTER XI
ACTIVITIES SHAPING OSTEOPATHIC DESTINIES
ON April 1, 1898, lvlother Still began the erection of a new home
on Osteopathy Avenue. It was completed on March I, 1899.
During the spring, summer, and fall of 1898, following the Iowa
legislative battle, my time was spent in the school and infinnary.
~rhe completion of the north and south ,,,ings to the original
school building gave ample room for the educational work and
treatment of patients. By fall ever:.Y"thing was ready for the
smooth running of the school.
It was then that I took up with the Old Doctor the advisability
of my going into independent practice, and he reluctantly consented to lny severing my connection with the school. On January 1, 1899 I opened my offices in St. Louis at the southeast
corner of Olive at Sixth street on the seventh floor of the Commerce Building, 706~07-08J the same number of offices and rooms
I later had in the Century Building. During that year my practice grew rapidly. I had the advantage of the acquaintance of
a number of St. Louis people who had come to Kirksville for
treatInent. n.Iy practice was similar to that in the school, at
Sioux City, Iowa, in Chicago with Dr. Harry, and else\'\'here.
I added to my lmowledge and confidence in the system Dr. Still
had given to the ,,"orld. I had the supreme satisfaction of seeing
many persons, who had been pronounced incurable by well-known
doctors in other systems of treatment, freed from pain and disability. Every cure came as the result of removing the cause of
the condi.tion. This was according to the teaching of Dr. Still.
In other words, I used only genuine osteopathy, the osteopathy
that made Dr. Still famous and was the basis of the new system
of healing. All we are all we ever have been, has been brought
about through results obtained in removing causes. Our future
usefulness depends upon our adherence to that teaching, based
upon the principle that nerves lTIUSt be freed of physical interference in order that nature may be given the opportunity to do her
work in her own marvelous way. Results made Dr. Still's sucJ
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cess, and from the beginning until the present time results alone
are responsible for the success of the osteopathic profession.
During that summer of practice in St. Louis, four senior students
from the parent school came down to practice with me and to
gain experience. Before they camel I began to tell my patients
that if they had friends who needed osteopathic treatment and
were not able to pay for it, to send them to the free clinic we were
planning to conduct for the summer. By tbe time the students
arrived \ve had a goodly number of patients enrolled, and we held
our clinic in my office from "1:00 until 7:00 o'clock each afternoon
and evening. These four senior students secured surprising results, and in later years I was amused \"hen Dr. ,,"T. H. Eckert,
to whom I had sold my practice, told me that he received as many
worth-while patients as a result of cures procured by those students as he received from my Q'VVTI general practice. It was a
splendid experience for them and a benefit to those who needed
our treatment and were unable to pay for it.
For a while during that summer, Dr. Harry Still divided his time
between the school at Kirksville and my office in St. Louis. It
was a pleasure for us to be associated again. Late in August he
told me his father and Dr. Charlie ·wanted me to return once luore
to Kirksville and assist them in their work. The passing of laws
in various states recognizing osteopathy had increased the student
enrollment to such an extent that they needed my services again.
So as I had said to Dr. Harry before, I said again:
"If vour father thinks he- needs me, I \vill go back."
Upo~ my return to Kirksville, Dr. Still and his sons requested
that I share and share alike with them. I was to have one-fourth
interest in the original home college. I was to share ,vith thetu
not onlv in the ownership of the buildings and the income from the
institution at that time, but also the responsibility for q.1l obligations that then existed and should be incurred later.
Thus, again I stood side by side with the world's greatest benefactor and again entered into legislative activities as the emissary
of Dr. Still and his sons in securing wider recognition for the
system that vms growing to such marvelous proportions.
I have never regretted answering Dr. Still's calls. Fromthe
very beginning \vhen he called me to study osteopathy, and later
as the years rolled by when from time to time he gave me important
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positions to fill, I have always been thankful. Even the position
I hold as President of the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorinm
at lVIacon, Mo., was due largely to Dr. Still's request and that of
his 1\\'0 sons, Dr. Harry and Dr. Charlie. I have always considered it a privilege to have had the opportunity to serve for so
many years in so many capacities with the Still family.
On my return to Kirksville, I was made dean of the college.
The September class of 1899 nnmbered a little over 200 stndents
and hronght the total enrollment to a little more than 700. Think
of it! From a class of seventeen in 1892 the enrollment had grown
in seven years to more than 700 students. You can imagine, perhaps, something of the demands of that \vondedul student body.
You may be able to imagine the activities of the men employed by
Dr. Still to help him carry on this work. Some of the men, wliose
names have already been mentioned, were there at that time and
everyone of them had all he could do to teach and to help care for
the immense practice that had corne to Dr. Still through his fastspreading fame.
During that fall quite a dissention arose over the fact that a
man who was not a graduate of a recognized higher educational
institution had been made dean, and had been placed in a position
which gave him great power. There were four men on the faculty
at that time who were graduates of the allopathic school of medicine. ~rheir opinion was that I was ultra-osteopathic and would
tolerate nothing other than the strictest adherence to the teaching
of osteopathy in the way Dr. Still himself had taught it for a
number of years. A written protest was sent to Dr. Still, his sons
and familYl and to myself, all of whom were members of the Board
of Trustees. It was signed by the four graduates in allopathic
medicine, and said they refused to serve as members of the teaching staff of the American School of Osteopathy if I were to be retained as dean. I was opposed then, as I have ahvays been, to
any and all tendencies toward mixing the teaching of drugs and
osteopathy. The feeling grew strong among members of the
student body.
It is not my desire to go into a detailed account of an unpleasant
thing, but rather to chronicle those outstanding features that had
to do with guiding the activities of what had become a great educational institution. Always, throughout all my associations with
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Dr. Still, in my general practice, and in legal and legislative work:
my supreme desire has been to render service true to the principles
taught by Dr. Still.
Through experience I had learned that the greatest opportunity
for service for those "\"ho wished to study osteopathy, as v.,rell as
for those who wished to be aided by osteopathy, must come from
an absolutely independent system. Perhaps I tuight have been
a little radical, at least that was the feeling of the four graduates
of medicine. Among them was Dr. \Villiam Smith, the man 'who
had done so much in the beginning, in his teaching of anatomy
and kindred subjects, in laying the foundation of the osteopathic
profession. I have complimented his work highly in an earlier
chapter. He and his associates seemed to think that because
my education ,vas not equal to theirs it was beneath their dignity
to serve with me. I was so opposed to having anything taught
bnt osteopathy that they resented it. It was very clear that the
objectors felt that a combination of old school medicine and
osteopathy ,vould mean most. They had a perfect right to their
opinions just as I had a right to mine, just as Dr. Still had the right
to think and fight for a truth as he saw it.
The students took up the matter and a very large majority of
them were loyal to Dr. Still and osteopathy. Such men as Drs.
l\!IcConneU, Proctor, Hazzard, \V. Iv1. Clark, \\Till Laughlin--in
fact nearly the entire faculty of the college-went to Dr. Still and
his sons and demanded that the medical influence be eliminated.
In other words, they stood by me in my position, and plainly
stated that unless the medical influence was eliminated, they
would resign from the positions they occupied. With the majority
of the students taking the same attitude, or at least throwing their
influence with the osteopathic teachers in the college, the only
thing these four men could do was to retire. Dr. Smith resigned
at once, the other doctors completed the year and then resigned.
This was one of the great internal struggles of a kind that come
to all institutions. Through it all Dr. Still and his family stood
firmly by the teaching of osteopathy in its purity. If our osteopathic students of today and all the osteopathic physicians in
the profession could have stood by and watched the battles fought
on that historic ground, fought and won to maintain the high
standard of the system in which Dr. Still had accomplished so
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much, they certainly would absorb at least a part of the enthusiasm
of those old timers. The accomplishments of that time, and on
down to today, have all been brought about through results obtained in the treatment of disease by osteopathic manipulative
therapy.
As long as ,ve follow the line of practice as laid dO\VI1 by Dr.
Still, it will continue to be a superior service. \Vhenever we
deviate from that fundamental principle and the basic osteopathic
technic of correcting causes, ,ve wander into forbidden paths,
lessen our ability to accomplish the best results, and cheapen our
profession. We even lessen our individual opportunity for success.
1\\'0 years before I became dean of the college, a handful of
graduates of tile original school formed an organization at Kirksville and called it the American Association for the Advancement of Osteopathy. Later the name ,vas changed to the'American Osteopathic Association. The first President was Dr. D. B.
I\1acauley of Chicago, who served for one year. The second
annual meeting was also held in Kirksville, and Dr. S. C. J\.rIatthews,
now of New York City, was elected President. In July, 1899,
when the meeting was held in Indianapolis, I was elected President.
'This was while I was still practicing in St. Louis, just before my
return to Kirksville. The by-laws of the Association at that time
provided that members of the faculty or board of trustees of any
of our osteopathic colleges were ineligible to hold office in the
national Association, hence, on my return to Kirksville it was
necessary for me to resign from the Presidency. The Vice-President, Dr. F. \}..T. Hanna of Indianapolis, became President and
filled my unexpired term.
From Indianapolis the convention went the next year to Chattanooga, Tenn. Thus you see that during the rapid growth of
the profession at Kirksville there were strides being made by the
national Association, the nucleus of a great organization that
today has more than 5,000 members scattered all over.the United
States, in Canada, and other foreign countries. In England, at
the present time, our profession is becoming well represented.
During the summer of 1900, the question of the legal standing
of our profession, or the best kind of legislation for our profession,
was again being agitated in ~1issouri. This agitation came
through the fact that the dominant school of medicine, watching
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the growth of the movement at Kirksville, had decided the time
had come when this rapidly increasing system of therapeutics
should either he checked or can trolled. The allopathic school of
medicine, being the oldest, considered itself the power which should
take drastic measures to control this outlaw in medical science.
The medical men in :r\!Iissouri began the discussion of a bill to
present to the coming session of the legislature. Rumors of such
a measure reached Kirksv:ille. The Honorable S. M. Pickler,
a loyal friend of osteopathy, who for three or four sessions had
been a member of the House of Representatives from Adair
County, in 'which Kirksville is located, and who had been nominated for the next term, was asked to resign by the Republicans
so that they could run him for Congress. His resignation left a
vacancy on the Republican ticket for representative to the state
legislature.
The Republican Central Committee members for Adair County
offered me the place made vacant by 1\1r. Pickler's resignation.
I told them that I did not feel I had the time to make the usual
political canvass, nor did I feel that I could afford to speud the
time in the legislature which was required of a member of the House.
They urged me so strongly that I told them I would take the matter up with Dr. Still and his sons. I asked the Committee to
corne back in three or four days, and I would give them my answer.
Mter consulting Dr. Still, Dr. Harry and Dr. Charlie, and a few
other members of the school organization, "i'e decided it might be
a good plan to have a representative of the osteopathic profession
on the floor of the House, especially with the legislation that was
likely to be presented at that session. When the members of the
Republican Committee returned, I told them I would accept the
nomination on two conditions: first, that it was to be given to me
'without effort on my part, and second, I would not have to spend
too much time in the faIl campaign. In November, 1900, I was
elected as a member of the House of Representatives of the State
of Missouri from Adair County, the birthplace of osteopathy.
Before going further into my legislative activities at Jefferson
City, I should like to tell of the first class rush at Kirksville. This
was in the fall of 1899, and the freshmen were avid to let the town
know that theirs was the largest class so far matriculated in the
American School of Osteopathy. They took every opportunity
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to put their class on the map. About a week after the class
matriculated, on September I, Buffalo EiII came to town 'with his
Wild West Show. In the circus parade, the '01 class (at that
time the course was four terms of five months each, or two years
of ten months each) managed to have pennants obtruding from
the '\vindows of the various types of conveyances and from every
other possible place available. Not satisfied with their display
in the parade, they had their colors flying from every conceivable
place on the circus grounds.
A few days later, while walking from my home early one morning, I glanced at tbe top of the scllool building. There, floating
fronl the flag pole, was a banner probably five or six feet square.
The center was a circle of white about sixteen inches in diameter
and the background was of solid blue, the colors of the '01 class.
It did not dawn on me until after I reached the school building,
in fact not until that afternoon, that a coIlege rush was on. Even
though our institution was only a little over seven years old, the
class rush fad-to me a very extreme one-had infected our school
body.
By afternoon tile sophomores had taken offense at this flag
floating from the top of the school building, and had succeeded in
hauling it down and dragging it around in the mud in the town
square. Immediately the scrap was on. The freshmen, who
outnumbered the sophomores, recaptured their flag, had it laundered, and returned it to the flag pole.
My duties at that time were heavy, and that afternoon I was
so tired I called my home and my wife came by with tbe old-fashioned surrey and we took a drive out into the country. On our
way horne, as we drove down Jefferson street tov·:ard the school
building, we found hundreds of people on the streets, sidewalks,
lawns and terraces. \¥hen we came near enough, we saw the roof
of the college building blacl, with students. Snrrouuding the flag
pole was a group of men defending the freshmen colors, with the
sophomores again attempting to capture the flag. About that
.time the Old Doctor appeared on the scene. The central portion
of the school buildiug had a large open-topped porch on the east,
extending from the south to the north wing. The Old Doctor
carried a ladder to that porch, and climbed until he was even with
the eaves.
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"Here, Y011 people!" he shouted, "Get down from the top of
this building! Clear Dut, and you men defending your colors,
take down that flag, anel raise in its place the Stars and Stripes.
This college is the American School of Osteopathy, and the American flag is the emblem that sball float from that flag staff at all
times as long as I have anything to say about it."
You should have seen those people scampering dmvn! 1'he
marvel of it to me even now is how those hundreds of people could
find a foothold on that roof and keep from breaking their arms,
legs, or even their necks. But not an accident occurred. Thus
ended the first class rush, and it ended for all time the endeavor
of any class to try to substitute their colors for the Stars and
Stripes, a flag that the Old Doctor dearly loved and revered during
his entire lifetime. He had fought for it during the Civil War
and was ready to fight for it again.
In 1904, the American Osteopathic Association held its convention in St. Louis, on the World's Fair Grounds. Headquarters
were at the Inside Inn, the pioneer Statler Hotel, and meetings
·were held in the :?vIissouri State Building a short distance mvay.
Dr. Still attended this convention and I wish it were in my power
to portray the scene in that Missouri Building the morning Dr.
Still came walking down the aisle to the platform. There must
have been more than a thousand osteopathic physicians and their
friends present. 'I'he minute Dr. Still stepped into the door every
person in the room was on his feet and the cheering that filled the
air the next ten minutes was beyond description. It \vas a great
ovation, a tribute to the man wIlo had made one of the most
remarkable discoveries of the nineteenth century, the man who
had contributed in such a marvelous \vay to the good of all people.
Such an outburst, such cheering, such enthusiasm; men threw
their hats to the ceiling, howling lustily and continuously. Finally}
when the elieering had subsided and Dr. Still appeared all the
platform, he in his simple} splendid way spoke for a few minutes
to those men and v-mmen who loved to be called" his children."
He expressed his joy over being there, his happiness over their
success; he said he knew they were .successful or they would not
be there. He was proud of their ability to represent the profession
he had discovered, he was proud of the service that made them
outstanding citizens in the communities in which they lived.
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'I'he Inside Inn was the brain-child of .nir. Statler, whose fame
in the hotel world has become so widely known. As president of
the local St. Louis Osteopathic Association} I had the opportunity
of becoming very well acquainted with him. At the close of the
S1. Louis Fair} the last day of October, my wife and daughter and I
calleel on :?vIr. Statler and his assistant} lvIr. Vlatcham, at the Inside
Inn to thank him again for the very wonderful service rendered
convention guests. During our visit, .nllr. Statler said to me:
"Dr. Hildreth, we have entertained many, many conventions
during tilis year, but not a single body of men and women have I
seen whose members were of the splendid type of your profession.
So far as our saloon was concerned we "muld never have known
your convention was being held in our hotel. n
It bas been a source of keen satisfaction that in every hotel
where we have held our conventions during rill these years the
same high compliments have been expressed again and again to
me by tlle managements. Our conventions have been held in
the &rreatest hotels of tbe country and in most of our largest cities,
from Seattle to Norfolk} Va., from Boston to Los Angeles.
Throughout the country, in all tlle best hotels, the compliments
to our character and conduct have been ones of which I am supremely proud.
During the summer of 1908, while I was still in St. Louis, it
was my privilege to become well acquainted \vith the Sunday
editor of the St. Louis Daily Globe-Democrat, who at that time
was a patient of mine. In August of that year the American
Osteopathic Association met again in Kirksville to celebrate the
Old Doctor's seventy-ninth birthday. One day I asked this
editor if he did not think the coming osteopathic convention to be
held at the birthplace of osteopathy deserved a good write-up in
the Globe-DenlOcrat. This paper was then} and is now, my
favorite St. Louis newspaper} and has been read by the members
of my family for over fifty years.
.
Not long after, he sent me to a home in University City} in the
west end of St. Louis, to be interviewed by a lady assistant editor.
This woman and her husband received me very graciously and
after \ve had chatted for sometime and I had furnished her the
information she wan ted} she said,
"Dr. Hildreth} I had a very interesting experience with Dr.
(10)
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Still once. I ,vas born and reared in Hannibal, lYIo., and my
mother was Dr. Smith, one of the first, if not the first, ".'Oman
physician licensed in the state of Missouri. During the time ,,,hen
Dr. Still used to visit Hannibal and treat people, he secured some
very remarkable results, some of them in the most prominent
families of that community. :Iv!y mother became interested in
him, and they became quite good friends, so much so my mother
consulted him relative to patients uuder her care and even used,
very successfully, his assistance in some of her practice. "
She then told me that one time while Dr. Still was in Hannibal,
her mother called him in consultation. The patients were two
very sick men. One of them, Dr. Smith felt, was improving, but
the other was so seriously ill 5he questioned whether or not he
would get well. She told Dr. Still her opinion. After he had
exmnined them, Dr. Still said,
"Dr. Smith, that man you think is getting better is not; in all
probability he will die; the other man you think is the VlOrse of
the two will get well." That is just what happened.
She went on to tell me of another incident. "One morning I
boarded a Burlington train which runs from Hannibal to St.
Joseph, 1\10. I ,vas bound for Chillicothe. I was suffering with
the most violent of headaches, so much so I wondered how I
was going to stand the trip. itbout the tillle tile train pulled out.
Dr. Still took the seat just behind me. He had not gone far until
he came to nlY seat and said,
"'Young lady, I judge from the way you are hvisting and turning, that you must be suffering. Is it a headache?' I told him
it was, and a violent one. I knew who be was, but questioned
whetiler he recognized lne as the daughter of Dr. Smith. Then
he said, 'I would like to relieve you.' I assented, of course. He
put his hands on the back of my neck. Through his careful
manipulation he relieved my headache entirely."
The Globe-Democrat published nearly three-fourths of a page in
the Sunday edition just preceding the opening of the convention
at Kirksville. 'There were pictures of tile school building, the
campus, and the student body. The progress of the osteopat11ic
system of practice was described. Dr. Still was complimented
highly and many fine things were said of the school. That article
helped in spreading the fame of Dr. Still and his undertaking.

CHAPTER XII
OHIO RECOGNIZES OSTEOPATHY
DURING the early part of 1900, it was decided that I should go
to Ohio to secure recognition for our profession in that state.
At that time t11ere were between ten to fifteen osteopathic physicians practicing in Ohio. Among them Dr. M. F. Hulett of
Columbus, and Dr. H. H. Gravett of Piqua, assisted me very ably
in the legislative work. We made some very l'mnderful friends in
both the House and the Senate. Former United States Senator
'\Tillis of Delmvare, Ohio, who at t11at time ,vas a young member of
the House, proved to be one of the most loyal supporters of osteopathy from the beginning of our acquaintance until his untimely
death. He spoke before osteopathic gat1lerings at many places
and made one of the graduation addresses at Kirksville. He also
spoke at the .American Osteopathic Association convention held
in Kirksville in August, 1924, celebrating the fiftieth anniversary
of the discovery of osteopatily. Nicholas Longworth, of Cincinnati, afterwards Speaker of the House of Representatives in
Congress, was also a member of that Senate, as was the late President Warren G. I-larding.
Using the same tactics as in the legislative campaigns in Missouri, in 1895 and 1897, I attempted to contact every member of
the House and of the Senate and lay before them the argument
that people who 'wished to have osteopathic treatment could not
do so unless there were at hand osteopathic physicians who had a
legal right to practice. It was necessary for the citizens who
wanted osteopathic physicians, as ,vell as for the profession itself,
to have a law that would enable these doctors to practice.
I ,vas in Ohio from January 1 until late in the spring. Their
session did not adjourn until tile very last of 1\{ay and everything
seemed to be going our way. The bill passed the HOllse. The
opposition by the medical people, however, was so very strong
that at the time the bill was brought up for action in the House a
number of physicians from cities around Columbus were present
and endeavored to defeat it. Many of these were family physi-
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cians and were seated by the sides of members on the floor of the
House when the bin came up [affinal action. Notwithstanding
this obvious influence, a number of the members voted for our
bill, even though their family physicians, seated at their sides,
opposed it.
About that time, or just as the excitement was at its height,
and it looked as if the bill 'would become a Imv, the leader of the
medical opposition 'wired Senator Foraker in Vlashington, D. C.:
"Eight thousand physicians in the state of Ohio will hold you
responsible if the osteopathic bill, to bc voted upon by the State
Senate at tcn o'clock Saturday morning, becomes a 1mv. "
Senator Foraker promptly ,,>ired that he was not a\vare that
such legislation was pending in Ohio, and that if he had been, he
would have used his best efforts to see that the measure became a:
la,"!. Thus you see the type of friend osteopathy had in Senator
Foraker. We had not troubled him with the fact that such a
measure was introduced; he was a busy man, and ,ve felt that we
could win the battle upon the merits of the measure alone.
Our bill ,,,as passed in the House and it was sen t over to the
Senate, where the same earnest effort was put forth. We would
have had enough friends to pass it there, had it not been interfered
with. A senator who professed to be our friend secured the floor
when the bill was called up and offered an amendment. He
claimed that he bad discussed the matter 'with me and that both
the allopathic physicians and I had agreed. That was absolutely
untrue. I had never even heard of the amendment until after
it had become a part of that bill. The amendment he offered was
about as follows: A provision permitting an osteopathic physician, who is a graduate of a recognized college requiring a course
of study of four years of five months in four separate years, to
take an examination under the State Medical Board in anatomy;
physiology, diagnosis and chemistry. 'The Senate passed the bill
with the amendment.
In Ohio it was not necessary for the Governor to attach his sig:nature for a measure to become law; therefore, no chance for a
Governor's veto was possible. There 'were no colleges at that
time giving that length of course, neither ,vas there a medical college devoting thatmuch time to the study of medicine; thus, when
the osteopathic physicians in the state fought the law, the Supreme
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Court ruled it was unconstitutional because the law demanded
qualifications of the osteopathic physicians not required of the
graduates of otber schools of medicine. I might mention that
previous to the presentation "of this amendment the medically
controlled members of the legislature offered a substitute bill.
That hill provided that all osteopathic physicians who wished to
practice in Ohio should take an examination under the meclical
board in anatomy, physiology, diagnosis, and che.mistry. vVe
were able to defeat that bill, but ,vere tricked by an amendment
to the original osteopathic bill.
From that day to this, the average medical examining boards
Imve been bitterly antagonistic toward the osteopathic profession.
For us to take an examination from a board, ,,,hich cloes not understand our system or method, which has little, if any, knowledge
of OUT qualifications or our ability to treat the sick is farcical and
does not in any sense test our qualifications for tile service we propose to render. ·What the medical faction wanted us to take under
its board would mean little so far as knowledge relative to the
ability of the applicants to practice their profession was concerned.
The opinion of the Supreme Court made it necessary that the
battle in Ohio be fought over again two years later. So in 1902 we
introduced a bill for an independent board. It has never been my
privilege to fight a more bitterly contested battle than was fought
in Ohio at that time. There was, unquestionably, a majority in
favor of our bill. As in other states, we were obliged to take our
measure to the judiciary committee of nine members. Five of them
were ready to vote for the osteopathic measure any time. Four
were against us. vVe recognized the fact there was no possible
"my to move the bill out of the committee without some sort of
an agreement. Strong pressure V\'US brought to bear on each member by friends from both sides. The men who were for the bill
'''ere real friends because they felt our measure was a just onc; the
opponents were members upon whom so strong a pressure was
being brought to bear politically that they felt they did not dare
vote fOT the osteopathic measure. That was a great experience.
There were a number of tile most prominent physicians of the
state at the hearing. The room was packed \vith allopathic
physicians. 'I'here were only three osteopathic physicians present
-Dr. Hulett, Dr. J\!Iary Dyer, and myself. Thosc allopathic
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physicians accused us of being ignorant. They claimed our
colleges were not educational institutions, and that our graduates
'were not qualified to practice osteopathy. They called us anything and everything but gentlemen. When they finished their
argument the chairmen of the judiciary committee called on me.
I said I could not understand why men who represented the outstanding, wonderful, high type profession of medicine could afford
to come before them and make the statements they had just made
"lvithout having conscientiously investigated a single one of our
educational institutions. I said they were opposing a bill covering
a system of healing about 'which they knew absolutely nothing,
tbat I believed there \vas not a man \vithin the sound of my voice
who had ever stepped foot inside an osteopathic college. An
insignificant little man stood up and yelled that he had read our
books. I asked what he had read. He replied that he had read
a hook published in Kansas City. I told him I knew all about
the book, that it had been written by a man who knew as little
about osteopathy as he did, and that it was my opinion that the
information of those 'who bad spoken against our bill had probably
come from just such a source.
'The book in question had beell ,vritten by a man who had faked
osteopathy in Kansas City and elsewhere. He was not even a
graduate of any school. I suspected that this book ,vas about
the extent of the little doctor's lmowledge and explained further
to the committee, and visitors, that our profession, like theirs, had
fakes and one of the rankest of the fakes hac11vritten that book.
I received quite a bit of encouragement from the committee over
that statement, but it adjourned for the day without taking
action" Understand, the medics had introduced the same bill
as 8 t the session two years before, that is, to have all osteopathic
physicians examined by the allopathic board in four subjectsanatomy, physiology, chemistry, and diagnosis. ,Ve 'wanted
and asked for an examining Board composed of osteopathic ph1'sicians, men capable of passillg upon the qualificatiolls of oste~J
pathic applicants.
Soon after the cmmnittee hearing, a representative from Cleveland-a brilliant lmvyer-came to me.
"Doctor," he said, "I have a proposition to make. Let the
medical boarel examine osteopathic physicians in the four subjects
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provided in their proposed bi"ll-but with the provision that your
profession be given a committee from your own school to examine
your uwn applicants in the other subjects taught in your colleges."
I had said to the committee previously that ,ve were opposed to
an examination by a board that knew nothing about our system,
especially so without representation on that board. Also \ve were
not satisfied for our applicants to be examined in only four subjects-there Were ten or twelve kindred subjects they should be
examined in, as well as the four named in the proposed bill-anatomy, physiology, osteopatbic practice, and chemistry.
This lawyer said he was satisfied that he could get the medics
to agree upon this plan. I told him I would sec what our osteopathic physicians had to say. Those whom I consulted told me
to use my judgment. We finally decided that such a law would
be better than 110 law. We kne'iv it would be impossible to get
our bill out of the committee and pass it under the existing conditions. I immediately told the lawyer we would accept their
amendment if they would substitute obstetrics for chemistry in
their examinations. They did that, and the bill became a law.
In the spring of 1902, after the agreement was reached there was
no opposition to our measure; thus Ohio became the sixth state to
recognize the osteopathic profession.
These were the high points in my experience in legislative work
in Ohio. The osteopathic physicians of that state have been
practicing under that law for thirty-five years although it has
since been amended to give osteopathic physicians the right to
practice surgery and use anesthetics.
I had several reasons for recommending the substitution of
obstetrics for chemistry. The prime one was that I knew if the
medical members of the board examined our people in obstetrics
our obstetricians would be legalized without further discussion,
and that our people would be granted the same rights as those of
the medics in the practice of obstetrics. To be honest, that is one
little thing that ,vas accomplished during my work with legislation that I have always been just a little proud of. ,¥lliIe we did
not secure all independent board, ,ve did secure recognition of a
broad character and have been practicing osteopathy successfully
in Ohio ever since.
A second reason for asking for the substitution of obstetrics for
J
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chemistry was tha t osteopathic physicians were doing a work: in
obstetrics that was far superior to any other system known at
that time. Osteopathy today is rendering the same kind of service
when our physicians practice the kind of obstetrics taught by
Dr. Still. We should have our obstetricians in every city; women
should have the advantages that can be given only through osteopathic obstetrical care. Still another reason for substituting
obstetrics for chemistry was that in several states where ,ve had
been recognized, our archenemies, the allopathic physicians, tried
in every way to obstruct osteopathic practice and raised objections
to osteopathy in obstetrics. They even tried to prevent osteopathic obstetricians from signing birth certificates. This, however,
was no different from the opposition that met us in .rvIissouri in
1895, and that has followed the osteopathic profession all the way.
Before closing this chapter, I wish to emphasize the fact that
all opposition against our profession has come from one source.
In Ohio I found this opposition emphasized as much as in any
state during my entire legislative experience. The opposition was
bitter; it "ms prejudiced, due to ignorance of our system of practice and a desire by organized medicine to throttle the grmvth of
the profession started by Dr. Still. There is no use beating around
the bush or trying to get a,vay from these facts.
I am not at all embittered toward the H old school" physicians
or their system. I believe that the great rank and file of the men
who practice medicine, according to the old system of healing, are
conscientiously serving to the best of their ability. But it is
time our people in the osteopathic profession rise to a man and
get rid of all types of Jaws that throttle the grOWtll and development of osteopathy. After all these years the osteopathic profession is still handicapped by medical influence, by the same old
arguments that were used in Ohio. Justice should be demanded
in order that the citizens of Ohio may receive a superior treatment,
and that our profession may be recognized by the high standard of
results it obtains.

CHAPTER XIII
MEMBER OF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
HAVING been elected to the J\l1issouri House of Representatives
from Adair County, in the fall of 1900, it was necessary that I
appear in Jefferson City on the first of Jannary, 1901, to take up
my duties. The interests of my county and state were to be considered as well as the needs of our profession.
In that Forty-First General Assembly of J\l1issouri I had the
most interesting experiences of my entire legislative life. Feeling
that the actions taken by that body affecting the osteopathic profession are of f,rreat moment, I ask my readers to bear with me if
I go into detail, recording some of the incidents which occurred
during that, to me, most memorable session.
In the afternoon of the first day, soon after reaching the Capitol
building, I called upon Governor Lon V. Stephens to pay my respects. It was near the close of his term of office. He seemed
pleased to see me. He said, llDr. Hildreth, we Democrats at
Jefferson City heard that you were going to be defeated, so I
watched your progress during the campaign with much interest.
I would have felt that the people of your county had not indorsed
my action in signing your osteopathic bill in the spring of 1897
should you not have been elected. I congratulate you and your
profession upon your election to our legislature and wish for you
and your interests continued success. "
It was very different to find myself in Jefferson City as a member
of that legislative body as compared with my former appearance
as a lobbyist for our profession. I was treated much more cordially
and with greater respect. ]\r{y election seemed to prove to the
other members of the legislature, and many others 'who were
interested, that a member of our profession stood as high in his
cOlnmunity as did the representatives of any other profession.
This gave me a very strong leverage in securing what was best for
our profession, in fact placed me in a position to obtain whatever
legislation seemed necessary for my county and state as well.
During this session, my whole work for: osteopathy ,vas defel1-
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sive because ,ve were being attacked by the representatives of the
medical profession. They proposed to abolish the law that v;;ras
passed in 1897 under which osteopathic physicians had been practicing since that time. Their intention ,vas to allow us but one
member on the State Board of Health, which, at that time, was
also the examining board for license to practice medicine in the
state of IVIissouri. Should they have been successful in their undertaking, we ,,,auld have had one osteopathic physician on a board
composed of Seven members, four of whom were allopathic physicians.
I had barely unpacked my things in one of the old-fashioned,
but comfortable, hotels) \vhen I was called to the telephone and
the voice of a young woman told me that her brother was suffering
with tonsillitis and she wanted me to come at once to treat him.
1 had to tell her I waS not in Jefferson City to practice, that my
legislative duties would occupy all my time so that it 'would be
impossible for me to take even a few patients. She pleaded 'with
me. "Dr. Hildreth, this is my brother and we knmy of your
ability ana we want you to come and treat him." This young
woman, I found out later, was the daughter of J. S. Sullivan, one
of the most prominent and influential citizens in Jefferson City.
s\'Ir. Sullivan was a manufacturer of saddle trees. I agreed to
make the call because I remembered that I had met the young
woman before but did not know her name. It was on a recen t
trip to Columbus, Ohio, to take up legislative matters in that great
state. On the train ,vas Col. J. H. Carroll and his wife accompanied by this young woman. (Col. Carroll was the attorney for
the Burlington Railroad system. His home was in Unionville,
},{o., and he was a close friend of Judge Andrew Ellison, the circuit judge 'VllO recommendedlue to Judge Thompson, whose case
is reported elsewhere in this volume.) Col. and J\.lrs. Carroll's
young friend was suffering with a severe headache and Col. Carroll
wondered if I could relieve it. He secured a stateroom for me to
examine anel treat her. Examination revealed a third cervical
lesion which was easily corrected. I felt that this would relieve
her headache and left. I never heard of her again until my arrival
in Jefferson City as a luember of the legislature. The young
woman turned out to be l\,Iiss Sullivan and she reminded me that
I had stopped her headache almost immediately, and that was the
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reason she was so anxious that I see her brother. Without going
into detail, her brother responded nicely to treatment, and after
several visits to his home be was well and went back to his school.
J\.1y acquaintance with these two was the means of not only my
entree l but my wife's and daughter's also into a most magnificent
home where we were entertained in a splendid way many times.
A fe\v years later these good people moved to St. Louis and during
my practice there for eleven years, beginning in the spring of 1903,
they were not only staunch friends but also selected me as their
family physician and sent me a great many patients.
'fhe session in Missouri that winter opened on January 2. There
is not much business transacted in a legislative body before the
inauguration of the incoming Governor. We had ten days in
whieh to get acquainted with the Inembers of the House and the
Senate and the selection of committees and arrangements for
active work.
The Speaker asks the members to send up a note giving the
names of the committees upon which they ,vould prefer to Serve.
I designated the Public Health Committee and the Committee
on Normal Schools as my preference. Our constitution provides
that the regular session of the legislature shall open on \Vednesday
follo,ving the first Tuesday in the month of January. The incoming Governor, A. lVI. Dockery, was not inaugurated until January
12. During this session, James \Vhitecotton of Paris, Mo., was
elected Speaker of the House. He 'was an experienced legislator,
having been a member of the House for a number of years. He
made a very able Speaker; he vms extremely fair in all his rulings,
impartial to both Republicans and Democrats. He placed me on
the two committees requested and on 1\vo others ill addition.
The period bet\veen the organization of the House and the
inauguration of the Governor gave me ample time to meet the
members whom I was anxious to have interested in our affairs.
Among the leaders was the Honorable J\.latt Hall, representative
from Saline County, who was elected by the Democratic caucus
that elected Mr. Whitecotton, Speaker. Mr. Hall, like Mr.
Vilhitecotton, had been a member of the legislature for a number
of years. He was there when we passed our bill in 1895, which
was vetoed by former Governor Stone; he was also there when we
passed the same bill in 1897, which Governor Stephens signed.
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l\!Ir. Hall had ahvays voted" no" on our measure. He had two
brothers who were prominent" old school" physicians, one practicing in Kansas City, and the other in lvlarshall, Mo. It seemed
to me that he was only doing what anybody else would have done
who had relatives practicing medicine.
One morning, just after we had convened and quickly adjourned
(this was before the inauguration of the Governor and the two
bodies were simply called to order at ten o'clock and after responding to roll call, adjourned for the day), I walked over to Mr. Hall's
desk and introduced myself. He treated me cordially, said he
knc"\v 'who I was and was glad, indeed, to meet me and get better
acquainted with me. He congratulated me on my election to
that body.
I said to hilll, "lVlr. Hall, eluring my experience here in securing
the passage of our measure for the recognition of my profession,
osteopathy, I remember that you voted against it. vVhen a man
does what he thinks best I never have any fault to find, 1vhether
he is voting for what I believe to be right or not. You always
voted against our osteopathic bills and I aln in hopes this time,
should anything arise wherein we were interested, you 1vill feel
differently tmvard our profession and might lend your vote and
your influence to our cause. "
He was a very large man, tall and distinguished looking, well
liked by everybody who knew him. He had a loud, far-reaching
voice, and he said to me, "Dr. Hildreth, this House will not pass
any legislation against your people."
After thanking him, I said, "Yes, lvlr. Hall, I feel that 1vay
about it, but had rather have you as my friend than as my enemy
and I bope this time you may see your way clear to lend your
influence for us should we need it." \Ve chatted a while and I
went back to my desk to handle some of my correspondence.
nVe Republicans were very much in the minority in that body and
were not given stenographers.)
A few minutes later lV!r. Hall returned my visit. vValking up
to my desk, he said, "Dr. Hildreth, 1yill you serve with me on my
\Vorld's Fair Committee?" This ,vas a special committee created
for the sale purpose of handling all matters that might come up
in the legislature relative to preparations for the World's Fair
to be held in St. Louis in 190:3, later postponed to 1904. I thanked
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hinl and told him that I felt it a very high compliment and one I
assured him I appreciated to the full. Again we chatted a little
while before he walked away.
Soon after he left my desk, I remembered that one of the strongest osteopathic friends in the I-louse, the Han. Frank C. Sickles, a
la1vyer who represented Putnam County and who had voted for
both of our earlier bills, wanted to be a member of the 'Vorld's
Fair Committee. Aiany others in the I-louse had expressed a
desire to become members of that committee also. At that time
I did not know of any reason for this, unless it was to secure passes
to the fair, or more than likely the privilege of handing out jobs
for the great work necessary to put on that exposition.
I walked over to NIr. Sickles' desk and told him what NIr. Hall
had said to me. In the organization of the House J\ir. I-Iall was
elected by Democratic caucus as its leader. He, together with
the Speaker, named all the committees.
After telling NIr. Sickles of what NIr. Hall had said and tbat I
knew he had expressed to me the thought he would like to be a
member of that committee,and feeling perhaps the committee
which was to be sixteen in number might be selected by putting
one man from each congressional district in our state on the committee, I was afraid that my appointment might interfere witll
Air. Sickles' appointment to that committee because we werc both
from the same congressional district. I would much rather he
would have it than myself because of llis great friendship and
loyalty to our profession. (Mrs. Sickles had been a patient of
mine in Kirksville before coming to the legislature and he had
brought his wife to Jefferson City to continue the treatment. I
treated her during that session until she was so much improved
she did not need my services further.)
1YIr. Sicldes' reply was, "You accept the appointment, Dr. Hildreth, because I am a member of the J ucliciary Committee, the
Appropriations Committee (another of the most important committees), and I have all the work I can do without being a member
of l\ir. Hall's committee. "
I told him I did not want that position if it wonld rob him of it,
that I would not accept it if it did, also that I wonld find out
whether it would interfere with his appointment.
Again I returned to lVIr. Hall and told him how I felt about the
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matter and wanted him to know that while I appreciated to the
full the high compliment he had paid me by offering me a place 011
the World's Fair Committee, yet if that committee v'lOuld be composed of one member from each congressional district, our mutual
friend, 1v1r. Sickles, had expressed a desire to be placed on that
committee, and if my appointment would in aUY1vay interfere
with IV1r. Sickles' appointment, I ,,,auld prefer he ·would give the
appointment to Mr. Sicldes.
He looked at me hard and said in that '\vonderful big voice of his,
"Dr. Hildreth, I want men 011 that cOllllnittee I can trust at night
as ,vell as in the day. You are going on that committee and Iv1r.
Sic1des is going on that committee also."
I thanked him and knC1,V where I stood in the opinion of that
ou tstanding leader.
The committee was important, I learned later, because our
legislature appropriated a million dollars for the St. Louis Vlorld's
Fair. The duties of that comulittee were to outline the manuer
in which this appropriation was to be ex-pended; the importance
of reliable men on the committee was evident. tl'his incident
made me very happy and was the forerunner of other incidents
that brought satisfaction and happiness during my entire legislative experience, also gave to me a real ,vorth-while friendship
that has lasted throngh all the years.
My wife and little daughter spent that 1,'Itinter with me in Jefferson City. We had rooms at the old McCarty Honse, a historical
place, known throughout the state of lvIissouri as a home for oldtime J\tIissourians, most of whom were prominent Democrats.
This hotel was a very large, roomy, old-fashioned residence. \Ve
spent a very enjoyable ,vinter there and made many friends.
One night early after the organization of thc House, I was called
to the telephone. It was 1\1r. Hall's voice and he said, "Dr. Hildreth, Dr. Peers of Kansas City, the mall who has been selected
to represent the medical profession is in tmvn and wants to see
you."
It was then 11 :00 o'clock in the evening and I had gone to bed.
My reply to Mr. Hall was that I would be delighted to meet Dr.
Peers and asked him 1,vhen they wanted to see me. 1\IIr. Hall
promptly replied, "Right now, we would like to come over to
your hotel and have an inter vie,,, with you."
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After being introduced to Dr. Peers, he said to me, "Vlhen I
arrived in Jefferson City and heard what you had said-that you
hoped you could vote for our medical bill, I could have thrmvll up
my hat and shouted with joy."
I replied that I had so expressed myself. Neither I nor my
profession had any desire to oppose any needed medical legislation.
Further, I said, "Of course you can readily understand we could
not submit to repealing our little law that now stands on the
statute books of IVIissouri unless we could secure a lmv much better
in its place. It is my hope that your bill will be so written as to
let the law under which we are working so satisfactorily alone.
We want you to kn01'.', Dr. Peers, that neither I nor my profession
has any quarrel with "old scbool" medicine; our whole object is
to formulate only such la1,vs for ourseJves that will inspire confidence in those people ,vho wish to be treated by 11S. Further, I
want you to know that our influence will always be given to all
legislation deemed necessary for the good of the people and that
will give the laws necessary to protect your chosen profession."
\Ve talked until nearly 2:00 o'clock in the morning.
A [e,v days later Dr. Peers called in the medical representatives
from all over the state to discuss the proposed medical measure.
lvIr. Hall came to me and said, "Doctor, there are a number of
medical men here from all parts of the state of JVIissouri who arc
conferring upon a proposed medical measure and we would like
to have you come into the conference. "
I told him that I did not know what good I could do but would
be glad to meet the medical men, if it was his desire. He took me
to their council chamber and I was introduced to a number of
prominent physicians from all over the state of 1\{issouri, among
them Dr. 1vlcAlIister who was then, and had been for a number of
years, dean of the medical department of the state university of
Missouri located at Columbia. He was an old-time, typical lVIissaurian of the type one could readily understand would fit into
the profession he had chosen as a life's \vork. He was one of the
men who appeared before the Judiciary Committee of the House,
when our measure was pending in ]895, and again in 1897, and
opposed our recognition most slrenilOusly. He had a very earnest
co-worker, Dr. Lutz, widely knmvn physician and surgeon of Sl.
Louis. Both of them, together WiUl others, were somewhat bitter
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against osteopathy. They, like most of our opponents during the
entire history of our legislative battles, were prejudiced against us.
There is no question in my mind but that they felt, in opposing
us, they were fulfilling their sacred duty in trying to protect the
health of the" dear people" from what they feared to be "quackery.
To this day it is hard for me to understand, because 1 was
i~orant of legislative procedures at that time, how we were able
to get a favorable report on these bills in the carlier sessions. It
must have been because of our reasonable way of treating diseased
conditions and our appeal for justice. There was another side
to the question, one that.. could easily be understood-the average
legislator ,vas tired of the demands of the" old school" for various
types of legislation. They were constantly coming and asking
for something, so that many of the members questioned ,vhether
it was necessary lebrislation. AnyvmYJ the opposition had been
strong and this representative body of medical men, gathered
there in Jefferson City to propose new legislation, was not a bit
more friendly to uS J so far as their honest convictions were concerned, than it was in those earlier sessions ·when we were appealing for recognition, and yet, as I found out later, they wanted to
control and regulate our new system by giving us one member on
a board of examiners composed of seven members, three of \vhom
were medical men.
The physicians assembled in this conference treated me very
cordially and Dr. J\!IcAllister, to ,vhom I had never talked before,
was very kind. He was the spokesman who interviewed me
mostly and his whole plea was that we accept a member on their
Board of Health. That Board, at tbat time, not oDly controlled
all of the health activities of the state, but also was the examining
boarel that passed upon the qualifications of all types of physicians
that practiced in the state of :IVIissouri. He extolled the benefit
and the prestige that a member on their board vmuld give our
:young profession and urged my acceptance of such an arrangement.
I told him frankly that personally I would not consider such a
proposition, but that I would consult with Dr. Still and the management of the American School of Osteopathy at Kirksville
before giving him my decisioD. I told him that I would go to
Kirksv:i1le tha t week-end and would take up the matter at that
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time, but that I could assure him there ,vas scarcely a possibility
of our people accepting such a proposal.
Dr. McAllister said to me, "Dr. Hildreth, yon should not be
so harel-hearted and strong in your attitude, you should accept
this kind of a law."
1V1y reply ,vas, "Dr. ]\'Ici\Ilister, put yourself in my place and
tell me if, in this great state of lVIissollri, you had had to battle,
as I have had to battle, opponents entirely composed of men w110
represent another professioll, in order to secure a law recognizing
your profession, would you accept one member, all a board of
seven members, six of who111 had proved antagonistic to your
system from the start? \Vould you, my good sir, be agreeable
to such a proposition? "
Dr. ivIci\..l1ister wore a very long gray beard, which added to his
distinguished appearance. He sat there in front of me and stroked
his beard for a minute or two ancI then said, """VeIl, Dr. Hildreth,
I do not believe I would '\vant a position of that kind. "
1V1y reply was, "]\{y brother, treat me and my profession as
you would want to be treated yourself should we change places."
Then I left the committee room.
At Kirksville Dr. Still and the college management indorsed
my actions, advising me that in their judgment I had taken the
correct attitude and should not accept the proposition under any
circumstances.
On my return to Jefferson City, my distinguished friend Matt
Hall walked up to my desk one morning and banded me two
bills, saying, "Dr. Hildreth, bere are two bills the members of the
medical profession bave recommended and they want me to introduce them. I have told them I would only introduce them upon
one condition and that was that they would take care of my friend J
Dr. Hildreth, and osteopathy."
Can you imagine the joy in my heart, to know that after so
short a time it was my privilege to have such a valued friend?
He further said, "Write your amendment to this bill," handing
me the copy. This was the important measure, the otber was
not of so much consequence and was dropped.
1'hink of it! There I ·was, a lone osteopathic physician on the
floor, with 142 members of the House, twelve of whom were allopathic physicians. There, laid on my desk, was the allopathic
(11)
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bill that had been proposed for the sale purpose of controlling all
features of education, practice, etc., of the healing art and that
bilI was not going to be introduced by the man they had chosen
to introduce it unless it v;;ras agreeable to the osteopathic profession.
I ,'wrote an amendment which was to the effect that nothing in the
medical bill should be so construed as to interfere ,,,ith the osteopathic law as found in the revised statutes of Missouri at that
time.
Mr. Hall introduced their bill. He had an understanding with
the Speaker of the House that when the bill reached the calendar
on second reading, I was to be the first man recognized to offer
an amendment. Then he, Mr. Hall, would accept the amendment.
This procedure is always accepted by a legislative body that gives
to the man who introduced the bill the right as author of the
measure to correct or amend his own proposed law.
I was a member of the Health Committee before ,vhom this
bill had been heard. During that session they had selected me as
secretary, and it was my duty to \vrite the report on all bills that
came before us. ""\Then this bill appeared before our Health Committee, I said to the chairman and members of the committee,
"Now) this is your bill. ,Vhatever you ,vant to do ,,,ith it is all
right with me." :My attitude there was in accord ,vith an agreement with Mr. Hal! and the Speaker of the House that our amendment would be attacherllater. I did not want to raise any antagonism in that committee.
'This gives the reader one of the most interesting historical incidents in all the history of osteopathic legislation. The bill 'vas
reported favorable by our committee, placed on the calendar with
the recommendation that it pass. Vlhen the bill was called up by
11r. Hall, I immediately arose. The Speaker recognized me at
once, and I offered my amendment. Before IV1r. HaIl could get
to his feet to accept the amendment, a doctor from the northern
part of the state had secured the floor and was talking against my
amendment. 1 /I r. Hall occupied a seat directly back of this doctor and in front of the Speaker's desk. After listening to the
Doctor for a minute or two) 1\I1r. Hall arose and without apology
or excuse called in his stentorian voice) "1\I1r. Speaker, 1\1r. Speaker! " ,Vhen the Speaker asked what the gentleman from Saline
County wished, he stated that he wished to accept the amendment
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to his bill offered by the representative from Adair County. The
doctor who had been speaking) turned and looked at him a minute
and then sat down. 'I'here was considerable discussion over this
amendment and a lot of opposition. Many of the members felt
that it was too drastic and tried their utmost to kill the bill.
The leader against the bill, the late Mr. Dickinson from Clinton.
NIo., who was for a great many years a member of Congress, arose
and asked to interrogate the representative from Adair County.
His question was, "Doctor, if this amendment of yours is adopted)
what will be your attitude on the bill?"
I very frankly told him I had agreed with the author of the bill
that if my amendment was accepted I should vote for the hill,
but ,,,"auld not vote for or against any other amendment) neither
would I help pass the measure because I felt that the allopathic
profession should be strong enough to secure the passage of the
bill without expecting assistance from a profession as young as.
ours. This did not entirely satisfy my very splendid friend, Mr.
Dickinson) nor a good many others) who endeavored vigorously to
defeat the measure.
'\Then the decision was made that my amendment should be
accepted, a number of our friends on the floor of the House came
to me) and there were a good many of them, wanting to know
what they should do relative to the medical bill. My reply was,
"Vote whatever way you believe right, vote for or against the
measure, it will Dot affect us a particle if our amendment is accepted. " Of course) should we fail to secure our amellclmcn C then
our friends ,vould assist me in defeating the bill. This was my
attitude. I told the medical men exactly what they could expect
from me and lived up to it to the letter.
The assembly fought over tilis bill from 10:00 o'clock in the
morning until 6:00 o'clock in the afternoon. Amendments were
offered in profusion from every quarter of the house and every
effort possible was put forth by its enemies to kill it, but it passed
that body by a vote of seventy-six for the measure which was only
five votes more than necessary to pass the bill.
The purpose in reciting this story is to bring out the fact that
the osteopathic profession was not fighting the medical profession;
the fight was made by men who were sent to make laws in the
interest of the people. To the majority of them it seemed that
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the medical profession had asked for extreme measures which
had for their purpose the giving to their organization unwarranted
unnecessary, and absolute domination and control of all Imvs
regulating the practice of medicine and all laws tbat had to do
with public health. There \vcre many of the legislators who felt
that that law was being created more for the benefit of organized
medicine than for the benefit of the public.
In the Senate there was a bitter fight on the measure before it
,vas finally passed. My medical friend, Dr. Peers, met me out
in the corridor behveen the Scnate and the House one day during
the discussion of that bill in the Senate and said, "D- - - you, Dr.
Hildreth, you have caused me the hardest fight of my life." Of
'COltrSe, he laughed about it. He secured the passage of his measure
with a very small majority in the Senate. It was a hard fought
battle, \vith a very close decision for the medical profession, truly
not a victory of which to be proud.
The day after tile medical bill passed the House, I had been
over in to\V11 and was \\'alldng back to the Capitol building. Looking up the hill ahead of me, I saViT coming tmvard me Mr. Leonidas
Wood, a prominent lawyer member of the House. (He lNas later
elected circuit judge of his district.) He was a very staunch
friend of our profcssiou in the legal battIe of 1897. 1 saw as he
approached that he was very much amused about something. The
nearer he got to me, the greater his amusement. He walked up
squarely in front of me, blocking my passage 011 the sidewalk, and
stopped. With his hands placed just above his knees, he bent
over with convulsive laughter. V.Then he could talk, he said,
"Dr. Hildreth, do you know what you did yesterday? Then he
laughed harder than ever. I koC"\v what was coming. He said,
"Do you realize that osteopathic physicians are the only physicians in this state who can treat the sick, even give an enema or
bath or even prescribe a home remedy, or do anything to relieve
suffering without being examined by the State Board, or taking
out a license to practice medicine?
"Sure," I said, "I am well m\'are of that fact, but if you dare
mention it to a living soul you and I will go to the mat. If the
members of that I-louse want to pass that bill that is their business. "
The bill was signed by Governor Dockery and became la\'\'. This
J
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law which was passed in 1901 was left intact for a great many
years. It was not changed until 1929 when a substitute law was
introduced. I was a member of the State Senate, Ulen, and again
voted for a medical law that is now on the statute books of the
state of JvIissouri. Thus it happened that twice during tny membership, once in the House and once in the Senate in the state of
1\tfissouri, I voted for medical bills nohvithstanding the fact that
the medical profession, even The Journal of the American Medical
AssociatiO'lt, blacklisted me when I \vas a candidate for the State
Senate in 1924, claiming that I was against all medical legislation
and urging their friends to vote for my opponent. The secretary
of the State Medical Association wrote a letter to every doctor in
my district, urging that they use every effort to defeat me because
of my antagonism toward medicine. The truth is that the antagonism \vas at that time, and is today, all on their side.
Our though t in approving the former bill was tha t if the medical
profession secured the kind of legislation they wanted for their
profession, they \-vould, in all probability, let us alone for the next
few years.
In the fall of 1902 the Republicans reelected me to the House
of Representatives fronl Adair County. It was hoped that I
could secure a better law for osteopathy during my term, one that
would set a precedent, if possible, for future legislation for our
profession in other states. Dr. Still and other osteopathic physicians with whom we consulted felt that our law in lVlissouri was
so poor we should try for a better one.
In January, 1903, the Forty-Second General Assembly in the
State of :Missouri convened. It was during that session that we
decided upon the type of legislation that was finally approved by
the American Osteopathic Association as a uniform measure for
all the states. It was adopted at the Denver convention in 1905.
The important feature of this type of legislation was an independent board to be composed of five osteopathic physicians, not more
than three of whom would be members of the majority party in
the state. ~l'his bill provided for educational requirements of
four terms of five months each in two separate years, or ten months
in each year. Our board was to exatnine our graduates in all subjects taught in our scllools and issue licenses to all who passed.
This board was to function \vithout expense to the state. Examina-
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tion fees from those \vho 1,vished to practice their profession in the
state were set to cover any expense. Osteopathy, unlike the
practice of I l a ld school" meclicine 111 many states, has never been
a source of expense to the taxpayers of Missouri.
The bill provided also that the graduates of osteopathic colleges
should practice according to the teaching in the recognized schools
of osteopathy. The above description covers the measure, not
exactly, but in substance.
At the time of my arrival in Jefferson City, the State Board of
Health was in session. I asked permission to come before this
Board and present a matter which I had in mind. The request
was granted. :LvIy old friend of byo years before, Dr. rVlcAllister,
was a member of the State Board of Health, also Dr. Sweatman of
Kansas City ,,,,ho was the President of the Board and who at one
time had practiced medicine in Kirksville. There ,vere seven members on this Board. In appearing before them, it was my purpose
to make clear what was the best form of legislation fa! the osteopathic profession.
I said to members of the ?vleclical Board, "Gentlemen you know
who I am; you knmv how my profession through me, as its representative, approved your bill hvo years ago. We helped you secure the la\v you wanted. Now, I am here again in the House and
if possible ,vant to have passed a better lmv regulating the osteopathic practice, giving us the proper standards of qualification.
V\Te want a board composed of five osteopathic pbysicians to examine and pass upon the qualifications of graduates from our schools,
and to regulate and guide our profession in this state. \Ve also
want to be regulated by the same laws that you are in connection
with infectious and contagious diseases and the signing of birth
and death certificates; in other v'lOrds, ,ve want to conform to all
rules regulating public health that your law requires. It is ~y
purpose to introduce a bill, and ,ve "muld appreciate it if neither
you nor the representatives of your profession oppose it. \1,/e
believe We deserve a better la·w."
Dr. McAllister stroked his beard. He sat thoughtfully for a
minute or two and said, "Dr. Hildretb, I will not oppose your
measure. I will ask my friends to vote for it."
Dr. Sweatman, the President of the Board, expressed himself
likewise, and the entire Board assured me that they would not
J
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oppose the measure. Later our bill ,vas introduced and passed
with only :five votes against it. In the Senate there were only
three votes against. The bill was signed by Governor A. M. Dockery in March, 1903. Thus we established in the home state of
osteopathy, the first independent board to regulate the practice.
The 1vIissouri law became the standard for the osteopathic profession and has virtually been the standard from that time until
the present, with some few changes, mostly because of the raising
of educational standards first froni two years to three and then
from three to four years.
During that session it was also my privilege to introduce a
bill that provided for the prorating of anatomical or dissecting
material among the institutions of the state that were teaching
anatomy and kindred subjects. This bill was one of the type that
took the most careful and judicious handling of any measure I
ever attempted to pass. Up until that time, "old school" opponents of osteopathy took a great delight in accusing the osteopathic physicians of being uneducated. They had strenuously
objected at all times to our securing dissecting material at Kirksville, or any other type of material that would prove advantageous
in educating our students. We were unable to secure dissecting
material until this bill hecame a law, because of the bitter fight
waged against us. The passage of this bill was of vital importance
to the college at Kirksville and was needed legislation for our profession.
It was bard for me to understand, then, and it is to this day,
how it was possible for us to pass that lueasure, but we did; it vms
signed by the Governor and became a law. From that day until
this, our colleges in this state have been given ample dissecting
material.
These experiences cover the earliest period in osteopathic effort
to secure recognition by law. In all of our undertakings we ·were
very careful to introduce measures that not only recognized our
profession, but also at the same time were for the best possible
benefit of tile people who wished osteopathic treatment. I feel
safe in saying that it has always been our desire to secure laws
which are just as beneficial to the public, or even more so, as they
are to the profession. In other words, no law should ever be
created that gives to anyone system· all the control in public
J
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health work. Never did we try at any time UlfOUghout our
legislative experience to interfere with the laws that the "old
school" felt ,,,ere absolutely necessary to regulate and govern
their own practice in the best possible way.
It seems to me that it is all wrong for anyone system to dominate the entire field of usefulness in the control of the public health
and the practice of medicine. The Federal government, together
with the sovereign states, are spending millions of dollars every
year under the guise of necessity for the protection and best good
of the health of our "dear people." In recent years there has
been fastened upon the people a heavy financial burden that is
today virtually controlled by tbe dominant school of healing.
Legislation secured in the beginning of our practice in all those
states, on down to the present day, ,,,as the foundation that gave
us broadened opportunity and helped us in a large measure to
render the type of service that has made us what we are today-a
power in the progress of this mighty age in which we live.
In these later years, legislation has heen gnided largely through
the American Osteopathic Association who recommend uniform
bills and encourage the individual states to carryon a legislative
program that will assure the ne'" system of healing, osteopathy,
continued life.
I have been called from time to time before tbe legislative committees in Indiana, Pennsylvania, Virginia, New York, :fi!Iassachusetts, :Minnesota, Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama, and some others. In all of these states ,,,here our profession has been recognized, there has never been any opposition
except from one source, fUld that, the dominant school of medicine.
For a great many years organized medicine has been very active
in fastening upon the public laws which they claimed to be for the
good of the people. All lay persons should understand this situation. 'While we know that it is necessary to safeguard the public
health in a sensible way, ,ve question the advisability of going to
extremes, especially giving the entire control of health problems
to one system.
I would oppose, likewise, any Ia\\' that would give to the osteopathic profession control of all public health activities and the
treatment of disease. All laws should be made and guided by a
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combination of systems which have proved efficient, for the reason
that there is scarcely a treatment that does not have some good in
it and all people should have the right to choose their Q"\vn physicians just as they have a right, under the constitution of the United
States, to choose their own religion.

VIRGINIA LEGALIZU:S OSTEOPATHY

CHAPTER XIV
VIRGINIA LEGALIZES OSTEOPATHY
'rHE experiences in Richmond, Virginia, before the legislative
committee in that state were very interesting because of the fact
that in this great state there were only a handful of osteopathic
physicians who undertook to secure recognition. In the winter
of 1903 it 'was my privilege to present tile osteopathic measure
before a joint committee of the House and Senate at Richmond.
There was a great crowd in that old historic assembly room (the
old state Capitol at that time and the committee meeting was held
in the Chamber ,,,here the first Congress of the Southern Confederacy assembled). This large joint committee \vas the same one
before whOln my good friend, the late Dr. Patterson, 'who assisted
in securing legislation in lvIissouri in 1897, appeared when he
represented the profession at the previous session. The occasion
for the t\VO sessions being held in two separate years 'vas that the
first session, the one that Dr. Patterson attended, \vas the regular
session and the next 'winter, the one before which I appeared, was
a continuation of the regular session of the year before; hence, the
committees were the same.
\Vhen Dr. Patterson appeared before the committee in the winter
of 1902, there were H old school" physicians from all over the state
of Virginia opposing the osteopathic measure. In their talks
against the bill they said everything they could think of disrespectful of our profession, claiming \ve were ignorant and uneducated, that our colleges were only colleges in name, that our p.rofession had no educational foundation, and that our graduates
should not be allowed to practice in the state of Virginia unless
they took the same examinations and qualified just as other physicians did.
Strange to relClte, when I appeared there to represent the osteopathic physicians just one year later, \ve found conditions materially cbanged. Instead of there being a hall full of doctors from
all over the state to oppose us, we found only one man, a dignified,
gen tlemanly physician of the "old school," a surgeon of wide
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reputation, a man who ranked high in surgery throughout not
only his bome state but the United States as well. I found that
this man had been selected by the Virginia J\!Iedical Association
to oppose the osteopathic measure, or at least to watch the situation relative to osteopathic intentions. He accepted this duty on
oue condition-that he be allmved to handle this legislative problem in his own way and he was not to be hampered by directions
from the state associations or by physicians in the state. Therefore,
when the committee assembled, the medical people had but one
representative and that \vas this distinguished physician and
surgeon, Dr. George Ben Johnson, of Richmond.
When the hearing opened, I said I would like to hear the opponents first. This scholarly physician stood up, and unlike the
opposition of two years before, informed the committee he had
been investigating our profession. He bad contacted men and
women osteopathic physicians and had informed himself regarding
our colleges. He said that he had founcl the members of our profession educated and well-qualified. He produced catalogues of
each one of our colleges in the United States at tbat time, aud
expressed the belief tbat they were legitimate educational institutions and doing very creditable work. He read tbe curriculum
from one of the catalogues and called attention to the fact we used
in our colleges the same textbooks that are used in all recognized
colleges of medicine. Then he said to the committee that he was
not there to oppose tbis system of practice, that he had found the
members of that profession to be high class, intelligent, we11educated men and women, but that he did think and feel that if
they were to practice in the state of Virginia, they should take
the same examinations the applicants for the practice of medicine
took and they should take it from their medical hoard and then
be authorized to practice medicine in all its branches according to
'whatever system they might choose.
Dr. Johnson talked convincingly and presented his side of the
question in a dignified, intelligent, and gentlemanly \\ay. There
was no criticism of our profession.
In revie\ving his speech, one is inclined to feel that the attitude
of this distinguished physician was a sensible one and his suggestions should have been accepted by our profession. However,
up un til tha t time and ever since, the only opposition to osteopathy
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or osteopathic legislation has come from one source, the allopathic
profession. OUf past experiences made us realize that ,ve could
scarcely expect to secure just treatment from a Board composed
of a systeul of medicine that had fought us so bitterly for so many
years and whose representatives only a year previously had opposed us in such an unjust way.
H 'was difficult to ansvvcr seemingly so fair and reasonable a
presentation as had been made by Dr. Johnson. Your writer was
wondering to himself for a few luinutes just what his line of argument should be, or what attitude he should take. \Vhen I was
called by the cOIrunittee to present my side of the question, I
tbanked the committee for the privilege of being heard in behalf
of the osteopathic profession. Then I tllunked the distinguished
cloctor for his tribute to the worth of my profession and the type
of men and women who served in that profession and 'ivas gra teful
for the compliment he paid our educational institutions. I proceeded to call the committee's attention to one fact-that the
attitude taken tmvard OUf profession by the distinguished gentleman who had just spoken 1,vas in such direct contrast to the argument of one year before, it ,vas hard for me to understand what had
'''fought the change. ·~Ve were 110 different than hvelve months
before when this matter was before this same committee for their
consideration and action. The argument against the bill one year
ago by representatives from that great profession from all over
the grand old dominion of Virginia was very bitter. There \vas
not a name they could call us, or language vile enough, in giving
vent to their anger, which they did not use. In just one year's
time it was bard to conceive of such a radical change. Here tbis
distinguished representative of their profession had come and
said such beautiful, creditable things of our profession, but my
opinion ·was thaI: the fe~ling of the medical profession had not
changed, that simply the method of presenting its argument had
changed. I said further that we were grateful for the change, but
we could not help but feel that it was only a change in argument,
and not in any sense a change in heart of the medical profession
as a wllOle toward our profession. Then! told the committee
that it is true that our colleges are using the same textbooks as
are used in all medical colleges for the reason that our system \vas
young and had not reached the time when we had textbooks of
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our own. When it came to anatomy, physiology, symptomotology, patbology and all other kindred subjects relative to the
art of healing, these were taught in our schools the same as in
medical schools, but that \vhen it came to therapeutics and methods
of treatment \ve were as opposite as the north and south poles of
the earth. One treated symptoms and the other the causative
factors of disease. Our treatment depended entirely upon our
knowledge of the mechanical factors which disturbed nerve function. In other words, our treatmcnt was based upon physical
defccts as the principle causativc factor in producing disease.
"Ve asked the right to practice our profession in the commomvealth
of Virginia based upon the fundamental principle as taught by
Dr. Still that if mechanical alterations in the body structure are
corrected, the body will restore itself to health. We needed a
Board of our own, cOlnposed of men of one school, who were
acquainted with our system of practice and were not prejudiced
against us. Vie could not possibly expect to receive justice at
the hands of medical men \Vl1O were absolutely ignorant of osteopathy and who \vere incOlnpetent to examine the graduates of our
school and pass on whether they were qualified to practice our
system.
Another point which I tried to make covered the practice of
surgery. I explained that graduates of medical schools when they
were given the 1'v1. D. degree, were entitled to practice surgery,
that our school at the present time (1903) was not even trying to
qualify our graduates for the practice of surgery. We believed
that when the need for osteopathic surgeons came, we would prepare theln and make them better qualified than the majority of
those medical men practicing surgery at that time. I hoped that
the time would never come when every man and woman who
graduated from osteopathic colleges 1vol!ld be given the right to
practice surgery \vithout more adequate training and experience
than was now being given in most medical schools. I boldly
stated that multiplied thousands were being sent to untimely
graves by surgical operations that should never have been performed, and that the deaths tllat occurred following needless
operations, if called by their right name, would have been labeled
legalized murders. A great cheer went up from the audience in
that Chamber, and for some minutes the speaker was unable to
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go on because of the applause. Then I wound up by saying that
I was sure the distinguished gentleman who had opened the argument against our mEasure upon that occasion would agree with
me that the practice of surgery was beyond the ability of the average graduate of a medical school. The osteopathic profession
'vas not asking either to practice major surgery or to use drugs and
internal medication for the cure of disease. I ended by making a
plea for recognition along those lines.
We secured recognition, not by a board of our OWO) but by a
representative 011 the medical board. 'There was a great battle
in the legislature, but part of it before the committee. It is my
lll1clerstanding that the examinations in Virginia have, throughout
the years, becn as fair as in any state ,vhere examinations are
taken from a mixed or medical board.
An incident occurred in later years that might prove amusing
in connection with my contact with Dr. George Ben Johnson.
One day there appeared at the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium a young woman accompanied by her husband. She ,vas
suffering from intercostal neuralgia. 'This is pain between the
ribs caused by irritation to an intercostal nerve. She gave a history
of having suffered with this condition for a number of years. She
told me also that she was directly related to Dr. Jolmson and that
he called her his osteopathic cousin because of the fact that she
had been treated by osteopathic physicians before coming to
Macon. He had diagnosed her condition correctly, but had said
that there vms no surgical treatment for it. Suffering as she did,
she decided to consult other authorities. She ,vent to Mayo Brothers Clinic at Rochester where some member of the staff examined
her and told her about the same as Dr. Johnson and did not offer
her any hope through surgery. From there she came to Macon.
We exmnined her carefully and found certain osteopathic lesions
affecting the ribs and irritating the nerves behveen the ribs. After
about six weeks of treatment, the pain entirely disappeared and to
our knowledge she has had no recurrence.

CHAPTER XV
PHASES OF MEDICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH
EDUCATION
'rHE American Osteopathic Association met at Denver in July,
1905. The Old Doctor, in his seventy-seventh year, attended
that convention in person, but he narrowly missed being killed
on his trip out ·there. The train on ,vhich he ,vas traveling collided with another and he was thrown violently against the end
of his berth, bumping his head and injuring his neck. He never
fully recovered from the after effects of that injury, and he expressed the opinion that it was partially the cause of the illness
which he suffered until the end of his life.
It was at the Denver convention that the national Association
finally adopted {l uniform osteopathic practice bill which it recommended to all divisional organizations seeking better osteopathic
legislation. 'rhe Association adopted the Ivrissouri law with
some few changes. Such a measure, if successfully placed on the
statute books, would be a f,JUarantee to the people of the state that
the osteopathic physician ,vhom they employed would be a qua1i~
fied graduate of a recognized school and duly licensed.
At this convention, Dr. Harry Bunting, who at that time was
editor of The Osteopathic Physiciall, a periodical published in
Chicago, took the stand along with some other osteopathic doctors, that ,ve should be satisfied with membership 011 a composite
board, which in most instances would be a medically controlled
board. Several states in the Union have this type of composite
or mixed board at present. I argued against Dr. Bunting very
strenuously. A number of my friends helped me, with the ultimate result that the independent boarel type of osteopathic bill
was adopted by the American Osteopathic Association.
Since then, a legislative committee of the American Osteopathic
Association has been guiding legislative matters in the various
states; hence my activities in legislation grew less and less as the
years passed by, until 1923. During that year representatives of
the American J\1edical Association in ]\!Iissouri were planning a
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campaign aimed at control of the osteopathic profession. Fear
for the future of osteopathy prompted the management of the
Kirksville College of Osteopathy and Surgery, together with osteopathic physicians all over the state, to demand that the "Titer
again undertake to represent our profession in the state legislaturc, this time in the Senate.
There was a plurality of more than 3,000 Democratic votes in
the ninth senatorial district in which I lived. The fact that I
was a Republican made it very questionable 1vhether I '''auld be
elected. However, I ,vas nominated, and' the struggle began for
votes to secure my election. During that campaign in 1924 a
supreme c'fTort was put forth in my bebalf. I 1,vas successful by a
small majority. After twenty-two years I \vas being sent again
to Jefferson City to represent our profession and the senatorial
district where the first school of osteopathy was started thirtytwo years before. The only medical legislation of any consc~
quence introduced during the session of 1925 was not hard to dispose of; this time our opponents met defeat at the hands of the
chiropractors.
It was never my intention to return to the state Senate after
my term expired, but again I \vas asked to accept the nomination
to succeed myself; this time, however, the request came through
the State Senatorial Republican Committee of this district. I
had told the committee members I 1,vould not be a candidate, but
about six weeks before the election they came to me and insisted
upon my rmming. I said there was no question in my mind but
that I would be defeated because I had no such organization behind
me as I had in 1924. Nothing would satisfy the committee, so
finally I accepted the second nomination. To my utter amazement I pulled through with a comfortable majority, seemingly
without effort either on my part or on the part of my friends.
During this second term I once more helped the medical profession to secure a new Imv. It had been working under the la1,Y
I helped to pass in 190r. In 1929 I was in a position to help the
allopathic profession iUlprove its law.
At the first session of the Senate after I had been reelected, or
to be accurate, in the session of 1929, there waS a physician member of the Senate with whom I had hecome well aeqnainted. We
had served together on the Roads and Highways Committee in
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tbe session, 1927, and I knew the doctor would undoubtedly want
to go back on the same committee. I went to him and said, "Doctor, how do you stand on highway legislation? Are you still in
favor of the present law witbout tampering 'with it?" He assured
me that he waS. I said, "All right, I am going to recommend a
friend of mine in north :fi'Iissouri to take my place on the Roads
and Highways Committee for the reason that he and I have been
good friends; he has been a leader in road legislation for years and
I feel he deserves a place on that committee more than I do."
This seemingly pleased the good doctor immensely.
Only a day or two following'this conversation he came to me
and said, "Dr. Hildreth, the State IVledical Association is meeting
over at the old Central Hotel and we would like to have you attend
that meeting. "
l\!I)' reply was, "I cannot understand what those fellows want
with me." But on the doctor's urgent demand, I consented to
go with bim. On arriving at the meeting place, I learned that
the association ,vas discussing proposed legislation for that session,
Afler a little wbile I was invited to speak. Thanking him for this
privilege, I said tha t I did not exactly understand why they had
invi ted me unless they wanted to discuss with me the proposed
legislation. However, since I had this opportunity, I was going
to take advantage of it and lay before them a few facts concerning
medical legislation in l\!Iissouri and my connection with it from
]901 nntil the present time.
I said, "Gentlemen, your profession has always seen fit to oppose
every osteopathic measure we have proposed in any state in this
union and during the campaign for my election to the Senate four
years ago, your official Journal in an editorial said that I \vas
against all medical legislation. Even the secretary of the state
medical organization wrote a letter to every medical physician in
my district advising them to vote against me because I was opposed
to medical legislation. Now, gentlemen, I am not saying \vhat I
have to say with any malice in my mind nor with any desire other
than to have you know the facts which I mil very sure you do not
know or you would not have taken the attitude you did, Here
are the facts: In 1901 ,vhen elected to the House of Representatives the first time, you asked for the passage of a new medical
law and I snpported that law, notwithstanding the fact that
(1~)
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representatives of your profession had, in 1895-97, opposed our
osteopathic measure virtually to a man. When that bill came up,
I felt you lvere asking for legislation you needed and I agreed to
support it, provided you would leave our then existing law of
1897 alone. 'The bill was amended to that effect. I voted for it,
and some of my friends did also. Without this support your
profession could not have passed that law because there was great
opposition to the measure. It only had five votes to spare in the
House and a very small margin in the Senate. If that was against
medical1egislation, I ,vas against it, but that is the record. You
can go look for yourselves. 1\11)' Yote is a matter of record in this
Capitol builcling."
Then I said, "Two years ago when your Senator J\.Iitchell
introduced an amendment to your existing medical Imv which
bad for its purpose the elimination of the selling of diplomas by
diploma mills, I considered it a just measure and as a member of
the Health Committee in the Senate I made a motion to recommend that amendment for passage. I voted for it all the floor of
the Senate, but it 'was killed in the House. The chiropractors '''ere
strong in that body and they killed it. Now you have another
bill. You have exempted from that bill everything else but th5
osteopathic physicians, and I expect to vote for your bill provided
you agree to leave us out, but, gentlemen, there is not even a
possibility of your passing this proposed bill unless you make
terms with the chiropractors. That House over there will not
vote for any medical measure unless you people agree to aUo\v the
chiropractors to have a bill that will recognize their profession.
If anybody should be fighting such a measure it should be our
profession, but we are not. Our courts will not convict chiropractors and the best thing to do in my judgment is to educate
them. "
'fhen the members of the association asked me what I would
suggest. I said, "1\11eet \villi the leaders of the chiropractors and
agree not to oppose a bill of theirs provided that they will not
oppose your measure. IVly suggestion is that you ask them to
require a three year course of nine months each in three separate
years in their colleges, with a high school diploma for matriculation. This should educate them much more than they are being
educated at the present time and would stop those men from enter-
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ing the state who had simply bought diplomas and had never attended college. "
The association accepted my advice and I had the pleasure of
helping pass both those measures, the chiropractic law and the
proposed medical law. This was one of ·the rare experiences in
my life in legislation and it helped to settle the medical controversy in the state of J\iIissouri once and for aU I hope.
:My second term of office as Senator ended in 1932, but the
osteopathic profession is still represented in the legislature in the
person of Dr. Charles E. Still, son of the Old Doctor. At this time,
1938, Dr. Charles E. Still has completed 11is fourtb term as a
member of the House representing Adair County, the home of
osteopathy. He certainly is a power in the legislature. It is
fine that he can be there and represent the system of healing his
father discovered and gave to mankind. As long as Dr. Charlie
is in our House of Representatives, there is no danger of drastic
legislation against tre osteopathic profession.
There are phases of medical and public healt11 legislation, however, which the public as \yell as our profession should understand.
Medical and public health laws have been placed upon the statute
books of the various states largely through the influence of the
representatives of the dominant system of medicine. Many of
the la,vs relating to educational requirements for matriculation
and tbe length of the professional courses in colleges have been
secured by political doctors who wish to control and regulate tIle
practice of medicine.
In all of the osteopathic legislative campaigns which have been
conducted up to the present time, no voice has been raised against
the osteopathic profession other than that of the representatives
of the allopathic school of medicine. In all fairness, however, I
must admit that there are a growing number of physicians of the
"old school," some of them high up in medical circles, ,vho are
now recognizing the fact that the osteopathic systeul of practice
is rendering a distinct service to suffering humanity and that it
should not be hampered but encouraged. Nevertheless, organized
medicine as a whole is against us, from the time in 1893 when the
late Hon. John Swanger stood on the floor of the I-louse of Representatives in the Missouri legislature and raised his voice against
the passage of a bill that had for its purpose the stamping out of
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osteopathy, until the present day in every legislative body, in
every state where an opportunity for the osteopatbic profession
to better itself arises, there is always one or more representatives
of the A.M.A. present to oppose us.
In the beginning, allopathic physicians undertook to block the
passage of a111mvs recognizing osteopathy as a system of healing.
Their whole aim seemed to be to guide all legislation into the
channels of their own selection in order that they might kill, ab- .
sorb, or control the osteopathic profession. They first undertook
to eliminate us, but failed in this. Their next move was to try
to absorb us by forcing us to accept a meager representation on
their own medical and public health boards.
Some of the best osteopathic physicians in this country, men
who are just as honest in their opinions and beliefs as I am, have
allowed themselves to be misled by listening to the voice of our
old enemies. 'These osteopathic physicians have advocated composite boards, 'which would allow us one man out of a possible
seven or more representatives of medical practice. A large majority of allopathic physicians would love us no more after placing
our representative on their board. Their whole object in legislation
is today and always has been, to obtain full control of all laws
having anything to do ,vith the practice of medicine. To me it is
humiliating to realize that there are a number of good men in our
profession who cannot see the seriousness of this situation. 'There
is no reason why our system should not stand on its own foundations and be recognized as an independent system in a way that
will guarantee its members every opportunity to render the best
service to humanity.
Again, there are men in our profession who honestly believe
that we could secure necessary legislation in states where we do
not have favorable laws at present, by creating the same preliminary educational standards in our schools as are required in
medical colleges. In my opinion this is a mistake. \-Vhat a rank
injustice, both to our profession and to the public who need and·
v,tant our services? If that is true, tell me how it was possible in
the beginning, with scarcely 110 representation, with opposition
more bitter than now, for us to secure independent boards iIi
twenty-nine states of Ule Union, which remain in force today?
One of the latest and most adroit moves of our medical oppo-
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nents has been to try and throttle our profession by the establishment of so-called basic science laws in all the states. Some of
Illy best friends ,,\rill criticize and disagree with me, but here aIJd
now I want to go on record as indorsing but one form of law which
is for the best interests cf the public as well as for the osteopatbic
profession, and that is H~e law creating independent osteopathic
boards, with which the osteopathic profession can control Hte
educational standards and licensing of its own physicians. I feel
strongly 011 this matter, and while I live you will find me at all
times advocating laws which give to the osteopathic profession
the type of legislation COIJducivE: to its grmovth and development,
and guarantees the people medical freedom and the right to select
their physicians from whatever system of healing they choose.
TI~e osteopathic profession can only survive by assisting our
educational institutions in every possible way to increase the
number of students. 'The standard of four years professional
course with a high school diploma for matriculat.ion in our colleges
has given to the world thousands of osteopathic physicians who
are today rendering a service superior to any other system of
healing. Sbould all the states of the union pass laws requiring
two years preosteopathic courses in addition to a higb school
education, there ,,"ould soon be a dearth of physicians because
only the sons and daughters of wealthy people could afford to
take up a professional career. It is a "veIl-known fact that after
spending six or seven years in securing a medical education, many
graduates of medical colleges are not satisfied to locate elsewhere
than in our large centers of population, thus leaving the country
communities and smaller towns without a service which in many
iIJstances is badly needed by them. Legislation should be secured with but one thought in mind, and that is the needs of all
the people rather than the few.
The laws regulating tile practice of medicine, as created by the
representatives or political doctors of the American :r.1edical Association, have brought about the most gigantic monopoly in
the United States. The . A.J'VLA. has been able to secure laws
throughout the land ,vhich not only have restricted the liberties
of the people, but also have dictated public health activities.
It is time the public was aroused to this situation. All our
eleemosynary institutions for the insane, the blind, the crippled,
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etc., arc created by the states with public funds raised by taxation
of the people. Every individual 'who pays a dollar in taxes contributes to the support and the upkeep of those institutions. Yet
should a loved one be placed in a public institution, it would be
difficult to have him or her treated by any physician except the
one appointed by the "powers that be" and in most instances the
<I powers that be" are controlled and regulated completely by the
will of members of the aIlopathic school of medicine. The pitiful
part of it all is that insanity is increasing rapidly. Allopathic
physicians aclm:it that they bavc no specific treatment for insanity,
yet they object to other systems trying to cure the insane. Osteopathic physicians arc not allowed to treat patients in almost all
tax-supported hospitals, not alone institutions for the insane.
In the state of J\1issouri, h01,vever, citizens have the privilege of
selecting a duly licensed osteopathic physician, hOIneopath, or
allopath in a state institution to treat a patient, provided the
service rendered adds no expense to the state. Tbis has been
made possible in J\IIissouri by an amendment to our plesent lalv
and was secured when a Central Board of Control of State Institutions was created during the Hyde administration in the 1921
session of the J\1issouri leg:slature. There was but one object in
connection ,vith this amendment and that vms that those persons
who have loved ones in a state institution might secure for them
treatment by a physician of their choice. People in otber states
should realize the conditions as they exist ill their own community
and demand tbat they too be given the right to choose their own
physicians from 'whatever school they please, just as the Constitution of the United States provides that they may select their mvn
churches and follow the dictates of their o,,,n conscience in religious
matters.
For some years the A.J\1.A. in collaboration \vith the American
College of Surgeons has set certain standards and regulations for
the approval (by these self-constituted authorities) or public as
'Yell as private hospitals. A hospital upon ,vhose staff an osteo- .
patbic physician is found is not approved. This lever of hospital
approval gives the allopathic profession absolute control of the
appointtnent of physicians in virtually all public hospito'lls. No
matter ho\'v much one might contribute in taxes to create and
support tbese institutions, he cannot have the physician of his
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choice to wait upon him or his·loved ones when sick in these hospitals.
This, like many other antagonistic moves against the osteopathic
profession, is proving to De a boomerang, because it is making
people in localities who are helping to support a fev.. of these
standardized institutions realize the enormous injustice of this
type of dictatorial power. The movement is spurring our profession on to create hospitals and sanitaria of our O1,V11. At present
there are over 125 osteopathic hospitals scattered throughout tlle
country and all but 011e of them are privately owned or operated
in connection with osteopathic colleges. ;rhis lonely osteopathic
hospital is in Los Angeles and is called the Los Angeles County
Osteopathic Hospital. It is tax-supported and is staffed completely by osteopathic physicians.
In many localities where allopathic hospitals have been created
by public funds, subscriptions, etc., the people are becoming
aroused and demanding that all systems of practice be recognized
in these institutions.
These are only some of the influences endeavoring to block tbe
progress and grmvth of the osteopathic profession. At the great
A Century of Progress Exposition held in Chicago during 19:3:3
and 1934, our profession, through the American Osteopathic
Association, attempted to secure space in the Hall of Science.
The request was readily granted by the management of the Exposition. It had been arranged that the osteopathic profession
was to have ample space in that building, but ,,,hen a representative of the American Medical Association learned the fact, he
promptly informed the management that if osteopathy was to
have space in Science Hall, the American Medical Association and
all the influences of the medical profession would be withdrawn
'FrOIn that great exposition.
Think of it! It seems ridiculous to believe that the great American J\1edical Association is afraid of our little osteopatbic profession. Nevertheless, they are afraid that ,ve will be able to
demonstrate our ,Yorth and detract from the glory of their great
system. To me this was an absurd attitude. It placed those
men representing the older school (altlmugh there are many of
the111 who deserve credit) in a position where it looked as if they
were not ,ovilling to extend to humanity the benefits of any type
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of treatment from any other sources than their own. I have felt
sincerely that the physicians of other systems of healing older
than ours should have been the first to have reached out a welcoming hand to Dr. Still, should have come to us in a broadminded, whole-hearted way and conscientiously investigated
vdmt osteopathy was doing and accomplishing. Instead of that,
they have condemned us persistently, all these years, without
fair investigation. The political men in their great organization
have been the most persistent in their condemnation.
To me it is a crime that all the healing professions do not 'work
together. The name, "physician," is a sacred one and should
carry vdth it a full realization of the grave responsibility resting
upon the shoulders of each and every individual licensed to practice the healing art, no matter from \vhat school he may come.
Here at least all influences should combinE and work in harmony
to guarantee to the individual sufferer the best there is in all
systems.
Coming back to our exposition story, fortunately the men who
were appointed by the Governor as members of the lvIissouri
Commission to A Century of Progress \vere \ve11 acquainted ·with
the fact that Missouri \vas the home state of osteopathy and were
proud of, and friendly to\vard, the osteopathic profession. These
men were genuine lvIissourians, and when the secretary of the
Commission was asked to sign the contract for space to erect a
J\tIissouri Building on A Century of Progress grounds, they found
in the contract a clause that provided the management of the fair
should have the right to approve or disapprove any exhibit the
lvIissouri people might want to present. This, the secretary of
the Missouri Commission, lvlr. R. E. L. lvIarrs of Carthage, fiatly
refused to sign. He stated that the Commission for lvIissouri
would only sign a can tract which would guarantee to Missourians
the right to present in their state building any and all products,
discoveries, etc., which the commission considered worth-while
to exhibit to the best advantage of that great state. The management of the Exposition, under protest of a representative of the
American lviedical Association it was reported, finally produced
such an agreement and it was signed by the secret:JTy. \¥hen tIle
.fi.1issouri Commission began to seek material for exhibit of the
resources of the grand old state of Missouri, it remembered the
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osteopathic colleges at Kirksville and Kansas City and the StillHildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium at .wlacon. In commemoration
of a worth-while contribution to the prof,Tfess of lvIissouri, the
osteopathic profession was given a prominen t place in the state
building for an exhibit. Our cUsplay induded pictures of osteopathic colleges, a bust of Dr. Still, and literature concerning osteoIJ::tthic (ducation in the United States and much information regarding the progress of our profession. In furt1:er recognition
tbe name of Dr. Andrew Taylor Still was placed on the roll of
honor with other distinguished .fi.1issourians in a separate exhibit.
1'hrough our staunch Missouri friends \ve secured the right of
presenting our great profession in a better way than if it had been
given space in Science Hall, because every visitor wbo came to
the Missouri State building, and there were hundreds of thousands,
could not help but know more of osteopathy after his visit; while
if the display had been in Science Han, the building was so vast
and bad so much in it, visitors wouk. have had difficulty in locating it.
To me one of the outstanding blessings of our great country is
t1~e fact that each individual has a right to his or her own opinion.
In saying what I have said concerning legislation and public
health matters I knmv that I have stepped on many persons'
toes, but I base my opinions on more than forty-five years in
practice, part of this time in public service as a legislator, and I
feel that I know the needs of the profession. There can be no
question but that the members of our professioll owe it to themselves to get together and unanimously demand that type of
legislation which has proved to be the only kind safeguarding the
future of osteopathy. That type of legislation is embodied in the
Independent Osteopathic Examining Board made up solely of
qualified osteopathic physicians.
One of the latest and most vicious attempts by organized medicine to curb osteopathy is seen in tbe proposed basic science bills
which have been introduced in many states the past few years.
A basic science law, briefly, requires al1 persons who intend to
practice the healing 8rt to take an examination in c.ertain fundamental sciences, such as anatomy, physiology, chemistry, and
bacteriology, before taking the regular st.ate board examination
to secure a license. The uniform bill as proposed by organized
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medicine provides for a separate boarel to give the basic science
examination and issue certificates, such a board to be composed
of professors of the various sciences in the state university (not
necessarily JYLD.'s) and one or more licensed }\ILD.'s representing
organized Ineclicille. The viciousness of this In w is readily seen.
Even though there should be an Independent Osteopa chic Board
in a state, if a medically dOlllinatecl basic science board had to
examine osteopathic graduates first, what chance ",,,auld thesf'
graduates have of ever reaching the Independent Boarel? i'rhese
proposals remind me of the spider and tbe fly and mean only
entangling our profession in a mesh that bas for its object the
annihilation of the osteopathic profession.
'I'here is published at the end of this chapter an address which
was presented by Dr. Asa \Villard before the American Osteopathic
Association convention held in Philadelphia in July, 1930. He
shows that in states where basic science lmvs have been created
llcenses issued to osteopathic physicians have diminished in numher! and at the same time a lessened number of students have bFcn
sent to our colleges from these states. God forbid +hat anotber
basic science bill shall ever become a law.
The .American Osteopathic ~sscciation is thoroughly aroused to
this situation and is doing its utmost to prevent the further passage
of theiJasic science bills. Executive Secretary Dr. R. C. IvlcCaughan and Editor Dr. Ray G. Hulburt \vrote in a recent issue of
the joumal of the American Osteopathic Association (June, 1937)
of the deluge of basic science bills introduced in ] 937 and 'what
happened to these bills. Their editorial is quoted in part as follows:
For a dozen years there has been a rather steady rise in this craze for basic
science legislation. As early as Ifl1.5 thcre .vas what was virtuallv a basic
science law, since repealed. But the medics became really serious ~bout it a
decade later. Two states adopted basic science in HJ2,5 and three in 1027.
Something of a lull followed, one state adopting it in H12~1 and three defeating
it In HI:n. Then the upswing in the way of un effort both for and against
basic :'iciencc began in earnest. In 10:33, two states enacted basic science
laws and at least four defeated them. In 10:35 one state enacted such legislation and at least scven defeated it. Nineteen thirty~six may haye been the
llrst "off" year when basic science was considered, one state-reenacting such
legislation as had been invalidated on a technicality and another repeatin<r
its action of two previous years in defeating i t . '
'"
Then carne thc deluge. Basic science bills were introduced in 15 states and
Hawaii this year. As has been shown they failed in most cases, and the
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monstrosities which succeeded in getting through some of thc legislatmcs
must be cause for sleeplessness on the part of those who introduced the original
measures. The cost in time and money has been heavy. Our people, as
well as the IVLD.'s, haYe spent many days in legislative halls which should
have been devoted directly to the maintenance or restoration of tIle people's
health.
In time of war, therc may be "suicide boats, " and" suicide planes, " bearing "suicide squads, n whose members go to certain death in order to bring
great damage to the enemy. Does the AJ'vLA. think us of enough importance
to justify itself in making of itself not only a laughing stock but eyen a" suicide
squad?"

The writer has repeatedly stated in this book that all of the
opposition to the gruvvth of osteopathy has come directly from
one source! the allopathic school of medicine under the IE'ac1ership
of the . .Aunerican 11edical Association.
From the very beginning, in 1895, when its representatives
l111df'rtock to prohibit the teaching of osteopathy to the present
time all kinds of schemes have been concocted to try to tllrottle
the development of Dr. Still's methods in the treatment of disease.
But in most instances such schemes have proved a boomerang.
The monstrosities referred to in the editorial just quoten are those
basic science laws considered ill Georgia and Kansas. In Georgia
the Hygiene and Sanitation Committee of the Senate approved a
bill to make the board consist of one chiropodist, one chiropractor,
one osteopathic doctor, onc drug doctor, one horse doctor, one
Christian Scientist, one chemist, and one astronomer. In Kansas!
a :=o-cal1ed basic science bill wa~ passed which does 110t apply to
rVLD.!s, nor yet to osteopathic physicians, to cbiropractors, or to
dentists, pharmacists, optometrists! barbers, cosmeticians, or
Christian Scientists. These bills were nothing more nor less than
farcical and could not belp but make the proponents of th&t
measure feel theirs was an if,'T1oble defeat.
Even across the \vater in Hawaii organized medicine undertook
to put across its nefarious scheme to throttle the pioneer physicians
practicing osteopathy there. In this far mvay land, a good many
years ago, hvo girls, the Drs. Ivlorelock, opened offices to practice
their professioD. They helped so many people back to lle.altb
that ".lhen they wished to secure an osteopathic law on that island,
their many patients and friends aided them materially and such a
law was established. And now last year (1937) the allopathic
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octopus attempted to fasten upon Hawaii a basic science law \vith
the hope that if it passed no more osteopathic physicians would
be able to practice there. The bill ,vas defeated due to the efforts
of the Drs. Morelock and their friends.
Surely tlJC time has come when such outlandish and extreme
measures to try to kill or throttle a treatment that the world
needs should ceaSe to exist.
To fully emphasize my position on all matters relating to legislation I here1,"1th publish, \'lith his permission, an article by Dr.
Asa \Villard of lvlissoula, lvlontana, who was, for years, chairman
of the legislative committee of the American Osteopathic Association. This article was published in the ]oumal of Osteopatlt}'
(of Kirksville), after Dr. Willard had read the article to the convention asselnbled in Philadelphia in July, 19:30. This article
emphasizes in a much better \vay tban it would be possible for
me to emphasize the conditions as they have existed throughout
all these years. He quotes statistics and facts relative to all
legislative matters which have had to do with our profession for
nearly forty years. Read it, every word! Digest it, and then
tell me if there is any excuse on earth why we should ever accept
overtures from the allopathic profession? They and they alone
have been the opponents of all progress other than that coming
from their mvn ranks. Dr. '~Villard quotes statistics showing that
in many instances in states having basic science laws there is
discrimination against the osteopathic applicants for licenses to
practice. He also shO\vs that such laws are barriers, preventing
the increase in numbers of osteopathic physicians in those states
at the same time lessening the number of students going to osteopathic colleges from those states.

professional course, if you studied nothing else, learn all the known facts of
even the one subject of anatomy. It is those facts that arc most usable to
us in our work that we need to have taught.
Now assume that we have reached our ideal educational goal and in our
colleges the wisest possible selection of these most usable facts has been made
and ideally correlated and presented. That the students are madc osteopat.hic reasoners with confidence in their science and art and in themselves,
and trained to the weighing of relative values under varying conditions. 1'0
know what is necessary to kecp the human body adjusted within itself and to
its environment.
Such mechanicians of the human body, the Old Doctor visioned. As such
they will be the most affective general practitioners of the healing art in the
world.
Nowl! These practically equipped enthusiastic young osteopathic doctors
are graduated. They are anxious to serve.
To do so they must first have a state license.
They encounter state regulations incident to this.
RegulatJons based upon the requirements of an over-crowded profession,
top heavy 'with specialists, whose institutions are hem·ily endowed and publiely supported.
Requirements some of 'which represent more expediency than studied
educational needs.
Regulations the administration of which is dominated by members of an
antagonistic profession which does not wish to see osteopathic physicians
practice and their profession receive public recognition.
Tests applied by men who have an entirely difTerent viewpoint of the healing
art and \\'ho regard an entirely different set of facts as the most usable for
its practice. Some of these well fitted new graduates will be barred by the
preliminary requirement of the two years premedic.
A requirement not the result of any study of practical educational needs
but, originally, frankly applied to hold down a then over-crowded medical
profession.
This requirement for general practice, the wisdom of which has been for
some years questioned by leading educators in the medical profession, including several recent A.1VI.A. presideuts and modifications have been suggested.
Two years of valuable time which his own profession feels and has demonstrated is much more profitably spent after graduat.ion for specialization, if
desired, or interne work. Basic Science Boards administered from a medical
angle 'will bar some of these graduates and others will be failed by medically
dominated state examining boards. These boards will measure them from
an allopathic viewpoint with an allopathic yard stick.
In many instances the medics doing the measuring 'will be honest enough
but again let us remember as a practical basic educational proposition that
they will be men who see values differently and stress as most essential a
difTerent set of facts.
In other instances the professional prejudice of allopaths doing the measuring
will result in actual discrimination against these ne\\' osteopathic graduates.

J

Legislation cannot make the colleges but legislation can break the colleges
and thus kill osteopathy as a profession.
We urge our colleges to stress the osteopathic concept and practical osteopathic application in all subjects, to teach the students to reasoll osteopathically, to bring to their problems an osteopathic attitude of mind. Our best
college brains seek to do this and arc giving their best to the end of selecting
and correlating from the mass of available scientific information that which is
most" usable to an osteopathic physician in curing the sick and affiicted.
In the rvIay Forum, I read a feature article urging us "To inculcate the
teaching of every proved fact pertaining to the healing art in our schools. "
No school e\rer did, ever will or ever can. You couldn't, in a four year's
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Tlmt has occurred, and not infrequently, and so long as human nature is as
it is, it sometimes will occur.
If we were dominant on medical boards perhaps we would average no better
in our treatment of our competitors unless possibly our experiences in being
discriminated against and unjustly deprived of right might serve to increase
our average charity and detenninatiol1 to be just.
Certainly, it is true that in no line of legitimate endeavor, except the healing
art, it is even suggested that the regulation of the afTairs of ouc individual or
group be placed in control of antagonistic competitors.
\Vhen allopathy dominates the administration of arrangements regulating
the practice of osteopathy, even ,,,hen all intent of discimination is absent,
inevitably from time to time board actions will be taken and rulings made
having the effect of law which will harmonize with the allopathic plan of things
but do not jibe with that studiedly worked out osteopathic educational plan
which has produced these splendidly fitted young osteopathic practitioners.
And it is easy to sec how this feature, inevitable under the best of conditions
with this arrangement, can be aggravated to the detriment of the osteopathic
applicants when there happens to be on the administering board aUopaths
with deeply grounded influencing prejudices. And it can often be done in a
way that in detail it is difficult or impossible for us to demonstrate and hence
to prevent.
We can but show the general result.
Then-? What is the result of this legislation allopathically dominated?
Our graduates cannot get licenses to practice.
As an indication from our actual experiences last year 51 per cent, or over
half of our graduates appearing before mixed or composite boards, after reaching the point of being allowed to take the examination, were failed. The
year before 60 per cent and the total average of those failed in the last five
years is 50 per cent. In a like period of time they failed but {j per cent of
their own applicants. (1 he osteopathic boards failed 6 per cent of their
applicants during the past five years which shows them to be at least as strict
with their own graduates as the medics are with their own.)
Recently, a national medical conference was considering osteopathy and
other" cults" and" irregulars" as they were pleased to dub them. Ivredical
reports quoted Dr. John Hagan, as saying" I believe Mr. Chairman, that the
correct way to oust the cults is by the elimination of their schools." \VeIl
wouldn't it oust osteopathy to cut out half of the students at this time through
composite board requirements and examinations?
And you can put this down as a fact. The medically dominated mixed
boards give us even as good a deal as they do now because the club of the independent board hangs over them. \Ve have thirty independent osteopathic
boards and committees.
Discriminatory administration of the medically dominated boards which
became too obvious has resulted in their overthrow in a number of states and
in the substitution of the independent boards.
The independent board is the prevailing form of law.
Eliminate that condition. Substitute generally the mixed and medically
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dominated form of law and you would soon see the rules of the game increasingly changed to our disadvantage.
Then, harking hack to the picture of different values placed upon different
sets of facts by the allopathic and osteopathic school of physicians; the differing viewpoints; the inevitable use of the allopathic educational yardstick and
board rulings to the detriment of the osteopathic graduates; the consequent
failure of osteopathic applicants to secure licenses to practice.
When allopathically dominated regulatory arrangements keep our graduates from practicing will not our schools have to close and we be through as
a profession? Our schools will have their choice of closing or of abandoning
their studiously developed and practically reached educational plan for the
production of the most efficient family physicians; and run according to· allopathic ideas and teach from the allopathic viewpoint, as to what is the most
usable set of facts so t11at their students can hope to pass boards under rules
and examinations made and conducted by allopaths.
And that latter choice again means killing osteopathy as a profession.
State Board examinations are not ideal arrangements. With strict, but
cooperative college supervisions and colleges ideally functioning, the duties
of such boards primarily be the registering of credentials and issuing licenses.
Having to be reckoned with, however, in the prevailing order of things, certainly state board examinations should be tests to see whether or not the
colleges have produced what they were supposed to produce. Can men who
have no training whatever in osteopathy, intelligently give tests to tell whether
or not effective osteopathic physicians have been produced? To have them
attempt such is an educational travesty.

IN ILLUSTRATION
Before Teddy Roosevelt became president, a bunch of bureaucrats at \Vashington evolved stereotyped lists of examination questions for government
service applicants. A minister applied for chaplaincy of the troops on the
:rvlexican border, one question asked was, "\Vhere is Trinity River?"
Answer: "Trinity River is where it always was and if my regiment should
ever reach its banks, I would hold religious services with the same zeal a~
though it were on the banks of the Jordan."
Like questions were answered in kindred manner and the matter was brought
to the President who was interested and he was told that the man could not
pass the examination and could not be appointed. Teddy said: "Well,
you'd better appoint him or I'll call for those questions and answers and we
will see what the Congress of the United States thinks of that examination to
test a preacher."
The tests given ·were not calculated to ascertain possession of the most
usable facts for the work contemplated.
What then is essential in legislation if ,ve would keep our colleges open and
continue to exist as a profession?
Keep the way open for the young men and women coming out of our colleges.
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Ever).' selfish interest and all other considerations should be sacrificed fcif
this.

And what is the most vital factor in the maintenance of this essential in
regulation?
Who controls the administering agency?
Who administers the laws?
That is the vital factor.
OUf experiences have clearly demonstrated this. Years ago you heard the'
principle of free trade vigorously and widely argued for. "Fools rush in where
angels fear to tread" und I realize that touching upon any phase of politics
offers opportunity for contention; but I fccl that I will assault no one's political
convictions when I say today it is doubtful if there is one unqualified free
trade democrat in existence.
The South can use a little protection for cotton and products and the Man':'
t.ana democrat can use a little on wool.
Experience proved that in a newly developing country gauged upon a higher
standard of living that for a time, at least, the unqualified free trade principle
was not the best..
Years ago our osteopathic forces were divided between the principles of
mixed medical and independent osteopathic boards.
There was much good argument in favor of the former.
It at one time ,vas the dominant form of regulation.
Experience proved that with a new, dcveloping profession, inferior in numbers and with ideas of etiology and therapy and gcneral attitude of mind
towards the healing art clashing with those of the dominant school, that the
medically dominated board was not the best.
Today there should not be an individual in the osteopathic profession who
favors the principle of that type of regulation.
If there is he has not studied our experiences generally or he deliberately
ignores them and stands by his preconceived theories.
And it might be remarked, in passing, that to list yourself as against this
principle of allopathic domination in regulation and then accept tllefirst thing
the medics offer under it that gives those osteopathic physicians already in
practice in a given state immediate advantages, yet puts up the bars against
those to come, is as detrimental to our continued professional existence, yes
even more so, than to openly contend that the principle of allopathic domination in regulation is the best.
Let us turn to a few pages from our book of experience.
Consider the state of New York.
In Hl07 the regulation of our practice was placed under a mixed board and
·na osteopaths were licensed to pract.ice, being there at that time.
In H108, New York had (round numbers) 1),000,000 people.
In 1928, twenty years later, she had 11,000,000, an increase in· medical
population of ;·m per cent..
In 1907, New York licensed 41:3 osteopaths. At the end of 1928, twentyone years later, she had 31.7, over 20 per cent less.
Figures as to population and medical numbers are taken from the third
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report of the commission on licensure issued l\fay, 1929. Those as to osteopathic numbers from date were printed in New York osteopathic association
bulletin the" Blotter." and from an osteopathic member of the New York
mixed medical board.
Doesn't a population increase of 22 per cent, an M. D. increase of 39 per
cent and an osteopathic decrease of 20 per cent over a twenty year period head
us for professional extinction?
If the regulatory conditions, which brought that about. dominated the
country we would already be through.
And this consequence has resulted in New York in spite of the heroic
efforts of one of the most loyal and energetic groups of osteopathic physicians
in the country. No state body in the country is more loyal to the ideals of
ourfoul1der.
No state in this union has kept up the intelligent organized effort to get
osteopathic recruits that New York has and there are states in which osteopathy would already be extinct as a profession had they been saddled with the
medically dominated regulatory arrangement of New York. in the past score
of years.
And Chas. Hazzard. one of the best osteopaths in the Union, is on the New
York :Medical Board.
Someone says, "I've heard it and seen it written in our publication that it is
restrictions in practice that holds New York's osteopathic population down.
That is because they don't have unlimited privileges. " There are restrictions
in practice in New York that should, in justice, be removed but they are mere
incidents in the picture of osteopathic diminution.
Not the cardinal factor at all.
The Pennsylvania Independent Board of osteopathic examiners is one of
the best and strictest in the country. You could set that same board down in
New York State today and give them the administration of the law as it is
and fifty osteopathic physicians a year wiII go into New York and they ·will be
just as practical and efficient practitioners of osteopathy, capable of rendering
the public just as good osteopathic service as the average of the relatively few
that are getting into New York.
After a time New York D.O.'s would have the numbers, would reach more
people osteopathically, would have enough influence to have the restrictions
eliminated. Exactly that happened in IVIaine.
TIley plugged along inl\'!aille, their law, which did have hampering restrictions, was administered by their own board. As the years went by they
repeatedly refused to exchange it for medical alliances in administration which
would give those in the state everything they desired. but make those to come
encounter medical administration in getting in. They loyally insisted that
they be allowed to, and from year to year made a sacrifice to keep the administration of their own profession in the hands of their own people. They recently
reached their goal and seeured unhampered opportunity to practice under the
administration of their own board. And the way is open for the osteopathically qualified doctors coming from our colleges.
(13)
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The same thing happened in Iowa. It has happened in other states. It
is happening in other states, It is l1appening now in 1"'10ntana.
Last year in 1vfontana we licensed 25 per cent more than the medics were
fortunate enough to, and we lost none by death and they lost three. Let us
review other chapters in our experiences.
Take \Visconsin. In 1003 our people there accepted all act drawn by Dr.
Currens, the president of the medical board, providing for a mixed medically
dominated board on which we were given a member.
That same year Wisconsin's neighbor on the East, :Michigan, passed an
independent board law and Minnesota, her neighbor on the \Vest after unsuccessful fights in previous years also fought through an independent hoard
law.
What is the result?
Today Michigan 'with a little more population than Wisconsin has fOUf
times as many D.Oo's, while rVIinnesota, 'with Jess populat,ion than \Viscollsin
has more than twice as many D.Do's. In the last three years, ?dinnesota has
lost some ground because the A.lvI.A. arrangement of the Basic Science Board,
has been imposed upon her.
Drop down to Indiana "dth her medically dominated mixed board and her
t \vo year premedic requiremen t.
With more than 3,000,000 people to be served, for years she has licensed an
average of less than four osteopathic physicians a year. Not enough to supply vacancies from death, etc.
And she has dropped from one of the leading suppliers of students to our
colleges down to where last year she sent but nineteen. n every state did no
better according to their population, we would have but about 770 students
in our colleges or less than half of what we do have.
And that again puts us back to:

LEGISLATION AND THE COLLEGES
The composite board states conjointly for years bave sent a much smaller
number of students to our colleges per population, than have the independent
board states.
But it is said Ah, tlmt is perhaps a matter of fewer practitioners to send
them. Well, suppose it is. If medically dominated legislation holds dnwn the
osteopatllic population in a state so that osieopathic students don't get in to
send back students to the colleges, the result to t1le colleges is the same.
Let us drop down to Kentucky with its medically dominated board and
2,500,000 people. Last year Kentucky licensed 113 :1'!.D.'s and one lone·
D.O. and she has only licensed seven D.O.'s in the last five years.
She is sending but three students to our colleges and if the rest of the states
sent the same ratio of students per population, we would have a total of less
than 150 students in all of our colleges.
In other words we wouldn't have any colleges. They would be closed.
One hundred and thirteen M.D.'s licemed in one year and one D.O,
The only thing that can prevent speedy extinction of osteopathy is for
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tl105e of am people who are there, to live forever. Kentucky is a glorious
state. Our folks there are fine folks. I have experienced their hospitality.
::\Iay they never die!
Yet, we hear repeatedly from our practitioners, in those medically dominated
board states I have just named, the expressions, "We have a fine hw for our
people," "Our law is working splendidly," "\Ve are satisfied with our law."
Why do they say tbis? Are they selfish?
I know they are not. A lot of them are my personal friends. Some of them
arc my classmates. I know their loyalty to osteopathy. Then why, their
stand?
Because tbey look about them and see Dr. Sam Jones, Dr. Bill Smith, Dr.
Sarah Brown and all the osteopathic physicians they know in their state are
doing well, are not hampered in their work in any way and they themselves
have a satisfactory practice. They judge by that and don't sec the whole
picture and realize 'what is happening to their profession generally by such
medically dominated arrangements, as they are operating under.
Before laying down our hook of experiences, let us see what has happened by
comparison in states that have been under and have thrown off the yoke of
medical domination in regulation.
Take 'Vest Virginia in the six and one-half years, prior to July 1923, under
a medically dominated board, fourteen osteopathic physicians were licensed.
An Independent board was fought for and secured and in the succeeding six
and one-half years, fifty-nine osteopat11ic physicians have heen licensed.
\Vashinb'1:011 in nine years, following 1900, licensed under a composite board,
forty-six osteopathic physicians and under an independent board in the succeeding nine years licensed 210.
In the'last three years the imposition of the Basic Science Board has again
cut down the entrants.
There is not entirely the difTerence the figures show in those establishing
themselves because of the reciprocity licenses secured and residences not
established but without exception the osteopathic population is held down
under medical domination and increases when such is removed.
Nebraska, Oklahoma and other states record like experiences.
Let us note California's experiences and in all this keep in mind what was
said a few moments ago.
Who controls the administering agency?
Who administers the law is the vital factor.
In California for years our profession was subjected to what our friends 01
the press designated as the" Rule or Ruin" policy of the medical majority
on the composite board of examiners.
The Los Angeles Times in an article in October, 1922, reported how that
board of examiners in the arbitrary exercise of its power to "approve" or
refuse to "approve" osteopathic colleges discriminated against them.
Adverse rulings 'were made 'which when upset by the courts were supplanted
by other adverse rulings and the I~os Angeles College of Osteopathy was so
harassed, repressed and discriminated against that a student attendance of
around 300 was cut to less than seventy.
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Legislation and the colleges. \VeU, legislation does seem to have a bearing
upon the colleges, doesn't it?
OUf California folks asked for an osteopathic board. The injustice of
medical administration of their alTairs was brought to the people and by a
majority of ovcr 115,000 the people of California gave us our own board to
administer the law as to our own practitioners.
And what is the result? In the few short years since then, the college there
has gotten back to its former enrollment, and in doing so has not lowered but
has increased its efficiency and cITcctiveness in the production of osteopathic
physicians.
First class osteopathic hospitals arc successfully ruuning. A unit in the
Los Angeles County Hospital is manned by our practitioners, the profession
is assuming added responsibilities, is increasing in numbers, is developing and
progressing and attaining public appreciation.
And let this burn into your minds.
The law under which this is being accomplished is exactly the same law
that under medical administration was killing us as a profession.
Some of its features are not ideal but there wasn't a comma in it chang~d,
vVe Were simply given an osteopathic board of Examiners to administer that
law as to our alTairs instead of having them administered by a medically
dominated board.
Who administers the law is vital!
A moment ago we made the statement that our experiences showed that
under continued medical domination in state regulation our colleges inevitably
must cither close or abandon their well developed practical educational scheme
and teach according to allopathic ideas of what constitutes the most usable
set of facts to practice the healing art.
Let me before leaving this, give a reverse illustration of the influence board
administration and examinations may have in college work.
That California law whose administration our people took over had a requirement in it for a physician's license of so many hours of college work in
materia medica, pharmacology and therapeutics.
I wish it was not there and instead the requirement was that those total
hours ·were for therapeutics.
A number of California leaders have the same wish as do graduates of Harvard and Johns Hopkins in California ."hose Alma I'daters have eliminated
classes in materia medica.
But I have here in my hand a set of examination questions which the osteopathic board of California recently gave in materia medica and pharmacologyand therapy.
\Vith the emphasis that is placed upon therapy and with osteopathic physicians who know the osteopathic viewpoint, doing the grading, I believe that
with a proper selection of ten of the twelve questions given that even I could
make a passing showing in it and so far I haven't been accused of being promedical.
It is practical from an osteopathic slant
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With that examination conducted as it is the college at Los Angeles does
not have to teach drug administration with the sympathy towards the allopathic idea of relative values that it would if a medical board examination had
to be passed by its students in those subjects.
An A.l\LA. Journal of April of this year, confirms the foregoing trend of
these remarks with these editorial words.
"In California," however, the osteopaths have heen granted a separateboard of osteopathic examiners to license them as physicians and surgeons
under the same law which provides for graduates in medicine" and speaking
in comparison of the medical and osteopathic board examinations says further,
"The different character of the two examinations is indicated by the fact
that since this concession was secured the failures of osteopaths were reduced
by 30 per cent. "
"Of a different character," that's exactly the point.
This 'editorial writer hits the bull's eye .vithout knowing it.
Not less severe examinations but of "A different character," examinations
toned to test as to adequate possession of the most usable facts for clTective
work as osteopathic physicians Qot allopathic.
The editor of the A.1v1.A. Journal hasn't the acumen as to educational
matters possessed by Dr. A. S. Draper, ex-president of the University of
Illinois, who, after years of service as commissioner of education for the State
of New York und of the medically dominated board and its examinations in
that state wrote:
"It sepms to me that the state must eventually come to the point of exacting
diITerent measures of education and experience from those who practice the
healing art in dilTerent ways or usc means of differing instmmentability."
Difference in Character of Education-that's the cmx of the issue.
Character, individuality, particularity.
l\Iedical domination, educationally, eliminates it, and eliminates osteopathy.
At this point a brief word as to the A.lvi.A. 's basic science board's movement,
the latest adroit maneuver of the A.l'v1.A. to establish a "single standard"
and eliminate competitors, through super~imposing upon our independent
boards, which they cannot dominate, an agency with which they can choke us.
You will find the practical workings of these Basic Science Boards, as to our
people, in the few states where organized allopathy has put them over given
in detail in the annual report on legislation to he printed in the September
Forum. I will just give to you at this time, these brief, practical facts in
support of the fundamental contention as to law administration, which I
have just been seeking to emphasize.
In H127, '28, '29, the existing Basic Science Boards licensed a total of 1.505
l\.LD. 's, 1475 by examination and 120 by reciprocity. They failed U)5 M.Do's
or 8 per cent of all those examined and licensed by reciprocity. Ivleanwhile
they licensed fifty~nine D.Oo's and failed 3;) or 30 per cent. Four times as high
a per cent for D.Oo's and M.D. 'so (One D.O. licensed by reciprocity.)
In the three states, Minnesota, Nebraska, and \Vashington, for which we
have available figures for such comparison, we find in the two and one-half
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year period prior to the adoption of the Basic Science Board and in the two
and one-half period since the adoption of these boards they have licensed but
thirty-five or about one-fifth as many.
Think that over and figure out what ·will happen if we allow this medically
dominated form of legislation to be generally superimposed upon our independent Boards.
" In our newness and inexperience we have floundered along the best we knew
how, committing some distressing blunders but in the main making remarkable
progress.
"\Ve are now, as to professional status, where homeopathy ·was thirty years
ago, and we can mal,;:c the choice that
insure our professional identity
and progress or we can do as homeopathy did then and make the one big
blunder that will kill our colleges and eliminate us professionally.
\Vho during the war kept our soldiers and sailors and now keep our disabled
veterans from receiving osteopathic sen'ice:
Vlho, tlirough influence and direct activity, keep us from recognition and
service in the industries, as health officers, insurance examiners, every service
possible:
\VIto make the rules and then tell us when we want to serve that they're
sorry but it's against the rules:
If we think we can turn the regulation of our affairs to their domination
and professionally live-'VeIl, the babes in the l,,,oods were as 'Wise 1\Ten of the East compared with
us.
Let's go it alone without entangling alliances.
'Therapeutically we're sitting on top of the world.
We don't have to look to medicine for our advancement.
We can even furnish our own dignity.
I have heard some contend that we must have a research worker recognized
in medical circles.
Bosh!!! I wouldn't trade Dr. Louisa Burns for any medical research worker
on earth.
Let's quit wasting time trying to impress or convince the medical profession.
Let's look to the people. Convince them and ourselves.
Often you'll find right now, a higher type of appreciation of osteopathy in
the laity than we sometimes evidence.
This osteopathic profession has a lot of fight Idt in it if l,,,e will arouse ourselves, realize conditions and face them squarely.
'There's more science tucked into osteopathy than any healing profession
on earth.
Occasionally it's expressed in our Journals that we've donned scientific
clothes and are past the period of sentiment.
Well, if that's true let's back: up in the latter respect and put osteopathy
over for it takes sentiment to do it.
The profession needs to be as our revered Founder, Dr. Still, was, both
scientific and human.

Cold blooded science alone never put over any humanitarian movement.
have a sentiment for our profession. See it as the medium for advancing a great humanitarian movement with each of us having our part.
Let us feel this with a fervor that will make us fight for our professional
integrity.
If we go down let's be knocked down. Let's not lie down.
Let us be willing to sacrifice:
To forego temporary advantage for larger ultimate recognition and achievement:
Fight to remove restrictions and for unhampered opportunity to serve, of
course:
Contend for the right to practice our profession as our colleges teach us.
But let us not agree to arrangements that sell out the profession's future
to get what we want this minute.
The spirit of sacrifice and patience are not ordinarily characteristic of this
particular time.
It is rather-" I want what I want and I want it now regardless of the
price. "
1·"rany there are in the ordinary walks of life who have already begun to
lose and suffer as they experience the reaetion and folly of yielding to that
spirit.
We, as a profession, must not yield to that trend but with vision must rise
above the temporary spirit of the age and refuse to accept immediate advantages gained at the expense of regulatory arrangements which mean the clos~
ing of our colleges and the death of our profession.
If we will do this:
Support our colleges;
Give them a chance to and help them to develop their educational plan to
the last degree of practicability along osteopathic lines, and not force them
with regulatory arrangements to meet allopathic ideas and standards;
Keep the way open for the graduates they tum out, we will safely weather
this traditional period and soon be so thoroughly established;
'Vill have so proved ourselves to the public;
They will have such confidence in us, that they will not question our right
and ability to run our own profession and they will allow no hampering restrictions to be placed upon us.
'Ve will come through with the numbers to push fonvard as a distinct respected profession, based upon the solid foundation of structural integrity
and natural immunity.
And that will be something worth having a part in.
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My supreme hope is that the facts herein quoted by Dr. Willard
relative to the basic science laws, as well as composite board la"ws,
may prove to be the incentive that ,,,ill eventually arouse all
osteopat11ic physicians and all the friends of the profession to
rise up and demand that all such laws which have for their purpose
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the prevention of liberty in medicine, as well as in religion, be
wiped from the statutes.
It is also my desire that the reading of this article may arouse in
the hearts of those 'who believe in faiT play in medical1egislation a
sense of duty, not only to the osteopathic profession, but to the
people of our country in order that they may be privileged to
have the benefits of supreme service rendered by the osteopathic
profession. The pitiful part of the entire legislative fight is it
interferes \"itb the growth and development of the osteopathic
profession and has been fostered through ignorance and prejuclice.
Dr. \-Villard's article presents to our readers the conditions
relative to medical legislation as it existed at the time Dr. \Villard
read his paper and as it exists today. It should prove there is
only one foundation upon ,vhich we can depend to guarantee the
future safety, growth, and development of the osteopathic profession as an independent system throughout all time and that is
our O\vn independent examining board which leaves us free to
grow and develop the greatest profession God ever gave to man.

CHAPTER XVI
A GLIMPSE OF SOME OF DR. STILL'S PHILOSOPHY AND
TECHNIC
IT is going to be difficult to make this part of my work fully
understandable to the average reader. Dr. Still's intimate knowledge of human anatomy enabled him to predict the outcome of
osteopathic manipulative treatment applied in certain sections of
the spine, i.e., the results that could be expected from such treatment, but the mechanisms by 'which these results 'were secured
are extremely hard to describe.
Some of Dr. Still's explanations for the results obtained were
beyond my comprehension, but it is up to the osteopathic physicians and students of today to work out by experiment and research the various nerve connections which Dr. Still said are
there (between spine and viscera), because invariably the treatment applied by him would result in alleviation of symptoms and
the restoration of the hody to health.
It seems to me that my failure to understand in every instance
the connection behveen the lesion, which was claimed by him to
be the causative factor, and the diseased condition, is due to the
fact that Dr. Still was a much hetter student of natural law than I.
My hope is that the student of osteopathy today who studies
and masters his anatomy, physiology, and other kindred fundamental sciences will be better able than I to fathom the relationship between the various nerve origins and centers as given by Dr.
Still and the functions they involved.
Dr. Still said to me one time when we were discussing methods of
approach to patients, "Do you knm'i', Arthur, when a patient
comes to me for examination and begins to talk to me about
symptoms, how she suffers, and what her trouble is, I seldom observe the patient's clothing. I never notice ,vhether she is beautifully dressed and ,vears silks and diamonds or covered with homespun cloth. I am listening to her story, and while listening, I am
seeing in my mind's eye the combination of systems which go to
make up the whole of t1mt body stnlcture. I am concentrating
on her story, trying to determine through the description given to
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me the structural alterations 'which have occurred to produce the
symptoms described.
"I am seeing first the bony framework and the joints 'which
hold it together as one system, the foundation upon which all
other structures in the human body are built. I am seeing,
especially, the positions of those bony parts and their relationships, one with the otber. Then I see the ligaments 'which hold
that framework together, connecting and covering tile bones at
their joints from the toes and fingers to the base of the brain, marvelous creations of strength that make firm the bony structure.
Then I see the muscles inserting in various "\vays all over the bony
framework, some of them covering the ligaments and others beginning and ending in them. They are placed to give needed protection to the framework and at the same time move the bony
parts in such a marvelous way, ·with such hannony that it is hard
for the mind of man to conceive of the perfection of their functions.
"I am also seeing in my mind's eye the nervous system, the
system which acts in the same capacity in the human body that
the telegraph system acts in the commercial world for the interchange of thought. 'The difference between the nervous system·of
the human body and the telegraph system which encircles the
globe is that one is man-created and the other is divinely created,
God-made, if you will. While listening to a patient's story, I try
to visualize the anatomy of the nervous system in all its relationships, in every function of the body. The nervous system is one
of the most marvelous mechanisms ever created.
"I see its division into the cerebrospinal part and the sympathetic part. 'The first is made up of the brain, the spinal cord,
and the spinal nerves and their branches, reaching out to all
muscles, joints, and skin, conveymg messages to and from the
brain of movement, temperature, pain, etc. The second or sympathetic part is composed essentially of chains of nerve ganglia extending from the base of the brain to the tip of the spinal column,
controlling the functions of the intenml organs, the circulation
of body fluids, and nu trition to the various body parts.
""'\Then you stop to consider how these two great systems are
joined together, how they communicate one '\vith the other, you
have, in my opinion, the most supreme example of the perfection
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of the work of the Divine Architect. Each is an individual nerve
system, yet so created as to enable nerve impulses to pass from
one to the other.
"I further see the arterial system, with its great and small
avenues for carrying the blood to every portion of the body. Not a
body cell is overlooked. All types of nutritional material and oxygen are carried in that blood stream, substances needed to repair
worn-out cells, to grow hair on your head and nails on your fingers,
the needed materials for vision and hearing, bone building material,
etc. The mechanism whereby these materials are transferred
from the blood stream into the vital living cells of the hody is
beyond description, almost beyond understanding.
"Then I visualize the venous system, another great system of
vessels which carries away the waste products to the organs of
elimination. There is still a third and most important system of
vessels which accompanies the arteries and veins throughout the
body. This is know11 as the lymphatic system. It supplies the
serous fluid in which the tissue cells are bathed. It has to do with
the mechanism of nutrition, absorption and the protection of
cells from hannfu1 poisons and hacteria. And last hut not least
I see the glandular system of the body and wonder how -it brings
about its effect in each particular case."
Such was Dr. Still's line of thought as he listened to the complaints of a patient.
At another time he described how he divided the spine for diagnostic purposes into sections, each section representing the socalled" centers" of control for the various parts of tile body including the internal organs. These sections, Witil tile exception of
two, were composed of four vertebrae each: 'I'he upper cervical
(3), lower cervical (4), upper dorsal (4), mid-dorsal (4), lower
dorsal (4), the upper four lumhar, and the fiftlllumhar and sacrum.
The four upper lumbar vertebrae he described as one division, the
fifth lumbar or lowest lumbar vertebra and the sacrum were
another division. The causes of impaired health, sic1mess, pain,
and disability were directly related to mechanical alterations in
the joint structures in these various sections of the spine. l\1echanical disturbances here irritated the nerves which in tum
affected the part or parts supplied by them, resulting in disturbed
function, lmvered resistance, disability, and pain.
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For instance, he claimed that the circulation to the skin of the
head and face, and the circulation to the eyes, the nose, ears, and
the throat, are largely controlled by nerves related to the upper
cervical section of the spine. It ,vas his opinion, however, that in
order to get the best results, the osteopathic physician, in treating
head and neck conditions, must not only look for defects at the
base of tile brain and in the cervical region, but also that he must'
consider the saCntffi at the other end of the spinal column. The
sacrum is truly the foundation of all the vertebrae in the spine.
The "human mechanic," as he loved to tenn the osteopathic
physician, must understand aU the laws connected ·with body
mechanics. He should know that unless the position of the fifth
lumbar was correct in relation with the sacrum, all the vertebrae
above, clear up to the first cervical, might be influenced; they
might be drawn out of line by muscle pull, as the attempt is made
to compensate for a shift in body weight. Hence, Dr. Still emphasized the fact that all vertebrae, the whole length of the spinal
column, must be in correct position in order to secure the best
results.
The vasomotor center in the lower portion of the brain, which
controls the function of contraction and dilatation of blood vessels
and consequently the circulation to the entire body may also be
influenced by lesions affecting the upper cervical region. Hence,
in the cure of all fonns of eczema, local or general, this center
must be reached through that area.
He also laid stress upon the necessity of seeing that the ja,vs
were properly articulated, especially was this true, he said, in
diseases of the mouth, the tongue, and the throat; even in deafness, he claimed, the disturbed articulations of the jaw may be at
fault. My wife's eyes were treated according to Dr. Still's reasoning along this line, as chronicled in an earlier chapter in this book.
The region of the first, second and third cenrical was that section
of the spinal cord which, Dr. Still claimed, controlled the circulation in and around the eye.
He also had a most profound respect for the manner in which
the circulation to the spinal cord itself ,vas accomplished. The
perfection of the mechanism which so beautifully controlled the
minutiae of the circulation of the spinal cord awed him. Here, of
course, was the complete fulfillment of the Divine plan.
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\Vhile serving in the l\1issouri Senate in 1927, it was my pleasure
to make the acquaintance of the chairman of the Appropriations
Committee of the House of Representatives. \Vhile chatting 'with
him one day, he told me this story:
Over forty years ago (even before Dr. Still began teaching
osteopathy), this man's wife suffered a bad attack of stomatitis
(sore mouth). Everything the family could think of had been
tried in attempting to cure it. She had been taken to some of the
best physicians in the country, including Chicago and St. Louis
specialists. The husband spent a lot of money ,vithout any improvement in his wife's condition. Finally, hearing of Dr. Still,
he determined to take his wife to see him and get his opinion. They
arrived in Kirksville one day, late in the afternoon, and ,valked
over to the little cottage in which Dr. Still was then treating patients. \\Then their tum came around, Dr. Sti1llooked in his wife's
mouth, then examined her neck and especially the articulations of
the jaw bone. He did not pay much attention to her neck, but
immediately began treatment of her jaw. The husband, in reporting this to me said, "That treatment did not last three minutes.
When Dr. Still finished the treatment, he said, 'That is all, you
may go home if you ,vant to, your wife will get well'."
The man was astounded; he said he felt sure that he had come
to the greatest fake on earth. He could not believe that Dr. Still
even meant what he said, but he was there and made up his mind
to stay a few days and see if any change took place in the condition of his wife, even though Dr. Still said he could take her home.
\Vithin twenty-four hours the mouth began to improve materially.
By tbe end of two ,veeks' time her mouth was entirely healed.
She vms never troubled again.
It is fairly easy to explain from our knowledge of anatomy, just
what occurred in this case. The articulations of the jaw bone with
the face were altered sufficiently to affect the little nerve ganglia in
the immediate vicinity of the articulations on each side of the
face. These ganglia through their nerve connections to blood
vessels control the blood supply to the mouth. Her condition
was caused by disturbed circulation. Dr. Still's treatment corrected the lesions that disturbed the ganglia and the patient recovered. This sounds like a miracle, but it was not; it was only a
common sense result of a common sense treatment applied accord-
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ing to Dr. Still's discovery; one of the kind of results that helped
to make osteopathy \vhat it is today.
He ascribed many conditions to mechanical alterations in the
joints in the luwer portion of the cervical area. He said that the
cardiac nerves ,vere intimately connected with branches from the
sylnpathetic ganglia located just in front of the transverse processes
of the cervical vertebrae and had much to do with heart trouble,
that this area must always be examined carefully in all functional
and even organic conditions of the heart.
He laid special stress on \vhat one might expect in the way of
listurbances or interferences with the nerves ,vhieh composed the
brachial' plexus-those t\vo great groups of nerves supplying the.
upper appendages. Spinal nerves that arise from the level of the
fourth cervical down to the' first and second dorsal make up the
brachial plexus. This plexus controls every function, motion, nu~
trition, and sensation to the anus, foreanns, and hands. Brachial
neuritis, one of the most common afflictions today, often attrihuted by sufferers to rheumatism in the amI, ,vas caused, according
to Dr. Still, usually by some mechanical interference with the
nerves that fonn the brachial plexus. Correction of such lesions by
osteopathic manipulative treatment has brought about some
seemingly miraculous cures. However, in severe cases Dr. Still
emphasized the fact that treatment must be of a soothing character, not a rough manipulation which would only increase the inflammatory state of the nen'es, but an inhibitory, quieting type
of treatment consisting of extension of the spine and deep pressure
applied to the muscles on both sides of the spinous processes.
Dr. Still claimed that in the upper dorsal region t1lere ,vas an
area of multiplied dozens of nerve centers that had far-reaching
influences on many of tile functions of the body. The heart, the
great blood vessels arising fr01ll and leading into the heart, the
bronchi, tile lungs as well as the great muscles of the back may be
influenced by disturbances to nenres originating in that region of
the spine.
Dr. Still believed that the nerves between the first and second
and second and third dorsal were related in some manner witil the
nen'eS that control the functions of the ovaries, that it was necessary also to fix the lesions there to correct tile various types of
abnormal conditions evidenced at the menstrual period. J\'1y
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one guess or attempted explanation for the good results obtained
in patients by treatment to tins area, is that lesions of the first
to third dorsal may have had a profound affect upon the function
of the thyroid gland, which in tum through a disturbance of its
internal secretion (a lack of thyroxin) influenced the function of
the ovaries. Since the ovaries, thyroid gland, adrenals, pituitary
in the brain and other so-called ductless glands are intimately
associated with each other in their various functions, it is possible
that t1le correction of lesions in tilis region of the spine (the upper
dorsal) can bring about nonnal functioning of the ovaries and
nonnal menstruation. This is a hypothesis which may be proved
by osteopathic students of the future.
Intercostal neuralgia (pain usually between the upper ribs) may
be controlled by treatment to correct lesions of the upper dorsal
vertebrae. We know this to be true and it is only a step farther to
believe ti1Ut influenza, pneumonia, tuberculosis, and other serious
conditions of tile lungs may have had their original impetus in
disturbed nerves in tJle upper dorsal region.
Let me say right here ti1at in chorea, or St. Vitus' dance, as it is
called by many persons, osteopathy has procured results never
heard of by any otJler system of treatment. In my personal practice, now of more tJ1an forty-five years standing, I have never contacted a case of St. Vitus' dance which I could not cure with
genuine osteopathic manipulative treatment. Such conditions are
all motor nerve disturbances; t1lere is seemingly no degeneration of
nerve cells in tile spinal cord and all these cases should be cured
every time by osteopatilic treatment applied to that upper dorsal
region.
Dr. Still said that tile central dorsal region is of vast importance
because of tile relationship it bears to tJle sympathetic nervous
system. Here motor connections are made between the spinal
nerves and the sympatJletic ganglia by means of the white rami
communicantes found also as far up as tJle second dorsal and
extending down to the second lumbar. The sympatlletic nerves,
called splanchnics, in this region have much to do with functions
of the liver, the stomach j intestines, and other viscera, and part
of the function of tile lungs. All of the splanchnic nerves, in fact
all of tile sympat1letic nenres in tJle tJlOrax, may be influenced not
only by vertebral lesions, but also by rotated or malpositionecl
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ribs. These ribs may be pulled abnormally up or down by contractions of the muscles of the thorax and may functionally disturb the
sympathetic nerves as they leave the sympathetic ganglia in close
proximity to the heads of the ribs.
Dr. Still stressed the value of understanding the nerve control
of digestion and the action of the liver. Lesions of the third, fourth,
and fifth rib, he said, involved the circulation to the mammary
gland, and it was my privilege to watch him treat successfully
large hard lumps in the breasts of many ,vomen by raising the
ribs and correcting lesions in the dorsal region. I-Ie cUTed many
such conditions after other doctors had pronounced them cancerous. He often said that doctors had gone to extremes in urging
operations for all glandular enlargements of the breast. Any
number of these operations were absolutely unnecessary because
the condition found could be cured by osteopathic treatment.
The reader ·will recall the story of Mrs. Helen de Lendrecie. Dr.
StilI cured her of a condition which had been pronounced by eminent specialists as a malignant grmvth in her breast. This case
,vas mentioned in an early chapter relating legislative experiences
for the reason that the woman was so overjoyed over her cure that
she helped to secure the passage of a law (in 1897) to recognize
osteopathy in her home state, North Dakota, the second state in
the Union to pass such a law. In another chapter I describe a
case in my own family, that of my niece, who had been advised
to have an operation for an enlarged mammary gland. Her
trouble occurred more than twenty-five years ago. She was treated according to the methods discovered by Dr. Still ,vith the result
that an operation was not necessary. She is stilI living today and
in good health.
Dr. Still claimed that the abdominal plexus of nerves may be
influenced by irritation to nenres as high up as the first ce~cal
vertebra and as low down as the last lumbar, not directly but indirectly, through the ramifications of the sympathetic nervous
system. Dr. Still called the abdominal plexus the "abdominal
brain." But to treat disease of the various abdominal organs,
Dr. Still said one must knO\v which of the various ganglia of nerves
situated at various levels of the spinal cord was responsible for
the condition found.
Dr. Still said that irritation to nerves that originated at the
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level of the third and fourth dorsal vertebrae, affecting the sympatlletic ganglia on the right side, contributed in large measure to
the cause of asthma and hay fever. He said, further, tlmt a case of
asthma or hay fever that did not yield to treatment of rib lesions
on the right side, the disturbance might be found on the left side
and wouId be much harder to correct. He gave no explanation
for this to my knowledge.
Two cases tlmt were caused by a disturbance of the sympathetic
ganglia at the third and fourth dorsal vertebrae are recorded here:
Early in my work at Kirksville, there had been assigned to me
in the Infirmary a man from Kahoka, 1\10., who had a number of
so~called nervous ailments. He was getting better when one day,
while being treated, he gave a little dry metallic cough. I asked
him what made him cough and he replied that he had a little
tickle in his throat. I felt that there must be some bronchial
disturbance. I said to him: "\Ve are not doing our duty, or
you would not have that cough." I examined him carefully and
found a very sensitive spot at the head of the fourth rib on the
right side. I-Ie flinched when I touched it.
Immediately I recalled what Dr. Still had said many times
about the effects of involvements of tile sympathetic nerves at
that point. Asking him to lie down on the treatment table on his
left side, I placed my knee on the angle of tlle fourth rib on the
right side. With my right hand on the sternal or front end of the
rib, I took tlle patient's right arm in my left hand, lifting it high
up, thus lifting tile ribs of the chest and stretching the muscles.
'This movement together with pressure of the knee corrected tile
rib lesion. Then I dropped the arm down by his side. Complete
relaxation of abnonnally tensed muscles in that region took place.
I do not recall whether that one treatment corrected tlle fourth
rib condition or not, but I do know that the patient's cough \vas
permanently relieved. This incident confirmed what Dr. Still
had told me might come from a disturbance of the nerves in tlmt
area. The number of functions which may be disturbed within
this immediate area are small in comparison with the numerous
far-reaching effects which may be traced back to the region. This
case gives but a very meager idea of the many conditions that
might be present and can be corrected \vith osteopathic treatment
to this importan t area of the fourth dorsal vertebrae.
(14)
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The following experience is similar to the one just related. The
first occurred nearly forty years ago, and this one in the spring of

1924:
Sitting at my desk one E;vclling at the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic
Sanatorium in Ivlacon, 11issouri, the phone rang and a woman
asked if she might see me at once at the sanatorium. She lived in
Macon. I told her to corne right out. She soon arrived and was.
conducted into my office. She asked if I vwuld examine her husband. He was one of lVlacon's prominent business men at that
time. She said that he had been in Florida, Excelsior Springs,
and other places for his health and had consulted some of the most
noted specialists. He ,vas at Excelsior Springs for the present
but would return home in a few days because he ",vas not getting
any better. I agreed to do this and the woman left.
One evening, two weeks later, when I was getting ready for my
regular walk home (our residence being about one-half mile from
the sanatorium), the tllOught flashed tllrough my mind that we
had heard nothing further from this woman whose husband I
",,,as to examine. Just then the telephone rang and ans",,,ering it
I recognized tile voice of my prospective patient. He said, "JVlay
I corne out and be examined now?" I told him to come immediately, because I was about ready to go home. In five minutes he
drove up in front of the sanatorium. I met him at tile door and
as ",ve started across tile conidor he gave that dry metallic cough
similar to the one I had heard given by the patient ",vhose case was
described just previously. On asking him if that cough ",vas ",,,hat
",vas worrying him, he said, "It sure is. "
1\11y next question was, "Are you getting tile idea into your head
that your lungs may be affected?"
"That is what I am afraid of," he replied.
After taking him into a treatment room on the first floor, I
examined him and found a lesion identically tile same as that discovered in the patient at Kirksville and 1,,,hich caused the same
kind of cough. When I told him what I had found, he said, "Treat
me, Doctor, do it now."
He was a very stocky, broad shouldered, heavy-built man. His
complexion was quite sallow, perhaps due in part to his ",vorry
over his mvn condition. I treated him in the same manner as I
did the patient described above, but did not follow the treatment
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th,rough to completion. The annual convention of the American
Osteopathic Association was to be held in Kirksville within tlle
next few days so tilat I, personally, was only able to treat the
patient three times. I went to the convention and left him in the
care of one of our staff physicians, Dr. George Elkins, who gave
him tbree additional treatments. By this time the tielde in bis
throat had stopped and his color came back. His old jovial
self carne Witll it. He was a fine man. Some weeks after, when
downtown, I saw him and said to him, "How about it, are you
,veIl? ,t
" Just as \vell as I ever was in my life, " he replied; then he added,
"Believe me, doctor, I shan know where to go hereafter when I
am sick. By the way, you have not sent me your bill."
" No, " I said, "I have been thinking about your bin and wondering what would be just and right. How much money did you
spend witil specialists here and there on your trips to Florida and
the Springs in trying to get well, $3,000?"
"Never mind, " he said, "I spent plenty but send me your bill."
We sent him a bill for $35.00, but it should have been for $500
at least, because we had secured results with genuine old-fashioned
osteopathic treatment in a condition for which he had spent hundreds, perhaps thousands of doUars elsewhere, trying to secure
relief.
1I1any times I have stood by and \vatched Dr. Still relieve astllma
and hay fever; he attributed his success to correcting lesions of the
third and fourth dorsal vertebrae, freeing the nerves in timt region.
Dr. Still treatecl patients suffering with gallbladder colic and
even gallstones, confident that he could relieve them. He claimed
that if one could find the lesions which were functionally disturbing the nerves that control circulation to the liver and gallbladder,
he would eventually cure the patient. He claimed that even if
the gallstones had grown so large that they could not pass through
the gaU duct into the bmvels, he could relieve the symptoms by
treatment and tlmt in time, perhaps, the stones would be absorbed
if adequate circulation of blood tilrough the liver and gallbladder
was maintained.
Dr. Still said that interference with the function of the sympathetic nenTes by lesions in tlle region from the fifth dorsal vertebra
down to the sacrum was the cause of diseases of the stomach,
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spleen, kidneys, intestines, and pelvic organs. Joint disturbances
ariy1vhere in tile region of the fifth to twelfth vertebrae, through
their effects on the great splanchnic nenrc, altered the blood supply
and venous drainage of the stomach, pancreas, spleen and kidneys.
To the least splanchnic nerve (flfst to third lumbar), he gave
credit for the control of circulation to the descending colon, rectum, bladder and genitalia. Peristalsis, or the movement of the
muscles of the bmvels, ,vas carried on by stimulation of the vagus
nerve.
In all acute conditions of the abdominal viscera, including typhoid fever, appendicitis, renal calculis, etc., the splanchnic nerves
are involved reflexly, affecting circulation to the parts disturbed.
Dr. Still claimed that the gastrointestinal tract (stomach and
intestine) was the human laboratory. Everything necessary to be
done to change food into fuel for energy and into building materials
to replace ,vonl-out body cells vms done there. He had sublime
confidence in the power of the human laboratory to produce all
tbe necessary ingredients for the upkeep of the human body. The
ability of the stomach and intestines to take out of the food
ingested its own building material was to him one of the most
realistic and most sublime achi~vements of the Divine Architect.
In discussing the lumbar region, Dr. Still said that the spinal
nerves arising from that area controlled the heavy muscles of the
low-back region. He reasoned, too, that there not being any
bony braces to retard motion of the spinal region below the twelfth
vertebra, it vms easier to secure results through manipulation in
that area than it was to secure results in the dorsal region to which
ribs were attached. From the lower portion of the lumbar area
arise also the large spinal nerves controlling functions of the muscles of the lower limb.
He stressed the importance of free movement in the sacro-iliac
articulations. His tec1mic for adjusting the sacrum between the
ilia was w simple and easy, I wish I could pass it on to every osteopathic physician. He claimed that it was not a question of
strength, but the character of the manipulation used, which resulted in a release of muscle tension and a return to normal of the
lesioned joint.
In adjusting a lesion of the right sacra-iliac he would have the
patient lie on the left side. He would staud hehind the patient
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and place the fingers of the left hand at the junction of the innom~
ioate with the sacrum on the right side. With his right hand and
forearm under the flexed knee he would bring the limb of the patient (with leg flexed on thigh) up against the abdomen as high as
possible, then with an outer rotary movement of the limb (which
relaxed the muscles around the joint), still holding the left fingers
firmly against the articulation, he would straighten the limb downward. The muscular tissue around the articular area would
relax and the bony articulation resume normal function. He
claimed that this treatment would correct either anterior or posterior rotations of the innominate. That is, nature when given the
chance by the physician relaxing the muscles around the joint,
would right the bony stnlcture.
Dr. Still's technic was marvelous, many times beyond our comprehension, but his methods were so simple it is hard to understand how he could accomplish so much.
It was Dr. Still who first discovered that the sacra-iliac joints
are movable ones. It was thirty-one years after Dr. Still's declaration of the mobility of these joints that a now ·widely known
medical physician of the old school, Dr. Joel E. Goldthwait, of
Boston, announced in a paper published in 1905 that the sacroiliac joint "ms not a fixed one.
1"0 Dr. Still the world is indebted for demonstrating that the
human body when structurally nonnal is immune to all diseases.
He was jeered at when he first made this declaration, but the
trend of scientific thought today is toward that theory. He believed that when the functions of the body ,,,ere undisturbed by
structural faults, the blood circulating nommlly carried such a
power of resistance that disease could not enter in.
Dr. Still claimed that osteopathic treatment properly administered benefited tuberculous conditions of the bone, even Pott's
disease (t.b. of tbe spine), or of any other area in the body. I
knmv this seems radical; it was an extremely dangerous stand to
take in those earlier days. Dr. Still said one could not manipulate tuberculous areas as one would in setting an hip or an arm, but
an osteopathic treatment could be given involving gentle extension
and gentle pressure over the vertebrae, ,vhich together with rest
and proper diet would improve the circulation, strengthen the
power of the blood, and overcome such conditions. It was my
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privilege to stand by and witness Dr. Still's treatment of a number of cases of tuberculosis. I am well aware in making these
statements that there arc those in the allopathic profession as
well as in OUf own who would severely criticize any manipulative
,vork in these cases because the accepted idea is that such conditions must be treated by casts which hold the spine rigidly in a
fixed position until the acute condition passes. Dr. Still's opinion
was that such treatment by casts and e..xtension braces ankylosed
the joints of the patient in areas involved or left them immobile
or hardened, ,,,hile osteopathic treatment properly administered
gave tile part chance for more and greater motion, and better
circulation.
Dr. Still always emphasized the necessity of the physicians
knowing where the nerves might be irritated that controlled the
area involved. The above reasoning was then, and is now, applicable to all diseases. He said, when examining a patient, the
doctor must look to the origin of the nerves that control the function or functions involved.
To \'latch Dr. Sti11lay his hands upon a human being suffering
,vith disease was to bring one closer to Deity, closer to the God
who created the wonderful mechanism with which Dr. Still vms
dealing. I witnessed his treatment of an acutely sick patient one
time, the most remarkable demonstration of his ability I have
ever seen. It was a heart condition. 'The patient "ms much
weakened, virtually gasping for breath as he lay on the table. Dr.
Still approached and stood by his side for a minute or two before
beginning treatment. The expression on Dr. Still's face changed
entirely; it conveyed the impression to the onlooker that he was
in the presence of God and he was appealing to Him to guide his
fingers and his hands in order that he might be able to save this
human life.
He began to treat this desperately ill patient in the heart center" of his spine by gentle steady pressure to produce inhibition,
and as he worked the patient's breatiling became less labored,
the anxious expression on his face disappeared, and he was relieved of his distress. In heart involvements Dr. Still told his
students one should examine closely the ref:,rion of the fourth and
fifth ribs at their junction with tile vertebrae on the left side. Here
the little branches from the spinal nerves connected ,vith the
sympathetic cardiac plexus.
,j
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One very important lesson which he gave us had to do with a
method of locating lesions ,vhich might be causative of the condition we were attempting to treat. He said to have the patient
lie on his side and then pass our hands carefully over the spinal
column from the base of the occiput to the tip end of the spine,
noting temperature changes as we went along. Should there be a
lesion along the spine, where nerve disturbance occurred, it could
easily be detected through an abnonnal coldness or hotness of
the tissues at that point. In addition to that, he said have the
patient lie on his back and use the same method on the front
surface of the body from the throat clear to the pelvis in the median
line. The detection of a variation in temperature at any point on
the body was a direct guide to cause of nerve disturbances. I
have watched him many times examine a patient in that manner.
I wish it were in my power to describe in a simple, practical way
some of his most outstanding methods of technic; not only the
technic he used but also his own individual way of explaining ,,,hat
he did, would be invaluable.
His method of correcting lesions in the cervical or neck region
was very simple. He said that we should place our fingers of
each hand flat, and with a gentle pressure behveen the transverse
and spinous processes gradually hold the position wherever the
lesion might be until we felt the tissue beneath our fingers soften,
relax, and take on nonnal condition, then ,vith gentle rotation of
the head, exaggerate the lesion until the muscles on the exaggerated side had become tight and tense; and then by rotation
straighten the neck, ,,,hen complete relaxation of all tissue would
take place.
Another method he frequently used in correcting lesions of the
neck was to stand at the end of the table with the patient high
enough on the table, so that by the pressure of his thigh or abdomen he could push down on the head in a way the vertebrae would
be thrown closer together; then with his fingers on the point in
the cervical area that he wished to correct, he "'ould hold them
finnly until the tissue relaxed, ,,,hen he 'would remove the pressure
on the top of the head 'with his body, which ,vould bring about a
complete 'felaxation of all tissue; then by a little rotary tum of
the neck relaxation would be complete and the lesion corrected.
Still another method of manipulation Dr. Still used was to stand
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by the side of ti,e patient; if he stood on ti,e right side of the body,
he would use his right hand as a fulcrum on the neck, and with the
left hand on top of the head he wonld press down on ti,e head,
thus thrmving the vertebrae closer toget11cr and relaxing tile
muscles. \Vhen he felt these muscles completely relax, he would
gently rotate the head with his left hand, holding the fingers of
the right hand on the exact point he wished to correct. In this way
he would correct or nonnalize the point where the disturbance
existed. Then he "vauld use the same treatment on the other side
of the neck.
In those early days Dr. Still stressed the necessity of working
gently and gradually on a lesion in order to secure corrEction. In
the upper dorsal region, which I have always considered the most
difficult area of the spinal column in 'which to secure results, one
of his methods was, if the first, second or third ribs was what he
called "dislocated upwards,!l regardless of 'whether there ,vas a
real twist in the rib, at whether through contraction of the muscles
ti,e rib had been pnlled np, to have the patient lie on his back.
Again he would place one hand on the top of the head, and with
the other placed on the angle of the rib he vms attempting to
correct, he would pull the head to the opposite side from which
he found tile rib interference, stretch the muscles on that side,
making a strong pressure with hands on the angles of these ribs
until he had extended them as far as possible; then he ,vould drop
the head back, rotate it to the opposite side, and when he removed
his hand from the angle of the rib, normal action of tile muscular
tissue "vould take place, and the lesion be corrected.
Dr. Still ofttimes explained that setting a bone, whether it
"vas a rib, a vertebra, shoulder or a hip, 'was not secured by the
exertion of strengtil or force which we applied, but was always
accomplished by putting the tissue in normal condition and using
manipulation timt would give the normal functioning of the
muscles the opportunity to readjust itself. His technic used in
setting dislocations of tile hip was marvelous and it is questionable
whether it could be described in a manner that it could be fuIly
comprehended.
Dorsum dislocations of the hip, Dr. Still claitned, 'could only be
reset by working "'lith the tissue around tile hip joint and at the
point ,vhere tile dislocated head of tile femur lay until the tissue
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softened to tile extent where the head of the femur could be thrown
down, around, below, and into the socket. For years the old
accepted tileory ,vas that when a hip was completely out of the
normal socket and thrown up and back on the dorsum of the ilium
it formed a new socket; and after a certain length of time it "vould
become so fixed it would be impossible to reset it or put it back in
normal position.
One case has been reported in another chapter wherein the
above theory ,vas not true and proved l~eyond question Dr. Still's
reasoning that such conditions could be corrected if given time
,,,ith the right kind of osteopathic manipulation and treatment.
His manipulation for this purpose was to flex tile limb as far up
on the abdomen as possible with one hand, and \vith tile other on
the great trochanter, bearing down and out until the head of the
femur was thrown low enough, so that by pulling dmvn and forward to reach the cotyloid notch into the acetabulum and, through
normal function of the muscles around tile joint, the hip would
drop into place. Should tile dislocation be down and forward
into the obturator foramen, tile same loosening process was necessary until tissue was completely normal, or as near normal as
possible, and the head of the femur in its new position; then again
the limb should be flexed on tile abdomen until pried loose from
its obturator position, and by tile movement of the limb as a
lever, \vith the hand on the head of the trochanter,. lifted tmvard
the center, throw the knee in a position which pried the head of
the trochanter through the cotyloid notch, the muscles again
would exert normal function and pull it into place. Dr. Still's
manipulation in a case of this kind was to take the ankle in one
hand, and with the other hand holding pressure on the trochanter,
or upper portion of the femur, thrmv the foot across the well
limb, thus thrmving the head of the femur in such a position it
would virtually be pried through the cotyloid notch into place.
Those cases of complete disarticulation were rare, but occasionally
fonnd.
The ribs from the third down, including even the floating ribs,
were treated by him from a more direct angle than the upper
three ribs. If the ribs were involved, if only tilrough intercostal
muscular contraction and disturbance of intercostal nerves and
circulation, Dr. Still ,,,,,ould stand on the opposite side of the body
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of the patient; that is, if the ribs 'which were Qut of line and causing
the trouble on the left side, he would stand on the right side,
place his left hand on the angle of the ribs on the left side and the
right hand on the sternal end of the ribs in front, and through
lifting up on the ribs from the angle and pressure, on the sternal
end of them, create a movement by pressing the two ends of the
ribs together, and then moving his hand in front, either up or
down, whichever was indicated, he would by pressure on the angle
of the ribs reach a certain position, when he would let loose his
fingers at both points. He claimed by throwing the ends of the
ribs together that the tissue was stretched and when you let
loose, again, the normal action of the muscular tissue helped replace, or bring back to normal position, the ribs with 'which he
was dealing. He used this same treatment all the ,\ray down, including the floating ribs.
In the case of the man ,vith dysentery from Nebraska, which is
described elsewhere, Dr. Still's principal work was with the floating
ribs on the left side. It was my privilege to v'latch him treat this
patient several times and there he used his left hand on the angles
of the ribs and his right hand on the ends of them, lifting np on
the angle and bearing down on the points, until he felt the tissue
relax and normalize to the point where he felt he could let loose of
tile angle with his left hand and pulled fonvard and up on the ends
of them, thus letting loose not only the tissue at that point, and
bringing the ribs back into normal line, but relaxing tissue over
the origin of the least splanchnic nen es so that they could function normally; at least that vms Dr. Still's way of explaining ,vhal
he was doing. \"\Thile ,ve cannot reach directly the sympathetic
ganglia, we can change the action of the sympathetic nerves by
their connection with posterior spinal nerves through the connection with the rami communicantes and change their action.
'I'he treatment on the right side was, of course, the same as on
the left, with this difference, that on the right side he found the
most direct nenre control to the liver, even it seemed the greater
portion of the nerve control of the stomach and bowels, because
the liver laid so close to that side; the esophageal end of the stomach was nearer to that side, and it is on the right side, through
the least splanchnic, more direct control of the area of the vermifonn appendix could be found, consequently the seat of appendi7
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eitis. Also this is the area which should be watched for causative
factors in typhoid fever.
In the early day Dr. Still and the beginners in the osteopathic
profession treated many patients while sitting on a stool. One
day he was treating a patient for some kind of a chest or intercostal involvement. He had put his toe on the chair behveen the
legs of the patient and his knee on the chest. He ,vas attempting
to correct a rib on the left side; hence his knee ,vas a little to the
left side of tile sternum, or a little more to that side. His hands
were around tile body of the patient and placed on the angles of
the ribs. After he secured the position he desired, holding the
knee as a fulcrum and pressing on the angles of tJle ribs tmvard
the knee as a finishing stroke of his treatment, he lifted up on the
angles ,vith hands on each side and tilen let loose.
I said to him, "Dr. Still, what were yon doing?"
He replied, "I am trying to correct those ribs and free the intercostal nerves which control the muscles between the ribs, and by
pressing those ribs togetJler at each end toward the center I am
making the same tension there tllat a man does when shooting an
arrow from a bow, pulling the string tight back to get ready for
the force of throwing the arrow when loosed by pulling the ends
of those ribs together, or stretching tile bow. "\Vhen I let loose
the reaction is to free the tissue that is here involved." That to
me ,vas another of his real worth-while lessons in tec1mic.
Among other valuable manipulations he used was one when he
would have tile patient lie down on his back on the treatment
table. For instance if it was a pain behveen the ribs, or a gastric
nerve disturbance that ,vas producing gas in the stomach, belching,
etc., he would run his hand gently over the tissue and examine
closely the muscular covering of the chest and wherever he found
a point with contracted tissue he would take his hands and hold
that tissue; then with his finger tips work with that tissue until
he secured complete relaxation of the 'chest ,vall, claiming it was
necessary not only to relieve tJle nerve at its origin, but tile peripheral end as well, and tilat by so doing you not only corrected
the functioning of the intercostal nerves but through tileir relationship with the sympatbetic nerves, by their connection of
fibers over the rami communicantes with the sympatlletic ganglia
at that point, one could reach and relieve the function of tile vis-
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ceral nerves, which were the splanchnic, and had to do \vith tile
circulation of blood to the stomach and consequently the lessening
of gas formation. This is, crudely, the ,vay he explained it. In
other \vords, he believed that his treatment was not completed by
reaching the central end of the nerve alone, that you could only
complete your work by knowing that the peripheral end of the
nerves was just as free as the central end, in order to secure a
result.
I had a very wonderful personal experience only a few years
ago. I had a severe pain in the muscular tissue of the right side,
covering an area from about the SiXt11 rib dmvn to the upper portion of the lumbar muscles. The pain ,vas so excruciating that to
cough 'would almost drive the breath out of my body, making it
impossible to breathe a full deep breath. I had never had a case
similar, and, of course, I felt that by correcting a lesion I had in
the spine and relieving the spinal nerves the pain would disappear.
The treatment given to me by members of our staff at Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium would relieve me for a time but the
pain ,vould return. I suffered intensely for three or four days.
One morning ,,,hen suffering intensely I turned on my face and
my vdfe, who is a graduate osteopathic physician, came over to
me and began working on the muscular tissue about half way to
the ends of the ribs, from about the sixth rib down. She said to me,
"\\Thy, doctor, these muscles are ropy and hard, and can tracted. "
She simply used her fingers and her hands and worked 'with
those tissues by gentle pressure and inhibition until she gradually
relaxed them. She worked for some minutes until there was
complete relaxation of the muscles, even tile ropy, contracted
condition disappeared. By this treatment I was relieved entirely
of pain. All in the ,,,arId she had done that morning that differed
from the treatment I had been given was to work the contraction
out of the muscles that covered that area, which relieved the
peripheral end of the nerves. 1'he result was secured purely by
soft tissue treatment. Dr. Still claimed no treatment ,vas complete unless the tissue of the entire area covered by the nerve
origin involved was corrected.
In the pioneer days Dr. Still also used another manipulation
that was quite common at that time. \Vith the patient sitting on a
chair or stool, when he wanted to make a change in the nerve
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origins between the shoulders on either side, standing behind the
patient he would place his knee on ,vhichever side of the spine he
wanted to reach and affect the ribs. With the body resting against
his knee, holding one hand on the sternal ends of the ribs, with
the other hand he would raise the ann as high as he could ,,,ithou t
straining it, and then back and down, using pressure Witil his hand
in front against the chest wall, and the knee as a fulcrum on the
angle of the ribs, thus using the muscular tissue to raise the ribs.
He would use that same treatment on either side only with a
change of the hand and knee in the change of sides. This treatment at that time was called the "pump handle" treatment.
I ,vish it were in my power to presen t to you in a more lucid
manner the fundamental technic used by Dr. Still while I was so
intimately associated with him and his school at Kirksville. His
treatment ,vas so simple that many times it did not look as if he
could possibly accomplish anything in the ,vay of results; yet his
reasoning and his philosophy concerning the system he had discovered were the finest things the mind of man could conceive.
Dr. Still tilfoughout the years of his activity in teaching, appeared on the platfonn, especially in our senior classes, and spoke
to us many times. His philosophy was so deep, his reasoning
covered such a great area, and was given to us in such a way, that
many times we missed much of tile real practical basic value of
what he was saying. I am reminded of a little incident that
occurred a number of years later when I was attending a state
convention in Des l\{oines. On the afternoon the convention
adjourned there· \vere four of us ,vho could not take a train home
until later in Ole evening, Dr. Cluett of Sioux City, Dr. Proctor of
Ames, Dr. rVlcAlpin of Boone, Iowa, and myself. \Vhile eating we
,vere talking over, as we did so often when a group of us were
togetiler, some of the happenings at Kirksville, and osteopathy
in general.
Dr. l\1cAlpin said, "Boys, do you know when I ,vas in Kirksville studying osteopathy I often wondered \"hen the Old Doctor
came into his classes and talked to those people why it 'was the
class seemed to be so enthusiastic, 'why tile students vwuld jump
up and cheer and applaud when he made some of his remarks.
1VIuch he said must have passed over my head and was not comprehended. Somehow I could not become enthusiastic or under-
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stand ,vbat made so many of them so demonstrative. 'Vhen I
attended our National convention held on the grounds of the
great St. Louis Exposition in 1904, I shall never forget when the
Old Doctor appeared in the Missouri State Building where we
held our sessions of that convention. As he came walking down
the aisle tmvard the rostrum, every man and every woman arose
instantly on the appearance of Dr. Still. I 'was so full of enthusiasm it ,vas almost overflowing; I jumped up, threw my hat, and
cheered as loud as any man present. You see, boys, I had been
in the field a few years and knew through results ,vhat his teaching
had meant to me and the reason for their enthusiasm when seeing
Dr. Still."
1'Iy fear is that today the average student in our splendid colleges does not have the opportunity to grasp the vision of Dr.
Still, or those things that demonstrated in those earlier days so
clearly the value of Dr. Still's discovery. The student should
know the real fundamental worth of the science he is studying to
embue him with the enthusiasm so much needed to carry on in
the biggest possible ,vay the torch \vhich Dr. Still held so high.
In Dr. Still's book entitled" Osteopathy, Research and Practice, " the following dedication appears:
"This book is respectfully dedicated to the Grand Architect
and Builder of the Universe; to Osteopaths and all other persons
\vho believe that the First Great Ivlaster Ivlechanic left nothing
unfinished in tlle machinery of His masterpiccc-l\1an-that is
necessary for his comfort or longevity."

CHAPTER XVII
THE COLLEGES, OUR EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION

TIm history of osteopathy as it pertains to osteopathic colleges
and osteopathic education is intensely interesting and vitally
important, but it is not my intention to delve into historical data
which can be obtained elsewhere. Rather, it is my purpose to
express some personal opinions as to the trends of osteopathic
education today and how they may possibly affect the future of
the osteopathic profession.
It has been a wonderful privilege to watch the rapid and spectacular grmvth of osteopathy from that humble beginning in
1892 in a little one-room schoolhouse with a handful of students to
the present time, less than fifty years later, with six strong 'ac_
credited colleges of osteopathy and students numberin(J"b about
2,000. In that short time a large number of osteopathie physicians have been graduated from these colleges and over 9,000 are
in actual practice all over the world.
Dr. Still's teaching that first ,,,inter of 1892 in Kirksville, lYlo.,
was the leaven in the loaf of knowledge in an educational system
that has made unbelievable strides. The number of student's who
,,,anted to study osteopathy increased so rapidly, that it was
difficult at first to find enough teachers adequately prepared not
only in the fundamental sciences, but also in osteopathy to give
to these earnest students tile essential training to enable them to
go out in the world and treat the sick.
The original college, the American School of Osteopathy, created
by Dr. Still, grew by leaps and bounds. From a class of seventeen
in the fall and winter of 1892-93 the student body had grown by
1900 to seven hundred. 'This year, 1938, the Kirksville Colleue
b
of Osteopathy and Surgery had the largest enrollment in its history, ,vitl1 students who came from almost every state in the Union
and several from foreign countries. Besides the Infirmary Building,
which housed the original scllOol of osteopathy, there are now two
other large builclings and numerous small ones in which are
contained well-equipped laboratories, recitation rooms, a library,
207
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offices, a gymnasium, and an auditorium. T\vo hospitals, with a
bed capacity of 100 add to the clinical teaching facilities of the
school. Truly the rise of osteopatlly has been pbenomenal. The
growth of this institution from a little one room schoolhouse where
the first class of SEventeen was taught to the many buildings in
which hundreds of students omv receive instruction has been
astounding.
A few men \vho had been associated ·with Dr. Still in the beginning started a college known as the S. S. Still College of Osteopatlly
at Des ldoines, Iowa, in 1898. '"fhis college, 1vlrich later changed
its name to the Des l\iJoines Still College of Osteopathy ,vas one
of the very first colleges to demonstrate that osteopathy eonld
be taught successfully in some other school than the parent one
at Kirks·ville. That institution has weathered the stonns of adversity in a splendid way. Today it is manned by a very strong
organization with Dr. Arthur D. Becker as its President. In addition to a fine college bnilding it has a well-equipped hospital and
clinic associated with it. From the time of its creation it has graduated some very able men and \vomen and that college has become
one of the real factors in the growth and development of our splendid profession.
Another of the very earliest educational institutions established
was the Pacific School of Osteopathy in 1896 at Anaheim, Calif.
This college, like the Des Moines College, was created by some of
the earliest graduates of the American School of Osteopathy.
In 1897 it was moved to Los Angeles. In 1914 it merged ,vitll the
Los Angeles College of Osteopathy, a rival school that started in.
1905. The new college was named the College of Osteopathic
Physicians and Surgeons and it has grown steadily into one of the
strongest institutions in the osteopathic "mrld. In 1928 a group of
osteopathic physicians ,vas put in charge of Oile unit of the immense Los Angeles County General Hospital. Students of the
Los Angeles college were then given the opportunity of attending
a great variety of clinics and graduates ,vere chosen as interns.
As a result of an enviable record established by the osteopathic
physicians in the conduct of this unit, the entire hospital was
given over to them when the medical unit moved into a new building. Osteopathy is strongly entrenched in California and the Los
Angeles College has a bright future.
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In 1900 the American College of Osteopatllie Medicine and Snrgery was organized in Chicago. In 1902 another school was
started as the Chicago School of Osteopatlly, but this was taken
over by the former in 1903. The present Chicago College of
Osteopathy was incorporated in 1913 as a nonprofit institution
and in 1918 it purchased a large building in the famous residential
district of I-Iyde Park for the housing of tl,e school and the establishment of a 50 bed hospital. This institution is on a firm foundation and has graduated some of the finest osteopathic physicians
who are practicing today.
In the East the profession is represented by the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy which began in 1898. It developed rapidly,
being housed in various buildings to keep pace ,vith the growing
student body. In 1916 a fifty bed hospital was erected. However,
this did not prove adequate to meet the demands of patients who
wanted to be taken care of in an osteopathic hospital. In a little
over ten years it \vas necessary to seek larger quarters to take care
of hospital demands. In January, 1929, a great drive for fnnds
was started and over $1,000,000 \vas subscribed for new college
and hospital buildings. These were subsequently erected and
today tl,e Philadelpbia College of Osteopathy and Philadelphia
Osteopathic Hospital stand out as two of the finest and best
equipped institutions of the kind in the United States.
In comparison with the length of time the preceding five schools
have been in existence, the Kansas City College of Osteopathy
and Snrgery may be considered the baby. A group of osteopathic
physicians in Greater Kansas City smv the need for an osteopathic
school in that area and laid their plans accordingly. The doors to
the Kansas City College of Osteopathy and Surgery were opened
to students in September, 1916. Adversity in the form of a World
War, fire which badly damaged its bnildings, and a depression
tried to put an end to their endeavors, but the founders bravely
weathered these catastrophies and the school has now become
established on a firm foundation. It has a fine record and has
graduated some of the best men and women in the profession. A
new Clinical Hospital has recently been completed just south of the
college building. This hospital together with the Lakeside Osteopathic Hospital provide adequate clinical teaching facilities for
the Kansas City college students.
(15)
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Tbe six colleges I have described in brief, namely, the Chicago
College of Osteopathy, the Des Moines Still College of Osteopathy,
the Kansas City College of Osteopathy and Sorgery, the Kirksville College of Osteopathy and Sorgery, College of Osteopathic
Physicians and Surgeons, Los .Angeles, and the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy, together with their associated hospitals,
are the teaching institutions of the osteopathic profession. The
standards for approval are set by the accrediting agencies, the
.l~ssociatecl Colleges of Osteopathy and the American Osteopathic
Association.
There was a time, however, when educational standards were
far from what they should be and osteopathic schools sprang up
here and there '\"hic11 did not have proper guidance and the high
aims set by the original school. As with all new things there weTe
limitations; there were men who conceived the idea that they could
teach osteopathy as well as its founder. As a result there were
several schools of mushroom size which sprang up during that first
ten yEars since tile original school opened. 1\11any of them were
established purely for tile purpose of making money; they we,re
\vithout sound foundation and could not possibly last. Otilers
started wi til the best of motives back of them. One of the latter
was established in 1896 at J\1inneapolis by the late Dr. E. C. Pickler and a few of his friends. This existed for a few years, graduated a number of men and women who built up good practices
and added to the fame of osteopat11y. Likewise the college established at Franklin, Ky., by Dr. \Vesley .,A.mmennan and a few
co-workers existed only a few years but graduated a number of
men who today are representing the best there is in the osteopathic
profession.
Another school vms started in 1898 at '\Vilkes-Barre, Fa., by tile
late Dr. Virgil Hook and Dr. S. C. :Matthews, who is still living.
This school ,vas known as the . / itlantic School of Osteopailiy.
It was moved to Buffalo in 1904, but existed for only a few years
after this transfer. Other colleges, such as tlle National School
of Osteopathy at Kansas City, the Colorado College of Osteopathy at Denver, the J\.1ilwaukee College of OsteopatllYJ and many
ot1lers were born, lived but a few years, and finally dissolved for
one reason or another.
Only those colleges which were strategically situated J strongly
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staffed J and financially able survived. Out of chaos have come
six well-equipped J \yell-conducted J financially strong, high class
colleges to teach osteopatlTy, each striving to maintain tile high
ideals established by the Old Doctor.
In t1le beginning classes of osteopailiy surgery was not taught J
altbough the original charter issued to the American School of
Osteopathy permitted the college to teach it. Soon J hmvever, it
became necessary that students should Imow something about
surgery for emergency work. 'Ioday everyone of our six colleges
teaches surgery and, like the allopatilic schools, gives to each
graduate a diploma which entitles him or her to practice surgery
provided the graduate complies ,vith the requirements and rules
and passes certain examinations in the state in \vhich he intends to
practice. Osteopathic surgeons are practicing in a number of
states. :l\1y contention has been, and is today, that the issuance of
a diploma that entitles every graduate to practice major surgery
is a mistake, not only in our colleges but in medical col1eges as
well. If our schools are going to create surgeons J only those who
are especial1y fitted for the work should be allowed to take the
prescribed course. However, there are many things classed as
surgery which the general practitioner should know. The surgery as it is now taught in our schools prepares the students to
take care of fractures, burns, cuts, and otller injuries. Operative
procedures involving the opening of body cavities and the repair
or removal of organs and tissues require considerably more experience and judgment than can be gained in the ordinary course
of surgery in either osteopathic or medical colleges. Students who
aspire to be surgeons should have not only the regular course
which today is four years of nine months each, but an added training of at least two years ,,,ith an internship in a busy hospital from
one to two years. In other \vords, if osteopathic colleges are to
create surgeons, they should be of a superior type and qualified to
excel the surgeons of any system on the face of tlle globe.
Dr. Still claimed that osteopathic tllerapy made surgery unnecessary in many instances, tlmt hundreds and thousands of patients
were sent to the operating table needlessly. .1\.1y honest conviction is that Dr. Still knew what he ,vas talking about. Please do
not misunderstand me! I am well aware that there are many
cases which need surgical attention, but I am also a\'..'are, from
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personal experiences, that many of the cases sent to the surgeon's
table today could have been relieved 'without an operation by
the kind ~f osteopathic treatment that made Dr. Still world
famous.
The field of surgery is crowded with those 'who profess to be
surgeons but 'who are not qualified as they should be. Therefore,
I feel that our surgeons should be of a superior quality. If they
have been funy trained in osteopathy before specializing in surgery, they ,,,ill know that when a patient is brought to them for
surgical attention whether or not he can be cured without an
operation.
Another fact which I ,,,ish to emphasize here is that osteopathic
surgeons who have been properly trained will know the value of
preoperative and postoperative osteopathic care. 'They will know
that the correction of lesions before operation reduces the dangers
of surgery and timt osteopathic treatment following operation
prevents postoperative pneumonia and other complications and
speeds the patient to recovery.
1vIany things have contributed to shaping the educational
policy of our profession from the beginning to the present time.
Recently tllere have been some decisions reached by the Associated Colleges of Osteopathy which, in my humble opinion,
might have far~reaching effects upon the strength and continued
development of our schools. I do not intend to criticize, but I
love this profession dearly and would not like to see any steps
taken which might jeopardize its future existence. I love the
profession because of my long and intimate knowledge of what it
has been able to do for suffering humanity. Some of these thoughts
are expressed here, then, not to condemn certain actions taken
but rather to lay before the profession my personal opinions.
In the beginning at Kirksville Dr. Stil1 originated the plan and
laid the foundation of our educational needs by creating a four
term course consisting of two terms of five months each in two
separate years. In 1904 during the St. Louis World's Fair the
American Osteopathic Association held its annual convention at
St. Louis and urged tlle establishment of a three year course of
nine months work in each year. A few of tlle colleges were in
accord Witll this plan and i~creased their courses at once. The
otllers soon followed. A few years later some members of the pro-
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fession began to agitate for an extension of the course to four
years of nine montlls work in each year and in addition making
the requirement of a four year high school diploma for matriculation. This matter was discussed for a number of years by the
Associated Col1eges of Osteopathy hefore it was finally adopted.
This raise in standards was advocated by numerous osteopathic
physicians scattered tllroughout the United States, especially in
states wherein the" old school" requirements were a four year
course of nine months each witha high school diploma for matriculation.
At that time I questioned seriously the necessity of a four year
course for those who wished to practice osteopathy. I have
watched the work of men and '''omen ,,,ho graduated in early days
when there was only a two year course and I have '''atched those
who fulfilled the requirements of three years of education. The
majority of these graduates have been successful in practice,
which leads me to believe that the three year Course laid an adequate foundation for an osteopatllic physician who desired to
practice only osteopathy as taught by Dr. Still.
Of course, I realize, on tile other hand, that the scientific world
has advanced our knowledge of the healing art as regards the
diagnosis of disease and to a certain extent the treatment of disease. New diagnostic methods utilizing for instance the x-ray,
the microscope, certain chemical tests, and other laboratory procedures need to be taught to our students. Many of these things
were not known when the tllree year course was in effect. vVonderful strides have been made in tlle study of urinary diseases, gastrointestinal disorders, blood diseases and many otller conditions
about which tile well-rounded physician should know. The teaching of these subjects requires additional time, but I believe that it
can be done within the three years if much of the impractical
didactic work could be eliminated and more of the practical clinical work added.
In a recent medical journal it ,,,as reported that Hanrey Cushing, ~i.D., speaking before the annual meeting of the Association
for Research in Nervous and iVIental Diseases in New York City,
said:
).Jedicine today suffers from an overdose of the so-called scientific approach.
Dr. Cushing called the maladjustment serious enough to warrant a major
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reform in medical education. Ivledicine, he said, should be taught in terms
of the patient from the outset instead of only in th~ last t~vo ye~r.s.
Because scientific medicine is overemphasized m theIr trammg, young
doctors rely too much on the laboratory and not enough all the bedside obser~
valion.

At the time the four year course was under discussion many of
those 'who were for it practiced in states where "old school"
requirements were four years of nine months each. These adv~
cates claimed that a four year requirement for our osteopathlc
colleges was absolutely necessary because the "old school" had
that requirement and ,ve could never expect to get the respect of
the public if our educational standards were less than those of.the
dominant profession. I question the soundness of that rea~omng.
That part of thc public which Imows about osteopathy IS concerned only with what it can do. In most instances osteopathy
has succeeded where allopathy has failed and no matter what the
difference in educational standards is, the part of the public that
has been benefited by osteopathy ,vill continue to seek osteopathic
care.
There is another thing that should have been considered in this
matter of lengthening the college course. In many states those
who agitated the change to a four year course did so without. consultinu our educational institutions. Vlhile they earnestly beheved
b
•
1
tllat they were doing the right thing, at the same time t ley were
working a hardship on our colleges by their demands, because the
colleues are not 100 per cent endowed institutions and depended
to a ~eat extent upon students' fees for support. 'The profession
in its zeal to pattern after tlle allopatllic profession forced upon
these colleues a standard that perhaps handicapped their growth
and develo;ment and made it hard for tllem to maintain a good
financial footing.
There 'were some members also \vho criticized harshly the type
of teaching in our colleges, claiming that tlley were not adhering
to the fundamentals as taught by Dr. Still (which in some instances
was true), yet these same members by their demands for extending
the courses of instnlction, crmvded the schools with all sorts of
scientific studies ,vhich limited the teaching of the subjects that
were so necessary for the education of an osteopatbic physician.
'The pitiful part of this attitude to me was that the den~and for
the four year course came because many of the professlOll out-
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spokenly said it ,vas necessary for our great system to Pilttern
after educational policies of the very medical system whose failures had made our existence possible. We should have outlined at
all times our educational policies and secured our laws with but
one thought, and that ,vas-how best to foster Dr. Still's discovery as an independent system of treatment. There is a need today
for well-rounded, high-type physicians and to create them it
should not be a question of how other schools teach or tile length
of time they take to educate their students, ratller it should be
the question of the selection of the student and the type of training which will give him, first, the fundamental principles of osteopathy, second, a thorough grounding in technic necessary to practice osteopathy, and, third, concentrated courses in the basic
sciences and laboratory procedures which will not make a scientist
out of him but enable him to pass a state board examination.
Perhaps I am an old crank, but I am a finn believer in justice
to all. I readily understand that in this progressive age in which
we live it is wise to keep pace with tlle omvard march of science,
but sometimes we overstep the bounds of common sense and practical needs.
There is danger in having our young men and women \vho enter
our colleges spend so much time in scientific branches that have
little value from a practical standpoint. All tlleir energy is used
in attempting to learn in great detail some of these sciences and
as a consequence the practical and fundamental principles which
are so necessary to the art of practiCe are neglected.
Of course, the reason for all this may be traced in part to increasingly hard examinations given by some state boards. Thus
more time is spent in preparing for examinations before state
examining boards than in leanling the principles of the art of
treatment. In osteopathic colleges this tendency may be disastrous, because osteopathic principles and technic may be neglected
and as a result our students will graduate ,vithout being equipped
to practice the kind of osteopathy that has made our profession
what it is today.
It has been my hope that the time 'will come when Ollr colleges
'will require its teachers to link their instructions in every subject
,,,ith osteopathy. For instance, in anatomy or in physiology, if
the class was studying the liver and its functions, the instructor
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should not fail to impress upon the students the importance of
nonnal nerve and blood supply to the liver and show them how
nerve fibers and blood vessels may be influenced by structural
alterations in the body machine. It is not easy, but quite necessary that the application of osteopathy in all sciences be given.
Recently, one of the most prominent educators in the osteopathic profession said to me, "Dr. Hildretil, in all of my thirty
years of experience in practice I have never written a prescription,
yet there are a great many of our newer graduates ,vho feel that
it is necessary to write prescriptions and use drugs in their prac~
tices. I wonder ,vhy? "
I answered this doctor frankly and told him that I was not sure
but I felt that the young men and young women dabbling with
drugs were doing so because they had been forced to spend their
energies in school in studying such a broad technical field that
they had lost sight of, or had not been taught sufficiently, the
fundamental principles of osteopathy.
The writer has written these few paragraphs on educational
policies with the expectancy that he will be criticized severely,
but he places himself on record, based upon more than forty-five
years of experience, and intends to stand by his convictions. He
has one desire, onE high hope and that is that either now or in the
future his words may be a means of a\'mkening the profession to a
realization of the fact that the correction of physical defects by.
the process of manipulation with the hands is the greatest system
ever discovered for the prevention and cure of disease, and that
in his opinion a well-rounded, sufficiently educated osteopathic
physician, who does not practice major surgery or administer
drugs and poisons may obtain all that is necessary to practice his
profession in a well-plamled four year course, with a requirement
of a high sehool diploma for matriculation.
Dr. Still one time said to me, "You need not fear. our enemies
who have contested every advancement we have undertaken."
He was referring to the systematic, determined effort of the representatives of the allopathic system of medicine in their bitter
condemnation of his discovery. He said, "They cannot harm,
us, t1leir kicks are only blessings in disguise. Our great danger, in
fact the only danger that could threaten the future of osteopathy,
are the mistal.;:es of t1lOse who profess to be our friends. "
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It has been my privilege through all the years of the growth and
development of the osteopathic profession to know that Dr. StilI
spoke ti,e tmth. All of the opposition to osteopathic development has come from men painfully ignorant of our system and
wrapped up in tile egotistical idea that their own system was the
only one for the cure of disease.
Now, as 'INe analyze the situation, we can see that perhaiJs our
danger does come from those who not only profess to be, but are,
our friends-t1lOse in the profession who feel that they are doing
the right thing by urging tVolO-year college preosteopathic courses
for our students.
]\tly fear is that the two-year preosteopathic college vmrk will
prevent many wortily, capable young men and women from taking
up osteopathy as a profession because of their inability to secure
finances necessary for such a pro~onged course of study. It virtually builds a financial ,vall around our colleges that will prohibit
many high class young people from joining our profession.
.Arbitration in these vital educational policies is important before any drastic steps are taken. It is best, then, t1mt the profession take into consideration the colleges before demanding
educational policies which will work hardships upon them. 11uch
can be accomplished by working out the problems together, because after all without colleges osteopathy would die.
:My prayer is that God in his infinite wisdom will continue to
guide the destinies of our great profession in the future, as we
knmv he has in the past, to the end that all osteopathic physicians
will prove to be worthy receivers of the mantle inherited from our
great discoverer, Dr. Andrew Taylor Still.
I quote from a Christmas letter received from a valued friend,
an osteopathic physician in a far a\vay country, a foreign country
where he is not even allowed to use on his office door the word
physician, or letters that would indicate he might be a physician
and with nothing in the world to use in the treatment of disease
except his hands and the technic he learned in the treatment of
disease under Dr. A. T. Still's teaching. His reputation, nevertheless, as a successful physician has spread to the fartherest
parts of that country. He has sent students back to the homeland to study osteopat1ly, and when they graduate he takes them
on his staff or helps them to locate. He has a marvelous record
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in osteopathy, one that can be attained by any physician who
practices the kind of osteopathy that has made our profession
""hat it is today. His thoughts regarding education are expressed
in a better way than I am capable of doing, and I want my readers
to kumv lvhat they are. In a letter to me he says:
There is OIle thing that I wish especially to thank you for. YOll have always
stood for not raising the entrance standards too high for students to enter our
osteopathic colleges, and this is of great importance to our profession ancl the
commonwealth. Of course, as you know, there is a happy medium. It is
surely high enough at present with the requirement of a high sellOO! diploma.
To raise it higher would shut out those 'who would prove to be the most valuable practitioners, men who 'vill be a credit to the profession, and what is
more important, give such a splendid service to mankind.
'The medical course in this country is six years and is made difficult with no
practical object in view. In my opinion the students are educated beyond
their intelligence. IHany are unable to give good service to the public because
they have very few practical ideas.
The stand that vou have taken on this question is not a pleasant one. As
you know, most p;actitioners think that high entrance standards for our colleges willl:,rive us a better standing with the public and also cut out competition
by making it difficult to get a degree. This is what the members of the medical profession try to do and it results in the public getting impractical men
and very poor service. I am sure you understand.

Indeed I do understand, doctor! There is another matter which
I ,,,ish to bring to the attention of osteopathic students and physicians. I know that a great many of our people think I am extreme in my views, bu t the whole ambition of my life has been to
serve the profession in the biggest possible way. 1~herefore, in
the dosing years of my life I have put down some of my own opinions on matters that seem to me to be of vital importance to the
profession. I hope that future generations, who honor me by
reading this book, wiII thoughtfully consider what I have said.
I sometimes feel that this great profession of ours might have
been stronger today and the men and ,yomen who practice osteopathv able to render even a more valued service had our laws been
so formulated to deny osteopathic physicians the use of anything
but their hands in the cure of disease. Today many good men in
our profession, especially the more recent graduates of our colleges,
are clamoring for full privileges in states where osteopathic practice is limited. In my humble opinion they are asking for the
right to prescribe drugs, which, in no way strengthens the pro-
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fession nor the services they are anxious to render. vVhat need
have they for greater privileges ,vhen one considers what Dr. StilI
accomplished with his hands and what that man in a far away
foreign country is doing with his hands?
It is a travesty on StilI for Our people to mix osteopathy with
any other system. Any man or woman who undertakes to gain
by the privilege of administering drugs in any fonn is only tearing
down the superstructure created by Dr. StilI because his whole
success, his national and international reputation, were absolutely
based upon the fact that he discarded the use of drugs and poisons
in his cure of disease. I wish to repeat that osteopathy owes its
existence today to the failures of other systems of treatment and
to Dr. StilI's ability to turn those failures into successes.
In England at this time an osteopathic physician is not even
allowed to put the word" doctor" on his door. He is not allowed
to sign a birth or death certificate. This is true also in some parts
of Canada. \Ve are not known in foreign countries other than as
dnlgless practitioners and yet our people over there are meeting
with unbounded success. They are relieving any number of sick
people that could not find relief other than through the treatment
Dr. Still gave to the world. They are not only making enviable
reputations for themselves as individuals, but also are rendering a
rare service and meeting ,vitlt a success little dreamed of. Our
profession deserves the name of physic-ian., deserves the right to
sign birth and death certificates, deserves the right to do anything
in an emergency that any other physician does, but in my opinion
they would be much better off and render much better senrice
if they were not allowed to use a drug of any kind for curative
purposes, let alone write prescriptions.
Dr. M. A. Lane in his book, "Dr. A. 'f. Still. Founder of Osteopathy, " on page sixteen, has the follmving to say, which to me sums
up in the best possible ,vay the facts as they exist relative to our
profession, its past, its present, and its future:
This original tJleory of A. T. Still has been steadfastly taught to the young
osteopaths that lmve been trained in the American School of Osteopathy at
Kirksville. It 1Hts been instilled in their minds at that school from the beginning. It has been consistently taught them during the years I have been
myself a teacher in that school, and when it ceases to be taught tJlere the
American School of Osteopathy will be no longer a representative of the essential and fundamental thought of its founder. No school that does not make
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that theory the main spring and purpose of its existence can be called osteopathic without false pretense and the moral and scientific obliquity that false
pretense of any kind implies. And when osteopathy lets go of that primary
teaching it ceases to be.

Dr. Lane, one of the most clever scientists that ,vas ever developed by the University of Chicago, ·was thoroughly in accord with
the tenets of osteopathy. He recognized the truth of Dr. Still's
statement that the body contains within itself all the remedies
necessary for the prevention and cure of disease.
I want to be sure that my readers do not misunderstand my
attitude on education. I believe one should obtain the best education possible. I know from personal experience what one
misses ,vho does not have the opportunity of a complete all-~round
education, yet I also know that in education there are two extremes, one a lack of opportunity to secure a practical education,
the other unnecessary education along lines he is not able to utilize.
'The world needs more physicians. Country tmvns and villages
far from cities are crying for physicians. OUf young people
need to have every opportunity in life. If they desire to become
physicians and are fitted for the task, we should not make their
edncation so difficult they ,,~ll find it impossihle to accomplish
their aims. By placing our preliminary standards too high, we
are robbing many young men and young women of a chance to
realize their ambitions. This should not be. Reread, if you will,
what my friend from that far away country had to say of the
medical course for physicians in his country. 'That is the reason
why I take the stand that I do relative to osteopathic education.
Osteopathy as a profession! Surely here is a subject that sbould
be vitally important to young people ,vho are at the time in life
when it is necessary to choose either a profession or some line of
occupation or business which will guarantee them the best opportunities in life. Graduate physicians have already dedicated
their lives to senrices through this profession; the students in all
osteopathic colleges are there because they have confidence in
this profession. Theirs is a laudable undertaking, aspiring to
help people to maintain health, for WitllOut health all the wealth
in the world cannot buy or bring happiness into an individual's
life.
After more than forty-five years of experience in active practice,
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it seems to me that there is no broader field of usefulness, no broader scope of opportunity, 110 higher privilege for service than can
be rendered through osteopathy.
Dr. Still was a student of natural law, the greatest student of
natural law it has ever been my privilege to knmv, and through
his study of nature he gained unlimited confidence in the power of
the human body with which he was dealing.
Dr. Still stated many times that the downfall of some good man
could never be traced to an osteopathic physician giving a first
narcotic to ease pain; in other words, there were no drug addicts
in the wake of osteopathic treatment for disease. He was proud
of the fact tllat none of our people during his supervision of the
school and clinics ever wrote a prescription for a narcotic.
God bless his memory, not only for his discovery, but for tlle
influence he was for all that is best in life.
r have often said that if r had only ten years longer to live,
knowing what I do about osteopatlly, I ,,,"auld ,vant to spend those
years in serving the sick osteopathically. It is not my purpose to
advise young people as to ,vhat profession they should choose,
for it is my finn conviction young men and young women should
make tlleir own decisions and select the profession tlley conscientiously believe to be the field in life's endeavor they would enjoy
most. However, after all of my years of experience, it seems to
me this is one field that our ambitious young people should not
overlook.

PRACTICING IN ST. LOUIS

CHAPTER XVIII
PRACTICING IN ST. LOUIS
ONE of tny first experiences in St. Louis proved to me what
osteopat11Y could do for summer complaint, a. very common condition of little children. Early in the spring of 1903, a few days
before the opening of our sanitarium at the comer of Garrison and
l\.1organ avenues, a woman came to sec me. She explained that
she V'laS the mother of twin baby girls \"ho were seriously ill ,,"ith
summer complaint. She asked me if I would see them.
vVe took a street car to the west end of St. Louis where her *
home was situated. When I was shmvn these baby girls, I ,vas
shocked at their condition. They were six months old, but were
such tiny things and so emaciated and scra\vny that to touch them,
it seemed, would cause them to fall apart. Reaching under each of
these little blessed bodies, in tunl, ,,{ith my right hand, I gentIy
pressed the soft tissues on either side of the spinous processes
at about the level of the eighth and ninth dorsal vertebrae. IV[y
purpose was to inhibit, if possible, the action of the nerves which
were thrmving tile intestinal musculature into spasm. The
question in my mind ,vas whether it would be possible to treat
those little stanTed bodies in any way that could possibly benefit
them. After applying inhibition for a short time, I laid one hand
cross\vays over the spine at about the level of the tenth dorsal
vertebra, gently supporting the tiny body. Then I placed my
other hand as lightly as possible on tile little abdomen, gently
working tile soft tissues until the tense muscles relaxed. '1'he diet
which the mother had been giving to her babies consisted of
diluted milk, diluted barley, and rice water. In my opinion this
diet was not adequate for the babies to gain weight. 'l'hey were
actually starving to death. I advised the motiler to give them
whole cow's milk, from the same cow, if possible, each time. She
was to start feeding the babies a teaspoonful every half hour,
gradually increasing the amount.
The little things were simply starving to death, but the method
of treatment at that time was considered scientific. On tile con- .
trary it vms unscientific and it was leading those little ones directIy
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to the grave. Something must be given from which they could
obtain nourishment.
\Vith these instructions, I left to return in the afternoon. On
my second visit I found that the babies were not crying as much;
tIley ,,,ere even resting some. I remembered what Dr. Still had
told his students-that babies with summer complaint could be
helped materially by letting them suck 011 a strip of bacon, medium well done. He claimed that tile grease from tile bacon would
be healing to the little inflamed bowels. I suggested this treatment also.
It \vas marvelous to watch tIlOse famished little thin ous corne
back to health and life. I wish that every osteopathic student
and every osteopathic physician in the profession, who has not
had an experience of that kind, could have \vitnessed their recovery. They improved steadily and developed into tile sweetest
little human beings one could imagine.
Since the successful outcome of these cases, it has been my privilege to treat many similar cases by virtually tile same procedures.
I have wondered again and again how many thousands of those
little innocent, helpless human beings have been starved to death
through ,vbat was called scientific feeding.
About this same time, I v,;as called one morning to treat a patient, a man thirty-five years of age, ,vho had been suffering intense
pain in the right temple. His relatives were very much alarmed
over his condition. He had been treated for ten days by dnlgs,
but instead of improving he had gradually grmvn worse. Upon
examining him, I found osteopathic lesions in the rerrion
of the
o
first to the third cenrical vertebrae, also an interference with free
joint movement at the fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrae. He was
delirious at times and badly constipated. I treated him that
morning and ordered an enema to be given. I returned that
afternoon at four o'clock and found that his headache already
had begun to modify. I treated him again. That night I said
to my wife I would sleep easier if I could run out and see that
"dead man, n as I called him to her, before retiring. So I made a
third trip to his home. I found him more comfortable and resting part of tile time. I treated him the third time. I leanled the
next morning that he had had tile first comfortable rest in many
nights. In a week's time he had fully recovered.
~
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A short time after this, I 'was called to attend a relative of this
patient. He was a brother-in-lmv and was suffering with pneumonia. It was the third day following the onset of the disease.
The temperature was 104 degrees Fahrenheit and the lungs ,veTe
very much congested. The respiratory rate was in the thirties
and the pulse was very high. This was one of the first cases of
pneumonia that I was privileged to treat. While I was at Kirksville, many people 'who came there thought that osteopathy ,vas
good for only chronic conditions. It has only been through education and the good results obtained that public confidence has
gradually been established in the new system for the treatment of
acute conditions. Osteopathic physicians today are being called
upon for all kinds of acute cases, such as diphtheria, scarlet fever,
infantile paralysis, etc., to the lasting gratification of the patients
treated.
In this case of pneumonia, my first procedure 'was to place the
arms of the patient above his head. Then with my hands underneath his back on the angles of the ribs on each side of the spine,
I lifted up the thorax several times. This tended to relieve the
congestion in the lungs by stimulating the circulation. This also
helped that part of the lung which was not affected to expand more
easily.
Then I placed my hands along the spine, pressing gently all
the way from the first down to the eighth dorsal, with the idea of
relaxing the tissues. 'Then I treated the entire spine and manipulated the tissues of the shoulder and the tissues around the clavicles. I ordered the patient to be sponged 'with water as hot as
he could comfortably bear it. Strange as it may seem, one can
reduce a fever with hot ,vater more quickly than with cold, and
there is no danger of chilling the patient, if he is properly protected
from drafts.
l\ly first call was about 11 :00 o'clock in the morning; my second
at 4 :00 o'clock in the afternoon, and the third at 9 :00 o'clock in
the evening. By the next day the patient's fever had lessened
about two degrees. On the third day the temperature was 100
degrees Fahrenheit and on the following day it was normal.
Could the public realize what osteopathic hands can do in the
care of pneumonia, thousands of lives now lost under allopathic
care would be saved. The reputation of osteopathic physicians
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in the field of respiratory diseases is unparalleled. Osteopathic
physicians are proud of their record during the flu epidemic.
Thousands of people today who had the flu in 1918 and 1919 and
who employed osteopathic physicians to take care of them owe
tll eir lives to osteopathy.
Soon after the opening of our sanitarium in St. Louis a ten-yearold girl was brought to me. She had at one time been afflicted
,,,ith double congenital hip dislocation. Her hips had been set
by the famous Vienna bloodless surgeon, Dr. Alfred Lorenz. The
father of this patient had read an account of Dr. Lorenz' work
Witil a little patient in Chicago, and he had sent for him to treat
his daughter. Dr. Lorenz came to St. Louis and set both hips.
One of them remained in nonnal position, but the other hip, after
a time, was thrown back into its old abnormal position. I was
called to treat the hip that had not been successfully set. At that
time I felt I lacked sufficient experience to undertake to correct a
hip of that type and I told the father so. But he insisted that
I treat her with the result that she was benefited very materially,
that is, osteopathic manipulative treatment freed the head of
the tiligh bone so that better motion was obtained than previously,
even tilOugh it continued to remain in abnormal position.
'I·wo years later the little girl's father walked into my office and
the first tiling he said to me was, \Vhat can you do, Doctor, for a
:flat foot?" He named three or four widely known St. Louis surgeons under whose care he had been for several months ,,;rithout
henefit. Going back to basic principles as taught by Dr. Still,
that is, looking for interferences, even though remote, in nerve or
blood supply to the foot, I expected to find a lesion at the junction
of the innominate and sacrum on the side of the :flat foot, or a
fiftil lumbar vertebra on sacrum lesion, affecting the nerves controlling circulation to that limb. He was very sensitive on palpation in the regions of both these joints, and in addition behveen
the second and third lumbar vertebrae. After examining him and
telling him where I believed his trouble was, he said, "Doctor,
try it and see what you can do. "
I turned him on his right side, because it was the left foot timt
was involved. Then I placed the fingers of my right hand on the
junction of the left innominate with the sacrum, and my left hand
and foreann around and under the left knee. I flexed the limb
;<
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on the thigh and lifted it as high as I could up straight tmvard
my chest holding my pressure firmly at the sacro-iliac articulation,
and then dropped the foot down and extended the limb. Strange
to say, I had no sooner made use of that one initial manipulation
than the sciatic nerve began to pain the patient excruciatingly,
to the very end of the toes. But this only lasted a few minutes.
Then I st~od in front of him, and went to work on that upper
joint lesion, between the second and third lumbar vertebrae. I
treated this man twice a week for sixteen times, until the tissues
of his back were nonnalized. I did not have to treat the sacro-iliac
articulation again. The specific corrective work was applied at
the second and third lumbar vertebrae. As the treatments progressed, the arch of the foot gradually became normal and at the
end of the sixteenth treatment he was entirely free from pain.
The patient was sublimely happy over the results. I was, indeed,
also elated because results in these cases are difficult to secure.
It was a joy to watch that foot come back to normal, although I
was very much surprised.
In my opinion the irritation of the nerve roots at the second,
third and fourth lumbar as a result of joint lesions produced a
contraction of the lumbar muscles on the left side causing the
Soreness at the junction of tIle innominate with the sacrum and
disturbances of circulation to the entire leg. Vvhen the nerves
Were relieved by correction of the lumbar lesions, the muscles
relaxed and circulation to the leg was restored, resulting in a return
to normalcy of the foot.
Another -outstanding case which came to our attention at the
51. Louis sanitarium was that of a fanner from Pittsfield, Il1.,
who complained of a disabled arn1. He could not lift it. Movement of the arm was restricted at the shoulder. The elbmv was
also stiff and the fingers ,vere distended and puffy to the very ends.
The skin was glossy from the shoulder to his fingers. I sunnised
at once that the nerves that controlled all circulation to the ann
'were interfered with; in other words, the muscles, as ,veIl as the
skin, were impoverished. After examining the ann thoroughly,
I asked him what he had been doing in the ,vay of treatment. He
told me tllat he had been treated by a number of doctors in St.
Louis. They had pumped morphine and other s~datives into
him because he could not rest without tbem, but he was gradually
growing worse instead of better.
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He asked me what I thought I could do for him. I told him I
did not know-that it looked to me as if he had waited a long time
before coming to us for belp. I also told him that I would do my
best if he wanted me to treat him, but it would require some time
to benefit him, if such was possible. \Ve could only know hmv
much and how fast the condition would be overcome by a thorough
trial. He said he was willing to have me treat him, and I began
at once. I treated particularly the upper spine between the
shoulder blades. Then I worked on the shoulder and finally down
the arm, fore ann, and to the hands. Mter several treatments of
this kind, he found out that he did not need as much morphine'as
previously to stop his pain. Gradually all pain left. After one
month's treatment, he came walking in one day ,vith his face all
smiles and quite jubilantly said to me, "Doctor, do you know
my fingers are a little better, and if I could only get the use of
them I would be perfectly satisfied. "
I answered to the effect that since he had made remarkable improvement so far, there was no telling how much more good we
could do. At least we were following the right line of treatment.
His hand, from that day on improved rapidly.
A short time aftenvards he came in again one morning and said,
"Doctor, do you suppose I will ever get the use of my elbow? If
I could only use that elbow, I would' feel satisfied and be very
happy over the results. "
Again I said, "\Ven, if you have courage to carryon ,vith the
treatment, and since we have helped the hand to such an extent,
it seems as if there should be some hope for tl1e elbow." Finally,
to his unbounded joy, the elbow joint began to have a little motion
in it and gradually the motion was increased. The hand and
elbow both were improving slmvly but surely.
It was not long before he said to me, "Doctor, I wonder if I
am 'actually going to get back the full USe of my shoulder and
arm 'some day?"
Again I had to say to him in reply, "If we can secure the result
We ha.ve thus far, it Seems reasonable to believe that in time the
shoulder will yield to treatment as well as the rest of the ann."
"If that is possible," he said, "then tntIy my joy will be complete. "
This patient remained with me, ,under treatment, about Sl'i:
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months. As a reward for his patience and faithfulness to treatment , he reO"ained
nonnal use of his entire arm and shoulder. This
0
was a clear case of brachial neuritis (inflammation of the nerves to
the ann), the cause of 'which were distinct lesions in the joints
behreen the first and second and second and third dorsal vertebrae. Here, as stated elsewhere in this book, may be affected the
vasomotor nerves in the spinal cord that reflexly control nutrition
of the entire anTI.
\\Then he was telling me goodbye and thanking me, it occurred
to me that I had never asked him under ,;vhat circumstances he
happened to receive an injury that had resulted in such severe
symptoms. He hung his head and said, "Oh, I don't like to tell
vou.
~ "Come on, out wlth it, " I urged him, "what caused that injury
in the start?"
"WeD," he said, "I got mad one day and hit a feDow with that
hand and the condition you found was the penalty I paid for my
rash foolishness. "
Some weeks later this patient, who was so happy over the
recovery and usefulness of his ann, brought a six quart tin bucket,
full to the top, of the finest, -most beautifully dressed frog legs one
could wish to see. He knew ,ve 'were serving some twenty or
thirty people at our sanitarium all the time and this was his addition~1 token of appreciation of what ,ve had done for him. After
I sent the frog legs to the kitchen, I heard quite a commotion out
there. Someone was protesting in a loud voice. It turned out
to be our cook, a great big ra"wboned Negro woman. She was
always ready to scrap Wit11 anyone, anytime, and was very emphatic as to what she would and would not do. She h.ad ordere~
the man who brought ilie frog legs in to take them nght out at
her kitchen. She exclaimed loudly that she wouldn't have anything to do with them; she would not cook them and have them
jumping around in the skillet. She was truly on the warpath when
I appeared on the scene.
"Eliza," I said, ",vhat is the reason you are not going to cook
those frog legs?"
She cried, "I ain't going to put t11em frog legs in the skillet and
see them jumping around, No, sah, I'm not, \yon't have nothin'
to do with 'em."
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"Vv"hy," I said, "they are not going to hurt you. Quit your
foolishness, now. You w£ll cook those frog legs, you know you
will. "
She finally consented. They certainly were delicious, as delicate
a morsel as I ever tasted and the entire household had a rare treat.
One day a tall, lanky, Englishman walked into the office and
asked for an examination. I took him into my treatment room,
and inquired about his trouble. He told me he ,vas suffering
a great deal of the time with a very severe pain in the lower abdomen on the left side. lvlyfirst thought was, where do the nerves
come from that control this area. I examined the 100ver back
region and found lesions in the region of the tenth to the twelfth
dorsal vertebrae. There was acute sensitiveness of the muscles
on the left side, and there was limited movement of the joints in
this region. Those vertebrae were not ilislocated but only altered
slightly from their nonnal positions. I know that we were laughed
at by some "old school" physicians and ridiculed in the early days
bec~use we called subluxations dislocations. Such abnormalities
or subluxations are nmv called lesions.
After examining this Englishman, I said to him, "If l,ve can correct the lesions I have found, you should have no more trouble.
I can find no indication of anything abnormal in the tissues of the
abdomen. The muscles are not tense." He did not nave a history of constipation or bowel trouble, only that nagging pain.
\\Thile examining the abdomen, I said to hilTI, "It is lucky for you
the pain is on the left instead of the right side or somebody would
have had his knife in there before this to remove tile appendix."
His reply was, "I have been to eight or ten different surgeons in
St. Louis and everyone of thenl wanted to perform an exploratory
operation. Some of them even went to the extent of urging
and imploring me to have it done, but I would not listen to a
proposition for an operation."
I went to work on timt fellow and treated him as carefully ancI
conscientiously as I kne,v hmv. But no matter hmv hard I worked,
his pain did not entirely disappear. vVhile he always felt better
after a treatment, tile pain would return. During the summer
while this patient was under my care, as was our custom, my wife,
daughter ancI I attended the national convention of the American
Osteopathic Association which was held that year at Put-in-Bay,
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just norlll of SanduskY', Ohio. I planned to be away for about
two weeks, taking a little rest after the convention. J\'1y niece,
Dr. Flora Notestine, who was aSEociated with me then as my
assistant and had been there for some time took care of my practice. One day when this patient came to me for treatment a few
days before tile time I was to leave I said to him, "I am obliged to
be out of town two weeks but my niece, who is a very efficient and
able osteopathic physician, is with me and can treat you as well
as I can. "
He replied instantly, blurting out that he was not going to have
any woman treat him.
I said, "That is for you to decide." HO"wcver, I told him I
thought it ,vas very foolish for him to take that attitude because
I kne1," my niece could do good ,vork for him. He ,vent away and
the next time he came back to me he said, "I guess I ""ill have
your niece treat me while you are away." I called my niece in
and introduced him to her. I explained the type of treatment I
was giving this patient, and told her timt I felt if I could get the
proper correction he would lose his pain at once and permanently.
We discussed the case in detail later. ~rhe time came for the convention and I left Witil my family.
On our return, as ,vas customary, I ran over the list of my patients one by one, inquiring about each. "\\Then we reached the
name of this man, I asked my niece what had become of our Englishman. She replied, "Oh, I guess I bluffed him, he only came
once and believe me I gave him a treatment." She felt that he
did not tilink a woman had strength or sense enough to treat him
or do him any good. "'That ,,'as the last I saw of him, " she said.
I did not think much about it, but in a few weeks who should
walk in the office one day but the Englishman, the happiest man
you ever sa,,,. He said, If Do you know, that one treatment of
your niece cured me entirely?" Then he went on to say, "I
have not had a particle of pain from that day to this."
Such incidents as the above should prove to our osteopathic
physicians, as it did to me, that the failure of one physician in a
case is not tile failure of tile system. Ivly attitude is that osteopathy seldom if ever fails, that if at first we fail in getting just the
right specific correction that restores the body to normalcy, it is
the failure of the doctor and not osteopathy.
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A little boy from Chester, Ill., who some mon&s before had had
an attack of cerebrospinal meningitis was brought to us by his
mother and father. The attack had left one arm and bolll legs
paralyzed. This condition had been present for a number of
months. The boy had been treated in St. Louis by "old school"
physicians before being brought to me. They wanted me to examine the patient and treat him if I thought I could help him. It
was a clear case of paralysis produced by the aftereffects of the
inflammation in tile spinal cord where the function of the motor
nerve roots to his right arm and lower limbs were involved. His
face and his speech were not affected, neither was the left arm
and upper part of the body. Here was another remarkable case
I wish every osteopathic physician could have witnessed because
of the results obtained. If the children of today who suffer with
cerebrospinal meningitis could be treated osteopathically from the
initial symptoms of the attack, multiplied thousands would be
saved witilOut any aftereffects. 'This patient was treated about
six montilS. Tbe first indication of improvement was a change in
the circulation to the lmver limb, even before the arm began to
improve. VVhen this little fellow, five years of age, first came to
us, he could not move a muscle in either lower limb; he could use
his left ann but not his right. The day came when we could observe a little motion in one of the big toes; from this beginning,
motion gradually extended from one muscle to another until
every muscle in his lower limbs was functioning normally. Then
the ann began to improve. "\Vhell treatment was discontinued,
the arm was not entirely well, but very much improved. He
could use it fairly well. I kept in touch with that case for years.
I learned that eventually he gained the complete use of his ann.
In the spring of 1907, after four years of practice in my little
sanitarium at the corner of Garrison and J\lorgall, my connection
Witil the sanitarium and the school at Kirksville was definitely
and pleasantly severed. Then it was that I opened offices on the
soutileast corner of tile same intersection, on the seventh floor of
the old Century Building, now a part of the Scruggs-VandervoortBarney Department Store, and it was in that office, for seven
years, I practiced the profession I had learned under Dr. A. T.
Still in that pioneer school which he established. The office occupied a space about forty-two feet square, giving tne three splendid
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east \vindmys and three very large windows with southern exposure. It \vas an ideal location. 'The space waS divided into
five treatment rooms, a little entrance corridor about twelve by
sixteen feet, a private office, and a reception room. Patients
walked through the corridor to reach the reception room, with
three treatment rOoms on the north and two on the \vest, with the
office behveen the reception room and treatment rooms on the
west. It made an ideal arrangemEnt and gave me rOom enough to
handle whatever practice came to me.
rvry niece, Dr. Flora Notestine, \vas associated with me in this
office. Let me say in this connection to the young osteopathic
doctors \\'ho have completed internships in hospitals and institutions that the very day and hour that they open an office of their
own and are compelled to use their own judgment and bear their
own responsibilities, they will begin to obtain experience of much
more value tlmn when they have someone to lean upon for help
and advice. The sooner one has to shoulder his O\vn responsibilities, the sooner he will become proficient and realize the power
that he holds in his own hands.
Here let me say a \vord about offices. First, no matter ,vhether
the offices are to be in a large or small town, they should ahvays be
kept scrupulously clean and as pleasantly furnished as possible,
because tlle first impression of a patient who walks into an office
is a lasting one. Many times pleasant surroundings help the
doctor materially to help the patient. In Iny reception room I
made it a point to try to have flowers on the center table, together
·with a few recent issues of magazines. During my period of
practice in tlle city we had our home in \Vebster Groves. Going to
the train each day, it was necessary for me to pass a greenhouse
adjacent to the depot. I arranged with the florist to have a
bouquet of flowers ready for me each 110nday morning and paid
him so much each week for years. Those flowers added much to
the cheerfulness of our reception room and brought forth many
complimentary remarks of appreciation.
There are two essential reasons why an office should always be
selected and furnished ,,,ith care: first, of course, to make the
patient feel he is in tlle presence of refined people, where it will be
pleasant to come when necessary; second, to create an atmosphere
for tlle physician to render the best service to his patient.
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The personal appearance of the physician is of even greater
importance. I have visited osteopathic offices throughout the
United States. A number of times, too many times, in fact, on
entering an offIce, I have found the doctor seated in his shirt
sleeves, smoking a cigarette or cigar, with his feet cocked up on a
desk or some other convenient resting place. Think of 11is embarrassment should a refined VolDman enter the office and find the doctor in that kind of surroundings. His chances for securing tbat
woman for a patient, to say the least, are not good. The personal
appearance of the doctor, then, as ,yell as the appearance of bis
office, mean much in laying the foundation for a successful practice.
Shortly after opening our new offices, a young man, eighteen
years of age, was brought to me from Kennett, ]\.10., by his father
and a friend of the family. 1'his friend had been treated at our
sanitariml1 in the west end of the city and it was through him the
appointment was made to See this young fellow on a Sunday
morning. It was not my custom to make Sunday appointments.
I seldom went to tlle office on Sunday, but inasmuch as the); had
come to 81. Louis from tlmt distance and had written to me advising me of their coming, I could not refuse. 1\Then they arrived
that mornil1g I observed that the boy was on crutches. His right
limb was so flexed that his knee almost touched his body. He
could not put his foot to the floor without help and then only with
difficulty. This friend of mine said, "Doctor, I suppose you
wonder why I came with Mr. Lasswell and his son, I have
recommended you to a good many people; many of whom have
never reached you. They ,,,auld be sidetracked on the road up
here and go to somebody else. I vms determined that this son
of my personal friend \vould sec you and not somebody else. "
On examination I expected to find a dislocation of the hip, but
to my surprise the head of tlle femur or thigh bone was in its normal position in the socket of the hip bone, and the tissues around
the joint seemed to be normal. On examination of his back, I
found the spine curved to the opposite side from the limb that
was involved. With regard to the thigh condition, I reasoned
that the contraction of the quadriceps muscles of the thigh was
due to a disturbance of the femoral or anterior crural nen'c whicl1
governs their functions. The quadriceps extensor tendon acts
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as a common tendon for these four muscles, tenninating partly
in the upper front surface of the tibia just belmv the knee joint.
Here again I was guided to the cause by that same principle upon
\vhich I have stood and fought the battle against disease all these
years in my practice. The cause ,vas a disturbance of a nerve, the
anterior crural nerve which is made up of fibers arising at the level
of the second, third and fourth lumbar vertebrae. In this region
I found lesions \vhich were interfering ,vitll normal nerve function.
The lumbar muscles ,vere contracted on the right side to the extent
that they drew the hip ahnost up against the ribs on that side.
This was oot a dislocated hip. The abnonnal position of the hip
·was due entirely to muscular contraction. Difficulty ,vas experienced in corrEcting the lesions of the spine, but just as soon as the
second, third, and fourth lumbar vertebrae were adjusted to nonnal
position, the contraction of the muscles began to disappear and the
nerve roots were relieved. He ,vas under treatment about h'\'o
man ths. Gradually the muscular defonnity was corrected and
the young man went home, a far different person than when he
came to us.
Another interesting case was that of a young married man \vith
a family of three small children. His mother ,vas a member of
one of the most wealthy families in St. Louis. He came to me for
examination and for my opinion regarding his condition. He was
in considerable pain which seemed to center in the low-back area
and at the junction of the innominate with the sacrum of the
left side. He was in fme physical condition aside from his pain.
For more than two years he had been under treatment of one of
the prominent men in a large Eastern hospital. This specialist
had diagnosed the condition tuberculosis of the spine.
The patient had been confined in a cast for weeks at a time, and
when he came to see me he "\TaS wearing a celluloid jacket made to
take the place of the cast, fitting his body very closely. It had
for its purpose the keeping of the weight of his body off tile diseased area. At the time he consulted me, he suffered so much
he had to speod at least half of his time in bed. There conld be
no question but that he was being treated for a tuberculous condition of tile spine. An x-ray picture of the low-back region shmved
a peculiar light area behveen tile sacrum and innominate, about
the widtil of a finger. It seemed to me that the physician who
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took care of this patient must have been correct in his diagnosis.
When he asked me what I thought we could do for him, I said,
"We can only know whetiler your condition can be helped by a
conscientious trial." With such a very difficult problem, time
alone would tell whether enough good could be done to justify his
expense and his time. With him the expense was 110 object; it
was a question of the return of his health.
The young man decided to begin treatment at once. 'This
was a case in ,vhich I proceeded very cautiously. Any physician
knows that harsh manipulative movements would have injured
this patient. Hence, I confined my treatment at first to extension
movements. This treatment ,vas given for the purpose of aiding
the circulation through the involved region of the spine. This
young man took treatment for about two years. It was not
long after the treatment was started that he himself knew he was
making progress. He began to suffer less pain and to feel a little
more strength in his back. This was a case which needed careful
study and most careful treatment. There is no magic medicine
on earth that would heal a condition of this kind. His only hope
was a pure and unobstructed blood snpply carrying a way the
dead and infected tissue and bringing new building material for
recovery. VV1len tlle patient began treatment he ,vas spending
one-half of his time in bed. When on his feet he wore a bard
leather jacket for his back. In three months' time he improved
to such an extent that he was spending much less time in bed and
when on his feet was going part of the time ,vithout the jacket.
At tlle end of a year he was able to drive an automobile and tlmt
,vas in the early days when automobiles could be afforded only
by the rich. Ofttimes he would meet me at the train when he
knew I had some calls to make in the city and drive me to my appointments, sitting in the car and waiting until I had finished my
work; and then he would take me back to a suburban train for
Webster Groves. That was the kind of a friend he became and
the kind that comes to the osteopathic physician for superior
services. I told him I would like to have an x-ray picture of his
spine when I felt he was practically well. He promised it to me
but somehow he never got around to it, which I regret very much.
X-ray apparatus at that time "ms scarce. I would have liked
very much to knmv ,vhether that region at the junction of the
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sacrum and innominate which showed disease so plainly in the
previous picture had become nonnalized. No matter whether it
did or not, this man was cured. The pain left him and his back
became strong again. 1'0 say he was grateful is putting it mildly.
He "vas truly one of the most loyal friends I have ever made
through results obtained in practice. Since I left 5t. Louis in
1914, it was impossible for me to see him but rarely. He died
only a fe1v years ago from tile aftereffects of an operation, so I
have been informed.
In a period of less than a month I was called upon to treat three
cases of appendicitis. One of them vms the wife of a man who \Va!:
working for the 5t. Louis office of the American Radiator Company. He came in one evening and told me that his wife had
been examined by one of the most eminent surgeons of the city
and an operation had been advised for the removal of a chronic
appendix. She had reached the point where her suffering was
becoming unbearable. A room had been reserved at one of the
local hospitals and the time set for her operation. But she" and
her husband both 1vere fearful of an operation and ,vere anxious
to avoid it if possible. Hence, he came to me and wanted to
know what osteopathy could do. Next morning he brought his
wife for examination. I found tenderness and soreness over the
appendix and in tile tissues around it. There were joint lesions
at the level of the eleventh and twelfth dorsal and first lumbar
vertebrae. I felt that there was a good chance to relieve her of
all pain if we could correct the lesions and I told them so. They
cancelled the reservation at the hospital and she commenced
treatment at once. I do not remember how many treatments
she took, but ber pain was soon gone and she was well again.
Twenty years aftenvard her husband came to see me and told
me t~lat she had never experienced another pain in her abdomen
since she had taken treatment.
Another case of appendicitis was not as easily hancl1ed. I was
called to see a young woman \vho was runn[ng a low-grade fever,
and who had extreme sensitiveness in the right abdominal area.
There was some question in my mind as to whether pus had not
already formed. She had joint lesions of the tentil and eleventh
dr sal vertebrae and tile lumbar muscles were tense and sore to
the touch. In my own mind there was some question as to 1vhether
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osteopathy could benefit this case. However, I felt that there
was no immediate danger for the life of the patient, and since she
was anxious to avoid operation, I recommended cautious treatment and careful watching of the patient's pulse and the temperature. Within three days the ,vorst symptoms had modifiedthe pain had been relieved and the flatulency and soreness in the
abdomen had subsided to a certain extent. In about three weeks'
time she was able to come to my office in the city for treatments.
This patient made splendid progress and eventually recovered.
I recently received a letter from her husband telling me tilat his
\vife had never had a recurrence of her old trouble.
IVly memory recalls an interesting sidelight in connection with
the case just described. One of tile widely known men in our
profession, a man who later became president of the American
Osteopat11ic Association, and his ,,,ife who was also an osteopathic
physician, had been abroad for six months taking postgraduate
volOrk. They had spent six months prior to that time in postgraduate work at Kirk~ville. In passing through St. Louis on
returning from Europe, he and his wife stopped for a day or two
in our home in Webster Groves. They were both graduates of
the American School of Osteopathy and the wife was a member
of one of the early families who were friends of Dr. Still. The
husband accompanied me to examine this patient with appendicitis. This was the second or third day after I had begun my
treatment. Just before reaching the house I said to him "Doctor, ,vhile there will you examine this case tiloroughly? Then
I want you to give me your candid opinion in the matter. "
~Vhe? we arrived, the doctor made a careful and thorough exammahon; then I treated the patient. After we left the house
h~ said to me,. "\-Vell, old man, I think there is a case wherein you
"~111 have to gIve up and call a surgeon." He knew that I recoglllzed the need for surgery in some conditions, yet he knew also
that I 'was very conservative and that I believed thoroughly 'with
Dr. Still who said there were thousands of patients operated upon
who could be cured without operation til rough osteopathic treatment. That was my attitude then and it is today. Please understand me when I say this. Today we have osteopathic physi~ians who specialize in surgery and I know many times surgery
15 absolutely needed and saves many lives, but my opinion is
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that if a careful painstaking diagnosis is made and the condition
is not frankly surgical, osteopathic manipulative treatment \"i11
often relieve the condition.
I replied to this physician friend of mine, "Doctor, maybe you
arc right, but I am going to ,,,atch that patient very carefully and
treat her for the next three or four days. Then, if surgical intervention is needed, she shall have it." As stated above, she made
a good recovery \Vit11Qut an operation. Even had I been correct
in my assumption that there 'was pus present at the time I first
examined her, nature was able to absorb it or wall it off.
\Vhile Dr. Blank and his wife were visiting us, I said to him one
evening, "Doctor, you and your "rife have spent a year of your
lives, not mentioning the expense, in equipping yourselves for the
purpose of relieving sick persons. Tell me, after all you have
seen and done, after all your experiences abroad, have you found
anything anywhere you believe to be superior to osteopathic
therapy? You know I am considered. a crank on osteopathy and
perhaps an extremist, but what I v-mnt is your own opinion as to
the comparison of our therapy with others you have contacted. "
He said, "Doctor, over there, " meaning countries he had visited
in the great medical institutions \vhere he had attended lectures,
etc., "the doctors are wonderful diaf,JTIosticians. ~Then they
complete their examinations, they know \vhat the condition is
"..jth which they have to contend. They are scientific to the highest degree, so far as knowledge of the condition they have found
is concerned, but when it comes to the question of treatment they
have nothing to compare with the osteopathic principle and procedure." His conclusion was that "\Ve have them beat miles
and miles. "
The third case of appendicitis was that of a girl sixteen years of
age. She had all acute attack \vhich carne on overnight. The
family called one of the ablest surgeons of St. Louis to examine
her. He insisted that it was necessary to operate at once, that she
was in a critical condition and it ,vas dangerous to delay. The
mother and father of tilis girl had been friends of mine for years
and had the utmost confidence in osteopathy. The day this
attack came on and the surgeon made this visit to see this young
woman, I was retuTIling from Little Rock, Ark. I had been sent
there, from St. Louis, by Dr. Still, to appear before a committee
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in behalf of a bill to recognize osteopathy then pending in the
state legislature. Upon my return to St. Louis the next mornincr
on a belated train, I was told to come at once to see this )"oun;
woman. lvIy niece 'who assisted me in my practice in St. Louis
for years, in fact during the greater portion of my time in my office
in the Century Building after leaving the sanatorium at G~rrison
and lviorgan avenues, said that it ,,;ras very important, that I
should go at once. Calling a cab, I was soon at the home of these
friends. The patient's temperature was a little over 103 delITees
Fahrenheit. She was suffering a great deal of pain and was Overy
sensit~ve to touch in the right iliac region of the abdomen. The
lumbar l1msc1es were also very rigid. I knew that these people
expected me to get busy at once, and r did not disappoint them.
r began by relaxing the tense muscles from the sacrum up to about
the eighth dorsal vertebrae on the right side. Then I pressed
gently but finnly on the spine in the region of the lumbosacral
articulation for the purpose of producing inhibition of the lJ"astrointestinal tract. Then with her lying on her left side I °gently
attempted to raise the viscera of the lower abdomen on the ricrht
side, especially in the area where she suffered her greatest p:in.
Before leaving the house, the girl was considerably more comfortable. This was another case in which there was ~ question in my
mind as to whether an operation was necessary. The distinguished
surgeon who had preceded me had claimed that surgery 'vas her
only hope. Nevertheless, I said to the girl's parents: "We will
watch this case closely. r ",..jll be back this evening on my ·way
to Vlebster Groves to sec what progress has been made."
'\Vhen I returned in the afternoon the fever was no higher. The
sensitive condition of the bowels had improved slightly. On
treating her the second time, r told them, as r ,vas leaving for
home, that should there be a change for the 'vorse durincr
the niaht
b
0
they were to call me at once and I would come. If I did not hear
from tbem I ,,",auld retunl in the mOTIling. Next morning I
found that the patient had had a fairly comfortable night, the
temperature was hvo degrees lmver than the day previous anel the
abdominal sensitiveness had improved perceptibly. I treated
her that day and for the next six days. At the end of this time
the patient had made a complete recovery. This young woman's
father visited me in IVfacon fifteen years after the daughter's at-
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tack of appendicitis. I learned that she had married and was
raising a family and that she had never had a recurrence of the
old condition.
Just here permit me to dif,rress to say tlmt at one of our state
conventions recently I heard one of our good woman osteopathic
physicians read a paper on the treatment of acute appendicitis.
She reported a number of cases she had relieved and her success
had been quite remarkable, but she said tbat she had always advised these patients to have the appendix removed after recovery,
in order that there could be no recurrence of the old trouble. In
my opinion this is not necessary because when a patient with
appendicitis is taken care of properly by an osteopathic physician
and the patient is relieved and makes a good recovery, there is no
danger of a recurrence.
About the same time I was treating these three patients who
had appendicitis, I learned about three persons upon whom operations were perfonned. One of them was a fanner patient of mine.
She had been treated by me for headache, which, in my opinion,
was caused reflexly by a pelvic disturbance. \Vhile I had benefited
her, she was not entirely relieved. A while after the treatment
she and her husband visited New Orleans and decided to consult
a noted surgeon of that city. The surgeon advised an operation
to release adhesions that were holding the uterus in an abnonnal
position, thus disturbing the nerves that controlled the circulation
to the uterus and reflexly the circulation to the head. She went to
the hospital and was operated upon. In three days she was dead.
This woman left a little daughter ten years of age and a son about
twelve. \Vith osteopathic treatment she would have been living
today if she had not submitted to an operation. While under my
treatment she seemed to be in splendid physical condition with
the exception of a malpositioned uterus, and if she had continued
treatment osteopathy might have helped her materially.
Another case was that of the 'wife of one of my boyhood friends.
She was a very prominent young woman in Kirksville. \\Then she
married, her husband took her to Sedalia, 1\10. He was very successful there as a la\vyer. His wife was loved by all who lmew
her, and she was very 2.ctive socially. She had been complaining,
some, of pain in the pelvis. She gave a big party, so she said, to
pal' her debts socially to her friends and neighbors. The next
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morning after the party she had an engagement at the hospital.
She ,,,as to go there for an operation to have the" trouble" removed. S~le \vas advised .by one of the surgeons of her own city
to have thIS done. She, hke the other patient just recorded, died
Jive days after the operation.
.1 \vas no~ personally acquainted with the third patient, but
~nends of mme told me about the case. This WOman was seemingly
1~ perfect healtI:, but she had been advised to undergo an operat~on ~or some 1ll1110r trouble. .Again a funeral followed the operabon 111 less than a week. Here, in three instances, were women
laid away in untimely graves ,yho in all probability should have
l~ved years longer and perhaps been living today l~ad the operatlOns not been performed.
I would not for th: world say a thing here that might lead Someone to refuse an operation absolutely needed to save his life, but
my conscience rests secure in the fact that mistakes made in this
direction are very few as compared with the multiplied thousands
who go to untimely gra,ces due to the aftereffects of operations
that should never have been performed. Dr. Still said that
osteopathic manipulative treatment, if correctly applied, would
save thousands from operations.
The story of one of my patients is interesting to relate in this
connection. He came to me for nervousness brought on by intermittent pain in the abdomen. On examination I detected a scar
which plainly told the tale of an operation for appendicitis. I
asked him about it.
"Oh , " IIe SalC
. I, "I was operated upon for chronic appendicitis."
~ben l~e recited the following story: He had had a pain in his
nght SIde for two or three years; it Jinally became so severe he
went to one of his friends, a surgeon, for examination. The doctor, in \vhom he had great confidence, told him he did not think
there was any question but that an operation was needed, but before advising it he wanted to call upon another surueon for consultation. It so happened that one of the best a~thorities on
appendicitis in the east was on his way home from the west and
scheduled to stop in St. Louis. Arrangements were made for
this distinguished authority to see the patient. The specialist
took a cab at Union Station and was driven out to the mamificent
b
west end home of the patient. After an examination he said,
(17)
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"If t11Ut ,;vere my own condition, I would have the appendix taken
Qut." He was in the house only a short time and departed, continuing his trip east. IvIy friend told me after a month or two he
received a bill from this renowned Eastenl specialist for $500.00
for the examination. He told me he put a check for SIOO.OO in
an envelope together with a letter telling the physician that he
felt that he had made a mistake in his bill. He never heard from
the specialist again. However, he proceeded with his arrangements for the operation to be done by his personal friend, tile surgeon who made the first examination. His first comment was,
the operation and the trimmings cost him $2500.00.
Then I said to him, "The thing I am interested in most is
whether the pain was stopped. "
He replied, emphatically, "No, the pain was just as bad after
the operation as before, and that is why I am coming to you. "
. A fter the correction of the spinal joint lesions in the lower part
of the back, I am happy to say that this patient was relieved of
all pain, and this after the surgeon's knife had failed and the patient had expended $2500.00 or more for the experiment.
Another amusing incident occurred while I ·was in practice in
St. Louis which I am relating here in order that the beginners in
osteopatilY ,vho may read tilis book may know that it is not ,vise
to take another man's diagnosis always as correct. One morning
just after arriving at my office the phone rang and when I answ·ered
it a voice said, "I would like to make an appointment with you
to examine my little girl who has rheumatisl)1 in her shoulder and
arm. " He told me when he could come and the appointment was
made. His little girl vms eight or nine years of age. She could
move her ann from tile elbow dmvn, but she could not raise it
from the shoulder. The minute I sa\y the child's ann I felt that
there was a possibility of a fracture of the anatomical neck of the
humerus. After a careful examination, I said to the father, "Has
tilis child had an injury to the shoulder?"
He said, "Oh, no." Then after tilinking for a few minutes he
said, "She did fall over against the door jamb but the fall did not
amount to al1ytiling, she did not seem to hurt herself at all. "
IvIy next question ,vas, "She did not have any rheumatism until
after that fall against the door jamb, did she?" He rcplied that
she had not. Then I said, "You tell me that the doctor diagnosed
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this case as rheumatism and has been treating her since she was
hurt for rheumatism only?"
He told me that was all she was being treated for. I could
hardly believe it and I said to tile fatiler that I would not like to
undertake treatment of his girl's ann until I had an x-ray of it.
At that time there was only one man in the city of St. Louis who
was equipped to take x-ray pictures and the doctors of all schools
sent their x-ray work to him. I told the father to take the girl
to tile x-ray laboratory on Olive street and have him x-ray tile
shoulder. then, after I had examined the x-ray, I would know
whether I could offer luuch encouragement. ]V1y opinion was
that there was a fracture of the humerus and if that be the Case tile
bone had already made its union and it would be questionable
about how much good I could do, if any, because the bone would
have to be broken over again to secure proper alignment.
The man left my office with his little girl and went directly to
the x-ray laboratory. Later my phone rang again and answering
it I recognized tile voice of the fatiler. He said, "This is the
father of the girl you examined tilis morning. You are a wonder!
Do you know that x-ray showed just what you said it would
show, a fracture of the anatomical neck of the humerus? And
I am so gratified to lmow you fOllnd out just the conclition of the
shoulder. Send me your bilL" Thcn he added that their doctor
·who had made this erroneous diagnosis lived near them and he
believed he w0111dlet him continue the treatment. Think of it!
He had hrought his little daughter to me. I had examined her,
told the father what was the matter, made a correct diagnosis,
and yet he took tile child back to tile doctor whose ignorance and
failure to correctly diagnose the condition in the beginning had
doubtless left the girl wi th a crippled shoulder for life! This is
only one of the many ironies one may encounter in the practice
of the healing art.
Another person who came to me for examination was a man,
past sixty years of age, Witil a broken neck of tile femur. He was
an uncle by marriage of tile patient who was supposed to have a
tuberculous spine, but wbo was relieved by osteopatily. This patient Witil the broken femur came to me purely because of the
confidence the relatives of tile family had in me. Being very
wealthy and having traveled widely, he was a man of very definite
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opinion who did not feel very kindly to the thought of having
those opinions crossed, or \vas not inclined to believe too implicitly
another man's opinion. He came on crutches into my office.
He had his valet with him. I assigned him to a room, told him
hm" to prepare for his examination, and in a few minutes I began
my examination. I knC\V as soon as he walked into IUy atEcc
and I saw him s\ving his leg, that there was no question but that
he had a fractured or broken neck of the feulur. He had been
under the care of a noted physician and surgeon in the city of
St. Louis, ,,,ho by the ,vay was this patient's family physician and
had been for years. He had been treated by this physician from
the time of his accident to the time of his appearance in my office
for examination, which was about eighteen months. The patient,
whom I shall call 11r. ~1., was a very enthusiastic horseman before
his injury, and his crippled condition was a source not only of
extreme misery but much chagrin over the fact that he could not
follow his favorite pastime. 'VVith the aid of the valet he was helped
to lie down on his back on the table. He assured me his whole
treatment had been for a rheumatic condition. I kne'" the minute I saw him lie down, at least I felt I did, that there was 110 question about the type of condition I vwuldfind. As soon as I put
my hand on his hip and the other hand on the knee to rotate and
flex the limb, I could feel marked crepitus. The neck of the femur
was broken. Since he vms so positive about his condition, I knew
that it would be difficult to make him realize tllat he had a broken
hip. I said to him, "1'/1r. ]\1., have you ever had an x-ray taken
of this hip?"
"Oh yes, three or four, " he replied.
"i\nd did Dr. Blank fail to discover a broken neck of the
femur? "
"Oh," he said, "Doctor, there is no break, there cannot be any
break there, my doctor would have known it, would have rccog-'
nized it immediately after the injury had there been a break. "
Proceeding with the examination, I had the patient tunl on his
side, then continued carefully with my further examination of the
limbs, the sacrum and the tissues around the hip joint. I gave
myself plenty of time. I tried to 'ivork up to where I could as
gently as possible tell him the tmth of his condition. Again
having him lie on his back on the table, I measured the length of
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his limbs. I could move the crippled limb up and down for at
least an inch and a half, demonstrating not only a broken neck of
the femur but the fact that there ,vas decayed 1)one in that joint.
I said to him, "lvIr. .1\1., do you mean to tell me that your family
physician, who has been treating you all these months, did not
recognize a fracture or a break of the femur?"
He replied, "Oh now, Doctor, there is no break there· it is
foolishness for you to even mention a break. I know ti;ere is
nothing of the kind." He was real cross about it.
Then I said to him, "All right, if your physician and you are
correct in your attitude and diagnosis of your condition,- then I
can relieve you, but, .1Vlr. IV!., if I am correct as to what I believe
I have found, I cannot do you much good. The mistake made by
your surgeon \vas a very grave one to say the least." I told him
ti:at I might be able to stretch the tissue around his hip and help
h1m to a better condition of circulation and more comfort, but as
to curing him I did 110t believe it '"..'QuId be possible. I did not
believe I could do it because I knew I was correct in my diagnosis.
"\Vell," he said rather crossly, "you may treat me."
I treated him for about a montil until he 'ivent 011 east Witil his
family to his summer home in IVlassachusetts. On his way east,
however, he stopped in Baltimore and was examined by one of
the best surgeons connected WitiI one of tile great ho~pitals in
that city. This physician, before he put his hands on him told
him he had a broken neck of the femur, and advised a surgical
operation for tile purpose of inserting a silver nail to hold the
fragments together until union took place, if that were possible.
This surgeon was not very encouraging in his prognosis. 11r. wI.
spent the summer in IvIassachusetts and on his retunI tbis surgeon
came on to St. Louis and operated on his hip. But the operation
was not successful. The bone by that time was in such a cOl1clition of decay there was no possible ,vay nature could overcome the
injury that had existed for so long. I have been told that the
patient was so infuriated against his family physician timt he
never spoke to him again. It must be understood, however, that
the ablest men in all professions are liable to make mistakes but
it is a little hard to understand hm" this broken neck of the f~mur
was not recognized even after an x~ray ,vas taken. In the case of
the little girl with the broken arm any physician of any and all
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schools might have made the same kind of mistake, hut the broken
femur ,vas too obvious for anyone to miss. lVlr. IvI. continued to
corne to me, for a number of months after the operation, for treatment hoping it might strengthen his limb; he knew from his experience in the lllonth's treatment he had had that it made him more
comfortable. I treated him off and on as long as I remained in
St. Louis, but of course could not cure him, and I did not even
offer any encouragement as to how much benefit he would get.
Tbe only object I have in telling of these personal experiences
is to try to convey to young osteopathic physicians, as well as to
lay persons, who honor me by reading tills book, the wide and
diversified usefulness of osteopathic treatment. \Vhile 1,ve fail in
some cases brought to us, we expect that because we are only
human, and there are conditions that cannot be cured; yet they
are very few in comparison to tile multiplied hundreds and thousands of conditions that ,ve are able to cure. Let me emphasize
here again, for the benefit of my brother physicians who may
read what I have to say, that every patient \VllOSe case is recorded
herein, covering a period of eleven years in St. Louis, was treated
only by the methods taught by Dr. StiU and practiced by osteopathic physicians in those early days. IvIy lmmvledge of anatomy,
physiology, and my confidence in the man, Dr. Still, who gave our
science to tile vwrld '''ere the basic factors in my success in curing
disease. During all these years of my experience from the time I
matriculated in that first school Witil Dr. Still on down until the
wind up of my practice in St. Louis the last day of December,
1913, I never prescribed a single drop of medicine.
'fhe above experiences of my own are not given with any thought
of self-aggrandizementI but with the hope that they may help
some younger D.O. to acquire greater confidence in his profession l
reasoning that if I, old timer that I amI could secure such results,
our D.O.'s of today should secure even better results than I, becaUSe of their better educational opportunities in our splendid
high-type institutions.

CHAPTER XIX
WHY THE STILL-HILDRETH OSTEOPATHIC
SANATORIUM?
THE conventions of the American Osteopathic Association
usually have been held in the larger cities of the United States,
but during the period of which we are \vriting two meetings had
been held in Kirksville, in order to honor Dr. Still ,vhile he lived.
The first of these was in 1901, the other in 1908; both had been
held the first week of August, in order to celebrate with the Old
Doctor the anniversary of his birth on August G. One day previous
to the Detroit meeting in 1912 1vhile in Kirksville I went over as
usual to call on the Old Doctor. He 1vas always -interested in the
choice of the National convention city.
He said, "Arthur, do ,you suppose tiley will bring the convention to Kirksville next year?" It was plain to see that he ,vould
be disappointed if the convention should go elsewhere. To lessen
that disappointment, should Kirksville not be chosen, my reply
was, "Dr. Still, our profession has grown considerably since the
beginning. Our osteopathic physicians, many of them very succ,essful, have reach~d the time when tiley are 110t so easily satisfied,
and tiley want a CIty large enough to furnish ample accommodations, not only for their comfort, but to tum public attention to
the convention as well. In otiler words, they like good quarters,
good rooms, and good food." The Old Doctor looked away from
me a few seconds. 'Then he said, "Well! I knew many of that
bunch when they were glad to get a crust to eat and a blanket to
sleep on under the trees. "
\Vhile in Detroit, I endeavored to secure the convention for
Kirksville the next year, feeling that it would make Dr. Still
happy to have" those boys and girls, " as he so lovingly called tile
osteopathic physicians, come home again. Drs. Harry Still, Charlie Still, and George Laughlin were all there and were also anxious
for the convention to go to Kirksville.
\Ve were successful, and the afternoon after Kirksville had been
selected, Dr. I-larry came to our room in the hotel and invited
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my wife, daughter and myself to be f,'11ests in his home during the
,veek of the convention the next stlmmer. 'Jole accepted ,vith
pleasure. At that time the hotel facilities in K.irk~ville could
accommodate headquarters for the officers and executiyes of the
organization only. 'l'he citizens always opened their homes; and
tile churches aided the restaurants in senring meals. The membership of the Association had reached several hundred by that time
and Kirksville always secured a large attendance.
Shortly after tile Detroit convention, my wife's health began
to fail. She ,vas suffering ,,,,ith cancer. Every effort was put
forth to help her. "'Vole had the best osteopathic physicians and
surgeons examine her, also a number of surgeons of high reputation
in the city of St. Louis, all to no avail.
\Ve had purchased our 'first automobile only a short time before
the Detroit convention. :l\1y wife was enthusiastic about going
to Kirksville to attend tile convention, stopping ''lith Dr. I-larry
and his family, and above all else she was anticipating the trip in
the auto, though at that time all higln'lays ,vere dirt roads. She
gradually failed in strengtil and the time came ''lhen she knew that
she could not make tile trip in the car. Then she said, "I can go on
the train, and you and Ina can go in the car, but we are all going
to the convention. "
Little she dreamed of how we would all go to that convention.
She died on Friday evening, August 1, 1913. As soon as Dr. I-larry
heard of her death he telephoned us: "You are coming to our
home just the same," he said. "Bring your wife's body here and
the funeral ,viII be held from our house." 1\'11' daughter and 1
with my wife's sisters, my sister and her daughter, jounleyed to
Kirksville on Saturday aftenlOon, August 2. 1\t1y wife's relatives
as well as my own, were all buried in Kirksville and there she ,vas
laid to rest on Sunday afternoon, August 3. There were more
than fifty of our profession, representing virtually every large
city in the United States, who acted as flower bearers at her burial.
1v1y daughter and I remained in Dr. Harry's home during convention vleek.
On Wednesday, August G, the celehration of the Old Doctor's
eighty-fifth birthday took place. There were thousands of
people tilere, not only tile convention visitors but the citizens of
Kirksville Adair County, and adjacent counties as well, all came
J
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to honor north rvlissouri's most distinguished citizen. A barbecue
was held on the campus of the State 'feachers College, where long
trenches were dug and the meat barbecued in the old-fashioned
way.
On the following day, just after luncheon at Dr. Harry's home,
he and I walked out to the pump in the yard to get a drink of
water. There at the well he told me of an opportunity to create
an osteopathic sanatorium at :Macon, lVio. He said that he and
his brother Charlie had been in touch with some business men in
J\!Iacon who had acquired the Blees Ivlilitary Academy and who
had been trying to interest Drs. Harry and Charlie Still in converting this property into a sanatorium for the osteopathic treatment of mental and nenTous diseases. The brothers had told the
lVIacon men that they would consider the proposition provided
I would accept active management of the institution. The l\Jacon
men 1vere then in Kirksville at Dr. Charlie's house, waiting to
interview the three of us together.
\Vithout hesitation, I said that if that property vms of a type
that could be utilized to advantage for sanatorium purposes and
if the right kind of financial arrangements could be made, I would
glaclly undertake the management. The principal reason back
of my quick decision was my confidence that osteopathy as taught
by Dr. Still could secure equally satisfactory results in the treatment of the insane that it had already secured in all other discases.
Besides that confidence was the fact that I vms free to accept a
position of that kind because my v-rife had just passed away and
my daughter was to be married in a few months. Here, as at
many other times, I felt that duty had called. Opportunity was
knocking at the door, and lowed it to the man who had discovered our system and to the people 1vho needed services such as
only our profession could render, to grasp the chance offered. In
addition to all this, I learned that Dr. Still himself was anxious for
our profession to create such an institution, and for me to assume
the responsibility of its management. An incident 1vhich occurred
in St. Louis about five years before also had a great influence in
my immediate decision. I should like to relate that case here:
One Sunday afternoon in 1908, while sitting on the porch at our
home on Gore avenue in \Vebster Groves, I saw two men approaching; one a personal friend of mine 1\'ho had been benefited mate-
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rially by treatment I bad given him; and the other a friend of his,
·whose "rife, I soon learned, was in a serious condition. He had
come to ask me if osteopathy could do anything for her. They
sat dmvll there on the porch, and tilis man gave me his ,,,ife's
story. She had lost her mind and he had taken her the day before
to the lvIissouri state hospital at Farmington. She had been
suffering a good many years ,vith headaches. In February, at
the time of a heavy sleet, his wife had stepped out on a little platform opening from the kitchen door. This platform was covered
with ice and her feet had slipped from under her. She had dropped
about four steps, lighting in a sitting position on a rock at the
foot of the steps, a drop of two and a half or three feet. From that
time on, the headache had grmvn steadily 'worse, until finally she
could 110 longer be kept at home. In ans\vcr to his question
whether osteopathy could help her, I said:
"1\1r. H., I cannot treat your wHe because there is not an institution in the city of St. Louis which would accept her and take
care of her and at the same time permit an osteopathic physician
to treat her. If I was to treat her, you would have to fit up a
room in your home and employ a nurse to stay ·with her and car~
for her. I do not know 1,vhat we can do for her, but if you are
anxious to bring her home and have me treat her I will do so. "
This man lived at least a mile and a half from our home, with a
street car line only a mile of the distance; hence to treat her necessitated walking the half mile to the street car line, then waiting
for the car, and riding the rest of the way, or walking all the way.
The man seemed impressed, but left without reaching a decision.
The next evening, just as I came home from the city, Iny telephone
rang, and the voice of this man came over the wire.
"NIy wife is at home," he said. "Please come over and treat
her. "
I found the patient in a room with a nurse. Her condition was
a fonn of acute mania and she 'vas highly excitable. She 1,vas
quite difficult to examine, but finally yielded well. I expected
to find a lesion in the lumbar area due to the injury sustained in
sitting down on those steps so forcibly; I also expected to find a
pelvic misplacement. On examination I 1,vas not certain that I
had found either of those interferences. I applied my treatment
to the spine to affect the least splanchnic nerves. I also examined
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and treated the sacral area in order to affect the nerve control of
the pelvic viscera. Then holding one hand against the spine in
the lower dorsal area, and placing the other hand low down on the
abdomen I lifted up the viscera in order to aid drainage of the
pelvic organs. This treatment was one always empbasized by
Dr. Still as a treatment that would help what he called drainage
of the pelvic organs, simply meaning aiding the circulation to
that area. At least that was my aim that first night. I felt that
the injury must be in the lower part of the spine and that her
mental condition was entirely reflex. I found lesions also between
the fourth and fifth and fifth and sixth dorsals and cnougb of a
disturbance at the first and second cervical to produce her headache thus contributing to the mental breakdown.
J\t1y experience 1,vitll mental conditions at that time was limited.
In fact the only person I had ever taken care of before that time
vms Judge Thompson of Unionville, 1\'10., whose case has been
described in an earlier chapter. '\Talking home that evening, I
was not at all satisfied that I bad found the physical defect which
had caused her trouble. I 1,vas not then as well posted on causes
of insanity as I became in later years. I failed to reason out the
fact that the vasomotor centers, which are found between the
first and .fifth dorsal vertebrae, control the circulation to the brain
reflexly. I went back to this patient the next evening, made an
additional examination as carefully and specifically as I knew hmy.
Then I treated her.
Again I left dissatisfied with my findings, or rather lack of findings, and I was still in doubt as to the specific cause of her condition. On the tilird evening, I very carefully examined the tissues
in tile iliac region on tile left side. In this region I found a spot
so sensitive that, notwithstanding her excitement and 1,yild confusion, she flinched and complained when I put pressure at timt
point. The greatest tenderness was close to the ovary on tile left
side. r\.fter locating that soreness, I made a closer and more
careful examination of the organs internally~ I found the uterus
abnormally low in the pelvis and tipped; I also found other pelvic
organs cramped in tile pelvis and more or less congested. I lifted
the viscera hoth externally and internally. Upon leaving I felt
better satisfied with my knowledge of the cause of the condition.
I cortected not only tile derangement of the pelvic organs and
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relieved contracted muscles both o[ the spine and abdomen, but
corrected also the upper dorsal and upper cervical lesions. In
about six weeks' time she \vas able to come downtown to my
office, a distance of about thirteen miles [rom her home. At first
she came three times a week and later only hvice. She had treatment [or about three months, and made a satisfactory recovery.
J\iy thought at that time was that disturbed nerveS in the pelvic
area reflexly affected the circulation to the brain. Yet \ye now
know, after more than t\venty-four years experience, that most
cases of insanity in male and female alike are due to vasomotor
disturbances arising from lesions from the first to fifth dorsal
vertebrae.
In later years the husband and his wife brought a patient to
J\'Iacon for treatment and at that time declared that it was less
than three weeks from the time I first smv this patient until she
was able to make the trip to my office in the city.
Strangely enough, during the holidays following our decision
to establish the sanatorimn at J\.facon, which we had decided to
call the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium, this same vmman
came into my office; this \vas five years after the cure \vas perfected.
She said:
"I have come, Dr. Hildreth, to tell you how well I am and to
wish you a Merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous New
Year. I wanted you to see me and to know that during the years
between Iny treatment and this time I have not had a headache
nor anything that would remind me of myoId trouble."
Her coming at the time when our treatment of the mentally
sick was so soon to be started seemed to me significant; it gave me
added confidence and courage.
But to bO"et back to the aftenlOon on tlle lawn, after I had told
Dr. Harry Still that I would consider going to lvlacon, we walked
over to
Charlie's residence and on his lawn I met the men
from J\!Iacon. 'Ve talked over the proposition in detail, and began
to make plans which laid the foundation for the work that has been
going on now for more than twenty-three years. The following
Sunday Dr. Charlie, 'with his wife, and Dr. Harry took me to
:rvlaco~ in Dr. Charlie's automobile. \Ve looked over the property,
a group of buildings about a mile and a half south of the center of
J\iacon. 'Ve decided to purchase them.
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Back of me all this time was my assurance that the Old Doctor
was anxious, with his sons, that I should undertake the manage~
ment of this work, and I had the same old desire I had often had
before to carry out his wishes. Again I was sustained by limitless
confidence in our system. Dr. Still had said to me time and again
that \vhen our profession could have propertY" of its own, with
proper surroundings and environment, a large percentage of the
insane could be cured through osteopathic treatment. He had
proved this to me in many instances while I was at Kirksville.
A number of insane persons had been cured with his own hands,
some of them in m~y presence. Thus I was not only willing to
undertake this work-w-hich was a pioneer work-I was eager to
get my hands on those people whose minds had gone wrong. I
believed without shadow of doubt tlmt their condition 1VUS clue in
multiplied hundreds of cases to physical interferences with the
nerves that control circulation to the brain.
'There w~s much to be done at the sanatorium. The winter before
had been severe, and the water in the plumbing had frozen and
burst pipes in various parts of the building. 'This all had to be
replaced. There were other repairs that were badly needed, and
from the time the contract was completed in November until the
first of lvlarch there was an anl1Y of men putting the building into
shape. This work was largely directed by Dr. Harry Still, with
Dr. Charlie Still's advice and cooperation.
It was on March 1, 1914, that the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic
Sanatorium opened its doors to the public and began a work that
has proved satisfactory not only to those interested in the undertaking, but also in a large measure to the osteopathic profession
as a \vItole because of the results achieved through osteopathic
treatment in curing the mentally ill.
To me this was just another opportunity given me through Dr.
Still's great discovery, and the ,york was undertaken witllOut a
doubt of its ultimate success. You will remember that my reason
for entering his first class \vas to find broader opportunities to
serve humanity, and the thought that when the summons came
to the Great Beyond, I could feel that I had not lived in vain. J\fly
hope and prayer \vere that this work might prove in the end to
be a real cure for insanity. Could the public be made to realize
that there are multiplied hundreds of thousands of insane people
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occupying state hospitals all over this land; could they he made to
know of the rapid increase in the numbers of mentally ill patients';
could they know of the stupendous amount of money it is costing
all the states as well as our Federal government each year simply
to house these people; could they understand the pitiful fact that
until the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium opened its doors
there was scarcely a ray of hope offered from any source for the
treatment and cure of insanity, they ,vauld certainly do something
about it. The best medical authorities tell us that there is no
specific treatment for the insane; that all that can be done for
them is to put them away, and care for them kindly; that a small
percentage get well without treatment. Think of it!
With this knowledge in mind, there was born in me not only a
hope but the firm conviction that osteopathic treatment would
make a record in the cure of the insane which ,vauld in time arouse
the public to demand that a way he found to give this class of
unfortunates an opportunity to get well. In these last twenty-four
vears that record has been made. Of nearly 3,000 persons who
have stayed with us six weeks or longer, more than half have recovered. If that he possihle, why not find the way to let the public know that this system offers hope in the cure of insanity. The
records established hy the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium
belong to the public and to humanity and the management of that
institution 'will cooperate at all times to furnish all information
possible to enlighten and educate the people to the fact that a
cause of insanity has been discovered and a treatment has been
found. Surely the time is near when prejudice and ignorance should
disappear and all scientific men and tilOse people who are interested in the greatest problem of the present age-the prevention
and cure of insanity-should fight shoulder to shoulder.
'"\Then the proposition of the sanatorium ,vas still under discussion, I wrote some of my close friends in tile proff'ssion asking
them ,vhat tiley tilOught of it. I still have hvelve valued letters
from men who stand high in our profession, all but two of 'whom
have been presidents of the American Osteopatilic Association.
Each one indorsed tile idea. They felt that notiling would be 'finer
for the osteopathic profession, nor mean more to humanity; that
such an undertaking would meet with success; timt our profession
would render a then undreamed of service. But not one of them

could understand how a man at my time in life-I was then in
my fiftieth year......muld afford to give up my splendid practice
in St. Louis to go to Ivlacon. In my heart, however, vms joy and
confidence in the osteopathic treatment and in tile institution's
success. Dr. I'Iarry and Dr. Charlie Still, even though they lived
in Kirksville, were always available for advice and counsel readY
to do anything they could that might add to the success 'of tills
work which should undoubtedly prove to be a strong link in tile
chain that could not fail to educate the 'world to the value of their
father's discovery.
True, from the very beginning we had great responsibilities. To
me the care of a human life is a sacred responsibility, and he who
accepts a patient should only do so if he knows he can o(rive to
that individual all the benefit that is possible; he must be ready
to do all that is humanly possible to restore health, opportunit~r
and happiness. A physician who would accept a patient, und;r
any condition, unless he knew in his own heart tilat he was capable
of rendering a service equal to, or better than, any other senrice
rendered, is not \vorthy of the name physician. There were times
in our beginning years at this institution \vhen I really wondered
where the recompense was coming from-not financially, I was
not thinking of .that-hut whether or not tile success in cuTinO"
0
those clouded mmds ""wuld repay any man for undertaking such
responsibility. Ours was truly a grave problem.
'Ve \Yere obliged in the beginning to learn not only how best to
treat these people osteopathically, but also how best to care for
them in every way to help tilcm to get well. \Ve were beginners
in the work, and '''e were obliged to learn through experience the
best way to serve the poor unfortunate people entnlsted to our
care. It took several years to establish a personnel which was
capable of handling all the departments, men and women of high
type who would give tile kind of service which '''ould mean most
to the people entrusted to our care. To me tilere is no ambition
finer than that of trying to render a type of service to the loved
ones of others ,vhich \ve would wan t to be given to our own loved
ones.
From ti,e hottom of my heart I am thankful to God timt my
footsteps were guided so that I came in contact with the mind ~f
the man \\Tho discovered and gave osteopatily to mankind. True,
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that intimate association 'with him as a boy, in the beginning of
his teaching, and during his later years, gave me remarkable
opportunities to serve humanity. They have been marvelous
opportunities, wonderful privileges, l,vhich should fill the heart of
any man with gratitude tmvard his Creator.
Dr. Still, then a man of nearly eighty-six years of age, took a
vital interest in the IvIacon institution. He asked me to come to
sec him tillie and time again and to tell him in detail of the work
,ve were doing. He lived less than four years after the opening of
the sHnatorimTI and was never physically able to make a trip to
J'vIacon. But his interest was keen, and he told me that he felt
our greatest success here depended on our hands; our treatment of
these people must be based upon the fundamental principles he
taught us in the beginning. \Vhile Dr. Still recognized the usefulness of surgery", he said to me one time when talking over our ,york
at I'vIacon that he was in hopes we would never establish a department of surgery in this institution, adding that 'whenever the
necessity arose for an operation, we were near enough to Kirksville
and its surgical hospital to have our work done there. Please do
not misunderstand me. Dr. Still recognized the necessity of
surgical aid at times. But he also felt strongly that there were
many operations that could be prevented by the right kind of
osteopathic treatment.
OSTEOPA1'HIC TREATl\'1ENT OF INSANI'I'Y*

.A great problem which for centuries has confronted all civilized
countries is insanity. Some of the greatest minds of this and
other countries have for years sought a cure or some means by
which its increase may be halted. Yet today it is a bigger problem than ever. The appalling numbers of the insane constitute a
grave economic problem that is taxing to the limit the financial
ability of both State and Federal governments. Eve1)T\vhere hospitals for the insane are so overcrowded that proper housing and
feeding alone are difficult, to say nothing of attempts at cure.
Furthermore j many of the most eminent psychiatrists and neurologists, not only of the United States but of the world j maintain
that there is no cure for most forms of insanity. The lack of treat*A.cldress delivered by Dr. Hildreth before the Osteopathic Society of the
City of New York, February 20, H1:32.
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ment given by the olcIer systems of medicine seems to indicate that
they have virtually given up all hope, either of cure, or of specific
scientific treatment for nearly all mental disorders. They are
spending their time and energy in observing and classifying the
different types, to little purpose so far as treatment is concerned
and recommending committal to the institutions created for suc1~
cases. These facts can be verified easily.
From a booldet entitled "Mental Patients in State Hospitals,
1928," published in 1931 by the U. S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, we find, in tables one and hvo, that this
count1)"s public and private institutions for the insane had 267 617
resident patients on Janua1)' 1, 1923, and only 187,791 on Jan~ary
1, 1910. Here ,vas an increase of more than ~!2~- per cent in thirteen years. The figures do not include the insane cared for at
home, in almshouses, in prisons, etc.. Of the 267j617 resident patients in 1923, 229,664 (858-10 per cent) were in pnblic hospitals.
On January 1, 1929, these public institutions had 272,527, a further
increase of 14t per cent in six years. In addition, there were
31,127 listed patients temporarily absent or on parole, making a
total of 303 j654, in public hospitals alone. A prominent psychiatrist states that one out of every twenty-six babies born in the
United States is destined to become incapacitated by abnormalities of the mind. Dr.. Charles H. ]\'layo is quoted in "How to Live"
as having said in a recent address, "Every other hospital bed in
the United States is for mentally amicted, insane, idiotic, feebleminded or senile persons." All those facts show the desperate
need for a remedy..
There is a cure for most types of insanity.. The seventeen-year
record of one of our osteopathic institutions for the treatment of
mental disorders has shown that osteopaUly, when given a fair
trial, cures more than 50 per cent of the insane. Since 1892, when
the first school of osteopathy ,vas established by Dr. Andre,v Taylor ~til1j this therapy has had to fight against if,'11orance and prejudice. It has won its wa:r against organized opposition. The position it occupies today is due to its having been able to demonstrate its worth in the cure of disease, including many conditions
pronounced incurable by other systems. It is thus with insanity;
the osteopathic records speak for themselves.
During Ule past seventeen years more than 2jOOO insane people
(18)
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have come under osteopathic care. Of those remaining under
treatment a reasonable length of time, recoveries have been made
by 55 per cent-a record previously unheard of. These cures have
been due primarily to osteopathic treatment. This means the correction of all physical maladjustments, whether of bone, muscle
or sine"w I bu t especially of the spinal bones, in order to remove
sources of nerve irritation and the resulting disturbances of function. Osteopathy seeks to cure by removing the cause.
Osteopathy's founder, Dr. Andrc\v 1'aylor Still, announced as a
basic principle the trutll that disease is largely due to nerve disturbance resulting from the effects of strains, falls, injuries, etc.
Disturbed nerves leave the way open for disease. Even the "oldschool" medical world is nmv laying great stress upon correct
posture as a preventive of functional disturbances. It 'was only
natural, therefore, that the osteopathic profession, in undertaking
the treatment of mental disorders, should turn to tile fundamental
principles taught by Doctor Still, and base its treatment upon it.
One of tile most prevalent and most deplorable types of insanity
is dementia praecox, also called schizophrenia. These terms merely
designate the condition of a young person whose mind has gone
seriously,vrong. I\!fost members of the" old-school" medical profession throw up their hands in the face of tilis dread condition.
A small minority, more advanced observers than the rest, admit
the possibility of cure in an early stage by natural methods. But,
in general, the ,vorld over, doctors wiII tell you there is no cure for
dementia praecox. Yet osteopatllY has a record of recoveries on
the average of one case out of every three. Nor were tllese all in
an early stage-such cases, of course, have the best outlook-since
the total number included cases ranf,ring from a fe\v weeks to ten
years standing. Out of 9S0 cases remaining under treatment at
least hvo months or longer, there were recoveries in 325-over 35
per cent. It is my belief that if all cases of dementia praecox could
come under osteopathic treatment at the very start, from 50 to
7;5 per cent of them could be cured.
V\Thy should there be dementia praecox? We can readily understand how people advanced in years who have undergone the wear
and tear and responsibilities of life, especially in this modern hightension age, might lose tlleir minds. But in young persons ranging
from twelve to forty years of age it seems all wrong. There must
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be a cause. VJ1mt more reasonable than that tile cause be physical?
There are many things timt can and do produce physical disturbances of nerve origin. The young people in this day and age are
subjected to all kinds of hazards--'falls, strains, over-exertion,
physical exercises, athletics, and various other things, that could
result in functional disturbance of vasomotor nerves that control
circulation to the brain. On this idea our treatment is founded.
The validity of this conception has often heen challenged, yet
science is coming to its support. In his book, "'The Basis of Sensation" Adrian states, on page 73, that all nerve impulses except
those of special sense originate from mechanical strains and tensions. Such tensions, we know, arc produced by lesions of the
spine and profoundly affect the reflex activity of the nervous
system in general, particularly the vasomotors. The influence of
vasomotor fibers on the blood vessels of tile brain, long in dispute
among physiologists, has been demonstrated by Forbes and Wolff
(Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry 1928 XIX 751). Brain
and Strauss in their book, "Recent Advances in Neurology,"
conclude that (page 92) cerebral vessels are under direct vasomotor
control.
This is not the first instance in \vhich general medical science
has lagged behind osteopathic tilcory and practice. For example,
every osteopathic physician was reliev;ng patients of sciatica and
various other ills by correcting strains and subluxations of the
sacra-iliac joint years before tile standard textbooks on anatomy
finally corrected their statement that tile sacra-iliac was an immovable joint. Since then our medical friends have" discovered"
sacra-iliac strain and named it "Goldtinvait's Disease." This in
spite of the fact timt tilis condition was one of the least of Dr.
Still's discoveries, made many years before Dr. Golclthwait was
ever heard of. J'VIore recently tiley have been "discovering" the
effects of spinal strains and injuries and attempting to correct
tilem. \Ve osteopathic physicians, of course, are glad to have
others discover the trutllS \vhich constitute tilE foundation upon
which our profession has so successfully buiIded. In tIns connection, however, one is reminded of the remarks of Will Rogers to
an organization founded upon patriotic pride of ancestry. In
substance he said, "Your ancestors may have come over in the
l\!fayflower, but mine met them at tile dock. n
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\Ve are glad to have from science corroborative evidence of the
truth of OUf conceptions, but it 1vas 110t really necessary. The
proof of the pudding is in the eating, the best proof of osteopathy
is the fact that its theories work out in practice-this not only in
purely physical disorders but in the mental as ,veIl.
.
\Ve have emphasized the osteopathic treatment for dementIa
praecox because this psychosis of young people illustrated so well
the fact that such conditions are traceable directly to physical
functional disturbances. Could the public re\~je\v OUf records of
the histories, the physical and laboratory findings, and the results
of treatment in morc than 300 young people, it would realize what
osteopathy is doing. Realization of this is of vital importance, not
only to the mentally sick but to the future 1yeHare of our country.
1Ylental patients -coming under osteopathic treatment and care
arc given thorough physical, mental and up-to-date laboratory
examinations to insure an accurate diagnosis. l\'lany are toxic l
and in addition to the fundamental corrective treatment, have
temporary need of such valuable aids as hydrotherapy and colonic
irrigations to promote elimination of poisons that have a bearing
upon the condition found. J\ileanwhile, the corrective treatment
restores the body's nonnal eliminatory power. In nonnalization of
body function lies the secret of osteopathy's success in general and
in the various mental disorders in particular. \\That a 1vonderful
opportunity for service we should have if all the world kne\v of
osteopathy's value in prevention as 1yell as in ClIre of such conrlitions and particularly of the great importance of beginning treatment as early as possible! \'.Tlmt a salvage of human wreckage there
might be and how much the American taxpayer might be saved!
Insanitv! Think of it! In your state of New York there exists
a eonditi~n of insanity and its control, or rather lack of control,
that is paralleled in only one other state of the Union. I quote
the report of the New York State Department of ft1ental Hygiene
when I tell you that in 1930 there were 56,4,96 patients in institutions for the insane in tilis state. Ten years earlier, in 1920, there
were 40,780 such patients. This is an increase of almost 35 per
cent. Ten years ago in tilis state the insane patients numbered 390
of every 100,000 persons, the present proportion is 445 of every
100,000. ftlloreover in your state institutions the number of
insane patients housed is exceeding the capacity of those institu-
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Hons by 35.4 per cent. The most appalling condition of overcrowding has been in Kings Park Asylum. The certified capacity
of that institution is 37.;12. In 1930 it hOlIsed 5770, an excess of
2034, 1"hich is 5"1..;1 per cent above capacity,-thesefigures again
being given by your State Department of IVlental Hygiene. If
this growth of insanity is to continue, you, as physicians, must
shudder when you visualize the insane asylums of 1982.
I was very greatly interested in, and greatly pleased by, an announcement which I read in a New York ne\vspaper a few weeks
ago that one of your magistrates had recommended the appointment of physicians to sit in court and give counsel to judges in
relation to the mental condition of those persons brought into
court and charged with crime. There is a senrice which osteopathy
has to render to the state. If permitted, osteopathy could relieve
New York of the necessity of spending millions of dollars which it
is now spending on its insane patients, and, moreover, could bring
back into useful lives thousands of the unfortunates who are nmv
housed and crowded into your insane asylums.
In the state hospitals alone, two years ago, there were listed
more than 300,000 patients. 'l'he annual cost of these hospitals
is over one hundred million dollars. Stop for a minute and think
what every 10 per cent cure would mean with 300,000 in our state
institutions. It would mean 30,000 people brought back to healtll,
happiness, and usefulness. This, it seems to me, is one of the
greatest propositions that confronts the American people, a question of health for a great anny of unfortunates, a question of reduction in expenses to the states in caring for that great anny, a
question of millions of dollars saved. Please understand me, it is
not my purpose to condemn physicians of any school, or to find
fault with the government of any state, rather, I desire to let the
world knmv that there is a cure for insanity, a sane, rational, specific, scientific treatment, applied by men and 1YOmen educated
from the standpoint of physical causes.
In order to verify our claims that physical causes are the basis
for mental disturbances, we wish to quote from a report taken
from "l\ledical Service," the mouthpiece of the great medical
profession that absolutely controls all health activities of the
country. The quotations here were taken from the report of a
committee at the conference held in \Vashington on Child Health
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and Protection in February of last year, 1931. This report vms
compiled by some of the most distinguished and talented men of
this country. We believe they \vere honest, conscientious seekers
for greater and broader knowledge of how to conServe the health
of our young people and thus the health of the nation.
'This session of the committee on medical care for children ill
orthopedics and body mechanics convened at ten o'clock Thursday
monling, February 19, 1931, Dr. Lloyd T. Brmvn, instructor in
orthopedic surgery, Harvard University rVledical School, presiding.
Dr. Brown introduced Dr. Robert Bayley Osgood, professor of
orthopedic surgery, Harvard University Medical School. His
entire lecture before this commiteee is well \vorth reading, but \ve
can quote only from a report taken from "::rvledical Service."
Dr. Osgood says:
"Becoming convinced that the maintenance of good body mechanics and the correction of poor body mechanics are conducive
to the health and well-being of children, it has been itnportant to
find out whether good body mechanics once attained had a reasonable chance of being maintained. We have drawn up a long list
of recommendations based on this knowledge. "
1\!Iark you, t1lis committee has been working for a year and a
half gat1lering statistics from all over the country.
"\Vhile there are all grades of posture, it seems to the committee
sufficient for the purposes of t1le \Vhite House Conference and the
discussion of body mechanics to classify roughly the grades under
the four headings, A, B, C and D. A. May represent excellent or
almost perfect body mechanics or posture. B. lVIay represent
good but not ideal body mechanics or posture. C. :rVIay represent bad and very possibly symptom-producing body mechanism
or posture.
The committee in its findings goes on to say: "Approximate
statistics obtained from: the examination of young and middleaged nlen during the universal draft of t1le late World \Var; postural surveys made of the entering classes of Hanrard College by
Lee and Brown, by Cook at Yale, and by Thomas and Lindner at
Smit1l; numerous school surveys in different sections of the country
have all been consistent with the findings of the Chelsea Survey.
This included an intensive and rather complete survey of body
mechanics covering a period of two years, among 1,708 children
Jl
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of bOtll sexes varying in age froUl 5 to 18 years, made in 1923 and
]924, under the auspices of the Children's Bureau of the Department of Labor in the Williams Public School in the City of
Chelsea, lVIass. It was made possible through the cooperation of
Dr. Frank E. Parlin, superintendent of scllOols of Chelsea. We
believe that this is the most completely reliable and impartial
survey of the incidence of poor body mechanics among a sufficiently large group of school children. It is also the best index we
have as to the results of special training observed over a period of
two years. It has changed opinion to conviction and impression
to proof. Over 80 per cent of these children exhibited eit1ler C or
D grades of body mechanics. "
Right here let me call your attention to the fact that C represents poor but not the worst possible body mechanism or posture
and D may represent bad and very possibly symptom-producing
mechanism or posture.
"Lee's and Brown's survey of the entering classes of HaJ;Vurd
placed 80 per cent of these young adults in these same C and D
groups. Cook's review of 2,200 students at Yale confirmed these
figures.
"In a silhouettograph survey conducted by Mrs. Maud Lombard Knapp, in charge of the physical education of women in tlle
Califonlia State Teachers' College at San Jose, only one woman
\vas found in the freshman class to exhibit a natural grade A posture and only 11 per cent were graded as B."
One out of t11Ut class is graded excellent, with perfect body mechanics or posture, and 11 were ranked as having good but not
ideal body mechanics.
"On the evidence presented, about SO per cent of the children
and young adults in tlle nation exhibit poor body mechanics.
Stating it conservatively, we may reasonably believe that 75 per
cent or three-fourths of the male and female youths of the United
States exhibit grades of boely mechanics which according to the
standards of the Sub-committee on Orthopedics and Body Mechanics are imperfect.
"Professor \Vi11iam James, the psychologist, became convinced
that the erect posture kept up the spirits and tended to banish
fear, despondency and depressing thoughts; that bodily postures
definitely influenced the emotions. "
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This is in line with osteopathic findings in manic-depressive
psychoses-and we digress for a moment from the Committee's
report to emphasize the fact that despondency and depressing
thoughts arc important factors in undermining an individual's
health and often constitute the borderline of insanity.
The report continues: "Neurasthenia and enteroptosis commonly go hand in hand. Enteroptosis goes hand in hand ·with poor
body mechanics. Sir Arthur Keith has found in his anthropological
studies that the acquirement of good posture tends to correct
enteroptosis. The experimental studies of rVlankeel and Koenig
amply confirm Sir Arthur's observations. JYlacKenzie, the anatomist, has said that if generalizations "vere to be made about the
causes of human diseases, it would be along the line of failure of
accommodation to the erect posture.
"Goldthwait, in 1908, called attention to 'the relation of posture
to human efficiency and the influence of poise upon the support
and function of this relation.' In 1910, he and Brown again discussed the 'cause of gastroptosis and enteroptosis with their possible importance as a causative factor in the rheumatoid disea~es.'
He believes that the most common cause of parietal pain and tenderness, especially in individuals under 30 years of age, is excessive
lumbar lordosis~one of the commonest manifestations of faulty
body mechanics~from"vhich arises irritation of the spinal nenres
as they pass through the intervertebral foramina. He has found
that pain and tendenless disappear with the correction of the
excessive lordosis and the faulty body mechanics. "
A medical authority thus substantiates Dr. A. T. Still's findings
of more than half a century ago-additional evidence that they
were sound and reasonable. ..-\fter all these years, the great
leaders in the practice of allopathic medicine are mvakening to
the mechanical causes of disease, first propounded by Dr. Still,
and are taking a few steps in the path trod by that great meilical
reformer.
N ow comes from this committee a brief summary of evidence:
"Clinical evidence may become cumulatively impressive. A brief
summary of this evidence in relation to the association of good body
mechanics 'with good health and poor body mechanics 'with poor
health in children may be stated as follows:
"1. Failure to gain weight and disturbances of digestion in
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spite of appropriate, adequate diet and favorable living conditions
are frequently associated ,vith poor body mechanics.
"2. If there be present no organic lesion, weight tends to increase and digestive disturbances to disappear as poor body mechanics is changed to good body mechanics.
/< 3. Irregular and insufficient bowel movements tend to become
regular and ample with the acquirement of good body mechanics.
"4. Cyclic vomiting and certain presumably toxic crises have
ceased concomitantly 1"ith the correction of poor body mechanics.
"5. Increase in alertness, resistance and a sense of well-being
aTC usually associated ·with the change of poor body mechanics
into good body mechanics. "
"Lee and Brawn, in the Hanrard Sunrey above referred to, after
reviewing the past history and present condition of these men
came to the conclusion that there ,vas a definite positive correlation between good health and good body mechanics. "
These authorities, earnest, conscientious men and women,
striving for a better ,vay to preserve the health and lives of children
have proved to their own satisfaction that physical posture and
body mechanics are the basis of most of the iII health of children,
and what is true of child-life is equally true of the adult. Their
findings, as quoted above, are but positIve proof that Doctor Still
was right.
J

The results obtained through osteopathic treatment, applied
purely to'the correction of physical defects, had already proved
long ago that when mechanical interferences are removed, health
returns.

Ii

Ia
I

Building on this foundation, Doctor Still became ,"vorId-famous
through the scientific treatment devised by him for the great mass
of human ills. His theory of natural immunity, once scoffed at,
science now kumvs is true.
This paper \vas not written for the purpose if disparaging other
systems of medicine. It is not read in any spirit of egotism or
intended to convey the idea that the osteopathic profession possesses any monopoly on knowledge or skill. \Ve know, however,
that many conditions previously considered incurable have yielded
to treatment by osteopathic hands, not because of superior knowledge or ability in our profession but purely because our system is
taught from a different standpoint and applied in a different way.
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No one can question the broad-gauged ability of tilE" old school"
profession to diagnose conditions correctly, ·with their marvelous
laboratories and other facilities; neitllcr can \ve question their
desire and high purpose to do the best possible for those whom
they serVE. ~rhey analyze conditions as they find them, from the
standpoint of symptoms, and they tell you correctly the condition
of tissUE; the osteopathic profession stuclies disease from tilE standpoint of cause, believing that the primary cause should be found
at the oricins
of nerves that control tlie area of the organ involved,
o
rather than at the peripheral ends of the nenrcs. These are the
two great diverging points of the schools of internal medicine and
osteopathy. We know that the osteopathic profession has solved
the problem of the cause of insanity. \Ve want the world to knmv
for its own benefit that there is a way to prevent and cure one of
the most deplorable conditions found in human life. Insanity has
a cause and that cause may be removed and a large percentage of
mental disprders cured by removing physical interferences with
nerve ongm.
This paper's quotations from the report by outstanding men in
the medical profession simply go to prove the basis for claims of the
osteopathic profession concerning the cure of insanity. Remember that the cases covered by our statistics carne, not from any
local area, but from virtually every state in the union and some
foreign countries. Quite a number who had been pronounced .incurable by some of the most able psychiatrists and neurologIsts
of the pr~sent day have been returned to normal life.
In numerous instances our diagnoses have been verified by specialists in the psychiatric department of famous clinics and great
medical schools. \Ve knmv that we have made a record of cureS
unequaled by any other system of practice.
,Ve urge everyone 'who is in any way concerned ,vith ment~l
troubles to investigate the results obtained by the osteopathIc
profession in the treatment of insanity.
\\ie wish to call tile attention of our profession and the public
to the fact that every inch of the progress made by the osteopathic
profession has been made by combating ignorance and prejudice.
From the time the first little bill, that had for its purpose ti,e legal
recognition of osteopathy, was introduced in the legislature of
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I\1issouri, every step of the 'way legislatively has been contested by
organized allopathic medicine. The American l\1edical Association, one of the most powerful, compact corporations in the United
States today, with its far-reaching tentacles, has for its object the
control of every health movement and activity of this nation.
'Vith a plea for public health, the American l\1edical Association
has created lav,rs, using its powerful organization, in every state of
this union that not only prevent the individual from selecting his
O\vn physician to treat him in the hospitals of this country, but it
has so manipulated the law-making bodies that there is not a state
institution nor a government hospital in the country that is 110t
under the control of its physicians. There are perhaps two exceptions. California has one county institution wherein the osteopatllic profession has control of one division. l\IIissouri has a law
tlmt provides that relatives, custodians, or guardians of insane
persons may have tilOse persons treated by the physicians of their
choice, if they are able and willing to pay the added expense.
Elsewhere in this country hospitals created by public or private
funds are so organized under the laws created by this closed corporation that the self-chosen fev.' physicians tnay say who shall
treat the patients in tilOse institutions. And now with the problem of insanity appalling the country, the state institutions are
being controlled by this great monopolistic organization that forbids osteopathic physicians, or any other physicians except their
own, from offering aid.
Laws made to regulate and guide public health activities should
not be controlled by anyone school of medicine, allopathic, homeopathic, eclectic, osteopatilic or any other one system, but should
be created ,viti1 tile one high purpose of best serving the greatest
number of people for their greatest good.
THE LAST MESSAGE DICTAT8D BY DR.

A. T. STILL

" Dear Boys and Girls:
"I know you are keeping your eyes on the progress that is being
made at lvlacon, JHo., in tile treatment of mental and nervous
diseases. We have had a great deal of experience. ivIy personal
experience covers a period of something over fifty years in the
treatment of mental cases, but until Arthur and the boys, Charlie
and Harry, became interested in the ]\iIacon sanatorium, 'we never
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had a place ",here we had a chance to look after this class of patients. I have always contended that a majority of the insane
patients could be treated successfully by osteopathy, and the success that the boys have been having in the last three and one-half
years bears out my faith, and I am very anxious for the entire
profession to know of the work that is being done."
The above message was enclosed with the following letter from
Dr. Charlie Still :
"The above is the Christmas Greeting that Father intended
sending out to all of the boys and girls in the field practicing
osteopathy. He has been so interested in the work at J\JIacon,
that he felt like it was the crmvning sheaf in'his life's vwrk. He,
however, had his stroke of paralysis that terminated fatally before
it was sent."

CHAPTER XX
IF THE PUBLIC COULD ONLY KNOW
ABOUT the middle of March, soon after opening the doors of
Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium, a local Wabash train
brought us three patients. One of them ,"vas an eighteen year
old boy from Fort Wayne, Ind. I-Iis parents told us this story:
The young man had been cutting timber on a cold, winter day
and had contracted a violent cold. One night he became delirious and in his delirium broke away from his folks and ran outdoors
in his nightgown. He ran into a clothes line \vhich caught him
beneath the chin and he was thrown violently to the ground.
From that time on he became a raving maniac. He was hard to
control and noisy.
\Vhen we examined this patient, we found that the first and
third cervical vertebral joints were badly lesioned, sufficiently so
to bring about severe interference with the circulation of blood
through the brain. '1'here were lesions also of the fourth and
fifth dorsal vertebrae which added to the vasomotor disturbance
of the circulation to the brain. Of course our treatment was
manipulative in character, correcting the physical conditions
which we found. As we treated these injuries, the muscle tissue
which had been strained gradually relaxed and normal functioning
of the nerves was restored. The lad was with us three months
and made a complete recovery. In after years we heard from him;
he had had no recurrence of the attack. This was one of the first
patients who received help at our new institution.
By the time June rolled around following the opening of StillHildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium, March 1, 1914, we had had
under our care from thirty-five to forty people. We then sent out
a report to the osteopathic profession as to the progress made thus
far in treating insanity osteopathically. vVe had only a very few
cases to report in that short time, but l,ve felt justified in letting
the profession lmow of our ,"vork.
Soon after our report was sent out we received a letter from Dr.
Longpre of Kankakee, Ill., where a large state hospital for the
insane is located. In Dr. Longpre's letter he congratulated us on
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our 'work thanked us for sending the report and related an experience he
had with a young man who had been placed in the
Kankakee institution. His report in brief 'was as follmvs:
One day an elderly German famleT came into Dr. Longpre's
office and asked him if he ,,,auld go to the state hospital and EXamine his SOl1. The boy had been confined there following an
accident on the farm. He had been sent out to the fields with a
team to gather corn. In jumping down from the 'wagon his foot
slipped and he fell heavily on his shoulder an~ ll:c1c. From that
time on he became mentally unbalanced until It ,vas necessary
to put him in the Kankakee hospital for the insane. Dr. Longpre
replied that he would be happy to examine him but he doubted
whether the superintendent of that institution would allow an
osteopathic physician to examine a patient there. His assun::ption
proved to be correct-the supenn tendent r:fused to. adm~t Dr.
Longpre, an osteopathic physician, to examme a patIent m the
institution.
This discrimination exists even today in many of our state hospitals. It is to be remembered that all state hospitals are supported by taxation of the people, yet til~S farm.e~ ,,,hose son he
wished to have examined by an osteopathIc phySICIan was refused
that courtesy. Think of it! Weigh this matter carefully and
you will realize the injustice done to one who had undoubtedly
~ontributed tilrough taxation to the support of tilat very institution where his son was confined. This fanner was refused the
privilege of having an osteopathic physician treat his son, and yet
the best authorities, from tile "old school" medical standpoint,
tell 11S that they have no treatment for insanity.
It is my opinion that tile taxpayers sbould be aroused to the
situation and demand the right to have their loved ones who are
confined in state institutions examined and treated by the physician of their choice, no matter what system he represents, just
the same as tiley have the right under the provision of the constitution of t11is great country to select t1le church and the religion they
believe in.
My frieud Dr. Longpre went on to state in his letter that the
father took the boy for a ride in his car and brought 111m to Dr.
Longpre's office. The doctor examined him and found a bad
lesion in the spine in the neck region and anot11er in the upper
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dorsal area. He corrected the neck lesion and ,vorked on the
other lesion in that first treatment. Then the father took the
boy back to the hospital. In a fe'" days the father received a
letter from the superintendent of the state hospital telling him he
did not know what had occurred, but the boy was much improved.
Soon the father again ,vent to the institution and took his son
for another ride and another treatment was given by Dr. Longpre.
Several days after this second trip he received another letter from
the superintendent of the hospital to the effect that his son was
practically 'veIl, and that it would be safe for him to retunl home.
The doctors at the hospital could not understand what had brouo-ht
about the change. The father took hls boy away but before taking
him home Dr. Lon&rpre treated hlm once more. The bov made a
complete recovery.
This is 110 different from other reports we have received from
many places in the United States. Osteopathic physicians are
not allowed to go into state institutions and treat patients. Thls
state of affairs reminds me of the story of the dog in the manger.
Superintendents of state institutions for the insane '''herein the
greatest Humber of cases are confined recognize the fact that there
is but Ii ttle they can do ot1ler than house and care for, in a kindly
lvay, these patients entrusted to them, yet they will not allow a
physician chosen by relatives to enter their halls and minister to
them. This, to me, is an astounding situation. "Ve could relate
dozens of such incidents wherein the officers not only of our state
lnstitutions but also of many private institutions, absolutelY refuse
to al1mv an osteopathic physician to enter their doors for the purpose of examining a patient.
The St1Il-HiIc1ret11 Osteopathic Sanatorium has gone on from
day to day and year to year establishing records ln the cure of
insanity which are almost unbelievable and which in time cannot help but influence the trend of treatment ln mental diseases.
Some who read this may think I am prejudiced against other
systems of treatment. God forbid! It is to me an appalling and
a deplorable fact that so little has ever been accomplished either
in tlle cure of this type of patient or in the prevention of the rapidly
increasing numbers of the insane. Let me emphasize again that
my one high ambition is that tlle pUblic may learn that there is a
treatment that will restore to society and usefulness marc than
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half of the mentally sick. The management of this institution
'would gladly work shoulder to shoulder "dth all schools of medicine
if a way could be found to do so.
Authors of medical textbooks admit they knmv of no cause, and
no treatment for the mentally sick. It is almost impossible to
realize what this means. Hundreds of people have come to the
Sti1l-Hildreth Osteopatilic Sanatorium during tile past twentyfour years, bringing a daughter or son, or mother, or wife, or husband, from widely known institutions,' both sanatoriums and the
psychopathic departments of our greatest educational centers.
The relatives tell us that the psychiatrists and physicians who
examine their loved ones give them little hope, though a certain
percentage of them recover through Nature's mvn efforts. Patients have been brought to us because other institutions offered
little or no treatment. There is no question but that the physicians of these institutions are thoroughly conscientious in their
endeavor to stem the increase of insanity and are trying to advise
to the best of their ability according to the teaching of their system, but they know nothing or 'will not learn about osteopathy.
J\1y hope is that the day is not far distant when all prejudices
between systems will be wiped out and that the great men 'who
have fought a losing battle for so many years in attempting to
prevent and cure insanity will be broadminded enough at least to
investigate the theory of structural defects and poor body mechanics as the basic cause of insanity. :r.vIay God help my associates
and all those 'who are interested in finding a better way to cure
mental diseases.
In the first year of our practice at Still-Hildreth Osteopathic
Sanatorimn a "voman ,vas brought to us with a history of having
spent four years in the psychopathic department of one of the
greatest educational institutions in the world and five years in a
private sanitarium for the care of the insane near New York City,
making a total of nine years of institutional care. Through some
friends her sister heard of our sanatorium at r'/facon, and the woman
was placed in our care. Her case had been diagnosed dementia
praecox by high authorities. 'The diagnosis 'was verified by our
own psychiatrist.
Osteopathic treatment ,ras instituted at once. \Ve ,vere new
then and did not have many records upon which to base a prog-
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nosis of this case. We had courage, however, and began treatment
based on ti,e fundamental principle as taught by Dr. Still. We
found lesions in the spine in the region of the neck. There were
lesions also from the third to the sixth dorsal vertebrae. All of
these lesions were corrected as rapidly as her condition pennitted.
Hydrotherapy was employed in addition. Elimination, diet and
other hygienic habits 'were adjusted, but it V-laS tenMfingered osteopathy which started this woman all the road to improvement. I
hesitate to tell this story to strangers, but our records bear me out
that the patient made a complete recovery in nine months' time.
Mter her return to her home in Brooklyn, she found that her
husband, who was the father of her boy, then about nine years
old, had divorced her and married another vmman. Even the
shock of this nlan's conduct did not break dmvn the good work
,vhich had been accomplished at the sanatorium. She was welL
That is tile glory of being taken care of osteopathically; the
patient 'was restored to nonnal physical condition and the cure 'vas
permanent. She was capable of facing responsibilities and misfortune like anyone else. She secured a position as a teacher in
the great city of New York, which enabled her to take care of, and
educate, her son. ¥le heard from her not more than a year ago
and she is still carrying on her work there after more than hventy
years.
Ofttimes I have said the physician's ,york is to keep the body in
tune ,vith natural la,,',', that health is hannony and disease is discord. 'The skilled osteopathic physician knows how to keep the
body in tune, how to hannonize all the functions and acts of the
entire system with which he is dealing. It is his ability to locate
causes of disease, through his intimate knowledge of anatomy,
that he has been so successful in the treatment of insanity, as
well as practically all other types of disease.
The osteopathic system of treatment is based upon eternal
truth and therefore applicable in almost, if not all, conditions.
\Ve are blessed in a most wonderful way today, living as we do in
an age which eliminates distance, and brings the master minds of
the world to us as we sit in our homes. A great upheaval has taken
place along all lines and all of it, all these advancements-the
radio, the airplane, the automobile-have all been brought about
through mechanicallmv.
(UI)
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A few months after opcning the institution at :r..1acoll, we received a cablegram from Dr. Edgar W. Culley of Melbourne,
Australia, telling us that the twenty-one year old son of one of his
friends had come to America to go to school at Ann Arbor and had
disappeared, but had finally been located in a state institution in
J\1assachusetts. The cablegram authorized us to send a man to
bring this boy to our institution for treatment. All arrangements
for the transfer were made by cablegram. The boy finally ",vas
brought to us.
Our examination shawcc1 that in some unaccountable way he
had strained himself and as a result joint lesions had been produced in the region of the third to sixth dorsal vertebrae. We also
found an abnormal condition of the joints of the upper cenrical
vertebrae. We knew from our experience that the nerves in these
areas were disturbed, nerves which re'f1exly affected the circulation
of the blood through the brain. A diagnosis of dementia praecox
,vas made.
\Ve began treatment immediately which consisted of osteopathic
manipulation to tile cervical and dorsal lesions for the purpose of
llonnalizing tile joints, freeing up the nerves, and reestablishing
circulation through the brain. In addition careful attention v;ras
paid to the patient's elimination. Hot packs and baths were
civen at intenTals. His diet was carefully planned. He was
~aken on long ,valks over tile hills by a companion. The patient
was here a little more than three months.
During tile latter part of his stay with us his brotil(:~r came on
from Australia and vms Witil him a short time before his dismissal
from tile institution. The patient made a good recovery. vVhen
Dr. Culley 'was visiting in the states three years ago, he told us
tllat tlle boy finished his education, enlisted in the British army
and fought in the VlorId \var.
Page after page, volume after volume, could be filled with reports
of similar cases. This one has been quoted because I wanted my
readers to knO\v tlmt even in far off Australia doctors have heard
of the work we have been doing for the mentally ill.
Another time we had a patient referred to us by Dr. Streeter of
England. She was a beautiful girl, twenty years of age. Her
'fiancee, \V-ith her mother, brought her to us. He was a graduate
of that world renowned medical school of Edinburgh, Scotland,
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and had had the help of the greatest minds of that wonderful
institution to diagnose this girl's case. She had dementia praecox
and the famous doctors in that school \vere helpless to do anything
for her.
One day he met a graduate of the old American School of
Osteopathy of Kirksville ,vho was located in London. Dr. Streeter told him of the work being done in far off :Missouri for mental
diseases and tlle young doctor decided to bring the patient to us.
However, the immigration lmvs in the United States would not
permit the entrance of any person suffering with dementia praecox. \Ve wrote the doctor that if his patient had influential
relatives or friends in England who 'would take the matter up \vith
the British ambassador in this country we might, through international courtesy, secure permission for the patient to enter the
United States for treatment only. This was done and the British
ambassador secured the proper papers from our Secretary of Labor
to allow this young woman to enter the United States for the sale
purpose of being treated for her mental condition.
Soon after the patient had been shown to her room, I ,vas closeted with the young doctor in my office. I told him of our record
of cllres in such conditions, of tlle 65 to 70 per cent of recoveries
in the cases that had been admitted '''irithin the first six months of
illness, of the 35 per cent in all cases of dementia praecox, regardless of how chronic the conditions were before treatment was
instituted. Looking steadily at me he said, "Doctor, over there
they tell us there are only from 3 to 5 per cent of dementia praecox
cases that ever recover, and then by Nature's own efforts."
"re examined the girl, found her to have a \yonderful physique,
but the muscular tissue of the spine in tlle upper dorsal area \vas
badly contracted. She was an athlete, a champion tennis player
and she had probably strained the muscles between the shoulders.
Joint lesions were found between the fourth and SixUl dorsal vertebrae and several in the neck region.
\Ve went to work, and, notwithstanding the diagnosis and the
prognosis given by those eminent psychiatrists in England and
Scotland this young 'yoman soon began to improve. In only a
short time she was again playing tennis. In five montlls she was
discharged as cured. She remained in a neighboring city for six
or seven months so that we could obsenTe her from time to time.
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thing to do is to take her to the state institution where she can be
cared for and kept from harming herself or other people. "
The stepmother was present, heard what the brother had to say
and when he left she said to her husband, "Mary is not going to
the state institution while I have a dollar left. I am going to
take her to l\11aeon and try osteopathic treatment." She said
she had heard of the success of osteopathy in mental conditions
and she had made up her mind she was not going to cast this
bright young girl into a state institution \-vithout at least giving
her a chance to get v·,rell.
'.Ve examined her and found joint lesions at the levels of the
second and third cervical and the fifth, sixth, and seventh dorsal
vertebrae. She was undernourished and physically \-veak. Instead
of improving under our treatment, she continued to grow worse
over a period of severa] weeks and finally she became very noisy
and difficult to control. Vole had to place her in a smaller building
next to the main building where we could keep closer vigil over
her actions and safeguard her from harming herself, as well as
others. She went from bad to worSe and after six months we felt
that she had almost reached the point ,vhere we could do nothing
for her.
But the tunlillg point finally came and she began to improve
steadily. She was brought back to the main building and
remained with us until ,ve were confident her recovery was complete, nearly nine months from the time she entered. '.Vllen the
stepmother carne back in her beautiful car, she could not have
been a more delighted nor a more happy woman if this young girl
had been her own daughter. She left with a girl who was full of
life, vim and vigor, but who nine months pre,riously had been
pronounced hopelessly insane by her own uncle, an allopathic
physician. The foresightedness of the stepmother had prevented
the girl from being sent to a state institution, where she would
have remained hopelessly insane. She returned to her college
the next fall and has since remained perfectly ,veIl.
If only every mother and father who has a son or daughter
afflicted with dementia praecox, a so-called incurable mental condition, could know there is hope for a large majority of these young
people J I ,vish that it were possible for every patient suffering
with this disease to have osteopathic correction of their physical

The young doctor married her before the year V-laS up. He was
so much impressed with the 'work of his osteopathic friend in
London, and with the institution here, that he spent the year
taking a course in osteopathy at Kirksville.
Another case comes to mind. This time a mother brought her
,daughter here from the east, from the psychopathic department of
an eastern hospital connected with one of the world's most widely
knmvn educational institutions. This mother and her husband
had been missionaries in Japan. The daughter was nineteen
years of age. She had been in the eastern hospital three months.
I said to her mother, "\Vill you kindly tell me 'what treatment was
given your daughter in that great institution?"
"'.Vhy, they ,vere not treating her, Dr. Hildreth," she said,
~'she ,vas there for observation and classification, diagnosis and
.advice and their report was anything but favorable. They told
us they knew of no treatment which could possibly benefit her
.and advised us to take her to a state institution. "
The parents 'were not people of means, but ,vere able to bring
her to lvlacon for osteopathic treatment. The girl recovered in
three months, and from the time she was pronounced cured she
has held a responsible clerical position in a manufacturing plant in a
town in southenl J'VIichigan. The causative factor of her condition was somewhat similar to that of the English girl, and the
treatment followed the same lines.
One day an expensive aut.omobile pulled up to the door of the
sanatorium and an elegantly dressed, distinguished looking \..'oman
stepped out of it. She told us that she had brought her stepdaughter for treatment. \Ve sent a nurse out to bring in the young
woman. She ,vas seventeen years of age, fragile and delicate in
appearance. The stepmother said that she had been a bright
student, had graduated from high school the year before and then
l1ad entered college. After she had been there a few weeks, the
father received a letter from the superintendent of the educational
institution telling him his daughter was ill, and that he had better
come and take her home. '.Vhen the father arrived, he found that
she had become mentally unbalanced. He called his brother, who
was an allopathic physician in a nearby town, to See her. After
the uncle examined her, he pronounced the condition dementia
praecox. He said, I< We have no treatment for this; the only
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defects in the incipiency of the condition which is an}'"\vhere from
one to six months or longer, or even a year. Osteopathic records
show that almost 50 per cent of such cases are cured, even ,vhere the
condition has been of a year's standing. Osteopat11Y is curing a
percentage never heard of by any other system in the treatment of
dementia praecox. \\That is true of osteopathic cures in dementia
praecox is equally true in most other forms of psychoses.
It seems to me that one of our most recent cures offers a fitting
climax to these case reports. While visiting my daughter and her
husband at Pm-v Pa,,", J\1.ich., late in October 1935, my daughter
called me to tile telephone onc morning and a woman's voice asked
me if I \vould examine a young man in the country who was mentally ill. I told her I would be glad to do so. The woman told me
that the patient was a very good friend of hers, a young man, and
that a doctor from a neighboring town was at that time treating
him. She told me the doctor would call for me at nine o'clock
the second day following. 'rhe next morning the phone rang
again and the same voice infonned me that the medical doctor
who had promised to call for me had learned that I \vas an osteopathic physician and had refused to consult Witi1 me. Then she
wanted to know if I would go and see the patient without the
medical physician accompanying me. I said I would. I felt
somewhat indignant because of the other doctor's attitude because
I believe that all physicians should be considerate of reasonable
rules of professional conduct; yet on this occasion I knew that
after the physician had refused to consult with me, it was not a
question of courtesy on my part but a duty to a sick man, an
obligation to give him a chance I knew he had through osteopathic
treatment and \vhich I also knew he did 110t have under any other
treatment. No blame was laid on this doctor for his attitude becaUSe I ,vas satisfied t1lUt he \vas a member of the American IVIedical Association and his membership in that organization might
be jeopardized if he consulted \Vit11 an osteopat11ic physician.
On my arrival at the home of the patient, ·whose father was one
of tile prominent farmers of the community, I went in through the
kitchen door because the young man was in one of the front rooms
and I did not \vish to come upon him too suddenly. His attendant-who, strangely enough, was a brother of the doctor who
had refused to consult V>'1th me-was a splendid young man, and
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very cordial. The patient was lying on a bed, crying part of the
time.
In getting his history I was told that he had been examined by
the superintendent of one of the state hospitals of Michigan, and
he had told the father and the mother that the patient was mentally unbalanced and in all probability was suffering Witil a beginning attack of dementia praecox. He also told tilem that such
conditions were difficult to handle and it was very questionable
about results, since there was no real treatment for it. After this
examination, tile parents had brought the patient back to his
home and had undertaken to care for him. The entire household
had become alarmed over his condition, but was afraid to try to
assist him to do the things they felt might help him. At one time,
\vith no reason whatever, he had ordered all the furniture cleared
out of the two front rooms downstairs.
On examination of his spine I found tile joints between the
fourth and fifth and fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrae very sensitive,
which I believe had been present for some time.
The father told me something would have to be done because
their present treatment was not helping tile boy, but instead he
vms growing gradually worse. I told him of tile Still-Hildreth
Osteopathic Sanatorium and 1\'1/0 days later he and the boy, with
the attendant, started for J'vlacon and arrived tilere the evening
of the same day.
Treatmcnt was instituted at once. At tile end of his fifth month
all symptoms of mental disturbance had disappeared. The young
man was sent home the first day of April as well as he had ever
becn in his life and one of the happiest young men I have ever
known. That young man, unlike the young girl whose stepmother
brought her to Tvlacon, began to improve from the beginning of the
treatment.
While talking with him one day he told me that previous to his
eoming to Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium he had asked the
physician who refused to consult \viti1 me what he thought of
osteopathy. The doctor had said, .. OsteopatllY is a good back
door to the practice of medicine." After the young man had
been with us at Tvlacon about three months and was feeling very
fine, he wrote tilis doctor and told him he thought it \vas a mighty
good thing the medical profession had such a good back door as
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dementia praecox, compiled by Dr. Fred ]'vl:. Still and his associates,
covering a period of nineteen years. This report is compiled from
a follow-up system which means keeping in touch V-lith those
patients who have been pronounced cured by our treatment. It
follows here:

osteopathy, that he ,vas improving rapidly and would soon be
well and home.
Sometimes my friends have said, "011, that man Hildreth is a
fanatic." It is not fanaticism. :11y mother, God bless her, gave
me a rather happy temperament, an optimistic disposition; my
friends all tell me I am an optimist. It has been a great satisfaction to me to llve all the way in anticipation of joy and success
instead of calamity and failure, a supre~e joy to take part in
rendering a service such as my profession is able to give. To me,
this is not fanaticism, has not been at any time, but a supreme love
of serving in any and all capacities 'wherein I might be able to
benefit somebody less fortunate than myself. My optimism and
my enthusiasm relative to osteopathy, if you 'would call them
optimism and enthusiasm, are based upon my intimate relationship with Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, and the broad experience that
has been given to me through rendering a superior service to mankind.
Right here, let me drop a 1yord relative to the \vorst demon \"ith
which civilization is confronted. That demon is worry, needless
worry. Millions of people are thus afflicted. They are pessimistic
about everything, anticipating trouble, magnifying every little
thing, fearing that something is going to happen that as a rule
never happens-how I wish I had the power of speech to banish
worry from the face of the earth! It tears down the nerves, the
health and mental capacity of the individual. It threatens all
that is best in life. No matter what the problem, nor how hard,
to worry over it only incapacitates the person from fincling a solution. \Vorry only makes the individual miserable. If \ve could
only meet life's problems with a smile on our lips, with joy in our
hearts, as Dr. Andrew Taylor .8till met his throughout his heroic
fight to establish a system of combating human disease, then there
would be no worries. There ,,,auld be joy in the hearts of multiplied millions if they could meet their problems Witil a detennina:tion not only to carryon, but to carryon with joy the battle that
,,,as given them to fight as the means of trying their mettle. Dr.
Still set a wonderful example along this line. Optimislll is absolutely a benefit to the health of every individual. Worry is a
menace.
I close tilis chapter ,vitil a statistical report on the treatment of
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840

CASES OF DEMENTIA PRAUCOX

Admitted within first 6 months of illness
263 patients. Recovered 179, or 68 per cent.
Duration of illness 6 months to 1. year
163 patients. Recovered 78, or 48 per cent.
Duration of illness 1 to 2 years
129 patients. Recovered 37, or 29 per cent.
Duration of illness over 2 years
285 patients. Recovered 57, or 20 per cent.
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that night, as I remember it, he entertained us all evening with
subjects of real interest in connection ,vith his philosophy of osteopathy. He drove back to Kirksville the next day, leaving me at
the old farm on the way.
Everywhere at timt time, on his lawn, and in and around his
house, as well as in the tmvn, were people ,vho had come from near
and far to be treated by the "bone-setter," as he was called in
those days. He ,vas still a young man tilen-he was sixty-two
to be exact-and was thoroughly awake to tile value of the service
he ,\-vas rendering. He was very active, young in spirit, and ahvays
ready with his hands and his purse to aid tilose who needed help.
I can see to this day the outstanding energy of the man as he
opened that first class; he was vitally alert to every move to be
made and to every opportunity that surrounded him. There
was never a minute in those days there was not something doing
which made the time slip away as if on wings.
It was always a privilege to have him come into the classrooms and lecture to us about the science he loved. He would
walk down tile aisle to the platform or stand in front of it, face
the students and tell in his own inimitable way what osteopathy would mean in the years to come. He often said timt of all
the discoveries of the nineteenth century, osteopatilY would, in
time, offer to women the field of greatest usefulness. He always
said that women, because of their motilerly instinct and natural
ability to administer to people, were created for work of this kind
and should be even better doctors than men. Could you have
seen him through all these years, rich in happenings, and with all
that could be conceived, administering in his kindly way to the
sick, you would have seen Andrew Taylor Still. Language fails
me. There is no power of expression ,..,rithin me timt can depict
the all of tile happenings of that time. The town was overflmving
with hundreds of people from all over the country-the blind, the
lame, tile sick unto death were there; he, like a ministering angel,
was doing his utmost to relieve their pain and give tilem courage.
There is 110 way of describing adequately all that took place during
those historic times in Kirksville. The man, who was tile instrument in God's lmnds, was there ministering in a marvelous way
to the sick who came to him, and at the same time working out a
plan to give to the children of the earth the all of his great dis-

CHAPTER XXI
STILL FAMILY
THIS morning we are wandering far, almost in dreamland, reclaiming from memor~r's storehouse some early remembrances of
Dr. Still.
"Ve have chronicled already quite a number of vital events with
which he was connected; today, somehow, I see him sitting with a
book in his lap under a tree in our yard. He usually wore his
famous broad-brimmed black felt hat, and his trouser legs were
often tucked in his boots. He was tilen a comparatively young
man and I was only a boy.
Again, I see him trudging across the fields with my mother to
minister to the woman who had been an invalid for many years
and whose condition has already been described. Only the other
day I had tile privilege of a little chat "rith her son, Dr. John A.
Bell, a retired osteopatilic physician, living in his old home town,
Kirksville. He told me that he knew of his mother's cure by Dr.
Still, but it was not until a few years ago. At timt time his sister,
a splendid woman, who has since been called to her better home,
told him of Dr. Still's coming to their home witil my motiler and
curing their mother. This sister of his was one of the tirree 'women
who attended that little meeting at the old country school, Troy
Mills, where this son and I had attended school in our boyhood
days.
Then, again, I see Dr. Still as he drove up to our farm in a fourseated carriage tile August before he opened his school in October.
He invi ted me to join him, his son Harry, and another man on a
drive clown into :rdacon County to spend the night in the home of
one of Dr. Still's hest friends, a Mr. Bunch. There was a spring
of some medicinal value near this man's home, and Dr. Still was
of the thought that sometime a sanitarium might be created here
where people might come and rest, drink water, and take osteopathic treatment. 'This is one of the many ideas that Dr. Still
had to furtiler tile cause of osteopatily.
It was always a privilege to converse with Dr. Still. Out there
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ahvays in his mind, and was constantly trying to guide the followers of the healing philosophy he had given to the world.
Dr. Still died on D~eember 12, 1917, at U,e age of eighty-nine
years. His end was peaceful. The life of a great man was finished,
but the torch he carried was flung to his students far and ,,,ide
to light the way of osteopathy.
Before he died Dr. Still requested Umt I speak at his funeral.
This last task which he gave me was the most difficult to perform.
]\''1y address before the bier of one of the \'mrld's greatest men is
reproduced here:

CDver;'. Suffice it to say that in every instancE, no matter how
many people were there nor what the tunnoil was, every day
brought something different; results were achieved in such a
simple way that the patient ofttimes failed to realize he had been
treated at all. The simplicity of it, the fact that rEsults were
obtained in some instances by a mere mechanical adjustment, was
far beyond the comprehension of the average person. Could one
of the ·world's greatest artists have stood 011 that historic ground
in the midst of all those happenings ancI captured the scene on
canvas, one might nmv glimpse a portion at least of all that took
place around Dr. Still in those early times in the history-making
period of osteopathy. My hope is that readers of this book may
glimpse at least U,e man I knew, the man Umt Dr. A. T. Still
was, the man whose perpetual sacrifice through toil and privation
gave to the world the fundamental principle for the cure of disease
without drugs.
]\''1emories! A confusion of them, sweet, rich and rare, of Dr.
Still from the time I first knew him until he was called to the
Great Beyond. They crmvd through my mind in such a way they
ovenvhclm me, even as I pray for the power to put enough of them
in words to impress upon the minds of my readers the happenings
of those days, in a way that they, too, may benefit through the
life of Dr. Still.
Ever~y one of the incidents herein recorded is based upon absolute truth. He \vas so enthuiastic, so brilliant, and so active in a
silnple way in those beginning years of the school and the period
when it was my privilege to be closely associated with him, that
I would have everyone know hhn. I \vatched him, \'!lorked with
him, walked with him, talked with him. I followed hiIn closely,
loved him devotedly, cherished his every word, tried to understand
him and aid him with his problems; I admired his philosophy and
his reasoning, and prayed only for strength enough to understand
it all. Even after leaving school, it was my privilege to visit
Kirksville and Dr. Still often, and renew that closeness of relationship.
While it was a source of keen sorrow to see his steps begin to
falter, see him lean more and more heavily upon his staff-which
was his constant companion for several years-it was good to
see that all through his declining period he was just as active as

DR. HILDRETH'S ADDRESS

We have gathered here today to pay our respects and to perform
the last duties to all Umt is left mortal of one of U,e most loved of
men. vVe should come, not to grieve, but to rejoice with him over
the change' that has taken place in accordance with the great life
principle, natural law, in which he has believed implicitly and of
which he was the greatest exponent of his age.
A few weeks before lVlother Still passed on, when \ve all knew
the end was coming, it was my privilege to be in Kirksville. I
shall never forget an incident that took place between the Old
Doctor and me. It was late evening and we were out in front of
the home on the lawn. ICnowing the great trial just before him,
I said:
"Daddy, how your boys vdsh there were some way in which
they could bear a part at least of the great burden that now rests
upon you. "
To my surprise he said, looking me straight in the face, "You
boys need not worry over me. For more than twenty years nmv,
I have been teaching natural law to you and to the world and
lVlother's going is only tile fulfillment of that natural law; another
step in the progress of her life is being fulfilled; a change from
mortality to immortality. She has lived a good, useful life and the
timE has come for her to pass on into greater usefulness; her change
is but the fulfillment of life's divine plan. I would be a rank
coward to break down now. "
Those of you ,,,ho ,,,ere present at the time of J\/Iother Still's
passing cannot help but remember how well he bore his burden.
That was but one of the many examples of his wonderful fortitude,
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of his indomitable will pmver, and of his undying faith. No, not
faith, but komvledge of life that has contributed so much to his
great life's work.
Death, when it comes, is always more or less of a shock, 'whether
it be in early life-which should not be, according to the teachings
of this great man who lies before us-or whether it comes ,vhen
well beyond the allotted time. Death leaves heartaches and
vacant places that are hard to understand and to bear; yet for
this dear man, who has left his family, his friends, and the world
such a heritage, such a vast wealth of everything good, we should
not grieve. We know, could he speak to us today across the veil
that divides this life from the Great Beyond, that he would say
we should rejoice with him in the change. So many more years
were allotted to him than to most men on earth-wonderful years
in which to enjoy, as few men have been privileged to enjoy, the
fruits of his mvn life's ,vork. God has been good, so good, to him
and while it is true that his burdens were great and seemingly at
times heavy' almost beyond the pmver of human endurance, yet
it is also true that in his case as in tilOusands of others, the trials
and hardships and hemry burdens seem to have been the fire
through ,vhich he needed to pass to purify the metal in the man,
best to qualify hhn for the great work he was to accomplish. He
has been the instrument wisely chosen in God's hands to give to
the 1,vorld a new treatment for the cure of disease. It vms the
study of the human body, his knowledge of its divine perfection
when in nonnal condition that led him into the wonderful field
that eventually gave to the world the science of osteopathy.
You, his friends and neighbors, know the history of his struggles;
you lmow as no others can, or ever will know, his real wort1l. As
a friend, a neighbor, and a citizen you have known him. You
have enjoyed a rare privilege, and one which the entire 1,yorld
will, in time, envy you. It was he and his efforts that have made
the little city of Kirksville so dear to so many of us, and that have
made it the best known city of its size tilroughout the civilized
world. Kirksville is known as no other city can be knmvn. It
is the birthplace of osteopathy, a science that in a quarter of a
century has become a world influence. It was due to him and to
his efforts, through the growth of the school made possible by his
discovery, that Kirksville has made the prosperous, splendid
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growth it has. He was your neighbor, this city's most distinguished citizen, one of the big men of tilis state and of the
United States, one of humanity's greatest benefactors.
Vlonderful discoveries have been made and we today enjoy, as
the people of no other age have ever enjoyed, conveniences and
comforts and privileges tilat were not even dreamed of fifty years
ago; we owe a debt of gratitude to tile great brains of the men
who have made the conditions of today possible, but to Dr. Andrew
Taylor Still, all the people of all the aatioos of the earth will ever
be under obligation. For what do privileges amount to or what
does all the wealth of the earth count 1,vithout health? He has
given to mankind tile simplest, most common sense, rational
treatment that has ever yet been discovered, a scientific method
for the cure of disease; hence, he is, as time will prove, humanity's
greatest benefactor. You who have known hiln so intimately
may not be able now to comprehend tile all of this sta(ement, but
time will prove its tmtil.
Countless thousands scattered all over the 1,vorld know through
experience the power of those dear hands of his to heal, and all
of these same thousands who know of his passing are mourning
with us today, and are grateful ,vith us tilat he lived.
:More than 6,000 men and women who have been educated as
physicians in the schools that have taught tile science discovered
by him, know as no other people can the real worth of his work.
Hundreds of them, nay, all of them, have been given opportunities
that could never have been dreamed of through other channels in
life. Ah! the influence of his existence has been felt by more
people and in more ways than that of any otiler man of his age,
and the beauty and the glory of it all is tile fact that his influence
and its far-reaching effects have ever been to enrich the lives of
those who came in contact with it. He has brought hope into
hearts and health into lives where only despair existed. Talk about
statutes to our dead created from soulless marble and stone; he
has created in tile living, throbbing human hearts of men a monument that is destined to last forever; marble and stone may cnlmble and decay, but not so his memory and the influence of his
wonderful life. They are destined to live forever.
The family said it was his request as well as theirs that I make
this talk. This is the last task he assigned to me, so sweet, so
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and fought for so valiantly while he lived shall never be lmvered,
shall never be stained or contaminated or associated with ignorance or untruth. So help us, God.
It seems to me that one of Ella \Vheeler \Vilcox's poems, entitled
"Knowledge" published in the Cosmopolitan, expressed in Dr.
Still's own language just what he \-\'ould like to have said here and
now:
r tell you the shadows are growing thinner

dear, and so valued, but oh, so hard to perform; only those of you
who have knmvn him and these sons and the daughter, can well
know hmv closely intenvoven his life and theirs and mine have
been through this great profession that he has left as a heritage to
mankind. Few, if any, can realize how tame words seem, how far
short they fall in expressing 'what my heart feels and so longs to
pOUT f crth at this hour.
'To this family who stands so near and dear to me let me say:
First to the daughter who has given so unselfishly of her life to
him, no daughter could have done more, and that your demonstration of 'filial1ove, devotion and self-sacrifice will ever be a lasting
example to those ,vho know of the all you have passed through.
And to you sons, upon 'whom has fallen the mantle of his great
life's work, you should not grieve-you knew him as no other
could have knmvn him. You knew his faith-no, not faith, but
knowledge of life and the Great Beyond; you know that he Imew
this change was coming and he did not fear it; nay, he even welcomed it as another step in the divine plan of life; hence, I say to
you, you should not grieve. Your heritage is great, and while
your burdens may seem heavy and your responsibilities many,
you have so much to be tlmnkful for that you should rejoice with
him in all that bas come to him and to humanity through his
living.
To the men and women of the osteopathic profession, ,vhose
hearts I know are with us bere, even though they are not pennitted to be present in person, to you I say, his life should be an ever
living example of ,vhat may be accomplished through unwavering,
untiring efforts and devotion to principle and trutll. \\That be has
accomplished by living should be a lasting inspiration; our work,
given to us through him, is one of service, great privilege, and
',"onderful advantage. We have been blessed in having had given
to us the opportunity of spending our lives in a field of such vast
usefulness. To hiIn belongs the credit. God grant that we may be
given the wisdom and strength of purpose to carry on to the highest possible degree of perfection titis great '''ark, yet in its infancy.
lvIay the' recording angels in Heaven now record a vow from the
heart of every living osteopathic physician at this sacred hour of
the passing of our beloved teacher, that we will never falter in
carrying on, that the flag of tnlth which he unfurled to the world

Between this world and the world of the dead;
And only the fool cries" Fool!" or "Sinner!"
1'0 one who looks into the life ahead.
I tell }'OU the curtain is being IiftedThe silence broken, the darkncss riftedAnd knowledge is taking the place of faith
On that vast subject, Death.
Yes, now in the place of faith comes knowledge,
For the soul of the race is awake to truth
And it rests no longer on school or college
Or the crude concepts of the world's first youth.
From a larger fountain our minds arc drinkingThe deep, high Source of divinely thinkingAnd searching for God in t,he heart of man;
It is so we are learning the Plan.
Yes; searching for God in the heart of a brother,
And not on a far-away throne above,
Is a surer method than any other
Of finding the Center of truth and love.
And out of that Center a voice is crying
That our dead are not in their lmv graves lying,
But are living and loving us, close and near,
So long as we hold them dear.
Yes; living and loving, and trying to guide usInvisible helpers by God's sweet will,
\Vho ofttimes move through the day beside us,
But aiding us most when our minds are still.
I tell you the curtain is being liftedThe silence broken. the darkness riftedAnd .L:nowledge is taking t,1u~ place of faith
On that vast subject, Death.

Daddy, dearest of Daddies, to your thousands of children ,vho
love you so dearly, we give you lip to a better life, reluctantly
but ,,,ith a full knowledge that all is well with you.
(20)
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MOTHER STILL

Hundreds and even thousands of osteopathic physicians revered
and loved to call Mrs. A. T. Still, the wife of the founder of osteopathy, "lvlother Still." She was representative of all that was best
in womanhood.
Surely God in his wisdom in choosing Dr. A. T. Still as His
instrument to do a great work for humanity, ,vas not unmindful
of the necessity of providing him with a mate capable of carrying
her share of his burdens, to stand close by him in his trials and
struggles. She ,vas well qualified by education, a ViTOrnan capable
of being "}.IIother" to his children, a woman with ability little
dreamed of by the average person ,,,ith ·whom she came in contact,
a woman whose heart vms just as brave and strong as her husband's, \vith a confidence in "her man" a loyalty in her soul that
gave her strength to share with him in all his undertakings, and
fight the battles of life side by side with him.
It was in the beginning days, out in Kansas, that an incident
occurred which, without doubt, contributed in a most wonderful
way to Dr. Still's success in life. His wife wrote to her father, an
allopathic physician practicing in New York state, of the remarkable results her husband was obtaining. The father came to Kan~
sas to investigate. After spending some time with his daughter
and her family and listening to Dr. Still's reasoning, he told his
daughter that he could not understand "Drew's" (Anclre\v's)
philosophy, hut felt that he had something that his own school
did not have and advised her to stand by him in his undertaking.
There is no doubt but that her father's advice, coupled with her
love for her husband and her confidence in him, gave her the
strength, fortitude, courage, and force of character that enabled
her to stand unfailingly ,,,itll her husband in his great work. She
was a co-worker in all his trials and tribulations in the mighty
hattle he fought for osteopathy. All the way from those troublous
times in Kansas on down through their change of residence to
Kirksville, where privation and poverty stared them in the face,
Mother Still stood ever in ti,e thickest of the battle and unwaveringly encouraged her husband in all his undertakings. Under all
conditions she was the same staunch, heroic character, bearing in
her quiet, humble ''t'ay her portion of her husband's burdens.

MRS. ANDREW TAYLOR STILL
LOVINGLY CALLED ., l\IOTHER STU..L"

(lS34-1911J)
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To Mother Still should be given a big share of the credit for the
great "'ork Dr. Still accomplished in giving osteopathy to the
world. God ever bless her name!
The following editorials appeared in The Journal of tlIe A-merican
Osteopathic Associatioll for June, 1910, at the time of Mother
Still's deatb:
"To all of us who knew Mother Still comes the sense of a great
personal loss at her passing away. \Vhen we go back to Kirksville some day and look down the familiar streets and at the big
house on the hill, the old tmvn will not seem quite the same to us,
because she is gone.
"Her quiet, kindly \vays; her always ready smile; her simple
motherly aspect; the quiet devotion of her daily life; her unostentatious charities; all tllcse and many more lovable qualities endeared her to us.
"She beheld our great science in its swaddling bands; saw it
tended and nurtured through the lean and hungry years; endured
privation, and, no doubt, often dire need, for its sake; stood faithful and undaunted by her husband's side through all the fierce
turmoil of his life's great battle; gave counsel, and cheer, and
strength, and comfort to him in the strife.
"We thank God that she came through it all, sweet and bappy,
into a green and peaceful old age. A '''ife, a helpmeet, a mothershe was all these in their tnlest and fullest sense.
"To those whom she has left behind, the hearts of our whole
profession go out in great sympathy. Long will her memory be
kept green in our hearts.-CHARLES HAZZARD, D. O. "
".Alter an illness running over several years, death finally claimed
Mother Still at her borne in Kirksville, May 29. Senile nephritis
had done its work. Skill and faithfulness did what migbt be done,
but seventy-seven years of energy, faithfulness, and service had
worn the body away. For fifty years she had stood by her bnsband's side. Tbe burial was made at Kirksville, May 30.-H, L.
CHILES, D. O. "
"Probably comparatively few knew of the quiet sustaining force
of J\flother Still; how each member of the family depended on her,
and gladly listened to her counsel. She had a background of
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osteopathic experiences that was invaluable; which, with her
sound judgment, commanded great respect. Her patience and
fortitude and faith all through the early days of osteopathy contributed no little to osteopathic development.
"I met her when I first ,vent to Kirksville, and frequently smv
her aftenvards. The students were eager to consult with her for
she was deeply interested in their work. She had a certain detachment in viewing their problems, no doubt the result of years
of familiarity with osteopathy, its grmvth, struggles and requirements, that particularly appealed to everyone.
"No outsider can really knmv ,,,hat sacrifice she made in order
to assist in the upbuilcling of osteopathy. Her heart and soul
were in her family, and in the best interests of all. Her ind01nitable and sympathetic spirit, one of real understanding, 'was a distinct factor in the developing and organizing of osteopathy.CARL P. MCCONNELL, D. 0."
DR. CHARLES

E.

STILL

Dr. Charles E. Still is known by multiplied thousands of friends
both inside and outside the osteopathic profession, but to those of
us who have been associated with him intimately for long years,
he is just Dr. Charlie. He occupies a close spot in my heart, and
it is difficult for me to write all the things I would so love to say
relative to his service 'with his father, and the intimate association
witi1 the school in its beginning days and for years aften-nud.
He began helping his father as a boy and arose to the Presidency
of the American School of Osteopathy, the original school which
his father founded, and held that position uutil he finally retired
from school activi ties.
He is a lovable ch2.racter, a splendid adviser at all times with
the students 1,vho came to him for counsel and ·who 2.1wa yrs found
him kindly, pleasant, agreeable, and desirous of senring. Beginning
as he did "ith his father \vhen a 1=oy, he had the opportunity for
wide acquaintance and an intimate knmvledge of all that took place
in the beginning of Dr. Still's struggles to develop osteopathy.
Being associated with the family during the birth and progress of the profession, I have been given the opportunity to know
Dr. Charlie as few, if any others, who are not related by the ties
of blood, could know him. 'Throughout all tile years as a boy, as a
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student, as an osteopathic physician, and as a teacher in the parent institution, he was the one man that his father seemed to
lean upon most, because he was always at his side and ever ready
to do his father's bidding on all problems relating to school matters. His is a rare character, and his service during his lifetime to
osteopathy has been a remarkable one. He has stood uns\verving1y in his devotion to his father, his mother, and the profession.
He was very popular in his horne tmvn. He 'was elected mayor
of the city of Kirksville in the spring of 1912, reelected in 1914,
and filled this office Vdtil credit to himself as 1,vell as to the ci tizens
in his home city. It was Dr. Charlie, Witil his brotiler Dr. Harry,
who made the decision to create an osteopatilic institution for the
treatment of the mentally sick at }'1acon, IVIissouri, provided the
writer would take charge of timt work.
His service to his profession at this time lies in his membership
in the 11issouri House of Representatives and in his connection
with the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium in an advisory
capacity. He was first elected as the unanimous choice of the
voters to represent Adair County in the House of Representatives
in 19aO. He was reelected in 1932, also without opposition, and
was again reelected in 1934 when he had an opponent for that
position, nominated by the Democratic party. Notwithstanding
the Democratic landslide of that year, he pulled through by a
good majority and was one of the ten Republicans in a I-louse of
HiO members. TIns handful of Republicans were known as the
"angels" of that body. In 1936 Dr. Charlie ,vas again elected
on the Republican ticket, there being no candidate nominated by
the Democratic party. He is rendering a superior service there,
not only in the interest of his profession and those \\'ho wish to
patronize osteopathy, but in many other important matters
necessary for the best good of tile state in which he has been an
outstanding figure. He is knmvn and respected for his broadgauged judgment in all state affairs. He votes unhesitatingly for
measures that he considers for the best interests of the state, regardless of partisan politics. It has been good to know him and
serve with him during all these years.
Dr. Charlie has a son, Dr. Charles E., Jr., who is a graduate of
Kirksville and practicing at Austin, Tex.; also a daughter who is a
graduate of Kirksville, Dr. Elizabeth Still Esterline. Her hus-
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band, Dr. Crawford ]'vI. Esterline, is also an osteopathic physician. Both the Drs. Esterline are teaching at present in the parent
institution. These young people have started osteopathic professional careers in a ,vay that, ,vithout question, will make of
them worthy descendants of their illustrious grandfather, Dr. A.

T. Still.
DR. I·IARRY M. STILL

Dr. I-larry, as he is known throughout the osteopathic profession, possesses a high type, lovable character. He is a man of
sterling integrity and business judgment. Like his brother,
Charlie, he was associated ,vith his father in the beginning days of
osteopathy when Dr. Still was visiting small tmvns over various
parts of J'vIissouri. He learned osteopathy from his father and
added to his father's increasing reputation, which drew a great
many people to Kirksville.
All through those years Dr. Harry gave all he had to his father
and mother in a splendid way. From the beginning, long before
his fatiler began the teaching of osteopathy, he was ready at all
times to do all in his power to advance the science founded by Dr.
Still. At the time of the opening of the first class in that first
school at Kirksville, Dr. Harry ,vas located in IVIinneapolis, but
upon tile request of his father he retunled to the school and became
a member of the treatment staff.
After being associated in the school work and clinic for a time,
Dr. Harry located in Chicago where he established a splendid
practice. He resided in Evanston, a beautiful suburb of Chicago,
where he treated patients a few hours each '''leek. It was my privilege to join him there in November, 1896, and to work with him
for a few months. In another chapter, I tell about his and my
return to Kirksville in the spring of 1897, both having answered
his father's and his brother's requests that we return to the parent
institution and assist tbem in carrying on the work that had
increased 50 rapidly and become so heavy. Dr. Harry was actively engaged 'in the school work until 1903, when he left to go into
practice in New York City. He conducted a busy practice in
that great metropolis for a number of years. Finally his health
became affected because of ovenvork and he returned to Kirksville for a rest. Later he entered tile business world and has been
actively engaged in banking and business affairs ever since. He is
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now, and has been for many years, President of the Kirksville
Citizens National Bank, an institution that today ranks high
among the banking interests of the State of Missouri. At all
times he has been ready to support osteopathy, and if the facts
could be known there is no doubt that he has been the power
behind the throne many times when someone else received the
credit. His purse has ever been ready to back the needs of the
parent institution. He never at anytime sought the praise of
the public nor the places that might give him publicity. He has
always been interested in the grmvth and development of the
osteopathic profession. He said to me one day recently that he
\vould much prefer that his hvo sons, Fred Tv!. and Richard H.,
should make the kind of osteopathic physicians his father ,vas
than to be worth millions of dollars.
It ,vas Dr. Harry who first informed me of the opportunities for
the establishment of an osteopathic sanatorium at JVlacon. I
described the creation and work or that institution in another
ebapter.
It has been tny privilege to be closely associated with him most
of the time since taking lip the study of osteopathy in 1892 in
the first class in the first school of osteopathy. During all these
years of our acquaintance and association, I have felt that I was
treated by him as a brotller. Today, Dr. Harry Still, as well as
Dr. Charlie, seem more like brothers to me than just friends.
Our friendship has not only been fine, but it has become almost
sacred to me. Dr. Harry is a wonderful character, a real friend,
a dependable man in all walks of life.
Dr. Fred Mix Still, elder son of Dr. Harry, graduated from the
A. T. Still College of Osteopathy and Surgery at Kirksville in
June, 1924, and became associated with the Still-Hildreth Osteopathic Sanatorium in January, 1925. In his association 'ivith this
institution he has made an enviable record, and at the same time
he has lightened the burden or the writer in a most remarkable
manner. The friendship that has existed between his father's
falnily and my family has been wonderful. His association and
interest in this institution has been virtually the same as if he was
my own son. Pleasant, agreeable, capable, a well-qualified osteopathic physician, and ever active in all the undertakings of the
institution, he is a strong factor in its progress.
Dr. Richard Harry Still, younger son of Dr. Harry, graduated
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from the Kirksville college in June, 1928, follmving which he joined
the staff at Still-Hildreth. He has added remarkable strength to
our organization and, like his brother, seems more to me like an
own son than a friend. He is ever ready to render his best service
and he is of the character tlmt is always pleasing to patients. He
is capable in his advice and very helpful in the management of the
institution and, like his father, is developing remarkable business
ability.
The corning of these two young meo, sons of one of my closest
friends, and grandsons of the founder of osteopathy, has done more
than add strength to OUf staff of physicians and to the management of the institution. It has been a great satisfaction to me
personally. It has also laid tlle foundation for tile perpetuation
of the treatment of insanity that will in future years carry to the
world a needed message. They will become able representatives of
the discovery of their grandfather and aid in lengthening the
shadmv of that great man.
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was ever at her mother's bedside, and there was nothing too hard
for her to do that might in anyway contribute to her mother's
comfort. Her care of her mother was a demonstration of personal
sacrifice and devotion such as only a daughter could give.
During Dr. StilI's last illness she again gave of her time and her
strength in a ,vonderful way to take care of him and to see that
every want was fulfilled as far as lay within her power. Her devotion to him, her sacrifice of herself to care for him, was one of the
most beautiful tllings I have ever ,vitnessed. She was mindful of
his every need, loyal and comforting beyond expression, a daughter
,vho made every sacrifice necessary for the comfort and care of
her distinguished fatller. Understand, Dr. Still's condition was
one that needed this devotion and care for some three or four years
before his passing to the Great Beyond. During all tlmt time there
was never a task to perfonn, never a duty to fulfill, that did not
seem to be one that gave this daughter of his supreme pleasure.
DR. GEORGE M. LAUGHLIN

IvIRS. GUORGE n.1. LAUGHLIN

Mrs. Blanche Still Laughlin, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A. T.
Still, has contributed in a splendid way to the development of
osteopathy. :My first recollection of 1\1rs. Laughlin was when
she was but a small girl, not more tllan eight years old, a little
golden-haired, bright, active child, playing around the home
located at that time in the eastern part of Kirksville. Several
years later, \"hen tile school opened, she had grown to young
womanhood. She matriculated in the first class, organized in
October, 1892, and graduated in the spring of 1894.
Mrs. Laughlin was devoted to her father and her mother, alv'lays entering actively into their vmrk. From the time I knew her
in the classroom until the present day, she has been a strong factor
in tlle progress and development of osteopatily. During my active
association with the school, from 1892 until 1903, IvIrs. Laughlin
was one of the substantial, ardent workers \vith, and counselors of,
her father and mother, always ready to enter the thickest of the
fight, always ready with her advice and all the ability she possessed
to help carry on her father's work.
Mrs. Laughlin was devoted to her motller in a beautiful way.
Dnring Motller Still's last illness, Mrs. Langhlin's love and devotion were all that conld possibly be expected of a daughter. She

George 1\11. Laughlin became a student of tlle parent school of
osteopathy in the fall of 1898 and graduated in June, 1900. On
April 11, 1900, he was married to Miss Blanche Still; thus he became the son-in-la",- of the discoverer of osteopathy. He became
a very staunch, loyal supporter of the osteopathic profession. He
was a member of the teaching staff during his entire association
Witll the old original A. S. O. institution, and edited The lOI/rllal of
Osteopathy for a number of years. Soon after Dr. Still's death,
Dr. Laughlin was offered the presidency of the American School
of Osteopathy, the original college, hut this he declined. Like Dr.
Charlie, he served on until June, 1918, \"hen he severed his connection with the school as a member of the teaching staff he had
served so faithfully for so many years.
He immediately made plans for a hospital. He completed the
present Laughlin Hospital in 1920, and has become a noted surgeon as well as an osteopathic physician. Soon after his graduation he began to specialize in orthopedic surgery and is today one
of the widely knmvn and most successful orthopedic surgeons in
the conntry.
Dr. Laughlin founded the A. T. Still College of Osteopathy and
Surgery and commenced tlle erection of a building in 1921 which
was completed in 1922. He was successful in this undertaking,
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and m 1924 purchased the old American School of Osteopathy,
which he shortly after combined with the A. T. Still College of
Osteopathy and Surgery, and changed the name to the Kirksville
College of Osteopathy and Surgery. The change of name ,vas a
source of keen regret to the writer, as well as to many other osteopathic physicians 'who hold diplomas from the American School
of Osteopathy, the original school. I have always felt, and always
will feel, that the name Dr. A. T. Still gave to the original school,
the American School of Osteopathy, should have been the name
that follmved the institution he created throughout all time.
Dr. Laughlin has been president of the new school from the time
it 1vas founded and is a vital factor in the osteopathic educational
world. He has been able to place the ne," institution on a basis
,vhereby it may become endowed. Substantial contributions
have been made to the institution. At the same time, he has
been adding to and improving all the college buildings. He has
been earnest in his efforts at all times to promote what he conceived to be the best interests of the profession created by his
father-in-Ia,v.
Dr. and IvIrs. Laughlin have a daughter and a son, both living.
The daughter, 11ary Jane, recently married Dr. J. Stedman
Denslow, a gradnate of the KirksviJIe College of Osteopathy and
Surgery. The son, George Andrew, is still in school.
These two people, Blanche Still Laughlin, and Dr. George M.
Laughlin, have contributed in a remarkable manner to the growth,
development and progress of osteopathy which l\'1rs. Laughlin's
father gave to the \vorld.
DR. HERMAN

T.

STILL

Dr. Herman T. Still, twin brother of Dr. I-larry, is also an osteopati1ic physician, having graduated from the parent institution in
its early day.
Unlike Dr. Charlie and Dr. I-larry, Dr. Herman did not spend a
great amount of time in the work of the school, but early in his
career practiced in different parts of the country, finally locating
in Texas.
From one of the foremost educators of ti1is country comes the
story of an incident in Dr. Herman's practice. 'fhe educator!
who was for many years president of one of the greatest universities of the country, at the time was lecturing on the Chautauqua
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platform. On his arrival in a town in Texas, he learned ti1at a
young woman, ,vho was also employed by the Chautauqua Company, had been taken to the hospital in that city. He ,vent at
once to visit this girl, who had charge of the children's department for tile Chautauqua, and found her paralyzed from her
""aist down. She kne1v of no accident that could have caused the
trouble. Her visitor immediately asked the superintendent of the
hospital if she had been examined by an osteopathic physician.
He had been well acquainted with Dr. Still and the results secured
through osteopathic treatment in an early day at Kirksville. The
superintendent told him that she had not been examined by an
osteopathic physician, and also that such doctors were not allowed
to treat patients in timt hospital. The educator then said that
he was going to have her examined by an osteopathic physician.
If it could not be done there, he would have her moved where it
could be done. The physician at the hospital had pronounced the
condition a grave one and had advised an operation. After some
discussion, the management decided to allow Dr. Herman Still,
who was then located in timt town, to come to the hospital and
treat the patient if he thought he could benefit her.
Our distinguished friend immediately called upon Dr. Herman
Still and told him this girl's story. Dr. Herman was reluctant to
go to tile hospital where he had been refused admittance, but he
finally consented and went at once to examine and treat the girl.
After this one treatment she was able to walle Two or three days
later she was able to resume her \york, as well as ever.
This is a voluntary report given by this widely ~own educator.
Dr. Herman Still has the reputation of securing some remarkable
results in many difficult cases.
From the beginning of Dr. Still's struggles to give his discovery
to the world, even when the children 'ivere real young, he had the
unbounded support and confidence and assistance of every member of his family at all times. Even after the boys had begun to
earn a little money, fifty cents a day, or a dollar and a half a week,
tilEy \vould share every penny they had with their father and
mother, thus giving their support in every possible 1vay. 'fhis
was true in the beginning and was true throughout Dr. Still's
lifetime. Every member of the family was a strong supporter of
the father's teaching.

Certificate of Discharge from the United States Army Given to Dr. Still at the
End of the Civil War
Photostatic Copy of Dr. Still's Registration as an "Old School" Physician in
Kirksville, Adair County, and IVlacon County
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CHAPTER X,'CII
TRIBUTES TO DR. STILL AND OSTEOPATHY
The following tributc 'was writlcll UPOII the occasioll of the death of
Dr. A ndrew Taylor Still, ill Dccember, 1917, by Dr. John R. Kirk who
was then alld had beell far somc timc prcsidcllt of the Kirlm'ille (Missouri) Normal School. Dr. Kirk died ill the midst of characteristically
1.Z:gorOl/s aclhJity at the age of eighty-six Oil November 7, 1937. This
tribute was published ill The Jot/rnal of Osteopathy for Fcbruary, 1918.

TI-IE NEIGHBOR WE DID NOT KNOW
By DR. JOHN R. KIRK
I HAD knowledge of Dr. A. T. Still some forty years or more,
and was neighbor to him nearly twenty years-neighbor to him
as most of my neighbors were. We thought ourselves neighbors
to him. As neighbors we hadn't much acquaintance with him.
We didn't know him very weIl.
Nature made Dr. Still, and implanted a spark that neighbors
and schools and colleges could neither start nor dim. Some men,
it seems, are born; some are made. Dr. Still was born, born for
ideals and for deeds. He was never spoiled by the conventionalities of social life. He was outwardly quite like the unheeding,
incredulous crowd of us who were remotely neighbors to himthe crowd which long voiced much ridicule for tile peculiar, soulabsorbed man whom we couldn't comprehend.
But the unpretending, unconventionalized neighbor of ours was
dreaming and building wiser than we could know. For thirty
years we had seemed to know him; we, his neighbors, and had held
him off. \Ve, his neighbors, were slow, very slow, to admit the
victory our neighbor had achieved. But we did admit and accept
and approve. Vle shared with him the honor. We took him
over. He was an asset to our to\'m, and the world knew what our
town had done and kne,v our town.
We do not know the wizard Edison, and never will nor can. We
live on flat earth. He lives among tile giant forces of the universe.
In all America, for five years, we haven't known Gordon Edwards,
but scorched and burnt and bleeding soldiers along tilE firing line
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in France know him, and give thanks. The mass of Americans
didn't know Abraham Lincoln, but an oppressed race knew him,
and now we say we knew him. We say this of all the great oneswhen they no longer need our praise.
It 'was not easy for us to understand Dr. Still. We met him
face to face, it is true. He was frank, informal, cordial, home-like,
exemplar of simplest life. Neighbors \vere wont to say he hadn't
business sense and needed a guardian. The sense of their kind
which he might have shown, but for the dominating idea possessing
him, they will doubtless never know. As for the profiteer, or
promoter, or money gctter, or money-saver, he wasn't any of it.
Such men never are. The inventor and the discoverer die poor, or
live and die unconscious of possessing what neighbors envy and
call comfort. Creators of wealti1 for us, they immerse themselves
beyond our vie,,,,, in reflective dreamland, and dwell obscured and
invisible from vision range of nearby neighbors, while we on the
plodding level of non-idealizing denizens reach out and grasp and
live for income and bank balance and store and farm and coarse
goods, needing telescope for our short-range vision to see the rim
of the horizon of the idealist and the dreamer that dreams for
others and not for self.
Wben our neighbor, "the Old Doctor, " came out of dreamland
and idealty to be nearby neighbor to us, we saw him in limitations
through circumscribed local view of ours. \Ve saw him then.
We see him no more. We have glimpses of him in his far-away
greater self, and we wonder, admire, and praise.
We, his neighbors, begin to realize the very unusual inner power
of the man, power long hidden from us because we hadn't eyes to
see-creative, reflective, un,quenchable soul power. And what a
lTIan he was,-unostentatious, kindly, obliging, generous, wholesouled, sympathetic, public-spirited, humane. Did he find one of
us anyv.,rhere in need, we knew he was then our neighbor, and never
went by on tile other side, nor evaded, nor complained, nor was
ever too busy, nor ever flinched from human sen ice. Undismayed
by obstacle, or opposition, or envy, absorbed in great hope, he
came through tile years unstained, unscathed, heroic man, sweetened in spirit. And his reward? The dreams of half a century
corne true, the service of a lifetime become a monument more
lasting than any granite chiseled by any human hand.
7
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To curbstone lad we said, "\Vhat is it?" He said, "Nly kite."
'.Ve said, "\Vhere?" He said, "Up tllcre in that cloud. " \Ve said,
"No." He said, "Take the string and feel it pull." 'To us a
thread of life is snapped, and yet we feel it pnll. The frail form in
simple garb is at rest. The widening work goes on. In it the man
yet lives and is and will be of the everlasting in all the ages.

DR. STILL'S CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE
By CARL P. MCCONNELL, D. O.
The discovery of osteopathy was one of the outstanding contributions to scie-nce of the past century-a century replete with
scientific thought and experiment. In the entire history of medicine there has been no discovery morc revolutionary in conception
and practical value than osteopathy. Its principles penneate
every phase of the healing art. So let us first refer to some of the
qualities of Dr. Still's intellect.
Dr. Still's genius was revealed by his exalted intellectual power
and creative ability. Other qualities were outstanding, evidenced
by native ability to develop the practical, and by his capacity for
ti·reless, painstaking and consistent industry. :Mere genius alone
mav be a most desirable characteristic. But when creative ability
acc~mplishes the practical, enduring success and fame arc assured.
Heredity is an essential determining factor, though one should
not overlook the developing one of environment. Dr. Still's time
and place was that of the pioneering spirit, which contains a contributing force of real value. Here, if anywhere, basic values and
proportions are to be found and appreciated. T'lle practical is an
all-essential. For necessity claims its own and quickly finds its
place within the realm of reality.
Thus without the least exaggeration we find intellectual ability,
practical capacity and painstaking effort combined in an individual
who kumvs frOIn actual first hand experience the basic factors of
soil and soul. To rise even above mediocrity requires no small
amount of courage and stamina. Such are the demands placed
'upon the spirit of thepionE.er. The reaction must be sharp, forceful, determined, or else he does not survive.
This ,vas part of the early schooling and discipline of Dr. Still.
It helps me to understand some of the marvelous courage shown
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by him later on. His moral qualities were no doubt greatly
benefited by early training.
'"f'o glimpse the genius that evolved an entirely ne,v school of
the healing art is most difficult. No doubt environment and experience have their places, but similar situations had been opportune
for others for ages without number. Exalted intellectual power and
creative ability is but a definition. The how must be a gift of the
gods. '1'0 sense intellectually the need of a new system of healing
is one thing, but to have the ability to render it actual and practical is quite another one. In several ways, as "\ve shall see, there
has never been a similar achievement.
The early osteopathic history of Dr. Still seems to have been
an example of sheer intellectual pmver, associated with close
observation, quic1dy noting apparently isolated phenomena and
venturing a series of clinical experiments and correlating them.
True it is, there was a negative phase to all of this. He was
distinctly dissatisfied and unhappy with traditional medical practice. Clinical results were very uncertain. He even wondered if
drug therapy was not often worse than useless. The fennent in
such a state of mind is most active. \Vith loss of confidence in
ortllodox nledicine, based on personal experience, some new method
,vas bound to supervene.
Surgery was an important part of his training and practice.
Surgery and medical practice were far apart in remedial principles. The fanner was born of clear-cut obsenration-the obvious
--:while drug therapy savored" of ancient rites and mysticism.
Although the poles of the two were far apart in inception, still
there was some overlapping of the incompatibles, which to a
certain extent remains to this da)".
The able surgeon is far more than a capable mechanic. His experience in actual practice teaches him that structure must be
intact to pennit normal function, which in turn is dependent on
the inherent properties of chemism. The significance of this
truism of today was not nearly so clear a half century ago. Dr.
Still was a good surgeon; he had mechanical ability aside from his
profession; and he realized the uncertainty of drUgs. These
qualifications combined with manipulative experiments on the
body, pointed the way toward a new conception of disease.
It is this conception of disease, born of his brain more than
(:::!l)
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fifty years ago, to which he gave the name osteopathy, that is of
particular interest to us on this occasion. This fifty years is but a

moment, as time is measured; but it is a long and fruitful period
in scientific development. The laboratories and organized resources of the present are in striking contrast with similar opportunities of f1-ve and six decades ago. They simply didn't exist.
IvIoreover, the fonner concept of disease bore a still greater
contrast. Various chemical theories were rampant, with their
roots embedded in primitive tradition: Even the modern germ
theory was unknmvn. We are very apt to forget the past situation in its comparison 1"1t11 the prescnt-clay practices.
With this in mind we get an inkling of the independent fertility
of Dr. Still's mentality. Indeed, the very magnitude of his concept is truly marvelous. Freed of the shackles of tradition and
so-called authority, he boldly struck across uncharted seas.
Practical anatomical and physiological research, with a sublime
faith in the completeness of nature, furnished his inspiration.
From this he never wavered; any shortcomings ,vere charged up
to lack of detailed knowledge. The urge to attain greater knowledge was the force \vhich consistently carried him fonvard without
stint of application or strength.
The completcncss of the bodily organism-framework, organs,
chemism, functions and all its attributes of grmvth, development,
repair-finally stood arrayed before him in its full pristine glory,
and he proclaimed: "The rule of the artery is supreme, and the
living body contains all the attributes of a vital and physical
mechanism. " Truly tilis is a remarkable and fertile concept.
It did not come full-fledged, but a bit at a time, as adjustment of
framework and manipulation of muscles and organs secured results. Later, the significance of the completeness of the body, if
stnlcturally intact, and of its curative properties within, if unobstnlcted, WEre revealed, perhaps, we might say in a sense somewhat
similar to the revealing of the Kingdom of God as within, provided
the individual is prepared to understand it. For Dr. Still was a
deeply religious man belieying absolutely in God's perfection, and
fully aware that knmvIedge and understanding come only through
first-hand experience and constant labor. Such are the requirements for obtaining 'wisdom.
It was nothing short of a revolutionary concept to view the body
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as a biomechanism, subject to primary change in its physiological
physics instead of through its biochemical properties. It means
that the body is a complete vital organism, containing inherent
self-regulating mechanisms; and timt therapeutic approach must
be through structural readjustment rather than tilrough medicinal
chemistry. It reversed the supposed relative relationship between chemism and structure, by discovering that only through
correlated structure and rational diet can chemical requirements
be nonnally expressed. It established the fact that natural chemical immunity is dependent upon normal nutrition of tissue.
With the insight of genius Dr. Still went straight to basic principles, the controlling forces of circulating fluids and nervous
impulses. Arterial supremacy, not chemical supremacy, was his
unerring guide. This viewpoint revealed a veritable new world
of physiological processes and organic properties. It opened up a
vast field for scientific investigation and research.
The structural body is by far the most complex of all mechanisms. It is subject to mechanical law, in both health and disease;
one fonn of the latter being simply a condition of disordered
structure. In other words, an important factor of health is that
every structural tissue--bone, muscle, fascia, ligament-must
conform to definite position and relationship. TIns represents
tile plane of stnlctural or physical mechanics.
That the body is a structural mechanism is one fact. The analogy holds true as far as it goes. But the body is much more than
this. It is also a vital mechanism; and as such it presents a vastly
different problem. In fact so vast is the difference that in tile
one instance it may be conditioned from without, wlnle the vital
mechanism is conditioned from within, with all the properties of
bioehemism imply.
'fhe body contains within itself tile properties, active and potential, that promote growth and development, that maintain healt11
and prevent disease, and that repair and heal worn out and damaged tissues These elements are inherent, awaiting only opportunity, structurally and enviro11 mentally, to assert themselves.
After all it is nature t1mt does the curing. The remedy is within;
recovery finds full expression when all circulatory channels are
unobstnlcted. Such statements Seem almost trite today; hut a
very short time ago they were revolutionary in character.
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This brief reference to structure, healing properties and adjustment is predicated upon a science or a school of the healing art~
The concept has a solid anchorage, for the osteopathic school of
medicine is consistent and logical, being founded upon definite,
distinct and complete principles. It is not a fragmentary vie,,,point, nor a passing development of science, nor a therapeutic
method only.
Its completeness in principle and practice is an outgrowth of
bodily completeness, embracing the 'entire vital mechanism in
both prevention of and recovery from disease. It presen ts a characteristic etiology, patholog}", diagnosis, prognosis, therapy-a
combination possessed by no other school. Moreover, it is
anchored to the substantial facts of anatomy and physiology,
facts as true today as they were yesterday and 'iyill be tomorrow.
True, there will still be additional detail of knowledge, wider
application of principles, and greater refinement of practice, but
the importance and significance of structure and function will
remain. Herein rests its solid foundation.
The osteopathic concept is a new interpretation of structure and
of inherent chernism-although less new at present than a few
d<:~ades ago) for unquestionably other schools of medicine are
rapidJy approaching, in bOtll thought and practice, the osteopathic
viewpoint. IvIany of its principles relative to recovery have been
incontestably confirmed. "Vhat is of even greater importance,
however, is the 'field of preventive medicine-a keeping structure
intact and function conserved. It is of greatest value in maintaining health, efficiency and immunity.
The modus operandi of adjustment therapy has played a very
important part in the discovery and development of osteopathy.
The first manipulative eiIorts were tentative, but results encouraged greater skill and a wider field of application. This meant
increased interest in anatomical and physiological research and a
thorough education of the tactual sense. The evolvement of the
osteopathic theory was not of the nature of a brilliant idea preceding actual demonstration. Clinical work, experimentation
and hard grinding research marked the road of progress. Long
years of toil, of penury, of lack of recognition were faced with
unflinching courage. All this time tlle man stood out undaunted.
"\"ith each new year there was added promise of the future. The
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ability of the skilled tec1ulician held him to a solid anchorage.
From a method of treatment tilere was a gradual working back to
origins. The first grasp of the science was the elemental one of
the mechanics. This gradually led to a full recognition of the
underlying principles, to the meaning of a vital organism. This
marked the step from manipulative routinism to operative adjustment, to specific normalization. For a mechanism is not
manipulated, it is adjusted in accordance with definite indications. So it is in osteopathic tllerapy. This demands an intimate
knowledge of normal structure, but a further requisite is tactual
appreciation, or ability to evaluate the feel of tissues. '\Vithout
this essential step leading to clinical sense one cannot become a
technician.
Structural maladjustment of the bodily mechanism reveals a
new and characteristic field of pathology akin to certain aspects of
surgical pathology. This is not implying that other fields of
pathology are nonexistent, rather, it gives tilem a different interpretation, relative values and setting. One of tile prime features
and values of tile osteopathic concept lies in its recognition of the
early beginnings of disease. This is a living pathology that precedes and establishes many of the ''\'ell-kno''m morbid processes,
and early recognition is highly important. Dr. Still ,"vas particularly insistent that tile practitioner should use his own Godgiven osteopathic brain and not be obsessed by the latest theory
or echo or get lost in a maze of conflicting ones.
The osteopathic lesion is "any structural perversion which by
pressure produces or maintains functional disorder." The resulting pathological condition is an abnonnal expression of correlated stnlcture, involving all tissues of tile physiological unit.
Owing to the involvement the unit is differently organized from
tile nonnal, structurally, functionally, and biochemically. The
relationship of the nonnal values is differently organized from the
nonnal, structurally, functionally, and biochemically. The relationship of the nonnal values is changed, for the derangement of
nenrous and vascular tissues impairs organic integrity. 'Thus
the links of the chemical chains are involved, and a prediseased
state is established. Osteopathy cloes not make a fetish of the
cell and its chemism. The activity of the cell is not independent
nor supreme. Osteopathy demonstrates that the interplay and
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interdependence of afferent impulse and motor tone, of cerebrospinal and sympathetic mechanisms, of circulatory and chemical
properties is based upon structure (not the chemical cell alone) as
the unit of physiological action. It is the forces which change
structure that first require attention in order that nature may
heal the tissues.
~
Nature herself no doubt adjusts many of these lesions in certain
inS"L:'lllCeS, ,vhich is tile substantiation of her inherencies, but a
distinctive osteopathic pathology occurs and remains in others;
due to an inability to meet all deleterious strains and stresses.
This has been confirmed by clinical and animal research. 'l'he
degenerative effect upon spinal cord centers and sympathetic
ganglia, the damage to the endothelial eells of the artery, with
consequent diapedesic leakage of blood tissue, the pathologic
changes in glands, involving the chemical elements of secretionsthese are some of the characteristic and significant basic lesion
effects preceding systemic disorder. They comprise distinct and
demonstrable predisposing factors of organic disease via vasomotor,
visceromotor and secretory fibers. They precede the so-termed
active ones of toxins and infections. The mechanism is crippled,
impairing tone, nutrition, resistance and immunity. The more
immediate effects of structural lesions on afferent nerve fibers,
muscles, fascia, ligaments, disks and bones are readily noted.
These comprise tension rigidity and fibrosis of muscle~, fascia,
connective tissue and ligaments, local edema, acidosis, diapedesis;
edema and inspissation of intervertebral disks; nutritive changes
of the articular planes and malalignment of osseous parts, with
lessened range of joint movement and distinct immobility-a characteristic array of structural perversions tlmt through t~nsion and
pressure effects upset functional order.
Dr. Still was not opposed to the facts of medical pathology and
diagnosis. It is the interpretation of these facts, their relative
values, combined with our mvn distinctive methods and findings,
that mean so Dutch osteopathically. Clinically unproved theories
that consider only symptom pictures or effects were abominations
to him. They do not get at the source or cause of disease' they
reflect only a certain status. He realized that it is easy f~r th~
student to fall into the rut of the dmg hias, to observe only through
the tinted medical objective an array of constantly changing

chemical hypotheses which rarely deal ·with first causes, instead of
remaining on the solid ground of anatomy and physiology. He
insisted repeatedly that the student should make applied osteopathic anatomy, its construction, functions, mechanics, palpation
and feel, a complete absorption. Only by making it the major
portion of one's tllinking, living and practicing self do the truths
become actual realities and only thus is requisite skill attained.
\¥hat may be tenned the master tissues of the body are the
circulatory channels and nerve fibers. These control all organs.
The same underlying principles are applicable to all areas. Naturally the spinal section receives marked attentio~, for the reason
that it encases highly important nerve centers, is readily deranged
and can be adjusted. Osteopathic cliagnosis and therapy, hmvever, is applicable to every part of the bodily organism, to all
structures and functions.
Osteopathic science includes a characteristic field of diagnosis
as well as of pathology. Changes of structural alignment, position
and relationship, the various and varying degrees of tone, elasticity, and resiliency are some of the readily noted conditions, expressive of the play of inherent and environmental forces. In
fact, they are parts of the bodily condition. It is necessary that
these should be observed, analyzed and evaluated. There are
characteristics of a surface type, such as temperature changes,
edema, and the many manifestations of the nutritional status.
Then there is the organic field of position and relationship, embracing the entire ventral area of chest, abdomen, and pelvis. From
the upper aperture of the thorax to the floor of the pelvis is a
section as amenable to osteopathic principles as any other area.
The field of applied osteopathy here is beyond eompute. Every
viscus and tissue and their concatenated mechanisms of circulatory, nervous, chemical and muscular functions should be studied
not only in their relationship to spinal segments but as possible
independent sources of osteopathic lesions, for the body as a whole
is. the basic ,vDrking unit. Abnormal strains and stresses are not
eonfined merely to the spinal section. Lymphatic draioage of
the neck, rib marrow functioning, the status of the mediastinum,
diaphragmatic tone, biliary tract patulency, duodenal circulation,
abdominal tone and resistance and physiological balance of the
pelvis are typical illustrations of what may be involved by osteo-
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pathie lesions. Broadly speaking, every viscus, gland and cell,
every nervous mechanism and chemical property, conditions
every other function and the body as a whole; and the body as a
whole, as a '''larking unit, conditions every structure and function.
This, to Dr. Still, was no more than complete anatomical and
physiological data, to which the principles of osteopathy are applicable.
In fact, the diagnostic field is coextensive ,,,itll that of pathology,
which means it is as unlimited as the· possibilities of structural
derangements are unlimited. The complexities of tilE mechanism
aTe lvithout parallel; likc'ivise the possible innumerable individualistic lesions.
Diagnosis of individualistic and specific lcsions is a part of the
work that Dr. Still chvelt upon. To understand this is to possess
the master key which unlocks the door to the art of osteopatllic
practice. It demands a working knowledge of applied osteopathic
anatomy \\'hich includes a tllOrough education of the tactual sense.
Applied osteopathic anatomy is /lot academic or descriptive anatomy. An anatomical fact is not simply an anatomical fact
any more than a pathological fact is justa fact) or a chemical reaction an isolated phenomenon. Instead interpretation of the fact
is an open sesame. Upon the correct interpretation or diagnosis
of the specific factor of a lesion, its relative and sequential qualities,
depends tlle effectiveness of adjustment therapy. Anatomical
lesion facts are not merely static conditions. They present a
dynamic condition varying in import and degree in accordance 'with
locality and character. 'Thus they are not only of great variety,
but they are also individualistic and specific. They are confined
within the limits of underlying principles) but the application of
the principles is 'without limits. This is why interpretation or
diagnosis is both difficult and all-important. Evaluation and judgment require experience and the wisdom of clinical sense.
Theoretical knowledge of osteopathic diagnosis is simplicity
itself compared with a practical ,vorking knowledge. There is a
vast bridge to be fabricated by the student wben he comes to the
clinical application of the theory of osteopathy. Perhaps no
other art is more difficult. A life period is none too long in order to
approach thorough efficiency. Dr. Still insisted that the student's
training in the art of palpation should begin during the first year
J
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of the college course, when the brain is plastic, so that the work
becomes a part of his thinking and acting being. Not only" must
the feel of tissue be made a living reality) but in tile operating
technic tllere must be perfect coordination between brain and
hand. Dr. Still believed that native ability for marked Success in
osteopatllic diagnosis is an essential, quite similar to that of inherency for expressing mechanical principles and developing the
clinical sense. There can be no short-cuts, no royal road. Even
many preconceived medical tlleories are detrimental, for viewpoint and objective are different. There is no rule of thumb, no
routinism, no cut-and-dried metilOds, to fall back on. Every case,
yes) every application, is individualistic) standing out as a distinct
and special problem. Basic principles are the only guides. This
demands a thorough knmvledge of nonnal1iving anatomy, stnlcture and function, as revealed by palpation or the tactual sense.
Every reaction of the body is registered somel'i'here, somehmy) by
posture, configuration) conformation, alignment) texture, nutritional condition) tone, tension) elasticity, resiliency, surface
temperature.
In the abnonnal field there is always something new, something
different, and of various gradations, as different and distinct as
individuals are distinct and varied. The indices of abnonnalities
in any two cases are never tile same. Instead there is a living,
pulsating) dynamic being to be studied, a being wherein static
qualities are simply relative, wherein every physiologic reaction
presents a new aspect of dynamic structural registration. Nevertheless it is a completed being, confined in action by definite
natural laws based upon a structure the whole of \vhich is unmistakable. This is 'what makes osteopathic applied anatomy so
different, so difficult, from any otiler school, but by the same token
why it is so efficient when correctly interpreted and applied.
Back of all of tltis are the strains and stresses and forces of bodily
and environmental reactions which bring about these changes.
To note the stnlctural and functional changes is one thing, but to
ferret out the causes is quite another. Daily reactions as shown
subjectively and objectively include a study of the individual's
heredity, ~is tllOughts, his work and play, and his environing role.
These comprise forces which determine) as well as develop, his
being. 1'11e play of tllese forces is defined within him and are
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registered in both health and disease. To observe and analyze
these registrations is part of osteopathic procedure-in fact, lnost
important, for they deal with first causes and early beginnings;
They should be studied if one expects to get a complete clinical
picture, and what is of still greater importance, to prevent recurrences of disorder and to keep the individual in health. Again this
demands individualistic, specific and creative effort. Upon this
depends the validity of osteopatlnc prognosis.
A characteristic prognosis is another distinctive field of the
osteopathic school. 'The reason for tillS is pregnant ,vith facts.
Osteopathy obtains results where other schools fail. Indeed,
osteopathy represents something far different from a mere method
of therapy.
Osteopathic prognosis is as evident as osteopathic pathogenesis
and diagnosis. It is on the same plane of reality and activity;
It is the probable change that "vill occur 'when the stnlctural units
are correlated. Its fulfillment is dependent upon the inherencies
and potentialities of the organisml the character of the lesion l and
the ability of the technician. This may mean no less than health.
If osteopathic prognosis did not represent something better than
what is offered by other schools there would be no reason for our
existence.
Osteopathic prognosis is as different from other prognoses as is
osteopathic etiologYl diagnosis and thcrapy. The osteopathic
concept runs through the entire gamut of the science and art.
This l indeed, is why osteopathic science is classified knowledge
applicable to the natural history of disease.
Nonnalization means to free the active properties and to render
active the potential ones. An encumbered vital mechanism upon
the plane of the physical is ahvays aprediscased condition. Vital
properties include the curative media. They are dependent for
expression upon the status of physiological physics. Arterial
supply must be prcseut in both normal quantity and quality.
Every unit should be correlated. This is why osteopathic prognosis is a potential factor depending upon tile constructive ability
of the technician.
Too great emphasis cannot be placed upon the fact that correct
interpretation is the keynote of osteopathy. lvIorbid anatomy
is perverted physiology. It is just as natural (that is, in accord-
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ance with natural laws) as the normal. For both abnormal and
Donnal are conditions, no matter how undesirable the one may
be. It is the condition that requires consideration, study, analysis.
Disease is one condition of the organism. It is a universal principle that all conditions of body and mind are continuously tending to approach the noml, or tile condition tenned normal. The
physical forces of technic operation are converted into tenns of
physiomechanics. This rearranges tile biochemical properties so
that a condition consonant \\;til the normal may be established.
Osteopathic technic or therapy is a natural, logical and scientific
method to assist the processes of nature in this operation. It consistently follows tile osteopatilic concept of disease. For this
reason Dr. Still developed osteopathic technic on an operative
basis-not on a routine or manipulative basis. The difference is a
vast one. It is frequently the difference behveen success and
failure. In a ,vord, it means definitely and specifically attacking
the forces ,vhich involve tile structure.
The application of science is no less tilan tile reshaping of material conditions. Upon the successful utilization of the principles
does the art of osteopathy depend. The ability of Dr. Still is
shmvn by the kind of work he produced. Creative technic ability
is applying the principles indicated in each problem, but this is no
small task. Otherwise, there would be a gravitating to mere
formulas. It is tile fine distinctions tilat require elucidation. The
art and science of osteopathy are consistently intenvoven throughout the entire conceptl historically and clinically.
Osteopatilic operative adjustment is based upon the same fundamental vie".rpoint of the vital organism as is osteopathic diagnosis
and prognosis. Every case or condition exhibits definite and unmistakable factors and features, although expressive of general
underlying principles. Even every succeeding adjustment or
treatment of the same case presents a new pathological picture,
provided preceding efforts have been effective; for every successful
effort or operation changes tlle complex play of forces and chemical
properties, resulting in a new index or definition or registration.
This is why every treatment demands initiative or creative effort,
for the presentation is always sometlling new, specific, distinctive.
This, aside from results, is why osteopatlly is so fascinating scientifically and practically. It is a science and art that challenges
initiative and skill.
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It is the minutiae and delicacy and complexity of mechanisTIl
that is so engrossing to the practitioner; and this is where his art
receives its greatest test. Here is where the tactual senSE, initiation and skill in operation require exactness and a knowledge of
proportional values. ~fensed tissues must be released; delicate
vessels freed; sensitive nenre centers relieved; chemical properties
rendered active; glandular tissue stimulated; lymph spaces drained;
organic functions nonnalizcd; and all unified structurally anel
functionally into a complete whole.
.
Dr. Still looked upon nature as a system of cause and effect,
health being maintained by confonning to its principles. Trauma
is one obvious cause of damaged or crippled mechanislll. The
imbalanced strain of muscular and ligamentous tension, due to
faulty posture, ovenvork, or deleterious habits, is another cause of
disorder. A series of repeated slight injuries may be equal to or
even greater in effect tJlan pronounced traumatic injury of short
duration. In fact, all environing forces are factors for either
weal or 1,,"oe. Any imbalanced strain, any abuse of function, any
dietetic impoverishment or deficiency is quickly felt by, and regi~
tered in, the tissues. The effect upon the interrelated structure
and function is one of lessened mobility and activity, disordering
the very cells or builcling blocks of framework and organs. Various
defensive mechanisms and properties are enlisted to check and
repair the damage.
One· of the most interesting of tJle processes is fibrous tissue
formation. From a practical technic point the physician is called
upon to study its characteristics. It is one of nature's methods of
maintaining structural continuity in order to avoid interruption
of function. Nevertheless it is a condition which commonly
leads to lessened tone of musIcs, to increased rigidity of ligament;,
to added inhibition of nerve impulses, and to greater obstruction
of circulating fluids. It is a splendid example of a vicious circle.
At the same time it is one manifestation of a type of low grade
inflammation 'ivhich comprises an important feature of lesion
patholof,ry. In order to overcome its ill effects the therapeutist is
obliged to utilize one of the most interesting chemical mechanisms
within the body, the proteolytie fennent. Dr. Still spent mneh
time and thought in perfecting a tec1mic which would meet the
requirements of tJlis chemical property.
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Living tissues demand sufficient open air exercise in order to
keep parts and functions in healthful tone. 'The roles of sunlight
and afferent impulses are highly important. There should be an
a voidance of either overuse or abuse. If such is not the case structure becomes impaired and a prediseased condition exists; one that
leads to faulty chemism and metabolic abnormalities. A condition
in which tone and physiological balance are upset means lmvered
resistance, and t1ms immunity is affected. In all instances in which
cheluical properties are not nonnally active nor the potential ones
at the body's service, a fertile field for pat1lOgenic microorganisms
is prepared. Stasis of blood and lymph is the pathologic soil in
which the seeds of disease may take root. I'oxins and infections
become rampant, and disease follows. How to keep tJIC tissues in
a healthful state is part of preventive medicine. How to change
the tissue soil and tJIUS render the genus impotent is an important
part of therapy. Therapeutic measures should not be confined
to just an eradication of the foci. Consequently physical readjustment, rational dietetics, and open air exercise are of basic import.
The subject of immunity leads into the complexities of chemistry, as well as tJlOse of structure and environment. The structural
and environmental factors have been stressed, D'\ving to their
foundation principles.
The capstone, however, is immunity.
This is part of the eompleted edifiee, the condition whereby health
is maintained and disease prevented. Dr. Still's acumen and talents directed him toward measures and means to influence and
control the chemistry of glands, organs and fasciae, fully convinced
that arterial integrity is the bedroek of health. The keystone of
the arch of applied osteopathic science is the freeing of circulatory
fluids. For natural chemical immunity is dependent upon nonnal
arterial supply, which, in turn, is dependent upon normal adjustment of structure. This is the essential character of osteopathy,
the very nucleus of Dr. Still's discovery. Structtiral operative
mechanics is a method for physiological chemical release, for
physics and chemism are complexly associated and integrated. It
has withstood the acid test of every day practice. It is the crux of
all 1vortll-while metJlOds of therapy and surgery. Upon this solid
base of living facts has osteopathy been built, and scientific experimentation has confirmed its fundamental truths.
It is remarkable how many theories of Dr. Still, in addition to

l
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the general concept of osteopathy, ,vere decades in advance oi
scientific confirmation or even fore-shadowing. ]\.{any of his
ideas pertaining to biochemistry, to the action of glands and connective tissUE, to the repair of cells, and his distinct theories regarding ferments and immunity, are being substantiated today. The
present activity and resources are truly wonderful, developing a
refinement of investigation and extending a horizon that is most
creditable. Such worthy ,york becomes ~he heritage of the science
world.
The same eanlest development of the field of surgery is also
going on. Its greatest danger is the one of abuse. It, however,
carries a negative vie'wpoint pertaining to drug measures that is
rather outstanding. If these 'were successful, surgery would not
be called upon to attempt so much. Neither would the afflicted
be literally compelled to seek other fields.
Osteopathy is thoroughly in accord with the modern development of sanitation, hygiene and dietetics. l\.tfuch has been accomplished for both the community and individual in these important fields of applied science. Although sanitary and hygienic
measures arc not to be neglected, their observance cannot supplant
the necessity of physical readjustment. Only through anatomic
completeness can these operate to their fullest extent. The same is
true of dietetics or of the chemical elements that compose the body.
To restore normal functions of digestion and assimilation is not
necessarily a simple problem of a balanced diet. Results often
depend upon the ability of the mechanism to utilize such a diet.
l\tfodem laboratory and clinical diagnoses comprise both new
methods and refinement of older ones. This work is indispensable
to a better understanding of the broad fields of anatomy, physiology, and disease processes. It signifies greater practical knmvledge of physiological physics and biochemistry, and consequently
greater specificity in therapeutic application. It helps to clarify
the field of pathogenesis, and the measures required by nature in
order that repair and recovery may take place. It encourages the
osteopathic physician to do still better work-not only through the
added osteopathic confidence engendered, but by giving him a
finer conception of the meaning of minutiae, of its specific application, and of the relationship of both to continuity of structure and
unity of function. All of this means progress and development.

:J19

Osteopathy is a progressive science and art. Dr. Still constantly
iterated that his knowledge was only in its infancy. His watchword was "Dig On."
Thus there should be a correlation of alIi findings-structural,
functional, chemical~in t1le new fields of development as ,,'ell as
those of t1le past, for they exemplify the same underlying principles. This is strikingly shown by the operati~e technic factors of
precise leverages, direction of applied force, gentleness, timing ancI
spacing of treatment, each measure being based on an appreciation of underlying pat1lOlogy. In every instance there should be
unmistakable correlation accompanying the constructive effort.
It is necessary that technic development should keep pace with
added knmvlecIge of structural lesion pathology, of applied physiology, and of chemical control. Clinical research, laboratory
investigation, and animal experimentation are resources to be
constantly cultivated. All of t1lis comes within the osteopathic
concept, for the science is nothing short of all anatomical and
physiological knowledge.
The very depths of this knowledge may he unfathomable, for,
as Dr. Still said, "To know a bone in its entirety \'muld close
bot1l ends of an etenlity." Aside from t1le profound philosophical
implication we know that osteopathy is a substantial, concrcte
viewpoint and practice, not an abstract or visionary idea. It
works. It gets results. It actually cultivates the fields of living
facts. It is an applied science coextensive ,,,ith the tnlths of anatomy and physiology.
Dr. Still blazed a trail that is unmistakable. What we term
natural laws confine, control, and modify the vital organism. Dr.
Still discovered the character of these laws. He leanled the laws
because he started \VitlI the facts. frhe innumerable applications
of thcselaws comprise the field of development. Structure and
function and chemism are complexly intenvoven' into a complete
vital unit. No part, however, can be greater than the whole, and
each must be consonant with the otllers. New facts and discoveries are not, and cannot be, isolated phenomena. They may have
certain distinctive qualities, but basic principles applicable to the
whole control them.
It rests with the present and future to keep in step with the
solid progress of the past. Just as long as man' remains on earth
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farmer) millwright, legislator, patron of higher education. One
wonders 'why he turned his back on the position he had made, and
the relationships he had established. A revolution was working
within him. For many years, he had practiced medicine according to the general acceptance; he could do it no more. Vlhen he
discarded blue masS and quinine, the snpposedly God-given
agents for human ills, even those who had respected him before
refused to hear him longer. A greater teacher, then he had been
forced to leave a community because his own received him not.
So we find Dr. Still at 45 years of age leaving behind him the
families he had ministered to; the University he had given lands
to found; the State he had helped to·organize and govern, to search
for soil in which his truth couldtak:e root and grow. Whenever I
think of this call of Dr. Still to the East there comeS to me the call
of an other man from the Ur of theChaldees to the hills of Palestine, and I think the object in each case was the same-to find
neW people who would hear. Abraham by this act became the first
Jew, and Dr. Still's immortality becomes largely what you and I
make it.
Perhaps most of us admit that at times in the far past Providence
has seemed to take a hand in the affairs of men and produce onc
,vhen a man was sorely needed; If the over-ruling Being ever
did this, wllen did He stop? Why did He stop? Why not do it
now and what more wortllY of Providence intervention than to
produce a man who could convince people that their bodies were
the work of God Himself; pronounced by Him "good," and potentially complete, if not perfect, the masterpiece of his creation,
which He had planned to run as He had made them) with the
necessaries for repair, rejuvenation and health witllin them?
I believe it was never Dr. Still's idea that he was giving a system
which was merely to make a living for those who practiced it, or
merely another method, which people might use interchangeably
with other methods. He was establishing a ne\v, fundamental,
concept of the body as a miniature universe, in hannony with its
lmvs and blended with all universal forces; complete and capable
of carrying on if kept intact, without chemicals added from without. I think he expected us, \vho practice it, to believe in it as
such a philosophy of life, and teach that \7iew to those who come
to it for health.

clothed in a physical vehicle will osteopathic or natural1a\vs control the physical being and inherent chemism remain a fact. Just
as long as an area remains unknO\vn will osteopathic principles
guide the investigator, for osteopathic principles are basic, thoroughly grounded in living and demonstrable truths and coextensive
·with the requirements of physical ,,,cHare.
TRIBUTE TO DR. STILL
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By H. L. CHILES, D. O.

Since Dr. Still died, I have pondered over those poignant, pregnant years. Those detcnnining purposeful years of his career, from
the time he left Kansas until the school was founded in Kirksville,
and he knew that he had succeeded. 1.et us try to interpret the
events of those years.
Perhaps few of us living in cities and larger to'wns today can
visualize the mid-...." est of the early seventies. Settled scarcely
two generations before, the original settlers and tlJeir sons still
tilled the land; debt hung over almost every head; there was little
currency in circulation. Trading what you had for ,vhat you
wanted was the means of living. The war behveen the North and
the South had ended a scarce half dozen years before; to which
many thousands of the finest you th and young husbands 'from the
farms had gonc, all too many of whom had not returned. Nature,
too, was at its unkindliest; the fierce blasts and snows of winter
gave place to impassable roads and tornadoes of spring, followed
by the withering winds and blistering heat of summer, ",-hen often
the locust and grasshopper devoured every grmving thing. The
financial panic of 72 and '73 had reached the village and the fann
and the hope or fear of the greenback era excited men's minds.
\Vc should get this condition of affairs firmly fixed in mind, becaust into the center of this picture a man, courageous and resourceful, pushed his way to teach a new doctrine of health to
men sullen and maddened by their lot. Life was serious for them.
Religion v·,ras serious and their medicine was akin to it. They were
set hard in their ways and there was little tolemnce for innovation of any kind. To a state of mind such as this Dr. Still must
appeal.
Andre,,' was qui te a man in his Kansas community-physician,

J
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I have no 'wish to hook up too intimately health and religion,
though it has been successfuIIy done, yet people who have this
respect for their boilies, which God called "good," and believe
that they have witlIin tlIem what they need for long life and happiness, realizing that the Kingdom of God is 'within, have a different
outlook and attitude from those who are chasing around the corner
to avoid a person with a sneeZE. If you and I had just a little morc
of the fundamental concept that Dr. Still had, believed and respected it as a God-given heritage, a 'new zeal and courage would
take hold of people who seek health through ns.
\\Then Dr. Still was alive and I heard the stories of the acute
privation, the disappointment, the sneers and attempts at humiliating him which he endured, I felt inexpressibly ~orry that ,,,hat
he gave us cost so much. But I have no such ,feelings any more
when I see the revolutionary philosophy which came out of it and
the man of transcendental qualities developed by it. We pass
over the travail of the hour for the glories and triumphs of the
new birtll to last for all time.
A wise student of the Seriptures said that perhaps the birth of
the Savior was delayed many generations awaiting the coming of
a woman worthy to be the :J\!Iother of the Son of IVlan. lVlaybe the
advent of osteopathy was delayed awaiting a man with the intelligence, industry, courage and the genius to conceive and develop
it, and who knows, a wife of endurance and willingness, with the
eertitude to uphold her part, to go along.
ANDREW TAYLOR STILL"
H. G. SWANSON, M. A., D. O.
In approaching this occasion I am poignantly conscious that
there are many present whose knowledge of the subject springs
from an intimate and personal association. Obviously the devotion of this hour eould be deepened immeasurably by the etIorts
of those ,vho touched the hand, heard the voice and beheld the
form of Andrew Taylor Still. But, it eannot always be so. Altogether too Soon each of those whose privilege it was to know him
will have gone, and perhaps it is "yell that those of us whose knowledge has come only because we knmv his works should help now
·Presented before the Northeast Missouri Osteopathic Association, Kirksville, December 12, 1932.
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to commemorate his name. Albeit a decade and a half have passed
since his feet trod this earth, his name changes not. From the ends
of the earth eager youth come to gather of his fruits and to give a
life in the service of this cause and humanity in increasing thousands seek out his disciples wherever tlley are to share in the benefactions of his great life. Happy am I, then, that mine is the voice
which speaks at this hour for those \"ho come to give and those
who come to receive.
It would be delightful indeed to reeount again all the seenes
from that August 6, 1828, through tl,e more than eighty-nine years
of his life and none of us would be weary witil the telling and
retelling. It is with a pride that is just we view that span of years.
Rarely has a life been so brightened with romance, charged with
adventure, crowded with conquest, and crovirned \vith victory. It
would stimulate us all and fix a higher purpose in each of us to
consider alone the public service which all but consumed his life.
We marvel at it all, and note with \vondennent his labors in the
law-making body of his state; military services in behalf of human
freedom under his government; sacrifice and vision that his neighbors' ehildten might have opportunity for higher edueation; the
building of a great infirmary that the afflieted might have health;
and starting on its way a great school that men and women yet
to be might learn a better way to keep health and do battle with
disease. But the simple pleasure derived from the story of his
magnificent life will elicit the admiratIon even of our children's
ehildten while time shall last.
More significant than illustrious deeds perfonned are those
qualities of character "rhich. enable-nay impel-that achieven:ent
which is attributed only to the really great among all mankmd.
These qualities belonged to Andrew Taylor StilI. They were of
him; they were the m~n, himself. Chief among those attributes of
character was an inspiring courage almost reverential. ¥le can
only strive to understand that courage, we canl!0t comprehend it.
lt was a courage that withstood the onslaughts of hate and the
pleadings of love; the insistence of necessity and the temptations
of comfort. If that courage drove him from ease and complacency
and directed him along a tortuous road, it brought him to tlle
heights where only the immortals dwell. When the swift and deadly
blight of a dreadful disease swept children of his own flesh and
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blood into eternity, that courage drove him to a profound study
of the causes of life and death. Living as he was on the outer
fringe of a new civilization he ,vas far removed from the seats of
leanling and the catalogued 'wisdom of the ages, but that courage
which approached the sublime 'was sufficient for all obstacles.
Perhaps of greater import in the making of his life than the
matchless courage which drove him on was the philosophic attitude
of mind possesscd by Andrew Taylor Still. His was an enquiring
mind. He could not be subservient to rule. Hc had to know the
fundamentals. To know what he had to know cost many years
of his life but it enabled him to produce a science of life brilliantly
illuminated with a philosophy of life. It was not cnough for him
to know that life is function. He must know that in natural life
all function is complete. He could not be empirical; reason must
rule.
Andrew Taylor Still had reached an enviable position in life it
would appear to the common man. He had houses and lands; he
had admiring friends and social position. He was a physician, a
doctor of human ills. He ,vas thoroughly familiar with current
therapeutic practices of the day and time but he had seen his own
best efforts to save life fail. He "ms by his very nature a keen
observer and logical thinker. He could not be satisfied with the
failure of his therapeutics and his inquiring soul inevitably turned
to philosophic reckonings. There was combined in him practical
thinking and courageous mental adventure. Progress was the
inevitable result.
That restless, probing, searching pbilosophic intellect was
eternally peering beyond the horizon which circumscribes the life
of the average man. Courage prompted the fonvard march and
reason took command. By sheer in tellectual strength he acquired
complete mastel}'- of the structure of man. But in addition to
mental capacity to acquire ff.. cts, Andrew· Taylor Still possessed
those higher and rarer powers of interpretation, association,and
reason with which he saw the relationships behveen perfect structure and perfect function; imperfect structure and imperfect
function. But even this was not enough. He must know the
'''lhy of the relationships between structure and function. Ivlind
you, he could not call upon finely equipped laboratorics for proof
of his tllOught. There were none. But true courage will not be
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denied and . Andrew 1'aylor Still turned once again to the great
laboratory of nature and through many toll-taking years he lived
in heroic struggle. From the handiwork of God he learned that
disturbed structure produced impaired function. But, he was not
through. There was yet something more and tItis man as he
stood not alone on the frontier of a new empire, but far out in the
van of scientific tllOught, let fall in crystal-like clarity upon a world
incapable of receiving, the theory of self sufficiency. He had renounced what the world had accepted because it was empirical
and had offered a new science because it was founded upon a
philosophy that was rational. A knowledge notlling less than
perfect could quell the charge of his courageous spirit. Books and
charts made by mortal man were not for him. Things living and
dead must yield to Andrew Taylor Still tlleir own secrets of the
mysteries of life and death. He did not know and it did not matter tlmt contemporaneously Lister and Pasteur in anotIler world
were about to shed light on fragments of the same problem. They
had to but command and all the agencies of what was best in
world achievement was at their behest. He was to travel alone
an ul1blazed trail and commune with none but Nature and Nature's
God. They were but to contribute to an existing therapeutic
science. He was to create the whole anew. Theirs ,vas an evolutionary task; his was revolutionary.
It is but three score of years since Andrew Taylor Still first gave
utterance to his new-born concept of health and disease. It is
not quite the allotted span of a single life. It is a brief period,
indeed, in the annals of even this swiftly moving age. But those
deeds which have most profoundly influenced the trend of civilization have been conceived and performed within the life span of a
single individual. Lincoln lived less than sixty years, but he
changed the entire course of our government and gave a new meaningto the Brotherhood of Man. The life of Theodore Roosevelt
was brought to an untimely close at three scote years and one, but
he had lived enough to supply a vital spark to a letbargic and
complacent people and lead them into a vigorous and assertive
nationalism. After \Voodrow \VilSOll had reached the noontime of life, he walked fro111 the sheltered portals of an old school
room into the leadership of a people steeped in the selfish doctrine
of provincialism and gave the civilized world an international
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conscience. Still, at forty-six, with the warm glow of a successful
career shining about him drew aside the veil 'which parts the world
~ve k~mv froDl the vast unknown and by his own might gathered
m hItherto unknown precepts of natural sciences and modified
the trend of therapeutic thought for all time. The same people
who prayed that they might never again hear the name of Lincoln'
and said that Roosevelt was a destroyer of social institutions
and cried tlmt 'Vilson ,vas an unbearable egoist I said that Stili
was a blasphemer against his own God. But now in retrospect,
understanding has come '"itlI ,visdom, and the love of those who
know has all but vanquished the hate of those who did not know.
It w~s on June 22, 1874, that Andrew Taylor Still first gave
expreSSIOn to the thought that he had discovered a new cause for
disease. All of the remaining forty-three years of his life werc ex..,
pended in au elaboration of that thought. \Ve need not here recitc, but we can never forget, the perseverance and zeal ,vith which
he labored, the ·want and loneliness which beset him; nor the final
plaudits which werc heaped upon him in the hours of triulnph.
\Ve, the disciples of his Art, students of his Science, and converts
of his Philosophy shall forever seek to know more of each arduous
step; each laborious thought; and each triumphant deed. \Ve have
envisioned the testing grounds in the office, at the home, or perchance by the side of the road; we have gazed upon the "Bag of
Bones"
Over. which he pondered and from ,vhich he WnIoo- the
.
lllcontrovertlble principles of Nature's law. And each word and
line which fell from his lip or pen has been the sustenance of life
even as nectar to the Gods.
'The achievements of the past and the activities of the present
~ll us with confidence as we contemplate the future. The accomphshments of the past were won virith an almost immeasurable
sa:rifice;, a relentless courage, prodigious labor, and an undying
fartJl. 1he present is sustained by the satisfaction which comes
from a labor well done and by diligent service to the cause so ,veIl
begun. The future is safe only if ,ve keep our faith and do Courageous battle under our flag. From our ranks men and women
11ave risen into places of leadership in the affairs of communities,
states and the nation. They have given of their many talents.
Our material values are no,v counted in millions and our service
paid for in tens of millions. Our name has opened the door of
I
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opportunity to thousands of hopeful young men and "'mmen
anxiously seeking a better way to serve themselves and their
fellow man. Our Art, our Science, and our Philosophy have
brought surcease to the afflicted bodies of young and old in countless thousands in all lands aud in all climes. Surely Andrew Taylor Still must have been in tune \'"ith the Infinite when he said,
"The God I worship demonstrates all his work." That single
sentence has been a pmverful force in directing the destiny of the
osteopathic profession. It has been a blazing guidepost along
the pathway to honesty in scientific study and faithfulness in
public service. It has enabled us all to hold our heads more aloft
and fix our gaze to the front more steadfastly. That pointed statement of the convictions everlastingly imbedded in the mind and
soul of Andrew Taylor Still marked him as a man of destiny "\Yhose
works were to become the heritage of all the ages. Somewhere in
the Book of Books it is written, "Even though a man be dead, yet
shall he live again. "

A. T. STILL MEMORIAL ADDRESS"'
H. G. SWANSON, M. A., D. O.

\Ve are met in reverential attitude at this hour to do honor to
the memory of a great benefactor of the human race and to renew
our faith in his teachings. Ours is the noblest of the professions
of men. This nobility can be preserved and enhanced only as "\ve
so dedicate our lives to its service that posterity shall reap the
reward of our labors. It is beyond our power nmv to ease the
burdens or brighten the luster of the heroes and heroines who
wrought so well for us in yesteryear, but we can, and it is mandatory that V,le do, reconsecrate ourselves to the work which consumed
their lives and so leave a preserved and enriched profession to
the nurture and aclmiration of those who are to follow us.
Sixty years have passed now since the strong, rugged form of
Andrew Taylor Still strode across the frontier of Western civilization and buttressed the wavering structure of medical science
with a philosophy of healing destined to revolutionize the thought
of the world. He had lived amid the stark realism of the pioneer.
He had seen want, misery, and suffering go unassuaged by all
*Given before the A.O.A. Convention at Wicllita, Kansas, July, 193,1.
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that the science of medicine then had to offer. Flesh of his flesh
and hlood of his blood has swept into eternity while the ministers
of health stood helplessly by. But God in His infinite plans had
placed iu the braiu of Audrew Taylor Still the seeds of genius and
when the hour was darkest and hope was faintest light streaked
the dawn of a uew day. He offered a philosophy of hope in place
of that of despair. He offered a doctrine of reason for the dogma
of empiricism. Far removed from the great seats of learning, he
knew no teacher but the God of Nature, and the great Qut-ofdoors was his laboratory and classroom. From them he drew the
immutable laws of life. He saw the human body as a perfectly
attuned mechanism, healthful in normal adjustment, sick in deranged structure. He touched the ailiug neighbor with his skilled
hauds aud proved tl,e mastery of his thought. Here au this very
K~ns.as soil he let fall upon a ,vodd incapable of receiving, the
pnnclplcs of a new healing thereto unknuwn in the history of man..;
kind.
We did not know him. Nobody knew mm. Genius transcends
our pmver to know. He was genius. l\.1aligning critics have said
he was only a "country doctor" with the most meager equipment,
but studies about to be concluded in the land of his ancestral
~nvirons will reveal a heritage of intellectual aristocracy extendmg b~ckward through four centuries of time. Neither neighbor
nor kmsman could comprehend the vast sweep of his thought.
Persecution, calumny, and misery stalked his way. But, "truth
crushed to earth will rise again, " and, through his matchless example of faith in an ideal, right has prevailed and his place is at
last indelibly iuscribed Upon the scroll of tl,e ages.
. This great convention is the epitome of those sixty years. It
IS almost beyond the power of human mind to grasp the Scope of
Our progress or to envision our hopes for the future. No other professional activity has entered a record of achievement in the annals
of modern history comparable to ours. In a time less than allotted
a single life emissaries of Our doctrines have crossed all the lands,
spanned all the seas and now the tenets of our faith are '''Oven into
the fabric of modern civilization throughout the world. Our foundation has been set on the bed-rock of social need and economic
service through institutions which command the admiration of a
people literally astounded by Our growth and development.
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The preservation of independent thought is a cardinal principle
of human liberty. The institutions of a democratic social order
can be maintained only by eternal resistance to the stagnation
attendant upon the orthodox. To remain true to fundamental
and to maintain, simultaneously, freedom of thought is .the very
eSsence of American democracy. We are in a state of challenge
now, always have been, and always will be. Osteopaqly ,,;ras born
in that state and every step in its progress has meant toil and
perseverance against every obstacle a fonnidable and vicio~s
opposition could thrmv across the pathway. But, to that OppOSItion we owe our strength now and the surest guarantee of the
future will be found in the maintenance of an alert, aggressive
and belligerent attitude. Succinctly, the problem is whether we
dare hold steadfastly to osteopathic fundamentals and resist the
social, economic and political demands of so-called orthodoxy,
and thereby perpetuate osteopathic institutions. It is a serious
challenge. It is just as serious today as it was ten, twenty, or
thirty years ago.
.
Iu the stress and turmoil of legislativc and legal strife, the temptation is often very great to yield to compromise and barter, but
the lure of alleged equality iu the rights and priyileges of practice
ultimately proves a disappointing mirage to mock our hopes and
shatter ~ur dreams. Our birthright must never be offered in
sale or trade.
The intriguing problems presented by prospective patients and
the pain of monetary reV-lard often lead some of us to assume an
apologetic attitude for the faith that is in us, and \ve undertake to
minimize the differences between osteopathy and other systems
of practice. A vacillating personality never inspires confidence,
and the fact that we are different is ,vhat has made us what \ve are
and upon that we must stand with positive assertion. Negation
is tl,e policy uf self destructiou. Affirmation is the poliey of life.
Recently it ,vas my privilege to visit ~:me of our number in his office
ina distant city. For a third of a century this advocate of osteopathy has been standing before his public with only osteopathic
service to offer. His office rooms were entirely void of the gilt
and glitter which characterizes so many places where everything
for ,vhich there is any market is sold. This doctor characterized
his lono- service as one of great personal satisfaction. His appointment books were full; his material comforts Were provided; his
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place among his neighbors established; his profession honored'
and I felt tlmt I had heen in the presence of onc who had the peac~
~f mmd ~nd the joy of heart which comes only through kno'wing
that fi.dehty and loyalty are the prime essentials in living a well
.
filled hfe.
. ,The seductive temptation of "easy money" is a destructive
mfluence on the moral stability of any profession, and like the
e~chantre:s of ancient myth and fable each passing fad and ism
':nth fawnmg face and winsome voice fakes its toll from us. Only
ye~terday I sat in my office as Dean of the great osteopathic college
"'~llch I have the honor to serve and summoned one recently clothed
mth the proper autllOrity to practice osteopathy. I told him of
~ne "of Ol1~ members \vhose d:c1ining years had made it necesu:; f~r 111m to have some aSSIstance in the conduct of his 'work.
~ 1I1.qulIed. o~ this. young doctor whether he 'would like the opportUIlIty to Jam thIS older physician and help to reap some of the
rewa~d,~f a ,quarter ce~tury of practice. 'This young man inquired
of m~, :.~ what state IS the practice located," and 1vhen I replied
he saId, . The law a! that state will not penuit me to do anytiling
b~t t~~at osteopatlucally and that is not the kind of practice I
~,ant.
I looked mtently into the face of tiris handsome, upstandl~g n:an and 1vas overwhelmed with the realization that his educa..;
bon I~ osteopathy had fallen short of the desired pUrpose. I was
n~~ dIscouraged, but I did resolve highly that in the future I would
stn": even more earnestly to 'fix the tnle educational objectives
unul1stakably clear. Those stalwarts amongst us 1vhose skilled
hands. have achieved results where all things else have failed are
the pIllars of strength supporting tl,e structnre of osteopathy.
They have borne the bnmt of the battle and to them we owe all
we are today. The debt to them can be paid only as we resist the
lure of each passing fad and fancy and remain true to the fundamentals ?f o.ur science. Great institutions may rise and command
the admIratIOn of multitudes, but the life of osteopathy depends
upo~ the least of us as we do the work of the day in obedience to
;~le m1ll1o.rtal precepts which sprung from the brain of Andrew
I aylor StJll.
We stalld today at thc bier of Still and at tlle grave-side of onr
comrades whose forms are stilled in death and stretch Our anus
across the misty way to tile hand-clasp of eternal troth ·that their
labors shall not have been in vain.
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DR. STILL'S CHALLENGE-OSTEOPATHY'S .RESpONSE*
H. G. SWANSON, M. A., D. O.
It is in the very nature of man to move along the line of least
resistance. It is much more pleasant to go around difficulties
than to remove obstacles. That is the easy way to live and it is
the manner of life which characterizes the average man. But the
pathways which lead to progress are 'never surveyed by tile average man. These trails are blazed by the few whose restless spirits
and inquiring minds are not content to move 1vith the cruwd.
Andrew Taylor Still was such a man. He was possessed of the spirit
of the adventurer, the explorer, the inventor. He could not have
b~en content to accept the existing order.
He had to yield to the
urgings of the spirit within him and find the unknown. ~rhe beaten
pathway was not for him to travel. That way was laid o1;1t by 11is
kind for the masses to follow.
The whole world in which he lived fascinated him with its challenging problems. He saw useless waste in the burning fuel
which heated his humble home and he produced a better fire f,'Tate.
He saw the 1vomenfolk worn out Witil the hard labor of the oldfashioncd churn and hc applied the principles of centrifugal force
to ease their burdens. He was a physician of the old school, but
he offered Iris compatriots a new and better way to alleviate human
suffering. They heard him not. Fire grates and centrifugal force
each quickly became the foundation principles of basic industries,
but the age-old institution· of medicine could not break the shackles
of its traditional tenets and the challenge of a ne1V idea in therapeutics went unheard.
Thereupon Dr. Still took up thc challenge himself. Had his
own medical profession been capable of accepting these new principles of therapeutics 1vhcn first enunciated by him, the rewards of
succeeding years would have been rich indeed for that profession.
Tbere is no such thilJg as denial in tile presence of great ideas.
'I'm th must succecd.
Left alone, the challenge ignored by his professional associates,
Dr. Still, WiUl matchless courage, accepted full responsibility.
Few there are in the annals of man who offer and accept the challenge to test tl,e truth of a new idca. But, men of his kind are
*Read before the Missouri Osteopathic Association at Joplin, 1937.
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unafraid. All the remaining years of his life Were to be spent -in
unselfish effort that right and truth might prevail. Almost half
of those years brought only isolation, loneliness, suffering and
mockery. He was using the only method ever known to be SllCcess~ul in ~e advancement of human lore. He was using the
crucIble of time, but he lived to see justification in a large measure.
He saw his own skilled han4s give relief to those in distress. He
saw, the idea,. which so many years before had seemed utterly fantastIcal to hIs co-\vorkers, develop int'o a complete and rational
system of therapy. He sm·v thousands of his fellow beinas regain
0
health and happiness, and he saw other thousands come to learn
of this DC\\, concept of health and disease. I-lis work was aU but
done. He had ehallenged the existing order of things and there
'was no response. He had challenged himself and had wrought
long and well. There remained hut one last thing to do. He
must go the way of all flesh, but osteopathy must not perish. He
ehallenged his diseiples. He ehallenged you and he ehallenged
me. It is pertinent now to inquire about our own ste\vardship.
We may well ask whether and how well we have kept his faith.
Osteopathy's response to Dr. Still's ehallenge has heen indeed a
generous one. That response has won the admiration of thoughtful people throughout the ""vorld and today is in the strongest position of its history.
"'fhe response made to Dr. Still's challenge is exemplified first in
the work of those ten thousand individuals in private practice
throughout the civilized countries of the earth. \Vherever an osteopath~c physician has opened the door of an office and hung out
the SIgn of osteopathy, it has been done in response to the chaIIeuo-e
of Dr. Still to his diseiples that the fruit of his lahor shall not be
lost. The man or woman whose practice has been done in the
smallest of places has perhaps done as much, if not morel to maintain the idealism of the osteopathic concept of health and disease
than those VdlO have lived and worked in thc larger and more
attractive places. It is in the private practice of osteopathy
tlmt the people themselves have come to know its value and what
it has to offer to those ,vhose bodies are sick and who live in suffering. It is at the bedside in the humblest home where the osteopatllic physician has come closest to the people and ,Yhere understanding is most and where service has brought its greatest reward.
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These private practiees established by the diseiples of the osteopathic .art have been the source of our inspiration from the beginning, and it is from these private offices that the education of tile
• people to osteopathic ideals has been accomplished in the greatest
degree.
In the second place, we have responded to Dr. Still's challenge
by extending and unfolding to a larger measure the original therape,utic values of osteopathy. Institutions have been estab1is~led
and maintained for the purposc of rendering this larger senT1ce.
Our hospitals and sanitaria have done much to establish tile fact
that osteopathy is a complete system of practice. For a long time
a great many people honestly believed that our system of practice
was limited in character and that concept of osteopathy was a
serious hindrance to our growth and development. These institutions are growing rapidly now and their influence on the public
concept of the practice of osteopathy is indeed very great and most
helpful. In those places where osteopathy has made progress
slowly, perhaps no other influence would help quite so much as
that which an osteopathic institution could and would exert. Very
oareat indeed is the contribution our hospitals and sanitaria have
made in answer to Dr. Still's challenge.
In the third place, the osteopathic profession in answer to Dr.
Still's challenge has maintained its educational centers to the end
that the system of praetice he left to us might not only live but
grow as he intended and planned it should. Our educational institutions are sources of a justifiable pride in the contribution they
have made toward the perpetuation of osteopathy. Hundreds of
_
0
younomen and vmmen arc prepared annually for osteopathic
practice. 'VVithout them our system of tilcrapeutics \vould soon
expire. T'hese institutions have so conduded themselves that
their 'York today elicits the admiration of educational leaders
ever)'1vhere. We acknowledge no superiors in the education of
physicians. Our students are thoroughly grounded in all the basic
sci~nces of the hc'aling arts. They are equippecl with an exhaustive
knowledge of authoritative clinical records from the literaturc of
the therapeutic world. In addition to and above aU that, our
studcnts are endowed with the osteopathic concept of health and
disease.. They are then, in fact, possessed of the only therapeutic
system ever known to man based on a rational philosophy of life.
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'fhe material wealth of Our educational institutions has so grO'wn
that \ve can and do command the respectful attention of those in
high places of authority in the states and in the nation. Certainly,
Our schools and colleges have contributed a bri11iant and definite
anSWer to the challenge of our revered and illustrious founder.
Finally, the osteopathic profession has responded to Dr. Still's
challenge through its professional organizations so that today each
and, every sta:c ~las crystallized its osteopathic forces into a pro'fessIOnaI aSSOCiatIon for the sole purpose of advancing in the eyes
of the public to a more advantageous ·position. The state associations have further brought about the organization of local units
so that no osteopathic physician anywhere is too far removed to
be denied association with fellow practitioners. The local units
and the state groups have banded themselves together in this
?"reat national organization which comes together once each year
III annual convention.
These forces of ours, welded together as
they. are in professional organization, now constitute a body
suffiCIently large and sufficiently well directed to be competent in
presenting the problems of the profession to the public conscience
whenever need be. Our organized influence is a helpful factor in
dir~c~ing ~egislation in Our sovereign states, and in modifying the
declslOns m Our courts. Without this organized mass influence,
the osteopathic ship of state would flounder helplessly in the
turbul~t seas of public strife. ''lith that organized opinion, our
Course IS thoughtfUlly charted and our progress assured.
It appears, therefore, that the response made to Dr. Still's
challenge by his diSciples has been one sufficiently strong to give
a. good ac~ount of Our stewardship. Very much is yet to be desIred and IS yet unfinished. Sometimes it appears that We have
s~arcely begun to set the institution of osteopathy firmly in its
nghtful place, but enough has been done to elicit the admiration
not only of those who have helped to bring about the achievement
but also the public at large has great respect for us and what has
been d~ne. Ours is a caUSe in which we may have great and justifiable pnde and Our record in the maintenance of that caUSe likewise is one \\thich We may all view with great satisfaction.
To can tiuue a t the task so well begun and advanced to the present admirable state is osteopathy's ultimate response to Dr. Still's
challenge. That is not an easy job and it ,vill continue to need
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and demand the most and the best the members of the osteopathic
profession can bring to the task. To go forward as a truly great
profession is our common desire and that forward movemen t can
be successfully accomplished by the united effort of all of us, The
individual practitioners in the field need more workers in every
place. There is not a single community 011 this continent that could
not be improved osteopathically by doubling the Ilumber of osteopathic physicians in that community. Our schools and colleges
can become stronger and haye greater influence only to the exact
degree that they adhere more closely and more steadfastly to the
principles of osteopathy, Deviation from that policy will defeat
our purposes. Our hospitals and sanitaria can grow in influence
for our common cause only as the members of our profession support them. The national, state and local associations wiII be of
real service to each of us just to the extent that we pennit them to
work in our in terests. The problems of each of us are also the
problems of all of us. 'Together we can answer the challenge of Dr.
Still in the highest degree. Alone we shall fail. What shall the
answer be? Osteopathy's response through the past forty years
dictates that '\'ve shall go on to a complete and positive answer to
the challenge left us by Andrew Taylor Still.

,
"
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CHAPTER XXIII
EXPERIENCES OF PATIENTS AND OSTEOPNfHIC
PHYSICIANS

THE follO\ving cases and experiences 'were gleaned from valued
professional friends of unquestionable integrity, men who pioneered
in osteopathic semel', men who practiced many years and who oWe
their success in life to Dr. Still's teachings. They practiced the
kind of osteopathy Dr. Still practiced. Call it ten-fingered osteopathy, if you will, which, in truth, is scientific manipulation applied
to physical defects or physical variations from the normal. A few
cases herein recorded were given ~o me by individuals 'whowere
treated by Dr. Still and relieved of their difficulties without recourse to drugs. IvIost of these stories were obtained from osteopathic physicians whom I met from time to tilne at convention~
and other meetings held in different parts of the country.
Dr. \V. J. COllner, like myself, came from a family. 'who were
among those Dr. Still called his best friends. I am giving his
reports verbatim because he has had experiences so similar to
my own that I vo/ant the profession and the public to learn from
him, in his own language, about his contacts with Dr. Still. I
have known Dr. Conner intimately throughout all the years of
his professional career. It is a great privilege and a pleasure as
well, to have these reports from the pen of Dr. Conner himself:
"\-Vhen I was about sixteen years old I developed a very bad
case of hemorrhoids. Various doctors ,,,hom I visited gave me
no hope of a cure except by an operation so I suffered along for
several years, getting 'what relief I could from various lotions,
and taking frequent rests from my ,york. In fact, I could do no
heavy ,,;cork, such as lifting or pitching hay. I always took the
riding jobs and let the other boys do the heavy part.
., After five or six years of suffering, somebody told me about Dr.
Still. One day when I was feeling badly, I called on him at his
residence and asked him if he could cure me. He invited me into
his office, ",-here, without further ceremony, he proceeded to give
me a treatment, which lasted about one minute. He straightened
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the coccyx. ~rhen he explained what he had done and 'why he did
it. He said that I would be all right now. He did not suggest
that I return for another treatment. I asked him what lowed
him and he said one dollar and fifty cents. This I paid and walked
away. As I left the house I felt just like a fellow looks as he walks
away from the canvas topped table after he bets th.e operator .five
dollars he can tell which shell has the pea under It. That htUe
episode took place forty-seven years ago, yet from that day to
this I have never had a bit of trouble with hemorrhoids. And I
was able to do heavy work again. I still have a box of Bucklin
Anlica salve for hemorrhoids but I have never used it from that
day to tillS.
"T'hat incident was the deciding factor ,,,hich caused me, a few
years later, to study osteopathy. "
Here I wish to interrupt Dr. Conner's stories and call the attention of our rectal specialists to this treatment to the coccyx for
hemorrhoids. Usually such cases were treated by covering the
first finger with vaseline to prevent the rough tissue of the skin
from irritating the lining of the rectum. The finger was inserted
into the rectum, and the position of the coccyx determined. Very
often it was bent inward and needed to be straightened before
relief from hemorrhoids could be obtained. 1'he author of this
book has taken care of many cases of rectal disturbance by correcting mal positions of the coccyx. To go on with Dr. Conner's
stories:
"One day my brother, David, jumped from tile top of a wagon
to the ground and injured his right foot. It pained him c~nsid
erably but he kept going. In about ten days a severe pam developed in his foot. Vle called our family doctor who recommended
hot poultices and elevation of the foot. In a few days an abscess
formed. The doctor lanced it and it drained freely, nevertheless
the foot did not seem to recover. Davicllaid in bed all winter and
by May he had developed several abscesses on his foot. Four
opened in the sale of the foot and three on the top. N one ~f these
would heal. All were discharging pus and my parents deCIded to
send David to Kirksville to see Dr. Still. He 'Vas loaded into the
back end of a spring "-lagon and my brother, Charlie, did the
driving. Vle then lived in Sullivan County, 1\,10" near "\Vinigan.
Charlie and David arrived in Kirksville late in the afternoon. They
(23)
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drove to Dr. Still's office but he said he was tired and asked them
to stay all night and come around in the morning to sec him.
"Next morning they were at his office early. Dr. Still treated
David's foot, and told him to go on home because the foot would
soon be an right.
"In a very fe,\' \veeks every wound in his foot ,vas healed and
he threw away the crutches which he had been using. Dr. Still
did not ten him to put anything on his foot.
"I mention this incident to show how positive in bis work Dr.
Still was. He knew he had fixed the stmctural difficulties which
were interfering 'with circulation and nerve force in David's foot.
The greatest axiom Dr. Still ever gave to the world was, 'Find it,
fix it, and let it alone.' We worked by that rule all the time."
The above case report of the cure of David Conner's foot is an
outstanding cxamplc of tlle type of osteopatllY practiced by Dr.
Still. It was the kind of osteopatllY tllat attracted the attention
of many people from widely separated sections of this country.
It was the kind of osteopathy that also laid tJle foundation for
our profession as it is today and must be perpetuated in order to
guarantee tJle greatest benefit to humanity and the future success
of our profession. Another of Dr. Conner's stories fo11O\vs:
"While an interne in Dr. Still's Infinnary, one of my fanner
friends from near vVinigan, Mo., brought to me tJleir little girl
who had infantile paralysis. It was the first case of infantile
paralysis I had seen. Inasmuch as I ,vanted all the infonnatlon
I could get, I called in the Old Doctor to show me how to treat her.
He ohserved tlIat hath legs hung from her hody like tllQse of a
rag doll. He did not hegin by telling me shc had transverse poliomyelitis; on the other hand, he began to talk about the lesions or
physical defects 'which might have so lowered the girl's resistance
that she was stricken with tillS terrible disease. He first pointed
out a lesion of the third lumbar, then a lesion between the third
and fourth dorsal, and another behveen tJle first and second cervical. The treatment for all three of these lesions, he advised, was
manipulation. He shuwed me how to do tillS by fixation of the
vertebra below the lesion and rotation and sidebending of the
lesioncd vertebra in tJle proper direction. I began to treat the
child according to Dr. Still's teachings. In a month she could use
her legs as well as any child." Another of Dr. Conner's cases was
told hy him as follows:
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"Soon after I opened an office in Kansas City, a boy by the
name of Dubin from Orick, IvIo., was brought to me. He had bad
infantile paralysis, which affected both anns and both legs. His
case looked hopeless, but I remembered how Dr. Still treated tJ1C
little girl, so I told tlle parents I would do tlre hest I could for hi';'".
I located a lesion at tile third cervical and proceeded to treat It.
To my snrprise and the delight of the family, in twenty-six days
the boy had recovered the usc of every muscle in tJle body.
"I treated a number of such cases. All of those whom I received
within three weeks of the attack made perfect recoveries."
Here, for the benefit of my readers, especially osteopathic physicians it is my desire to call attention to the fact that in all these
cases of infantile paralysis, tlle patient should not only be examined
for functional disturbances of nerves arising from the spinal column and supplying the appendages paralyzed, but also for disturbances of nerves high up in the cervical region which may
affect thc circulation of blood through tlle hcad and indirectly
tlle high cortical centers ·where nerve impulses to move muscles
originate. To get back to Dr. Conner's stories:
.
"Iv1any years later, after six of us sons and daughters had studied
osteopathy, our motJler at Kirksville became very ill. Since I was
the nearest of her children, I was called home to take care of her.
VVhen I arrived I found her in great pain. The pain seemed to
radiatc from tlle uppcr right quadrant of the abdomen and I
diagnosed thc condition gan-stonc colic. I did what I could for
her, but had no success. Dr. Still heard of her llIness and called
to See ·what was the matter. As soon as he saw her he remarked,
'Ann, you are having an attack of gall-stones.' He sat down on
the edge of the bed and began manipulating tlle abdomen in the
region of the gall-bladder. Soon he quit and said, '~ow, An~, you
will soon he all right, I got a bunch of gall-stones. lvIakmg no
mention of coming to see her anymore, he put on his hat and left
the house. w10ther was relieved of all pain and fell asleep. The
first evacuation from the bowels the next morning contained one
large stone about tile size and shape of a 32 caliber bullet, and
fifty-seven small ones that looked like a large one broken up. I
did the counting.
"Such was tlle marvelous skill of Dr. Still in those pioneer days.
He kne,v what needed to be done and he did it. Furthermore he
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knew when his 'work \vas finished and nature '''lOuld do the rest. "
The report of the fOUT following remarkable experiences was
furnished by the late Dr. D. L. Clark who practiced in Dcnver,
Colo. He was my close and valued friend} a man of exceptional
practical ability, a man who studied disease and gave treatment
according to the teaching of Dr. A. T. Still. It has been my privilege to observe Dr. Clark's method of examination and type of
treatment he administered. He 'ivould never treat a patient until
he had thoroughly satisfied himself as to the cause of the patient's
disability. Dr. Clark was in active practice for more than thirtyfive :years. He pioneered in the state of Texas at first and was
influential in securing early osteopathic legislation in that great
state. He 1vas a past president of the A1nerican Osteopathic Asso.
ciation. Dr. Clark moved from Texas to Colorado many Years
ago and there, as in Texas, he was prominent in legislati~re -halls
fighting for the osteopathic profession. He also served for a good
many years as the osteopathic member on the Examining Board
of that state.
vVhile these four cases may read almost like miracles to some,
they were only results obtained through the application of osteop.athic ~anipulative treatment, based lipan the fundamental princIples gIven to the world by Dr. Andre1,v Taylor Still.
"Frank Blank, Boulder, Colo., age 10 years, height six feet, one
inch, weight 135 pounds, came for examination l\lay 9, 1919. He
had been under the care of a specialist in Denver for eiaht months
for diabetes mellitus, with apparently no favorable re~uIts. The
patient 'who had been on a diabetic diet during this period, voided
frequently. Neither blood nor urinalysis tests showed any decrease in sugar. 'There 'were marked vertebral and rib lesi~ns at
the junction of the ninth 1,vitlI the tenth thoracic segment of the
spine on the right side, also a markecllesion at the junction of the
second with the third lumbar. 'There were soreness and extreme
tension of the soft tissues around these joint lesions, also much
muscular contraction in the upper thoracic and lmver cervical
regions. I was not able to detect any joint disturbances in these
latter regions, however. A very peculiar condition noted 'ivas that
the penis and testicles were of the size of an average five vear old
boy, and no hair had appeared in the pubic region.
"He was
treated three times a week. At Ule sixth treatment I corrected
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both lesions. At the end of the twelfth treatment I dismissed
him, his blood sugar having returned to normal and his urine being
free from sugar. Later he joined the Anny and was overseas in
the aviation service, returning in 1920. He came to see me and.
stated he had not seen a sick day since he left my office in June,
19l<i. Upon examining him I waS surprised to find that the genital
organs had developed to the size of the average normal man, also
that hair had grmvn in the pubic region as much as the average
individual.
"I have not seen this patient since, but have heard from him
indirectly several times. Late in 1921 he married. His mother's
sister, living in Denver, was in for treatment in September, 1935,
and she told me that Frank had a government position in \\Theatland, \Vyo., that he had two healthy children, ten and twelve
years of age. It is my belief that it is possible for joint lesions to
disturb directly or indirectly the function of the ductless glands,
and tImt at least in some endocrinopatJlies 'iye cannot hope to
obtain definite, permanent results other tItan through mechanical
therapy. In otIler words, the only hope of cure for such conditions
is osteopathic manipulative treatment, removing the lesions and
thereby normalizing the blood and nerve supply to the glands.
"Mr. James Blank, age 20 years, senior student in the Agricultural College at Fort Collins, Colo., }9"l8, was suffering with a
severe cold. Vlhile I was taking his history the patient went into
a mild convulsion. It was of the petit mal type of epilepsy. After
he had regained consciousness, I asked him if he had been subject
to these spells. He replied that these attacks had occurred uightly
for five years, and occasionally in the daytime. After recovering
from the cold he carne to me for consultation and examination.
His family history was negative. His tonsils, sinuses and teeth
were not infected. He stated that about a year before the convulsions started he had met with an accident and was thrmyn on
his shoulders and head. He was confined to bed for several weeks
with a sti'ff nEck, 'ivhile extreme soreness behveen the shoulders
continued for several montJls. Upon examining him carefully I
found a lesion at the junction of the second and third vertebrae,
also a lesion of the third on the fourth thoracic vertebrae. There
was a rigid ropy feel of the tissues over tIlese lesions and much
soreness in the deep tissues.
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"I treated the patient each day, and at the end of the first week
corrected both of these lesions. Symptoms '''ere exaggerated the
fOllowing night, i. e., he had a bad epileptic attack. However,
from that time until the present lvriting, October 21, 19::3.5, he has
had no return of symptoms.
"A young boy, 9 years of age, fell from a bicycle on an icy street
lVIarch 15, 1925, and injured the lower part of his neck and the
mid-dorsal region of his back. He was taken to his home., In a
few hours he went into convulsions a:nd an J\1.D. was called. 1'he
fo~lowing day the physician pronounced the case pneumonia. ~rhe
thIrd cla)r he made a diagnosis of cerebral meningitis. 'the patient
developed a complete paralysis of the right side, inclUding face
al~d tongt~e. 1\\'0 'weeks later his parents made an appointment
":'lth me, lU Fort Collins, for the following day. When the physiCIan was told of this arrangement, he was much disturbed and
said he was going to bring the child to the Children's Hospi~al in
Denver, which he did the following day. A specialist, frmil the
State lVledical COllege, lNas called in consultation. The patient
was placed in his care and the senior class of the IvIedical University was invited to see the child three different times. Each
time a spinal puncture was perfonned in their presence, and a
laboratory examination of the spinal fluid made. It was normal as
to cell count and pressure. A t the end of three weeks the child
a pparentIy was no better and the motIler was told there was no
hope for improvement. She ,vas allmved to take bim home. The
following day he was brought to my office. Physical examination
revealed marked lesions of the fifth cervical on the sixth, and the
third thoracic on tIle fourth, with a lesion of the third rib on the
lef~ si~e. A careful light manipulative treatment for the purpose or
~e1teVIng ~1e extreme rn.uscular tension vms given that evening.
The follmvmg day the leSIOns \vere corrected. There V'.'aS a marked
chang~ within twenty-four hours. No treatment \vas given after
the tl11rd day. When the child was taken home the fifth day he
walked to the car; by the tenth day he was apparently as well as
ever and back in school. I saw this boy in June, 1935. He was as
heaItI1Y and as robust a boy as I have ever seen. Never was there
a return of any of the symptoms.
"JOIUl Stephens, aged 21 years, senior student at Denver University, was injured in a football game in October, 1915. He was
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carried unconscious to the Denver General Hospital where he
remained in that state for forty-eight hours. Within ten days he
regained fairly nonnal physical condition, but was so deranged
mentally that he had to be kept in the violent ward. After two
weeks there he was transferred to the state hospital in Pueblo
where he was confined in the violent ward for eight months. His
widowed mother and two brothers early in June, 1916, went to
Pueblo and obtained pennission to bring him home for a week.
It took: tvm men, constantly, to care fof him. The second day
after returning to Denver they brought him to my office, and it
took two men to keep him on the table while I made the examination. There was a marked lesion of the atlas with the occiput,
also the first thoracic Wit]1 the second, and extreme rigid muscular
contraction over tIlese areas. The head was carried fonvard and
rotated to the left. Both eyeballs were very much congested, but
the pupils reacted normally to light. For a week they brought
him each day, and I talked to him, played with him, petted 111m
and did some very light work by way of manipulation of the rigid
tissues in the neck and upper thoracic region. On the eighth
visit I corrected both of tlIese lesions. He ,vas very much excited
and quite violent for the next three hours following this. Then he
was put to bed and slept soundly without waking for fourteen
hours. After waking and eating a hearty meal he was 75 per cent
nonnal, mentally. I treated him five times during the following
two weeks. He came alone to the office the last three times. On
the next to the last visit he said, 'Doctor, the way people look at
me, I feel like a criminal. I have an uncle in Los Angeles who
runs a big hardware store, and he has offered me a position in his
tin shop. Shall I accept it?' 1 advised him to do so, and he did.
I heard nothing from him until his mother came to see me m
October, 1934, when she reported that John had not had a sick day
that she knew of since leaving here in 1915. He ·was married, had
four children, and was a partner with his uncle in their hardware
store in Los Angeles." Dr. Clark remarked to me that this case
proved to him heyond a question of doubt that to ohtain definite
results with some of our mentally sick we must resort to mechanical therapy.
These cases are reported verbatim. It is a privilege to vouch for
the absolute correctness of Dr. Clark's reports. He was a genuine
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ten-Jingered osteopathic physician and a man of impeccable character. In his passing from this earth, the profession and his
family have suffered an irreparable loss.
These not unusual but nevert11cless spectacular results produced
by osteopathic treatment aTC reported with the hope that osteopathic physicians who read the reports will be given bITcater confidence in the supreme power of nature, as exemplified in the human
body, to keep a person in health if her laws aTC not broken.
The following two caseS are reported by another of my closest
?ersonal friends. He and I played together, as boys, on adjoinmg farms near Kirksville. The following report is furnished by
Dr. John Bell, a son of the woman whom my mother and Dr. Still
visited together, the woman who had been bedfast for sixteen years,
a report of which case is given in an earlier chapter of this book.
Dr. Bell studied osteopathy and graduated in 1901. He practiced
for a great many years at Anna, Il1., and then at Hannibal, NIo.
He is now retired and living in his old home town of Kirksville.
"One day in the spring of 1901 1 WaS called to see a lady about
thirty years of age. She was married and had one child. Some ten
days prior to my first visit, this lady had gone out on the back
porch of her home and had lifted a tub partially filled with water.
As she did so she 1""as conscious of something giving way in her
back, and a distinct snap was heard. Shortly after this she began
to bleed from the vagina. This bleeding persisted despite all
efforts to stop it. The loss of blood must have been considerable
because when she came to me she was so 1veak and exhausted that
it was hard for her to stand on her feet. She told me unless I
could do something for her she was going to die, tImt the doctors
had used every astringent they knel\' of WitIlOUt SUCcess. Examination revealed a distinct lesion between tile tenth and eleventh
dorsal vertebrae, with tenderness and some thickening of the
surrounding tissues. The exhaustion was the result of the loss of
blood and the relaxed condition of the body made it possible to
correct the lesion at tile first visit. The hemorrhage ceased some
three hours after the lesion was corrected. The lady remained in
bed for a few days, and four or five treatments were criven to restore tile tissue to nonnal. There was no retunl of the l:emorrhage.
"A man about forty-five years of age, brickmason by trade,
came to my office for an examination in the latter part of October,
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1918. He had given up his trade temporarily during the war and
had found employment in the freight department of one of the
leading railroads. Wllile handling freight in a freight car, one day,
he was thrown against the door jamb of the car and his left clavicle
was broken. The accident bad happened two or three months
prior to his visit to my ·office.
.
.
"~rhe fracture had been splinted and cared for by the mdustnal
surgeon for the railroad, until union had taken place. On examination I found the folImving condition: The man was very nervous
and apprehensive. He was underweight, pulse 120; and body
temperature was increased.
"The clavicle had been broken at the junction of tile inner and
middle thirds and had healed 'with a good union. ~rhere 'were
some adhesio~s around the seat of fracture and between the medial
end of the clavicle and first rib. The tissues on the left side of
the upper thorax were badly contracted. J\.1y guess 1vas that the
adhesions were interfering 1"ith tile nonnal function of the left
pneumogastric nerve and the rigidity of the chest interfered with
heart action causing increased pulse rate. The man was instructed
to come every other day for treatment. :WIy treatment was
directed to the adhesions, the upper ribs and the upper spinal
region. The improvement wi til this case was not rapid but pr~
gressive. \Vhen the flu epidemic came in the winter of 1919 tillS
patient contracted a 1vell-defined case of bronchial flu. I saw this
man twice a day for two weeks and at the end of that time I had
the satisfaction of seeing my patient come through his trouble
in crood condition and 'ivitIl no loss in previous gains. By spring
thi; man had regained his strength, and had put all some weight.
1'he pulse rate was nearly nonnal and he was ready to take up his
work again. After I had treated this cuse for about two weeks,
the man's wife told me her husband's condition had been pronounced tuberculosis of the intestines and he had been given three
months in which to live. I received a letter from him in 1927.
He was working at his trade in St. Louis ancI waS in good health. "
I wish tilere waS space enough to tell about some other remarkable cases handled by Dr. John Bell, but 1 must hurry on.
lYIy daughter ancI her husband, Dr. Albert E. Van Vleck,. an
osteopathic physician, and their daughter live at Paw Fa,,,, l\1lch.
lVIy blessed daughter and I have a record of never having missed
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spending a Christmas together. Since her marriage to Dr. Van
Vleck she has either come to our home or I have gone to their
home for the Christmas holidays.
During one Christmas several years ago when they were visiting
us in Macon, my son-in-law said to me, "Dad, I had a remarkable
experience the other evening. I was called to a neighboring village
to sec a patient in a family that I had treated for several years.
I t was a rush call. \Vhen I arrived I heard quite a commotion
within the hOllse. After knocking, but receiving 110 answer, I
opened the door. IvI)' eyes met a Scene I shalll1ever forget. The
father and the eldest son '''ere struggling with the other son, a boy
probably sixteen years of age. The room was in terrible shape.
The bed 'was tonI apart, some of the bed clothing in one part of
the room, and SOme in another, chairs and tables overtunled and
books on the floor." Iv!y son-in-la1v observed that the younger
boy was mentally deranged and joined the father and son in overpowering the ,vild man. Finally the three of them succeeded in
throwing the young man on his back on the floor. 1'he father
belel the boy's anus pinioned to the floor, while the son held the
boy·s feet, and Dr. Van Vleck straddled his chest. Tbe boy seemed
to have Herculean strength, and was rolling and twisting all he
could, restrained as he ,vas by these men. With the boy fighting
and squimling, my son-in-lmv said he placed his left hand around
the back of the patient's neck, and his right hand down between
the boy's shoulders. He looked up at the father and said, "I
don't know how I am to treat this boy at all." Just as he spoke
the patient gave a tremendous jerk and due to the hold Dr. Van
Vleck had on ti,e back of the neck and his right hand on a point
between the shoulders, evidently a bad lesion ,vas corrected.
After that the boyan the floor dropped back with even' muscle in
his body relaxed, without any seeming desire to fight ;ny further.
The boy looked up at Dr. Van 'Vleck and said, "Doctor, what arc
you doing here?"
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I take it you think you put one over on your dad, coming down
here to visit him and giving him a story of that kind, to him who
is head of an institution that has spent years in curing the mentally
sick. II
We had a big laugh over it, but it made me supremely happy
to learn that my son-in-law had been able to take care of an acute
case of mania with only his hands. All, mothers and fathers ,vho
have boys and girls suffering with dementia praecox, or young
people with mental breakdowns, if you could only know that there
is a way to cure them. The prayer of my heart is that the time
will come when tile "mrld will know timt tiIere is a definite treatment for insanity. Unless some physician had come along and
fotmd that lesion in the spine, which caused the boy's mental upset, and corrected it, in all probability he ,Yould have joined tile
multiplied tilOusands of young people who are today crowding our
state hospitals.
A young girl was brought to us, a few years ago, with a history
of having been ailing four years with ,,,,hat had been diagnosed ~s
suicidal mania by a psychiatrist at one of our great Eastenl Ulllversities. Her experience in this psychiatric examination seemed
to have left a lasting impression on the mind of the girl. She \vas
twenty-four years of age at the time she ,vas brought to uS at the
Still-Hildretil Osteopathic Sanatorium. On examining her we
found she had a particularly bad lesion between tile third and
fifth dorsal vertebrae which in all probability was reflexly affecting
the circulation of blood through the brain. Treatment was directed specifically to the joint lesions and at the same time the diet
and hygiene of the !,rirl were adjusted. vVe ,vorked with her for a
long time. She gradually improved, but it was over two years and
a half before ,Ye felt tlmt she could be taken home by her mother.
Just before she left her mother said to me, "Dr. Hildreth, why
in the world haven't you people advertised your institution and
vour work at this place?" She went on to say timt it was almost
; crime that tile public in general did not know about the results
that could be obtained through osteopathic treatment in the cure
of the mentally sick. "Oh," she said to me, "if we could only have
heard of yOll people six years ago, it ,vould have saved lIS a lot of
sufferin uo not to mention the expense."
If the world could only know what osteopathic physicians can

1\1)' son-in-law replied, "Bill, you have been mighty sick."
The boyanswerecl, "1 am not sick, I am all right." And whether
or not you believe it, the boy was all right, and strange to say he
has never had a recurring attack of his brief but genuine mental
upset.

After listening to this story from my son-in-law, I said, "\VeIl,
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do with their hands! Could the fathers and mothers of boys and
girls suffering with dementia praecox only know that physical
defects are the basic cause of dementia praecox and many other
forms of psychoses or mental disturbances! Could sufferers \vitll
mental disturbances have the benefit of osteopathic diagnosis and
treatment, there would not be the need for such large state-controlled mental institutions as there are at present!
Recently my first wife's oldest sister, who was Emily Alice
Corbin, and is now 1\1rs. Emma Burke· Conklin, came to See us
at our home here in Macon. 'Vhile visiting us she told me of an
experience she had with Dr. Still when she \vas a young woman.
This incident happened probably in the late seventies or early
eighties. She was a school teacher at that time. One day sh~
noticed a lump on her neck just below the angle of the jaw on the
left side. It grew until she told me it was as large as a hen's
egg and very hard. Judging from her description it must have
been an enlarged gland. She, like many other patients whose
caSes have been chronicled in this book, had seen a number of
doctors, but the tumor continued to grow in spite of aU they could
do. She finally called on Dr. Still. He examined her and told her
he could take the lump a\vay and began treating it by manipulation of the neck and then later by manipulation of the gland itself.
After a few treatments, she could feel that the lump \vas beginning
to soften and at the same time decrease in size. She was treated
by Dr. Still once or t\vice a week for three months at the end of
which time the growth had disappeared entirely.
:WIrs. Conklin, who is, to me, more like a sister than a sister-inlaw, knew of Dr. Still's early struggles in Kirksville and was a
frequent visitor in our horne durinO'
the treatment of m,,.
first wife's
o
•
eyes (related in an early chapter of this work).
While 1V1rs. Conklin was telling me of this experienee with Dr.
Still, my sister, .1\1rs. Della Notestine, who was sitting by, spoke
up and said that Dr. Still had eome to our home one time when
she was suffering terribly with what she expressed as "low backache." This was about tile time of 1\/1rs. Conklin's experience.
IVIy sister said that Dr. Still inquired as to just how she felt, and
she told him that not only the lower part of her back hurt, but
also the end of 111e spine and even her limbs. She also reported
that she was badly constipated. Dr. Still treated her back and
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corrected the condition he found there, and then, with vaseline on
his finger, treated the rectum and coccyx for her cons~ipation.
The pain in the back was relieved almost instantly and 10 a ~ay
or two she was entirely free from pain. Gradually the consbpation vms overcome also. Thus in tllOse very early days Dr. Still
was accomplishing unusual results \vi111 his therapy.
\Vhile making arrangements with the state commission appointed by the Governor of :tvIissouri for the osteopathic. exhibit
at the Chicago A Century of Progress, 1934, I was overjoyed to
meet again one of my most valued friends with whom I bad senred
in the TvIissouri Senate. He was none other than Senator Clark,
who had been appointed chairman of the commission. Another
aood friend of mine, R. E. L. :tvIarrs, secretary of the Senate, whom
have mentioned before in this book, was secretary of the commISSIOn. Vlhile talking over old times \vith these friends, the
senator said he wanted to tell me why he was so interested in our
profession having an exhibit in the 1\!Iissouri Building at 111e Chi;caao A Century of Progress Exposition.
fe\v years ago, he said, his niece was critically ill ,vitll pneumonia. She was grmving steadily \vorse and finally the three or
four physicians who were in charge had sorrowfully. de<;lared 11mt
thev had done all that they possibly could, and beheved that the
girl~ only had a few hours to live. Confronted with this almost
hopeless situation Senator Clark decided to try osteopathy as a
last resort. He called a young osteopathic physician in his home
town \vho had only been there a short time. He said this young
man walked into their home, stood and looked at the patient for
a few moments, 11lEn took off his coat and went to work. Judging
from the Senator's description of the treatment, the young D. O.
directed his efforts to the tllOrax. \Vith the patient on her back
he placed one hand on the spine and gently lifted the tho~ax w~lile
holding the fron t of the ribs wi til 111e other hane1. HIS obJcct
was to expand the chest 'iVall, giving the lungs more space
breathe. Senator Clark told me that this young osteopathIc
physician stayed in the home all night and treat<;d tl;,: patient
every half hour. By morning she was l~reatlllng eaSIer. I~le pulse
and temperature had dropped matenally and the patIent fell
asleep. From that time on she gradually improved and eventually
made a complete recovery.
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lYlr. lVlarrs, who had been listening attentively to the story of
Scnator Clark, said he had been a friend of our profession from the
time he started working as a page boy in the House.
He said
that he had had a similar experience in the case of a close relative
of his who had pneumonia. It seemed that there was no question
b.ut what the patient 'would die. He called an osteopathic physiClan and the patient made a good recovery.
Here were two patients suffering with pneumonia and given up
to die when osteopathic physicians were called in. With simple
manipulative procedures they freed the congestion in the lu11ers
which enabled the body to cope with the infection and bring abo~t
recovery.
Think of it! Pneumonia, ·which causes thousands of deaths
each year, amenable to osteopathic treatment! It stands tltird
in the mortality tables for tllis country, only heart disease and
cancer topping it. \Vhat a change osteopathy could make in these
mortality figures if but given a chance.
In these two instances two lives were saved; not only that but
two distinguished lvIissourians became acquainted with what osteopatlly could do and as a result brought influence to bear in having
osteopathy represented at A Century of Progress in Chicago.
The prayer in the heart of your ,vriter in telling of tllese remarkable cases is that osteopathic physicians and students, yes lay
persons, too, who read tills book. will become fully conscious ~f
the wonderful possibilities in manipulative therapy. There are
hundreds and thousands of patients suffering today who would
be relieved tomorrmv if they had osteopathic attention. I have
said many times, "If tlle public couId only know! H
I am well aware that the teaching of tJle healing art, for centuries,
has been based on one tllOught and tJmt is. ·when sick one must
take something to get well. It rEmained for Dr. Still. alone, to
fight the battle that has givcn to thc world a ncw method of healing based on principles so simple and yet so sound that thousands
have been given relief ·without recourse to druas.
r ~.
b
Ihe folIowmg story related by Dr. Erncst Sisson speaks for
itself :
In the sununer of 1894, Effie Sisson. a sister·of Ernest, living in
Genoa, Ill., had a bad fall from a bicycle. She sustained a severe
injury to her knee and hip. The knee was badly discolored and
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swollen. The local physician, an able man of the" old school, "
was called in and gave a very careful and painstaking examination,
prescribing the usual remedies (hot packs, etc.)
"The condition was refractory, and after being on crutches for
two months or more, it was decided to send her to Chicago lvhere
she might have what we considered more competent advice and
attention. She was placed under the care of a well-known physician tllere who cared for her for more than a year. During this
time the ablest and best known physicians, surgeons, and specialists in Chicago were called in consultation.
"In desperation one evening she went to hear the Divine Healer,
Dov."ie, and was so impressed with his talk that she got up and
walked WitJlOUt her crutches. only to pay a severe penalty later
because she became much worse.
"The consulting staff at St. Luke's Hospital in Chicago decided
that she had a tuberculous condition of the knee and advised amputation, which was refused. She was placed under the care of an
M.D. who had been chief surgeon of Cook County Hospital. He
attached weights to her foot for some time. Then he put on a
plaster cast for tJlree months and sent her home lvith orders to
remove the cast at tJle end of thirty days more. She was promised
that she would walk at the end of this time. The thirty days were
slowly counted off and the cast .removed-only to find that she
had a stiff knee.
"Her mother resolved tilat she \'{ould not submit to her child
having a stiff knee so she went to work in her own good way \vith
applications of heat and massage. At tile end of tJle second thirty
days she had secured some slight movement in the stiffened joint.
In the meantime Effie's general health began to fail and she became
an invalid.
"We began receiving letters and postal cards from people whom
we had never known or even heard of stating that they or some of
their family had given up hope of being well until they had gone
to Dr. Still. These letters continued to come. Fatiler waS greatly
impressed and wrote to Dr. Still for literature. He eagerly read
everything he could gct conccrning Dr. Still and osteopathy.
Finally tile girl vms put on a train bound for Kirksville in the
care of a sister. \Ve at home anxiously awaited the first report
and were overjoyed to learn. that after the first treatment she lvas
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able t.o \v~lk without crutches-the first time in Over a year. Dr.
Charhe StIl! gave her that first treatment and al!owed her to walle
arou~d the table. Later the Old Doctor came on the case. She
remamed at Kirksville one month, and against the advice of the
Old Doctor and other members of the staff sbe returned home
feeh~g. greatly benefited. However, she was too active and the
condItIOn returned. We urged her to return at once. She had become. so iI:upressed with ,vhat she had seen and experienced while
at KuksvIlle that she refused to return unless she be allowed to
take up the study of osteopathy. Tbis was final!y arranged and
s~.e returned to KIrksvIlle to en ter the class known as the 'October
I'\...Ickers. '
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sister, I was amply repaid and delighted. I admit I still had doubts
that my sister would be able to practice. With only a treatment
table, which ,eve still have, as sale and entire equipment, she hung
out her shingle in our home. Very soon she had a procession of
heretofore discouraged people coming for treatments and it looked
as if she might not be able to stand the work. I was freqnently
called to assist Witll the 'heavies,' doing what I was told. I recall one man of eighty \vho came from an adjoining tOWIl. He was
on crutches and was demented and I had to be present while he
was being treated. I begged her not to take the case as he was
hopeless, but she had the faith and the old gentleman was restored
to good health in mind and body.
"The work became too heavy for her and then I saw the light
and gave up my position and borrmved what money I could and
started to Kirksville. In the meantime I had moved Dr. Effie
and our parents to Belvidere, Ill., a larger town. She had been
practicing in Belvidere for only a short time when a letter \vas
received from another sister, Mrs. Guilford, then living in Kern
Coupty, Calif. Mrs. Guilford had been very ill and the doctors
had given her a one in a hundred chance to live and that one chance
was an operation. Dr. Effie wired her to ,vait until she arrived and
then took the first train for California.
"In the meantime my eldest sister, Ada, who had been through
many accidents, had gone to Kirksville for treatments and had
enrolled as a student. Suffice to say that my sister, Mrs. Guilford,
has not yet had her operation. She was taken by Dr. Effie to Delano, Calif., where she could have better attention and soon the
neighborhood obsenred her improvement and patients began to
arrive.
"Dr. Effie was urged to locate in Califonlia. One lady urged
her to go to Oakland and look over the location and agreed to
come to her for treatments. As soon as :rV1rs. Guilford had recovered
sufficiently to stand the journey, she was brought to Oakland and
an office was rented. Dr. Effie had only her table, but a sign was
ordered and it was promptly put up. The furniture \vas purchased
and was to have been delivered that day. Night came and Dr.
Effie was impatiently awaiting for its delivery when two ladies
came in. One of these women was a :Mrs. 'V., whose brother vms
United States Consul in Jerusalem. The otller was her sister,

"Dr. Still himself took a personal interest in her case. He
ordered ~1at she should not be allowed to walk up and dO\vll stairs
to her dlffercn~ classes and clirectecl two of tlle janitors to be on
han~ to carry her up and down stairs whenever necessary. '\Ve
receIved frequent letters of the happenings at the Col!ege. She
c~.nt1ll~ally InSIsted that I give up my job and come at once to
KIrksvIUe and study osteopathy so that I might take up the
work WIth her. She never doubted for a moment but tl1at she was
bound to be a SUccess

"I \vas then withou~ reserve funds and could not fi~ure out how
she could be kept in college if I quit my job. I became impatient
~I1cl wrote that I was not going to quit my job, that I was not going
to stuc!y Osteopathy, and that I did not \vish to hear any more
a~ou:. It. She rep1ie~ that she would say no more cOllcenling my
s~ud) ll1g osteopathy If I would come to Kirksville for her graduatIon and return home with her.

":-~his I. agreed to do and a week before graduation date I 'went
to KIrksvIlle to sit in class and attend all the dass functions and
observe tl~e endless procession of the 'lame, tlle halt, the blind' in
wheel c.halrs, on crutches, and with canes keep their appointments
a~ _~he .mfirnlary...At one time I counted three hundred patients
attcndmg the chmcs. Naturally I ,vas impressed but not persuaded.
"_~t the end of her first year in school my sister had entirely
regamed her bealth and the use of her limb.
.. I shal! never forget that graduation night. When Dr. Still
handed out the diplomas and made some special mention of my
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lvIrs. F. They said that they had seen a sign, Dr. Effie Sisson,
Osteopathy, and were curious. '\\111at is osteopathy?' they asked.
With apologies for no chairs and no furniture, the ladies were
informed concerning the ne\v method of treatment and 'were so
interested they insisted on having all examination there and then.
So· one stood while the other had an examination. This was done
by the light from the street lamps as her own lights had not been
turned on. 'Thus the first of a continuous stream of patients
received her treatment.
"The practice gTe,," rapidly until my sister couId not keep up
\vjtll it and an assistant had to be sent for from Kirksville. By
the time I graduated all I had to do was to take off my coat and
go to work, and I have not stopped for thirty-eight years.
"In the meantime, there was no law pennitting an osteopathic
physician to obtain a license to practice in California and the State
Board of .l\Iedical Examiners sent threatening letters to us and
orders to cease practice, or suffer prosecution. Fortunately, in
1901, we secured our own law, ,giving us a Board of Examiners of
our O1VIl. I was made a member and its first secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Effie was vice-president of the charter state association fanned
in 1900.
"Dr. Ada naturally came to California and located in San Rafael,
later moving to Santa Rosa \"here she practiced for many years.
She is now retired but still vigorous and full of pep at the age of
eighty-four. "
This remarkable story of t11e Sisson family is only one of hundreds \vhich I could relate if space pennitted. But I must bring
this chapter to a close ancI have chosen just one more case history
out of many to illustrate what can be done if a patient, presumably
afflicted with an incurable condition, will remain under osteopathic manipulative treatment as long as necessary.
Sometime dUril1g the spring of 1895 or '90 there came from
Oskaloosa, Kans., to Kirksville for treatment two young Womenthe 1\1isses lVIae ancI Kate Critchfield. IvIiss Kate was assi,gned to
Dr. Charlie StilI and myself 'while I\Iiss .l\iae 'was treated first by
Dr. Sam Landes and later by Dr. Harry Still.
1\1iss Kate's condition was not serious and she made a good
recovery in a few months. But :Miss nlae's case was very difficult.
She had a dorsum dislocatioIl of the hip, the result of an attack of
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cerebrospinal meningitis a few months before she came to Kirksville. Both of these young "wmen were delightful, high type,
splendid girls, and they soon ,yon the hearts of the. oth~r you.ng
people in Kirksville. No persons ever came to KIrkSVIlle WIth
greater confidence in osteopathy than the~e .two. .'
'. _
We are indebted to the November, 1898, Issue of The Journal oj
Osteopathy for the fol1mving short history of Miss Ivlae's case:
".l\liss Critchfield's home physicians advised against her coming, because her cOl1dition was such tlmt they did not believe tl?at
she could survive the fatigue of the journey. In the precedlllg
Februarv she had a severe attack of cerebrospinal meningitis,
lying m;conscious for fourteen days. The disease left her in a
pitiable condition. One hip was dislocated and the upper left
portion of the body \vas paralyzed from tlle center of the ba~t.
She could not lift her left ann, and 011e side of her Ileck bemg
paralyzed, it was necessary that her head should be ~ropped up
when not in a recumbent position. She vms able to SIt up but a
small part of the time, and the left part of her body was totally
insensible, so that even pin pricks were not felt. It was III th1s
condition that osteopathy found l\liss Critchfield."
For months treatment consisted only of soft tissue work all the
part of the doctors in charge in an effort to relax the m:lsc1es around
the hip joint. 'Then stretching of the muscles and lIgaments was
undertaken in the hope that eventuaIIy replacement of the head
of the femur into the acetabulum of the pelvic bone could be done.
Even Dr. I-larry doubted whether the dislocation could ever be
reduced and told l\!Iiss Critchfield of his ntisgivings. Yet her confidence in osteopatllY was so great she refused to believe Dr. Hany
and told him that she was going to stay on and give osteopathy
every chance.
.
A few weeks later \vhile walking down the hall III tlle old American Scbool of Osteopathy Infinnary 1 met Miss Critchfield. She
said to me, "Dr. Hildretll, will you come into this room? I want
to talk to VOlt. "
"Dr. Hildreth," she said, "I am going to give up osteopathy
and try sometlling else." For the first time to my knolvledge her
confidence in osteopathy was shaken.
I said to her, "l\iJiss Critchfield, I would not blame you a particle for doing that. Your faithfulness to osteopatlly has been
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wonderful and of such long standing you should be rewarded.
While it is impossible for us to know what the ultimate outcome
will be, I cannot help asking you what you will do if you leave
osteopathy?"
She replied that she was going to Dr. Sayre of New York City,
one of the most noted surgeons of that day.
"Well," I said, "my opinion is that when you turn your back
on osteopathy you will leave behind you the only chance you have
on earth to have that dislocation corrected."
With the tears rolling down her facc, she said, "Dr. Hildreth,
do you believe what you said?"
I replied, "1\105t certainly I do, or I would not have made such
a statement. "

By this time the tears were streaming from her eyes and her
face was red with weeping. She said, "If you feel that way, Dr.
Hildreth, I am going to try it a little while longer."
Two months later wilile treating at the Infinnary, I heard a
commotion out in the hallway. I heard someone laughing, shouting and crying at the same time. 'Vhen I stepped out of my treatment room and looked up the hall I saw Miss Critchfield. She was
walking as straight as anyone could ·walk, laughing and crying in
the same breath; it was not long until everybody in sight and
hearing of that young lYOman was rejoicing with her. Dr. Harry
Still, with the assistance of Dr. Benton Gentry, had set the hip.
Dr. Harry Still by his perseverance and with the aid of this young
woman's unbounded confidence, ,vas able to bring about a cure in
one of the most difficult cases I have ever encountered.
Two important factors stand out in this story: First, IVIiss
Critchfield's limitless confidence gave osteopathy the opportunity
to perfect her cure. Second, Dr. Harry Still's ability, with his
detennination and confidence in osteopathy, brought about that
marvelous result.
Here, Dr. Harry demonstrated not only his ability and courage,
but his loyalty to his father's discovery in a most wonderful "my.
\Ve have chronicled in this book many remarkable cures, some
bordering on the spectacular, and many times seemingly miraculous. IvIiss Critchfield's condition following her attack of cerebrospinal meningitis, as described above, vms a type of condition pronounced absolutely incurable by all other systems of treatment.
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Her parents were wealthy. 1Vloney was no object if the daughter
could be cured; hence, they were able to follow the treatment
indefinitely until a correction of the dislocated hip gave back to
this splendid young woman a perfect fonn and the ability to do
the things other girls did.
Dr. Harry Still and I have been closely associated througho~t
all the years of the development and growth of the osteopathIc
~rofessi~n, and it seems to me tbat no more fitting climax to t~is
group of stories could be found than the one Inst related. It "as
my privilege to stand by and ''latch the progress and observe the
results in this most noted case.
Some eight or ten years later, Dr. Asa Willard ~f Missoula,
Mon t. who had known Miss Critchfield during the time she was
taking'treatment, wrote me that she had bee~ vi~iting him, .accompanied by a party of friends who had been c~Imblllg moun tams.
He reported that Miss Critchfield was not only 111 perfect form, b~t
could travel and climb perilous places as well as any member m
the party.
.
Sometimes I hear our younger men and women in our profeSSIOn
say that they failed to get satisfactory technic while in college a~d
wished that they had had the opportunity to get it from Dr.StIll.
Listen, my dear young friends, Dr. Still \vas .his own tec~mcIa~,
studied and formulated his own technic, learnmg by expenence III
twisting and turning the body how to relieve distur~ed nerves.
You can do the same. If Dr. Still alone could aecomphsh all that
he did, you should be able to go much further by simply following
the pathway he marked. Dr. Still had the "courage of Ius convictions" and was able to accomplish the dream of hiS lIfe.
Again, could Dr. Still make the discovery he. did and succeed
alone as he succeeded, we as osteopathic phySICIanS should, WIth
the example he set, and with the knowledge of the results he ~b
tained ,.. .ith his hands, accomplish even greater thmgs than he dId.
There is no excuse for any osteopathic physician who understands
the fundamental principle in osteopathy to fail, provided he follows the teaching of the man who gave our profession to the world.
\Ve have in our profession a blind man who studied osteopathy
in the late nineties. He studied by having his lessons read to
him. His sense of touch was very acute so that when he began
treating patients, he was able to detect and correct lesions better
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than students '\"ho were not handicapped. His success in practice,
while not perhaps phenomenal, yet was very satisfactory. \Vhen
visiting me only a fe,v years ago, he said, "Dr. Hildreth, do you
know I could retire from practice if I so desired! I have earned
enough to last me for the rest of my life, but I cannot retire because
I know that I am able to render a service that is needed by those
,yho are suffering. And it not only helps me to have something to
do, but I am glad to know that I am able to render such a service. "
Think of it, osteopathic physicians! 'I'hink of it, young men and
young women "\vlto study osteopathy! Tltink of this sightless
man, \"ho attained success through his sublime confidence in Dr.
Still's teachings! He had vision, however, a vision of beauty
the perfection and the pmver of natural law as exemplified in tb~
human body. That man's success was due entirely to the fact
that he used only his hands and an osteopathic treatment table.
Yes, you who possess in full all your faculties should realize how
,vell you are blessed, and you should have the confidenc;e that this
friend of mine manifested in such a wonderful way in the law with
,vhich he was dealing, and in the basic principle which made our
great profession what it is today.
Fifty years ago the all of osteopathy centered around one man,
Dr. Andrew Taylor Still. At that time he had demonstrated by
results that he, without doubt, could cure many of the ills of the
human race by the laying on of hands, perhaps not as Jesus did,
but from the standpoint of removing causative factors that produced the disease.
What an example was set hy Dr. Still! What a battle he fought!
Unbounded joy must have filled his soul because he could render in
his humble ,yay such a rare service in the treatment of disease.
,Gradually by the results he secured with his hands, the influence
of that great man's life vmrk spread. lVlore and more suffering
people needed osteopathy until, only a few years later, he was
compelled to establish a college.
By that time the influence of that one life had extended even in
that early day to many other lives and in order that more people
might have the advantage of his system, he decided to teach manipulative therapy based upon physical defects as the cause for disease. Think of it! As has been told elsewhere in that beginning
class which was organized October 3, 1892, there ,vere only seven-
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teen members ,vho had enlisted to study osteopathy, the Old
Doctor himself as President and chief instructor in that school.
From then on to the present time the reputation of this great man,
and his even greater discovery, have grown and spread until today
there are over 9,000 osteopathic physicians on earth and more than
2,200 students in our six colleges recognized by law in every state
in this Union.
Then, a one man influence; nmv a world wide influence-his
shadmv continues to lengthen.
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PART II

INTRODUCTION
PAR!' two of this book is composed of chapters written by six
of my very good friends-men who have held high positions in
organized osteopathy. All but two of them have been presidents
of the American Osteopathic Association. They have contributed
unstintingly to the best interests of the osteopathic profession.
Each of these men holds the record of baving practiced for more
than thirty-five years, using almost exclusively what is commonly
known among osteopathic physicians as "ten-fingered" osteopathy. They have practiced the kind of osteopathy taught to them
by Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, and for that reason I feel that their
,yords will add to the strength and purpose of tbis book.
Part two is, in reality, their chapters-their book, if you
will; they are responsible for everything that they have to say.
The personal experiences of these ...videly known, successful osteopathic physicians will be a revelation and an inspiration, I am
sure, to many of my readers.
'The ,vriter is grateful to these men for their splendid contribution to this work.

CHAPTER XXIV
EARLY DAYS OF OSTEOPATHY
By CAR~ P. MCCONNIl~~, D. O.
Graduate, American School of Osteopathy, Class '96.
President, American Osteopathic Association, 1904.
Co-Author with C. C. Teall, D.O., in an osteopathic textbook, "The
Practice of Osteopathy".
Awarded Distinguished Service Certificate of the American Osteopathic Association for osteopathic research and literary work.

My introduction to osteopathy was as a patient of Dr. Charles
E. Stin at Red Wing, Minnesota, in August, 1894. A few days
later I met Dr. A. G. Hildreth who had come there to take over
the practice while Dr. Charlie was on a vacation.
Iv1y affliction was diagnosed as a beginning atrophy of the optic
nerves, the result of an injury to the. neck, which compelled me to
give up my studies in the University of \Visconsin. I had consulted several specialists and they all agreed that my eondition
,vas hopeless. It \vas as a last resort experiment that osteopathy
was tried.
Improvement in my condition during the summer and autumn
was pronounce~. IvIy personal experience and observation at
Red \Ving were such as to instill confidence in, and enthusiasm
for, osteopathy.
The practice there "ms an extensive one, comprising both acute
and chronic cases. Dr. Charlie had over one luUldred cases of
diphtheria during that spring and summer. His results were
notable. This made a deep impression on me for I was not unfamiliar with the devastating effects of the disease. I occasionally
rode ,vith him ·when he ,vent into the country to visit patients.
In this way, coming in contact with the families of the sick, I
learned considerable of the remarkable work that he was doing
for them.
In October I went to Kirksville. Dr. H. E. Patterson was
secretary of the osteopathic institution. He gave very little
encouragement to anyone at that time to take up the study.
They \vere swamped with patients, several thousancl,\vhich taxed
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their facilities. This, 'with building construction going on, gave
them very little opportunity to organize class work. Finally six
of us persuaded the authorities to let us make a start. Latcr in
the fall a number of others joined the class.
At that time, and for several years aftenvard, ncarly every
student, if not indeed, all of them, entered the study of osteopathy
through direct personal or family experience of the efficacy of
the therapy. Naturally Stich an introduction meant much in
the way of ardency for the science, and instilled a determination
in the student to master it if possible.
This spirit of en thusiasm ,vas most helpful. It carried us
through a period ,,,hen school work was largely unorganized; and
proved of great assistance in the field when osteopathy, like all
pioneering work, had to create its Own public. Each one fully
realized that his future success depended upon being able personally to obtain clinical results. Although the student had ample
opportunity to know what Dr. Still and the fe1v who had then
studied under him 1vere doing, the number who were away from
the home institution could be counted on one's fingers. I~Ie was
confronted by the doubters; those of the most plausible persuasion
being willing to admit the" gift" of Dr. Still and his family, hut
thinking that osteopathic knmvledge could not be taught to others.
This 'Ivas a frequent subject of argument among outsiders even
for some years to come, in spite of the fact that the American
School of Osteopathy was started in 1892 and its graduates were
successful in practice; and that thousands of patients in Kirksville
were being efficiently taken care of by various members of the
Infirmary staff.
Shortly after my arrival in Kirksville, I met the Old Doctor at
his residence. He was at the ,,,ell, getting a drink of water. \\That
impressed me at the time (and that impression has always remained) was his friendliness. There was a word of cheery informal
greeting, and then a sincere inquiry as to one's well-being.~ Indeed,
this has ahvays been an outstanding family trait, of the Old Doctor, Mrs. Still, sons and daughter. I speak of tI,is, for in my opinIOn, such obvious sincerity on tlle part of each has contributed no
little to the development of osteopathy.
For several years I came in close touch with each member of
the family. Each one feIt that the success of the student was
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wrapped up in the welfare of the profession. There was nothing
too arduous for any of them to undertake. They asked just one
thing, and rightly, loyalty to the principles of osteopathy. I feel
at this relatively distant day that none of us fully realize just
wlmt the spirit of the family really accomplished. Their course
was a difficult one; not due to lack of vision, but rather to tlle
vagaries of others.
I spent several months one summer with Dr. Harry Still in
Evanston Illinois. He conducted a large practice, requiring
several assistants. He bad a remarkable c1ien tele, and to this
day I not infrequently hear of the good work he did there. It
was this kind of work, with that done at the parent institution,
that detennined the future of Osteopathy. One should remember
what Dr. Harry's pioneering work at Evanston and then in New
York, similar to Dr. Charlie's in Red ",Ving, meant to Osteopathy.
It meanrthat one could cut loose from all horne tics and assistance
and successfully demonstrate the efficacy of osteopathy in the
field. There were no favors to be obtained, no la,vs to protect,
and no courts to sustain; just a clean-cut 'fight in the open, and on
merit. This is the fighting spirit WiU, which ti,e Still family
embued tlleir followers, first setting the example themselves.
One should realize that in- tlle early nineties Dr. Still's practice
had grown greatly beyond his personal capacity. Literally by
tile tllOusands patients arrived from distant parts. There were
comparatively few competent to assist. The school problem was
acute. Buildings ,vere inadequate. .And tilere were no legislative enactments to uphold the practice.
Naturally we who lived tllIough them frequently recall those
early days of osteopatilY; especially when down through the recent decades problem after problem pertaining to tlle profession
has arisen. \Ve, the present profession, may think that we have
some real problems to solve, and we have, 1\~hich come tumbling
with regularity. But harking back to tlle early days is a wonderful stimulus.
Now these "early days" that I personally k1101" of 1-vere but the
birth pangs of organized osteopathy; and these later ones are the
growing pains of the lusty infant. In one vmy tiley are not to
be compared with the early days of the indomitable pioneering
spirit tlmt preceded tllem. Here ,vas where the measure of tlle
J
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disease is a condition of the body, entirely natural but nevertheless abnonual; and that the first considerations in correcting an
abllonual mechanism are to see that structural parts are intact
and environment hanuonious so that it may be free to express
itself nonually. Osteopathic and surgical practices have abundantIy confinued this viewpoint.
Then, as now, innovation v,,ras fought by bitterness and calumny.
Then, as at tIle present, clinical results interested the public; not
self-constituted authority. This is, as always, the court of final
appeal.
Those earliest years should not be overlooked. They were truly
the foundation years when principles were established. And practical application for the past sixty years bas rested finnly on the
same bedrock.
It was the foundation principles, comprehensive ones, that Dr.
Still fought so hard to develop and maintain. And it was precisely for this that he and his family endured penury and obloquy
in tIle earliest days. No one should make the mistake of thinking
tImt there was no guiding and sustaining force tirrough all of these
yeaT:? But human fortitude was tested to an extreme, and rose
gloriously in the final issue.
As the genius of Dr. Still gradually unfolded, it was encouragement through clinical results that inspired continued study and
therapeutic effort. True. the light led him on; but the hardest of
knocks, social ostracism, was tile price that few, very few, would
have paid. ·When tIle course of years gave him relative affluence,
he never forgot a person who had befriended him in an early day.
I saw this demonstrated time after time.
Occasionally I took short trips with him. He entrusted me
\VitIl the purse. Return tickets \vere ahvays secured at the start;
for before \ve had gone far he always found some old friends who
had met reverses. And mving to friendships of previous years
the contents of the purse rapidly disappeared. "fhis giving, as be
expressed it to me, was a blessed privilege. And he felt the same
about his professional services.
He was a hard student, a keen observer and an indefatigable
worker. And something else: all original thinker. His genius was
of the creative spirit. He clearly saw completeness in nature,
which reflects a consummate order of intelligence. In the tnlest

originating spirit was tested. Fortunately the same genius carried
over and directed the organized activities. But osteopathy had
already been tested beyond a peradventure in the crucible of
actual clinical experience.
It was in the background leading up to organized osteopathy
that the first cntcial battles weTE waged, that experiments were
conducted and theories tested, and that the human element met
trials that few could have '\vithstood. Here was ,,,here osteopathy
rose triumphan t. Although the first chapter of organized osteopathy had struggles aplenty, still one should know of its historical
setting.
A slight acquaintance with medical conditions of the period
prior to 187~1, the date of the discovery of osteopathy, is necessary
to. attain an understanding of the revolutionary meaning of the
SCIence.
This was a period when drastic drugs held s\vay; surgery v.ras a
very last resort, disease-producing bacteria were unknown; the
specialties were undeveloped; and laboratory refinement was
non-existent. Any degree of fever was to be strenuously combated. Knowledge of tocal infections was in the distant future.
And modern sanitation \vas unknmvn.
. The present-day development of medical knmvledge is in striklllg contrast to that of a half-century ago. Through sanitan" knowledge many bacterial diseases are under control. The ~ortality
rate of many diseases has decreased. Life expectancy has increased. A greater knowledge of environmental force~ and hygienic principles has contributed to improved health conditio~s.
A far greater understanding of all the medical sciences has accordingly kept pace.
One of the significant features of all this is the increasing reliance
placed on the natural resources of the body. In other words, the
human organism is given greater opportunity for recovery through
a better understanding of the factors \vhich contribute to health
:vhether ~er~aining to hygiene, diet or surroundings. This settin~
15 very sIgl11ficant for it recognizes the importance of preventioll
and immunity, and that after all reparative processes are inherent.
The fundamentalness of such a recognition is the point that
Dr. Still contended for so strenuously: that the organism should
be given an opportunity to assert itself along nonnal lines; that
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sense he had a profound reverence for nature's activities and
manifestations, that is, as part of divine intelligence. In his
mental action, as I see it, there ,vas a balance of the deductive and
inductive methods. Neither method dominated the man. Each
served a purpose. Intuitively, from the philosophical standpoint, the universal concept predominated. But in the science
development the inductive method, the particular and the experimental, held full s1vay. In a true sense he was blessed by a
mystic consciousness 1vhich no dou'bt sustained him through many
a trial.
A point I 1vish to convey is that study and experiment, continuously so, were his means of extending knowledge and making it
practical. Although there was an abiding faith in the order and
completeness of nature, it was by the sweat of the brow that the
requisite detailed knowledge was obtained. And some of his best
work was accomplished behveen his sixty-fifth and seventy-fifth
years.
Dr. Nettie H. Bolles was our anatomy teacher. Classes were
held in the little cottage 1vhich became knmvn as the "first school
of osteopat1ly. n This v;ras at the time t1le second school, ap imposing building, was being constnIcted.
After a few months' instruction in anatomy and physiology Dr.
Still took us under his personal supenrision for several months.
\Ve met \Vitil him at six-tilirty in t1le morning, never later than
seven, and for two continuous hours he hammered osteopathic
palpation and principles into us. Then we ",vere portioned off to the
Infirmary staff until noon. The afternoon was given over to
class work.
The instruction was on the living subject. There was a great
variety of cases. Nearly every onc, of either the regular or clinical
patients, was delighted to present himself as a subject, especially
under the supenrision of the Old Doctor.
As I look back to this particular experience the 1visdom of Dr.
Still is revealed. He was imbued with the thought that the only
way consistently to teach the student is to see that tile complete
meaning of osteopathic pbilosophy is inculcated. There was no
half-way measure: no suggestion that technic is eit11er just a
method of therapy, or that it is the characterizing feature of osteopathic science. He 'was insistent that the student should attain a
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solid comprehension of the osteopathic biological background.
The technic aspect was relegated to a comparatively minor consideration, depending upon mechanical skill, of course, but as a
means toward an end. He wanted us first to get the palpatory
concept, the structural method of approach, thorough~y.ingrain~d,
and then there would be no likelihood of technic routImsITI, whIch
is so stultifying to skill.
He believed that academic instruction and clinical work should
be presented concurrently. The abstract is of little use u~less it
has concrete support. The various subjects of the curnculu~l
"were approached from t1le osteopatilic vie1vpoint. No doubt It
is in this way that a clinical working knowledge of osteopathy can
be obtained best. This develops the real meaning of body potentialities, of the certainty tilat recovery is necessarily from within,
and of the therapeutic measures that should be enlisted in order
to obtain restoration. It correlates tile several science subjects
so that the student can realize tlIat there is a unif)ring principle
embracinlJ" all so-called departments; and it gives added reason
why stru~tural minutiae are so important, and zest in studying
them.
Dr. Still was a stickler for detail. His consideration of anatomy
took in much more than structure: it also included histology and
physiology and pathology and chemistry. None of these sciences
were dissociate. They comprised a unified whole. Symptomatology
was in t1le same category. The living body must be examined in
its totality.
It is th~ough coordination of brain and hand that the natu:es of
both tile nonnal and tile abnonllal body are sensed. DIsease
cannot be otherwise than a condition. And tile way to get fully
at its root-source is actually to examine the mechanism in detail.
This means a thorough knmvledge of the" feel" of tissue; of its
responses and structural relationships and phy:iological ~nd chemical coordinations; in a word, of the underlymg meanIng of the
tissue changes. The one 1vay to sense structure is througl~ the
or(ran of touch. Touch and sight are t\"'1'0 important sense bndges
be~ween the external world and the brain. Day after day Dr.
StiII pounded these truths home..
".
Such a training is invaluable. It IS somewhat sl111Ilar to the
v>'Ork of the engineering student who combines academic instruc-
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tian with the \vork of the machine shop. After all, osteopathic
measures, in one sense, arc essentially anatomical engineering.
I vividly recall what a difficult time all of us had in learning to
sense the lesions. Dr. Still was patient ,,,ith us but nevertheless
insistent and finn. It seemed hopeless for the first two or three
months, before some sort of comprehension was attained. Of all
of my osteopathic work this was the most trying period. \Ve
simply could not begin to feel, with any degree of certainty, 'what
the trained ones found so apparently easy. Of course we knew
that the others had been through similar trials, and they gave us
encouragement, nevertheless it ,vas a nightmare period that haunt,ed us day and night. We just lived osteopathy. Yet each of us
,vandered and wondered ,vhether he would ever be able to get
anywhere.
I recall that one morning during this time Dr. Harry came into
the room, took in the situation at a glance, and beckoned very
solemnly that he would like to have a ,Yord Witil me. '\Ve went
outside into the halhvay. "Now," he said, "I see that you are
very anxious about your tactual sense." I fervently replied that
I ,vas. "Well, I will give you a splendid formula, one that will
make your sense of touch very acute. Perhaps father has been
holding out on you." I rose to the lure and asked him what it
'was. ""VVhy, just run over to my house and split wood the rest
of the forenoon and your fingers will surely be sensit~ve. "
Dr. Hildreth 'was one of the very earliest graduates. Noone
else has been as close to the Old Doctor and his family as he. His
loyalty and vision and dependability proved a bulwark against
which many a storm raged. His ability and staunchness helped
to organize and direct the profession when it became more than a
family undertaldng. And ever since, he has been an active participant and valued counselor of the profession.
He entered the \vork in thc midst of tile thousand and one
problems clamoring for solution. 'This period for a decade was a
particularly strenuous one. Patients had to be taken care of,
school 'York organized and improved, business situations smoothed
out, new plans developed, and, not least, legislative recognition
secured.
'I'here was no precedent to rely upon. It was strictly pioneering
'work. All of the problems encountered demanded judgment and
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V1SlOll.
They were not just of the moment; the future had to be
considered. -The wonder is that they did so well, that so few
mistakes were made.
Even' one looked to Dr. Hildreth as the "trouble" man in a
legislative impasse. For years he was an authority on le~islati:ve
matters. His services were sought for far and near, to bnng VlCtonT out of apparent defeat. And he often succeeded. His obvious
sin~erity, his belieJ in the justice of the cause, turned tile tide in
many ~ legislative fight. His first-hand acquaintanceship with
both- professional and legislative matters was invaluable.
Fiuhting for the underdog may have its advantages, but in those
b
•
leo-islative
fiahts
it was tile appeal to fmrness backed by unqueso
b
.
tioned clinical results that won tilC day. True, the very bltterness of the opposition standing out in contrast, may have helped
to tunl the tide, but nevertheless ,,,hat stood out as a tower of
strength was the simple justice and right of the osteopathic contention. Dr. Hildreth's ability directly and sincerely to present
his side is what often \von over many legislators.
The one thing that was kept intact was tile principle of osteopathv. If a defeat had to be accepted it simply called for a greater
fut~re endeavor, and it often meant the securing of better results
in the end than earlier success would have brought.
There was a quality of great value that I think comparatively
few have fully realized and appreciated. Those closest to the
Old Doctor were imbued with something akin to a crusade spirit.
As I have intimated, the family spirit was a living reality. They
knew what had been, and could be, accomplished. They were not
opportunists; they were willing to bide their time. It was a
knowledge and faith that grew out of downright experience. It
was neither speculative nor fanciful.
This living faith was kept intact, and its development kept
pace with the grmvth of osteopathy. Indeed, it was the light
which shmvcd the way through many a difficulty: the power back
of even' constructive effort. No better illustration could be cited
from tIle quiet and loving cooperation of ldrs. Still. She was
often consulted. Her opinions were forceful, dignified, and always for the best interests of the whole profession. Blanche StilI
gre·,v up in the mid.st of these experiences. Her training, support
and advice contributed in no small way to osteopatilic develop-
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ment. These statements are not made in any laudatory sense.
They are of the background of osteopathy.
~
.
Tbere 'vas a notable coherency underneath all the activities
comprising the growth of organized osteopathy. Of course there
'"ere many component factors and they had to be welded into a
systematic whole. I do not wish to convey the idea that there
'''ere no minor crossroads. In fact, there were plenty, and no
doubt temporary mistakes 'vere made. But the root-principles,
the general course of direction, were evident. It is the fact that
the nature and strength of the osteopathic school loomed large
,vhich I desire to stress. Difficulty arose in attaining a detailed
sense of proportion.
Everyone kne,,, that we were building for the future. It was
not a matter of personal benefit, as was daily shown by self-sacrifice.
Eminently the foremost question was foundation solidarity. This
was true of both the professional and business development.
Drs. Charlie and Harry, Drs. Hildreth, Alice Patterson, George
Tull, Sam Landes and others were entnlsted with the added burden,
besides staff work, of assisting in the instruction of tlle studen ts.
But the community interest was strong and sympathetic. Each
gave 'without stint the best he had. I still retain the feeling of
how each reacted to the great adventure of being an active participant in helping to deyelop a new system which ,vas brint,.-ing relief
to thousands. They were not insensil?le of their responsibilities,
and ,vorked and studied far into the night to perfect tllemselves.
It was a thri1Hng period surcharged ,vith an unadulterated osteopathy.
It was not a period of compromise or substitution, but clean-cut
osteopatllic work, and a continuous striving, urgently so, to apply
the principles comprehensively. No one entertained a thought
that the last word had been said. Indeed, the Old Doctor emphasized tlle point that only the "tail of tlle squirrel was in sight."
Everyone was encouraged to Dig On. It was a huge clinical
laboratory, and it was osteopatllic, and recovery of patients fully
warranted its development. Success depended dirEctly on results;
this carried its own dramatization.
Dr. Still was very active bOtll in professional ,vork and in teaching. His services Vi'ere sought for in all departments, and freely
given. His profound knowledge and extensive experience were
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ahvays a surprise to all. He could convey so much in a few words,
and could obtain such results in cases which had been a puzzle to
others, that no vmnder he ,,,as held in the greatest respect.
The thino-b which carried the practitioner along ,vas his knowledge
of detailed applied anatomy, how it felt, how it responded, and
how the abnormal varied from the normal. The abundance and
variety of clinical material gave a wealth of experience
.the
living subject. There was no question of the method of chmca!
approach. It ,vas a matter of being able to find and diagnose
and correct the anatomical lesions. Such was the character of
the main stream underlying professional activity.
The majority of cases that came to Kirksville had made the
rounds of medical centers in this country, and in many instances
those of Europe. It is not surprising that the staff felt truly
humble and thankful in being able to bring relief to many of the
sufferers. At the same time the staff were giving ,Of their best to
educate students so that the outside world could be benefited.
It was not a self~centered community, but one perfectly aware of
the many problems and issues.
.
At this particular time and place, in marked contrast
tl~e
generality of history, the prophet was greatly honored 111 Ius
home town. The citizens of Kirksville deeply realized the meaning of osteopathy and what it meant to humanity. They were
kincl1v receptive, and by the hundreds threw their homes open to
patie~ts. They crowded the public lectures of Dr. Still. and helped
in innumerable ways to promote a better understanding of ostEOpathy. lvIany of our best practitioners were the sons and daughters
of Kirksville and vicinity.
One of the striking things relative to osteopathy has been and
is its clientele. Probably no other system of the healing art has a
more intelligent patronage than has osteopathy. There can be
only one explanation-results. Osteopathy has never been advertised in the 'way the term is usually understood. The great
majority of its practitioners, following the example of Dr..S:i11,
have felt that clinical results should be the one means of obtammg
public favor and recognition. Dr. Still's work was noted for
this; even to a point tlmt many patients complained of the dearth
of popular information.
It was largely tile same way when the early graduates fared
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forth, They set up offices, and usually found plenty of work to
do. One difference, however, was present. 'They ran a fair chance
of being haled before the courts for practicing 1"ithout a license.
Rarely "muld a jury c011,vict them. But the situation 'would frequently give an opportunity for the doctor and his friends to go
before the legislature with a bill for osteopathic recognition. This
shows that if a meritorious measure can be brought before the
public and consistently sustained and supported for a period, the
public is almost invariably fair-minded.
Dr. \Villiam Smith, one of the earliest teachers, vms mvay ,vhen
I first went to Kirksville. A short time aftenvard he ,vas back on
the teaching staff. His anatomical training ,vas of the best. He
was a briUiant teacher.
vVithin a year or two Drs. Charles Hazzard, Turner and JYI. F.
Hulett, M. R Clark, C. W. Proctor did excellent work in helping
to further organize the curriculum, and all remained on the faculty
and infirmary staff for several years.
Dr. Turner Hulett was a solid and always dependable counselor.
No one in the profession had the interests of osteopathy more at
heart than he. He probably had a vision of the future of osteopathy that few have attained.
Dr. Charles Hazzard was one of the most painstaking and
popular teachers. His trained and studious mind markedly helped
to develop and organize tile early work; even to the point that
considerable of our literature of today still bears tile inherent
imprint of his vwrk.
JYIy experience in osteopatilY has long since convinced me that
it is a comprehensive system of the healing art. Osteopathy was
originally built upon a practice of "last resort" cases of almost
every description. It bas never been confined to anyone class of
diseases, or tissues, or to anyone region of the body. Indeed its
principles embrace the processes of every part of the body. True}
we still have much to learn; but as each year adds to study and
experience tile fundamental soundness is constantly confirmed.
It is a difficult practice} O1.ving to the complexity of the ·body and
the skill necessary in applying the principles to the very minutiae
of tissues. vVe have had many imitators, which disclose in one
sense the creditableness of osteopathy, but in anotiler 'ivay tilis
no doubt has given a number a false impression of osteopathic
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values. There used to be a saying that osteopathy is all right,
provided the osteopathic physician is skillfully trained. This is
very true. A consistent, systematic viewpoint is essential [or tile
principles touch all the sciences. The real difficulty lies in obtaining tile required skill for thorough application. In no small way
our greatest problems are those that come from witilin the profession.
The matter of legislative recognition is important. Our colleges give a sound course, fitting the graduate for general practice.
The graduate is well worthy of support. He should have full
freedom to apply his method of treatment. The legislator should
be reminded that osteopathic science is far beyond any experimental stage i that it bas brought relief and recovery to untold
numbers; and timt the osteopathic practitioner is keenly aware of
the principles by which he works and keeps fully abreast of scientific advancement.
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The extraordinary immediate cures wrought by Dr. Still were
no more wonderful than some of the less spectacular ones which
took more time if viewed with understanding of the body processes,
but they more strikingly hammered home osteopathy's effectiveness, and most brilliantly demonstrated Dr. Still's insistent contention that structural adjustment which allowed the body's
own fluids and forces nonnal freedom would bring about correct
functioning.
Through the impression some of these unusual cures made, I,
like a number of others in the early days, was finally convinced in
spite of myself, of osteopathy's worth. I was persuaded to study
in spite of associations and personal and family prejudices for
"repular" medicine. Our family physician was my uncle, Dr.
A.
\Villard, and he had influenced me to consider studying for
the practice of medicine. Needless to say he considered osteopathy as a profession unthinkable ,vhen the opportunity to become
an ThiLD. was available. He and the Old Doctor became quite
chummy in later years, and it was 1110st interesting to hear those
two, each around eighty-five years of age, exchange reminiscences
of practice as they sat on a shaded back porch during summer days.
As a youngster I \vas not really greatly impressed vdth osteopathy even though I saw numbers of patients come to Kirksville
and go away cured. I recall very distinctly the particular case
which definitely changed my mental attitude. It was that of J\lary
Mitchell, daughter of saintly, kindly Dr. ]. B. Mitchell, pastor
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church of Kirksville, of which
my family were members. Dr. Hildreth narrates it on page 14
of this book. The remarkable results achieved in this, the case
of an intimate friend, Dr. J\!Iitchell's grateful mentioning of it in
the pulpit one Sunday morning, and his prayer for Dr. Still, were
lastingly impressive. As ,ve continued to see cures wrought, skepticism and incredulity were replaced by wonder, interest, and
admiration for Dr. Still and his work. Sick and crippled people
came to Kirksville in increasing numbers. They seemed to come
from everywhere and from every social plane.
There was the old colored malumy who came up from near
Thilacon, Mo., with a "misery in de haid" of long standing which
Dr. Still cured in one treatment. Then in lieu of receiving a fee
he gave her money to buy her ticket back home though she gratefully avO\ved willingness to "stay an' wash it out."

CHAPTER X:.XV
REMINISCENCES AND OBSERVATIONS
By ASA WILLARD, D. O.
Graduate, American School of Osteopathy, Class '00.
President, American Osteopathic Association, 1D2.5.
Awarded Distinguished Service Certificate of the American Osteopathic Association for legislative, literan.', and organization
activities.
Present Secretary of the National Board of Examiners for Osteopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.

I Al\I keenly appreciative of the invitation of m},lonlT-time
friend ,
b
Dr. Hildreth, to ,vrite a chapter of "reminiscences and observations" for this book. I hesitated only because his contacts with
events and people associated with the early history of osteopathy
\vere so intimate and interesting, and he has been so a part of
the osteopathic profession's activities ever since, that I would
wish to SEe him utilize all the available space.
Dr. Hildreth, in ,extraordinary degree, has exemplified that
fervent devotion to osteopathy which characterized those who had
personal contact with the founder, Dr. Still. 'The Old Doctor was
110 cold-blooded scientist who looked upon a patient as a test tube
and was merely interested in the reactions occurring therein. He
was a scientist, but intensely human and kindly. Each patient
to him was a lUIman being in distress. Those who knew him and
his work went out with the thou b 11t of puttinoover a bareat hub
manity benefiting philosophv. In more recent vears £ome in the
osteopathic profession, witI; a note of depreci~tion for the fervency and supreme faith of the earlier practitioners, and with
what they feel is a scientific attitude, have expressed the thought
that the day of "religious fervor" and "prayerful devotion" in
behalf or their profession by the osteopathic graduates is gone.
~ l~ow that such is not tnle of some recent graduates and I hope
It IS not of a large proportion. Such enthusiasm, devotion, and
willinf,'11ess to sacrifice for something felt to be a world benefiting
movement is just as essential to bringing osteopathy to where it
will be the greatest blessing to the most people as is its continued
scientific development.
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Then there ,vas United States Senator J. B. Foraker's family
from Ohio. At that time probably no man in the United States
outside of the President himself had greater influence than Senator
Foraker.
But the misery of the old negro mammy and other humble ones
w~s on the same plane with the Old Doctor as were the physical
mlsfortt~nes of the Foraker family. And the Forakers, being
really ~lg folks, appreciated that in the Old Doctor, rather than
harbonng resentment at not receiving his more exclusive consideration because of their station in life, as did some well-financed
and well-veneered lesser lights who sometimes sought service.
In May of 1924 at osteopathy's fiftieth anniversary celebration
at Kirksville the writer had charge of the memorial exercises for
the Old Doctor and among other notables from all parts of the
country there to pay tribute to the memory of Dr. Still, ,vhom I
was privileged to introduce to the concourse of people who were
crowded into the huge '"reachers College Auditorium, ,vas that
grand old lady Mrs. ]. B. Foraker. After the exercises she asked
United States Senator Willis of Ohio to bring me to her. "Dr.
\Vlllard," she said, "I've read several times a story, as quoted
from you, about a little crippled charity patient that Dr. Still
showed you hmv he ,'ranted you to treat, as together you sat on a
bench in his backyard. You said that he became so interested
that he forgot all about a United States Senator's wife who had
be~n announced as 'waiting in the parlor and started with you
to tlre Infirmary across tlre street. Mrs. Still had to call him back.
~ow I've often ,vondered and have meant to write and ask you
If I was the Senator's wife?" \Vhen I told her she ,vas she said
"I
'
,
snspected as much. If I had known Dr. Still as well ilien as
I did a little later I shonld have 'trapsed' right around to that
backyard 'when I first came. "
The incident of the nineties which inspired the play" Crutches
for Sale" is a true story. A beautiful young lady from tile south
central part of lVlontana was accompanied to Kirksville by her
father, a well-to-do rancher. She was on crutches. She had been
thrown from a horse and as a result of the injuries sustained 'vas
paralyzed in her lmver limbs. Previous to coming to Kirk~vi11e
she had been taken to specialists in some of tile large cities and
her case had been pronounced hopeless. The trip to Kirksville

was made against the outspoken and bitter opposition of her
allopathic physician at home. He had sent her to the eastern
specialist whose knowledge of such conditions, he felt, was supreme,
and he had expressed himself that he regarded it as a senseless
procedure for the young lady to now be subjected to the ministrations of a quack, and perhaps further injury.
Dr. StiJI himself examined her at the Infirmary the morning she
arrived with her father. He said the trouble was due to subluxations in the lmver spine and in the sacra-iliac articulation. After
a few manipulations he talked to her awhile and then told her to
try to walk. She said she could not without her crutches. Dr.
Still pushed her from the treatment table upon which she sat.
To her amazement she did not fall. She said, "]\tIy legs feel
alive." She slid one foot fonvard hesitatingly, then the other.
\Vith diffidence she went out into the large corridor between the
rooms for treatment, her father close by her side, holding her
crutches, his face a mixture of doubt, anxiety, and amazement.
W1ren they reached the lobby of the building, tile father stretched
both arms above his head '''lith a crutch in either hand and shouted,
"\Ve've got crutches for sale! Crutches for sale!"
AmonO" other visitors, patients and friends of patients, assembled
b
in the lobby was Robert Darton, an old English actor, and fonner
staO"e manager for the celebrated tragedian, Edwin Booth, and
'ivh~ had also been with the English company of Henry Irving.
The dramatic features of the incident so appealed to him t1lat ~le
collaborated \vitil Dr. William Smit1l, a Scotchman, and a grad·
uate of Edinburgh University, ,,,ho taught anatomy in the first
school of osteopatlly, and wrote a play called" Crutches for Sale."
After it had been repeatedly played, the theme appeared in novel
foml by the novelist and historian, JOIUI R. :rVlusick. At the
suO"aestion of Dr. Hildret1l, I list, duplicating from an announceeo
h
ment
appearing at the time, the first cast of local players w l'
llC
presented this play to tile students and citizens of Kirksville.
Dr. William Smitll and Robert Darton have passed beyond, but
the other lnembers of the cast, I believe, are still1iving and from
the manager, noW Dr. Frank Heine of Greensboro, N. C., and Dr.
Vl. J. Conner, who is still "Himself" at Pasadena, Calif., dmvn
through the list will be noted a number whose names are listed in
the current American Osteopathic Association's Directory as
practicing osteopathic physicians.
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ion Clark were taking care of me and Dr. Charlie told my class
over at the school after I had been ill five weeks that I could not
possibly get well. The Old Doctor beard of that and walked in
at our home at 811 South Franklin Street in Kirksville before six
o'clock tlle next morning. His early goings about were common
knmvledge among those close to him. He sat down by the bed
and ran his hands over my body and did a little manipulating
about the lower splanchnic area. Standing up, he asked, "Are
you quitting, Asa?"
"No," I said.
"Stay with it, you "ill bum it out," said the Old Doctor.
I have thought often of the significance of that statement in
the last few years when reading and hearing in professional circles
of "friendly fever" and of various methods used actually to induce
fever, such as malarial and proteid injections, and machines to
produce heat in the body. In an age when drugs were f,riven to
stop fever and the general attitude towards it was, in effect, almost as though it vms a disease itself, Dr. Still seemed to bave a
clear picture of fever as an important ally in the body fight to
overcome infection.
In passing, I should like to make the point here that osteopathy,
through Dr. StilI, was first demonstrated upon acute cures-this
contrary to the idea held by many laymen and quite generally
fostereci by allopathic doctors ,vho do not damn it in its entirety
but who say that osteopathy is all right for certain chronic joint
conditions. Dr. Still ,vas practicing old-school medicine before he
discovered osteopathy. It was the loss of his three children
through spinal meningitis that so definitely proved to him the
inadequacy of drug treatment and caused him to cut loose from
the old practiee and launch out independently. His first experiments were upon acute cases. As the good results he attained
began to attract attention, those patients with chronic ailments
unrelieved by "old school" methods of practice came to him. J\1any
of them were cured, some almost miraculously. Others carne, and
osteopathy's prestige increased as a metllOd of curing chronic
cases given up as incurable by other metllOds.
Osteopathy has proved itself to be a system of general practice.
It is even more effective in acute than in cbronic cases, and as the
school which Dr. Still founded at Kirksville in 1892 gre,Y from its
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In contrast \ViUl the cases of quick restoration such as those
narrated, there were many 'which required patient, painstaking
treatment over a long period to affect abnormal tissue, fibrous
thickenings about joints, tendon shortening, muscle contractures,
etc., incident to other structural derangements which had existed
in many instances for years. The ultimate results were as gratifying even if not as spectacular as in the quickly cured cases. In
some such cases, even the operators at the Infinnary, \yorking
under Dr. Still,hacl the pleasure of seeing osteopathy, 1,vhen given
its complete opportunity, aid Nature to a recovery, \vhich they
did not think possible, and these operators at times had the experience, 'which later came to each of us who practiced osteopathy for
some years, of seeing the disease fighting agencies of the body, when
aroused to its aid, throw' off the infection of an acute condition and
then seen its recuperative forces bring about recovery when the
situation seemed hopeless. Even Dr. Charlie Still, though so close
to the Old Doctor and seeing results daily that looked like miracles,
has had the experience of seeing osteopathy go farther in its helpfulness than looked capable of accompIislunent. As ,vitness:
In tlle fall of 1899 when I "ms a senior in the American School
of Osteopathy I contracted a severe case of typhoid fever. For
four weeks my temperature would reach] 04 to 105 degrees Fahrenheit each day, usually the latter. Dr. Charles Still and Dr. Mar-
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small beginning and its graduates spread to the fOUf corners of
the country, they more and more found opportunity for acute
practice. Extraordinary work was accomplished in obstetrics
and in the gynEcological field. All phases of acute practice were
handled with splendid results. Then came the great influenza
epidemic of ] 918. It was osteopathy's greatest opportunity to
demonstrate its 'worth in acute practice, and its practitioners responded nobly. JYrany citizens called an osteopathic physician
when one of their family became ill because they could get no
other, and then, 'when the next illness came, they called him because they wanted no other, and then the neighbors called him.
In the streets, in elevators, on street cars, you could often hear,
"If I get the 'flu', I want osteopathy." In :&./Iontana the osteopathic physicians treated 4,480 cases, many with pneumonia,
and lost bnt thirty-nine or less than 1 per cent. The State Health
office reported a mortality rate of 9 per cent for all :&.'Iontana.
During the epidemic osteopathy generally achieved these gratifying resul ts.
A third of a century ago I graduated, feeling that osteopathy,
given a fair chance, and properly applied, ,vould result in releasing
Nature's forces to the extent that almost any disease could be
eradicated from the sick body. From the early times when the
IVlontana by-roads were traveled on a cayuse to reach patients
down to the present automobile and airplane era, those years of
continuous general practice have proved to me that my youthful
conception was sound. I have often seen osteopathy achieve
surprising results when even the "fair chance" seemed lacking.
In February, 1900, ]. E. J\IIorse, a 1,vealthy stock and business
man and the mayor of Dillon, Montana, telegraphed to Dr. StilJ
asking him to send an operator to treat his son and playmate
each of ,,,hom had had some sort of a paralysis affecting a lower
limb. Dr. Still sent me. The condition proved to be infantile
paralysis. Osteopathic treatment was successful in these cases
and years later both of the boys served in the World War.
Since then, in a rather large experience virith infantile paralysis,
I have observed several hundred cases of that disease and know
now from that experience, that osteopathy, rightly applied in the
acute stage, ,,,ill save more patients from death and do more in
preventing paralysis than any or all other agencies combined.

Among many dozens of cases of scarlet fever osteopathical~y
cared for in those years I have never seen a death or an evillasting aftermath. Osteopathic treatment kept thc circulatiou
moving, avoided congestion, and prevented the poisons from the
infection settling in one location where they Inight have done permanent harm to the tissues.
I have seen osteopathy applied to diphtheria cases when no
antitoxin was used, and when antitoxin was used, and if one of
my children had diphtheria today and 1 had to choose between
all other agencies of therapy and osteopathy, I would choose the
latter.
I have seen pneumonia cases that I am sure would have died
had they had everything else in therapy, and uot had osteopathy.
There has been improvement in the practice of medicine generally. We are in an age of prophylaxis. But with all the serums
and vaccines, most of which are here today and gone tomorrow,
osteopathy has proved itself to me as the most effective disease
preventing agency of the age. No osteopathic practitioner. who
has cared for patients through a period and seen them practIcally
free from that American bane, colds-when even in spite of cold
serums and vaccines they previously had had one cold after another-but what will support this experience. He v.rill affinn it,
too, as I have with my experience, as to other disease conditions.
I am grateful for having been permitted to have had even a
lesser share in the early development and recognition of osteopathy which has within it such possibilities for the relief of human
defo~nity and suffering. Those who choose it for their life's v{~rk
will constantly have an opportunity for effective helpful servIce
to their fellowman.
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CHAPTER XXVI
AFTER FORTY YEARS
By CHARLES HAZZ/~.RD, PH. B., D. O.
Graduate, American School of Osteopathy, Class '07.
President, American Osteopathic Association, 1903.
Awarded Distinguished Service Certificate of the American Osteopathic Association for pioneering in osteopathic teaching,
literature, and organization.
Present- Vice-President of the New York State Board of :rvledical
Examiners.
Present President of the National Board of Examiners for Osteopathic
Physicians and Surgeons.
Author of osteopathic textbooks.

DR. STILL ,vas a true physician at heart. All his interest, study,
thought were directed toward the relief of suffering. He did not
want others to suffer as he had suffered in the death of his children. To him disease \vas a challenge; his restless mind '''ould
never be satisfied until he had worked out a way to conquer it.
lt was because of this that a new kind of medical thought began
to grow in Dr. Still's mind. He never planned to make a new
school of healing. It is douhtful if at first he thought anytlling
about a new school. As his work gre,v he began to need help, so
he taught his sons and neighbors. I-Ie told them his principles
and showed thelTI how they might be applied. But for many
years he did no writing desif,.rned to state the osteopathic viewpoint
scientifically and for textbook purposes. It has always been my
impression that he felt that his ideas could not be transmitted by
·writing. In those days, according to Dr. Charlie Still, people
used to say: "There will be no more osteopathy after Dr. Still
is gone." Other books on osteopathy were ·written before he
seriously took up his pen for this purpose. The school had grown
up about him. Laws were being enacted in various states. These
required a prescribed course for the teaching and licensing of
osteopathic doctors. Something had to be done to meet these
requirements. Osteopathy's fundamentals had to be formulated
and stated in a manner to allmv of their teaching. It \vas thus
that osteopathy as a science was born. As an empirical system,
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to be taught by ,voru of mouth and demonstration only, it could
not have gone far. It was the very fact that the principles of
osteopathy were such that tltey could be formulated into a body
of scientific Imowlcdge which could he taught tlmt led to the
founding of the science upon a substantial basis.
Thus it was that my own early days in Kirksville were lived
in the midst of a science in tlle making. It has always been a
matter of pride to me tlmt I had much to do with osteopathy at
that stage.
\Vhat the future of osteopathy would be, no one knew. Everyone assumed that it would be a glorious future. But how vwuld the
tide turn? The town ,vas full of patients from far and ncar. Students were beginning to come. :NIoney was bef,rinning to flow in.
Should the StiUs become a closed corporation and keep in the hands
of father and sons tile fortune that tile future promised? That
the promoters promised them great tilings if they would do so, I
know. Great wealth could have been tileirs. But Dr. Still
had never hitched his wagon ~o the star of Ambition. His pole
star, by tradition, by instinct, by inheritance and by training was
the star of Service. To serve mankind ,vas bred in the bone of
him, by inheritance from his medical and missionary forebears.
./
He says: "At that time (1892) many came and asked me to
teach them how to cure tile sick. I hesitated, as teaching had
not been the business of my life; but as I had four children whom
I wanted taught tile principles and philosophy which I had proved
to be master of disease in so many places, I concluded to hire Dr.
\ViIliam Smith of Edinburgh, Scotland, to f,rive tllem training in
anatomy and physiology, which ,vas the foundation on which I
had succeeded in all tile diseases I had cured by the new method
'osteopatiTY' and WitllOut a drug."
When 1 arrived in Kirksville on January G, 189G, and for many
years tilcreafter, tile first school of osteopathy, tile little frame
building on \Vest Jefferson Street, vms still in existence. But the
second school of osteopatlly, a fine red brick building, just acrosS
the street, had recentiy been completed. This was not a large
builcling, but it was complete and convenient as a school and
infirmary building. At tllat early date it was equipped with
x-ray apparatus. It was later added to, front and back, and 1)(;came what is now lmown as :NIemorial Hall.
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The world had already worn a path to Dr. Still's door. He
had shown it that he could cure tile sufferers ,vhom medicine
could not. IVlany wonderful cures were being accomplished at
Kirksville, and the news spread around the world. In fact, so
many heretofore impossible things ·were done that they seemed a
little short of miraculous. I well recall the one such case, occurring
in my mVll experience in those early years, which went far in fixing
me firmly in the faith.
This vms known as the Lorna Shelton case. This girl. twclltyeight years of age, had been blind since the age of five, when she
had had a bad fall Qut of a swing. This injured her head, neck,
and spine, anel she became blind within six months. Nothing could
be done for her by "old school" physicians, though every effort had
been made. After twenty-three years of blindness she came to
I<irksville. She could see nothing, but could clistinguish light from
darkness with one eye. She had been treated for a short time in
the clinic. I treated her about hvo years. Eventually correction
of lesions of atlas and axis, and of the cervical and upper dorsal
spine secured results. 'I"he adjustment of these lesions restored the
sympatlletic nerve control of the circulation to the optic nenres
and retinae. Very slowly vision began to return. There came
the day when she could see a handkerchief protruding from the
'pocket of my coat. I..ater she could distinguish the color of my
suit, could read large print, could see the outline of a house, could
tell what ,vas passing along tlle road, etc.
'Thus a practical cure vms effected. That such a result was
possible after so many years of blindness ,vas a thing that even
the most sanguine would not 11ave believed possible.
It has many times been demonstrated that time, patience, and
fixing the lesions accomplish wonders unheard of before the advent
of osteopathy.
The students lived in such an atmosphere. At this early date
Ule course of instnlction meant, practically, committing Potter's
"Human Anatomy" to memory Witil supplemental reading or
Gray's" Anatomy." This study of anatomy was supplemented
by lectures on osteopathy by Dr. Still and the staff. After this
first six months in anatomy, the students were assigned to members of the staff in the clinic rooms, assisting in and observing the
treatment given.
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Such was the course of instruction prior to the enactment of the
l\JiSSOllri osteopathic Imv in 1897. But Dr. Still kne\v how to
train osteopatllic physicians. He taught many who made notable
successes. One of the most successful practiced for years in a
larere
city
b
_., and I have been told tlmt tllis man never used a clinical
thennometer except upon one occasion. In tilis epic stage of the
development of his science, Dr. Still decried the use of tile tllerrnometer. His favorite term for it was "pig tail." He ,vould
berate us soundly for not having tile gumption to know when a
patient had a fever without" sticking a pig~tail into his mouti1-"
However, it had been given to Dr. Still to have an amazing
power or intuition not vouchsafed to ordinary mortals. Also, his
)'ears of experience, coupled with his remarkable pmvers of observation and deduction enabled him to spot tile patient's condition unerringly.
So it was that he had no usc for textbooks on dnlg treatment.
They were too representative of the old tradition in medicine, to
bre;k awav frOlTI which was his life's battle. He says: "Early
in life I began to hate drugs. IV1y father was a doctor. I studied
in his office, taking up the practice of medicine with him, as was
the custom of the times." Later he took a course of instruction
in the Kansas City School of Physicians and Surgeons.
He knew how to train osteopathic physicians, and he was ",-illing
to let it b0"0 at tilat. It was in J'ust tilat way that he ,von his fight
to establish tile tnlth of osteopathy. Osteopathy he gave us;
osteopathy we should foster and develop, in spite of the cllanges
time has ,vrought since state laws laid down prescribed courses as
a basis for legal recognition and regulation of our practice.
IVlecIical opposition to osteopathy "vas from the outset strenuous and bitter. But it ,vas also unorganized and unscientific.
Had we, in those early days, been compelled to meet tile cunning
and highly organized medical opposition that now confronts us,
it seems certain that our progress ,,,ould have been much more
difficult. As it was, state after state fell into line before the osteo-'
pathic onslaught. \Ve should never forget that these battles
were won upon tile basis of ,,,hat osteopatlly was doing to benefit
mankind.
The legislative needs of osteopatilY produced a brilliant legislative strategist in tile person of Dr. Arthur G. Hildreth. To him

ri
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we pay the homage due to one of the truly great among us. His
winning personality, his transparent honesty, his compelling earnestness, and his 'whole-souled belief in the justice of the cause
made him a mighty conqueror for osteopathy. There ,vere fe,,"
states in which he was not enlisted for the battle. No other man
has done as much toward putting osteopathic laws upon the
statute books.
Dr. Hildretb secured the passage of the l\!Iichigan osteopathic
law virtually single-handed. In the year .1897, Hon. Thomas F.
Can'oll, Postmaster of Grand Rapids, ."vas under the treatment of
Dr. Harry Still in Chicago. NIr. Carroll was a man of much political influence in his state. It was he and Dr. Hildreth who secured this legislation. This law was patterned upon the I\1issouri
la,,,, tllen recently passed.
No more staunch pillar of osteopathy ever lived than Dr. Harry
Still. I have always admired the sterling character and innate
mental ability of the man. He made osteopathy well known in
Chicago. Here he carried on a successful practice by correcting
osteopathic lesions. He treated many prominent and influential
people, such as the Cudahys, J. V. FanveIl, tile family of I\.1ayor
Carter Harrison, Col. H. H. Rogers of NeVI' York, and ~anY oth~rs.
He thus laid a strong foundation for osteopatilY in Illinois, which
was ably built upon by his successors in the profession. Later,
as the financial genius at the back of the Kirksville and aIlied
institutions, he carried on for the cause in an able 'thOlwh
retiriuO'b
0
manner. No other man in our profession could have done for it
what hc did.
Charlie and Herman Still, the Pattersons, \-Vash Conner, Joe
Henderson, Turner Hulett, Nettie Bolles, Carl P. McConnell
and various other dyed-in-the-,vool products of the Old Doctor's
faith and skill were upon the staff in those days.
Dr. Still was a man of simple dignity. He was a natural and
untrammeled individual. He did what he liked. He wore his
trousers tucked into his boot-tops because he liked them that
,vay. He spoke in parables. In speaking before his classes he
was often so allegorical tlmt, even if one knew his manner of speech·
lYell, it was difficult to follow him.
It ,vas known among a number of his acquaintances that he
foretold the victory of Dewey at the Battle of Manila Bay. He
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said that he could see the ships under the water. Dr. Still possessed psychic pmvers because of his ability to foretell correctly
happenings near and far.
Apropos to this, the following appeared in a recent editorial in
the New York Ti-mes: '\.-The reality of at least one class of these
(psychic) phenomena, he (Aldous Huxley) believes has been demonstrated beyond all reasonable doubt. 'I'his is 'cryptesthesia,'
,vhich includes telepathy, clairvoyance, psychometry, water
divining, and all other forms 01 unusual perception not passing
through the ordinary channels 01 the senses. "
The school was now (1900) quite large. ~rhere were about
seven-hundred students enrolled. All of the states and some
foreign countries were represented in the student body. This ,vas
a stage of gradual transformation of the institution. It now became almost entirely college. The infirmary practice had grown
much less. This was, of course, for the reason that osteopathic
physicians were becoming ,veIl distributed over the country. In
those days it was the practice for a patient to offer inducements
to a promising student to go into practice in the patient's home
town. Often a "class" of ten or twenty patients would be promised as an inducement. Thus it was common enough to see a
young doctor step at OIlce into a flourishing practice. 1\lany of
these did exceedingly well in thus being introduced to a clientele
of the very best people in a town, lor the original Kirksville patient
had generally been one 01 prominence in his community. The
interest of people of such standing was, indeed, a most valuable
aid in the dissemination of osteopathy.
The late Col. A. J..... Conger 01 Ohio, at one time Republican
National Committeeman, 'was taken in a private car from Boston
to Kirksville while suffering from an apoplectic stroke. He was
treated by Dr. Still and the staff and received remarkable benefit.
Another family of staunch supporters vms that of the late Han.
Joseph B. Foraker of Ohio, former Governor and United States
Senator. They brought a young son to Kirksville for a serious
cardiac disease which threatened his life. The child recovered and
gre'" to manhood. Years later I treated this young man in Ne,v
York. The great influence of Senator and ]'vIrs. Foraker was
many times an important aid to our cause in Ohio and in the
country at large.
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. A nother prominent believer in osteopathy is IvII. Paderewsld,
'who has for years adllcred to this treatment. In connection with
this man, I had an interesting experience. Calling at his hotel
one morning to treat him, I was met by J\IIme. Paderewski, who
told me that he was asleep, but tllat, as he had a very bad cold,
she was anxious that he should not miss the treatment. I told
her that it did not matter if he were asleep, that I could treat him
anyhow. This I proceeded to do. He was entirely compliant,
yielding easily to a push to get him into the desired positions, so
that I thought he km.''\v what was going all, but that, through
sonmolence, he preferred silence to speech. However, upon my
rehtnl in the evening he assured me that he had not knov.m. of tlle
morning treatment.
In more than hventy states of the Union, graduates of our
colleges take and pass the same examinations, in all subjects, as
arc taken by the graduates of allopathic colleges. About the year
1899, Doctors Gilman S. and George D. \\'beeler, of J'vlassachusetts,
graduates of A.S.O., passed the state board medical examinations
in that state, and practiced there for lTIany years. In that state
at that time it was not necessary for an applicant to be a graduate
of a medical college in order to be admitted to examination.
Ahvays it has been tnle of the osteopatllic profession tlmt it was
able to live up to a high standard of education. \Ve tl111S builded
wisely and surely a foundation for a great profession. This 'vas
another evidence of tlle vital quality of our system of practice,
and lead to the pemmnence of its existence. 'Thereby we contributed to tlle high quality of our personnel and attracted an excellent
clientele throughout the world. Thc progress of osteopathic education is a triuTIlph.
It has, in fortY'-Jive years, raised its educational requirements to
the practical equivalent of those of the best medical schools, a
standard to which medicine has required hundreds of years to
attain. Thus has osteopathy acquired the dignified and useful
status of a leanled profession.
OsteopatllY has, from its beginning, attracted to its support the
most prominent people. This is testimony to the importance of
its cures, for these people have been able to command the best
medical service. That tllese \yere strictly osteopathic cures adds
to the argument for the strict maintenance of the distinctive osteo-

pathic quality of our work, and the"'system should be maintained
as a distinctive practice of the healing art. No other healing movement in history has equalled the stride of osteopathy in its worldsweep. It has profoundly affected alike the life of the people, and
the status of medical science. Its influence upon medical thought
today is greater than ever before. It has turned the attention of
the medical and scientific world to biochemistry. One sign of
this is seen in the wide use made of the so-called" biologicals" by
the medical man of today. Osteopathy has forced a change in
the whole theory of medical therapeutics. The drastic dosing of a
generation ago has given ,yay to lUore rational methods. Nature
is now given a chance to aid in the cure. It remained for osteopathy to blaze the trail to a ne," concept, which has been, consciously or unconsciously, accepted by a large part of the medical worlel;
namely, that the biochemistry of the human body is fundamental
to all curing of disease. "The body has its own drug store within
it, " said Still.
OsteopatilY laboratory research, so well begun by Carl P.
J\1cConneIl and so well carried on by Louisa Burns, the A. T. Still
Research Institute and more recently by "\T. Kelman l'vIacelonald
of Edinburgh, Scotland, pointed tile way to this now universally
accepted principle fundamental to any rational method of cure.
Thus have Dr. Still's disciples carried on along the trail he marked,
and built upon the immutable principles he laid dm't'1l. "D. O.
Ineans Dig On," said the founder.
Some medical man is quoted as saying recently that in ten
years there would be left only three kinds of doctors of medicine:
the orthopedist, the surgeon, and the biochemist. \Vc do not
unduly flatter ourselves when we claim that our own work partakes
essentially of all three. It is surgery; it is orthopedics; it fundamentally deals with biochemistry.
Jvledicine, the science, is founded upon chemistry. Osteopathy,
the science, is founded upon physics. But, whereas osteopathy is
founded upon tlle physics of the body, medicine is founded, not upon
the chemistry of the body, but upon the chemistry in a test tube.
The science of chemistry originated in ancient Egypt, then
called Chelni, and it took its name from this. Here the priests
experimented vtith herbs to find remedies for sickness, and there
gradually grew up laboratories for chemical work. This was the
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beginning of chemical medicine. Its use has always been empirical, by the rule of "trial and crror."
But the physics of the cell underlies the chemistry of the cell.
Biophysics underlies biochemistry. These two are one and
inseparable. For three generations, by their usc, osteopathy has
succeeded in conquering disease.
There never has been any rational basis for a chelnical system of
medicine otber than biochemistry. Yet, while from the beginning
osteopathy has made it fundamental, it· is only in recent years
that medicine has begun to make intelligent use of it. A prominent publication upon the subject of biochemistry in medicine, at
so late a date as 1918, mentions this as being a new department in
medicine. JYloreover, \vith the allopathic physician of today,
this department of medicine is still in its infancy.
Osteopathy's power to rally all the natural defenses of the body
against disease, for either protection or cure, ,is tile core of its
greatness. T'oconstruct or insure acqu-iTcd I1mmluit)' constitutes
osteopathy's great contribution to human well-being.
J\IcConnell recently said: "At tilis late date many seem to
forget that a basic discovery of Dr. Still was the fact of immunity.
They entirely forget the background of meilical science as it existed sixty years ago; forget how revolutionary the osteopathic
concept was at that time and the struggle and clinical experiments
that ,;"ere required to develop it. All of this is past history in one
sense, but in another Sense it is both present and future history.
A definite amount of dmvnright hard ,york will always be demanded
in each case; such is the nature of tile bodily organism. But the
present has one great advantage-it knows what can be accomplished, for Dr. Still gave us a glimpse of new horizons. n (Jour1lal
A.GA., March, 1935.)
Article three in the Charter of the American School of Osteopathy, apparently in Dr. Still's mvn ,vords, says: "'The object of
this corporation is to establish a College of Osteopailiy, ilie design
of which is to improve our present system of surgery, obstetrics,
and treatment of diseases generally, and place the same on a more
rational and scientific basis, and to impart information to the
medical profession. "
These objects were fulfilled in abundant measure. Always there
have been discussions among us as to what should be taught the
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students in our colleges, ,vhat degree should be conferred, and like
considerations. 'These still continue, and are but the sign of a
vigorous, growing professional body.
The Charter of the school furtiler reads: "To grant and confer
such honors and degrees as are usually granted and conferred by
reputable medical colleges." Anent this, Booth says: "There is
but little doubt but that the American School of Osteopathy has
a rio-ht under its Charter to confer the degree of 1Yledical Doctor
(M.D.) upon its graduates. Many wanted that done, but Dr.
Still, vdth his usual foresight, would 110t consent. He maintained
that osteopathy is such a radical departure from all schools of
IVLD.'s that it should not be designated by the same degree."
i';I

,

,

-Boistory of Osteopathy.
Dr. Still's wisdom in keeping osteopathy separate and distinct
from other medical sciences cannot be questioned. The conferring
of a distinctive degree has been a great help in tnaintaining the
purity of osteopathy. Had these things not been done it sun~ly
would have been very much more ilifficult for osteopathy to mamtain its independence and individuality in the ,vay it has done.
Dr. Still took a close personal interest in the students. He ,vas
familiar and kind, but he was ahvays striving to ilirect their
thouo-lltS to useful lines. Both in the classroom and in his more
.
informal contacts, he was ah,\Tays trying to make them get Ius
ideas. IvIany did truly get tilE vision. Once a man had acquired
that, he was made. He set the feet of many a stalwart upon the
path of success. One of the great assets of osteopathy today lies
in the considerable number of these in our ranks. In this group I
include all who got thc 1fisioH, ,vhether from Dr. Still personally,
or from those ,vho have" carried the torch" he set aflame. The
1110St successful doctors of osteopathy I have known, by and large,
have been the best "lesion fixers."
Still was a conqueror. He ,;vas of tile indomitable cast. He was
filled with a high courage, without which he could not have survived the heart-breaking discouragements and persecutions that
beset his v,ray. He knew what he could do. He knew the value
of osteopathy.
In the bright lexicon of osteopathy's youth, there was no such
word as "fail." The motto of osteopathy emblazoned in the
spirit of its founder might well have read:

.
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" If a thing is possible,

It's done;
If it is impossible,

\Ve will do it!"
The impossible was achieved before the scornful eyes and the
railing tongues of a bigoted medical world. For this \ve shall
never be forgiven.
The world turns to us in its need today, just as it turned to DL
Still in those long gone years, because we represent, not the old
tradition, but something different, to which it is ,villing to pin its
hopes. In a ,Yord, people still come to us for osteopath}". As
long as they can get osteopathy from osteopathic physicians, we
need have no fear for the future of our science.

CHAPTER XXVII
PIONEERING IN OSTEOPATHY
By HARRY M. VASTINE, D. O.
Graduate, American School of Osteopathy, Class '00.
Fast Vice-President, American Osteopathic Association.
Present President of the Pennsylvania State Board of Osteopathic
Examiners.
TOWARD the close of the nineteenth century I was living with
my father, a prosperous merchant in the thriying little city of
Sunbury, Pennsylvania. I had completed my high school education and held a position ,vitil the Pennsylvania Railroad with
the idea of later entering Cornell University for the study of law.
Then I fell ill. For a,...hile I was able to attend to my duties.
I was under tile care of local physicians. The illness persisted; it
did not yield to their ministrations, but became rapicl1y worse.
r ,vas induced to go to Philadelphia, tile then medical capital of
America, and I was to consult an eminent physician there, at the
time, considered to be tile ranking doctor of medicine of his day.
For a period of a montil I secured some relief, but r soon lapsed
in to a \vorse condition than before and 'was not a little discouraged;
the more so because of being under the care of the greatest of
doctors. One can imagine the discouragement that must take
hold of the sufferer under such conditions. Then my father's
partner came forward with the suggestion of recourse to a new type
or doctor, known as an herb doctor of \Vinchester, Virginia.
I accordingly made a trip to see this doctor of herbalist reputation in \Vinchester and returned home with a nel,V hope for tilat
elusive thing-healtil. It is hard to believe now, not only by
myself, but my friends as ,yell, what a pathetic figure r used to be.
Fonnedy r had been in apparent health, now reduced to a shadow
or my fonner self, looking like a ,"yell-advanced caSe of tuberculosis. After a long period of treatment at home, first by the local
doctors, then by the great specialist in Philadelphia and finally
the doctor in \Vinchester, and still health far out of sight, I did not
knovol where to turn next.
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banker and very prominent man in Illinois, was also ill and with
my own illness vividly before me, I related the story of Kirksville.
He seemed deeply interested. In a couple of days what should
happen but The jour"al of Osteopathy from Kirksville was handed
to him by a friend. He read it from cover to cover and at once
proposed that we both go down for treatment. I immediately
dispatched a letter to my father and he replied, "go if Cousin Oscar
thinks it will help." In two days we were off. \Ve registered at
once for treatment and \vhile my case, one of mitral regurgitation
and secondary gastritis did not offer the best prognosis, my cousin's
did.
Briefly, we were there throughout July and August, both improving materially. Then my cousin was called home on business, but I remained. He urged me not to go back East, but
enter the osteopathic college and take up the study of what he
believed \vas the coming healing art. He said that if he was
twenty years younger (he \vas then fifty-eight), he would close
out his large business connections and take up the study himself,
and render to humanity a great service out of gratitude for what
this new science had done for him. This \vas too big a hurdle for
me, however, as I was heading for the legal profession and expected
to begin studying as soon as I was sufficiently recovered. I
started homeward much to tile disgust of my cousin. At home the
question of entering the school occupied my thoughts, and it
gave me a great deal of concern, but tilere could be no snap judgment on such an important decision as that. To even consider it
was a strange procedure for me. To give up law and become a
doctor was one of tile last tilings I could imagine. In fact, I did
not like doctors. They seemed morbid to me, and I am not quite
sure I \\'asn't right regarding many of tilem. Neither did I like
their austere manners and gloomy offices, with all of their deathbed scenes and old magazines. They just did not appeal to me,
and reflected the opposite from what I felt a doctor should be;
tha t of trying to bring back the sunshine and brightness of life.
How could they do it Witil such an attitude and environment?
So I said-" No! Not for me. "
But here was a new outlook upon sickness and health-an entirely different viewpoint tilan I had hitilerto even dreamed of.
The ill, the grievously ill, were all about me, but here also was a

In tile meantime, however, father and I had discussed the
possible benefits that might arise from a let up of my 'York, and
an extended trip. Drowning persons clutch at strmvs, and that
is just what we ,vcre doing. A trip ,vas planned to visit friends
and relatives in the \Vest, or what \ve then called \\Test-Iowa and
Illinois. Before I left, however, I made a second trip to Virginia,
and stocked up with the remedies the herbalist prescribed and was
off for the ~Test. :l\1y first stop was Keokuk, Iowa, where I paid
a visit to very close friends. \Vhile at Keokuk, my hosts, seeing
my serious condition, brought to my attention a ne'" method of
healing that ,vas attracting wide attention at Kirksville, l'\'fissouri,
ninety-five miles west and south of Keokuk, and urged me to
make the trip and investigate it. Being eager for any avenue that
offered relief, I was not hard to persuade.
On arr~ving in Kirksville I 'was astonished at 'what I saw. I
had received but a fragmentary idea of osteopathy from my
friends. I could scarcely believe my eyes. There appeared to
be thousands of patients on crutches and in 'wheel chairs, some
even on litters. I looked upon it all with wonderment, but being
there for a day only the impression was not too deeply made.
Osteopathy was too strange a philosophy for my Dutch brain to
absorb, accustomed as it was to orthodox medicine. In the light
of the most primitive intelligence, it seems impossible. I was
living in a dark age and did not know it. I accepted the dictum
of the doctors without question-knew no other course. It must
be remembered, however, that I was young and my "think-tank"
was not under full steam. I figured that if a person was to recover
from illness, the cure must needs come about through some magical
drug. In the light of time one can hardly believe that such dense
ignorance ever afflicted so-called enlightened people. But such
was the case. People did not think that illness conld yield to
anything short of medication; the only question ,vas to locate the
right doctor who had the mysterious drug, and Imew how to administer it. To have questioned such a theory would have been
sheer madness; and few, if any, held such revolutionary thoughts,
much less express them as Dr. Still did.
After a few days in Keokuk, I left to visit relatives in lvIt. Carroll, Illinois. In telling them of my trip, I quite naturally drifted
to the subject of health as my cousin, Oscar F. McKinney, a
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value can be placed on one such restored life, let alone the vast
number upon whom was conferred an equal or greater blessing?
It was done by devotedly applying ti,e great principles of osteopathy to the ills of the body; that of the manual correction of causative structural defects. Osteopathy won its spurs this way and
,,,ill only retain them this way. There were no adjuncts then.
Even as primitjve as the art then was, for it was in its earliest
beginnings, it scored sufficiently notable triumphs over diseased
conditions, many of which were classed as incurable, to attract
the attention of the world.
As I labored the first semester, I became more persuaded than
ever that a therapeutic system had at last been born, a system that
was not merely temporizing with certain effects or annoying
symptoms, but an actual cause-remover of disease, thoroughly
sound and scientifically based. In fact as I heard the great truths
that underlie osteopathy fall from tile lips of the master-its Ia.....'
giver, Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, I became more and more convinced
tllat a tntIy wonderful science had been fonnulated-one that was
sufficiently great to transcend all of the healing arts, and take
leadership in tile field of healing. if developed to its full degree.
The dark ages in my life were being shaken off, and I was rapidly
coming into the light of a new era in health conservat~ol1 and
restoration. As I listened to the great parables and bits of philosophy of Dr. Still, I tried to get back of this marvelous man, this
superb scientist, and see through his eyes certain of his audience,
,vhich indicated plainly that he was talking over their heads.
Many took his utterances as jokes. How I dwelt upou his philosophic statements, pithy and pointed, but revolutionary and convincing. To me he soon became the great master teacher that
he was, soundly intrenched in immutable and unchangeable natural law. He likened this ne,'Il science to the perfection that
pervades the planetary system, and compared it with every other
manifestation of universal law. Can a position of any sort ever be
more correctly taken? The answer is obviously, "Nol" Its
principles so far exceed those of any other systems of healing that
tiley look like pygmies beside it. I am talking about tile potentialities that lie within, not the extent to which it is practiced.
This is tile fatal error into which so many of our people fall. They
measure its capacity by their own yardstick or range of ability

new attack on illness, and I felt that the smile, the brightness, the
sunshine lay just back of the clouds of illness, and ,,,hat a 1,vonderful
thing it would be to become the instrument to drive the clouds
R\Vay and bring back happiness, and what a remarkably understandable, and common sense way by which to do it! That
thought helped dispel my prejudice against doctors, and I set
about to become one and here I am, but not morbid. l\!Ivoffices
have no death-bed scenes, and the magazines are fairl)r up to
date. \\That convinced me? First of all a great change was
'Hought in my own body. A clear tum about-this in the face
of tile fact tilat I had given the old and presumably learned medical profession ample time to demonstrate its skill, and .it failed.
If anyone, perfectly poised in every \vay, could have visited Kirksville in the late nineties as I did, and not been notably impressed
by the sights they smv, he lnust be a very unusual person. No
one, not even the most phlegmatic person, could look upon the
sights that \vere everywhere present, without feeling that here a
great moving force in the realm of healing had found life. Verily
a new era in therapeutics was being ushered in, and I decided t~
have a part in it.
I matriculated in the February, 1898, class, and what a marvelously enthusiastic group they were; but not more so than the
whole student body. In fact everybody seemed swept on by the
great inspiration of this new found science and art that was by
now commanding public attention from the four points of the
compass. Patients were here by the thousands, and ,vere being
tunled back into the channels of health in a steady stream throuuh
.
- "
lts manrelous workings.
The spirit that prevailed in Kirksville-that great outward
manifestation of exaltation within, I shall never forget. It existed
everywhere, not only in the college itself, but was on the lips of
the citizenry, and the dominating topic of the town. vVhy should
it not have been, for here ,vas witnessed every day new victories
over man's enemy, disease, and largely they ,vere won over conditions that were othenYise hopeless? I 'was one of that type
myself, with but little outlook. I ,vas wretchedly ill, and a sorry
sight to those \vho knew me when in health. If a system had been
evolved timt could turn the tide of battle and rebuild tile heal til
of such as me, it should certainly command public favor. \\That
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in its handling. 'Jole know but its primal truth, and at our best
arc most crude in applying its art.
Throughout our course we ate, slept, and drank osteopathy
from every possible angle. It was in the very air we breathed.
Dr. Still, our great teacher, continually admonished us as we \vent
into the field to take up private practice to adhere strictly to the
great precepts of osteopathy, and we ,"wuld meet with unqualified
success; that the scientific basis upon \vhieh it was founded was
sound and dependable, and all that we needed to do \vas to continually study it, search out its great tnrths, and practice it 'with
fidelity, and it would repay each one a thousand fold in brilliant
results. He never said that every case was curable, because the
great machine may have gone past the possibility of recovery; but
he did say that tile pnwerful recuperative forces of the body were
so eager to restore health, if they ·were unfettered, timt it was
practically impossible to consif,:rn a case to the ranks of the incurable, without an attempt to tunl back tile tide of disease; and
often astonishincr
recoveries would take place. He also bade us
b
to be diligent, and to take particular pains to specifically correct
the causative lesion; remarking that unless tile exact anatomical
cause ,vas removed, ,ve might no more expect good results timn
if by tile use of the wrong proportion of ingredients in a chemical
formula, ,ve could expect a normal reaction. Osteopathy must
be exactly applied. He pounded horne persistently timt in order
to cure a patient, tile obstructive or causative lesion must be
corrected. If we did not gather the knowledge, our cortical cells
were to blame. There may have been omissions in training, but
tiley were minor. The ~ajor subjects were taught with real
distinction, the faculty giving its entire time to their ,york.
IV1 y class had a number who had little or no preliminary education but when tile time came for them to enter tile clinics tiley
crave ~ wonderful account of themselves and they have also done
b
so in the field. Tnle, they lacked much in some of the things
which go to make a fully rounded doctor, and I hold no brief for
that; yet tiley ,vere taught that structural abnormalities were
responsible for bodily ills; and also taught to recognize and remove
them. Witil \vhat astonishing success many of tilem met! Trained
under severe handicaps in on~ sense, they bore down on the fundamentals and importance of lesion detection, and lesion correc-

tion. ""Villi little or no preliminary education, tiley confined
themselves strictly to the basic truths of anatomy, physiolog}',
and osteopathic principles, and applying these principles to the
disease, marvelous results were secured.
The school of my time, however, vms a complete college and
gave an excellent course of instruction, with strict fidelity to osteopathic principles. It was osteopathy itself, Witil its great twin
sciences of anatomy and physiology that gave vitality to the
course. They created the enthusiasm, and fired the Ininds nf the
students, for with these tilree, if they never mastered tile others,
as important contributing factors as they were, tiley could cut a
wide swatil through disease.
In the spring of 1900, as an ~vidence of tJle completeness of
training, thirty-five students, of which I was one, went to Springfield, Illinois, before graduating to take an examination before tile
Illinois State Medical Board. That state had just passed a law
providing for tile licensing of osteopathic physicians. We were
examined in all collateral subjects except materia medica, tilis
subject applying only to medical applicants. I believe it is sufficiently noteworthy as a testimonial to the A.S.O. that out of
thirty-five undergraduates "\vll0 took this examination before a
none-too-friendly board, all but hvo passed.
The Old Doctor was continually being sought after by some
newly arrived patient, or a stubborn case that did not yield the
expected results through the doctor in charge, but he would only
undertake them under very special need. He had to safeguard
himself for he was along in years and, of course, could not take 011
too much manual work. He had a first class outer guard in the
person of his wife, "J\tfa!l Still; Blanche, his daughter, nmv l\tfrs.
George Laughlin, was her motiler's first lieutenant. They saw to
it that he was protected against the tremendous pressure of personal examinations and treatment. He had made a great reputation and everybody wanted him to at least see them even if he
could not handle their cases. This was perfectly natural upon the
part of the patients, for were not tileir lives at stake? They wanted
the best there was, and he was timt. But he could not begin to
meet the requests. It was a physical impossibility. However,
when the need was imperative he did not withhold his assistance.
Dr. Still occupied his time in studying and garnering new facts
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to present to the stndent body. He carried a long staff and wonld
often take to the "woods," as we called the pasture land back of
his home and work out new material for his impromptu talks to
the students. It not only provided a means of escape from the
pursuing patients, but offered him a real opportunity for study
and a proper setting in which to do it. For was he not at the heart
of nature, from which he made so many trite deductions in his
philosophy of disease? 'There were the peace and inspiration that
he needed to accomplish these things. ,"!"'he next day he would
add his new observations to his several books on tile philosophy
and mechanical principles of osteopathy. I am wondering how
many osteopathic physicians own and have read them. If they
haye, they are thrice fortunate, for these books are laden with
worth-while facts concerning natural law and its operation. If
they do not own or have not read these books, they have missed
sometiling. They have missed the greatest factors to help them
reach tile real depths of osteopathy.
Finally after two most eventful years, in an unusual atmosphere
of enthusiasm and inspiration, the great day of graduation and
departure came, and we were to go out into tile ,,,arId and try our
wings.
wIy first detail was in Northwestern Illinois-Hanover, Jo
Daviess County, at which place I practiced for a fe\v months.
At Hanover I began to see that osteopathy was a great \vorkable
principle, which I myself could apply with some degree of success.
VVhile I vms \vearing off the" green" so to speak, I felt most incompetent, bnt I clnng to the principles, for I had come to the fnll
conviction that osteopatily was competent: it only remained for
me to properly apply it. If I did that, the failnres would be few
and the successes many. It rested Witil me, not the science. I
was t11ere about fjye months in the summcr of HlOO and accomplished good results. There wcre some failures, of coursc, but the
percentage of cures was so large that I knew osteopatilY could do
all the things tlmt Dr. Still claimed for it. All I needed was to
perfect as mnch as possible the art of applying it.
As I have been asked to cite briefly in this chapter a few notable
cases, I am taking tile liberty here of recalling two in my first four
montils of practice at Hanover, Illinois, in the spring of 1900.
1. A case of chronic diarrhea that dated back to Civil \var days
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-thirt}r-five years standing. This case recovered completely in
about two months. Lesions at the eleventh and tvvelfth dorsal.
Fixed shoulders and trunk down to and including the eleventh
dorsal and rotated the twelfth dorsal to position with pelvis.
2. Another, a crippled child I treated and made startling progress tmvard recovery. I do not recall the details, just remembered her ;mme. Here's an in~eresting sequel. About two years
ago I receIved a letter from thIS town and I wondered who could
remember me for so long a time. On opening it I found it was
from this self same little girl, now forty-tilre~ years
_
, tellino0 me
how grateful she still felt to me for curing her. I had never heard
from her in all this period. And I am happy to relate further
that the success of osteopathy there in general was great. I take
no especial c1ailn to myself; I merely untied a few of the stntctural
"knots," and the great law of the body had its way and a fine
record it made of it.
I came to Harrisburg at the opening of the year IDOl, and I
am happy to say timt the effectiveness of osteopathy continued
with marked success. In all my thirty-five years of practice I
do not believe I have signed ten death certificates. \\Then I considered a cas~ was surgical I promptly referred it to a good surgeon
and I can thmk of but one case that terminated fatally. Nmv I
am thankful to say timt \ve have our own highly competent surgeons.
1. I recall a case of appendicitis to which I was called. Had a
blood count made immediately. This was at six p. m. The leukocyte count was 23,000; temperature 102.4 degrees Fahrenheit.
Gav,e one t.urn at the hvelfth dorsal right and anterior, plus correctlOn of nght lateral atlas lesion and rotated fourth dorsal vertebra, whole treatment occupying about three or four minutes in all.
Patient lying on left side, holding pelvis and all lumbars fixed,
rota:ed .trunk backward at twelfth dorsal. The pain began to
subSIde In an hour and by morning when I saw the patient there
had been much improvement. Gave further correction of hvelfth
dorsal vertebra chiefly, and of about tile same duration. Blood
count at eleven o'clock had been reduced to 8,500, temperature
to 99 degrees Fahrenheit. With one more treatment tile patient
recovered fully. There was no recurrence of the attack.
2. Another was brought into my office one evening in a very
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toxic state, almost comatose, muttering delirium. It was necessary to carry him to his auto. Blood count and urinalysis was
made immediately. Leukocytes 22,500. Urine, heavy cloud of
albumin, blood, loaded with granular casts, and renal cells.
Thought the patient could not live over the night. The next day
patient passed over a quart of pus and blood per rectum, the appendix had undoubtedly ruptured into the caecum. The third
day another blood and urine test made. Result, leukocytes 7,800;
urine cleared greatly, and recovery fully established virithin two
\'leeks. Lesions very similar to prececling case, especially the
twelfth dorsal. 'I'ec1ulic nearly identical.
3. Another case I considered notable. In 1920 a patient seized
1,vith marked rigor, sharp pain in left chest level of fifth and sixth
ribs. Tvlarked dullness and septic temperature, 9(1.6 degrees
Fahrenheit at six a. n1., to 104 degrees Fahrenheit at three p. m.
Deep cough, raising large quantities of heavy greenish pus. ~nle
illness lasted thirteen 1,veeks, and in the last two weeks two metastatic abscesses appeared-one on the shoulder and the other on
the great trochanter of the same side. As these began to point
I had them lanced surgically and three pints of greenish pus resulted. Prior to lancing, however, the cough bad subsided greatly
and the temperature was rapidly approaching normal. Used to
handle the sputUlll two or three bed sheets tonl into segments,
plus 10,000 paper napkins. Patient weighed 75 pounds at termination; fonnerly weighed 125, now \veighs 1~19 pounds, and in
excellent health. Diagnosis, tuberculous abscess left lung; lesions
at fifth-sixth dorsal-compensating rotations. Surgeon who lanced
shoulder and trochanter abscesses confinned my diagnosis and
was amazed at the results I obtained. Technic-fixation of fifth
dorsal vertebra and rotating tnmk 1,vith hips, lying on right side,
spread fifth and sixth ribs at angle.
4. In 1909 a patient came to me with a badly wrecked rheumatic
heart. She had been given but three or four months to live by the
best doctors of medicine here. Had marked murmurs in all
valves and subject to very serious attacks. I found the usual
heart lesions at the second-third-fourtJl and fifth dorsal vertebrae
and attached ribs. I simply set about readjusting the defective
structure in the usual manner, second and third anterior, fourth
and fifth post and lateral. I considered the most important lesion
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between the anterior third and posterior fourth. She began to
improve, and has been my patient ever since. Instead of three or
four months, she has lived twenty-eight years longer and still has
fair health and looks well; or about a hundred times the amount
allotted to her by her medical doctors.
With these few cases hastily recalled and roughly cited as examples of the achievements of osteopathy, and with a vast number of cases of greater or less importance available if I consulted
my records and space would penuit, should demonstrate fairly
clearly that if the osteopathic art \Vere fully perfected, an enormous power would be loosed in the therapeutic world. 1VIultiply
this by the records of thousands of other osteopathic physicians
and it should not be surprising that there is a rise in life expectancy
in .A.merica to the point where there are many centenarians living
today. I wonder how many osteopathic physicians have given
thought to this and to the fact that they no doubt are playing a
large part in increasing longevity; and the more correctly they
have adhered to osteopathic principles, and the more nearly exact
they have applied the art, has determined the extent to 'which
they have contributed.
And be it understood that in the few cases referred to, as well
as the sum total of my years of practice, I have not deviated from
the principles of osteopathy as giyen by Dr. Still. I have done
tile vwrk 1,vith my hands; and great are the victories that revmrd
those who faithfully follO\v this great 1my of life, which real osteopathy makes possible. And the very fe\v cases I have lost to other
systems of therapy through loyalty to our own, is so infinitesimal
compared to the enormous volume of victories I have won, that I
am generous enough to grant their loss lvithout stint. Surely one
should be that magnanimous toward a competitor. A business project that makes tilis high a score would be considered a pronounced
success. It pays therefore to follow this science and art assiduously;
not only to the practitioner, but for the greater reason-his or her
service to the human family.
It is quite common today to note the free use of the term" Human Tvlachine" by other schools of therapy. Sixty years ago Dr.
A. 'f'. StilI, tile master nature scientist, the foremost law t,T1ver of
health to humanity in centuries, the great modem counterpart of
Hippocrates, (who 500 years B.C., was the first to recognize nat-
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ural law) was the author and coiner of that designation; and all
,,,ho refer to it as such pay tribute either wittingly or unwittingly
to this truly great man. Dr. Still said: "The human rnachine~the
}\!Iasterpiece of Creation," if structurally perfect cannot be ill;
not even down to death. The functions should gradually 81mv
down peacefully and painlessly as cell physiology diminishes; and
cease as naturally as a clock nms dmvn. This is a tntly nonnal
death; not an abnormal or unnatural one through disease, 1,vhich is
the rule.
There is scarcely a month passes that the newspapers or journals
do not carry a startling story relating to a ne\v cure for this or that
disease. To the student of natural law this is but groping in the
dark, since the cure invariably ignores the only real potential for
the eradication of diseasc~the inherent law of the body itselfand stamps it as a temporary expedient, here today and gone tomorrow. If it were scientific it could not be displaced. The facts
are that one dies while another is a borning. A five year period
sees their advent and their termination.
Herein lies a great opportunity for this system. It can develop
a real cure, one that is durable and built upon a sound scientific
basis. Therefore, ,,,e should through intensive research, seek out
the intricacies of osteopathy and develop an equally competent
art to deal with our discoveries with precision and effect. 'This is
eminently possible, and it should be seen to that nothing is left
undone in achieving the ends which these great principles merit.
"\Vith a rational system of health founded on natural la,'I[ and
an art to employ it, we should take a leailing place in the field of
therapeutics. Since it is a great biophysical and bio-dynamic
philosophy of healtll, of great therapeutic capacity, we should seek
out its tnlths with courage and intelligence, developing its scientific, diagnostic, and therapeutic ability to tlle full. Osteopathy is
competent, if the practitioner is competent. He can be made so
by developing his resources.
Since osteopathy is founded on a definite set of principles, inextricably interwoven into natural law~a part and parcel of itnot only capable of dealing with the minor ills of the body, but
with tlle most intricate and intractable diseases to which it is
subject, it has an enormous outlook, co-extensive with the field of
natural law itself, and is, if developed to the high art of which it
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is capable, a master science and art of healing; it is sufficiently
comprehensive in scope to deal effectively vvitil the vast ramifications of disease, therefore unlimited; and it is the most powerful
and effective barrier to bodily ills. It is nothing short of this.
To those who have not measured its potentiality this may seem
an extravagant statement, but since it places its reliance on natural law, if unhampered, to execute recovery and maintain health
within the body mechanism, it cannot be wrong; for this law gives,
maintains, and permeates all life.
And since natural law is the ever-present activating and dominating force of all processes we lmow as life, from the most sin1ple
to tile most complex, and since osteopati1Y is a component, integrating factor in maintaining the freedom of action of this Ia-w
within tile body mechanism, where is the individual of any school
of tilerapy with tile authority to challenge or set aside the operation
of an eternal principle such as this? God is its author, and no
finite being is sufficiently enlightened, nor empowered to criticise
or displace it.
That is why I ,vant to impress on our profession the point tllat
we hold tile great key to healtil, with a vast undiscovered country
ahead. "\Viti1 such enormous latitude for development within tile
vast reaches of our own broad domain, infinitely more capable to
deal ,vitll diseased conditions than any yet evolved, the chief
business of tilis profession is to move mightHy forward along t1lese
lines. Dr. Still foresa\v the supreme importance and completeness of t11is self-evident trut11 when he recognized tile immutability
of natural law and its motivating force in all animate beings, and
then superimposed a f,Tfeat code of application, fitting perfectly
into it, and the cast was complete. To step aside from it, or incorporate wit11in itself anything that is not a part and parcel of
it, and does not check ,vith natural Imv, is but to forsake a powerful
agency, for a futile one, and diminish our philosophy proportionately. So let us see to it that we give our full measure of devotion
to t11is great principle, not because of any maudlin sentiment, or
idle gesture, but because of its intrinsic worth; irrevocably founded,
as it is, not on a set of la,vs, but THE law of all animate life, and
therefore it must be scientifically correct. And if tile profession
develops and employs the full potentiality of osteopathy, miracles
will be wrought every hour of the day.
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'ra him who foresa'w its greatness and universality of application, and made us his heirs, we can pay our highest tribute not by
empty honors, but by bringing it to full fruition in tile name of
God, its author and maker, and Andre'w Taylor Still its interpreter
and prorogator.
'fhe Sage of Kirksville sleeps
Near wooded knoll and dell;
Could he but cast his presence forth,
He'd fain a story tell.
Of how he gave to us a torch
To light the fIres of life;
And banish illness from within,
And quench its deadly strife.
This matchless art, may it confer
Rich blessings on mankind,
That he, its founder fondly dreamed,
To sick; to lame; to blind.
And so D. O.'s if you e'er fail
To make his dream come true,
I can't sec how you'll square yourself
'Vith God, unless you do.
For God's the Author of this law,
'Tis nature's perfect way
To rout disease, man's enemy,
And give to health full SW~y.
So put all shoulders to the wheel,
And set it rolling on;
To triumphs that have ne'er been known,
Sinec Still has passed beyond.
The Sage of Kirksville sleeps,
Nor let his sleep be marred,
Till God shall call him to awake
In judgment's morn-full starred.

CHAPTER x...'CVIII
FOLLOWING OSTEOPATHIC PRINCIPLES
By GEORGIl W. RILEY, PH. B., D. O.
Graduate, American School of Osteopathy, Class '04.
President, American Osteopathic Association, 1917.
Member, New York Osteopathic Clinic.
Progr"am Chairman, Fortieth Annual Convention of the American
Osteopathic Association at Nc"w York, 10aO.
Awarded Distillb'Uishcd Service Certificate of the American Osteo~
pathic Association for literary, legislative, organization
and clinic activities.

I FIRST heard of osteopathy in my junior year as student at
the University of Pennsylvania. 1\1rs. Chloe Canterbury Carlock,
later to become Mrs. Riley, had a sister who '\-vas stricken with
Friedreich's Ataxia. She was the third victim in a family of nine
children, a sister and a brother having been affiicted previously.
Mrs. Carlock had heard of some remarkable cures that were
being accomplished in Kirksville, 1\10., by a Dr. A. T. Still and
suggested the possibility of her sister's going to him for treatment.
After much thought, the family decided that they would chance
it and made ready to take 1\1iss Adrienne to Kirksville. 1\1rs.
Carlock a,ccompanied her on this journey, arranged for living
quarters on their arrival and conferred with Dr. Still, Dr. Charlie
StiU and Dr. Hildreth about her sister's illness. She was told timt
Friedreich's Ataxia was a very serious condition "with practically
no hope of recovery, but it "ms finally decided for her sister to
remain for treatment anyway. Even though osteopathy was not
successful in this case, Mrs. Carlock became interested in this new
method of healing and told me about it.
Her interest continued to grmv, and by the summer of 1897 she
had decided to enter the sehool at Kirksville. She entered the
fall class. Through our correspondence I was kept informed on
these matters. I was then in the employ of the Century Publishing Company of New York. You can imagine my surprise,
one day, on looking for the word osteopathy in the Century Dictionary and Encyclopedia not to find it there. Because I had had
little or no use for drugs from the time I left my almost continuous
411
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In the early winter of 1898-99 my business for the company
necessitated my spending some months in Denver. Out of personal curiosity I visited the offices of Dr. W. L. Harlan and of
Drs. N. A. and Nettie Bolles. and found them busy, happy, interested and enthusiastic about their ,york and the results they were
obtaining.
A little later I contracted a very severe cold and cough, and
being averse to drugs, I made an appointment with Dr. Bolles.
On examination he informed me that I had a very pronounced
case of bronchitis with pneumonia as a possibility. He began
treating me. I noted everything he did, and more particularly,
the effects his efforts were producing upon me. He began manipulating the tissues of my throat and neck, upper chcst, and between
my shoulders, all of which were excruciatingly tender, and I recalled that since the evening before I had begun to experience a
growing feeling of tightness or constriction about my neck and
upper chest. After the doctor had treated me awhile, I noted
that the tenderness was not quite so pronounced as when he began
and I felt a glowing feeling of warmth in the areas he was treating.
Presently he told me to go home, drink some hot lemonade and
go to b:~. I was to ~rink some more lemonade before going to
sleep. I he next mormng I felt more comfortable and the irritating
cough was much less pronounced. I made two more visits to his
office and felt that "the cold" was gone. I was pleased that I
had found a substitute for drugs, for that which everybody felt
was necessary to cure a cold.
Shortly after this experience I noticed in the Denver Republicau,
the leading newspaper there and the one with which I was handling
some business for the Century Company, the announcement that
a Dr. Arthur G. Hildreth, an osteopathic physician, of Kirksville,
J\l10., was to be in the city and would attend some meeting that
night. According to the article he was connected with the osteopathic school in Kirksville, and seemed to be a person of some
repute, so I decided to go to his hotel and talk with him and learn
more of this new profession. I reached the hotel about the time
I anticipated he would be retuming from the meeting mentioned
in the news item. I sent up my card and learned from the girl
at the infonnation desk that the doctor had retired, but that he
would be down presently. Dovvn he came. I found him to be a

sick-bed, when a lad ten years old, my mind was rather fertile
soil for osteopathic ideas. Nevert11cless I ,vas some\vhat of a
"doubting Thomas," as to the adyisability of JVlrs. Carlock's taking up this ",,·ark. However, I felt personally a bit chagrined at not
finding this new word osteopathy in my ideal reference ,york.
Truly I "ms disappointed. But my feelings were somewhat salved
when I discovered that it was not to be found in any of the other
dictionaries, which I consulted, so I immecliately set about correcting this omission. Being in Kansas City, I at once wrote to
Mr. Wm. W. Ellsworth, Secretary of the Century Publishing
Company, calling the omission to his attention, and delicately
but strongly suggesting its inclusion in the forthcoming revised
edition. Imagine my surprise when I received, in reply, a request to assemble the material for a definition, and to place this
material in his hands as soon as possible. This I did and the
definition appeared in the new edition of the Century Dictionary.
Thus began my connection with osteopathy even though afar off.
Dr. Charlie Still, son of Dr. A. T. Still, once told of an incident
that occurred shortly before the opening of the American School
of Osteopathy, which luis an appropriate bearing au this subject.
It seems that there had been considerable thought and discussion
going au in the Still family as to the advisability of founding an
osteopathic college. One lllorning the Old Doctor told Dr.
Charlie to see Judge Ellison and tell him that they were going
to start a school and wanted him to get them a charter. He did
and the Judge told Dr. Charlie to go back and tell his father to
get that foolislmess out of his head. Whereupon the Old Doctor commanded Dr. Charlie to go back and tell the Judge in no
uncertain tenns that "we want a Charter!" ~rhis was secured
May 10, 1892.
Dr. Charlie then wanted to know ·what they would call this new
system of healing to which the Old Doctor replied, "Osteopathy."
Dr. Charlie objected on the grounds that there \vas no such
word in the dictionary.
"I know it, " replied the Old Doctor, "but we are going to put
it there. "
Through the kindness of JvIrs. Carlock I received quite regularly
copies of The journal oj Osteopath)l, and gradually acquired a
passably conversant idea of this new system of healing.
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pleasant, affable enthusiast, and osteopathy his life. I asked
him many questions. One of them was, "Do you think osteopathy is an ephemeral thing, or is it here to stay. "
He gre,v earnest and eloquent in giving reasons for the faitll
that was in him.
Then I asked another question. "\VelI, now would you advise
a man of advanced years to study this system?"
"Does that mean yourself?" he shot back.
I said, "Yes."
Then with a twinkle in his eyes, he said, "Young man, you arc
just the fellow to study it, sir. "
I thanked him, ,vi shed him a restful sleep, bade him good night,
and went my way, feeling he vms not a very good judge of human
nature, but inwardly excusing him on account of the lateness of
the hour, 2 :30 a. m.-we had been talldng since 11 :00 p. m.
1\1y business took me next to Omaha. I ,vas tllere at the time,
April, 1899, when a cyclone played havoc with Kirksville and was
greatly relieved, after many hours, to receive a telegram from
lVIrs. Carlock announcing that she and her son Bnlce were safe.
A few months later I paid them a visit, and had my first introduction to Kirksville. While there I met the Old Doctor as I
learned the students and citizens affectionately called him. For
the short time I conversed with him, I was impressed with his
quaint manner, his unique and thought-provoking remarks, and
his keen penetrating eyes.
Shortly after this trip to Kirksville, I was transferred to Chicago
for a three months stay, and then a new business deal resulted in
my corning to New York City where I remained for three years.
During these years my interest in osteopathy continued to
grow, so that, by the latter part of August, 1902, I finally made
up my mind to study this new science. I resigned my position
and startcd for Kirksville. On my way there I stopped to visit my
lllother at her home in Illinois. She was then in her seventyfifth year. I purposely had rcfrained from acquainting hcr and
my brother by letter of my thoughts about osteopatlly, much less
my decision. I\lIy reason for not acquainting them of my intention was because I wanted to tell them in person, feeling that I
could explain the reasons for my decision much more convincingly
and satisfactorily by mouth than by letter. I knew full well
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that such ne,vs would be a great shock to them. lVI}' surmise
proved true. I had correctly envisioned somewhat the effect
this news would have upon my motller-not \vholly though. Never
can I eraSe from my memory the look upon my mother's face that
evening at dinner when I told them my intention, my decision.
\Vas it possible that her son, for whom through ten long: seemingly
endless childish years she had ceaselessly, patiently, given her ver)r
lifc blood in her successful fight to beat back the hand of death,
was he there before her clothed in his right mind, or had reason
left him? Surprise, unbelief, disappointment, agony, anguish, despair, oh SUcll a changing cumulative picture of grief and sorrow!
. Such similar scenes and experiences have, no doubt, taken place
III hundreds of other homes tllroughout our country.
It was the
fight to a finish between tllat age-old belief handed down from
generation to generation that disease is an entity, tllUt when one
is ill something must be given to drive out the disease-it was a
fight between that thought and the newer thought enunciated by
Dr. Still.
The evening \vas spent in talldng Over the whole problem from
every angle. Two days later I left, with my mother and brother
feeling much more reconciled, resigned, a~d kindly toward the
venture I was taking. Their profound admiration for Dr. Carlock, a.nd the knowledge of her success as an osteopathic ph.ysician,
made It much easier for them to see me leave and enter this new
field of endeavor.
Although I had completely severed my business relations in
New York and had corne to Kirksville with every intention of
studying osteopathy, nevertheless, I spent my first two weeks in
visiting classes, talking with members of the faculty 1,yith students
with patients going to and from the Infinnary, ·,~rith citizens of
the town, trying to rid my mind of that element of doubt, aye
"doubting Thomas "-like trying to find the pierced side wherein
I might place my hand and clinch my faith in this momentously
ne,v venture I was about to undertake.
Finally my mind was satisfied ancI I entered into the work with
a zest and faith seemingly impossible for one who had been beset
with such hesitancy.
The members of our class (June, 1904) came from an sections
of the country-from village, fann, and city. I presume everT
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member of the class ,vas overbventy-three years of age, maybe
tvventy-four, many far beyond that age, and probably everyone
hacllearncd the value of a dollar by the sweat of his brow. Everyone gave the impression of knowing what be was there for, of
knowing, "what the shootin' was all about." This possibly is
most pronounced in morc mature classes who probably look with
greater zeal on the practical goal sought than the more common
cultural aim of classes composed of younger students.
I was very much impressed with the spirit of osteopathy that
pervaded not only the whole life of the student body, but that of
the citizenry of the town as well. This is easily accounted for
when we take into consideration the fact that there carne into the
little city of Kirksville, each term, a combined outside population
of between 000 and 1000 students and patients, whose aim and
interest in life, for the time being, was osteopathy and ·what it
could do for afflicted humanity. This number had to be taken
into the homes of the citizens. Their interests therefore penraded
the whole life of the town. }\.s a result we all ate, drank, and slept
with osteopathy.
\Ve, as a class, were particularly fortunate in having the subject,
principles and practice of osteopathy, under Dr. Guy Hulett.
Our diplomas were the last signed by that great teacher, cut off
in the early dU"\vn of ,,,hat gave promise of being a remarkable
career.. He was a conscientious believer in the science and a man
thoroughly grounded in the flmdamentals of osteopathy. His
was perhaps the keenest, most logical, and scientific mind of the
younger members of the profession of that day. A superior student himself, he possessed to an unusual degree the faculties of a
real teacher. It was always a joy to watch the look of approval
on the face of the Old Doctor when listening to a lecture by Dr.
Hulett. His death removed from the profession one of its keenest, most brilliant intellects.
\Ve again were fortunate, indeed more fortunate than lve perhaps realized, in having frequent visits to our class of our revered
Old Doctor. In a spirit of sympathetic humility I feel sincerely
sorry for all those of the profession who never enjoyed the privilege of knowing him personally, or of hearing his rare epigrammatic
thought-provoking remarks, and those seemingly inspired diagnoses of his.
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Frequently he would come into the classroom, always unannounced, listen attentively to the lecture or discussion and maybe
after a few minutes pass out as quietly as he had entered. JHore
ofteu, however, he would make some quaint obsenration that
would forever fix in our minds the fundamental osteopathic principle underlying the subject under discussion. I recall on several
occasions, ,vhen congestion of the respiratory system was being
considered, he ,,,"auld, using the person nearest to him as a subject
and standing at his back, passing his hands over the shoulders and
under the axillae, he would say, "Don't fail to free up the circulation of the blood and lymph in these areas." Indeed the lymph and
the importance of its unobstructed flow was accentuated by him
almost on a par with that of the blood. He emphasized it in our
class time after time, day after day. Perhaps the outstanding impression I have of him was his eager, passionate desire for every
student to become thoroughly imbued and grounded in the fundamentals of osteopathy. That was his great goal, his supreme ambition. The one disturbing thought that he seemingly had sometimes, was that insufficient emphasis was being given these fundamentals in our class work. He wanted each student to know these
principles and to know that he knew them. The experience of
one member of our class in his second term was a casein point.
This young man was out walking, endeavoring to overcome an
incipient attack of discouragement and despondency, when suddenly he came upon the Old Doctor, maybe upon a like mission,
who knmvs, in the woods back of his home. After the exchange of
greetings, the Old Doctor said, "Sit down here on this log and tell
me ,vhat you think of osteopathy so far?" The young man admitted he was groping about for a sure footing.
"\\iell, my boy, " said Dr. Still with firm conviction, "I can picture this science as the greatest contribution ever made to a suffering \\rorId, if only those who practice it, adhere to its eternal
truths. "
""What are those truths?" the young man eagerly asked.
'jTbey are found in the spinal column with all of its intricate
bony framevolOrk, plus the beautiful circulation of blood and
lymph through the nerve centers of the spinal cord and throughout
the whole body. That's the one thing you must hammer home to
your own satisfaction if you expect to get the full concept of this
(~8)
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thing we call osteopathy. Assure yourself of the mechanical
features of this thing. It is a new concept in the treatment of
disease. Remember, if ever a time comes when you are discouraged with a patient, make up your mind the next time you see
the patient, that you resoLve to locate the lesioned spinal anatomy
- I t will be there. It must be!" He went on telling about the
obstruction to an artery being the cause of disease, and tilen
added, "If I can get you and the other members of your class, 'who
seem so full of promise, imbued with the fundamentals about
which I try to tell you from time to time, it will be 1ve11 for our
science. " And then he added, "Oh, if I can only bum this in,
I am sure you'll be a credit to us all."
That young man had almost decided upon a different careerhe, that day, was somewhat disheartened and was in the doldrums
when this chance meeting with tlle Old Doctor took place. He told
me afterwards, "To me that was the real date of my conversion
to osteopathy." That classmate now enjoys a very large practice in one of our largest cities.
The Old Doctor was always so thougbtful and considerate, and
so generous with poor students who were trying desperately to
get through the college. I recall another case in point, though
not of our class.
One of our most successful practitioners today gave me this
account of his mvn experience there in college. "Vith practically
no funds, but filled with the hope that somehow he \vould be able
to get through his course, tllis young man \vent from one of the
great middle states to Kirksville to study osteopathy. Fortunately,
the Old Doctor met him soon after his arrival, learned of the pittance he had, and then and there began a strange and Illost U11usual act of philanthropy. He handed the young man enough
money to pay his board and room rent for the coming week. Each
\veek, thereafter, on a certain day, at a certain hour, this busy,
generous-hearted man would enter this youngman's meagerly
furnished room, would sit dm,;n and visit with him for a few minutes, advise him about his studies and then, as he was leaving,
would give him the amount of money necessary to pay his board
and room rent for that week. This unusual perfonnance took
place regularly every week throughout the young man's entire
course of study.
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It was near the end of his last tenn, shortly before his senior
vwrk in the Infinnary was to close, that he was taught a lesson
he has never forgotten.
One of his patients \vas a man who had recently come to Kirksville, to see if he could get any relief for an almost completely
paralyzed left leg. 1'he occasion ",vas the patient's second visit
for treatment. This budding young doctor, whose mind was
filled witll visions of a growing practice out yonder in some metropolis, had asked a number of impressively sounding questions of
the patient and then had just begun treating him when in walked
the Old Doctor, \vho quietly took a position ,vhere he could clearly
see everything the young doctor did. There he stood, leaning on
his famous old staff that for years had been his constant companion. Not a word did he utter. It was a trying moment for the
young doctor, yes a very embarrassing moment for him. All
tlle many hours the Old Doctor had spent in his meagerly furnished room, and the unnumbered fatherly words of advice he
had received there from him, now came rushing quickly through
his mind, and he faintly began to realize all that this grizzled old
man meant to him, and his pride and feeling of gratitude spurred
him on to demonstrate to his benefactor and preceptor how much
he had profited by those hours of advice and acts of kindness.
And so with his mind filled with these myriad thoughts he began a
stereotyped, mechanical sort of manipulation of the patient's
whole body. He manipulated the poor fellow from stem to stem l
from port to starboard) and then back again. And then) hoping
to be doubly impressive with his preceptor, who all this while
had not spoken a vmrd or lifted his eyes from the performance
that was taking place on the table, the by this time perspiring
young doctor repeated this shotgun perfonnance again, and then
,vith a swelling sort of pride he tunled with a look of anticipating
approval at the Old Doctor.
He hac1not long to wait, for the latter by this time was crimson
'''lith rage. He rose to his full height) straight as an arrow, and
said, "Young man, you have not given this man any osteopathy
at all. I am dist,rt1sted Witll you. I am ashamed to look at you.
,,\Vith all these months of study you have here demonstrated you
don't know a thing about osteopathy. You are just an engine,viper. I am tempted to not permit you to graduate."
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And then, without another word, he placed the patient's knees
over his right shoulder, put his anns around the hips and hands
under the patient's sacrum and fifth lumbar vertebra, and then
with a spiral i'wist of his own body he suddenly gave a thrust with
his shoulder against the patient's buttocks that resulted in a resounding pop. That was all he did. Presently he asked the patient to get up and ,valko This the fellow did, to the utter amazement of the young doctor, and walked about without any limp or
pain whatever. It was tllis precision of anatomical knowledge that
Dr. Still longed for each student to acquire in his college course
and then use on every case that presented itself for care.
One day I met Dr. Still just inside the front entrance or the'
college building and he said, "New York," that was always his
term of greeting to me, "come' with me." He led the way to a
room I think on the garret floor, and there he shmved me a treatment chair he was building. He explained that he was trying to
build a chair that possibly might be helpful in the correction of
vertebral and rib lesions. He asked my opinion of it and I told
him it did not appeal to me as a very effective device. The Olel
Doctor agreed, and then added, "Riley, there is nothing that can
beat tlle hands for correcting lesions." Such an observation,
such an estimate as that, from such an autllOrity, should cause
every osteopathic physician to give it some very careful thought.
No matter how perfect nor how manrelous a piece of mechanism
you may have, it is nevertheless a mechanical device, and as such
can never take tlle place of that matchless combination of brain
and skilled hands, hands tllat know well both the nonoal and the
abnormal that sense the resistance of lesions and enable the brain
to controi the amount of force to be applied, the exact direction,
and the exact moment for its application in the correction of lesions.
As he expressed it in his Autobiography, "An intelligent head 'will
soon learn that a soft hand and a gentle move is the hand and
head that get ti,e desired result."
I have referred to his solicitude for the students and their adherence to the fundamentals of osteopathy. \Vell, he practiced
what he preached. He held himself to a strict accountability on
that suhject.
As I ,vrite, there comes to my mind an obsen'ation that I, as
class representative, made on our graduation day, that happened
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to come on the thirtieth annivessary of the founding of osteopathy.
It is as applicable today as it was thirty-three years ago. I said,
"If there is anyone thing that has impressed me more tl1an another
during my sojourn here, Dr. Still, it has been your unswerving,
unfaltering fidelity to your principles and system. No man has
had more opportunities for wavering. You have been beset
upon every hand by those who have come witl1 propositions
clothed in innocent-looking and oily words, that vwuld have proved
the entering ,vedge to the cleavage of your whole system, but
YOU have stood as 'firm as adamantine rock.
..And let me say that
~n mv humble judgment, outside of the inJlerent principles of the
svste-m itself, osteopatlly owes more to your uncompromising
;osition than to all otller influences combined. "
- Shortly after my graduation, and marriage on June 29, 1\IIrs.
Rilev and I attended the American Osteopathic Association Convention at the \~Tor1d's Fair in St. Louis in July, 1904. This was
a happy beginning of an osteopathic career. Closely following, on
October 1, 1904, we came to New York, opened an office and were
ready for that which every beginning practitioner looks fonvard to
so a~xiouslv and longingly, the building of a practice. As a collateral and" important aid to that end, we had-made application
for membership in the American Osteopatllic Association at St.
Louis, and at the very first opportunity joined the local and tlle
state osteopatllic societies and were soon in the thick of the activities of organized osteopatl1y. As we anticipated, this resulted
most satisfactorily and advantageously, for we found among other
things that it helped to occupy our time and attention, during
those important gestation and labor periods of practice building.
Space and the purpose of this publication not permitting scientific descriptions, it seems well in an infonnal, colloquial and
popular way to recount some experiences Witll a variety of cases
picked at random tllfoughout the years of my practice.
1Ty -first patient, a 1\1rs. D., was a very dear friend whose ac(luaintance
I had made witllin ten days after my coming to New
,
York nearly six years before.
She ,vas °a woman of sixty-five years of age who had had exophthalmic goiter for some fifteen to eighteen years. The enlargement lvas principally of the right lobe and isthmus of the thyroid
gland. It presented all of the typical characteristics of this type
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of goiter. Recently she had noticed the gland ,vas increasing in
size, even causing trouble in swallowing, and the protrusion of
the eyes was becoming quite pronounced. Both of these symptoms, I noticed, had increased very markedly since I last saw her.
Rapid heart and increasing nervousness and insomnia were given
as annoying symptoms. Examination disclosed lesions of the
first and second ribs on the right, up and posterior, and several
vertebral malalignments between the seventh cenrical and the
seventh dorsal vertebrae.
Corrective treatment was directed tmvard these lesions over a
period of about seven months, 'when the patient was discharged,
all symptoms having entirely disappeared. 'fhe lady lived an
active happy life for hventy-nine more years with no return of
symptoms except a slight increase in the protrusion of the eves
dUring her last three years r and a slight ·heart involvement the
last eighteen months.
11r. K. vms an unusually successful electrical equipment salesman. He was a large, vigorous and very active man. He vdth
three other men were in an open automobile that turned turtle on
a slippery road one day. l\1r. K. was pinioned under the car
with the back of the front seat, in which he had been sitting, across
his lumbar area and buttock. Conscious of no discomfort, he
felt he had been most lucky, for each of his companions had had
one or more bones broken.
About one week later wbile on his way to Chicago he was ,vakened in his berth with excnlciating pain in his right buttock and
back of right thigh. His suffering was intense, but there was no
physician on the train. On arriving in Chicago, he was taken to
his hotel and medical aid called. He was infonned he had sciatic
rheumatism. (In days gone by, the rheumatic basket was always
filled to overflowing with all the aches and pains not definite"ly
chargeable to other and patent causes.) For four months he
,vrit1led in torture in his room in the old Sherman Hotel, and then
was taken to French Lick Springs for three more months, with
the condition gradually growing worse. Then he was taken to
:ryIt. Clemons, lVIichigan, for another three months and then back
to his hotel in Chicago, considerably vmrse than when he left it
six months before. A patient of mine, an acquaintance of his,
on learning of his predicament went to Chicago and brought him
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to me to see if I could help him. I have never seen an)'-one suffer
more intensely than he. Tears flowed copiously. He struggled
along with a crutch. He could not sit. He ate standing, from a
mantle or piano, and what sleep and so-called rest he got, was
by lying on his stomach across a double bed. A lesion involving
the right sacro-iliac articulation was the cause of his agony. One
can well imagine how unusually tense all this man's musculature
was after all of those ten months of suffering. At first, the weight
of my hands 'ivould produce agonizing spasms of his muscles, but
gradually little by little the spasms began to subside and at the
end of the fourth month I succeeded in correcting the sacra-iliac
lesion and almost immediately the pain began subsiding and with
a fe,v more visits extending over another lllonth he was discharged
completely cured. I kept in touch with him for ten years. There
was no return of symptoms during that time.
In the fifth year of my practice a gentleman, president of a
bank in a city of one of the middle states came for a consultation.
He recited the following experience. Not quite two years before
he began suffering with "sinus disease." The condition grew
rapidly worse and a prominent Philadelphia specialist was called
to his)lOme city for an operation. It was not successful and about
six months later he went to Philadelphia and his surgeon perfanned a second operation with practically no improvement.
Eight weeks before he came to m:r office he had had a third operation in New York, and at the time he visited me the wound showed
no signs of healing. He wondered if osteopathic treatment might
help him. I frankly told him I had never had a case like his, but
offered the comment that healing was dependent upon a normal
blood supply, and that perhaps the present refusal of his tissues
to heal, and also his original sinus involvement, were both the
result of some obstruction to the circulation to his head. T'his
appealed to him as logical, and he asked me to examine him. I
found lesions involving the first, second, and tilird cervical vertebrae, and tile upper left and right ribs. That was on a IVlonday,
and he infonned me his surgeon had told him if there were no
signs of healing on the following I\Ionday he intended perfonning
another operation. So we decided to see what Nature, when
assisted, would do. I began the correction of the lesions and stimulated the cenrical sympathetics. I saw him daily. He 'iYent from
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my office to that of his surgeon, who dressed his wound daily.
On no ,isit after the first did I disturb the dressing. On the following Friday he told me the surgeon the day before when dressing
the wOllild, remarked that there were definite signs of healing.
Each succeeding day this ,vas more pronounced. On the following
lVlonday, one week from the day I first saw the patient, the surgeon expressed great delight with the progress the tissues ,vere
making and said, "No operation is necessary."
I continued tilE treatments, though not daily all the time, for
two weeks more, and then the gentleman with a healed wound,
and as he assured me feeling the best he had in years, left for his
home a happy man. There \"ere no return of symptoms. I heard
from him occasionally over a period of fifteen years.
\\Thich, may I ask those who read this, especially students if
any, who arc impressed with the dramatic-which \vas the more
dramatic, the work of the great surgeon clad in his operating gmvn
"ith the effect of ether and its odor all abont. or the Dr. StilI's
simple assistance of Nature to perform her function? "'\Vhich?
One day a father who was taking treatment asked if osteopathy
could benefit convergent strabismus or cross~eye. Our conversation resulted in his wife's bringing in their ten year old daughter,
who had a very bacl1y crossed right eye, together with greatly
impaired vision. The mother gave this interesting history: She
had a very difficult labor of three days' duration, with ultimate
instrumental delivery. \\Then the child was eight months old, it
was noticed that her right eye turned inward and downward.
They consulted many specialists in New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Boston, London and Berlin-none of whom gave any
hope of her improvement or recovery. Examination disclosed
badly lesioned upper three cervical vertebrae.
I expressed a possible hope for improvement. Gradually, as
the lesions werc corrccted, the eye began to straighten, and the
vision improve. By the end of four months' treatment, she could
easily distinguish between objects, could read large type letters,
and the eye was practically straight except when she was excited
or very· tired. 'The death of the father caused the removal of the
family from the city, and I lost touch with them.
IVIany opera and concert singers, pianists and violinists have
saved their cachets by the timely summoning of an osteopathic
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physician. With such assistance many of them have gone through
season after season without the cancellation of a single perfonnance. Hairbreadth escapes are sometimes encountered,
hmo,rever. One among a few such was quite harrowing and exciting at the time, but also amusing when seen in retrospect.
A noted and much advertised tenor was to make his highly
anticipated premiere on a certain evening at the famous :J:\Jetropolitan Opera House. The musical sections of the press had
carried numerous interesting references to the life and career of
this distinguished artist. The opera public were all aquiver ,vith
interest. Early in the forenoon of the day before the eventful day
an excited call carne from the office of the "1Vlet" to make a hurried
appointment for the gentleman. On the hour he appeared, full
of excitement but empty of voice-his silvery tones were gone
with only whispers in their stead. The poor fellow was in a desperate predicament, as one can well vision. An examination disclosed a condition in which many artists and public speakers have
on numerous occasions found themselves, though perhaps \yithout
accurate knowledge of the real trouble.
His neck vms very contracted and excrucia·tingly tender and
his all important hyoid bone was bacl1y out of alignment, causing
an imbalance of his whole voice mechanism. \Vith much gesticulating and a gutteral \vhispering tone he conveyed to me-" Oh
Doctor, it is dreadful, it is terreeble, do you think it is posseeble
for me to sing?"
A treatment then, another that afternoon, and a third the next
morning put him in fairly good voice, and his face clothed in his
na tive sunny smiles. He had hardly left the office after each
can, when an anxious voice inquired, "Oh Doctor, can you make
him seeng?"
Another treatment that night just before he "went on" and
then again "between acts," enabled him to give a "magnificent
perfonnance," according to critics in the next monlillg's papers.
In IV[arch, 1911, a telegram addressed to me amlOuncecl that a
lady in Illinois, two mont11s past her eighty-fourth birthday, had
been stricken with double pneumonia. Daily messages for five
days indicated her gradual succumbing to the ravages of the
terrible disease. The sixth day the message said, "Sinking rapidly, come at once." T\vent:y-four hours later the physician
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met me at the station, and said, "George, I've done everything
I can do. I came from your mother just an hour ago, she was
then alive and that 'was all. She may be gone by now. If there's
anything you can do I want you to feel free to do it. "
Three quarters of an hour later I stooel beside her bed. She ,vas
lying on her back, restless and unconscious. I was told that
even under medication she had been very restless for three days.
Her temperature vms 103.8 degrees Fahrenheit, pulse 120, respirations 40, and very feeble. I looked at the doctor. Our eyes met
and I smv 110 hope in his. I said, <' Doctor, she is still aZ,hx. "

He said, "Yes. "
It was 7 :30 p.m. I sat down beside the bed, placed my eight
fingers under her body on the left side of her spine, the side next
to me, and from the seventll cervical duwn, began the long siege
of relaxing'tllOse tense, contracted, excruciatingly tender muscles.
Paticntly, persistclltly, I gave all I had to the relaxing of those
spinal tissues on both sides especially in the cervical and upper
dorsal areas.
IV!y friends, did you ever pray? I prayed that night as I never
prayed before, nor since. With three intennissions of t'iVcnty
minutes each, I kept up my detennined efforts until 11 o'clock,
when at last I secured that reactio1l, that fccl that I was so intent
upon obtaining. She 'was resting quietly now, breathing less
frequently, and much lnore comfortably. She slept the remainder
of the night quietly, restfully.
,,\Then the doctor came the next monling she was conscious; she
kne,v me. He found her temperature vms down to 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, her pulse to 98, and her respirations to 20. Four
more days of treatments to the same areas resulted in nonnal
temperature, pulse, and respirations. She made a happy recovery,
and was up and about all summer and fall. But the strain had
been too great. She passed on rather suddenly, on the folIo-wing
November 7. To me, that experience was like putting my hands
dmvn under her and snatching her from the open grave.
Along with this reference to tlle yielding of pneumonia to osteopathic care, it is interesting and gratifying to recount the comparative results obtained by dnlg medication and osteopathic treatment in the great pandemic of pneumonia and influenza at the
time of the World War.
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In order to make this comparison, I sent requests for reports
on the number of cases of influenza and pneumonia and the number of deaths from ea~h, to every State Health Commiss~oner and
to all the City Health Commissioners, in cities in HIe United States
of 40,000 population and over. One hundred and forty-eight
replies were received.
Sufficient data was received in the replies and reports of those
one hundred and forty-eight Health Commissioners coupled with
the estimates of the National Census Bureau and tlle several
Insurance Companies to warrant the ultra-conservative estimate
of 5 per cent of fatalities in influenza cases and 33 per cent of
fatalities in pneumonia cases under medicinal care, the latter
nmning, in some larger centers of population, as high as 68 and
73 per cent. Up to the date of the survey, the official compilation of fatalities, in epidemic pneumonia in our Army Camps,
amounted to 34~ per cent.
Such experiences under medicinal care naturally made me ,vonder ,vhat were the results obtained under osteopathic care.
I sent report blanks to all practising osteopaHlic physicians in
the United States and Canada for data on all cases of influenza
and epidemic pneumonia. Strict instructions were given to report
only ,veIl-developed cases, and to report all such \vith all fatalities.
All told, 2,445 osteopathic physicians reported. 'These 2,445
reports representing every section of the country and Canada,
the small towns as well as HIe large cities, cover 110,122 cases of
influenza with only 257 deatlls, or a mortality of less than onefourth of 1 per cent. They also reported having cared for 6,258
cases of epidemic pneumonia with only 63E> deaths, or a pneumonia mortality of only 10 per cent. Some fifty of these deaths
occurred within twenty-four hours after the osteopat11ic physicians
were called.
This is a sufficient number of cases to warrant intelligent and
conservative conclusions and comparisons.
The following table gives, in brief, HIe comparative results:
rVIORTALITY IN INFLUENZA
CASES

UNDER

1'vIedicinal care in
Osteopathic care in

.
.

1000
1000

DEATHS

50
2.25

PERCE:N'fAGE

!

5
of 1
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made. The sacrifices, the privations that all must endure, prove
the refinery that separates the dross from the gold and silver in
our acquaintances.
In this connection I am· constrained to say that I have never
been able to solve, to my mvn satisfaction, the mental mqke-up
of those members of the profession who have never evinced sufficient interest to even join the Association. How anyone can
deliberately stand aloof from his associates and see tilem perform
all of the common and joint labors, that are so patently necessary
for their mutual benefit, aye, even protection, is beyond my comprehension. I presume it must be, that they are the unfortunate
harbingers of those two master besetting sins-selfishness and
ingratitude. Selfish tiley certainly are, ort1ley \vould at least
insist on sharing the joint expense by contributing the regular
Association dues, and ingrates they are, or they never would,
yes, never could sit idly by and enjoy the fruits of the common
organized effort without joining in tile burden of its expense.
Early tile next year after our locating in Ne,v York, May 20,
1905, to be exact, the profession of New York and the East were
honored by a visit from Dr. Still. That was the only visit he
e:ver made to the East. The Greater New York Osteopathic
Society, as tile local society was tilen called, was host at this, its
last monthly meeting of tile year.
The following quotation is from the minutes of that meeting:
"Following the dinner, Dr. Hazzard assumed the duties of
toastmaster. The guests of honor, Dr. C. E. Still and the Old
Doctor both responded. Dr. Charlie was listened to with great
interest and the Old Doctor was in' his usual happy vein, which
osteopathic physicians have grown to know. The other speakers
were Dr. R. H. Williams, Dr. Geo. W. Riley, Dr. Harry L. Chiles
and tile Rev. George \V. Ivlason. "
One of the outstanding characteristics of Dr. Still, as a man and
as a physician, was his consuming desire to render service to his
fellO\vrnen. It was a passion with him. Remuneration was but
an incident. The thought with him, where others entered the
picture, was, "How C8n I help them?" This feeling along with
the osteopathic concept in varying degrees, got hQld of the graduates. So here in New York there had been growing a professional
consciousness that there should be some public institution, which

]VIORTALIlV IN PNUUMONIA

UNDER

CASES

lVledicinal care in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1000
Osteopathic care in
1000

DEATHS

350
100
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In addition to these splendid results, this survey disclosed
another most gratifying one:
There was not an osteopathic physician among all those who
treated these cases who could not stand before his fellowmen "'lith
chest up, head erect, eye beaming, and a consciousness that not
one in all that anny of 116,380 patients had become a drug addict
through any professional act of his, while bringing them through
those dreadfully anxious hours eluring their influenza or pneumonia
illness.
Is this a record for congratulations? I believe it is. \Vhen
some 80,000 people in one of OUf large cities ,yere sick unto death
with influenza and pneumonia, and some lA,OOO of them rued,
what took place? According to the report of a committee of the
City's Health Department, which made an exhaustive study of
the cases of influenza and pneumonia, 441,041 prescriptions for
these 80,000 people which were found in the files of 946 of the
1,200 drug stores of the city, 104,101 called for narcotics.
l\1edical bigotry and medical politics denied osteopathic physicians the opportunity of serving in the :Medical Corps of the Army
and Navy. EveI}"where and on every occasion, organized medicine tried to cast doubt upon our ability to do the ,york. But in
those dreadful epidemics) osteopathic physicians in private practice shmved that they '''ere fitted and prepared to cope 'with the
most virulent and deadly of all diseases, and if they had never
accomplished anything else than what they did in these epidemics,
that alone would be sufficient" to make the name of Dr. Still, our
founder, immortal.
In addition to the keen joy and satisfaction that I have obtained
from my practice, I have also derived tile greatest delight and
happiness from tile unnumbered hours of toil that I have given
in behalf of the profession. Some of the dearest acquaintances and
friends of my life have been formed in connection with the society
and association work I have done.
There, it is, one learns the mettle of "which his associates are

I
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would enable the profession collectively, to care for that increasing
number of the afflicted poor in the community who desired osteopathic care, but financially \vere unable to pay office charges for
such care. Gradually this feeling became vocal, and soon was the
subject of cODYcrsation wherever the Biblical" hvo or three" or
more" \vere gathered together. "
In January, 1911, Dr. Norman D. }Vlattison, then President of
the local osteopathic society, appointed a committee to study and
report on the advisability and feasibility of organizing and establishing a Hospital and Clinic here in New York City. This Committee, in early lvlarch, met in my office and elected Dr. Charles
E. Fleck as Chainnan and the late Dr. L. 1\1ason Beeman as Secretary. Mter many meetings and thoughtful discussions, and
the necessary legal steps for such procedure had been taken, The
New York Osteopathic Clinic was opened to the public July 13,
1914. Since that day thousands of the city's poor have taken
advantage of the osteopathic care obtainable there.
From the first meeting the committee 1vas governed by two
fundamental principles:
(1) That the work of the clinic shall be osteopathic t11roughout.
(2) ;-1'he active principle governing the professional staff shall
be the submergence of the individual physician, and the accentuation of senrice to the patient.
As a result, we have a happy cooperative group of sincere physicians giving their all, through conscientious dependable osteopathy. It was to that end that a public campaign for a building
and an endmvment fund, under the leadership of Dr. J. B. 1\lcKee
Arthur, then President of the local society was launched, and
resulted in the raising of over 8200,000.00. \\.Tith this sum an
unusually well-adapted building for housing the clinic was erected
and declicated to Andrew Taylor Still in 1927, in honor of both his
system of therapy and his life long devotion to senrice for others.
Its financial support comes from various sources. lvIany
friends of osteopathy in all ,valks of life have become regular
contributors to the Clinic.
There have been several bequests, one of $25,000.00. Grateful
patients, especially among noted artists, have been generous in
their support. Among the many of these may be mentioned the
late l\!Iaud PmveII, Louis Graveure, lVIildred Dilling, Amelita
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Galli-Curci, Joseph Hoffman, Albert Spalding, Florence Austral
and Frank Sheridan who also have given of their time and talent
in benefit perfonnances, of which at least two grossed better than
$11,000.00 each.
1'he last time I had the privilege of seeing Dr. StilI was on his
eighty-eighth birthday. 'The American Osteopathic Association
convention had just been held in Kansas City, ending August .5,
1916. All at the convention had been greatly disappointed at his
not being there, for we had looked fonvard with great anticipation
to seeing him. We were saddened to learn that he 1vas not at all
well-then too, the heat that summer was so intense it 1vould have
taxed his strength to have undertaken the trip.
At the close of the convention, Dr. H. L. Chiles, Secretary of
tile A.O.A., and I decided 'we would go home by way of Kirksville
and pay our respects to this great man. On our way we stopped
at 1\lacoll, 1\{o., and spent a night with Dr. Hildreth and his falniIy
and saw the splendid work that he and his associates \vere doing
there for the mentally sick.
The next day we went on and visited in the home of the Old
Doctor who vms being cared for by Dr. and ]'\1rs. George 1\11. Laughlin. Three years had passed by since I last saw him, three telling
years-they had demanded and taken a great toll from this man
of iron and steel, he who had always been so stately and strong,
who had always walked that classically" straight as an arrow. "
He was lying all a' treatment table, feeble in body and voice, but
we were delighted to see again that magnificent head and those
ruggedly attractive Lincolnesque features of heroic lTIold, although
his face was a little thin. His eyes brightened up when we came
in and every now and then while we talked with him they would
take on that marvelous keenness and luster that made his face so
expressive and fascinatingly attractive. He seemed genuinely
happy that ,ve had come to visit him, and, as always, 1vas intensely
interested in the convention, the work of tile . A.ssociation, and the
success of the profession in the field of practice.
The next day, on bidding him goodbye, we somehmv prophetically felt that -timt 1,vould be our last parting, and yet with that
tinge of sadness was mingled a feeling of joy and delight that this
heroic personality had actually witnessed tile establishment and
steady, healtlry, growtil of his life's work.
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It ,,,as a year and two days after that parting, on August 9,
1917, that the members of the American Osteopathic Association
did me the high honor of selecting me as their twenty-first President. That event marked that year of 1917 as a memorable one
to me. But there were other events that added to tile memorableness of that year. Already, on :NIarch 15, t11cre had passed
on one of the really great osteopathic physicians of the world, Dr.
George J. Helmer. George Helmer grasped the fundamentals of
osteopathy as fe'" men and ,vomen have ever grasped them. But
what was far more important, osteopathy got hold of George
Helmer. He therefore knew it, believed in it, practiced it; he
never questioned its efficacy. If he failed, he never attributed
that failure to osteopathy, but to his failure to correctly apply the
principles of osteopathy. He was proud of his profession and
therefore praised it convincingly, though not boastingly, by both
voice and deed. No inferiority complex ever molested George
I-Iehner. He had courage. He was dependable. People believed
in him. Being the first to locate in the East, he, therefore, gave
shape and direction to the profession which those of us,vho came
after him have enjoyed. His going was a great loss to the profession.
That year, 1917, was a notable year. On April G the United
States had declared that a "State of War existed ,,~th Germany."
Throughou t that year and far into the next the profession as
one solid phalanx fought the losing fight to win from Congress
the right of osteopathic physicians ,vho either volunteered or were
drafted, to enter the Medieal Corps of the Army and Navy. Then
in the midst of those strenuous days the profession was stunned
at the passing of Dr. Still on Deeember 12, 1917. I sent the following message to the profession through the editorial columns of
The Journal of the American Osteopathic Associat-ioll: "Had the
principles of osteopathy been enunciated by a man of less philosophic acumen, of less faith in the laws of Nature and Nature's
God, of less courage, less force, less perseverance, less love and
devotion to humanity than Dr. Still, it is extremely doubtful
whether osteopathy "muld now or ever have reached the position
which it occupies today in the therapeutic world. The world
perhaps does not hold a parallel to osteopathy in the grmvth of
its principles and the relief obtained from its practice. In a
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measure osteopathy stands as a monument to the failure of drug
therapy.
"Rarely indeed have the world's really great lived to see their
contribution to humanity attain such a marked acceptance by
their fellowmen as did Dr. Still.
"Dr. Still dedieated his life to the work of relieving suffering
humanity. 'When we began the study of osteopathy, ignorant
though we were of its possibilities, we, too, dedicated our lives to
the same cause.
"His death is a challenge to us to rededicate our liv~s to that
cause, and to a renewed effort on our part in the furtherance of
his teachings.
"Vole mourn his death, but we rejoice in his wonderful contribution to the welfare of humanity, and we rejoice that we were
privileged to lmow him personally, as a man, as a teacher, a great
teacher, as a philosopher, as a physician. To have known him
thus was a rare privilege indeed. "
By what system of accountancy could the worth of such a life
and such a legaey as he left to the world he eomputed?
Nineteen twenty-eight was another lnemorable year in the
history of osteopathy-for it marked the one-hundredth anniversary of the birth of Dr. Still on August G, 1828, in Jonesboro,
Lee County, Virginia.
It was decided, at the Denver Convention in 1927, to hold the
next convention in Kirksville and in conjunction therewith, to
hold a eentenoial eelebration of the Old Doctor's hirth. The newly
elected President of the American Osteopathic Association, Dr.
George V. Webster, prevailed upon me to take the chairmanship
of that celebration committee. Since my very first connection ,vith
osteopathy, I have always gotten a great amount of pleasure out
of any assignment for the benefit of organized osteopathy. But
nothing I ever did gave me so much joy and delight as lny planning,
working and bringing to completion, the program of Celebration of
the Centennial Anoiversary of the Old Doctor's birth. It was a
labor of love and that always brings joy and happiness.
Early in its deliberations the Centennial Committee decided
that tile A.O.A. should leave, in some permanent form, a token,
or mark of its appreciation of the Old Doctor, so that the layman
as well as the physician could see that the profession had taken
(29)
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note of this unique and distinguished occasion. An artistic bronze
tablet, recording the aetion of the Association in Commemorating
this Centennial Celebration was therefore erected on a huge two
and a half ton boulder brought some two miles and mounted on a
pennanent base in front of the log cabin of Dr. Still's birth, which
had been transported from Virginia and re~erected on a beautiful
knoll at the rear of the College and overlooking the last resting
placc of the great philosopher and Founder of Osteopathy.
Perhaps no "\Yords of mine can morc fittingly express lny feelings
and my estimate of Dr. Still, nor more appropriately close these
pages than those words I used at the opening of that Centennial
Celebration.
"Historians and paleontologists tell us that this earth has been
inhabited by millions on millions of people since it became tile
habitat of man. According to that same history it is amazing
how few of those millions worked and labored sufficiently well to
cause those who came after them to celebrate their centenaries.
,< It is singularly interesting to note, according to tllat same
history, that ser'L'ice to their fellowmen was the one constant activating element in the lives of those whose centenaries have been
obsenred.
"History leaves no record of a centennial celebration of a Cain,
a Nero, a Caligula, a Lucrezia Borhria, a King John, a Benedict
Arnold, a Boss T,veed. The submerging of self, the doing of kindly
deeds to others, a senrice to one's fellowman, is what tlle peoples of
all ages and all races most admire.
"Today is the centenary of a man of our day, our age; of a man
who once walked the streets of this little city; of a man tlle gleam
of whose eyes looked into the eyes of many bere before me; of a
man who kne'''' tlle sorrows of poverty; of a man ,,,bose hands
have given succor and health to thousands hereabouts; of a man
whose undaunted courage has never known an equal; of a man
whose genius has given to the afflicted world a system of tllerapy
that has caused the lame to walk, the blind to see, tlle deaf to
hear, to the mentally deficient, clear brains, and reunited happy
homes; of a man who has given us tlle Osteopathic School of Medicine which in fifty years has become known the world over. Today is the centenary of Dr. Andrew Taylor Still.
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"ldr. President, your Association did itself a great honor at
your last meeting in Denver when it decided to celebrate this day,
the hundredth anniversary of Dr. Still's birth, here at his old home
with his family and among his old neighbors, ''''here he labored and
wrought and where loving hands carried him to his last resting
place on yonder knoll among tlle trees and flowers and birds he
loved so ,veIl. That is tlle reason for this assemblage and the presence of these distinguished guests here this afternoon."

SOllIE ANECDOTES OF' THE OLD DOCTOR

CHAPTER XXIX
SOME ANECDOTES OF THE OLD DOCTOR
By HARRY L. CHILES, D. O.
Graduate, American School of Osteopathy, Class '01.
Secretary, American Osteopathic Association, 1904-1918.
Awarded Distinguished Service Certificate of the American Osteopathic Association for twenty years of effective sen-ice as
an Executive Officer.
OSTEOPATHY first came to my notice in lS9f:> when I was living
in Nashville, Tennessee. A clergyman, whom I knew well, had
injured his spine in a bicycle accident, resulting in complete
paralysis of the lower part of his body, and he had been pronounced
incurable. He was taken to Franklin, Kentucky, where Oile of
the first schools of osteopathy had been founded after the parent
school, and under osteopathic treatment he had been entirely
cured.
A little later, ,ve had as guest for a few days, the wife of a medical
physician of that same town, who, on learning that 1\I1rs. Chiles
was in poor health, urged her to see the osteopathic physician in
Nashville, insisting that osteopathy had done remarkable things
for sick people in her community.
Just previous to this we had taken :NIrs. Chiles to see a distinguished surgeon in Nashville who urged an operation. "\Ve
then consulted a fine old country doctor, a very good friend of
ours, who opposed the operation, telling us it was much more
serious than the surgeon had led us to believe. (But a year later
when I talked with him about my studying osteopathy, he strenuously urged me to study regular medicine instead of this new
thing.)
IVIy wife decided to try osteopathy. The results were most
gratifying; I was not fully convinced that it was applicable in her
case for some time. During the long course of treatment, the osteopathic physician ,,,ho was taking care of my wife, Dr. E. H. Shackleford (now of Richmond, Virginia), suggested that I enter the
profession, if it could be called that. Two questions confronted
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me: First, was there any power or ability in Dr. Shackleford's
finaers
·which , with study
and training, might not be acquired by
b
•
mine?
It should be remembered that those early days saw the beginning
of many cults and isms. There was a more or less breaking away
from t1~e methods of the physicians and surgeons of that day, but
no well-defined substitute took their place. Christian Science had
made headway and had opened the eyes of many to the usefulness
of. c1nlgs and ~urgery. Electricity ,vas too little understood to be
much used for curative purposes, although galvanism was employed
quite widely. Animal magnetism and the transference of healing
power to a recipient patient ,vere in vogue, and suggestive therapeutics and \Veltmerism were popular throughout the middle
west. In view of all this perhaps it was natural that I should insist
on knowing if osteopathy had anything in common ,vith these
sYstems and cults whose appeal, at least in part, v\'Us based on
the mysterious or the occult.
Th~ ot1ler question which I debated seriously was this: \Vould I
be entering the profession too late? \\Then it came time for me to
(rraduate there would be several hundred osteopat1lic physicians
b
practicing, and all of t1le larger cities and important centers would
have at least one. Would not that be sufficient? Certainly at
that time many of those who enjoyed these monopolies of location
thought so. It was a large city indeed '\"hich then justified other
osteopaths in coming where one was already located. And many
of t11em were inclined to resent the intrusion of another. That
was his town.
This feeling was no doubt due to the view that osteopathy was
of venc circumscribed limitations. I recall distinctly fibruring
that lv-ina
between the grosser corrective operations of orthopedic
•
b
surgery on one hand and the infections and common illnesses on
the other, there was a field represented by minute spinal disturbances, which for a time, at least, would give a limited nU1nber of
us satisfactory occupation. \\That we thought of the breadth and
universality of our field when we graduated may have been an
altogether ~different thing; but I distinctly remember that at the
time I cast the die to enter the study, I had 110 conception of what
I have since been able to do, nor could I conceive that people with
these many and diverse ailments would seek me and trust them-
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selves to purely manipulative methods. I-fhis growth of public
sentiment has been a most astounding development.
In August, 1898, about the time I was considering the study of
osteopathy there appeared in J.1Iunscy's 111agaziHc, widely circulated in the middle west, the first article on the subject, written
by Opie Read, a well-known writer of the time. This article said
that Dr. Still had not only reached the masses but also had attracted the attention of the well-to-do.
Well I recall my first impressions of Kirksville and of Dr. Still.
It ·was mid-August as the nineteenth century ,vas drawing to a
close. Four of us in the family had reached Kirksville on that
early morniIig train from St. Louis and ,"ere quartered, while
searching for a house to rent, just across the street from Dr. Still's
home (his new residence was then being built). V\Te were, of course
on a more or less constant lookout for the Old Doctor. He was in
the country at the time, but Saturday afternoon brought him
home. There we saw him on the driver's seat of a high-body, twohorse wagon and when it was opposite his home, hardly waiting
for it to stop, he threw his umbrella out and sprang from his high
seat to the ground, landing as nimbly as an athlete might do.
Summer though 'it was, he was wearing high-top boots with his
pants tucked inside.
I had no opportunity to meet him until classes started in school.
At the close of one of my early classes which he had attended, I
joined the throng of students tagging at his heels, and made bold
to say to him: "Dr. Still, I have the honor to come from the
state in which you were bon1. Like vou, I lived several vears in
Tennessee, and now I am out here to learn osteopathy frOl~ you. "
Quick as a flash he shot back, "Young man, I have always
noticed that the smartest men and the damndest fools came from
Virginia." And with a chuckle, on he went down the stairs. I
did not then realize how dearly the Old Doctor loved to take the
"starch" out of a fresh student, or I should not have so played
into his hands.
But even at that, I came off better than a certain patient from
tile East who had waited his chance for weeks to force the Old
Doctor to examine him. One afternoon he saw Dr. Still on the
lawn \vith a gathering of students about him, and, uninvited, this
determined tenderfoot, joined the group. At the first break in the
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conversation he proceeded to tell Dr. Still that he had come \Vest
especially to be examined by him. Dr. Still asked him if his SOIlS
or members of the faculty had not seen .him. The young man
admitted that they had, but he said doctors back home had suggested he had water on the brain and he greatly wanted Dr. StilI's
opinion. '"fhis \vas too good an opportunity for the Old Doctor
to let pass, so he told the young man to sit down while he ran his
fingers over his neck. He said: "I'he diagnosis is wrong, I
find no evidence of brain whatever, " to the chagrin of the patient
and the amazement of those present.
The day of the free use of the pistol and quick resort to the
lmite to settle minor disputes had long since passed in the I\1iddle
V\Test and the day of the sharp retort, the pointed story and repartee, the battle of ·wits, had succeeded it. Lincoln "vas one of those
who was adept at brilliant remarks. There was much about Dr.
Still to recall tile Emancipator; but in addition, Dr. Still used
figures of speech, the allegory, the test of his listener's intelligence
to follow him and to see how quickly his point "ms perceived.
His ,vritings, especially his earlier ones, abound in these more or
less vague 'figures of speech.
At the end of m:yfirst year, a friend and I planned to go with a
recent graduate to a distan t state to gain some experience in practice. All of our examinations were early except that in physiology
and to wait for it would delay us several days. \Ve saw Dr. Still
and explained the situation to him. \Ve asked him to give us a
special examination. He agreed, and without a moment's hesitation gave us the examination in one question which was as follows: "V\That is the difference between a pterygium and a pig's
tail? "
We hesitated to answer.
To give us a hint as to his line of thought, he asked, "If you cut
off a pig's tail ,vill it grow back again?"
The idea he wanted to bring to us was that if a new grmvth 1
the result of inflammation or circulatory changes, was destroyed,
unless the causes back of it were removed, tile law that applied to
the removal of a natural part of the body, as a finger or in a pig
the pig's tail, would not operate. This allegory has come to me
tilOusands of times in thinking out causes and effects. IvIy recollection is that we did not make a passing grade in this special
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examination and deferred our adventure into the field of practice
until after the regular examination was held.
Ten calendar months-from early September to tile very cnd
of ]une-\vas a school year, and the :vacations were few and short.
A day at Thanksgiving and a week at Christmas were about all.
The teachers of the September classes, those to graduate in June,
werc on double duty, as those classes, on account of numbers, were
divided into two groups. Students '\vhose last names began with
letters in the early part of the alphabet attended classes in the
morning hours from S :00 to 12 ::30 or 1 :00; and the others in the
afternoon, hours from 1 :00 to 4:00 or later. JIhe laboratorieschemistry, histology, and anatomy 'were crowded, but the professors each had several assistants. Fortunately for us in those
days, there ,vere few State Examining boards to prepare for. Consequently the work was more practical, more directed tmvard the
end of making the graduate a skilled and successful osteopathic
practician, than is possible ,vhere the object seems to be to pass a
medical examining board.
There were disadvantages to be sure in the absence of State
practice acts, for it made the ,vay easy for what we called "irregular" osteopathic physicians going in under the prestige the practice
of osteopathy had already secured. But I have always had the
conviction that because our colleges for the first five or ten years
could, without regard to State 1\ledical Boards, gi,Ve the student
the best training possible for the practice of osteopathy was really
tile determining factor in making of us today a real dominant,
independent school of medicine. After all, tile irregulars which
profited and flourished for a time like the green bay tree, because
of the lack of state la,,, regulating tJleir entrance into the practice,
have gone to their reward, but the true osteopatilic tone given to
practice by the graduates in those first few years has had profound
influence in giving the general public a truer concept of what to
expect from osteopathic treatment whicll many unstable minded
practicians might have neglected. to give, except for this demand.
I wonder sometimes if the "wind was not tempered to the shorn
lamb. " I wonder if some guiding hand, unseen by us, clid not
beckon ancI indicate the way. Surely tile odds were sufficiently
great to justify it. There were so many missteps we might have
made. So many alluring tangents 'ye might have followed. There
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was one thing that saved us-the conviction that what was being
taught us was a vital thing-a tlllng that would help othenvise
helpless people to health) and a thing which people would accept
when they understood it.
Right here in behalf of tJ1Ousal1ds l,vho studied and practiced
what Dr. Still taught, I have in mind to pay tribute to his genius
and common sense. It is not his discovery of tile fundamental
principles I am now thinking of, but his leadership and ability to
impress his teaching and carry a fighting conviction to his students
and those associatedlvith him. I have a feeling that while osteopathy had that within it which entitled it to sunTive and spread its
influence, yet the devotion and stability of many of its earlier
graduates under the stimulus of Dr. StilI's personality were tile
detennining factors in the trend osteopathic practice took and its
resistance to compromise 'Vitil outside influences.
The two-year course of study in our colleges at that day, made
necessary because the longer course could not have been so early
developed and competent teaching force for many of its subjects
later incorporated could not have been provided, vms an outstanding blessing. \Ve went out in those first years understanding the
fundamental principles on which osteopathy was predicated. ,Ve
believed in them and were fairly competent to apply them. \Ve
knew nothing else. Vilith no legal protection ,ye dared do little
else. I-Ienee osteopatilY as an unmixed, uncontaminated school
of practice was established.
If it had been possible to have developed a four-year course of
study from the beginning with all of its collateral subjects now
taught) and if tilerE had been tile demand that it be given, we
should not now have osteopathy as we have it today. Instead it
would be a milk-and-water affair, commanding little respect from
those who practice it and not sufficient confidence frOln the general public to make it a success. All concerned have to thank Dr.
Still's understanding and the nEcessities of tile time which compelled us to give a course of study limited to enforcing on the student tile principles underlying osteopathy and sending him out
depending on applying them as his only means of aiding tile sick.
Dr. Still's life from ehildlIOod had developed in him the supremest courage, and he was psychologist enough to know tilat courage
and confidence in what one is doing ,vere the most dependable
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~rhere were, of course, no furnaces in these rented houses, no
fireplaces; a flue or hvo for the little stove in which bunled that
miserable soft coal, mined a few miles from to\\'n. Baths? Of
course not. I recall I ,yen t dmvn to the Infinnary once and had a
tub bath, but what the occasion was, I cannot now recalll There
probably was a pump or an open well in the back·yard. There was,
of course, no plumbing nor inside toilet, so the well with its old
oaken bucket in the backyard did not seem well placed according
to our present-day ideas of sanitation. But I think there \vas little
illness traceable to water contamination. Lights in houses? The
kerosene lamp-no electric lights or gas in the smaller residences,
and few telephones except in business places. Under these conditions we took the extreme heat and dust of summer and severe
cold of winter. There vms little complaining; cheerfulness prevailed.
\Vho cared, we were soon to be osteopathic physicians.
Two hundred and forty-two students matriculated in my class.
]\!Ianv, of course, fell by the wayside, about two hundred graduati~g in June, 1901. 'I'here were many gray-haired women and
full-bearded men in the class-students fifty or sixty years of
age were not unusual. In many cases husbands and wives ,vere
in school and not a few SallS and daughters studying with them.
For the most part they were serious, hard-working people, determined to master this new system to which many of them mved
their lives or the life of a member of their families. Hence the
business demanded their loyalty more perhaps as a religion would
do than a profession. \\That we may have lacked in academic
training, we made up in receptiveness to the principles given us
and in the detennination to apply them in relieving the sick. After
all, I wonder if the main thing we get in college are the facts of the
subjects studied or the study-habit? \\That we may learn in
textbooks with the exception of fundamentals may be out of date
in five Vears but if we have the study habit, we will be able to
pick up~ new 'facts and use them ,vhen the opportunity is afforded.
Of tremendous importance was the fact that many men and
women of mature minds were students in our colleges in those first
years. l\.-laybe they were not brilliant, but they were imbued with
the" dig on" spirit; they furnished resolution and stability and a
difTllitv
we othenvise might have lacked. Verily, we did not go
o
•
out then" to eat of vineyards we planted not, and to drink of

assets of the pioneer. Therefore he had no hesitancy in seeing us go
out, as he had gone, to practice what he had demonstrated was
. effective. The fact that there were no State lmvs to protect liS
from arrest and fine was no deterrent in those days. It ,vas
Ours to create public favor which 'would defend us in the courts or
secure these laws. These stringencies developed the resources of
the osteopathic physician of the early days, and realizing this, I
have been doubtful of the ,visdom of incorporating too much extraneous matter into our college course and of state laws which
encourage unlimited practice, including medicine and surgery.
But let us return to Kirksville! The school work that first
year, as I look back over it, was a most exciting experience. Every"thing is so different today that it is difficult for one ,vho has not
been through it to visualize the scenes in the first college in those
day's. The streets of Kirksville and the halls at the Infinnary
literally swanned with patients of all ages and conditions from
every part of the countnr • There were in addition six or seven
hundred students in the ~chool. They were in no sense the type
of person who goes to a college or tiniversity today. J'VIost of them
were not prepared for college, many would not make college material at aU, and others had had very limited schooling. For the
most part they Were mature ITIen and \vomen, their age perhaps
averaging well past thirty. Consequently the behavior and reactions of these large classes were quite different from anythingone
would find in college classrooms and campuses today.
Some classes had their OWll yells and songs and they would
burst forth with little provocation. Class spirit 1vas strong, and
when duly aroused by another antagonistic class, there were Jively
contests between these huskies fresh from village and fann. Kirksville a t this time was a vastly overgrmvn town. Side,valks, except
all the square, were rare, and paved streets just did not exist.
The mud after a rain, and especially ill late winter and spring, was
very cIeep. \V11ile there were attractive, well-built homes occupied
by some of the business men and old families, most of the houses
available for rent to students were of the cheapest type. Few had
cellars, except cyclone cellars, and most of them were up several
feet from the ground on brick pillars with ample sweep underneath for snow and those bitter northwest 1vincIs. I know. I
lived in three of them.
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wells we digged not. " The ground work had to be done. A profession had to be brought into being, and all machinery necessary
thereto had to be created. I doubt if any of us now can see that
thin line of scouts invading the cnemy's country. As stated abovE,
no laws and no court decisions to defend them, and no record of
cures to recommend them-the only thing to give them courage
was the conviction that they could help sick people get 1vell.
The profession todny, well-fed, well-groomed nnd content to
make use of the sentiment thus created for them, and to enjoy
laws giving them liberal protection in most states, often does not
realize \vhat it cost those individuals in 8.ll early day who might
quite easily have looked out for their O\vn interests and let the
complex and expensive business of building a profession go hang.
The hard work and practical sense of those early graduates have
put us, all who come after them, and millions of patients under
lnsting obligntions to them.
To return to Dr. Still: I was in close contact with the Old
Doctor quite frequently, as I worked in the office of The Journal
oj Osteopathy during my last year in college, and he took quite
an interest in that publication. Dr. Still talked quite freely at
times of his theories and of ,yhat he expected the osteopathic profession to do. Noone of us since has ever thought as deeply as
Dr. Still thought. No one of us has had the imagination and
followed through with 'York to prove or disprove theories as Dr.
Still. It was the use of his intellect coupled with a will to work
that made him great, for Dr. Still's life, above all things, ,vas
practical. He had the power of relaxation such as I have never
knO'wn. The sensitiveness of his soul heard the guns and saw the
ships nfire nt Mnniln Bny nnd nt Snntiago, eubn, nnd he tolel thnt
great battles were going on a day or two before tile wires brought
lle,ys to us. Then there may have been a doubt of this power, but
radio nO\v does it for us obtuse ones, evidently he did not need it.
He believed that the mind might be trained to see beneath the
surface, as tile x-ray does, and may be his mind did this for him
in some of his rapid diagnoses. He said to me, "The x-ray by
tremendously increasing the vibrations brings to light what is
beneath the surface. Vlhy can we not train our minds to do it?"
Iu the light of present-dny science, why should it be impossible?
Dr. Still's life hnel taught him to depend on himself nnd not on
outside aids.
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It was difficult to follow his hand in some of his diagnoses and
treatment. 'fhere was no hesitation, for he had a clear picture in
his mind of the structures he ,vas working with. None of us had
that much knowledge and no one has matched his technic, nor
his success. His instnlctions in technic were often over our
heads, but his reasoning, his deductions, and his philosophy were
of the greatest value.
One examination I saw him make still impresses me. He ,vas
examining a foot and said, "Begin at the point oj pain and follow
back, examining each jo{nt until you come to the spine." Many
of us in our zeal for hunting spinal lesions reverse this process. We
begin at the spine and, finding tenderness or strain tllere, go no
further and leave a local injury undiscovered. Every case was a
different one and presented different problems. He discouraged
students from jumping at conclusions and expecting to find a
certain condition in one case because they found it in the last case.
Dr. Still was in the classrooms quite frequently the years I was
nt the A1l1ericnn School of Osteopnthy. It wns n grent trent for
us underclassmen to sneak in where clinics were being held and
demonstrations of technic given. Technic was tile thing-classes
in manipulation for pay, conducted by students who had taken
such work themselves, were quite in vogue, especially for thOSE
\vho wanted to go out before graduation and gain some experience. I still thrill at tile memory of my crowding inside tile
door of old North Hall, and listening to some recent graduate
give his experience of battling with a patient stricken Witil infirmity
or disease. I recall the respect we had for such a person. He knew
sometiling; he was doing things; and yet tilat physician had grad..u a ted from school only a year or tvvo ago.
Perhaps I got the idea from my reaction to tllese "voices of
experience, n for I have had tlle conviction ever since that the
student's education 1vould be vastly more practical if the upper
classes in our colleges had talks frequently from successful osteopathic physicians regarding conditions they are soon to face.
Success, usefulness, happiness, are not measured by what we have
gotten from textbooks in college, but rat1Ier by how applicable
we can make our knowledge to tile needs of otlIers.
I am reminded here of some of the very practical ad'vice Dr.
Still would give us at times. He would urge on us that we were
representatives of a new system of healing, new' theory of disease ,
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new methods of treatment. He ridiculed the use by us oftlle
instrumcnts of diagnosis in vogue in medical practice. He maintained sick people were sorely tired of existing methods and 'would
make use of us because we ,vere different, and when ,ve produced
the same instnlments and followed the same methods used on
them by medical men so often, they vmuld say, "It's the same old
thing~I thought I was getting something different. n
He expected us to go out as pioneers in introducing to sick people
something tlley had never used before~andhence give tl1em a new
hope. It was good logic in those early days, and it is good logic
today, as proved by the fact that those who have thought straight
and ,vorked along strictly osteopathic lines have established thelnselves in successful practices. As long as there are well-established
medical men on every corner, ready to do surgery, a half-dozen
or more of them to one of us, why should ,ve be so foolish as to go
in and attempt openly to compete Witll them in their acknowledged
field and neglect the broad unoccupied areas made tillable and
fertile by thirty years of cultivation? Thirty-five years ago there
were sufficient people wanting osteopathy to keep occupied the
limited number then practicing it. Today tllere are more people
wanting osteopathy than formerly because the profession has
grown in prestige as well as in numbers.
"\Ve should not seek to make tlle impression that merely because
we are different from other schools of medicine tlmt ,ve are better
than they are; but the fact that it is different offers some hope to
many" ,vho have suffered much of many physicians. n Dr. Still
was right, proved right by thousands of our number who have
stood loyal to his teachings and profited by practicing them.
I marvel yet, as I look back at the versatility of the mau, Dr.
StilI. He lmew what was going on in science and in medicinc,
and his stock of general information was far above what would be
expected of one who had lived his strenuous life. His social qualities were remarkable. In gatherings of men and women anywhere Dr. Still was sought out because he was interesting to talk
to. His kindly smile, tlle merry twinkle in his eye, his wit, humor
and repartee, his information and common sense made him the
central figure in any group. Even outside of Kirksville and where
he was not the "Old Doctor" to students and patients, he was the
same popular and sought-after man.
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In my first few months the students from the Southern states
organized to give parties and socials with programs furnished for
the most part by their own members. At some of these gatherings
Dr. Still would be a guest and enter most heartily into the fun of
the evening. I recall one such meeting at which my small children were present (because there was no one at home with whom
to leave them). Dr. Still noticed the little girl, and took her
around in his arms a great part of the evening. Inaugurating the
custom made famous later by the late John D. Rockefeller, he
gave her a bright dime 'which was a family treasure for years. I
mention tllis incident, of course, merely to show the humanism of
the man occupied as he was ,,,ith great responsibilities and cares.
Early in the spring of 1897 the students and faculty of the American School of Osteopathy organized the American Association for
the Advancement of Osteopathy. This was a sincere manifestation
of the professional instinct looking to fellowship and cooperation.
It was most creditable to the students of that early day to take
this step. lvIaybe persecution of osteopathic physicians graduated
a year or two before impressed on them the necessity of union for
common protection. But their constitution shmvs plainly that the
end in view was the creation of a profession for mutual exchange of
experienc:f and common benefit. Be it remembered that the first
osteopathic physicians had been graduated less than three years
before tllis organization was formed. This speaks volumes for the
conviction, the earnestness, and the alertness of these early graduates and students. To learn more from the experiences of their
fellows at professional meetings and to pledge each other comradeship and support in thc perils of practice was a noble move.
IVlaybe we are a little inclined to overlook the ethics of Dr. Still
in his detennination to teach osteopathy so that otllers might
practice it. He ,vas asked by some to teach them, and he urged
others of his acquaintances to take up the study. Nor was there
any disposition to prevent tlle establishment of otl1er schools
teaching osteopathy where they gave evidence of giving a competent course of instnlction. OsteopatllY ,."as for the people and
those who could etllically and effectively give it to the people were
welcome to it. No one who knew Dr. Still could entertain the
thought that he ever considered that he might have made millions
by building hospitals and employing men and women whom he
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instnlcted to treat those who came to him. The firstgraduates to
go out caught the spirit and were as interested in having men and
women enter one of the colleges for study as they ,,'ere in securing
patients for themselves. On the 'whole a most remarkable and
creditable record!
Some of the outstanding gatherings of the profession were held
in Kirksville. I recall vividly the notable meeting in 1901 at which
our present organization, as a really national or international body
was created out of the student organization mentioned above. 'I'he
name at this meeting was changed to the American Osteopathic
Association, and a general fann of organization, providing for
Board of Trustees and standing committees, and elective officers,
was adopted which lasted practically without change for t\venty
years.
Dr. Still appeared several times before this first meeting, and,
of courSE, mingled freely with those in attendance, many of whom,
graduates of other colleges of osteopathy, saw him for the first
time. The days of the convention including July 4, brought us
intensely hot weather. I can see Dr. Still now standing on the
platform one night, making an address, feet encased in carpet
slippers, without coat or vest, suspenders most prominent over
white shirt, unbuttoned at neck, using a palm leaf fan.
I saw for the first time at that meeting many of the men and
women who have become the most prominent in the osteopathic
profession. Several of these came to be my closest friends and
intimate co-workers in the national Association.
Wonderful
people! 1'0 the end of time osteopathy will owe them a debt of
gratitude! At this meeting The Journal oj the American Osteopathic AssociatioH, our first official publication, was launched, with
the late Dr. A. L. Evans as first editor. Five or six years later the
editorship of The jou1'lIal came into my bands and remained with
me fifteen years. Dr. W. F. Link, who knew the printing business, was Chairman of the Publication Committee. And the stalwart, C. ]\;1. Turner Hulett, pre-eminently one of our most useful
members for many years, was President that year, and Chairman
of Committee on Education for the following year. Drs. Irene
Harwood Ellis, I\L F. Hulett, Secretary and Treasurer, respectively
of the national organization, E. C. Pickler, O. J. Snyder, \Ill. B.
Davis, T. I .... Ray, all aftenvard active officially in Ollr national
Association management, I first met at that meeting.
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I have always been thankful that my first impressions of Dr.
Still were gained when he was in his prime, physically and mentally. His age then was about seventy-two. He had passed through
the veritable struggle for existence. He had come to be acknowledged and acclaimed by his townsfolk where so recently he had
been hcldin suspicion and donbt. The dread of want and dependence had been entirely removed; prosperity was his, and above all
the child of his brain, that which he had slaved for and nurtured
as a motller does a weakly babe, that which all except his faithful
helpmate condemned and loathed as an unholy thing, was accepted
by the world l which ,vas beating paths from its four quarters to his
door.
All through th; ages men have paid the price for being different
-in religion, in science, and now in the healing art. In the early
years many went to their deatll, otllers were persecuted until
they recanted. Fortunately for him, in Dr. Still's earlier days the
world l though no more charitable, was more law-abiding, so the
punishment administered to him did not kill tlle body, but well
nigh crushed his sensitive souL God be praised that he lived to
see it all changed and that he had those many years l free from
stnlggle, witll not a physical care or concern; time to meditate,
time to enjoy his children and grandchildren and friends; time to
receive expressions of gratitude from thousands restored to happiness through what he had done; time to rest the '''earled body and
exercise the agile mind. Whatever concept each of us may have of
the future l we all "'111 agree on the recompense and the glory of
such a transition period.
The next national Association meeting at which I recall Dr. Still
taking active part was held in St. Louis in connection with the
1904 World Exposition. Onr meetings by this time had a large
attendance and this meeting \vas held in Exposition buildings within the Exposition grounds. A year later while going to the meeting
in Denver, Dr. Still's neck \yas injured ina train wreck. This
gave him trouble to the end of his days. At this Denver meeting
our membership reached the one thousand mark.
A great meeting was held in Kirksville in 1908, to celebrate the
Old Doctor's eightietll birthday. The crowd \vas immense; no
building in town could accommodate the attendance, so a huge
circus tent had been pro,'1cled in which all the main sessions ,"ere
held. It had been arranged to nnveil a life-sized portrait of Dr.
eaO)
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Still, done by a world-famous artist who had visited him some
months before. '1'his portrait had been provided for by popular
subscriptions within the profession, through a committee headed
by Dr. G. \V. Riley of Nc"w York. It ·was a gala occasion participated in by thousands of the faithful who rejoiced to see that the
Old Doctor vms holding his own against the wearing of the ye~rs.
In 1913 the Old Doctor expressed a wish to have the professlOu
visit him again. It vms typical mid,vest August weather-about
as hot as it comes-and again a very large attendance, for who
cared about heat then! We would not be celebrating tilE Old
Doctor's eighty-fifth birthday with him again. It was plain to
sec these five years had made considerable change in his robust
health, and thousands of our members saw him at this meeting for
the last time. A year later during our Philadelphia meeting the
World \Var broke out; and after three years as the first American
troops were going over seas, the Old Doctor "went \Vest."
1'his 1913 Kirksville meeting marked an epoch in our business
development. It was the first meeting at which we had commercial exhibits. From that humble beginning with exhibits displayed
in a tent, the remarkable recognition of the business 'world, evidenced by the present-day exhibits at our meetings and advertising in our publications, bas grown. The purchasing power of the
profession and the value of its approval of books, office appliances,
instruments of diagnosis have been clearly demonstrated.
In 1874 Dr. Still, after many years of doubting medical theories,
which he practiced before and during the Civil War, and after
heart-breaking efforts to put his new conception of disease to
practical test, he felt that he had made a demonstrable start and
he always looked on June of this year as the birth time of the
systelu he later called osteopathy. So the profession voted to
honor his memory and hold its semicentennial of the birth of osteopathy in 192.:1 at the scene it had made world-famous. To conform with local conditions the meeting was held in TvIay, much
earlier tllan ever before. In spite of this, a large attendance
showed their sustained interest and loyalty.
At this period anniversaries were coming rather fast. The year
1928 marked the one-hundredth anniversary of Dr. Sti11's birth.
The profession wanted to celebrate it properly and decided that
Kirksville was the one place where such exercises could be appropriately held. So we gathered there, and the sixth of August
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marked. the most notable day a comparatively young profession
had ever had. Statesmen, United States Senators, Congressmen,
and Governors, ,,,ere there to honor the memory of the man who,
so unselfishly had given this most effective system to tlle world.
Artists, the most noted in opera and on concert stage, were glad
to be there, and pay their beautiful tribute to his memory. Seldom in the history of the country had more distinguished personages contributed to such an occasion with audiences numbering
thousands.
The climax was tile unveiling of a tablet at tile door of the log
cabin in which the Old Doctor's fatiler had practiced medicine and
in which Dr. Still was born. 'I'his cabin had been purchased from
the owner of tile old Still plantation in Virginia and it had been
removed and re-erected on tile college property by Dr. George ]'\11.
l,aughlin. Dr. Laughlin's son, George Andrew Laughlin, unveiled the tablet, a massive boulder witll a bronze plaque imbedded
in it. Dr. George W. Riley, mentioned earlier in this article, was
in charge of the exercises for this entire celebration and on his
request I presided at this function, presenting Dr. E. C. Pickler
of Minneapolis, a lifelong friend of Dr. Stil1, as orator of the oecasion. I made introductory remarks which perhaps smumed up
the life and character of Dr. Still, I append thelll here:
Near the point of the wedge that the State of Virginia drives in
between Kentucky and Tennessee is a God-blest spot. Situated in
the foothills of the Al1egheny Mountains, East of us, the fading
Blue Ridge look across the border to tile Smoky Tvlountaills in
the South; and on tile West, as if to preserve the forests and fields
beyond for the native Red Tvlen, stands the main range, impassable for hundreds of miles, pierced only by a gap at this point.
Over this trail for fifty years caravans of pioneers had made
their way. Passing almost by the gate of this cabin, the Lincolns,
some forty years before, had treked their way, and settled a few
cOlllltries further on. Here the Emancipator, at the time of our
story, a yOUtll of nineteen, had been banI. Over this trail tile
family of which I am to speak soon wended its way. In this environment of peace and beauty, of rugged nature and the restless
adventure of man, on a day like this just one hundred years ago
a little boy was born. They named him Andrew 1'aylor Still.
Some years ago I stood by this cabin dmvn there, and ,"valked
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the stone pathway his feet had learned to tread. Yonder was the
large apple tree and here the huge grapevine, both of which had
no doubt ministered to his childhood needs. I ''!tondered how
much it all had influenced him, how much the pioneering spirit of
the time had fired his brain, how much of the richness of the virgin
soil had gone into his blood, how much of the strength of the hills
had been built into his frame, how much of the wondrous sunshine
of the day ,vas still in his life, and how much of the tranquil glory
of the night abided in his soul.
~rwelve years ago, just now, with a few friends I came here!
realizing it would be our last visit to him. He lay on a treatment
table, conveniently placed for the air in his spacious rooms. Plainly
he was already claimed by Eternity-loaned yet a little while to
those ,,,,ho loved him here. His hair and beard were almost gone,
and I saw as never before the sources of his strength; that powerful frame of the pioneer; that 110ble brow and cheek and chin
which would have befitted Jove, and withal the countenance of
an angel. The sunshine of the early days was in his face, the calm
of those nights was still his, and the sparkle of the spring-fed brook
in which he had played beamed in his cyes. Truly, the glory of
God was on the scene! I offered a prayer then, as I do 11m'll, that
when the mantling years fall upon you and me they may leave the
sunshine on our face, as they cover from others' view the disappointment and sorrow and pain within.
That is the lesson for today from Dr. Still. Tomorrow and the
coming weeks we are thinking of the discoveries he made and of
the great work he did, but today we are thinking of the kindly,
lovable man. After all, I am sure these real human traits in us
are the Divine. 'l'hen bow mnch of Himself the good Lord emptied
when he made Dr. Still! Almost anyone, who is willing to pay
the price it demands, may become rich or great; but he who wins
the love of men and women and little children must first have
love within himself.
So because we loved him, 1ve have assembled here today to
catch new inspiration from these scenes and surroundings, and in
the erection of this simple monument to pledge to each other our
detenninatiol1 to carryon.
lf ever an institution was the lengthened shadow of a man, that
institution vms oasteopathy, and that man, Dr. Andrew Taylor
Still.
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